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Preface 

AOSNS, the Advanced Operating System/Virtual Storage, is one of the Data General 
(DGC) operating systems for ECLIPSE® MV/Familyand OS-series computer systems. 

This manual tells how to insta11 AOSNS and, after installation, how to start and stop an 
AOSNS system on your ECUPSE MV/Family computer. It also tells how to install updates 
and new releases of AOSNS. For fast reference, please insert :and use the tabbed dividers 
following the directions preceding the Preface. 

This manual does not deS<.nbe deskside ECLIPSE MV /Family loomputers (including 
ECLIPSE MV /3000 "'" DC series systems, ECLIPSE MV /5000"" DC series systems, 
ECLIPSE MV/2500 "'" DC, ECLIPSE MVI2000'" DC, ECLIPSE MV/l400'" DC, and 
ECLIPSE MV/1000 "'" DC systems) on which AOSNS is preinstal1ed and the System 
Management Interface (SMI) is enabled. Using preinstalled AOSNS is described in 
Starting and Updating Preinstalled AOSrvs and in Starting and Updating Preinstalled A OS/VS 
on ECLIPSE MV/3000"'" DC series and MV/5000"'" DC Series Systems (069-000481). Using 
the SMI is described in Using the AOS/VS System Management Interface (SMl) 
(069-000203). 

This manual explains how to get AOSNS up and running, and how to keep it current 
Other aspects of AOSNS" like details on the EXEC program, backup, and system security, 
are explained in a different manual, MantJgingAOS/VS and A osrvs II, which contains the 
conceptual and hands-on information you need to make sound decisions about running 
the system. 

This manual is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1 

Chapter 2 

Chapter 3 
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is an overview of system software, MY /Family h,ardware, and the steps 
involved in installing, starting, and stopping an AOSNS system. It also 
descnbes keyboard control keys. 

tel1s how to bring up your first AOSNS system on 
ECLIPSE MV/4000® DC, ECLIPSE MV/4000 SC, and Data General 
DS/4000-series computers. This chapter assumes you are starting with 
blank disks. Read it when starting from scratch 1with any of the computers 
above (but not with an ECLIPSE MV/4000 computer). 

tells how to bring up your flI'St AOSNS system on the following computers: 

ECLIPSE MV/40000'" ; 
ECLIPSE MV/20000"" Models 1, 2, and C; 
ECLIPSE MV/18000"" Models 1 and 2; 
ECLIPSE MV/15000'" Models 8,10, and 20; 
ECLIPSE MV/10000'" SX and ECLIPSE MV/1OOOO"'; 
ECLIPSE MV/9300''', ECLIPSE MV/9500"', cmd ECLIPSE MV/9600""; 
ECLIPSE MV/8000®, ECLIPSE MV/8000® II ~md ECLIPSE MV/8000® C; 
ECLIPSE MV n800'" , ECLIPSE MV/7800 .... C, ECLIPSE MV n800 "'" XP; 
ECLIPSE MV/6000®; and 
ECLIPSE MV/4000®. 
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Chapter 4 

ChapterS 

This chapter assumes you are starting with blank disks. Read it if starting 
from scratch with any computer above. 

tells how to run the VSGEN program to generate a tailored operating 
system. Read it whenever you want to generate or modify an AOSNS 
operating system. 

tells how to bring up the multiuser environment, which supports many 
timesharing and batch users concurrently. It leads you through creating user 
profiles, initializing the EXEC program, editiJlg the system UP and DOWN 
macros to make startup and shutdown easier, ,and creating a tailored error 
message file. Read this chapter after generating your first AOSNS 
system-later, you may want to reread selected parts of it I Chapter6 details system startup, normal shutdown, and ~lbnormal shutdown. You'll 
follow the steps described here when you start up and shut down your 
system. There are two tabbed dividers for this ,chapter. 

I 

I 

Chapter 7 

Chapter 8 

Chapter 9 

Appendix A 

AppendixB 

AppendixC 

explains how to instaII updates and new releasle5 of AOSNS. You'll read this 
after receiving an update or a new release. 

details the Disk Formatter program, which formats physical disks into logical 
disk units for use with AOSNS. 

explains the Installer program, which installs an AOSNS system on a logical 
disk unit. 

summarizes peripheral device names and codes. 

lists and briefly descnbes files shipped with A()SNS. 

explains first-time powerup steps for MV/4000 Sc, MV/4000 DC, and Data 
General DS/4000-series. You'D need this information to power up your 
computer before anything has been installed on its disk( s). 

Appendix D explains first-time powerup steps for MV!20000, MV/1S000, MV/10000, 
MV!8000-series, MVI7800, MV/6000, and M'V'I4000 (meter-high) systems. 
You'll need this information to power up your computer before anything has 
been installed on its disk(s). (For first-time p<>werup on an ECLIPSE 
MV/40000 system, see Starting ECUPSE MV/40000 .... -Series Systems. For 
first-time powerup on an ECLIPSE MV/9000 .... -Series system, see Starting 
ECLIPSE MV/9500 .... Computer Systems.) 

What About Peripherals? 
Peripherals include disk units, tape and/or diskette units, the ~;ystem console, user 
terminals, and letter-quality, laser, and line printers. 

Before you can begin, at least one disk unit, one tape or diskette unit, and a system console 
(DASHER® terminal) must be connected to your computer, cmd aU must have adequate 

power. 

A Data General engineer usually installs the hardware, so you need no information on this. 
In fact, a Data General engineer often brings up the first systc~m. But we include this 

material because you may want to do it. 
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Related Documentation 
This section describes manuals that you might find helpful additions to this one. 

Hardware Operation 
To run an operating system, you must know how to use the switches and controls on your 
computer, tape and disk units, system console, and printer(s). See the appropriate 
documentation from the list that follows: 

• System console-DASHER® Operator Reference Series manual for your system console. 

• Disk units-014-series booklets for your disk unit(s); or" for older units, DGC Disk 
Drives (014-000099). 

• !ape units-MagnetiC Tape Transports (014-000095). Opc~rator Reference Series 
manual that descnbc!s how to operate a tape unit. 

• Line printers-DGC Line Printers (014-000089). Describes how to operate line 
printers. 

For device status errors and other information, you might want to refer to the manual for 
the appropriate device. 

Hardware Error Diagnostics and Systenrl Control 
Program (SCP) 
The Advanced Diagnostic EXecutive (ADEX) system is an optional diagnostics package 
for MV/Family systems. ADEX provides a complete suite of diagnostics, including tests for 
peripherals and system exercisers for Data General hardware .. ADEX is shipped on tape or 
diskettes, and it can be installed on the system disk along with. AOSNS. It provides easy, 
fast access to hardware diagnostics from a system startup menu. For information on how to 
install and run ADEX, see theADEX Operator's Manual (014-000744). 

Many MY /Family computers allow remote diagnostic testing. If your computer permits this, 
and you have a contract with Data General that supports it, sc:~ the manual 
Communications Switch--II User Operation and Installation Guide (015-000207). 

The System Control Program (SCP) features that you need for routine operation are 
covered in this manual. }oor more information, refer to the SCP manual that came with 
your computer. 

First-Time Powerup 
First-time and routine powerup involve turning on peripherals and using at least one 
switch on the computer front panel. 

For most computers, these steps are described in a "Starting" manual shipped with the 
hardware. The manual you are reading duplicates these steps in Appendixes C and D (for 
fIrSt-time powerup) and Chapter 6 (for routine powerup). However, ECLIPSE MV/40000 
and ECUPSE MV!9000-Series front panel information you need for first-time and 
routine powerup is explained only in the "Starting" manuals for those systems. 

Generally, the first-time and routine cold-start steps for a given computer are similar for 
a1l Data General operating systems (AOSNS, DG/uX''''' , DG/RDOS, AOS/RT32) and for 
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non-Data General operating systems. Therefore, we try to descnbe these steps in a 
manual that's independent of the operating system-like a "Starting" manual-so that 
users with any Data General operating system, or a non-Data General operating system, 
can read them. 

AOSNS and Related Software 
This manual explains only a few tasks involved in maintaining a.nd using the AOSNS 
operating system. Some other tasks, and the manuals that explain them, are 

• Recovering from errors-AOS/VS and A OS/VS II Erroraru.i Status Messages 
(093-000540) describes all the operating system error messages, including those you 
might encounter during system installation, startup, and shutdown. 

• Managing and running your system-ManagingAOSIVS and AOS/VS II (093-000541) 
explains system management issues like backup and security. It is a companion manual 
and sequel to the manual you are reading now. Using the CLI (AOS/VS and. AOS/vs II) 
(093-000646) describes the AOSNS and AOSNS n file and directory structure and 
how to use the ru, a command line interpreter, as the inte:rface to the operating 
system. 

• Understanding AOSNS and AOSNS n terms and concept:s-AOS/vs and 
AOS/vs II Glossary (069-000231} 

• Using the SED text editor-Learning to Use Your AOS/VS System (069-000031) and 
SED Text Editor User's Manual (093-000249) describe using the SED editor shipped 
with AOSNS. 

If your system includes Data General's office automation systern, CEO, see the manual 
Managing the CEoe System (093-000286), which describes how to install and manage the 
CEO office automation software. 

You might also need the pertinent networking manuals if your ~;ystem is connected to other 
computers in a network. If you have bought the AOSNS Perfolmance Package-which 
includes the Class Assignment and Scheduling Package (CLAS1P), a separate product-you 
will want to see the accompanying manuals. 

After you get your system and multiuser environment up and nmning, you will want to run 
other software, like compilers and data management products. These are descnbed in 
manuals shipped with the software. 

A full list of related documentation is located at the back of this manual, after the index. 

Release and Update Notices 
AOSNS Release and Update Notices have the latest details on all system software: 
enhancements, new features, and improvements. Release and l.Jpdate Notices are supplied 

I 
both as printed listings and as disk files that you can print. For AOSNS Revision 7.70, the 
filename of the Update Notice in directory :UTILis 085_000147_16 for Model 3900; for 
Model 31133 the filename is 085_000780_09. For AOSNS Revision 7.60, the filename of 
the Release Notice for Model 3900 is 085_000147_14, and for l'riode131133, the filename is 
085_000780_06. 

You should read the Release or Update Notices, at least in pant, because they summarize 
new features as well as known problems (and suggested solutions). Both Release and 
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Update Notices assume that you know the operating system well-so parts of them may be 
difficult to understand until you do know the system. 

Document changes files, also in :UTIL, are part of each update, but you must print these 
yourself after installing the new software. The document chang~~s filenames have the form 
Oss_nnnnnn_", where ss is the series,nnnnnn is the part number, and "is the revision (for 
example, 093 J)OO675 _01 is the document changes file for this manual). We suggest that, as 
you receive new software revisions from Data General, you print the document changes 
file(s) and update the manual(s) as needed. 

The Newsletter 
Final1y, if you subscribe to Data General's Software Subscription Service you will find the 
AOS/vs Monthly Newsletter a useful source of information on the latest enhancements to 
the operating system. 
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Reader, Please Note: 
We use these conventions for command formats in this mUlual: 

REQUIRED required [optroMl] ••• 

Where Means 

REQUIRED You must type the uppercase word, such as Cit command (or its accepted 
abbreviation), as shown. 

required You must type an argument, filename, or other variable in place of 
the lowercase word or letter. For example, the x in @MTxO can be 
B, C, 0, or J, depending on the type of magnetic tape drive. 
Sometimes we show 

{ 

requ~red1 } 
requ.red2 

which means you must type one of the arguments. Do not type the 
braces; they only set off the choice. 

[optional] You have the option of typing this argument. Do not type the brackets; 
they only set off what is optional. 

You may repeat the preceding entry or entries. The explanation will 
tell you exactly what you may repeat. 

Additionally, we use certain symbols in special ways: 

Symbol Means 

~ Press the NEW LINE key on your terminal's keyboard. If there is no 
NEW UNE key, press the Carriage Return (CR) key. 

) The AOSNS operating system eLI prompt. 

• Su) The AOSNS Superuser prompt. 

SCP-CLI> The AOSNS SCP ell prompt 

All numbers are decimal, except for device codes and numbers marked octal. For example 

... 27 buffers ... 

... device code 27 ... 

... 27 octal ... 

means 27 decimal 
means 27 octal 
means 27 octal 

We showell and SCP Cll commands in UPPERCASE; but: you can type them in 
lowercase, uppercase, or any combination. Finally, we use 

This typeface to show your entry. 
This typeface to show system queries and responses. 
This typeface to show listings and status displays. 
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Contacting Data General 
Data General wants to assist you in any way it can to help you use its products. Please feel 
free to contact the company as outlined below. 

Manuals 
If you require additional manuals, please use the enclosed TIPS order form 
(United States only) or contact your local Data General sales representative. 

Telephone Assistance 
If you are unable to solve a problem using any manual you received with your 
system, free telephone assistance is available with your hardware warranty and 
with most Data General software service options. If you ::tre within the United 
States or Canada, contact the Data General Customer Su.pport Center (CSC) by 
calling 1-800-DG-HELPS. Lines are open from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., your time, 
Monday through Friday. The center will put you in touch with a member of 
Data General's telephone assistance staff who can answelr your questions. 

For telephone assistance outside the United States or Canada, ask your 
Data General sales representative for the appropriate tel1ephone number. 

Joining Our Users Glroup 
Please consider joining the largest independent organizatjon of Data General users, 
the North American Data General Users Group (NADGU'G). In addition to making 
valuable contacts, members receive FOCUS monthly m8i~azine, a conference 
discount, access to the Software Library and Electronic Bulletin Board, an annual 
Member Directory, Regional and Special Interest Groups" and much more. For more 
information about membership in the North American D~lta General Users Group, 
call 1-800-253-3902 or' 1-508-443-3330. • 

End of Preface 
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Chapter 1 
About Installing, Starting, and 

Stopping AOSNS 

Read this chapter for an introduction to installing, starting, and stopping an AOSNS 
system. 

Installing your first system (Chapters 2-5) is one part of this. Routinely starting and 
stopping AOSNS is another part. (Man.aging is yet another part, covered in another 
manual: Managing AOSIVS and AOS/VS In. This chaptE~r outlines both the installing 
and startinglstopping parts. It assumes that AOSIVS is n4~W to you. The major sections 
in this chapter are 

• What is AOSNFr! 

• The ECLIPSE MV/Family Computers 

• AOSNS File Structure 

• What's Involved in System Installation? 

• Finding Information on Other AOSNS Management Tasks 

• Cautions and Control Characters 

• If You Make a Mistake 

What Is AOSNS? 

AOSNS is a multitasking, multiprogramming) demand -]pageci, virtual storage 
operating system. You can use it to support users on a tinle-sharing basis, to run 
batch jobs, or to perform control applications on a real-tilne basis. You communicate 
with AOSNS by typing Command Line Interpreter (CLI) commands on a terminal. 

AOSNS runs on all Data General 32-bit, ECLIPSE® MV/Family and DS-series 
computers except the ECLIPSE® MV/30000 and ECIJPSE® MV/40000 HA. 

Figures 1-1 and 1-2 show the hardware in typical minilnum ECLIPSE MV/Family 
installations. The names MTBO, MTCO, DPFO, and DPJO are AOSNS device names. 
There can be, and often are, additional tape and disk units. 
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Magnetic tape unit MTBO 

System console 

INT-02127 

Figure 1-1 Sample AOS/vS ECUPSE MV/I5000 no System~ Hardware Configuration 
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CPU 
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System console 

User termit'liils 

Tape unit MTCO 

Sealed disk unit 
DPJO 

1NT-02CM2 

Figure 1-2 Sample AOS/vs ECUPSE MV/7800 1ao Xl'System 
Hardware Configuration 
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The ECLIPSE® MV/Family Computers 

The Data General MVlFamily has a broad range of 32-bit systems, from the 
ECLIPSE MV/40000 '1M to the ECLIPSE MV/IOOO '1M DC oomputer. (Deskside 
ECIJPSE systems, including ECLIPSE MV/SOOO'IM DC series systems, 

I ECIJPSE MV3000 - DC series sytems, ECLIPSE MV/2S00 '1M DC, 
ECLIPSE MV/2000 TN DC, ECLIPSE MV/1400 TN DC and !r~CLIPSE MY/IOOO TN DC 
ship with AOSNS preinstalled and the System Management Interface (SMl) enabled, 
so you don't need to read this book to use these machines. Instead, read Starting and 
Updating Preinstalled AOS/vS and Starting and Updating Preinstalled AOSrvs on 
ECLIPSE MV/5000'" DC Series Systems. Also read Using the AOS/VS System 
Management Interface (SMI). 

In all MV/Family computers, AOSNS runs in the main processor. Another operating 
system, called the SCp, serves to load vital microcode into the main processor{s), and 
boot (load) AOSNS into main processor memory. The SCP also manages powerup and 
monitors system error conditions. 

Physically, MV/Family computers range from the meter-high, two-bay MV/40000 
HA with separate peripherals to the compact, self-contained MY/lOOO DC. 

Operationally--after your first AOSNS system is generatt:d-update and startup 
procedures are similar for all MVlFamily computers. (Backup procedures-described 
in Managing AOS/VS and AOS/vS II-differ, depending on whether you have 
magnetic tape. If you don't have a tape unit, you'll use diskettes.) 

NOTE: Although their names and central processors arE~ similar, the ECLIPSE 
MV/7800 - , MV/7800 C, and MV/7800 XP compu.ters differ significantly from 
the MV/7S00 DC and MVnSOO Dcx. The MVnSOO, MVnSOO C, and 
MV/7800 XP are meter-high computers with one or more peripheral bays. 
The ECLIPSE MV/7S00 DC and MV/7S00 DCX are compact, with built-in 
tape and disk units; they are designed to fit undE!r a desk. In this book (and 
generally) the name "MV/7BOO" represents the fiirst type of computer; the 
name "MV/7S00 DC and DCX" represents the second type of computer. 

1-4 

Similarly, the ECLIPSE MV/400O® differs from ECLIPSE MV/4000 DC, 
MV/4000 SC, and Data General DS/4000-series Icomputers. 

Also, the ECIJPSE MV/SOOO differs significantly from the MY/SOOO n and 
MV/BOOO C computers. In this book, "MY/BOOO" :means the shoulder-high, 
blue and white computer; "MY/SOOO n" and "MV/8000 C" describe the 
meter-high, earth -tone computer. 
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AOSNS File Structure 

AOSNS manages many parts of its file structure, but ytOU need to understand the 
options that are under your control A typical AOSNS HIe system is made up of 
several directories, as shown in Figure 1-3. 

User Directories 

INT-42013 

Figure 1-3 AOSIVS System File Structure 

The root directory (:) and other system directories are created and managed by 
AOSNS or its utility programs. The AOSNS operating system program fue is usually 
in directory :SYSGEN. 

Directory: UDD has an entry for each timesharing user directory. A user is an 
authorized person who can execute other programs--oflt;en application programs. So 
: UDD often has many subordinate directories and uses :a lot of storage space. 

All these directories, and their subordinate directories, l:&ll reside on one logical disk 
unit (LDU). Or any of these directories can reside on its own LDU. An LDU is one or 
more physical disks created by the Disk Formatter. 

Generally, for the most versatile, simple system, you will make each physical disk a 
single-disk LDU. The system disk (from which you run. AOSNS) is nearly always a 
single-disk LDU. If you set up an LDU with pieces on rnore than one disk, all disks 
must be on line before anyone can access the LOU. 

With the Disk Formatter, you can set up a structure in which everything will be on one 
LDU. Or you can set up a system LDU with separate LDU s for database management 
and user directories (for example, UDDl, UDD2, UDD3;), depending on your needs and 
nwnber of disk units. 
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You might set up a multiple-disk LDU to handle a very large rue, perhaps a database 
rue, that won't fit on a single disk. The system will then access the multiple-disk LDU 
as one directory file, providing enough space for the large database. 

For an example of a single-disk LDU system, imagine the structure in Figure 1-3 on 
a single disk. An example of a multiple LDU system which contains a multiple-disk 
LDU named DATABASE, follows in Figure 1-4. 

Figure 1-4 System with Several Logical Disk Units 

For your first system, you will create a single-disk, one-piece LDU in disk unit 0 on 
the fll'St disk controller. This will be the system disk. But after you have formatted this 
LDU, you may need to format other physical disks (if you ha'Ve other units) and make 
decisions about their names. We'll give more detail on the specifics later, but mention 
them here so that you'll know about your options. 

What's Involved in System Installation? 

The system installation procedure assumes that you are starting with blank disks. It 
includes running the Disk Formatter to format the disk and install system software, 
generating a tailored AOSNS system, and creating the multiuser environment. 

For the system installation procedure, you'll need to mount Jrnagnetic tape (if you have 
a tape unit). If your primary disk unit uses a removable pack, you'll also need to insert 
a pack in the unit. If you don't know how to do these things, refer to the Preface for 
manuals about disk and tape unit. 

Figure 1-5 shows each step that you take in the system inst.allation procedure, from 
beginning to end. 
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y 

Appendix C or 014-series 
"Starting ... " manual 

Ready system console. 
Insert 10C diskette. 
Power up computer and 
install emulator. 

Load diagnostic operating 
system (AD EX) from SCP 
SYSTEM MEDIA tape or 
diskette. 

Load SCP OS and micro
code from SCP 
system media tape or dis
kette. 

Chapter 2 

Mount AOSIVS tape or 
diskette number 1. 

Boot Disk Formatter; format 
system disk; create LOU" 

Boot Installer from tape. 

Install AOSNS starter sys
temon LOU. 

Boot starter system from 
LOU. 

AOSNS is preinstalled; for 
startup. see Starting and 

~.--.. Updating Preinstalled AOS! 
VB or Starting and Updating 
Preinstalled AOSNS on 
ECLIPSE MV/3500.... DC 
and MVI5000'" 
DC Series stems. 

[
Appendix 0 or 014-series 

"Starlin ... " manual 

~
~eady system console .. 

Insert SCP SYSTEM 
MEDIA tape or diskette. 

On systems other than 
MV/10000, MVl8000, 
MV/6000, and MV/4000, 
set FlAGS AUTOBOOT 
Y and specify disk unit. 
Set date and tirne. Boot 
from tape. Via ADEX. 
load SCP OS alnd micro
code. 

On MV/10000, 
MV/SOOO, 
MV/6000, and 
MV/4000 
systems, boot 
from tape. Then 
load SCP OS 
and microcode. 

[ Chapter 3 -....--------
fi~unt AOSIVS tape or 
~iskette number 1. 

(ESoot Disk Fonnatter; format 
L:¥stem disk; create LOU. 

ESoot Installer from tape. 

finstall AOSNS starter 
l..;.ystem on LOU. 

(Ek>ot starter system from 
I!.OU. 

Figure 1-5 How ro Install Your First Tailored ADS/VS System (continued) 
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Chapter 2 (continued) Chapter 3 (continued) 

Load remaining A 
on LOU. 

Stiles Load remaining AOSIVS files 
on LOU. 

Install microcode on LOU. Install microcode on LOU. 

Change default microcode file
name (GIS and hardware floating 
point systems). 

Chapter 4 

Change default microcode 
filename (GIS and hardware 
floating point systems). 

Run VSGEN to generate a 
tailored system. 

Run the Update tool to apply 
system patches. 

Shut down and reboot the 
starter system. 

Chapter 5 

Run the PREOITOR program; 
create operator and user profiles. 

Create and open EXEC queue=::J 

Edit the UP macro to start the 
multiuser environment. 

Edit the DOWN macro to stop --, 
the multiuser environment. 1---1 

See Chapter 6 for information on bringing up and down your tailored AOSNS system. 

Figure 1-5 How to Install Your First Tailored AOSIVS System (concluded) 
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Finding Information on AOSNS 

Management Tasks 

Runnjng and managing an AOSNS system involves many tasks other than 
installation, startup, and shutdown. Table 1-1 shows SOUle typical system installation 
and management tasks and the primary place (manual and chapter) you can find 
information on them. The topics proceed alphabetically. Any chapter shown without a 
manual title appears in this manual. 
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Table 1-1 Finding Information on Starting and Running AOSNS 

Topic Where to Find Details 

Abnormal shutdown Chapter 6 
Backup procedures Managing AOSrvs and AOS/VS II, Chaps. 4, 5, 6, 7 
Batch operations Managing AOSrvs ami AOS/VS II, Chaps. 3 and 4 
Bootstrapping programs Chapter 6, Startup/Shutdown sections 
CLI commands (operator) Managing AOSrvs and AOS/VS II, Chapter 3 
Dumping fues for backup Managing AOSrvs aneol AOS/VS 11, Chapter 4 
Errors AOS/vS and AOS/vS 11 Error and Status Messages 

EXEC commands Managing AOS/VS and AOS/VS 11, Chapter 3 
EXEC multiuser environment Chapter 5 
Executing user applications Managing AOSrvs and AOS/VS II, Chapter 9 
First AOSNS system Chapter 2 or 3 

Installing Chapter 2 or 3 
Generating Chapter 4 

Fixing LDUs (F'IXUP) Chapter 6 
Formatting disks, first system Chapter 2 or 3 

Formatting disks, later on ChapterS 
Generating tailored system Chapter 4 (VSGEN) 
Installing software, first system Chapter 2 or 3 
Installing software, later on Chapter 7 
Labeled tapes Managing AOS/VS and: AOS/VS 11, Chaps. 3 and 4 
Log file, system Managing AOS/VS and AOS/VS 11, Chapter 9 
Management decisions Managing AOS/VS and AOS/VS 11, Chaps. 11 and 12 

Memory Dump (and ESD) Chapter 6 
Microcode, loading, first time Appendix C or D 
Microcode, loading, routine Chapter 6 
Multiuser environment, creating Chapter 5 
Multiuser environment, runnjng Managing AOS/VS and AOS/VS 11, Chapter 3 
Operator tools, runtime Managing AOS/VS and AOS/VS II, Chapter 9 
Power failures Chapter 6 

Queues, creating Chapter 5 
Queues, running Managing AOS/VS and AOS/VS II, Chapter 3 
SCP operating system Chapter 6 
Shutdown, normal/abnormal ,Chapter 6 
Software Trouble Report (STR) Managing AOS/vS and AOS/VS II, Chapter 10 
Startup Chapter 6 
System management interface Using the AOS/vs Sys~~m Management 

(SMI) Interface (SM]) 

Tapes, mounting for users Managing AOS/vS and AOS/vS II, Chapter 3 
User logon Managing AOS/VS and AOS/VS II, Chapter 3 
User profiles, creating (fIrst time Chapter 5 
User profiles, creating (general) Managing AOS/vS and AOS/vS II, Chapter 2 
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Cautions and Control Characters 

This section gives some hints and cautions that will help you during the system 
generation process. Simply read it; don't do anything yet. 

CPU and Disk Switches 
During the system generation procedure, power will be on to the CPU and the CPU 
POWER lamp will be lit. The primary disk will be ready and write enabled. While 
you're working with the system (and whenever a system is nJnning), don't press the 
CPU or disk switches. 

IT power to the CPU is interrupted, the SCP operating syst.~m and microcode will be 
lost, and they must be reloaded. If power to the disk(s) is in.terrupted while an AOSNS 
program is running, the program will usually abort. In either case, you will need to 
start the program that was running all over again-a time--consuming nuisance that 
you can avoid by leaving the switches alone after the CPU ~md disks are ready. 

When AOSNS is shut down and the SCP is idle, you can shut off power to the disk(s) if 
you wish-but you may want to keep CPU power on permanently. Cutting power to 
the CPU saves energy, but adds a few steps and a few minutes when you bring the 
system up again. 

System Console 
During the system generation procedure (and afterwards) you'll use the system 
console (DASHER® display or printing tenninal) extensively. Normally, when AOSNS 
is not nJDnjng, the SCP CLI controls the console. Its prompt is 

SCP-CLI> (On some systems, this prompt includes the characters IJpn, 
where n is the number of ajob processor) 

To the SCP CLI, you type commands that load and run oth4er programs, including 
AOSNS operating systems. These AOSNS programs take c:ontrol of the system 
console when they run. When they stop, they type an appropriate message on the 
console; the SCP CLI regains control of the console and disJPlays the SCP-CU> 
prompt. 

Generally, while AOSNS is running, you will not need and :should not use the SCP 
CLI. If an SCP-CU> prompt appears on the system console while AOSNS is 
running, you may have accidentally typed the break sequence (explained in Table 
1-2). You can return control to AOSNS as described in Table 1-2. Accidental breaks 
can be annoying. If your computer has a LOCK switch, you can prevent accidental 
breaks by keeping the computer locked during normal operations. 
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Keyboard Control (CTRL) Characters 
There are several keyboard control sequences and keys that govern terminal display, 
interrupt program execution, and the like. You may need one or more of these for 
system installation; and it will help to know about thel:n afterward-or if you 
accidentally enter one of these control character keys or sequences on the keyboard. 

To type a control sequence, ftrst press the CTRL key; while you hold the CTRL key 
down, press the other character. Table 1-2 lists the COlltrol characters and special 
keys and their functions. 
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Table 1-2 Control Characters and Special Keys 

Key(s) What it Does 

CTRL-O Discards display for the portion of the command that remains to be 
executed, or until you enter CTRL-O again, whichever happens 
rrrst. CTRL-O turns off display, and then turns it on again. It does 
not halt the program.. During system installation, you will not want 
to use CTRL-O. Later, especially on a hardcopy terminal, you can 
use it to speed up programs that do a lot of writing to the console. 

CTRL-S S~nds display. Display resumes where it stopped when you press 
CTRL-Q. CTRL-S and CTRL-Q are! useful when you want to read 
long files on a CRT screen, or any tim4~ display is too fast to read. 

CTRL-O Resumes display. If you stopped display with CTRL-S, then press 
CTRL-Q. If you stopped display with CTRL-O, CTRL-Q has no 
effect. 

CTRL-U Erases the current input line. This is handy when you have typed a 
long, erroneous command line and dOll't want to press the DEL key 
many times to erase it. CTRL-U is most useful on hardcopy 
terminals. 

CTRL-C CTRL-A Intf»..rrupts execution of an AOSNS CI.J command. You'll find this 
sequence useful. 

CTRL-C CTRL-B In AOSNS, aborts the process that issues it (like the eLI 
or a text editor). You will probably want to avoid using this sequence. 

CTRL-D CTRL-D In AOSNS, signals an end of rue, whic:h usually aborts the issuing 
process. Generally, avoid this sequence. 

CTRL-C CTRL-E In AOSNS, creates a memory-image break file (useful for 
debugging), and aborts the issuing pnlCess. Generally, avoid this. 

DEL key Erases the last character typed. In AOSNS stand -alone programs, 
DEL echoes as _ for each character erased. In the SCP CU, DEL 
echoes as Ix (a slash; then the character) for each character erased. 

BREAK key Enters the break sequence. On newer CRTs, press the CMD key and, 
while holding it down, press the BREAK/ESC key; on DASHER D2 
CRTs, press the BREAK key; on hard~copy terminals, press the BRK 
ke)~ Unless it has been disabled, a brE~ak sequence typed on the 
system console gives control to the SGP CLI. 
To return control to AOSNS, type TTY and press NEW LINE. 
Or, on ECLIPSE MV/IOOO DC, MV/14~O DC, MV/2000 DC, 
MV/2500 DC, and MV/4000-series computers, type CONTINUE and 
press NEW LINE. You can disable th4~ break sequence by locking the 
computer (using the LOCK switch, if any, or the SCP command 
FLAGS). 
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If You Make a Mistake 

The programs in the AOSNS package have good error messages and error recovery. 
But if you make what appears to be a fatal ttlistake, you am usually restart the 
program from the beginning without problems. 

1£, at the system console, everything seems to have stopped, press CTRl-Q. If CTRl-O 
has no effect, press CTRl-O. If CTRl-O has no effect, press CTRL-O to undo the first 
CTRl-O. Finally, if the SCP-CLI> prompt has appeared unexpectedly, type nv and 
press NEW ~r on an ECLIPSE MVnSOO-series, ~IV/4000-series, 

I MV/SOOO DC-series, and MV3000 DC series systems, MV/2500 DC, MV/2000 DC, 
MV/1400 DC, or MV/IOOO DC computer, type CONTINUE ~md press NEW LINE. 

The manual AOS/vS and AOS/VS II Error and Status M~;sages describes important 
error messages and error recovery. 

What Next? 

If your computer is an ECLIPSE MV/4000 DC, MV/4000 SG, or Data General DS/4000 
(but not an ECLIPSE MV/4000), go to Chapter 2. For any 4)ther computer, skip to 
ChapterS. 

End of Chapter 
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Chapter 2 
Bringing Up the Starter System on 
Blank Disks - ECLIPSE MV/4000 

DC, MV/4000 SC, and Data 
General DS/4000--Series 

Computers 

Read this chapter 

• When your computer system hardware has just been insta~lIed and you want to bring up 
AOSNSonit. 

• Whenever you want to format a new disk, install an AOS/VS system on it, load system 
files onto it, and bring up the AOSNS system. 

This chapter tells you how to execute all steps needed before you run the VSGEN program 
to generate your first tailored system on ECUPSE MV/4000 DC, MV /4000 SC, and 
Data General DS/4000-series systems only. For information about other ECLIPSE 
MV/Family computers, see Chapter 3. 

The major sections in this chapter are 

• Note to Deskside ECLIPSE System Users 

• About Your Media 

• First-Tune Powerup 

• Running the Disk Formatter 

• Installing the AOSNS Starter System 

• Bringing Up the AOSNS Starter System 

• Step Summary 

Note to Oeskside ECLIPSE System Users 
If you have a Data General DSnSOO-series or ECLIPSE M:V /1000 DC, 
MV/1400 DC, MV/2000 DC, MV/2500 DC, MV/3000 DC se:ries, or MV/5000 DC series 
computer with AOSNS, don't continue with this chapter! Yc)ur system arrived with an 
easy-to-use model of AOSNS already installed on the disk. The manuals Starting and 
Updating PreinstalledAOS/VS and Starting and Updating PreinstaliedAOSIVS on 
ECLIPSE MV/3500'" DC and MV/5000 "" DC Series Systems contain information about 
using preinstalled AOSNS on these systems. 
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About Your Media 

All MV/4000 DC, MV/4000 Sc, and DS/4000-series computer systems include at least one 
737,000 byte diskette unit. An optional extra is a cartridge tape unit Hyour system doesn't 
include a tape unit, all the system components you need to build AOSNS were supplied on 
diskettes, organized into the following groups: 

• The 110 CB emulator, shipped on one diskette with your computer, is the operating 
system that runs in the deyice controllers. This diskette is required for first-time 
powerup (described in Appendix C). 

• The MV/n SCP SYSmM MEDIA, shipped on two diskettes with your computer, 
contain firmware that's independent of the operating system: a diagnostic program, 
diagnostic operating system, CPU diagnostics, CPU microcode, and the SCP operating 
system. Along with the I/O CB emulator, these diskettes are required for first-time 
powerup (described in Appendix D). You will need one of them later to install the 
microcode file on your system disk. 

• The latest revision of AOs/vS system programs, shipped on a number of diskettes. 
Beginning with Revision 7.67, there is no practical difference between an AOSNS 
revision and an updIne. In either case, a complete system is provided and installed 
according to the instructions in this manual for installing a revision. 

If you have a tape unit, you may receive AOSNS software programs and updates on one 
cartridge tape; and you may receive system media and microcode on another. The media 
you receive depends on your contract with Data General. 

Identify the AOSNS diskettes or tapes. You'll need them soon.. 

First-Time Powerup 

To power up your system for the first time, follow the procedur'es explained in 
Appendix C; then return here. The steps explained here assume that the SCP CLI prompt 
(SCP-CU> ) appears on the system console. If this prompt is displayed, first-time 
powerup steps have already been executed. 
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Running the Disk Formatter 

The Disk Formatter makes physical disks into logical disk units (lDUs). The Disk 
Formatter writes disk identifiers so AOSNS will know which disk and LOU it is accessing. 
The Disk Formatter call also examine the disk surface for bad blocks (flawed areas that 
won't hold information). 

Running the Disk Formatter is relatively easy, but because it examines each bit on the disk, 
the Disk Formatter takes more time than other system generation procedures. 

Mistakes and Errors 
If you type an incorrect response to a Disk Formatter question, and have not yet pressed 
NEW LINE to enter the response, press the DEL key or C1'RL-U to delete the incorrect 
characters. 

If you have pressed NEW UNE and want to abort formattiJllg, press CfRL-C CIRL-A 
and go to step 9. If crRL-C crRL-A doesn't abort formcltting, press the break sequence 
(CMD and BREAK/ESC keys) and return to step 2. 

If you abort formatting by either method during surface anallysis, be sure to run the entire 

FULL format again. 

If the Disk Formatter reports a disk or other error, refer to the error message table near 
the end of Chapter 8. 

Disk Formatter Dialog 

1. If you received AOSNS on diskette, insert AOSNS diskette number 1 in unit O. If 
you received AOSNS on cartridge tape, insert tape mlllnber 1 in the unit, label to the 
right. 

2. The SCP CLI prompt is still on the system console. Re:set the computer by typing 

SCP-CLl> RESET~ 

After a few moments, the SCP a..I prompt returns. 

With AOSNS on tape, skip to step 7. With AOSNS on diskette, continue. 

3. Bootstrap (start) from your Data General media. If you are using diskettes, type 

SCP-CLl> BOOT 64~ 

Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately with operating system load 
2 Enter the Technical Maintenance Menu 

The default system pathname is 

Enter choice [1]: 
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4. There is no operating system on the disk. You must enter the Technical Maintenance 
Menu. 'IYPe 2 and press NEW LINE. 

Enter choice [lJ: 2~ 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

6 Run a specified program 

Enter choice [1 J: 

5. Since the Disk Fonnatter is a specified program, choose option 6: 

Enter choice [lJ: 6~ 

Pathname? 

6. 'JYpe the Disk Formatter's filename, DFMTR, press NEW LINE. 

Pathname? DFMTR~ 

Skip to step 9. 

7. With AOSNS on tape, wait for the tape unit READY light to glow. Then bootstrap 
(start) by typing 

SCP-CLI> BOOT 22~ (Or 23 for an MTJ unit) 

Tape file number? 

8. 1YPe the file number for the Disk Formatter, which is 2, and press NEW LINE. 

Tape file number? 2) 

9. The bootstrap program now loads the Disk Formatter fro:m the supply medium. This 
takes 15 to 20 seconds. The Formatter starts up and prompts 

AOS/VS Disk Formatter Rev n 

Full format destroys any A OSIVS file structure, Partial retains it. 

Full (F) or Partial (P or NEW LINE)? 

lYPe F and press NEW LINE. 

Full (F) or Partial (P or NEW liNE)? F 1 

Fullfonnat 

Specify each disk in the LDU (press NEW LINE when done') 

Disk unit name? 
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10. The Disk unit name prompt starts a sequence of questions to identify this LDU. 

A sealed Wmchester disk unit named DPJO and 737,OOO-byte diskette unit named 
DPJ10 are built into your computer system. The add-on units listed in ThbJe 2·-1 are 
options. 

Table 2-1 Common System Disk Modets, Unit Nalmes, and Device Codes 

Model Description Unit Device 
Name Code 

6363 160-· Mbyte, sealed Winchester disk DPJ1 24 

6329 120-· Mbyte, sealed Wmchester disk DPJl 24 

6328 70-Mbyte, sealed Wmchester disk DPJl 24 

6310 38-Mbyte, sealed Wmchester disk DPJl 24 

6309 737,000-byte, 5.25 -inch minidiskette DPJl1 64 

If you have any add -on Wmchester disks, format them after you've formatted the 
first disk. For your first disk, type 

Disk unit name? DPJO~ 

After you answer the Disk unit name question, the Disk Formatter asks 

Device code [default]? 

11. The default device code appears in square brackets. Pre:ss NEW LINE to choose the 

default: 

Device code (default]? ~ 

Disk unit name? 

12. The Disk Formatter will repeat the Disk unit name? and Device code? prompts until 
you press NEW LlNE after the Disk unit name? prompt The repetition of these 
prompts aIJows you to create an LDU that includes more than one disk. 

Because you want a single-disk LDU, press NEW LINE. 

Disk unit name?) 

Do you want to allocate a diagnostic area? [YJ 

13. The Do you want to allocate a diagnostic area? prompt h~ts you reserve an area on disk 
for later installation of Data General's Advanced Diagnostic Executive System 
(ADEX). ADEX ~:an run from a medium other than disk, but it runs much faster 
from disk; also, diagnostics are easier to run remotely if ADEX is on disk. To use 
ADEX, you must purchase it and have it installed on tile disk by a Data General field 
engineer. ADEX for MV!Family computers requires a minimum of 8,000 disk blocks, 
or 4.1 Mbytes. The disk space used by ADEX is lost for AOSNS file storage. 
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If you don't want to install ADEX and run it from disk, answer No by typing N and 
pressing NEW LINE. ADEX runs only from the system disk, which means you should 
always say No if the disk you are formatting isn't the system disk (DPJO). If you say 
No, skip to step 15. 

If you want to reserve an area for ADEX, press NEW'LINE. Then, the Disk 
Formatter asks 

Enter the number of blocks (1750 to 35230) required [23420J 

14. The figures displayed in the prompt are octal values. ADEX needs at least 8,000 
blocks (17500 octal) to run. The default, 23420, is 10,000 blocks. Decide on the 
number of disk blocks needed for the diagnostics you want installed; then type this 
number in octal format and press NEW LINE. The Disk Formatter will now assume 
that this disk is a system disk. After you 1ype the number of blocks, the system 
displays the following. 

Disk number 1: (J()()()()OOO() through n 

LDU unique J.D. (1 to 6 chtuacten)? 11 

The numbers 0 through n are the first and last logical addresses on the disk, in octal. 

15. The LDU unique I.D. ( ... ) prompt indicates that the Disk Formatter wants a unique 

means to identify the disk. The ID must be between 1 and 6 characters long. We 
suggest an ID of 1 for your first LOU and 2 for your se(::ond (if you have a second 
hard disk). For the first disk, for example, type 

LDU unique J.D. (1 to 6 cluuacten)? /11 ~ 

LDU1Ul11Ie (11031 choracters) 11? 

16. Later, when you start up AOSNS (or initialize this LOll), the name you type at the 

LDU name prompt will be displayed. 

2-6 

The first disk you format (DPJO) will be the system root directory (:). For the root 
di~ the name you type is not important in terms of file access because you never 
access the root disk by its LDU name. 

If you are formatting a second hard dis~ however, the name you type here becomes 
the filename of the LDU. Users can use this name just as any other directory 
filename. For example, you might use the name UDD. You can always change an 
LOU name later with a Disk Formatter Partial format (c:overed in the Disk Fonnatter 

chapter). 

For your first LDU, DPJO, we suggest the name ROOT. So, for example, type 

LDUname (1 to 31 characters) I J? ROorl 

(If you're formatting the second hard dis~ write the disk name down so you will 

remember it later.) 

AcceSS" Control List 
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Usemame or template (1 to 15 characters)? 

17. A user, identified by a llsemame, or a group of users, identified by a template, can 
have different kinds of access to an LDU. A good general-purpose usemame 
template is +, which specifies all users. So type 

Usemame or template (1 to 15 characters)? + ~ 

Access (0, W, A, R, E, or NEW LINE)? 

18. The Disk Formatter wants to know which privileges t() give the usemame( s) you just 
specified. There are five types of privileges: Owner, ~lrite, Append, Read, and 
Execute, abbreviated 0, W, A, R, and E. Execute (E) access will suffice for most 
LOUs. So type E: and press NEW LINE. 

Access (0, W,A, R, E, orNEWUNE)? E~ 

Usemame or template (1 to 15 characters)? 

19. The Disk Formatter will repeat the USemllTne and Access questions, allowing you to 
give very specific user and access information, until you respond to the Usenuzme 000 

prompt by pressing NEW LINE. Later, if needed, you can change access to the IDU. 
So for now press NEW LINE. 

Usemame or template (1 to 15 character.s)?~ 

Surface analysis? {N] 

20. This step starts a surface analysis for this IDU. (The '"alue in brackets is the value 
that the Disk Formatter will use if you respond by pressing NEW LINE.) 

During surface analysis, the Disk Formatter writes a pattern to each 16-bit word on 
the disk and reads it back. The Disk Formatter marks as bad the blocks it cannot read 
back. It's very important for the Formatter to identify all bad blocks so that AOSNS 
will bypass them. Indicate that you want a surface anallysis of your LOU by typing 

Surface analysis? IN] vl 

Disk number? 

21. The Disk Formatter wants you to supply the number of the disk to analyze. For a 

single-disk LDU, press NEW LINE. 

Disk number?) 

You may run up to five (5) patterns. How many would you like to run? 

22. The Disk Formatter can run one through five bit patte:rns on the disk. We 
recommend that you run all five patterns on each disk you format. 

Each pattern takes from about 8 minutes (on a 39-Mbyte disk) to about 24 minutes 
(on a 120-Mbytf~ disk) to run. Decide on a number of patterns and enter this 
number. For example, to run five patterns, type 
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You may run up to five (5) patterns. How mtlny would you like to run? 5 ~ 

Analyzing disk #n 
- - Running pattern n 

The Disk Formatter runs the number of patterns you specified, one at a time. (H it 
finds too many bad blocks, either because the disk is badly deteriorated or because 
the disk heads are misaligned, the Disk Formatter aborts . .) 

When the Disk Formatter has finished running the surfac:e analysis patterns, it 
descnbes the bad blocks on the disk. 

23. If the Disk Formatter found no bad blocks, it displays the message 0 bad disk blocks. 
Go to the next step. 

If the Disk Formatter found any bad blocks, it displays the foilowing informatio~ 
where n is the number of bad disk blocks. 

n bad disk blocks 
Display bad block statistics? [N] 

The Disk Formatter is asking if you want to see the bad block statistics. These 
statistics may be useful, so answer yes. 

Display bad block statistics? [N] Y ~ 

The Disk Formatter now displays the bad block statistics ~on the system console. 

Additional bad block number (press NEW liNE when dolll~): 

24. You have no additional bad blocks to enter, so press NEW LINE. 

Additional bad block number (press NEW liNE when donie): 1 

n bad disk blocks 
Display bad block statistics {NJ 

25. Press NEW LINE to accept the default value, No, after the prompt. 

Display bad block statistics [N] 1 

n bad disk blocks 

Bitmap size: n 
Bitmap address? {default] 

The bitmap is a system table that descnbes which blocks are in use and which are free 
for data storage. 

26. Select the default bitmap address by pressing NEW LINE. 

2-8 

Bitmap address? (default ) ~ 

System LDU? {Y] 
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27. This step starts a series that determines whether and wh.ere an AOSNS system will 
reside on the disk. The Disk Formatter skips this question if you allocated a 
diagnostic area earlier in step 13. 

Your first LOU must be a system disk, so press NEW liNE to accept the default For 
your second LDU, you would type N and press NEW LINE. 

System LDU? [YJ ~ 

Overlay area siu? lde/ault] 

28. Choose the default area size by pressing NEW UNE. 

Overlay area size? [default ] ~ 

Overlay a1f!Q tultlIus? [defaub] 

29. Choose the default address by pressing NEW LINE. 
c 

Overlay a1f!Q tultlIus? [default] '1 

Disk number n remap areII size? [default] 

30. Choose the default remap area size by pressing NEW UNE. 

Disk number n rmwp areIl size? [default ] ~ 

Disk number n rmwp areJl address? [default] 

31. Choose the defau1t remap area address by pressing NElV llNE. 

Disk number n rmwp area address? [defaullJ ~ 

- - LDU created 
Done! 

scp-cu> 

Congratulations! You've formatted an LDU as a system disk. It will rarely-if ever-need 
fun formatting again. If this LDU may be run as a nonmaster LDU, we suggest that you 
note the date, LDU ID and unit name, and any bad block information and attach this 
information to the computer cabinet. 

The Disk Formatter is done, and the SCP CU has control. If you have other new disks, 
someone must format them into LDUs before they can be used. You might want to create 
the LDU(s) now, while you're familiar with the procedure. To format the disk(s) now, type 

CONTINUE at the SCP eLI prompt to return to step 9. To format a disk not descnbed in 
this chapter, refer to Chapter 8. 

Uyou don't want to format other disks now, install the AOS/VS starter system. 
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Installing the AOSNS Starter System 

The Installer program installs an AOSNS system from Data ~GeneraI-suppIied media onto 
an IDU. (AOSNS must reside on disk before it can run.) 

Mistakes and Errors 
If you make a mistake, handle it the same way as with the Disk Formatter. 

If the InstalJer reports a disk error or other error, refer to the error message table near the 
end of Chapter 9. 

If the Installer stops with an ABORT message, return to the first Installer step (for diskette, 
step 32; for tape, step 48) and run the Installer again. 

If you are using diskettes, begin with step 32. If you are using tape, begin with step 48. 

Installing the Starter System from Diskettes 

32. The SCP CLI prompt appears on the system console. Reset the CPU: 

SCP-Cll> RESET~ 

(A few moments pass.) 

SCP-CU> 

33. Bootstrap from diskette: 

SCP-CU> BOOT 641 

(There's a delay of 5 to 10 seconds.) 

Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immedilJtely with operating system load 
2 Enter the Technical Maintenance Menu 

The default system pathname is 

Enter choice {I]: 

34. Again, you need to use the ThchnicaI Maintenance Men'll, so choose option 2: 

Enter choice [1]: 2 ~ 

The Technical Maintenance Menu appears: 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

6 Run a specified program 
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Enterchoice [1]: 

35. Since the Installer program is a specified program, cboose option 6: 

Enter choice [I}.; 6) 

Pathname? 

36. 1YPe the fiJename of the Installer program, INSTL: 

Pathname? INSTL~ 

The bootstrap program now loads the InstaDer prognam into memory. This takes 
about 15 seconds. The Installer program then disp~. the following 

AOS/vs Installer Rev n 

Specify each disk. in the LDU 
Disk unit 1UII7Je? 

37. Remove AOSNS diskette 1 from disk unit 0 and insel1 AOSNS diskette 2. 

38. 1YPe the name of your system disk, DPJO: 

Disk unit 1UI1Tle? DPJO) 

Device code [24J? 

39. Aa:ept the default device code by pressing NEW LINE. 

Device code [24J?~ 

- - DUk bootstrap installed 
Do you want to install a System Bootstrap [Y}? 

40. You must install the system bootstrap, SYSBOO1; on the LDU. Press NEW LINE. 

Do you want to install a System Bootstrap [Y}?) 

Installfrom whichunil [MTCO]? 

41. To install the system bootstrap from diskette, type the diskette unit name, DPJIO: 

Installfrom which unil [MI'CO]? DPJ10~ 

Device code [default J? 

42. Press NEW LINE to accept the default. 

Device cotk [default J? 1 
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The Installer program copies SYSBOOT from the diskette to the LOU. This takes 
about 30 seconds. Then the Installer program displays 

- - System Bootstrap installed 
Do you want to install a System [Y]? 

43. Remove AOSNS diskette 2 from the unit, and insert diskette 3. Diskette 3 contains 
the starter system. 

44. You want to install a system, so press NEW LINE. 

Do you want to install a System [YJ? ~ 

Install from which unit {DPJI0]? 

45. Press NEW LINE. 

Installfrom which unit {DPJIO]?'1 

Device code {default]? 

46. To accept the default, press NEW LINE. 

Device code {default]? ~ 

The Installer now reads the AOSNS system from diskette 3 and copies it to the 
LDU. This takes 2 to 3 minutes. Then the Installer responds 

- - System installed 
Do1U!! 

SCP-CLI> 

47. Remove diskette 3 from unit o. 

You've installed the needed bootstraps and an AOSNS .system on an LOU. Now you 
can bring up the system. Skip to "Bringing Up the AOSNS Starter System," step 61. 

Installing the Starter System from Tape 
48. The SCP CLI prompt appears on the system console. Reset the CPU: 

SCP-CLI> RESET~ 

SCP-CLI> 

49. To boot from tape (device code 22 or 23), type 

SCP-CLI> BOOT 221 (Or 23 for an MTJ unit) 

Tape file number? 

so. The Installer program is in tape file 3, so type 

Tape file number? 3 ~ 
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The tape bootstrap program, TBOO'I; moves the tape forward to file 3, reads the 
Installer into memory, rewinds the tape, and executes the Installer. The Installer 
displays the fol1owing information. 

AOS/vS Installer Rev n 

Specify each disk in the LDU 
Disk unit name? 

51. 1YPe the unit name of your newly created LOU, DPJO:: 

Disk unit name? DPJOl 

Device code [24J? 

52. Press NEW LINE to accept the default device code. 

Device code [24J? 1 

- - Disk bootstrap instaIkd 
Do you want to install a System Bootstrap [YJ? 

53. You must install the system bootstrap program, SYSBOO'I; on the lDU, so press 
NEWLINE. 

Do you want to instaIJ a System Bootstrap [YJ? 1 

Instll/l from which unit [MTCOJ? 

54. Press NEW LINE. 

Install from which unit [MI'COJ? ~ 

Device code [22J? (Or 23) 

55. ACCEPT the default value by pressing NEW UNE. 

Device code [22J?1 (Or 23) 

Fde number [4J? 

56. The system bootstrap program, SYSBOOT, is in tape file 4. Press NEW liNE to 
accept the default.. 

Fde number [4J?~ 

There's a delay while the tape moves fOlward to file 4. "Ib.en the Installer copies 
SYSBOOT to the LDU and displays the following. 

- - System Bootstrap installed 
Do you want to install a System [YJ? 

57. You want to install a system, so press NEW LINE. 

Do you want to install a System [yJ?) 
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InstaUfrom which rmit [MTCO]? 

58. Press NEW LINE to accept the default value. 

InslllUfrom which unit [MTCO]j (OrMTJO) 

Device code [default]? 

59. Press NEW LINE to accept the default value. 

Device code [default]?) 

File number [5J? 

60. The AOSNS system is always in file 5 of a system tape, so press NEW LINE. 

File number [5 J? ~ 

There's a delay while the Installer copies the AOSNS system from tape to the LDU. 
Then the Installer displays 

- - System installed 
Done! 

SCP-CLI> 

You've installed the needed bootstraps and an AOSNS systeml on your LDU. Now you can 
bring up the AOSNS system. 

Bringing Up the AOSNS Starter System 

61. The SCP CLI has control. Use it to reset the computer: 

SCP-CLI> RESET~ 

SCp-cu> 

62. Boot again, this time from disk. The disk device code is lA. So type 

SCp-cu> BOOT 24) 

Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately with operating system load 
2 Enter the Technical Maintenance Menu 

Loading will continue automatically unless you respond within 45 seconds. 

Enterchoice [lJ: 
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63. Press NEW LINE to accept the default value. 

AOS/VSRevn 

Master LDU: x (x is the name you specified to the Disk Formatter) 

Date (MM/DD/YY)? 

64. 1YPe the date as numbers for month, day, and year. Spaces or slashes can separate 
each number. For example, for November 22, 1992, you'd type 

Date (MMIDD!YY)? 11 22 92 ~ 

Tune (HH:MM:SS)? 

65. 'tYpe the time, based on a 24-hour clock, in hours, minutes, and seconds. (Minutes 
and seconds are optional. If you omit them, the system sets each to 0.) Use spaces or 
colons to separate items. For example, for 2:30 p.m., you'd type 

TlnU! (HH:MM:SS)? 14 30~ 

Offset from universal time [ +OO:OO]? 

66. Setting the offset from universal or Greenwich Mean IDDe is not important now, so 
press NEW LINE to accept the default 

Offset from universal time [+OO:OO]? ~ 

Override default specs [N]? 
AOS/vs will continue automatically with defaults 
unless you respond within 00:00:30 

67. Specs are the parameters in the system specification fiile created during VSGEN. For 
your first system, you must answer yes, so type Yand press NEW LINE. 

Override default specs [N]? Y ~ 

Automatic reboot [N]? 

68. Press NEW LINE to accept the default value. 

Automatic reboot [N]?~ 

Number of buffers in cache [default]? 

69. Press NEW LINE to accept the default value. 

Number of buffers in cache [default]? ~ 

Swap directory d4ifinition [default]? 

70. Press NEW LINE to accept the default value. 

Swap directory definition [default]?) 
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Page directory definition I default]? 

71. Press NEW LINE to accept the default value. 

Page directory definition ldefault]? ~ 

Initial load [N]? 

72. In an Initial load, the system loads the ell and other needed files onto the LDU. 
These files must be loaded the first time you bring up the starter system. They need 
not be loaded again unless--later on--fou want to load a new AOSNS revision. 
Answer yes by typing Y and pressing NEW LINE. 

InitiIllload IN]? Y~ 

File1Ulme [@MTCO:6]? 

73. If you are installing AOSNS from cartridge tape, go to step 78. For AOSNS supplied 
on diskettes, get the fourth AOSNS diskette and insert it in diskette unit O. This 
diskette has the CLI and essential system files on it. 

74. 1YPe the labeled diskette pathname of the file on diskettc~. The pathname is 
@LFD:VOLl:FIRST_DUMP_FU..E,so type 

Filename I@MTCO:6]? @LFD:VOL1 :RRST _DUMP _FIU=~ 

PLEASE INSERT A DISKETTE IF NOT ALREADY INSERTED 
UNIT [@DPJIO] VOLUME ID [VOLl]? [YJ 

75. Confirm by pressing NEW UNE. 

PLEASE INSERT A DISKETTE IF NOT ALREADY INSERTED 
UNIT [@DPJlO] VOLUME ID {VOLl]? [Y] ~ 

The starter system now copies files from the diskette to the LDU. It takes about 2 
minutes per diskette. 

If you see the message PHYSICAL UNIT OFFLINE, this probably means you 
inserted the diskette incorrectly. Remove the diskette frOID the unit, reinsert it as 
described earlier (Figure 2-1), and press NEW UNE. If the message is THE LABEL 
ON THIS DISKETTE IS NOT THE LABEL REQUESTED, or AN UNLABELED 
DISKETTE HAS BEEN INSERTED, you've inserted the wrong diskette. Find the 
fourth diskette in the AOSNS set (not the system media set or the UD set). Insert it 
in unit 0, then retry the procedure. If the message is FILE DOES NOT EXIST, you 
probably typed the wrong pathname, or inserted a diskettc~ from the wrong group. 
Remove the diskette, check its paper label and select another diskette if needed; then 
try again. 

When an files have been copied from diskette, the system prompts 

PLEASE INSERT NEXT DISKETTE 
UNIT {@DPJ10j VOLUME ID IVOLnj? [Yj 
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76. Get the next diskette in the AOSNS set Remove the di:skette from unit 0 and insert 
the next diskette. Press NEW LINE. 

Again, the starter system copies files from the diskette to disk. 

Repeat step 75 until the system console displays the foUowing: 

PLEASE REMOVE THE DISKETTE 
AOS/VS ell REV n dIlte time 
) 

Congratulations! You've brought up AOSNS and its Cll from diskette. The ) prompt 
means that the ell is ready for a command. 

If you get a FILE DOES NOT EXIST message, a needed file wasn't loaded Perhaps 
you forgot to answer Y to the Initial Load question. In allY case, run Emergency 
Shutdown (ESD) by typing 

SCP-CU> RESETl 
SCP-CLI> START sol 
SCP-CU> 1 

then return to step 61 to try again. 'J.Ype Y followed by NEW LINE in response to 
each REPLACE OLD COpy message. For a description of errors by numeric code, 
see the manualAOS/vs andAOS/VS H Error and Status Messages. 

77. If you are using diskettes, remove the diskette from unit o. Skip to the next section, 
"Loading AOSNS System Files from Diskette," step 79. 

78. If you are using tape, press NEW LINE to specify the dE~fault, tape file 6: 

Fzlename (@MTCO:6]?1 

The starter system now copies files from tape to the LOU. This procedure takes a 
while. Then the starter system displays the following. 

AOS/vS Cll REV n dJlte time 
) 

Congratulations! You've brought up AOSNS and its CLI from tape. The ) prompt 
means the CLI is ready for a command. Skip past the next section, to £'Loading 
AOSNS System Files from Thpe," step 90. 

If you get a FILE DOES NOT EXIST message, a needed file wasn't loaded. Perhaps 
you forgot to answer Y followed by NEW LINE to the InitiIJiioad question. In any 
case, run Emergency Shutdown (ESD) by typing 

SCP-CLI> RESET~ 
SCP-CLI> START50~ 
SCP-CLI>~ 

then return to step 61 and try again. For a description of errors by numeric code, see 
the manual AOS/V;5 andAOSrvS II En-orand Status Messages. 
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Loading AOSNS System Files from Diskette 

79. The next steps include loading all the system programs and files that are part of the 
AOSNS system. These programs and files are on diskettes numbered 8 through 31, 
the last diskette. These system files make up the second dump file of AOSNS 
programs. 

First, tum on Superuser to provide Write access. 

) SUPER USER ON ~ 
Su) 

80. To load from a sequence of labeled diskettes, turn CLJ[ Operator mode on: 

Su) OPERATOR ON) 
Su) 

81. Start loading from labeled diskettes via the WAD command, using the pathname 
@LFD:VOL1:SECOND_DUMP_FILE, as follows: 

Su*) LOADNIR @LFD:VOL1 :SECOND _DUMP _FILE,~ 

PLEASE INSERT A DISKEITE IF NOT ALREADY INSERTED 
UNIT I@DPJlO} VOLUME ID [VOLl}? [YJ 

82. You want to accept the default values, unit DPJI0 and volume ID VOL1. So oonfirm 
by pressing NEW liNE. 

The system now copies the contents of the diskette to the LDU. This takes a few 
minutes. Because you used the N switch in the LOAD command, the a..I verifies 
files loaded by displaying their names on the system console. The fR switch ensures 
that the most recent version of each file remains on thc:~ LOU. 

If you see an error message, refer to step 73 for recovelry action. 

When all files have been copied from the diskette, the system console displays the 
following. 

PLEASE INSERT NEXT DISKETTE 
UNIT I@DPJI0} VOLUME ID [VOLn}? [YJ 

83. Remove the diskette from unit 0 and insert the next diskette in the AOSNS diskette 
set. 

84. Press NEW LINE. The system copies files from diskette to the LDU. (If you see the 
message PHYSICAL UNIT OFFUNE, the diskette was inserted incorrectly in the unit 
or that no diskette was inserted. Remove the diskette from the unit, insert the correct 
diskette properly as described earlier (Figure 2-1), and press NEW LINE. If the 
message is THE LABEL ON THE DISKETTE IS NOT' THE ONE REQUESTED, 
you've inserted the wrong diskette. Find the correct diskette. Then retry.) 
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8S. Return to step 83 and repeat the sequence until you sc~e the following message. 

PLEASE REMOVE THE DISKETTE 
Su) 

You've loaded all the AOSNS software from diskettes. Duning the process, severa) 
directories were created: directory:UTIL (with utilities), directory :SYSGEN (for system 
generation), and directory :HELP (for help). 

You're almost done. Next, you'll load a microcode file onto your hard disk. 

Loading the Microcode File from Diskette 

86. Remove the diskette from unit O. Get the second diskette in the system media set. 
The paper label of this diskette has the words "AOS F1MT" on the last line of text. 
Insert this diskette in unit O. 

87. Load the microc()de files from the diskette by typing 

Su) LOADNIR @DPJ10~ 
MV4000 ..• MCF 

Su) 

This command puts the microcode fiJe(s) on your IDU. 

88. Remove the diskette from unit O. 

89. If your computer has neither hardware floating point nlJr the graphics instruction set 
(GIS), you're done! 

If your computer has either (or both) hardware float:inl!; point or the GIS, you must 
choose the correct microcode filename. Skip to section "Changing the Default 
Microcode Filename," following step 96. 

Loading AOSNS System Files from Tal)e 

90. With tape, the next steps include loading all the system programs and files that are 

part of the AOSNS system. These programs and files are in tape fi1e 7. (H AOSNS 
was provided on more than one tape, these files are divided among the file 7's of each 
tape.) First, tum on Superuser to provide Write access .. 

) SUPERUSER ON ~ 
Su) 

91. Load the fi1es in tape file 7 by typing 

Su) XEQ LOADJINIRIBUFF=8192 @MTCO:7~ (If your tape unit is an MTJ, 
type @MTJO:7 instead of 
@MTCO:7) 

The LOAD _ II program verifies (N switch) the filenames loaded from tape by 
displaying their names. (Don't be surprised to see wanling messages about files 
already loaded; some files in tape file 7 also exist in tape file 6.) The whole directory 
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structure on the tape is copied, creating directory:UTIL (with utilities) directory 
:SYSGEN (for system generation), and directory :HElP (for help). 

If AOSNS was provided on two or more tapes, removc~ the first tape, insert tape 
number 2, and retype the LOAD _IT command; continue until all files are loaded. 

After all the files have been loaded, the CLI Superuser prompt returns. 

Su) 

92. Rewind the tape by typing 

Su) REWIND @MTCO ~ (Or@MTJO) 

Loading the Microcode File from Tape 
93. Get the SYSTEM MEDIA cartridge tape and insert it in the tape unit 

94. Load the microcode file from tape file 1 onto the LDU by typing the following: 

Su) OIR :~ 
Su) LOAONIR @MTCO:1 ~ 

MV4000 .... MCF 
Su) 

95. Rewind the tape by typing 

Su) REWIND @MTCO~ 

(Or@MTJO:1) 

(Or (q>MT JO) 

96. You've completed loading the Data General-supplied ~em tapes. Remove the 
tape from the unit, put the cover on it, and store it safely. You may need it again if 
you want to run CPU diagnostics. Put the covers on all Data General-supplied tapes 
and store them safely too. 

If your computer has neither hardware floating point nor the graphics instruction set 
(GIS), then you're done! If your computer has either of these options, continue with 
the next step. 

Changing the Default Microco«;le Filename 
Next, you'll choose the correct microcode file by identifyi.ng it to SYSBOOT. 
SYSBOOT will then load it into the CPU automatically in the future. To do this, shut 
the system down and bring it up again as foHows. 

97. To shut the system down, type BYE at the CLI Superuser prompt: 

Su) BYE~ 

Do you really want to shut the system down? 

98. Type Y and then press NEW LINE to shut the system down: 

Do you really wanl to sJUtllhe system down? Y ~ 
System shutdown 

SCP-CLI> 
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99. Press the computer panel POWER switch to OFF, then press the switch again to ON. 

Within 30 seconds" the system console shows either 

MV/4000 READY 

@ 

or 

MV/4000 READY 

Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immetliIltely with operating system load 
2 Enter the Techniclll Mainlerumce Menu 

Enter choice [1 J: 

100. If you see the Operating System Load Menu instead of the @ prompt, ~ 2 and 
press NEW LINE. 

Enter choice [1 J: 2 ~ 

Continue with step 102. 

101. If you see the @ prompt instead of the Operating Syste:m Load Menu, type 

24L 

to load. This displays the Operating System Load Menul. As in the previous step, type 
2 and press NEW LINE. 

Enter choice [1 J: 2 ~ 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

9 Vzew or change the microcode filename 

Enter-choice [IJ: 

102. You want option 9, so type 

Enter choice IIJ: 9~ 

SYSBOOT prompts 

Default microcode filename I default J: 
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103. lYPe the name of the correct microcode flle. The filename to type depends on the 
options your computer has, as follows, in '!able 2-2. 

Table 2-2 Microcode Filenames 

Hardware Graphics Microcode 
Floating Instruction Filename 
Point Set (GIS) 

No No MV4000.MCF 

Yes No MV4000FP.MCF 

No Yes MV40000.MCF 

Yes Yes MV4OOOGFP.MCF 

For example, with a MV/4000 DC with hardware floating point, without the graphics 
instruction set, the microcode filename would be MV4000FP.MCF. 

104. Now, choose option 1, Load and stllrt the default operatirtg system, to load the default 
operating system and the new microcode tile: 

Enterchoice [lJ: 1 ~ 

If you see a FILE DOES NOT EXIST message, repeat step 103. 

AOS/VSRevn 

Date (MMIDD!YY)? 

lOS. 1YPe the current date. 

Date (MMIDD!YY)? 11 22 92 ~ 

Tune (HH:MM:SS)? 

106. 1Jpe the current time in 24-hour format. 

Tune (HH:MM:SS)? 1510~ 

Offset from universal time [+00:00 J? 
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107. If your system is part of a network that spans time zones, you should set the offset 
from universal or (Jreenwich mean time now. If so, entc~r a number representing the 
number of hours difference between locaJ time and Grc:~enwich mean time. Precede 
the number by a minus sign for locations west of Greenwich. For example, for 
Eastern Standard Time, enter -5. Then press NEW UNE. If not, press NEW LINE 
to accept the default. 

Offset from universal time I+OO:OO]?) 

Override default specs IN]? 
AOS/VS will continue autOmtltica/ly with defaubs 
unless you respond within 00:00:30 

108. You don't want to change the default specifications, so press NEW LINE. 

Override default specs IN]?) 

AOS/vS eu Rev lit 
) 

Via the Thchnical Maintenance Menu, you chose the default microcode file that will be 
loaded automaticaJly-aDowing your computer hardware to do its job. The new default 
filename has been recorded on disk. The file's name wiD be displayed as the default 
microcode filename from now on, and the file wiD be loaded automatically when you bring 
up AOSIVS. 

You've powered up the ~em, formatted an LOU, installed an AOSNS system on the 
{DU, brought up AOSNS, and loaded all files you need to I:enerate and use your tailored 
system. 

If you're interested in the files as shipped on the system diskettes, see'Dlble 2-3. For files 
on the system tape, see'1llble 2-4. All of these files are now on your LDU. If you loaded 
an update tape, the IDU also contains directory :UPDATE, which holds the current patch 
files. Also, the IDU contains the microcode file, MV4OOOa.MCF. 

Figure 2 -1, following'Dlbles 2-3 and 2-4, is a summary of all the steps you've 
taken-from turning on the system console to locking the computer. 
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Table 2-3 AOSNS System Diskettes File Organization 

Diskette Diskette Explanation 
Number Contents 

1 DFMTR The Disk Formatter program formats physical disks into 
IDUs. Run this by entering DFMTR in response to the 
Pathname? prompt. 

INSTL The Installer program installs a :Oisk Bootstrap, a 
System Bootstrap, and an AOSNS system from a 
~tem tape. Run this by entering INSTL in response 
to the Patluuzme? prompt. 

FIXUP The Disk Fixer program finds arlld can correct (fIX) 
disk fiJe errors if an abnonnal AOSNS shutdown 
occurs. Run this by choosing opt:ion 7, "Run FIXUP," 
from the Technical Maintenance Menu. 

PCOPY The PCOPY program copies a pbysical disk to or from 
a tape or diskette. Run this by typing peopy in 
response to the Pathname? prompt You would use 
PCQPY to recover your disk structure after a disk 
crash provided you used PCOPY to create a backup 
of your disk before the disk crash. 

2 SYSBOOT SYSBOOT is the system bootstnlP program. This 
diskette contains the SYSBOOT program in a form 
that the Installer program can r~ld. The Installer then 
installs SYSBOOT on an LOU. 

3 AOSNS On the Data General-supplied AOSNS diskette, this 
system diskette contains the AOSNS starter system, SYS.PR. 

Use the Installer program to instill the starter system on 
an LOU. On a system diskette you build yourself, this 
diskette contains your tailored AOSNS system. Use the 
Technical Maintenance Menu to nlake the tailored 
system the default system. 

4-7 First The first dump file includes the eLI and other system 
OumpFile program files-the system Agent" peripheral manager 

(pMGR), and copies of programs in diskette 1. AOSNS 
copies the contents of these diske:ttes into the LDU root 
directory when you specify Initial load, then type the 
labeled diskette pathname. 

(continued) 
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Table 2-3 AOSNS System Diskettes File Organization 

Diskette Diskette Explanation 
Number Contents 

8 - 31 Second The second dump file includes the remaining AOSNS 
Dump Filc:~ system programs. Copy the contents of this file onto 

the system LDU using the LOAD command. Contents 
of this file include: 
• CONTEST system exerciser 
• Disk File Editor (FED) 
• DISPlAY file display 
• Error message (ERMES) and message object (.OBs) 

files 
• EXECandPREDfDOR 
• HELP directory and flIes 
• lABEL tape labeler 
• library File Editor 

• link 
• Macroassembler (MASM) 
• Process Environment Display (PED) 
• Release Notice 
• SED and SPEED text editors 
• System macros 
• Utility program symbol tabIle files (.ST) 
• SYSGEN directory with VSGEN system generation 

program and libraries 

(concluded) 

Table 2-4 AOSNS System Tape File C)rganization 

Tape Tape 
File File Explanation 
Number Contents 

0 TBOOT The Jape bootstrap program is ~l short program that can load 
files 1, 2, and 3 from this tape. 

1 FIXUP The Disk Fixer program finds and can correct (fIX) disk file 
errors if an abnormal AOSNS shutdown occurs. TBOOT 
loads this program into memory and executes it after you 
enter 1 at the Tape file number? prompt. 

2 DFMTR The Disk Formatter program formats physical disks into 
LOUs. TBOOT loads DFMTR into memory and executes it 
after you enter 2 at the Tape file number? prompt. 

(continued) 
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Table 2-4 AOS/VS System Tape File Organization 

Tape Tape 
File File Explanation 
Number Contents 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

NOTE: 

2-26 

INSTL The Installer program installs a Disk Bootstrap, a System 
Bootstrap, and an AOSNS system from a system tape. 
TBOOT loads INSTL into memory and executes it after you 
enter 3 at the Tape file number? prompt. 

SYSBOOT The system bootstrap program loads an AOSNS system or 
other program into memory from disk, then executes the pro-
gram. The Instal1er installs SYSBOOTon an LOU. 

AOSNS On the Data General-supplied system tape, this file contains 
system the AOSNS starter system, SYS .. PR. Use the Installer 

program to install the starter system on an LDU. On a system 
tape you build yourself, this file contains your tailored 
AOSNS system. Use the Technical Maintenance Menu to 
make the tailored system the default system. 

First The first dump file includes the Cll and other system 
Dump File program files-the system Agent" peripheral manager 

(PMGR), WAD _IT program, and copies of programs in tape 
files 0 though 4. AOSNS copies the contents of this tape tile 
into the LOU root directory when you specify Initial load. 

Second The second dump file includes the remaining AOSNS system 
Dump File programs. Copy the contents of this file onto disk using the 

LOAD _IT program. Contents of the file include: 

• CONlEST system exerciser 

• Disk File Editor (FED) 

• DISPLAY file display 

• Error message (ERMES) and message object (.OBs) files 

• EXEC and PREDITOR 

• HELP directory and files 

• LABEL tape labeler 

• Library File Editor 

• Link 

• Macroassembler (MASM) 

• Process Environment Display (PED) 

• Release Notice 

• SED and SPEED text editors 

• System macros 

• Utility program symbol table files (.ST) 

• SYSGEN directory with VSGEN system generation 
program and libraries 

If AOSNS is supplied on more than one tape, files 0-6 are duplicated on 
all tapes, while the AOSNS programs on file 7 are divided among the tapes 
(but always on file 7). 

(concluded) 
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Step Summary 

Running the Disk Formatter 
1. Insert the correct AOSNS medium (first diskette or tape) in its unit. 

2. SCP-CLI> RESET ~ 

With AOSNS on tape, skip to step 7. With AOSNS on diskette, continue. 

3. BOOT 64 ~ 

Operating System Load Menu 

4. Enter choice [I}: 2 ~ 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

5. Enter choice [I}: 6 ~ 

6. Pathname? DFMTR ~ 

Skip to step 9. 

7. With tape~ make sure the tape READY light is on. Then bootstrap by typing 
BOOT 22 (or 23) and pressing NEW LINE. 

8. Tape file number? 2 ~ 

AOS/vS Disk Fonnatter REV n 

9. Full (F) oT'Partial (Por NEW LINE)? F ~ 

10. Disk unit TUlme? DPJO ~ 

11. Device code [24}? ~ (Press NEW LINE) 

12. Disk unit name? ~ 

13. Do you want to allocate a diagnostic area? fY] 

Unless you want to allot 8,000 blocks for later installation of the Advanced 
Diagnostic Executive system, enter N and skip to step 15. To allot an area, press 
NEWLINE. 

14. Enter the 7lumberofblocks (1750 to 35230) required [23420J? 17500 ~ 

093-000675 

Disk number 1: 0000000fXJ00 through n 

Figwe 2 -1 Bringing Up the Starter System on a Blank Disk, MV/4000 DC, 
MV/4000 SC, and DS/4000-Series Computers (continued) 
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15. LDU unique ID. (1 to 6 characters) []? 1 

16. LDUname (1 to 31 characters) []? ROOT 

~ 

~ 

('JYpe valid disk ID) 

('JYpe valid LDU name) 

17. Usemameortemplate (1 to 15 characters)? + ) 

18. Access (0, W, A, R, E, or NEW LINE)? E ) 

19. Usemame or template (1 to 15 characters)? ~ 

20. Surface analysis? (N] Y ~ 

2l. Disk number? ) 

22. You may run up to five (5) patterns. How many would you like to run? 5 ) 

- - Running pattern n (Thkes 8 to 24 minutes per pattern) 

If it found no bad blocks, go to 24. 

n bad disk blocks 

23. Display bad block statistics? [NJ Y ~ 

Note bad blocks. 

24. Additional bad block number (press NEW LINE when done): ~ 

25. Display bad block statistics? (N) ~ 

26. Bitmap size: n 
Bitmap address? [default) ) 

27. System LDU? [Y] ) (Skipped if you answered yes to question 13.) 

28. Overlay area size? [default) ) 

29. Overlay area address? [default) ) 

30. Disk number n remap area size? ldefault) ) 

31. Disk number n remap area address? ldefaultJ ) 

- - LDU created 
DOlle! 

SCP-CLI> 

Jfyou have another hard disk, enter CONTINUE and return to step 9. 
For Disk un.it name, enter DPJ1 , and for System disk? enter N; al1 other answers 
are the same. 

Figure 2-1 Bringing Up the Starter System on a Blank Disk, MV/4000 DC, 
MV/4000 SC, and DS/4000-Series Computers (continued) 
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Installing the AOSNS Starter Syst:em 
Proceed to the appropriate section, "Installing the Starter System from 
Diskettes" (next) or "lnstalJing the Starter System from Thpe" (step 48). 

Installing the Starter System from Diskettes 
32. SCP-Cll> RESET ~ 

33. SCP-CU> BOOT 64 ~ 

Operating System Load Menu 

34. Enter choice {I]: 2 ~ 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

35. Enter choice {I]: 6 ~ 

36. Pathname? INSTL 1 

AOS/vs Installer Rev n 

Disk unit name? 

37. From diskette unit 0, remove diskette 1, and insert diskette 2. 

38. DPJO ~ 

39. Device code {24]? ~ 
- - Disk bootstrap installed 

• 40. Do you want to install a System Bootstrap [Y]? ~ 

093-000675 

41. Installfrom which unit [MTCO]? DPJ10 ~ 

42. Device cod£ (64]? ~ 

- - System Bootstrap installed 
Do you want to install a System [YJ? 

43. From diskette unit 0, remove diskette 2 and insert diskette 3. 

44. Do you wantto install a System [YJ? ) 

45. Install from which unit [DPJIO]? ) 

46. Device code [64J? ) 

- - System installed 
Done! 

47. Remove the diskette from unit O. 

Figure 2 -1 Bringing Up the StaTter System on a Blank Disk, MV/4000 DC, 
MV/4000 SC, and DS/4000-Series ComputeT's (conti,.,ued) 
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Installing the Starter System from Tape 
48. SCP-CU> RESET 1 

49. SCP-CU> BOOT 22 1 (Or 23 for MTJ unit) 

50. Tape file number? 3 1 

AOS/VS InslllOer Rev n 

51. Disk unit name? DPJO 1 

52. Device code [24]? 1 

- - Disk bootstrap installed 

53. Do you want 10 install a System Bootstrap [Y}? 1 

54. Install from which unit [MI'CO]? 1 

55. Device code [22]? 1 (01' 23) 

56. File number [4]? 1 

- - System Bootstrap installed 

57. Do you want 10 imlaY a System [Y}? 1 

58. Installfrom which unit [MI'CO]? 1 (Or MTJO) 

59. Device code [22]? 1 (Or 23) 

60. File number [5]? 1 

(Delay) 

- - System instaUed 
Done! 

SCP-Cll> 

Bringing Up the AOSNS Starter System 

61. scp-cu> RESET 1 

62. BOOT 24 ~ 

Operating System Load Menu 

Figure 2-] Bringing Up the Starter System on a Blank Disk, MV/4000 DC, 
MV/4000 SC, and DSI4000-Seri£s Computers (continued) 
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63. Enter choice [lJ: ~ 

AOS/VSRevn 

64. Date (MM/DD!YY)? 11 22 92 ~ (1lYPe current date) 

65. Tune (HH:MM:SS)? 1430 ) (1:ype current time) 

66. Offset from universal time [+00:00 J? 1 
67. OverritU~ default specs [Nj? Y 1 
68. Automatic reboot [Nj? ~ 

69. Number of buffers in cache [default]? ) 

70. Swap directory definition [default]? ) 

71. Page directory definition [default]? 1 
72. Initial load [N]?Y ) (Be sure to enter Y) 

Filename [@MTCO:6]? 

73. If installing AOSNS from cartridge tape, skip to step 78. For AOSNS supplied 
on diskettes, get the fourth AOSNS diskette and insert it in unit o. 

74. 'JYpe 

@LFD:VOL1:FIRST_DUMP_FILE ) 

PLEASE INSERT A DISKEITE IF NOT ALREADY INSERTED 

75. UNIT [CiBDPJlOj VOLUME ID [VOLl]? [Yj ~ 

(2-minute delaywbile the starter system copies files to disk) 

PLEASE INSERT NEXT DISKETTE 
UNIT [@DPJlO] VOLUME ID [VOLl]? [YJ 1 

76. Get the next diskette in the AOSNS set Remove the diskette from 
unit 0, and insert the next diskette. Press NE'N LINE. 

(Delay while the starter system copies files) 

PLEASE REMOVE THE DISKETTE 
AOS/VS CLI Rev n 

) 
date time 

77. The eLI is running. Remove diskette from unit O. Skip to step 79. 

093-000675 

Figure 2-1 Bringing Up the Starter System on a Blank Disk, MV/4000 DC, 
MV/4000 SC, and DS{4000-Series Computers (continued) 
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78. For tape, press NEW LINE to specify the default, fi1e 6 .. 

(Delay while the eLI copies files) 

AOSIVS eLI Revn 
) 

date time 

The eLI is running. To load system files from tape, skip to step 91. 

Loading AOSNS System Files from Diskette 
79. ) SUPERUSER ON ) 

80. Su) OPERATOR ON ) 
Su) 

81. 1)rpe 

Su) LOADNIR@LFD:VOL1:SECOND_DUMP_FILE ) 

PLEASE INSERT A DISKETTE IF NOT ALREADY INSERTED 

82 UNIT {@DPJlO] VOLUME ID (VOLl]? fY] ) 

... (CLI copies and verifies fi1es) ... 

PLEASE INSERT NEXT DISKETTE 
UNO {@DPJI0] VOLUME ID {VOLn]? fY] 

83. Remove the diskette from unit O. Insert the next diskette in the AOSNS diskette set. 

84. Press NEW UNE . 

... (ell loads and verifies files) ... 

85. Return to step 83 and repeat sequence until you see 

PLEASE REMOVE THE DISKETTE 
AOS/VS eLl REV n date time 
Su) 

Loading the Microcode File from Diskette 

86. Remove any diskette from unit O. Get the second diskette in the system media set (with 
"AOS FMT" on the last line of its paper label). Insert this diskette in unit O. 

87. Su) LOADN/R@DPJ10 ) 

... (CLI verifies load) ... 

Su) 

2-32 

Figure 2-1 Bringing Up the Starter System on a Blank Disk, MV/4000 DC, 
MV/4()()() SC, and DS/4000-Series Computers (continued) 
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88. Remove the diskette from unit o. 

89. If your computer doesn't have hardware floating point or GIS, you're done. H 
you do have hardware floating point or GKS, choose the microcode filename as 
shown in step 97. 

Loading AOSNS System Files from Tape 
90. ) SUPER USER ON 1 

Su) 

91. Su) XEQ LOADJINIR/BUFF=8192 @MTCO:7 ) 

... (CLI displays file and directory names loaded.) ... 

If using multiple tapes, repeat for each tape. 

92. Su) REWIND @MTCO ~ 

Loading the Microcode File from Tape 

93. Get the system media tape (used earlier) and insert it in the tape unit. 

94. 1YPe 

Su) DIR: ~ 
Su) LOADNIR @MTCO:1 ) 
... (CLI verifies microcode filename( s ).) _. 

95. Su) REWIND @MTCO 1 

96. Remove tape from unit and store tape. 

Changing the Default Microcode Fileniame 

97. To choose a microcode fiJename other than the defallllt, type 

Su) BYE ) 

98. Do you really want to shut the system down? Y ~ 

System shutdown 
SCP-CLl> 

99. Turn computer POWER switch off and on. 

093-000675 

MV4000 READY 

@ 

Figure 2-1 Bringing Up the Starter System on a Blank Disk, MV/4000 DC, 
MV/4000 SC, and DS/4000-Series Computers (continued) 
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or 

MV4000 READY 

Operating System Load Menu 

100. Enter choice [lJ: 2 ~ 
Continue with step 102. 

101. If you see the @ prompt (not Operating System Load Menu), type 24L 
Then type 2 and press NEW LINE. 

Technical Mainlerwnce Menu 

102. Enter choice [lJ: 9 ~ 

103. Default microcode jiJenome ldefault}: 

'J.Ype the name of the COm!ct microcode file as follows: 

Without hardware floating point, without GIS, filename is MV 4OOO.MCF 
With hardware floating point, without GIS, filename is MV 4OOOFP.MCF 
Without hardware floating point, with GIS, filename is MV4OOOG.MCF 
With both hardware floating point and GIS, filename is MV 4000GFP.MCF 

For example, with an MV/4000 DC with hardware floating point, without the 
GIS, you'd enter MV4000FP.MCF. 

104. Now, choose option 1 to load the default Operiilting system and the new 
microcode file: 

Enter choice [IJ: ~ 

AOS/VSRevn 

105. Date (MM/DD!YY)? 11 22 92 ~ 

106. Tune (HH:MM:SS)? 1510 ~ 

107. Offset from universal time [+OO:OO)? ) 

(Cu:rrent date) 

(Cu:rrent time) 

108. Override default specs IN)? 1 (Pre:ss NEW LINE to say no) 

AOS/vs eLI Rev n tklte time 
) 

You're done! 

Fzgure 2-1 Bringing Up the Starter System on a Blank Disk, MV/4000 DC, 
MV14000 SC, and DSI4000-Series COmpUll7'S (concluded) 
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What Next? 

Your next step is to generate a tailored AOSNS system. If you want to do this now, go to 
Chapter 4. (Chapter 3 covers the same information as this ch~lpter, on1y for different 
systems-so if your system is covered by this chapter you can :skip Chapter 3.) 

If you are rebuilding and restoring a tailored system, the next steps are to start EXEC 
(Chapter 5) and load user and application directories and files from backup media. 

If you want to stop for a while, fine. To shut down AOSNS, you can type BYE, then press 
NEW LINE, then confirm with Y, and press NEW LINE again. To bring AOSNS up again, 
type BOOT 24, press NEW LINE, and wait for the time out. Choose the default value for 
each prompt except Date, Tune, and Offset from universal time'. 

End of Chapter 
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Chapter 3 
Bringing Up the Starter System on 

Blank Disks - All Computers 
Except ECLIPSE MV/4000 DC, MV 

4000 SC, and Data General 
DS/4000-Series 

Read this chapter 

• When your computer system hardware has just been instal1c~d and you want to bring up 
AOSNSonit. 

• Whenever you want to format a new disk, install an AOSNS system on it, load system 
files onto it, and bring up the AOSNS system. 

This chapter tells you how to execute all steps needed before you run the VSGEN program 
to generate your first tailored system on all systems except ECIlPSE MV/4000 DC, MV 
4000 SC, and Data General DS/4000-Series computers. For information about ECUPSE 
MV/4000 DC, MV 4000 Sc, and Data General DS/4000-Series computers, see Chapter 2. 

The major sections in this chapter are 

• Note to Deskside ECLIPSE System Users 

• About Your Media 

• First-T1Ille Powerup 

• Running the Disk Fonnatter 

• Installing the AOSNS Starter System 

• Bringing Up the AOSNS Starter System 

• Step Summary 

Note to Deskside ECLIPSE System Users 

If you have a Data General DSnSOO-series or ECLIPSE MV/l000 DC, 
MV/1400 DC, MV/2000 DC, MV/2500 DC, MV/3000 DC-series, or MV/SOOO DC series I 
computer with AOSNS, don't continue with this chapter! Your system arrived with an 
easy-to-use model of AOSNS already installed on the disk. The manuals Starting and 
Updating PreinstalledAOSIVS and Starting and Updating PreinstalledAOSrvS on ECLIPSE 
MVI3500"" DC and MV/5000 .... DC Series Systems contain infmmation about using 
preinstalled AOSNS on these systems. 
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About Your Media 

You must install several tapes to bring up your first system. The tapes are 

• The MV/n SCP SYSTEM MEDIA tape (for example, the MV/20000 SCP SYSTEM 
MEDIA tape) shipped with the computer. This tape COlltainS firmware thafs 
independent of the operating system: a diagnostic program, diagnostic operating system 
(SCP-ADEX), CPU diagnostia, CPU microcode, and the SCP operating system. This 
tape is required for first-time powerup (described in Appendix D). You will need this 
tape later later to install the microcode file on your system disk. 

• The AOSNS release tapes. These tapes contain all AOSNS system software. Beginning 
with Revision 7.67, there is no practicaJ difference betwe:en an AOSNS revision and an 
update. In either case, a complete system tape (or set of ltapes) is provided and installed 
according to the instructions in this manual for installing a revision. 

There will also be tapes with other Data General software, but these additional tapes must 
wait until AOSIVS is up and running. 

Identify the tapes. You'll need them soon. 

First-Time Powerup 

To power up your system for the first time, follow the procedlures explained in the 
"Fust-TlDle Powerup" section of the Starting manual supplied with your computer. If there 
is no such manual or section, use Appendix D of this manual for powerup instructions; then 
return here. The steps explained here assume that the SCP eLI prompt (SCP-Cll> ) 
appears on the system console. If this prompt is displayed, first-time powerup steps have 

already been executed. 

NOTE: The AOSNS starter system (SYS.PR) supports tape and disk units on the 
following device codes only. The starter system does not recognize devices other 
than these, nor will the starter system work with a nonstandard device that uses a 

reserved device code. 

Unit Type Device Code Device Name 

MTBtape 22 MT(]) 

MTCtape 22 MT(]) 
MTDtape 62 MTDIO 

MTJtape 23 MTJO 

DPFdisk 27 DPFO 

DPIdisk 33 DPIO 

DP) disk 24 DPJO 
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Running the Disk Formatter 

The Disk Formatter makes physical disks into logical disk units (!DUs). The Disk 
Formatter writes disk identifiers so AOSNS will know which disk and LDU it is accessing. 
The Disk Formatter can also examine the disk surface for blJd blocks (flawed areas that 
won't hold information). 

Running the Disk Fonnatter is relatively easy, but because it examines each bit on the disk, 
the Disk Formatter takes more time than other system gene:ration procedures. 

Mistakes and Errors 
If you type an incorrect response to a Disk Formatter question, and have not yet pressed 
NEW LINE to enter the response, press the DEL key or CIRL-U to delete the wrong 
characters. 

If you have pressed NEW LINE and want to abort formatting, press CfRL-C CfRL-A 
and go to step 5. If CfRL-C CIRL-A doesn't abort formatting, type the break sequence 
('Dlble 1-2) and return to step 2. 

If you abort formatting by either method during surface aruLlysis, be sure the run the entire 
FULL format again. 

If the Disk Formatter reports a disk error or other error, m~'lke Sure the disk unit is 
write-enabled; if it is write-enabled, refer to the error message table near the end of 
Chapter 8. 

Disk Formatter Dialog 

1. Get the AOS!J1S release tape and mount it on unit O. (Remove the plastic 
write-enable ring first, if any.) Make sure the tape DENSITY switch (if there is one) 
is on HIGH DENSITY or 1600 b/pi. Put the tape unit on line. 

2. When you start, the SCP Cll prompt should be dispblyed on the system console. 

Reset the computer by typing 

SCP-CLl> RESET1 

3. Read in the tape bootstrap (TBOOT) from tape by t)ping 

SCP-CLl> BOOT 221 (BOOT 62 if tape is on an MTD unit; 
BOOT 23 ilf tape is on an MTJ unit.) 

Tape file nlunber? 

4. TBOOT is a~king for a file number. 'JYpe 2, the number of the Disk Formatter file, 

and press NEW LINE. 

Tape file nllmbe,.? 2 ~ 
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TBOOT moves the tape forward to file 2, then loads and executes the Disk 
Formatter. The Disk Formatter prompts 

AOS/vS Disk Fomuztter Rev n 

Full fonnat destroys any AOS/vs file structure, Partial ret,rins it. 

Full (F) or Partial (P or NEW liNE)? 

5. 1YPe F and press NEW LINE. 

FuO (F) or Partial (P or NEW liNE)? F) 

Fullformat 

Specify each disk in the LDU (press NEW liNE when done) 

Disk unit TIIlme? 

6. The Disk unit TIIlme prompt starts a sequence of questions to identify this LOU. 

Each AOSNS disk unit name has the form OPXO, as shown in Thble 3-1. Fmd the 
unit name of the first disk on the controller and type it F1>r example, 

Disk unit TIIlme? DPJO) 

Device code (default J? 

7. The default device code appears in square brackets. For any system, unless you know 
that this disk controller is connected to a nonstandard device code, press NEW LINE 
to accept the default: 

Device code [default J?) 

Disk unit TIIlme? 

8. The Disk Formatter will repeat the Disk unit name? and Device code? questions until 
you respond by pressing NEW LINE to the Disk unit name? prompt. The repetition 
of these prompts allows you to create an LOU that includes more than one disk. 

Because you want a single-disk LDU, press NEW LINE .. 

Disk unit name?) 
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Table 3-1 Common AOSNS Disks, Default DeviC4! Codes, and Unit Names 

Device Controller Unit DefauH 
Disk Model Number and Description Type Default Number Disk Unit 

Device Code Name 

6236,6237,6239,6240,6290,6297,6298,6299, 
6446, 6491, 6492, 6539, 6554, 6578, 6579, 6581, DPJ First 124 First DPJO 
6582, 6584, 6621, 6622, 6624, 6627, 6631, 6632, Second DPJ1 
6634,6662,6685,6716,6718,6740,6796,6799. . .. I 
Models 6236 through 6299 are 14-inch disks. A Eighth DPJ7 
controller can run four units. Model 6236 (354 

Second 164 First DPJ10 Mbytes); 6239 (592 Mbytes). Model 6290/6240 
has two or three 6239 disks in one cabinet. Model Second DPJ11 
6297 (862 Mbytes). Model 6298/6299 is two or ... 
three 6297 units in one cabinet. Eighth DPJ17 

Models 6446, 6491, 6539, 6554, 6662, 6685, 6716, Third I none First DPJ20 
6718, and 6740 are 5.25-inch disks in a Second DPJ21 
Combined Storage Subsystem (CSS), a CSS!2, or ... 
a Peripheral Housing Unit (PHU). A controller Eighth DPJ27 
can run seven units. Models hold 234 Mbytes, 
322 Mbytes, 179 Mbytes, 662 Mbytes, 332 FOurlth I none First DPJ30 
Mbytes, 1 Gbyte, 1.4 Gbyte, 1.4 Gbyte, and Second DPJ31 
1 Gbyte respectively. . .. 

Eighth DPJ37 
Models 6796 and 6799 are 3.5-inch disks that 
hold 520 Mbytes. Fifth through First DPJnO 

Models 6492, 6578, and 6579 are 8-inch disks; sixtee:mth Second DPJn1 

one disk holds 727 Mbytes. A 6492 has one disk; /none ... 

6578 two disks; and 6579 four disks. A controller Eighth DPJn7 

can run seven units. 

Models 6581, 6582, 6584, 6621, 6622, 6624, 6631, 
Disk unit 

6632, and 6634 are Rapid Access Mass Storage 
names use 
hexadecimal 

(RA.M.S.) disks. Model 6581 holds one numbering-
500-Mbyte disk; 6582 holds two 500-Mbyte 
disks; and 6584 holds four 500-·Mbyte disks. A 

n is 4,5,6, 

controller can run eight units. Model 6621 has 
7,8,9, A, B, 

one 1.2-Gbyte disk; a controller can run four 
C,D,E, 

units; Model 6622 holds two 1.2 Gbyte disks; 
andF 

Model 6624 holds four 1.2 Gby1:e disks. Models 
6631, 6632, and 6634 hold one, two, and four 
600-Mbyte disks, respectively. 

6060, 6061, 6067, 6122, 6160, 61.61, 6214 DPF First/27 First DPFO 
Second OPF1 

The 6060, 6061, 6067, and 6122 units use Third OPF2 
removable packs; a controller can run four units. Fourth OPF3 
The 6160 and 6161 disks are non-removable. A 
Model 6060 holds 96 Mbytes; a 6061 holds 190 Second /67 First DPF10 

Mbytes; a 6067 holds 50 Mbytes; a 6122 holds 277 Second I)PF11 

Mbytes. A 6160 holds 73 Mbytes and a 6161 Third DPF12 
holds 147 Mbytes. A 6214 unit holds 602 Mbytes. Fourth DPF13 
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Do you want to allocate a ditzgnostic area? [Y) 

9. This question lets you allot an area on disk for later installation of Data General's 

Advanced Diagnostic Executive System (ADEX). ADEX can ron from a medium 
other than disk, but it runs much faster from disk; also, diagnostics are easier to run 
remotely if ADEX is on disk. To use ADEX, you mU.st purchase it and have it 
installed on the disk by a Data General field enginee:r. ADEX for MY /Family 
machines requires a minimum of 8,000 disk blocks, or 4.1 Mbytes. The disk space 
used by ADEX is lost for AOSNS file storage. 

If you don't want to install ADEX and run it from disk, answer No by typing N and 
pressing NEW LINE. ADEX runs only from the system disk, which means you should 
always say No if the disk you are formatting isn't the :;ystem disk (DPFO, DPJO, etc.). 
If you say no, skip to step 11. 

If you want to reserve an area for ADEX, press ~'LINE to accept the default. 
Then, the Disk Formatter asks 

Enter the number of blocks (1750 to 35230) required. [23420) 

10. The figures displayed in the prompt are octal values. ADEX needs at least 8,000 

blocks (17500 octal) to run. The default, 23420, is 10,000 blocks. Decide on the 
number of disk blocks needed for the diagnostics you want installed; then type this 
number in octal/OTmIlt and press NEW LINE. The Disk Formatter will now assume 
that this disk is a system disk. After you type the number of blocks, the system 
displays the following. 

Disk number 1: 00fJ00()()()(X) through n 

LDU unique J.D. (1 to 6 characters) [ )? 

The numbers ° through n are the first and last logical addresses on the disk, in octal. 

11. The LDU unique ID. ( ... ) prompt indicates that the Disk Formatter wants a unique 

means to identify the disk. The ID must be between 1 iClIld 6 characters long. Any 
AOSNS filename character is legal: A through Z (uppercase and lowercase are 
treated the same), 0 through 9, period (.), dollar sign ($), question mark (?), and 

underscore U. 

3-6 

Generally, use an 10 that is as close as possible to the name (filename) you will give 
the WU. For example, you could use an ID of ROOT: 

LDUunique J.D. (1 to 6 characters) [ ]? ROOT) 

LDU name (1 to 31 characters) I )? 
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12. Later, when you start up AOSNS (or initialize this LOU), the name you type at the 
LDU name prompt will be displayed. 

The first disk you format will be the system root directoJrY (:). For the root disk, the 
name you type is not important in terms of file access. 

If you are formatting a second hard disk, the name you type here becomes the 
filename of the LDU. Users can use this name just as any other directory filename. 
For example, you might use the name UDD. You can always change an LOU name 
later with a Disk Formatter Partial format (refer to Chapter 8). 

For your first LOtJ, we suggest the name ROOT. So, for example, type 

LDU name (1 to 3.1 characters) [ ]? ROOT 1 

H you're formatting a second hard disk, write the disk name down so you will 
remember it later. 

Access Control List 

Usemame or template (1 to 15 characters)? 

13. A user, identified by a usemame, or a group of users, identified by a template, can 
have different kinds of access to an LOU. A good genelral-purpose usemame 
template is +, which specifies all users. So type 

Usemame or template (1 to 15 characters)? + 1 

Access (0, W,A, R, E, orNEWLINE)? 

14. The Disk Formatter wants to know which privileges to give the usemame( s) you just 
specified. There are five types of privileges: Owner, Write, Append, Read, and 
Execute, abbreviated 0, W, A, R, and E. Execute (E) access will suffice for most 
LDUs. So type Eand press NEW LINE. 

Access (0, W, A, R, E, or NEW LINE)? e) 

Usemameortemplate (1 to 15 characters)? 

15. The Disk Formatter will repeat the Username and ACCE~SS questions, allowing you to 
give very specific user and access information, until you respond to the Usemame ... 
prompt by pressing NEW LINE. Later, if needed, you can change access to the LDU. 
So for now press NEW UNE. 

Username or template (l to 15 characters)?} 

Suifaceanao/~?[NJ 
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16. This step starts a surface analysis for this LOU. (The value in brackets is the value 
that the Disk Formatter will use if you respond by pressing NEW LINE.) 

I 

3-8 

Table 3-2 Surface Analysis Times per Disk 

Disk Model Capacity Approximate Time per 
(Megabytes) Test Pattern (Minutes) 

6060 96 13 

6061 190 17 

6122 277 26 

6160 73 11 

6161 147 22 

6214 602 52 

6236*,6237* 354 35 

6239*,6290*,6240* 592 50-60 

6297*,6298*,6299* 862 70-85 

6357*,6398*,6399* 862 70-85 

6446 or 6491 234 or 322 20-40 

6492 737 80-100 

6581*,6582*,6584* 500 30-60 

6621*,6622*,6624* 1.2 Gbytes 60-90 

6631* 6632* 6634* 600 30-60 

6716*,6718* 1.4 Gbytes 80-100 

6796*,6799* 520 50-60 

• Even though these disk controllers can detect and remap bad blocks, we suggest that you run 
three patterns on these disks and never less than one. Capacity and time are for single units of 
these disk controllers. 

The controIJers of many disk models can detect and bypass bad blocks without 
notifying the operating system. Unless these disks are brcmd new, however, we 
suggest that you run a surface analysis on these disks, choosing to run three patterns 
and never Jess than one. Table 3 - 2 shows disks whose controllers can detect and 
bypass bad blocks by marking them with asterisks. 

Other disk controlIers (not marked by asterisks in Thble 3-2) cannot detect bad 
blocks. For these disk( s), we strongly suggest that you run a surface analysis on these 
disks, choosing to run five patterns and never less than three. 

If you decide not to run surface analysis, respond by pressing NEW UNE to accept 
the default answer, No. The system then reports 0 bad diJk blocks for disk #1. Skip to 
step 20. Otherwise, type Y and press NEW LINE to begin surface analysis. 

Surface analysis? [N] Y~ 
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During surface analysis, the Formatter writes a pattern to each 16-bitword on the 
disk and reads it back. This destroys an existing information on the disk-but a new 
disk has no information. 

Disk number? 

17. The Disk Formatter 'Wants you to supply the number of the disk to analyze. For a 
single-disk IDU, press NEW LINE. 

You may run up to fiv,e (5) patterns. How many would you like to run? 

18. The Disk Formatter can run one through five bit patterns on the disk. For disks not 
marked by an asterisk, we strongly recommend that you nan all five patterns on each 
disk you format, and never fewer than three patterns. For disks marked by an 
asterisk, we recomm4~nd that you run three patterns, and Ilever less than one pattern. 

Each pattern takes between 11 and 100 minutes, depending on the disk model, as 
shown in 'DibJe 3-2 

Five patterns may take a while. To run five patterns, type 

You may 7Un up to five (5) patterns. How many would you like to run? 5 ~ 

Analyzing disk #n 
- - Running pattern .n 

The Disk Formatter runs the number of patterns you specified, one at a time. (If it 
finds too many bad blocks, either because the disk is badly deteriorated or because 
the disk heads are misaligned, the Disk Formatter aborts.) 

When the Formatter has finished running the patterns, it describes the bad blocks on 
the disk. 

19. If the Formatter found no bad blocks, it displays the mess:age 0 bad disk blocks. Go to 
the next step. 

If the Disk Formatter found any bad blocks, it displays thf~ following information, 
where n is the number of bad disk blocks. 

n bad disk blocks 
Display bad block statistics? [N] 

The Disk Formatter is asking if you want to see the bad block statistics. These 
statistics may be useful, so answer yes. 

Display bad block statistics? [N] y~ 

The Disk Formatter now displays the bad block statistics on the system console. 

Additional bad block number (press NEW UNE when do1U.~): 
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20. You have no additional bad blocks to enter, so press NEW LINE. 

Additional bad block number (press NEW liNE when done):~ 

n bad disk blocks 

Display bad block statistics? IN] 

21. Press NEW LINE to accept the defau1t value, No, aft~~r the prompt. 

Display bad block statistics [N] ~ 

n bad disk blocks 

Bitmap size: n 
Bitmap address? {default] 

The bitmap is a system table that describes which blocks are in use and which are free 
for data storage. 

22. Select the defau1t bitmap address by pressing NEW LINE. 

Bitmap address? [default]~ 

System LDU? [YJ 

23. This step starts a series that determines whether and where an AOSNS system will 
reside on the disk. The Disk Formatter skips this question if you allocated a 
diagnostic area eartier, in step 9. 

Your first LDU must be a system disk, so press NEW LINE to accept the defau1t For 
your second LDU, you would type N and press NEW LlNE. 

System LDU? [YJ ~ 

Overlay area size? [default] 

24. Choose the default area size by pressing NEW LINE. 

Overlay area size? [default J 1 

Overlay area address? [default J 

25. Choose the default address by pressing NEW LINE. 

Overlay area address? {default J ) 

Disk number n remap area size? [default] 

26. Choose the default remap area size by pressing NEW LINE. 

Disk number n remap area size? I default J) 

Disk number n remap area address? [default] 
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27. Choose the default remap area address by pressing NEW llNE. 

Disk number n remJlp area addTess? ldefault J ~ 

- - LDU created 
Done! 
cpu HALTED 

scp-cu> 

Congratulations! You've formatted an LOU as a system disk. It will rarely-if ever-need 
full formatting again. H this LDU may be run as a nonmaster LDU, we suggest that you 
note the date, LDU ID and unit name, and any bad block information and attach this 
information to the computer cabinet. 

The Disk Formatter is done, and the SCP CLI has control. If you have other new disks, 
someorte must format them into LDUs before they can be usc~d. You might want to create 
the LDU(s) now, while you're familiar with the procedure. To format the disk(s) now, type 
CONTINUE at the SCP eLI prompt to return to step 5. To format a disk not descnoed in 
this chapter, refer to Chapter 8. 

H you don't want to format other disks now, install the AOS/VS starter system. 
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Installing the AOSNS Starter System 

The Installer program installs an AOSNS system from a system tape onto an LOU. 
(AOSNS must reside on disk before it can run.) 

Mistakes and Errors 
If you make a mistake, handle it the same way as with the Disk Formatter. 

If the Installer reports a disk error or other error, refer to the error message table near the 
end of Chapter 9. 

If the Instal1er stops with an ABORT message, return to step 28 and run the Installer again. 

Running the Installer 

28. The SCP ell prompt appears on the system console. Reset the CPU: 

SCP-CU> RESET) 

SCP-CLI> 

29. Boot the tape bootstrap (TBOOT) into memory: 

SCP-CLI> BOOT 22) 

Tape file number? 

(BOOT 62 if tape is on an MID unit; 
BOOT 23 if tape is on an MTJ unit.) 

30. The Installer program is in tape file 3, so type 

Tape file number? 3) 

TBOOT moves the tape forward to file 3, reads the Insta1ler into memory, rewinds 
the tape, then executes the Installer. The Installer displays the following information. 

AOS/vS Installer Rev n 

Specify each disk in lhe LDU 
Disk unit name? 

31. 'JYpe the name of the unit that holds your newly-created !DU. 1bis is the same unit 
name you gave to the Disk Formatter earlier, in step 6. For example, 

DPJO) (Or DPFO) 

Device code [default J? 

32. Press NEW LINE to select the default device code. 

Device code [default J? 1 

- - Disk bootstrap installed 
Do you want to install a System Bootstrap {yJ? 
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33. You must install the system bootstrap program, SYSBOO'I; on the LDU, so press 
NEWLINE. . 

Do you want to install a System Bootstrap {Y]? ~ 

Install from which unit [MTCO]? 

34. Press NEW UNE if the tape is on the default device, MTB or MTC. If the tape is on 
an MID unit or an MTJ unit, type the correct unit name and press NEW liNE. 

Installfrom which unit [MTCOJ?~ (Or MTDO, or ~flJO) 

Device code [default]? 

35. Press NEW LINE to accept the default device code. 

Device code [default]? ~ 

File number [4J? 

36. The system bootstrap program, SYSBOO1; is in tape file 4. Press NEW liNE to 
accept the default. 

File number [4J?~ 

- - System Bootstrap installed 
Do you want to install a System [YJ? 

37. You want to install a system, so press NEW LINE. 

Do you want to install a System [YJ? ~ 

Install from which unit [MTCOJ? (Or MTDO, or lWTJO) 

38. Press NEW LINE to accept the default value. 

Install from which unit [MTCO]?) 

Device code [22 J? (Or 62, or 23) 

39. Press NEW LINE to accept the default value. 

Device code [22]?) (Or 62, or 23) 

File number [5 J? 

40. The AOSNS system is always in file 5 of a system tape, so press NEW LINE. 

File number [5]? ~ 

- - System Installed 
Done! 

SCP-CLI> 
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You've installed the needed bootstraps and an AOSNS system on your LOU. Now you can 
bring up the AOSNS system. 

Bringing Up the AOSNS Starter System 

41. The SCP CLI has control. Use it to reset the computl~r: 

SCP-CLI> RESET~ 

SCP-CLI> 

42. Boot again, this time from disk. Use device code 24 for DPJ disks and device code 27 
for DPF disks. 

SCP-Cll> BOOT 24~ (Or 27) 

Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately with operating system load 
2 Enter the Technical Maintenance Menu 

Loading will continue automatically unless you respond within 45 seconds. 

The default system pathname is INSTALLED SYSTEM 

Enter choice [1]: 

43. Press NEW liNE to accept the default value. 

Enter choice [1]: ~ 

AOS/vSRevn 

Master LDU: ROOT(Name you specified to the Disk Formatter) 

Date (MM/DD!YY)? (Skipped on computers with a boot clock) 

44. lYPe the date as numbers for month, day, and year. Spaces or slashes can separate 
each number. For example, for November 22,1992, you'd type 

Date (MMIDD!YY)? 11 22 92 ~ 

Tune (HH:MM:SS)? (Skipped on computers with a boot clock) 

45. 1YPe the time, based on a 24-hour dock, in hours, minutes, and seconds. (Minutes 
and seconds are optional. If you omit them, the system sets each to 0.) Use spaces or 
colons to separate items. For example, for 2:30 p.m., you'd type 

Time (HH:MM:SS)? 14 30 ~ 
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Offset from universal time [+OO:OO]? 

46. Setting the offset from universal or Greenwich mean time is not important now, so 
press NEW LINE to accept the defau1t. 

Offsetfrom universal time [+OO:OO]?~ 

Override default specs [N]? 
A OS/VS will continue automatically with defaults 
unless you respond within 00:00:30 

47. Specs are the parameters in the system specification tih~ created during VSGEN. For 
your first system, you must answer yes, so type Y and press NEW LINE. 

Override default specs [N]? Y ~ 

Automatic reboot ["til? 

48. Press NEW LINE to accept the default value. 

Automatic reboot flY]? ~ 

Number of buffers in cache [default]? 

49. Press NEW LINE to accept the default value. 

Number of buffers in cache [default]? ~ 

Swap directory definition [default]? 

so. Press NEW LINE to accept the default value. 

Swap directory definition [default]? 1 

Page directory definition [default]? 

51. Press NEW UNE to accept the default value. 

Page directory definition [default]?) 

Initial load [N]? 

52. In an Initial load, the system loads the eLI and other nc~eded tiles onto the LDU. 
These files must be loaded the first time you bring up tbe starter system. They need 
not be loaded again unless-later on-you want to load a new AOSNS revision. 
Answer yes by typing Y and pressing NEW LINE. 

Initial load [N]? Y~ 

Filename [@MTCO:6J? (Or @MTDO:6, or @MTJO:6) 

53. Press NEW LINE to specify the default, tape file 6: 

Filename [@MTCO:6J?1 
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The starter system now copies rues from tape to the lDU. This procedure takes a 
while. Then the starter system displays the following. 

AOS/vSCURevn 
) 

date time 

Congratulations! You've brought up AOSNS and its ell The ) prompt means that 
the CLI is ready for a command. 

54. The next steps include loading all the system programs and files that are part of the 
AOSNS system. These programs and files are in tape :fiJe 7. If AOSNS was provided 
on more than one tape, these files are divided among the file 7's of each tape. First, 
tum on Superuser to provide Write access. 

) SUPERUSER ON ~ 
Su) 

55. Load the files in tape file 7 by typing 

Su) XEQ LOAD_IINIBUFF=8192 @MTCO:7~ (Or @MTDO:7, or@MTJO:7) 

Even if the tape is mounted on an MTB unit, you must specify MTC to the starter 
system. If the tape is on an MID unit or an MTJ unit, 1ype the correct unit name and 
press NEW LINE. 

The LOAD _n program verifies (N switch) the filenames loaded from tape by 
displaying their names. (Don't be surprised to see warning messages about files 
already loaded; some files in tape file 7 also exist in taPf~ file 6.) The whole directory 
structure on the tape is copied, creating directory :trm." (with utilities), directory 
:SYSGEN (for system generation), and directory :HEU~ (for help). 

AOSNS Models 3900H (1600 blin reel-to-reel tape), 3900C (15.2 Mbyte cartridge 
tape) and 3900B (21 Mbyte cartridge tape) are delivered on two tapes. For these 
models, remove the first tape, insert tape number 2, and retype the WAD _ IT 
command; continue until all files are loaded. 

After all the files have been loaded, the eLI Superuser prompt returns. 

Su) 

56. Rewind the tape by typing 

Su) REWIND @MTCO~ (Or @MTDO, or @MTJO) 

57. Remove the AOSNS release tape. Get the MV/n system tape that you used to start 
up the computer, and mount it on the tape unit. (For ECLIPSE MV/8000, skip this 
step.) Load the microcode/SCP-OS file from tape file 1 into the LOU root directory 
by typing the folIowing: 

Su) DIR:~ 
Su) LOADN/R/NACL @MTCO:1 ~ 
MVn.MCF 
Su) 

(Or@MTDO:1, or@MTJO:1) 
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The CLI verifies the load of the microcode file; for example MV33000.MCF. With 
some computers, there are two files: one with floating-p()int microcode and one 
without. For example, you might see the names MV4000.MCF and MV4000FP.MCF. 

This puts the microcode/SCP-OS fiJe(s) on the LOU. In future, SYSBOOTwiJlload 
the correct file automatically as needed. 

58. Rewind the tape by ~ng 

Su) REWIND @MTCO ~ (Or@MTDO. or @MTJO ) 

59. You've completed loading the Data General-supplied ~item tapes. Remove the 
tape from the unit, put the cover on it, and store it safely. You may need it again if 
you want to run CPU diagnostics. Put the covers on all Data General-supplied tapes 
and store them safely too. 

60. Thrn Superuser off by typing 

Su) SUPERUSER OFF ~ 
) 

61. For any computer except an ECLIPSE MV /4000 with hardware floating point, skip to 
step 72. 

For an ECLIPSE MV/4000 computer with hardware floatiing point, you should 
identify the correct microcode file to SYSBOOT so that SYSBOOT can load the 
microcode in the future. (SYSBOOT can identify the proper microcode file for all 
computers except MV/4000s with hardware floating point..) To do this, shut the 
system down and bring it up again as follows. 

To shut the system down, type BYE at the ell prompt: 

Do you really want to shut the system down? 

62. 1YPe Y and press NEW LINE to shut the system down: 

Do you really want to shut the system down? Y ~ 
System shutdown 

SCP-CLl> 

63. Press the computer panel POWER switch to OFF. If then~ is a WCK switch, press 
the LOCK. switch to ON. Press the POWER switch to ON. This sequence program 
loads from the primary disk device code. 
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Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately with operating system load 
2 Enter the Technical Maintenance Menu 

Enter choice [lJ: 

64. You want to enter SYSBOOT's Technical Maintenance Menu, so type 2 and press 
NEWLINE. 

Enter choice [lJ: 2~ 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

9 VIeW or change the microcode filename 

Enter choice [1): 

65. You want option 9, so type 9 and press NEW LINE. 

Enter choice [1): 9 ~ 

SYSBOOT prompts 

Default microcode filename ldefault): 

66. 1.ype the name ofthejloating-point microcodefile, which is MV4000FP.MCF: 

Default microcodefilename [defaultJ: MV4000FP.MCFl 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

Enter choice II): 

67. Now, press NEW LINE to choose option 1, Load and start the default operating 
system, to load the default operating system and the new microcode file: 

Enter choice 11):~ 

AOS/VSRevn 

Date (MM/DD!YY)? 

68. 1.ype the current date. 

(Skipped on computers with a boot 
clock.) 

Date (MM/DD(YY)? 11 22 92) 
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Tune (HH:MM:SS)? 

69. 'JYpe the current time. 

Tune (HH:MM:SS)? 1510~ 

(Skipped on computers with a boot 
clock.) 

Offset from universal time 1+00:00 J? 

70. If your system is part of a network that spans time zon~" you should set the offset 
from universal or (Jreenwich mean time now. If so, enter a number representing the 
number of hours difference between local time and Greenwich mean time. Precede 
the number by a minus sign for locations west of Greenwich. For example, for 
Eastern Standard Tune, enter -5. Then press NEW Lntffi. If not, press NEW LINE 
to accept the defaulL 

Offset from universal time I +()():OOJ?~ 

Override default specs [NJ? 
AOS/VS will continue automatically with defaults 
unless you respond within 00:00:30 

71. You don't want to change the default specs, so press NEW LINE. 

Override default specs [NJ?~ 

AOS/vS ell Rev n 
) 

date time 

Using SYSBOOT's Technical Maintenance Menu, you chose the floating-point 
microcode file as the default to be loaded automatically. The new default filename 
has been recorded on disk. The file's name will be displayed as the default microcode 
filename from now on, and the file will be loaded autonlatically when you bring up 
AOSNS. 

72. On the computer front panel, if there is a LOCK. switch, press the LOCK switch to 

the ON (or LOCK) position. 

You've powered up, fonnatted at least one LDU, installed an AOSNS system on it, 
brought up AOSNS, and loaded all files you need to generat,e your tailored system. 
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If you're interested in the files on the system tape, see 13ble 3-3. All of these files are now 
on your LDU. If you Joaded an update tape, the WU also contains directory :UPDA1E, 
which holds the current patch files. Also, the LOU contains the microcode file, MVn.MCF. 

Figure 3-1, after 'Thble 3-3, is a summary of alJ the steps you've taken-from turning on 
the system console to locking the computer. 

Table 3-3 AOSNS System Tape File C)rganization 

Tape Tape 
File File Explanation 
Number Contents 

0 TBOOT The Jape bootstrap program is ell short program that can load 
tiles 1, 2, and 3 from this tape. 

1 FIXUP The Disk Fixer program finds and can correct (fix) disk fiJe 
errors if an abnormal AOSNS shutdown occurs. TBOOT 
loads this program into memory and executes it after you en-
ter 1 at the Tape file number? prompt 

2 DFMfR The Disk Formatter program formats physical disks into 
lDUs. mOOT loads DFMTR ilnto memory and executes it 
after you enter 2 at the Tape file lu,mber? prompt. 

3 INSTL The Installer program installs a Disk Bootstrap, a System 
Bootstrap, and an AOSNS system from a system tape. 
TBOOT loads INS1L into memory and executes it after you 
enter 3 at the Tape file number? prompt. 

4 SYSBOOT The system bootstrap program loads an AOSNS system or 
other program into memory from disk, then executes the pro-
gram. The Instal1er installs SYSBOOTon an LOU. 

5 AOSNS On the Data General-supplied system tape, this file contains 

system the AOSNS starter system, SYS.1~R. Use the Installer 
program to install the starter systc~m on an LDU. On a system 
tape you build yourself, this file contains your tailored 
AOSNS system. Use the Technical Maintenance Menu to 
make the tailored system the default system. 

6 First The first dump file includes the eLI and other system 
Dump File program fiJes-the system Agent, peripheral manager 

(PMGR), LOAD_II program, and copies of programs in tape 
files 0 though 4. AOSNS copies the contents of this tape fIJe 
into the LDU root directory when you specify Initial load. 

( continued) 
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Table 3-3 AOSNS System TaDe File Organization 

Tape Tape 
Rle File Explanation 
Number Contents 

7 Second The second dump file includes the: remaining AOSNS system 
Dump File programs. Copy the contents of this file onto disk using the 

LOAD _n program. Contents of the file incJude: 

• CONTEST system exerciser 

• Disk File Editor (FED) 

• DISPLAY file display 

• Error message (ERMES) and message object (.OBs) 
files 

• EXEC and PREDITOR 

• HELP directory and files 

• LABEL tape labeler 

• Library File Editor 

• Link 

• Macroassembler (MASM) 

• Process Environment Display (PED) 

• Release Notice 

• SED and SPEED text editors 

• System macros 

• Utility program symbol table fiiles (.ST) 

• SYSGEN directory with VSGEN system generation 
programs and bbraries 

N01E: If AOSIVS is supplied on more than one tape, files 0-6 are dupUicated on 
all tapes, wbDe the AOSNS programs on file 7 are divided amorlg the tapes 
(but always on file 1). 

( concJuded) 
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Step Summary 
Running the Disk Formatter 

1. Mount the AOSNS release tape; put the tape unit on line. 

2. SCP-Cll> RESETl 

3. SCP-Cll> BOOT 22 ~ (Or 62 for an MID unit; or 23 for an MTJ unit) 

4. Tape file number? 2 1 

AOS/VS Disk FoT1TUltter Rev n 

Full /ormtlt destroys any AOS/VS file structure, PartiIllretains it. 

5. Full (F) or partiJll (P or NEW liNE)? F 1 

Full fOTmllt 

Specify each disk in the LDU (press NEW liNE when done) 

6. Disk unit name? DPJO ~ (Or DPFO or other disk unit name) 

7. Device code [default]? ~ 

8. Disk unit name? ~ 

9. Do you want to aUOCllte a diagnostic area? [YJ 

H you don't want to instaIJ and run the Advanced Diagnostic Executive System from 
the disk, type N and press NEW liNE and skip to step 11. To allot the space (system 
disk only), press NEW LINE. 

10. Enter the number of blocks (1750 to 35230) required [23420]? ) 

Disk number 1: OOOOOOOOOOO through n 

11. LDUunique LD. (1 to 6 characters)? [] ROOT ~ 

12. LDUname (1 to 31 characters)? [] ROOT ~ 

13. Usemame or template (1 to 15 characters)? + ) 

14. Access (0, W, A, R, E, or NEW LINE)? E ) 

15. Usemame or template (1 to 15 characters)? ) 

16. Surface analysis? [N] Y ~ 

17. Disk number? 1 

18. 10u may run up to five (5) paaems. How many would you like to run? 5 ) 

Figure 3 -1 Bringing Up AOS/vs on Blank Disk(s), Systems Other than MV/4000 DC, 
MV/4000 SC and Dala General DS/4000-series (continued) 
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- - Rzmning pattern n (1akes 11 to 100 minutes per pattern) 

19. If the Disk Formatter found no bad blocks, go to step 20. 

n bad disk blocks 

Display bad block statistics? (N) Y ~ 

Note bad blocks. 

20. Additional bad block number (press NEW LINE when done): ~ 

21. Display bad block statistics? (N) ~ 

Bitnulp size: n 

22. Bitnulp address? I default) ) 

23. System LDU? fY) (Skipped if you answered Y to question 9) 

24. Overlayaretl size? ldefault) 1 
25. Overlay aretl address? I default] ~ 

26. Disk number n remap area size? ldefault) 

27. Disk number n remap area address? I default] ~ 

- - LDU cretlted 
Done! 

SCP-CLI> 

To format other disks, type CONTINUE, press NEW LINE and return to step 5. 

Running the Installer 
28. SCP-CLI> RESET 1 

29. SCP-CLI> BOOT 22 ) (Or 62, or 23) 

30. Tape file number? 3 ~ 

AOSfVS Installer Rev n 

Specify each disk in the LDU 

31. Disk unit name? DP J() ) (Or DPFO or other disk unit name) 

32. Device code [default]? ) 

- - Disk bootstrap installed 

Figure 3 -1 Bringing Up AOS/VS on Blank Disk(s), Systj~ms Other than MVl4000 DC, 
MV/4000 SC and Data General DS/4000-series (continued) 
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33. Do you want to install a System Bootstrap? Y 1 

34. InstaIIfrom which unit [MTCOJ? ~ 

35. Device code [22 J? ~ 

36. File number [4J? ~ 

- - System Bootstrap installed 

37. Do you want to install a System [YJ? ~ 

38. Install from which unit [MTCOJ? ~ 

39. Device code [22J? 1 

40. Fde number [5J? ) 

- - System installed 
Done! 

SCP-Cll> 

(Or MTO(), or MT JO) 

(Or 62, or 23) 

(Or MTDO, or MTJO) 

(Or 62, or 23) 

Bringing Up the AOSNS Starter System 
41. SCP-Cll> RESET ) 

42. SCP-Cll> BOOT 24 ~ 

Operating System Load Menu 

43. Enter choice [1]: ) 

AOSIVSRevn 
Master LDU: ROOT 

44. Date (MMIDDfYY)? 11 22 92 ) 

45. Tune (HH:MM·SS)? 14 30 ) 

46. Offset from universal time [+oo:OOJ? 

47. Override default specs INJ? Y ) 

48. Automatic reboot INJ? ) 

49. Number of buffers in cache [defaultJ? 

50. Swap directory definition I default J ? ) 

) 

) 

(Or BOOT 27 f9r a DPF disk) 

(Name you ,gave to the Disk Formatter) 

(Current date. Skipped if you have a 
boot clock.) 

(Current time, 24 hour clock. 
Skipped if you have a boot clock.) 

Figure 3-1 Bringing Up AOS/VS on Blank Disk(s), Systems Other than MV/4000 DC, 
MV/4000 SC and Data General DSI4000-senes (continued) 
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51. Page directory definition [default]? l 
52. Initial load [N]? Y ~ 

53. Filename [@MTCO:6]? ) (Or @MTDO:6, or @MTJO:6) 

(Thpe file 6 is loaded) 

AOS/VS CLI Revn date time 
) 

54. ) SUPERUSER ON ) 

55. Su) XEa LOADJIN/BUFF=8192 @MTCO:7 ) (Or ~PMTDO:7, or@MTJO:7) 

... (CLI displays file and directory names loaded.) ... 

If AOSNS is on multiple tapes, repeat for each additional tape. 

56. Su) REWIND @MTCO ) (Or ~i>MTDO, or @MTJO) 

57. Remove the AOSNS release tape. Mount the MV/n system tape (skip for MV!80(0). 
'JYpe 

Su) OIR: ). 
Su) lOADNlRlNACL @MTCO:1 ) (Or @MTDO:1, or @MTJO:1) 

MVn.MCF 

58. Su) REWINO @MTCO ) 

59. Dismount tape; store an tapes safely. 

60. Su) SUPERUSER OFF ) 
) 

(eLI verifies file name( s).) 

(Or@MTDO, or@MTJO) 

61. For any computer except MV/4000 with hardware floating point, go to step 69. 

) BYE ) 

62. Do you really want to slwt the system down? Y ) 

System shutdown 

SCP-CLI> 

63. Press computer POWER switch OFF. If there is a LOCK switch, press WCK switch 
ON. Press POWER switch ON. 

Operating System Load Menu 

Figure 3 -1 Bringing Up AOSIVS on Blank Disk(s), Systerns Other than MV14000 DC, 
MV14000 SC and Data General DSI4000-sen[es (continued) 
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64. Enter choice [lJ: 2 ~ 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

65. Enter choice [IJ: 9 1 

66. Default microcode filename [default]: MV4000FP.MCF 1 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

67. Enter choice [IJ: 1 

AOS/VSRevn 

68. Date (MM/DDfYY)? 11 22 92 ~ 

69. Tune (HH:MM:SS)? 1510 1 

70. Offset from universal time I +oo:ooJ? ) 

71. Override default specs IN] 1 

(Loads and starts the starter system and 
the new microcode fiJe) 

(Current datj~. Skipped if you have a boot 
clock.) 

(Current time. Skipped if you have a boot 
clock.) 

AOS/VS eLI Rev n date time 
) 

72. On computer front pane~ if there is a LOCK switch, prc~s LOCK switch to ON or 
LOCK position. 

You're done! 

Figure 3 -1 Bringing Up AOS/VS on Blank Disk(s), Systems Other than MV/4000 DC, 
MV/4000 SC and Data General DS/4000-series (concluded) 
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What Next? 

If you want to stop for a while, fine. To shut down AOSNS, you can type BYE, press NEW 
LINE, and confirm with Y, then NEW llNE. 

To bring it up again, type the BOOT command, using the fonn BOOT n (n is the device 
code-24 or 27). To load the operating system immediately, press NEW LINE; then accept 
the default values for each question (except Date, Tune, and Offset from universal time, if 
asked) by pressing NE'V tiNE. 

If this is your first system, and you want to generate a tailored system now, go to 
Chapter 4. If you are rebuilding and restoring a tailored system, the next steps are to start 
EXEC (Chapter 5) and load user and application directories and files from backup media. 

End of Chapter 
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Chapter 4 
Generating a Tailored AOSNS 

System 

Read this chapter 

• When you want to generate your first tailored AOS/VS systeml; 

• Whenever you want to generate a new AOSNS system. 

This chapter tells how to run VSGEN, the AOSNS system gener:ation program. First, it 
explains choosing a terminal. Then it describes system startup (in case you shut down 
AOSNS earlier). Next it explains VSGEN choices for devices, p~Lrameters, and shows how 
to build the system. Finally, it shows how to test the tailored syste:m and make it the default 
system. 

This chapter is very long because it gives all details you need to generate a system from 
scratch. But usually you won't be working from scratch; you'11 have a VSGEN specification 
file from an earlier release of AOSNS. 

The major sections in this chapter are as foHows: 

• Choosing a Terminal for VSGEN 

• System Startup (with Power On) 

• About the VSGEN Program 

• Specifying System Devices 

• Specifying System Parameters 

• Building the System and Finishing Up 

• Updating the New System 

• Testing the New System 

• Making a Thilored System Thpe 

• Making the Thilored System the Default System 

• Generating Other AOSNS Systems 

• Supporting Synchronous Devices 

Running VSGEN is easy-the only tricky part is specifying console (terminal) lines. Other 
VSGEN settings you may want to examine (and perhaps change) are parameters, disk 
controllers and units, tape controllers and units, and line printer controllers. The session 
may take omy a few minutes. 

In practically all cases, you won't start from scratch; a specification ft1e describing the 
system you want will serve as input to VSGEN. 

There must be an AOSNS system running before you can run VSGEN. This can be either 
the Data General-supplied starter system (SYS.PR) or your own previously generated 
tailored system. If AOSNS is not running, read the section on system startup. 
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Choosing a Terminal for VSGEN 

You can run VSGEN interactively (answering its questions one by one) or in batch mode 
(telling it to generate a system without asking questions). Using batch mode is far easier, 
but requires an accurate specification file (one that correctly reflects your particular system 
configuration) created in a previous VSGEN run. 

If you can't use batch, as when you want to verify settings or create or change a tailored 
system, you must run VSGEN interactively. Interactive modl~ involves a lot of dialog and is 
easier if you use a CRT instead of a hardcopy terminal. With the starter system (SYS.PR), 
however, you cannot use a CRT that's connected to an asynchronous controller. 

To use a CRT instead of a hardcopy terminal, disconnect the DB-25 cable from the 
hardcopy terminal and attach it to a CRT. Set the baud rate, parity and stop bit settings on 
the CRT to match those of the hardcopy terminal. The manual for the CRI' explains how to 
set these values. 

If you need to run VSGEN interactively and must use a hardcopy terminal, go ahead. Use 
the DEL key and CfRL-U sequence (to delete the current line of text) as needed. 

System Startup (with Power On) 

Read this section only if AOSNS is not running. If it is mnning-shown by the CLI 
prompt-skip to the next section. 

The SCP CLI prompt should be showing. Next to the SCP CLI prompt, type your response, 

as follows: 

SCP-CLI> RESET~ 
SCP-CLI> BOOT 24~ (1Ype 27 for DPF-type disks; or 3:~ for Model 6234 disks) 

The system console displays the following. 

Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately with operating system load 
2 Enter the Technical Maintenance Menu 
3 Load and verify microcode 

Enter choice [1 J: 

lYPe 1 and press NEW UNE, or wait for the time -out period to expire. The computer 
displays "Loading" messages. It may then ask date and time questions or skip them, as 

follows: 
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Date (MMIDD!YY)? 11 22 921 
Tune (HH:MM:SS)? 15 201 
Offset from universal time { +00:00 J 1 
Override default specs [NJ?l 

... (A pause occurs here) .. '. 

AOSIVS ell Rev n 
) 

dIlte time 

(Enter the date.) 
(Enter the CllITent time.) 
(Use default offset.) 

The master eLI process is running. Now you can run VSGEN to generate a tailored 
system. 

About the VSGEN Program 

VSGEN is a utility program that creates an operating system tailored for the peripheral 
devices and parameters you specify. You can list the current configuration to your terminal 
or a disk file, edit or add devices and parameters, create a spe<=ification file (a file from 
which VSGEN can build a system), or build a system (instruct VSGEN to build an 
operating system to the specifications in the specification file)., 

After building a system, you'll have a tailored VSGEN specific:ation file; you can use this 
file, as is or with minor changes, to build future systems. 

The first time you run VSGEN, you'll be starting with a default specification. You will edit 
and add devices as needed. Later, you'll probably use an existing VSGEN specification file 
for a base, and you'll edit. or add only a few devices. If you don't want to change any 
settings in your AOSNS system, you can run VSGEN non-interactively using your old 
specification filename, as follows. 

) SUPERUSER ON 1 
Su) DIR :SYSGEN 1 
Su) SEARCHLIST :UTlL1 
Su) XEQ VSGENIBATCH=filename-of-spedfication-from·-previous-session~ 

To run VSGEN, Superuser privilege must be turned on if :SYSGEN is the working 
directory, or :SYSGEN must be in the search list. In addition, :UTIL must be in the search 
list because VSGEN uses the macroassembler and Link programs, which are in :UI1L. (A 
search list is a list of directories the system scans when it can't find a file in the working 
directory. ) 

Running VSGEN interactively, which is the default, will tie up your terminal until the new 
system is built. When you run it interactively, you can get help from VSGEN at any point 
by typing? and pressing NEW LINE. If EXEC is running, you can run VSGEN in batch 
mode by inserting the OBATCH command before XEO VSGEN. 

Whenever you run VSGEN and build a system, it creates a new system and symbol table 
file with the name and settings given in the specification file and two new specification files 
with the name filename-of-specification and the suffIXes .CSF and .SSF (for example, 
MSIS Ol.PR, MSIS Ol.ST, MSIS 01.CSF, and MSIS 01.SS]F). - - - -
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VSGEN Switches 
A switch modifies the meaning of a command. It is a slash followed by a value. 
If this is your first system, omit switches. If it is not your first system, you have a 
specification file and will probably want to use the /BATCH=sys or IDEFAULT=sys switch. 

You can include the following switches in the X VSGEN command. 

/BATCH = sys 

/DEFAULT=sys 

/SAVE 

Do not run an interactive session: build a system using specifications 
in file sys.SSF, which must already exist Omit the suffix .SSF when you 
type the system name. 

This switch is useful when you have received a new revision of 
AOSNS and want to build a tailored syste:m with all the specifications 
of the old system. You cannot use this switch for your first system 
because there is no valid .SSF file. But YOll can use it for later systems. 

Run an interactive session, but use specifications in file sys.SSF for 
default values (displayed in brackets). File: sys.SSF must already exist. 
This switch is handy when you have a tailored system and want to 
generate another one; often you need to add or edit only one or two 
devices. 

Save temporary files. When you use the /BATCH switch, VSGEN will 
delete the temporary files-unJess you also use this switch. 

If you use a switch, put it next to the VSGEN command, without a space. For example, 

Su) XVSGEN/DEFAULT=OLD_SYSTEM) 

If you omit switches, VSGEN uses its default specification of DP] and DPF disk 
controllers, MTB tap~ controller, CRT3 system console, and battery backup unit (BBU). If 
you have different controllers, edit the default controllers or delete and replace them. If 
you don't have battery backup, delete that option. 
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Files VSGEN Creates 
VSGEN creates several files, including temporary files if you ask for them, in your working 
directory, usually :SYSGEN. (The macroassembler and Link programs also create a 
number of temporaIY files, but the system deletes them.) The temporary files cany a .TMP 
filename suffIX. Thble 4-1 lists all files that VSGEN creates. In the table, sys is the name 
you give the system with the Name command. 

Table 4-1 Files VSGEN Createsi 

Filename Comments 

sys.PR The tailored operating system file, ready to run. VSGEN 
creates it after you issue the Build command. 

sys.ST The operating system symbol :table file, used by the Up-

date tool for updates to the system .PR file. VSGEN 
creates it along with the tailored system file. 

sys.CSF The Customer Specification (spec) File. It descnbes the 
system's hardware and softwa:re parameters. This file is in 
ASCll so you can print or typt~ it. VSGEN creates this 
specification file in response to your S (create 
specification) or B (build a ~;tem) command. 

sys.SSF The System Specification File. It describes system soft-
ware and hardware in a form VSGEN can read. VSGEN 
creates this file in response to your S (create specifica-
tion) or B (build a system) colmmand. 

?pid VSGEN.CURR.TMP A temporary file where VSGEN keeps data during a 
VSGEN session. The pid is the numeric VSGEN process 
10; e.g., 003. VSGEN deletes this file when it terminates 
normally. If VSGEN aborts, this file can remain. 

sy~ CONFIG.pid.TMP A temporary configuration fi:le, in a format designed for a 
system build. The pid is the numeric process ID. 

sy~K.S_IN.pid TMP A temporary input file that contains the Cll commands 
VSGEN needs to build a system. 

sys. K.S _ OUT.pid.TMP A temporary output file. If the new system does not run 
properly, you should type this file and look for error 
messages. When you run VSGEN interactively, VSGEN 
asks if you want to save this ~md the two preceding .'IMP 
files. 
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Using an Existing VSGEN Specification File 
The easiest way to generate a tailored AOSNS system is t() use an existing specification file 
(filename sys.SSF) as a default base. (If you have no specification file, having never 
generated a tailored system, you must start from scratch; skip the rest of this section.) 

To use an existing specification file, start VSGEN using the: IDEFAULT=sys or 
/BATCH =sys switch to specify the old specification file, ODrlitting the .SSF extension. The 
IDEFAULT=sys switch runs VSGEN interactively; use it if you want to change any setting 
in the system. The /BATCH=sys switch tens VSGEN to gelnerate a system without asking 
questions; use /BATCH=sys when you don't want to change a setting in the system. When 
you use IBATCH=sys, the new specification file and system files replace the old ones. 

Often, when you bring up a new revision, you may want to add or edit a device or use a new 
software parameter; if so, you must use the IDEFAULT=sys switch. 

In the VSGEN session, update all devices and parameters as desired, give a new 
specification filename if you want to save the old specification, and generate a system with 
the new values. You can also use the new specification file alS a default base for other 
systems as needed. 

The specification files provided with your AOSNS system nledi~ named MV2000.CSF and 
MV2000.CSF, MV200(tSMI.CSF and MV2000_SMI.CSF, MV5S000.CSF and 
MV5S000.CSF, and MVS500_SMI.CSF and MV55(KtSMI.CSF are used to create 
preinstaJ1ed AOSNS systems. 

VSGEN Commands 
The following are legal commands to VSGEN: 

A - Add a system device 
8 - Build a system 
C - List current configuration 
o - Delete a system device 
E - Edit a system device 
L - List a system device 
M - Change system model 
N - Change system name 
P - Change system parameters 
Q - Quit this session 
S - Create a specification file 

I T - Modify default terminals. 
V - Verify current configuration 

You can enter these commands in upper- or lowercase. 
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VSGEN Default Answers 
VSGEN displays default responses in brackets after each prompt. The default values 
depend on whether you omitted or included a default specification filename in the VSGEN 
command line. 

• When you omit a specification fi1ename, or add a new devicc~, the bracketed defaults are 
values that Data General established for a general-purpose: AOSNS installation. 

• When you include a specification filename with the VSGEN IDEFAULT=sys switch, 
the bracketed defaults are those specified in the Specificatioln file. 

To answer a VSGEN question with a default value, press NEW LINE. For example, 

Enter a cornnwnd: A) 
Device to be added: DPJ 1 
Device code [24 J:) 

Here, pressing NEW LINE selects the default device code for ~l DPJ type disk: 24. To 
change the default response, type the value you want and press NEW LINE. 

VSGEN default device codes assume only one IOC (I/O controller), and have only two 
significant digits. On MV/1OOOO, MV/20000, and MV/40000 computers, AOSNS supports 
multiple I/O controllers (IOCs), and three-digit device codes. In a three-digit code, a 
leading 1 is the channel number selected for the second IOC; a leading 2 is the channel 
number of the third IOC. The second and third digits indicate the device controller. Under 
some circumstances, if a computer supports them, it's advantageous to have a group of 
devices (like disks or lACs) on the second or third IOC. If you have controller(s) on the 
second or third IOC, YOIl must type the device code specifically to VSGEN; for example, type 
165 and press NEW LINE for an lAC. 

Correcting Mistakes 
VSGEN lets you correct mistakes when entering commands or answering questions in a 
VSGEN routine. 

If You Enter the Wrong Command 

If you enter the wrong VSGEN command, press NEW LINE when VSGEN asks for a 
device name. VSGEN win then return to the Enter a comma1UJ: prompt. For example, 

Enter a cornnwnd: D) 

Name of device to be deleted: 1 

Enter a command: 

Pressing the NEW LINE key lets you back out, but only from the first question after you 
enter a command. If you are beyond the first question, finish the routine as described 
below. 

If you want to abandon the VSGEN session and start over, use the Quit command. Or, if 
you're desperate to stop, you can press CTRL-C CTRL-B to abort VSGEN. (CfRL-C 
CIRL-B aborts any program running under AOSNS, but it's extreme; use it only when 

you must.) 
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If You Make a Mistake in a VSGEN Routine 
Beginning with AOSNS Revision 7.70, VSGEN separates thc:~ routine for adding or editing 
line groups of a system device from other VSGEN routines. If you make a mistake in the 
VSGEN line group editing routine, new features let you easily correct mistakes in a specific 
set of line groups without having to edit or delete the entire VSGEN routine. You can 
correct line group editing mistakes both during and after you finish the line group editing 
routine. 

To fix a mistake during the line group editing routine, you can press the uparrow key to 
redisplay a previous prompt and then fix the mistake. You can also press ESCAPE to abort 
the line group editing routine, and then add the line group again with the C (Create a line 
group) command. 

To fix a mistake once you finish the line group editing routine., type the E (Edit a system 
device) command. Accept defaults for all the questions you can until your system displays 
the Do you wish to add lines to this group? question. Answer Yes to this question, then 
re -enter the line group editing routine with the E (Edit the c:haracteristics of a line group) 
command. If this method doesn't work, delete the line group with the D (Delete lines from 
a line group) c~mmand, and add the line group again with thc~ C (Create a line group) 
command. 

If you make a mistake in a VSGEN routine for procedures other than adding or editing 
line groups for a device, finish the routine, accepting defaults for all the questions you can 
until the final question in the routine, Do you wish to add ~. to this group? Answer No to 
this question. Re-enter the routine, with the E (Edit) or P (Parameter) command, and fix 
the mistake. H this method doesn't work, delete the device with the D (Delete) command 
and add it again with the A (Add) command. 

Getting Help 
To receive further information about any command, type H }{, where X is any of the above 
commands. For example, to get help on the Add command type 

Enter a command: H A) 

A .- ADD A CONTROLLER TO THE CURRENT SYSTEM 

Routine asks for the name of the controller you wish to 
add. You will be questioned about values that pertain to 

that controller. 

1}rping ? in response to any question will list possible responses. For example, when you 
give the A (Add) command, VSGEN responds 

Name of device to be added? 

If you then respond by typing? and pressing NEW LINE, VSGEN lists all the possible 

devices. 

For a description of any device, type the List command, then the device name; for example, 

Enter a command: L) 

Name of device to be listed: BBU ) 
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VSGEN displays the current (or default) device specifications. It also shows how many data 
channel slots on the A or B map the device is using (these are used by tapes, line printers, 
DP! disk units, and some other disk units). 

The peripheral names used by VSGEN are controller names. For example, if you have two 
disk units on the first DPJ controller, their unit names are DPJO and DPJ1-but the 
controller name is DPJ. This list of devices reflects the VSGEN default system, which 
includes a DPF, a DPl, and an MTB controller, a system console (CONO), and battery 
backup (BBU). Since the system already includes these controllers, they can't be added, so 
their names are not shown in this Add list. The controller names and meanings are 
explained in the following sections. 

Devices You Don't Have 

During VSGEN, you may want to specify devices you don't have--perhaps if you plan to 
get them, and want to eliminate the need for a future VSGEN session. Generally, this is a 
bad idea. It may cause problems later and always costs something in terms of main memory 
for the operating system. You can, however, specify lines that aren't currently connected to 
terminals. For example, if you plan to buy terminals for lines 10 through 15 you can specify 
them to VSGEN before they are connected. 
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Checking Your Current Configuration (Current Command) 

The Current (C) command displays the current system configuration. You may want to use 
it to check a configuration after you add a controller. For el:ample: 

Enter a cOmrTllJnd: C ~ 

Cun-ent system: MSIS _01 Default system: MS JSOI 

System parameters: 

Model: 
Swap: 
Page: 
Cache size: 
Minimum number system pageable pages: 
Default file element size: 
Frequency: 
Access enabled: 
Initial program for PID 2: 
Initial [PC message for PID 2: 
Max program load pages -noncontention: 
Max program load pages -contention: 
Fault time prepaging maximum: 
Variable swapfiles enabled: 
Maximum swapfile size: 
Default swapfile size: 
Truncate swap files after use: 
Truncate page files after use: 
Size above which truncation will occur: 
Lowest priority for group 1 processes: 
Lowest priority for group 2 processes: 
Soft tape errors suppressed: 
System dump device: 
Maximum number of processes: 
System Management Interface: 
Default GMT offseL' 
Auto boot: 
Auto boot timer: 
Auto re-boot: 
Auto re-boot timer: 
Auto dump-bypass: 
Auto d,tmp-bypass timer: 
Auto dump: 
Auto dump timer: 

Current system devices: 
.,. (all current devices) .,. 

Optional system devices: 
... (all devices not part of configuration) '" 

·MV/20000 
2147483647 
2147483647 
256 
32 
4 
10 
YES 
CLLPR 

o 
o 
o 
N 
126 
126 
N 
Y 
2048 
255 
258 
N 
MTB 
255 
N 
0:00 
y 

30 
N 

° N 
o 
N 

° 
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Number of data channel A map slots available: n 
Number of data channel B map slots available: n 

Enter a command: 

The new system has no name yet, but its parameters and devices are shown. If, at any point, 
you want to change a device specification, use the Edit command. You can verify the 
system-to see if it is valid-with the Verify command. 

There are five data channel maps, but VSGEN describes on1y the A and B maps. The A 
and B maps have 32 2-Kbyte slots each. Usually, each line printer takes two slots on the A 
map. Each disk controller not on the burst multiplexor channel (for example, a DPI 
controller) takes five slots on the A map. Each MTB or MTC tape controller takes five 
slots on the B map (but an MTB or MTC will use more B slots if it has a larger maximum 
byte transfer buffer than the VSGEN default). 

Verifying the Configuration (Verify Command) 
VSGEN looks for and displays some, but not all obvious errors as you type each value. For 
example, if you enter the line group editing routine, with the A (ADD lines to a line group) 
command and specify line 1 when line 1 is already assigned, VSGEN gives you the Line 1 is 
already defined in group 0-7 error. However, VSGEN doesn't 'Verify all specifications as you 
enter them. For example, if you mistakenly specify the same base tine numbers for more 
than one asynchronous controller, VSGEN does not report an error until you attempt to 
build the system. 

You can use the Verify command to detect and resolve many errors that VSGEN otherwise 
does not display until you build the system. A good time to use the Verify command is just 
after you specify each device. In the following example, you erroneously assigned the same 
base line twice by specifying an IAC device with 16 lines, and then specifying another lAC 
device with a base line number of 8. The Verify command displays this error. 

Enter a command: A~ 
Name of device to be added: lAC ~ 
Device code {65 J: ~ 
Base line number {O] ~ 
lAC device type [??] 16 ~ 

Enter a command: A~ 
Name of device to be added: IAC1 ~ 
Device code {50]: ~ 
Base line number {O] 8 ~ 

Enter a command: V) 

(Dialog continues.) 

(Dialog continues.) 

LAC1 base line overlaps with another asynchronous device 

Enter a command: 

You can then edit the device (see the "Specifying Lines on Multiple Controllers t
, section) 

to fix the errors that VSGEN reports with the Verify command. 
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Specifying System Devices 

This section leads you through a VSGEN session in which you ·create a system tailored for 
your 

• Model of CPU 

• Disks 

• 'Thpes 

• System console 

• Asynchronous controllers (for user terminals) 

• Line printers 

• Communications hardware 

• Battery backup unit 

Specifying system parameters (as opposed to devices) is explained later in this chapter. 
VSGEN summaries are shown in Figures 4-8 and 4-9, later ill the chapter. 

If you are working with an existing tailored system (/DEFAULT=sys switch), simply list the 
current specifications with the VSGEN command Current or List; then edit or add the 
devices or parameters you want. 

First, type 

) SEARCHUST :UTILl 

) SUPERUSER ON 1 
Su) DIR :SYSGEN 1 
Su) 

The SEARCH LIST command puts directory :UTll.. on your search list. (A search list is a 
Jist of directories the system scans when it can't find a file in the working directory.) The 
DIR (DIREcrORY) command makes :SYSGEN the working directory. You need to tum 
Superuser privilege on in order to execute VSGEN and create files in this directory. 

Execute VSGEN as follows for your first system, or with the switches of your choice for 
subsequent systems: 

Su) XVSGENl 
Welcome to VSGEN - - Type H for help 

Enter a command: 
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Specifying CPU Model (Model Command) 
To specify the model of CPU, use the Model (1\1) command: 

Enter a command: M) 
Enter new model [MV/BOOO J: 

1YPe the model of the computer on which the new system will nm. Or, for an MV/8000 II, 
MV/8000 C, or MV/8000, press NEW UNE to select the default. For an MV/40000, type 
MV/40000. For any model of MV/20000, type MV/20000 and press NEW LINE; for any 
model of MV /15000, type MV /15000 and press NEW liNE; for any model of MV nsoo, 
type MV /7800 and press NEW LINE; :md so on. For example, 

Enter new model [MV/BOOO J: MV/20000) 
Enter a command: 

Having descnbed the computer model, you can add or edit devices. The default system has 
a DPF and a DPJ controller, an MTB tape control1er, the system console (CONO), and a 
battery backup unit (BBU). You may have one of these disk controllers and this tape 
controller, and/or other device controllers. 

Most systems also have asynchronous controI1ers to handle user terminals. There may be 
one or more line printers. And there are system parameters you may want to tailor. Each of 
these is described in its own section. 

You can add or edit devices in any order, but let's do the disks filrst. 

Specifying Disks 
An AOSNS system can support up to 16 DPJ controllers, and eight of any other type. All 
the controller types and models are shown in '!able 4-2. 

The default AOSNS system supports a DPJ controller on device code 24 and a DPF disk 
controller on device code 27. Disk unit names on the first DPJ (;ontroller are DPJO, DPJl, 
DPJ2, and DPJ3. Likewise, disk unit names on the first DPF control1er are DPFO, DPF1, 
DPF2, and DPF3. But jf you are using a specification rlle (/DEFAULT=sys or 
/BATCH=sys switch), the control1ers named in the specification file are the defaults. If 
you're using one of the Data General-supplied specification files described earlier (for 
example, MV2000.CSF), it already describes the correct controllers for your system. 

If you want DPJ or DPF disk controller support, you need not add this controller to the 
original default system. Check the definition of the one you want by typing L and pressing 
NEW LINE and the controller name (for example, DPJ); then verify the device code (and 
any other settings) displayed. H these settings are correct (as they usually will be); you 
needn't edit the device; if the settings aren't correct, edit the de~vice and fix the wrong 

setting. 
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If you don't want the new system to support a DPF or DPJ controJJer, delete the one you 
don't want (type 0 and press NEW LINE; then DPF or DPJ), then press NEW LINE. For 
example, if you don't have any DPF disks, type 

Enter a command: 0 ~ 
Name of device to be deleted: DPF) 
DPF Iuls been deleted 
Enter a command: 

If you want the new system to run an additional controller, add the controller using the Add 
command and controUer name from Thble 4-2. 'lake the default device code, if any, unless 
you know the controller is connected to a nonstandard codc~. For a DPF controller, VSGEN 
asks about the number of Model 6214 (602 Mbyte) units; respond to this prompt 
accurately. 
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Table 4-2 Disk Controller Names and Device Codes 

Disk Description Controller Default Device Code 

Free-standing units with removable packs DPF (first) 27 
(Models 6060,6061,6067,6122); or DPFl (second) 67 
free-standing and sealed (Model 6214); or DPF2 (third) Nodefault* 
rack-mounted and sealed (Models 6160, DPF3 (fourth) No default* 
6161). Capacity ranges from 50 through 602 DPF4 (fifth) No default* 
Mbytes. A 616x or 6214 controller supports DPF5 (sixth) No default* 
two units; others support four units. DPF6 (seventh) No default* 

DPF7 (eighth) No default* 

Sealed, 14-inch disks with digital display. DPJ (first) 24 
Model 6236 holds 354 Mbytes. Model DPJ1 (second) 64 
6239 holds 592 Mbytes. Model 6357 DPJ2 (third) No default* 
holds 862 Mbytes. A controller supports DPJ3 (fourth) No default* 
up to four units. Model 6237, 6239, 6240, DPJ4 (fifth) No default* 
6298, and 6299 are multiple - disk units DPJ5 (sixth) No default* 
in one cabinet on one controller. DPJ6 (seventh) No default* 

DPJ7 (eighth) No default* 
Sealed, 8-inch disks, capacity 727 Mbytes DPJ8 (ninth) No default* 
per disk. Model 6492 includes one disk, DPJ9 (tenth) Nodefault* 
Model 6578 two disks, and Model 6579 DPJA (eleventh) No default* 
four disks. DPJB (twelfith) No default* 

DPJC (thirte~nth) No default* 
Sealed, 8-inch Rapid Access Mass Storage DPJD (fourteenth) No default* 
(RAM.S.) disks, capacity 500 Mbytes per DPJE (fifteenth) No default* 
disk.. Model 6581 includes one disk, Model DPJF (sixtee:nth) No default* 
6582 two disks, and Model 6584 four disks. 
Other R.A.M.S. disks are Model 6621 (one 
1.2-Gbyte disk (a controller can run up to 
four units); Model 6622 (two 1.2 Gbyte 
disks); Model 6624 (four 1.2 Gbyte disks). 
Models 6631, 6632, and 6634 hold one, two, 
and four disks, respectively, of 600 Mbytes 
each. 

Sealed, 5.25 inch media. Both controllers OPJ (disk) 24 
are built into MV n800 OCX and DC, OPJ1 (diskette) 64 
OSn500, MV/4000 DC and SC, 
MV/2000 DC, and MV/l400 DC computers 
(these are deskside systems). Disk capacity 
is 120, 71, or 38 Mbytes; diskette capacity 
is 737,000 bytes. Each controller supports 
up to two units. Specify both controllers if 
you have one of the computers mentioned. 

* A Data General engineer selects these device codes at installation. (continued) 
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Table 4-2 Disk Controller Names and Device Codes 

Disk Description Controller Default Device Code 

Sealed, 5.25 inch disk, capacity 234 Mbytes OP] (first) 24 
(Model 6446), 332 Mbytes (ModeJ 6491), OP]1 (sec()nd) 64 
332 Mbytes (Model 6662), 1 Gbyte 
(Models 6685 and 6740), and 1.4 Gbytes 
(Models 6716 and 6718), in a Combined 
Storage Subsystem (CSS) or a Peripheral 
Housing Unit (PHU). Up to four units fit in 
aCSSorPHU. 

Sealed, 3.5 inch disk, capacity 520 Mbytes 
(Models 6796 and 6799) 

Rack-mounted disk, capacity 50 Mbytes OPI (first) 33 
down through 5 Mbytes. OPIl (second) 73 

Minidiskette unit, 5.25 inch, OPM (first) 20 
368-Kbyte diskettes, Model 4514, DPMl (second) 60 
used in DESIcrOP GENERATION® 
systems. 

Diskette (0.3 Mbyte). Model 6030. OPO(lst) 33 
OP01 (2nd) 73 

1\vo-disk, rack-mounted unit; top disk DPD (1st) 33 
removable, bottom disk sealed,S Mbytes DPDl (2nd) 73 
per disk; tota110 Mbytes. Controller can 
also run 0.3-Mbyte diskettes. Models 
6045-6050. 

1\vo-disk unit as above but 10 Mbytes per DPG(lst) 33 
disk; total 20 Mbytes; no diskettes. DPGl (2nd) 73 
Model 6070. 

(concluded) 
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Specifying Tape Unit Controllers 
The default system supports an MTB tape controller with default options. If the current 
specification according to the C command descnbes the tape controller(s) you want 
supported, don't change it; you may want to edit a controller to see if its options (described 
below) are the ones desired. 

If you don't want the new system to support the current controller(s), delete it (them); then 
add the controIler( s) and options desired. AOSNS supports up to eight of the following 
controllers. 

Thble 4-3 lists approximate capacities of tapes and diskettes. Thble 4-4 shows several 
types of tape controller. 

Table 4-3 Approximate Capacities of Tapes and Diskettes 

Approximate capacity 
Description Model /BUFFER- Mbytesor Number SIZE· Gbytes 

1600-blin 1200 feet 6026 8192 19 Mbytes 

1600-blin 2400 feet 6125,6231, 8192 38 Mbytes 
6311 

6250-b1in 2400 feet 6299,6300, 32768 154Mbytes 
6588,6589 

21-Mbyte cartridge 635116444 16384 20Mbytes 

130-Mbyte cartridge 6426 16384 74 Mbytes 
(startr-stop) or 
130Mbytes 
(strenming) 

150-Mbyte QIC 6577 16384 139Mbytes 

320-Mbyte QIC 6677 16384 296Mbytes 

525-Mbyte QIC 6677 16384 486Mbytes 

2-Gbyte 8mm 6590 32768 2 Gbytes 
cartridge 

5-Gbyte 4mm DAT 6762 32768 5 Gbytes. This 
drive uses data 
compression, so 
actual capacity 
varies depending 
on data. 

* Data General DSI7500 and ECLIPSE MV/lOOO DC, MV/1400 DC, MV/2000 DC, 
and MV12500 DC systems allow a maximum buffer size of 16384. 
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Table 4-4 Tape Controller Types and Names 

Model Type - - .. . 
Code Comments • 

Number Primary Secondary 

6026 MTB 22 62 An M'IB unit has a panel DENSITY 
switch; density can be 1600 or 800 bits 
per inch (bfm). A controller 
can handle up to eight units. On the first 
controller, default unit names are MTBO, 
MTB1, MTB2, .... , MTB7. 

6125 MTC 22 62 Model 6125 has :reels side by side, with 
6231 density of 1600 b/in; other models are 
6311 cartridge tapes with density of 6400 brm. 

A controDer can handle one unit, default 
nameMTCO. 

4307 MID 62 none Model 4307 has switches at the top; 
6299 Models 6299/6300 have touch -sensitive 
6300 switches. Both offer densities of 6250 or 1600 

b{m. A controller' can handJe up to four 
units. On the first controller, default device 
names of units ar'e MTDO, MIDI, M1D2, 
andM1D3. 

6340 MTJ 23 63 Models 6340 and 6341 have reels side 
6341 by side and use 1600 brm. Model 6352 
6351 (cartridge) holds up to 120 Mbytes at 
6352 6400 b/m. A controller can handle up to 
6536 four units. On the~ first controller, 
6577 default device munes of units are MTJO, 
6590 MTJ1, MTJ2, and MTJ3. On the second 
6591 controller, the n8Jlles are MTJ10, MTJ11, 
6656 MTJI2, and MTJ13. 
6679 Model 6351 uses ~;pecially formatted 
6588 cartridge tape that holds up to 21 Mbytes. 
6589 (ModeJ 6351 has just one readlwrite head; 

consequently, you should verify writes by 
rewinding the tape and loading with the IN 
switch to the LOAD command.) 
Model 6536 is a quarter-inch cartridge (OIC) 
drive, with a data storage capacity of 150 
Mbytes and a datCll density of 10,000 b/in. 

Models 6577,6590,6591,6656 and 6679 are 
cartridge tape units. Model 6577 is a 1/4 inch 
unit for deskside systems; Models 6656 and 
6679 are also 1/4 inch units; Models 6590 and 
6591 are 8mm cartridge units. 
Models 6588 and 6589 are reel-to-reel, 6250 
h/in units. 
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Be sure to type the correct oontroller name to VSGEN. The starter system recognizes type 
MTC (includes MTB), MTD, or MTJ. But for a tailored system to support any type we1l, 
you must specify the proper type. For example, 

Device to be added: MT J) 

Device code [23J: 
(Or MTC 01' MID or MTS) 
(Default code is 62 for M1D, 
22 for MTH and MTC.) 

Press NEW LINE to specify the default device code. And for an MTC controller, skip to 
the Max byte transfer: prompt. 

Device code [default J: ~ 
Default density [ADM]: 

For default density, you can select ADM (the default), a valid bits per inch (h/in) number, 
or NC. The meanings are explained below. 

ADM 

n 

LOW 

MEDIUM 

HIGH 

NC 

Automatic Density Matching. When a unit on this controller reads a tape, 
the new system will tIy to match oontro1ler density to tape 
density-regardless of the DENSITY switch setting (if any). When a unit 
writes to tape, an MTB will use the tape panel DENSITY switch setting 
(800 or 1600 b/in); an MTD will use the last density that it read or wrote. 
Users can override the write default by specifying a valid density with the 

/DENSITY = switch on Ul commands. 

where n is 1600, 800, or 6250 (h/in). Use density n as default. This 
selection overrides the tape unit's DENSITY switch, if any. Automatic 
density matching will not occur, but users can override the default n via 
software with the /DENSITY = switch in CLl[ commands. 

Tells VSGEN to select the lowest density supported by this unit as the 
default. 

On tri-density drives (800/1600/6250 b/in), tells VSGEN to select the 
middle density, 1600 b/in. On dual-density drives (800/1600 or 1600/6250 
b/in), tells VSGEN to select the lower of the supported densities. 

Tells VSGEN to select the highest density supported by this unit as the 
default. 

No change from current density. (The current density is the density last 
specified with the /DENSITY = switch in a CLI command. But on an 
MTB, if no one has used the /DENSITY = switch, the current density is 
that selected with the DENSITY = panel swiltch. H no density has been 
specified on an MID, the current density is 6250 b/in.) On reads or writes, 
only the current density will be used. Users can override the current 
density with the /DENSITY = switch in CLI commands. 

The default answer (ADM or 6250) is the best general-purpose choice for its type of 
controller. We recommend it unless you know that you want another choice. To take it, 

press NEW LINE: 
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Your answer to this question selects the maximum size of the buffer used for tape I/O. 
Valid answers are 2K (2,048 bytes), 4K, 6K, and so on, through 32K.. For MTB or MTC 
types, the SK default is a good general-purpose choice; it's big enough for efficient reads 

I and writes, yet not so big that it may slow down the program doing the I/O. For a Model 
6125 reel-to-reel tape attached to an MV!4000 DC and for cartridge tape models 6231 
and 6311, the default (SK) is required. For an MID unit at 6250 b/in, 32K is also a good 
general-purpose choice. For an MTJ tape, 16K is required. For all tapes, the buffer size 
affects the amount of data a tape can hold. (A larger buffer size increases the amount of 
data a tape can hold by producing fewer gaps between recordS.) 

A user can select any buffer size up to the maximum with a /BUFFERSIZE= switch on a 
LOAD or DUMP command; or the user can take the default size by omitting the 
IBUFFERSIZE= switch. The same buffer size used to write a tape must be used to read it 
back. The LOAD _ll (and optional WAD _3) programs match the dump buffer size when 
they read a tape, if the unit allows automatic density matching. (Before AOSNS Revision 
7.67, the LOAD command required the user to specify the co:rrect buffer size to read a tape 
written at a nondefault buffer size. With AOSNS Revision 7.67, when using the 32-bit 
Cll, 1yping LOAD uses the LOAD.Cll macro, which invokes the LOAD _n program. 
Therefore, concern about specifying buffer size need not be an issue.) 

Unless you have a good reason for doing otherwise, take the default transfer size by 
pressing NEW LINE. VSGEN responds with the prompt: 

Enter a command: 

If you want the new system to support another magnetic tape ~controller, type A and press 
NEW LINE. Then type the controller name: MTB1 , MT J1 , MTC1, or MTD1 , and press 
NEW LINE; in most cases, take the default device code. Unit names on the second 
controller are MTx10, Mrx11, MUl2, and so on. 

After adding the last tape controller, you might review the current system again with the 
Current command; then proceed. 
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Specifying the System Console 
You specify the system console by itself. (This is different from user terminals, which you 
do not specify directly. Rather, you specify an asynchronous line controller that is in tum 

connected to terminals.) The system console name is CONO. CONO is included in the 
default system as a CRT3 (DASHER® D2, D200, 0410, D411, or other D200-compatible 
CRT). If this is the kind of console you want supported, skip to the next section. 

H you want the the new system to support a different type of system console, then you must 
edit the eDNO spec. The other types of console are hardcopy-type TTY and press NEW 
LINE-and CRT6 (graphics terminal, DASHER D400, D410, I)450, D460, or 0470). For 
example, to specify a hardcopy system console, you'd type 

Enter a command: E ~ 

Name of device to edit: eONO ~ 
Default terminal [CRT3 J: TTY) 
Warning: Changing the default tenninaI can alter the default values of 
several of the ensuing prompts! 
Do you want to change those defaults? [NO J: y~ 
TenninaI type [HARDCOPY]: ~ 
Terminal description [TrY or hardcopy (printing) terminal): ~ 
Input buffer length [256}:~ 
Output buffer length 256}:~ 
Lines perpage [30):~ 
Characters per line [72 J: 1 
Break key function [BINARY}: 1 
Data Bits [8J: 1 
Stop bits [lJ:) 

Parity [NONE J: ~ 
Baud rate [6OO}: ~ 
These characteristics are selected: EOC, NAS, ST, lTLC, WRP~ 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done):) 

Enter a command: 

The buffer length prompts relate to buffers used by the system to communicate with the 
device; you can accept the default value. For the system console, you will usually want to 
accept the default values for the Lines per page prompt, the Characters per line prompt, and 
the characteristics prompt. If you do want to specify nondefault characteristics values, Thble 
4-6, later on, describes the mnemonics you can use. 

If the System Console Is a Pixel-Mapped Terminal 

Some computers, like the DSnSOO, support pixel-mapped (graphics) terminals. If the 
system console is a pixel-mapped terminal, you don't have to edit the eDNO specification. 
The reason for this is that it is the peripheral manager, not the: ADSNS system, that 
contains the code for communicating with this kind of system console. Consequently, you 
can delete eONO from the tailored system if your computer has a system console that is a 
pixel-mapped terminal. See also "Specifying DRT Controllers," later in this chapter. 
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Asynchronous Line Controllers 

I You don't specify user terminals directly; instead, you descnbe the parameters of the 
device-the asynchronous line controller-that handles them.. Then you descnbe the 
(terminal) lines connected to the device. 

I 

Asynchronous line controllers run lines to user terminals, modems, and some letter-quality 
and laser printers. AOSNS supports up to 1,360 asynchronou:s lines on 64 controllers. You 
must identify each controller, and the lines connected to it, that you want the new system to 
support. 

The asynchronous controller models and characteristics are as follows in alphabetical order. 
Thble 4-5, following this list, shows the MV /Family computers and the asynchronous 
devices each supports. (Each asynchronous device is described in detail later on.) 

• ATI-a two-board Input/Output Processor (lOP) and one or more 8- or 16-line 
asynchronous multiplexor boards. Used in an MV/8000 whose model number begins 
with 93. 

• CPI/24 (Computer-PBX - Interface)-a device that connects an MV/Family computer, 
via Private Branch Exchange switch, to up to 24 telephone lines. You identify a CPI/24 
to VSGEN as a CPl. 

• DRr (Dual asynchronous Receiver-1fansmitter)-a controller that's part of the IOC 
board on integrated (deskside) systems; supports up to 10 :lines. You identify a DRr to 
VSGEN as a ORr. 

• IAC (Intelligent Asynchronous Controller)-available in 24-line, 16-Iine, or 8-line 
versions. You identify an IAC to VSGEN as an IAC type 24, 16, or 8. 

• ITC (Intelligent ThrmController)-supports as many as 128 or 64 lines, depending on 
type, on a IAN. (The 64-line version is called an LTC/64.) The LAN connects in tum 
to devices caned TermServers that handle terminal lines. 'You identify an ITC or LTC to 
VSGEN as an lAC type 128 or type 64. 

• LAC (Local-bus Asynchronous Control1er)-available in a 12 -line version on deskside 
ECLIPSE MV/1400 DC, MV/2000 DC, and MV/2500 DC systems only. A 16-line LAC 
(LAC-16) is available on deskside ECLIPSE MV/1400, MV/2000, MV/2500, and 
MV/5000 DC-series systems. Another 16-line LAC (LAC-16ll) is available on 
deskside ECLIPSE MV/lOOO DC and MV!3()()() DC-series computers. 
A 32-line LAC (LAC-32) is available on deskside ECUJ>SE MV/2000 DC, MV/2500 
DC, and MV/5000 DC-series computers. These computers are shipped with a tailored 
AOSNS system already installed. Except for a LAC-12, identified as an IAC-l2, each 
of these asynchronous line controllers is identified as a UAC. See "Specifying 
Local-Bus Asynchronous Controllers (LACs)," later in the chapter, for more 
information. Also see UAC later in this section. 

• LMC-8 (Local-bus Modem Controller)-supports 8 modem or nonmodem lines, on 
deskside ECLIPSE MV/1400 DC, MV/2000 DC, MV!25001 DC, and 
MV/5000 DC-series systems only. LMC-8 n is available on deskside ECLIPSE 
MV/lOOO DC and MV!3000 DC-series systems. As with the LAC, these computers are 
shipped with a tailored AOSNS system already installed. Each of these asynchronous 
line controllers is identified as a UAC. See "Specifying Loc:al-Bus Modem Controllers 
(LMCs)," later in the chapter, for more information. 

• LTC/64 (Local-bus TermController)-supports 64 lines on a LAN. You identify an 
LTC to VSGEN as an lAC type 64. 
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• MCPl (Multicommunications Processor)-one board with three controllers: an 8-line 
asynchronous controller, a 2-line synchronous controller,. and a line printer controller. 
Each controller has its own device code. You specify the &'i}'Ilchronous controller to 
VSGEN as an IAC type 8. 

• UAC (Unspecified Asynchronous Controller}-controUer type that includes only LAC 
devices. When a controller is defined as a UAC (instead of as an lAC), the new system 
sizes the device and determines which type it is. Generally, this controller type is used 
only to create preiristalled AOSNS systems. For such systc~ms, the system assigns default 
characteristics (1oca1Iines, CRT3 default) for all lines on tlh.e LAC. 

You'll tell VSGEN which controller(s) you have, choose whether or not to support vnoo 
terminals or Asian languages (see the next sections), and then describe the lines attached to 
each device. 

N01E: If the terminals are not labeled, someone should label them-;Jreferably with the 
terminal's console filename, @CONn. You can use adhesive tape for this. If you 
don't know a terminal's console filename, you can figure it out from the line 
number, as described in the section for each controller. Labeling the terminals 
makes it easier to identify their CON, line, and controller assignments. 

About VT100 Terminal Support 
If your system includes Digital Equipment Corporation's VT100 and Vf220 terminals or 
other non-Data General ANSI -standard terminals, put them on one or more 
asynchronous controllers and, if asked, answer Yes to the VSGEN prompt VT100 terminal 
support?" For each line, you must also select the appropriate characteristics, explained 
later in the section "Specifying Thrminal Lines." 

About Asian Language Support 
You can dedicate one or more controllers to supporting terminals for certain Asian 
languages and character sets. (Asian languages also require special software, and you must 
also set line characteristics using the CHARAcrERiSTICS command.) 

Currently, Data General offers IKIS (Interactive Kanji Information System) support for 
Asian languages. If you want a controller to support Asian languages, type IKIS and press 
the NEW UNE key. 
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Table 4-5 Asynchronous Controllers 

Computer Asynchronous Controller 

MV/40000 CPI/24, lAC, MCPl, and/or ITC/128 

MV 120000 (any model) CPI/24, lAC, MCPl, and/or ITC/128 

MV/1S000 (any model) CPI/24, lAC, MCPl, andlor ITC/128 

MV /lSOOO (any model) CPI/24, lAC, MCPl, andlor ITC/128 

MV /10000 (any model) IAC, MCPl, and/or CPI/24 

MV/9300, MV/9S00, lAC, MCPl, and/or 1TC112:B 
MV/9600 

MV/SOOO TI, MV/SOOO C lAC, MCPl, and/or CPI/24 

MV/SOOO lAC (model numbers beginning with 96) or 
AT! (mode] numbers beginning with 93) 

MVnSOO, MVnSOO C, lAC, MCPl, and/or ITCl128 
MVnSOOxp 

MVnSOO DCX and lAC, MCPl, and/or ITC/128 
MVnSOODC 

DSnSOO DRT 

MV/6000 lAC 

MV/SOOO DC series lAC-16, LAC-32, LTC/64, and/or LMC-8 (lAC-8) 

MV/4000 lAC, MCPl, and/or CPI/24 

MV/4000 DC MCPlorIAC 

MV /4000 SC or Data General MCPl 
DS/4000-series 

I MV /3000 DC series lAC-16 II and/or LMC-8 II (IAC-8) 

MV/2500DC ORT, LAC-12, LAC-32, ITC/64, and/or LMC-8 

MV /2000 DC ORT, LAC-12, LAC-32, LMC-8, LTC/64, and/or 
LMC(IAC-8) 

MV/l400OC LAC-l2, LAC-32, LMC-·8, andlor ORT 

MV/l000DC IAC-16 II, LMC-8 TI, and/or DRT 
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Ranges of Console Lines 
After you identify an asynchronous controller, VSGEN will ask you to describe its console 
(terminal) lines-the type of device that will connect to the lines. A console line is usually 
connected to a terminal, but it can be connected to a modem or printer. 

You can descnbe console lines individually or in groups. VSGEN will ask questions about 
each entry, so if you specify a group of lines, all lines in the group will be treated the same 
way, even if the devices attached to them are different The VSGEN line group editing 
routine lets you add, edit, or delete line groups in any order. 

To specify individual lines in a group, separate the line numbers with commas (VSGEN 
ignores spaces). To specify a range of lines in a group, separate the first and last number 
with a hyphen. You can specify a mix of individual lines and a range of lines in a group. 
For example: 

0,7 
0-7 
0,2,4-7 

Specifies lines 0 and 7 
Specifies lines 0 through 7 
Specifies lines 0, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 

Specifying Lines on Multiple Controllers 
If your system has more than one asynchronous controller, you'll establish the sequence of 
line numbers from board to board during VSGEN. To do this, you specify a base line 
number for each board Then you descnbe the lines from 0 to n, where n is the number of 
lines attached to consoles (up to a maximum of 7, 11,15,23,31, and 127, depending on 
whether the controller has 8, 12, 16, 24, 32, or 128 lines). 

For the next controller, after identifying the controller itself, you specify another base line 
number. To keep your console lines sequential from controller to controller, specify a base 
line number that's equal to the total number of lines (not consoles) on the first controller. 
For example, if the first controller has 8 lines (lines 0-7), specify 8 as the base line for the 
second controller. 

For the third and each subsequent controller, you can use a basc~ line that equals 

base-line-of-preceding-controUer 

+ 
total-number-of-lines-on-preceding-controller 

(8, 12, 16,24,32, or 128) 

For example, if the base line of the preceding lAC is 24 and it can support 8 lines, type 32 
and press NEW tiNE. 

You need not make the base lines sequential. For example, you might choose to make your 
modem base line 80. But each base line must be larger than the: preceding controller's base 
line and each must be divisible by 2. (VSGEN imposes this to ensure unique console 
names, so that your multiuser system will work properly.) 

When the new system runs, each terminal line on the asynchronous controller will have the 
console filename based on the formula 

@CON(base-line-number + line-number-on-this-controller + 2) 
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For example, assume that the first controller has 24 lines and you specify its base -line 
number as O. The terminal on the third line (line 2) will have the console filename of 
@CON(O+2+2), or @CON4. ·Further assume you give the second asynchronous controller 
a base-line number of 24. Line 7 on the second controller wiD have the console filename of 
@CON(24+ 7 + 2) or @CON33. 

About Input and Output Buffers 

I For each line group you specify, VSGEN asks questions about the input and output buffer 
length. Your answers set the asynchronous controUer's memory buffer size for each line in 
the group. An input buffer holds data from a keyboard or communications line until the 
system is ready for it. An output buffer holds data to be displayed on a screen or sent to a 
printer. The default values work fine for most situations. Accept the default by pressing 
NEWLINE. 

For some lines, you may have to specify nondefault sizes. Fo:r example, a line used for data 
communications (via DG/BIAST or similar product) or for a block-oriented terminal may 
fill an input buffer faster than the system can empty the buffer. H the input buffer overfills, 
characters will be lost and users of the line will see Data overrun error messages. You can 
eliminate the data overrun by increasing the input buffer length and decreasing the output 
buffer length by some even number of bytes. (The output buffer size is not crucial in these 
cases.) 

The memory on lACs and other controUers is limited, so be careful not to allot more 
memory than an lAC has. The controller will not come up if you do this. 

Before changing input and output buffer length, read the latest AOSNS Release Notice or 
AOSIVS Update Notice, which gives the total space available for input and output buffers 
(also called ring buffers), and the average space for each buffer. These numbers change 
from revision to revision. 

After you know how much memoty is available, you can divide the total space among the 
lines you are defining. For example, assume the total ring buffer space for an IAC-16 is 
4146 bytes. Dividing 4146 by 32 buffers (2 buffers per line), rounding to an even number, 
gives the default of 128 bytes per buffer. You can adjust the input buffer figures as needed 
to eliminate data overrun errors, as long as the sum of all buffer lengths doesn't exceed the 
total ring buffer space. (VSGEN enforces the maximum buffer size, but does not ensure 
that the total space is valid.) 

NOTE: Some asynchronous controllers (newerIAC-Ss, V\C-24s, lAC-16s, lAC-32s, 
LMC-8s, LTC-64s, and ITC/I28 TermControllers) allot memory statically. 
These controllers ignore any input and output buffer sizes you specify. 

The following sections describe each asynchronous controJ]er, in the alphabetical order 
An, CPI/24, DR'!; lAC, ITC/12S-LTC/64, LAC, LMC, and MCPl give instructions for 
configuring each one. Find the section for the device you want. Following these sections are 
sections on various line characteristics. 
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Specifying ATls 

An AT! (Asynchronous Terminal Interface) is a two-board Input/Output Processor (lOP) 
and one or more 8- or 16-line asynchronous multiplexor boards. An AT! with an 8-line 
multiplexor called an AMI -8 (Asynchronous Modem Interfa(:e) is inc1uded with each 
MV /8000 that has an ATl This AMI can handle either local or modem lines; it can be part 
(or all) of an A'll. The device code for the ATI is 65. 

With eight 16-line multiplexors, an ATI can support console lines 0 through 127. Each 
multiplexor board is hardware strapped to the next, which mayor may not provide a 
contiguous sequence of lines from one board to the next The :sequence is contiguous only 
if all lines in the preceding board are used. The supplied AMI" with only 8 lines, is often 
inserted as the last board in the ATI. 

ATI Dialog 

To add an An add a device, then specify ATI lines: 

Enter a command: A 

Name of device to be adtkd: ATI 

Do you wish to add line groups to this device? [YJ 
There are no line groups defined for AT/. 
These lines are undefined: 0-127 

You may: (C) CREATE a line group. 

(M) MODIFY default terminlll types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing/or this device. 

Enter choice: C 

Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-form group name: CRT3 
Default terminal {CRT3): 
Terminal type {ASCII): 
Terminal desaiption fDGC D200 compatible terminal].: 
Input buffer length fI28): 
Output buffer length [128): 
Lines per page [24}: 
Characters per line [80}: 
Break key function I BINARY): 
Data Bits [8}: 
Stop bits f I}: 
Parity [NONE): 
Clock rate [OJ: 
These characteristics are selected: 8B, EOC, ST, ULe, .XLT, WRP 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES] 

Now you need to describe the lines on this ATI-individually lOr in groups. 
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For lines attached to the first multiplexor board in the ATI, lines are numbered 0 through 
n, where n is the number of consoles up to a maximum of 15 or 7 (depending on the 
multiplexor board). For lines attached to the second and subsequent boards, lines are 
numbered from the total number of lines in preceding boards. 

For example, if the first mulitplexor has 16 lines (even if only 12 are used), the number of 
the flfSt line on the second multiplexor board is 16. 

An Console Names 

When the new system runs, each console on the ATI will have: the console name of 

CON (line -number + 2) 

For example, the name of the console on line 5 will be CON7, and the name of the console 
on line 17 will be CON19. 

From multiplexor board to multiplexor board, the console names will not be contiguous 
unless you have consoles attached to all previous multiplexor lines. For example, even if 
you have only 12 consoles attached to the first multiplexor (producing the console names 
CON2 through CONI4), the name of the console attached to the first line on the second 
multiplexor will be CONtS. 
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ATI Console Unes Example 

The fol1owing example shows you how to handle all common ATI line-console 
configurations. It assumes that your AT! has a 16-line multiplexor followed by an 8-line 
multiplexor. 

It also assumes that the ATI lines are connected as follows: 

• Lines 0 - 2 are attached to local ern 

• Line 3 is attached to a JocalTrY 

• Lines 4 - 12 are attached to local graphics CRIS 

• Line 13 is attached to a letter-quality printer 

• Lines 16 - 17 (Jines 0 and 1 on second multiplexor) are attached to modems. 

Enter a coml1umd: A ~ 

Name of device to be added: ATI ~ 

Do you wish to add line groups to this device? [YJ ~ 
There are no line groups defined for ATI. ~ 
These lines are undefined: 0-127 ) 

You rnIlY: (C) CREATE a line group. ~ 
(M) MODIFY default terminal f¥peS. 1 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 1 

Enter choice: C 1 

Please specify the foUowing parameters: 
Free-form group name: CRT3.01 1 
Default terminal [CRT3J: 1 
Terminal type [ASCIIJ: 1 

093-000675 

Terminal description [DGC D200 compatible terminal}: ) 
Input buffer length [128J: 1 
Output buffer length 1128J: ) 
Lines per page [24}: 1 
Characters per line [80 J: ~ 
Break key function [BINARY]: ) 
Data Bits [8J: 1 
Stop bits [1 J: 1 
Parity [NONEJ: 1 
Clock rate [OJ: ) 
These characteristics are selected: 8B, EOC, ST, ULC, XLT, WRP 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): .. 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES] 1 

Figure 4-1 Sample ATl Dialog. withAMI-16 and AMl-8 (continued) 
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Specify lines to add to group {CRT3.0I}: 0--2 ) 
Lines 0-2 were added to group {CRT3.0I} producing 0-2. ) 

This line group is defined for ATI: 0-2 
These lines are und.ejiru!d: 3 -127 

You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) liST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: C ) 

Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-form group name: TIY.01 1 
Default terminlll [CRT3]: TIY 1 
Terminal type [HARDCOPY]: ) 
Terminal description {11Y or hardcopy (printing) terminal]: ~ 
Input buffer length [256]: 1 
Output buffer length {256}: ) 
Lines per page (30 J: ) 
Characters per lille [72 J: ) 
Break key function [BINARY]: 1 
Data Bits (8]: ) 
Stop bits (I]: ) 
Parity (NONE): ) 
Clock rate (OJ: ) 
These characteristics are selected: 8B, EOC, NAS, ST, XLT 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): ) 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES)' ) 
Specify lines to add to group {1TY.Ol}: 3 1 
Line 3 was added to group {1TY.Ol} producing 3. 

These line groups are defined for An· 0-2, 3 
These lines are und.ejiru!d: 4-127 

You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 

4-30 

(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: C 1 

Figure 4 -1 Sample ATI Dialog, with AMI -16 and AMI -8 (continued) 
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Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-fonn group name: CAT6 ) 
Default terminal [eRT3]: CAT6 1 
Terminal type {GRAPHICS]: 1 
Terminal description (DGC D470 compatible graphics tenninlll]: ) 
Input buffer length (128]: ) 
Output buffer length (128]: ) 
Lines per page (24): ) 
Cluuacters per line (80): 1 
Break key function {BINARY]: 1 
Data Bits {8]: 1 
Stop bits {I]: 1 
Parity (NONE]: 1 
Clock rate [0): 1 
These characteristics are selected: 8B, EOC, S:r, ULC, XLT, WRP 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): ~ 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES) 1 
Specify lines to add to group {CRT6}: 4-12 1 
Lines 4-12 were added to group {CRT6} protlucing 4-12 1 

These line groups are defined for ATl: 0-2, 3, 4-12 
These lines are undefined: 13-127 

You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW allime groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default termilUli types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: C 1 

Please specify the following parameters: 

093-00067S 

Free-fonn group name: TIY.02 1 
Default terminal (eRT3): TTY 1 
Terminal type (HARDCOPY]: ) 
Terminal description{1TY or hardcopy (printing) terminal): 1 
Input buffer length (256): 1 
Output buffer length (256): ) 
Lines per page (30): ) 
Characters per line [72): ) 
Break key function [BINARY]: 1 
Data Bits [8): 1 
Stop bits /1): ) 
Parity (NONE): ) 
Clock rate [0): 1 ) 

Figure 4-1 Sample AT! Dialog, withAMI-16 and AMI -8 (continued) 
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These characteristics are selected: 8B, EOC, .NAS, ST, XLT 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): ~ 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YESJ: Y ~ 
Specify lines to add to group {flY 02}: 13 ) 
Line 13 was added to group {7TY.02} producing 13. 

These line groups are defined for AT!: 0-2, 3, 4-12, 13 
These lines are undefined: 14 -127 

You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the dulracteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from. a line group. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default tenninal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: C ) 

Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-form group name: CRT3.02 ) 
Default terminal (CRT3]: ) 
Terminal type (ASCIIJ: ) 
Terminal description (DGC D200 compatiblE~ terminal]: ) 
Input buffer length (128]: ) 
Output buffer length [128]: ) 
Lines per page (24]: ) 
Characters per line (SOJ: ) 
Break key function [BINARY]: ) 
Data Bits [8]: ) 
Stop bits [1]: 1 
Parity (NONE]: ) 
C10ckrate [OJ: 3 ~ 
These characteristics are selected: 8B, EOC, ST, ULC, XLT, WRP 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): MOD ) 
These characteristics are selected: 8B, EOC, MOD, ST, ULC, XLT, WRP 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): ) 
TCC timer value (40000 J: ) 
TCD timer value [5000 J: ) 
TDW timer value (1000 J: ) 
THC timer value [2000J: ) 
TLTtimervalue [2000J: ~ 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES} ) 
Specify lines to add to group {CRT3.02}: 16, 17 ) 
Lines 16-17 were added to group {CRT3.02} producing 16-17. 

This line group is defined for ATI: 0-2, 13, 16-17, 3, 4-12 
These lines are llndefined: 14-15 &: 18-127 

Figure 4-1 Sample ATI Dialog, with AMI -16 ant} AMI -8 (continued) 
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You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KIlL a line group. 
(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: Q ) 

Do you want to save your chonges? [YES]: Y ) 
Saved. 

Enter a command: 

Fzgure4-1 SampleATI DiIlJog, withAMI-16andAMl-8 (concluded) 

In Figure 4-1, for Al1, we descnbed the CKIS connected to lines 0 - 2, the hardcopy 
console on line 3, the graphics terminals on lines 4-12, and the letter-quality printer on 
line 13 (with 1200 baud; on our system, Oock 1 is jumpered to 1200 baud). Next we 
specified the modem lines: lines 16 and 17 (0 and 1 on the second AT! multiplexor). We 
added the characteristic MOD for the modems lines to the to default characteristics. 

We specified Oock 3 (which, in our system, is jumpered to 300 baud) for the modem lines; 
and we gave the standard other characteristics. Then we chose to add no more lines., 

When the new system runs, the console names on lines 0-2 win be CON2- CON4; on line 
3 the name will be CONS; on lines 4-12, CON6-CON14; on line 13, the letter-quality 
printer, CaNIS; and lines 16 and 17 win be CONIS and CONI9. 
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Specifying CPI/24 Controllers 
A CPI/24 (Computer-PBX - Interface controller) is a board that connects an MV /Family 
computer to a Private Branch Exchange (PBX) telephone switch. Telephone lines from the 
PBX, instead of computer-to-terminal cables, can then connect to user terminals. The 
CPI/24 device is named for the CPI software interface, TI/DS-l version. 

PBX line configurations are arranged by the PBX manufacturer-a telecommunications 
manufacturer like Northern Telecom. Each line is set up for dialing in (users make the 
connection) or direct outward calling (the computer makes the connection). 

Most PBX lines connected to a computer are dial-in lines. After EXEC has enabled the 
console filename (as with any terminal), a user dials the computer's number, the connection 
is made, and the user Jogs on. (A device called a data-access module, DAM, is needed at 
the user's phone set.) To VSGEN, you specify a PBX dial-in line as a standard console 
line. 

Direct outward calling is useful for a line without a human dialer; for example, a line 
connected to a printer. (A DAM is also needed for outward (:alJing.) H a printer/DAM is 
attached to a PBX line set up for outward calling, and this line has been specified to 
VSGEN, the printer can be enabled by EXEC just as if it were on cables-users can access 
it through QPRINT commands just like any other printer. To VSGEN, you specify a PBX 
direct outward line as standard, except that you must specify CAlLOUT (and any other 
desired settings) in characteristic word 3. 

For a PBX dial-in or direct-outward line to work, the DAM, terminal, and VSGEN line 
specifications should match. (The host computer will try to match the baud rate, number of 
data bits, and the number of stop bits set in the DAM if these settings differ from the 
VSGEN settings.) 

You specify a CPI/24 to VSGEN as a CPl. CPIs have the following requirements: 

• Each CPI/24 requires two sequential device codes. VSGEN asks for only one-the 
even - numbered code. It then tries to assign the device code you type, and the next one, 
to the CPI/24. For example, if you type 30 and press NEW'LINE, VSGEN tries to 
assign code 30 and 31 to the CPl. 

• A CPI can support up to 24 PBX lines-dial -in or call-out, in any combination. 

• CPls don't offer modem support. 

• For a call-out line, you must specify CALLOUT (and any other characteristics desired) 
in characteristics word 3. 
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CPI/24 Example 

The following example, Figure 4-2, shows how to handle all common CPI/24line 
configurations. It assumes that there are 40 PBX lines, arranged as follows: 

• CPI lines 0 through 15 are attached to dial-in lines for loc:al CR1S. 

• CPI lines 16 and 17 are attached to dial-in lines for local ,graphics CRIS. 

• CPI lines 18 through 21 are attached to lines for outward (:alling, for local letter-quality 
printers. 

• CPI lines 22 and 23 are unused. 

• CPII lines 0 through 15 are attached to 10<:aI CR1S. 

Enter a comnuznd: A ) 

Name of device 10 be added: CPI 1 
Device code [??}: 30 ) 
Base line number [OJ: ) 
VT100 terminal support? [Y}: N 1 
Asian iIlnguage support? [NONE]: 1 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES J 1 

You 11IIlY: (C) CREATE a line group. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: C ~ 

Please specify the following parameters: 

093-000675 

Free-form group name: CRT3 1 
Default termin.al [CRT3): 1· 
Terminal type [ASCII}: 1 
Terminal description [DGC D200 compatible terminal}: 1 
Input buffer length [128): 1 
Output buffer length [128): 1 
Linesperpage [24): 1 
Characters per line [80): 1 
Break key function [BINARY]: 1 
Data Bits [8): ) 
Stop bits [1}: ) 
Parity [NONE}: 1 
Baud rate [96(0): 1 
These characteristics are selected: EOC, ST, ULC, WRP 
Enterchoices (or NEWLINE when done): ~ 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES);' Y ) 
Specify lines to add to group {CRT3}: 0-15 1 
Lines 0-15 were added to group {CRT3} producing 0-15. 

Fzgure 4-2 Sample CPI/24 Dialog, with Two CPI/24s (continued) 
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This line group is defined for CPL· 0-15 
These lines are undefined: 16-23 

lbu may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default tenninal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editingfor this device. 

Enter choice: C ) 

Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-form group name: CRT6 ) 
Default terminal [CRT3 J: CRT6 ) 
Terminal type [GRAPHICSJ: ) 
TennulIll description [DGC D470 compatible graphics tenni.nlllJ: ) 
Input buffer length [128 J: ) 
Output buffer length [128J: ) 
Lines per page [24J: ) 
Characters per line [BOJ: ) 
Break key function [BINARY]: ) 
Data Bits [8J: ) 
Stop bits [1 J: ) 
Parity [NONE J: ) 
Clock rate [OJ: ) 
These characteristics are selected: EOC ST ULe, WRP 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): ~, 
Do you want to add lines to this group? (YES J ) 
Specify lines to add to group {CRT6}: 16, 17 1 
Lines 16-17 were added to group {CRT6} producing 16-17. 

These line groups are definedfor CPL· 0-15,16-17. 
These lines are Undefined: 18-23 

lOu may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 

4-36 

(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: C ) 

Figure 4-2 Sample CPl/24 Dialog, with Two CPI/24s (continued) 
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Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-form group name: TTY ) 
Default terminal [CRT3 J: TTY ~ 
Terminal type [HARDCOPY}: ~ 
Terminal description [17Y or hardcopy (printing) renniruJI}: ) 
Input bllfferlength [256J: ~ 
Output buffer length [256J: 1 
Lines per page [30}: ) 
Characters per line [72 J: ) 
Break key function [BINARY]: ) 
Data Bits [8}: ~ 
Stop bits [1}: ~ 
Parity [NONEJ: ) 
Baud rate [6OO}: 1200 ) 
These characteristics are selected: EOC, NAS, ST 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): CALLOUT, OFC ) 
These characteristics are selected: CALLOUT, EOC~ NAS, OFC, ST 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): 1 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES J ) 
Specify lines to add to group {TlY}: 18-21 1 
Lines 18-21 were added to group {17Y} producing 18-21. 

These line groups are defined for CPL- 0-15, 16-17, 18-21. 
These lines are undefined: 22-23. 

You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: a ~ 

Do you want to save your changes? [YES]: Y ~ 
Saved. 

Enter a command: A ~ 
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Name of device to be added: CPI1 ~ 
Device code [??}: 34 ) 
Base line number [OJ: 24 ) 
VI'100 terminal support? [YJ: N 1 
Asian language support? [NONE}: ) 

Figure 4-2 Sample CPI/24 Dialog, with Two CPI/24s (continued) 
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You mIlY: (C) CREATE a line group. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editingfor this device. 

Enter choice: C 1 

Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-form group name: CRT3 1 
Default terminal [CRT3}: 1 
Terminal type [ASCII}: ~ 
Terminal description [DGC D200 compatible terminal}: 1 
Input buffer length [128]: 1 
Output buffer length [128]: ~ 
Linesperpage [24]: 1 
Characters per line [SO]: 1 
Break key function [BINARY]: 1 
Data Bits [8]: ~ 
Stop bits [I}: 1 
Parity [NONE]: 1 
Baud rate [9600]: 1 
These characteristics are selected: EOC, ST, ULC~ WRP 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): 1 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES]: Y ~ 
Specify lines to add to group {eRT3}: 0-15 ~ 
Lines 0-15 were added to group {CRT3} producing 0-15. 

This line group is defined for CPI1: 0-15 
These lines are undefined: 6-23 

You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KIll a line group. 
(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default termirUll types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: Q ) 

Do you want to save YOIU changes? [YES]: Y 1 
Saved. 

Enter choice: 

Figure 4-2 Sample CPI/24 Dialog, with Two CPI/24s (conclwJ.ed) 

In Figure 4-2, for CPl, we specified the device code 30 (also including code 31). Then we 
took the defaults for the base-line number, and described the CRIS connected via the 
PBX to CPI lines 0 through 15 and graphics terminals connec:ted via lines 16 and 17. Then 
we described Jines 18 through 21, configured as direct call-out lines. These will be 

I connected to printers, so we specified them as 1TY. We added the characteristic CALLOUT 
and selected a baud rate of 1200 and other pertinent characte:ristics (all described in Thble 
4-4). We had then finished with this CPl. 

Next we added CPU, with device code 34 (and 35). The base line number is 24. We 
specified that CPl lines 0 through 15 be connected through the PBX to standard CR1S. 
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Since the CRIS were standard, and the lines are dial-in lines, we could take defaults for all 
questions about this group of lines. Then we chose not to add more Hoes; and we were 
finished with the CPIs. 

NOTE: If a terminal is uppercase only, be sure to specify lower- to uppercase conversion 
(UCO, from '!able 4-6) for its line. If you don't, the terminal may not print any 
lowercase letters sent to it. 

When the new system runs, the terminal console filenames oJrllines 0 through 15 will be 
@CON2 through @CON17; on lines 16 and 17 the names will be @CONI8 and @CONI9; 
and on lines 18 through 21, the letter-quality printer names will be @CON20 through 
@CON23. On the CPI, lines 0 through IS will be @CON26 through @CON41. 

Specifying ORT Controllers 

A Dual asynchronous Receiver!nansmitter (DRT) is part of each DSnSOO, 
MV/4000 DC, MV/4000 Sc, DS/4000-series, MV/2000 DC, and MV/1400 computer, on 
the system board or multifunction I/O controller board (IOC). The DRT is on device code 
34. 

On DS/4000-series computers, a DRT has one asynchronous line that can support a local 
terminal or modem. On DsnSOO and MV /2000 DC computers, a DRT has four 
asynchronous lines; line 0 can support a modem, line 1 is attached to the system console, 
and lines 2 and 3 can support user consoles. On MV/1400 DC systems, a DRT has 10 lines; 
the first 4 are similar to those on an MV/2000 DC, and lines 2-9 can support terminals. On 
an MV nsoo, you can use an inexpensive terminal as the system console and attach a more 
expensive pixel-mapped (graphics) terminal to line 2 or 3. 

If you have an lAC or an MCPl, use it to handle console and/or modem lines; do not 
identify the DRT to VSGEN. If you don't have an lAC or MCPl, you can identify the DRT 
toVSGEN. 

ORT Example 

To add a DRT, add a device; then specify DRT and the lines. For example, Figure 4-3 shows 
how to add a DRT with modem support (line 0) and printer support (line l). 

Enter a command: A ~ 

Name of device to be added: DRT ) 
Device code (34): ~ 
Base line number {O]: ~ 
Asian language support? (NONE]: ~ 

Do you wish to add line groups to this device? [Y] ) 
There are no line groups defined for DRT. 

These lines are undefined: 0-9 

Figure 4-3 Sample DRT Dialog (continued) 
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lOu may: (C) CREATE a line group. 
(M) MODIFY default tenninal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: C ~ 

Please specify the foUowing parameters: 
Free-form group name: MOD ~ 

Default terminal [eRT3 J: ~ 
Terminal type [ASCIIJ: ~ 
Terminal description (DGC D200 compatible terminlzl): ~ 
Input buffer length [128J: ~ 
Output buffer length [128): ~ 

Lines per page [24): ~ 
Characters per line [80 J: 1 
Break key function [BINARY]: ~ 

Data Bits (BJ: ~ 
Stop bits [I): 1 
Parity [NONEJ: ~ 
Baud rate [9600J: ~ 
These characteristics are selected: EDC, ST, ULC; WRP 
Enterchoices (orNEWLlNEwhendone): MOD, MAl 1 
These choracteristics are selected: EOC, MOD, MRl, ST, ULC, WRP 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): 1 
1TC timer value [40000J: 1 
TID timer value [5(00): 1 
1DWtimervaIue (IOOO): ~ 

THC timer value (2000J: ~ 

TLT timer value [20.00): ~ 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES) ~ 

Specify lines to add to group {MOD}: 0 ~ 
Line 0 was added to group {MOD} producing o. 

This line group is defined for DRT: o. 
These lines are undefined: 1-9. 

lOu may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 

4-40 

(L) LIST or (E) EDITthe characteristics of a 1i1u~ group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOWaU line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editingfor this device 

Enter choice: C 1 

Fzgure 4-3 Sample DRT Dialog (continued) 
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Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-form group name: PRNTR ) 
Default tenninal {CRT3 J: ~ 
Terminal type (ASCII]: ) 
Terminal description (DGC D200 compatible terminalJ: ) 
Input buffer length (12BJ: ) 
Output buffer length (128 J: ) 
Lines per page [24J: ) 
Characters per line (80 J: ) 
Break key function [BINARY]: ) 
Data Bits (BJ: ) 
Stop bits (1J: ) 
Parity [NONEJ: ~ 
Baud rate [9600}: ) 
These characteristics are selected: EOC, ST, ULC, WRP 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): ) 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES} ) 
Specify lines to add to group {PRNTR}: 1 ) 
Line 1 was added to group {PRNTR} producing 1. 

These line groups are defined for DRT: 0, 1. 
These lines are undefined: 2-9. 

You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW aU line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default tenninlll types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device 

Enter choice: Q ) 

Do you want to save your changes? [YESJ: Y ) 
Saved. 

Enter a command: 

FIgUre 4-3 Sample DRT Dialog (concluded) 

In Figure 4-3, we specified a modem on DRf line O. When the new system runs, the I 
modem device name will be on CON2 The mnemonics used aile described in Uble 4-3 
(characteristics) and Table 4-4 later on. 
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Specifying Intelligent Asynchronous Controllers (lACs) 
There are several types ofIACs (aside from CPls, ITCs, LMCs, LTCs, MCPls, and 
ITC/l28 TermControllers, which you specify as lACs). 

lAC Models 4622/4623 and 4624/4625 are newer designs that support RS-422 and 
RS-232-C signals. Model 4622 and 4623 are IAC-24s (they support 24 lines); Models 
4624/4625 are IAC-Ss (they support Slines). lAC models 4367 through 4370 are older 
designs that support 20 milliamp lines. Models 436S and 4370 are IAC-16s (they support 
16 lines); Model 4367 and 4369 are IAC-Ss (they support SJines). 

An IAC-24 or IAC-16 can support lines attached to terminals and printers, but not 
modems.IAC-24s and lAC-16s aren't designed to support modems; a modem connected 
to one of them may not work or may open security risks by allowing users to log on into 
other users' sessions. Do not connect a modem to an IAC-24 or IAC-16 line. 

An IAC-S (any model) can handle a total of Slines, which can be attached to terminals, 
printers, and modems. (lAC Model 5916G can handle up to 16 terminal, printer, and 
modem lines, but this is actually two IAC-Ss, each with its own device code, on a single 
board If you have a Model 5916G, specify it as two lAC-Ss t() VSGEN.) 

To add any model of lAC, add a device, and then specify lAC: 

Enter a COmmtlnd: A~ 

Name of device to be added: lAC 1 
Device code [65]: 

The defau1t device code for the first lAC is 65; for IAC1 it is 50; for 1AC2 it is 51, and so 
OD. Unless you know that this lAC is connected to a nonstandard device code, press NEW 
LINE to select the default 

Device code {65J:~ 
Base line number {OJ: 

You can select any valid base line number for this lAC. The number must be 0 or a multiple 
of 2. The console filenames of this lAC's terminals will depend on the number, as described 
below. For the first lAC, you might choose the default 

Base line number {O]:l 

and go on to the next question. 

For the second lAC and each subsequent lAC, the base line number must be at least as 
large as the result of the formula 

4-42 

base-line-of-preceding-IAC 

+ 
total-number-of-lines-on-preceding-IAC 

(8, 12, 16, 24, 32, 64, or 128) 
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For example, if the base line of the preceding lAC is 0 and it: can support 24 lines, you 
could specify a base line of 24. Rules for specifying lAC lines are given earlier and 
illustrated in the lAC example in Figure 4-4. 

lAC device type I??]: 

H this is a 12-line lAC, type 12 and press NEW LINE; if it's a 24-line lAC, type 24 and 
press NEW LINE; if ifs a 16-line lAC, type 16 and press NEW LINE. If it's an rrc, type 
128; if it's an LTC, type 64. 

H this is an lAC with 8 lines, type 8 and press NEW LINE. For an lAC-8, VSGEN asks 
about split baud rates. If there is a terminal with an attached slave printer on this line, or if 
you know you want split baud rate, answer Y. Generally, take the default, N, by pressing 
NEWLINE. 

For a CPI!24 and for all lAC devices, VSGEN asks 

TtTlOO tenninaI support? [YJ: 

H you have a vr 100 or vr 200 terminal attached to the controller, or if you are adding an 
IAC-16, answer No by typing N. Otherwise, press NEW LINE to accept the default 
answer, Yes. See "About vnoo Terminal Support," earlier in this chapter. 

Asian languoge support? [NONE]: 

H this controller will support Asian -language keyboards, type IKIS and press the NEW 
LINE key. Otherwise, accept the default, NONE, by pressing the NEW LINE key. See 
"About Asian Language Support" earlier in this Chapter. 

If you are adding an IAC-64 (LTC) or an IAC-128 (ITC), VSGEN asks 

TERMANAGER download? [YES] x 

This question determines which transport protocol file will be loaded into the 
ITC/LTC at system startup. If you have a TermMan.ager processor and want it to load 
the default protocol rue (XNS protocol), answer Yes. If you have a TermManager and 
want to use a different protocol (like TCP/IP, to communicate with systems that ron 
UNJX®), answer No. By answering No, you can specify It user-defined protocol (in a 
rue named as shown below). If you do not have a TermManagex; answer No. If you 
answer No to the TERMANAGER question, VSGEN asks 

Transport protocol: x (x is the default, initially XNS) 
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I 
The transport protocols are as follows. 

For This Transport Specify This 
Protocol to VSGEN 

IXNS XNS 

ITCPIP TCPIP 

Pathnarne That System Will 
Load into ITC or LTC at Startup 

:XNS _ITC_IMAGE.PR (for an ITC) or 
:XNS_LTC_lMAGE.PR (for an LTC) 

:TCPIP _ITC.JMAGE.PR (for an ITC) or 
:TCPIP _LTC~IMAGE.PR (for an LTC) 

I 
xxx (user-de£med xxx :xxx_ITC_IMAGE.PR (for an ITC) or 
protocol) :DX_LTC_IMAGE.PR (for an LTC) 

Specify the protocol you want. For example, 

I TCPIP~ 

Then VSGEN asks 

I Do you wish to add line groups to this device? fY] 

Now you need to descnbe the line configuration on this lAC. You can do this individuaDy 
by line, or by groups of lines. The line numben you enter are specific to this lAC; they 
range from 0 through 191, 0 through 127, 0 through 63, 0 through 31, 0 through 23, 0 
through 15, or 0 through 7, depending on the lAC controller type. 

When the new system runs, each terminal on an lAC will have the console fiJename of 

@CON(base-line-number + line-number-on-this-IAC + 2) 

For example, assume that the first lAC is an IAC-24, for which you specified base line 
number 0 and lines 0-20. The terminal console filenames on these lines will be @CON2 
through @CON22 The second lAC, IAC1, is an lAC-B. You give IACl the base line 
number of 24; then you describe line 1 of IACt. The console on line 1 (second line) of 
IACI wiD be @CON(24+ 1 + 2), or @CON27. 
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lAC Example 

The following example, Figure 4-4, shows you how to handle all common line 
configurations. It assumes that your first lAC is an IAC-24 and your second IAC (lACl) is 
anIAC-S. 

And it assumes that the lines are arranged as follows: 

• IAC lines 0 - 2 are attached to CRIS. 

• IAC line 3 is attached to a hardcopy terminal. 

• IAC lines 4 - 16 are attached to local graphics CRIS. 

• IAC line 17 is attached to a letter-quality printer. 

• IAC lines 18 - 23 are not used. 

• IACllines 0 and 1 are attached to modems. 

Enter a command: A ~ 

Name of device to be added: lAC ) 
Device code [65J: ) 
Base line number [OJ: ) 
lAC device type [??J: 24 ) 
VT100 terminlll support? {Y}: N ~ 
Asian language support? [NONEJ: ~ 

Do you wish to add line groups to this device? [YJ: }. 

There are no line groups defined for lAC. 
These lines are undefined: 0-23 

You may: (C) CREATE a line group. 
(M) MODIFY default terminlll types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: C ) 

Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-form group name: CRT3.01 ~ 
Default terminal [CRT3]: ~ 
Terminal type [ASCII): ) 
Terminal description [DGC D200 compatible terminal]: 1 
Input buffer length [128]: 1 
Output buffer length [128): ) 

Figure 4-4 Sample LAC Dialog, with an IAC-24 and an IAC-8 (continued) 
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Lines per page [24J: 1 
Characters per line [80 J: 1 
Break key function [BINARY}: 1 
Data Bits [8J: 1 
Stop bits [IJ: 1 
Parity [NONE): ) 
Clock rate [OJ: ) 
These characteristics are selected: EOC, ST, ULC, WRP 
Enter choices (or NEWUNE when done): 1 
Do you want to add lines to this group? (YES J: Y ) 
Specify lines to add to group {CRT3.01}: 0-2 1 
Lines 0-2 were added to group {CRT3.0J} pr(x.lucing 0-2. 

This line group is defined for fA C: 0-2 
These lines are undefined: 3 - 23. 

You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) liST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: C 1 

Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-form group name: TTY.01 ) 
Default tenninal[CRT3 J: TTY ) 
Tenninal type [HARDCOPY}: 1 
Terminal description (TIT or hardcopy (printing) terminal): ) 
Input buffer length (256): ) 
Output buffer length (256): 1 
Lines per page (30 J: 1 
Characters per line (72): 1 
Break key function {BINARY}: ) 
Data Bits [8): 1 
Stop bits [1 J: ~ 
Parity (NONE): ) 
Clock rate (O): ) 
These characteristics are selected: EOC, NAS, ST 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): 1 
Do you want to add lines to this group? {YES]: Y 1 
Specify lines to add to group {TIYOJ}: 3 
Line 3 was added to group {17YOl} producing 3. 

These line groups are defined for IA c: 0-2, 3 
These lines are undefined: 4 - 23 

Figure 4-4 Sample lAC Dialog, with an lAC-24 and an lAC-8 (continued) 
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lVu may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) UST or (E) EDIT the cluzracteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editingfor this device. 

Enter choice: C ~ 

Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-fonn group name: CRT6 1 
Defauh terminal [CRT3 }: CAT6 ~ 
Terminal type (GRAPHICS): ~ 
Terminal description (DGC D470 compatible graphics terminJll): ~ 
Input buffer length (I28J: ~ 
Output buffer length (128 J: ~ 
Lines per page (24): ~ 
CIuzracten per line (80J: 1 
Break key function (BINARY]: 1 
Data Bits (8J: 1 
Stop bits (1 J: 1 
Parity [NONEJ: ~ 
Baud rate (9600J: ~ 
These charaaeristia are selected: EOC, ST, ULC, WRP 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): 1 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES}: Y l 
Specify lines to add to group {CRT6}: 4-16 1 
Lines 4-16 were added to group {CRT6} producing 4-16. 

These line groups are defined for lAC: 0-2, 3, 4-16. 
These lines are undefined: 17-23 

You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) UST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines 10, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminlll types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: C ~ 

Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-fonn group name: TIY.02 
Default terminal (CRT3]: TTY 

Fzgure 4-4 Sample lAC Dialog, with an IAC-24 and all IAC-8 (continued) 
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Termintzltype [HARDCOPYJ: 1 
Terminal description [TIY or hardcopy (printing) terminal J: 1 
Input buffer length [256J: 32 1 
Output buffer length [256 J: 1 
Linesperpage [30J: 1 
CiUJracters per line [72 J: 1 
Break key function [BINARY]: 1 
Data Bits [8J: 1 
Stop bits [1 J: 1 
Parity [NONEJ: 1 
Baud rate [600J: 1200 1 
These characteristics are selected: EOC, NAS, S1."" 
Enter choices (or NEWUNE when done): 1 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES]: Y 1 
Specify lines to add to group {7TY.02}: 17 ~ 
Line 17 was added to group {7TY.02} producing .17. 

These line groups are defined for fA C: 0-2, 3, 4-16, 17 
These lines are undefined: 18-23 

You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the cMracteristics of a lint.~ group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminlll types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device 

Enter choice: S 1 

These are defined groups: 

0-2 (CRT3) 
17 (1TY.02) 
3 (1TY.Ol) 
4-16 (CRT6) 

These lines are undefined: 18-23. 

You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the ciUJracteristics of a linc' group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW aLI line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY defaLdl terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device 

Enter choice: a 1 

Figure 4-4 Sample lAC Dialog, with an IAC-24 and an lAC-8 (continued) 
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Do you want to save your changes? [YES]: Y ) 
Saved. 

Enter a command: L ~ 

Name of device to be listed: lAC 

Device Name: lAC 
Description: Intelligent asynchronous controller 

65 Device code: 
lac type:, 24 
Base line number: o 
VT100 terminal support: N 
Asian terminal support: NONE 

Group: 0-2 (CRT3) 
TerminIll: CRT3 
Terminal type: ASCII 
TerminIll description: DGC D200 compatible terminal 
Input buffer length: 128 
Output buffer length: 128 
lines per page: 24 
ChIlracters per line: 80 
Break key function: BINARY 
Stopbits: 1 
Parity: NONE 
Baud rate: 9600 
CluuacterUtics: EOC, ST, ULC, WRP 

Press NewLine to continue 

Group: 17 (17Y) 
TerminIlL· TTY 
TerminIll type: HARDCOPY 
TerminIll description: TIY or hardcopy (printing) terminal 
Input buffer length: 32 
Output buffer length: 256 
Lines per page: 30 
elulraeters per line: 72 
Break key function: BINARY 
Date bits: 8 
Stop bits: 1 
Parity: NONE 
Baud rate: 1200 
Clulraeteristics: EOC, NAS, ST 

Press NewLine to continue 

Fzgure 4-4 Sample lAC Dialog, with an IAC-24 and an IAC-8 (continued) 
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Group: 3 (T1Y) 
TerminaL- T1Y 
Terminal type: HARDCOPY 
Terminal description: 17Y or hardcopy ('printing) terminal 
Input buffer length: 256 
Output buffer length: 256 
Lines per page: 30 
Characters per line: 72 
Break key function: BINARY 
Datebits: 8 
Stop bits: 1 
Parity: NONE 
Baud rate: 600 
Characteristics: EOC, NAS, ST 

Press NewLine to continue 

Group: 4-12 (CRT6) 
Terminal: CRT6 
Terminal type: GRAPHICS 
Terminal description: DGC D470 compatible graphics terminal 
Input buffer length: 128 
Output buffer length: 128 
Lines per page: 24 
ClumJcters per line: 80 
Break key function: BINARY 
Date bits: 8 
Stop bits: 1 
Parity: NONE 
Baud rate: 9600 
Characteristics: EOC, ST, ULC, WRP 

Press Newline to continue 

Enter a command: A ~ 

Name of device to be added: IAC1 1 
Device code [50): 1 
Base line number [OJ: 24 1 
lAC device type [??}: 8 1 
lAC split baud rate [NONE): 1 
VT100 terminal support? [Y): N ~ 
Asian language support? [NONE}: 1 

Do you wish to add line groups to this device? {yt: y ) 

FtgUTe 4-4 Sample lAC Dialog, with an lAC-24 and an lAC-8 (continued) 
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There are no line groups defined for lACI. 
These lines are undefined: 0-7. 

You mIlY: (C) CREATE a line group. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: C ~ 

Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-fonn group name: CRT3 l 
Defauh tmninal [CRT3): ~ 
Terminal type [ASCII): l 
Terminal description [DGC D200compatible termUJal): l 
Input buffer length [128): ~ 
Output buffer length [128): ~ 
Linesperpage [24): ~ 
Characters per line [80): 1 
Break key function [BINARY]: 1 
Data Bits [8J: l 
Stop bits [1 J: ~ 
Parity [NONE): l 
Baud rate [9600): 1200 ~ 
These characteristics are selected: EOC, 5T, ULC, :WRP 
Enterchoices (or NEWLINE when done): MOD, MRI, SFF, RAF, RAC, NAS, 

EOl, RAT, UCO, FF, EOS, FKT, ESC, PBN, TSp, TO, NRM, PM l 
PBN ignored. 
TSP ignored. 
These characteristics are selected: EOC, EOS, EOL, ESC, FE, FIa; MOD, MRI 

NAS, NRM, PM, RAC, RAE, RAT, SFF, ST, TO, llCo, ULC, WRP 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): ~ 
TCC timer value [400(0): ~ 
TCD timer value (5000): ~ 
TDW timer value [1000): l 
THC timer value [2000): l 
TLT timer value [2000 J: 1 
Do YOIl want to add lines to this group? [YES): Y ) 
Specify lines to add to group {CRT3}: 0-1 l 
Lines 0-1 were added to group {CRT3} producing 0-1. 

This line group is defined for lAC1: 0-1 
These lines are undefined: 2-7 

You mIlY: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL Q line group. 
(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Figure 4 -4 Sample lAC Dialog, with an lAC - 24 and an lAC -8 (continued) 
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Enter choice: a ) 

Do you want to save yOUT changes? [YES]: Y ) 
Saved. 

Enter a command: L ) 

Name of device to be listed: IAC1 

Device Name: 
Description: 
Device code: 
lac type: 

lAC1 
Intelligent asynchronous controller 
50 
8 

Base line n:u.mber: 24 
Split Baud rate: NONE 
VT100 terminal support: N 
Asian terminal support: NONE 

Group: 0-2 (CRT3) 
Terminal: CRT3 
TermiTull type: ASCII 
Terminal description: DGC D200 compatible terminal 
Input buffer length: 128 
Output buffer length: 128 
Lines per page: 24 
Characters per line: 80 
Break key function: BINARY 

Data Bits [8J: 
Stop bits: 1 
Parity: NONE 
Baud rate: 1200 
Choracteristics: EOC, EOS, EOL, ESC, FF, FKT, MOD, MRI, NAS, NRM, 

PBM, PM, RAC, RAP, RAT, SFF, ST, TO, TSp, UCo, ULC, WRP 
TCC timer value [40000 J: 
TCD timer value [5000]: 
TDW timer value [1()fJO J: 
THC timer value [2000J: 
TLT timer value [2000J: 

Press NewLine to continue 

Enter a command: 

Figure 4-4 Sample LAC Dialog, with an IAC-24 and tIn lAC-8 (concluded) 

In Figure 4-4, for IA~ we took the defaults for the device code and base line number; and 
we described it as a 24-1ine lAC. Then we described the CR'Di connected to lines 0 
through 2, the hardcopy terminal on line 3, the graphics terminals on lines 4 through 16, 
and the letter-quality printer on line 17. We entered the Show command to display all the 
line groups for lAC. We entered the List command to display information on lAC, 
including information on each of its line groups. If the lAC line configurations we listed 
were incorrect, we could enter the E command and correct the: IAC line -configurations. 

We had then finished with this IAC. 
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Next we added IAC1, with default device code and base line number of 24, and described it 
as an 8-line lAC. We set a baud rate of 1200. We specified the characteristics MOD and 
MRI for the modems, followed by other desired characteristics. All these characteristics 
mnemonics are descnbed in Thble 4-6, later in the chapter. 

When you specify one nondefault characteristic, you must specify all the ones you want. 

NOTE: If a terminal is uppercase oruy, be sure to specify a lowercase-to-uppercase 
conversion characteristic (Ueo, from 1able 4-6) for its line. If you don't, the 
terminal may not display lowercase letters sent to it. 

We chose not to add more lines. We then listed the system device lAC1 to verify that we 
entered the correct line configurations. Since the lAC line-configurations are correct as 
listed, we were finished working with the lACs. 

When the new system ruos, the terminal console filenames on lines 0 through 2 will 
be @CON2 through @CON4; on line 3, the filename will be @~CON5; on lines 4 through 
16, the filenames will be @CON6 through @CON18; on line 1'7, the letter-quality printer 
will be @CON19; and on lAC11ines 0 and 1, they will be @CON26 and @CON27. 

The line-specifying procedure is much simpler without modeDlJines; we'd have simply 
taken defaults for all the characteristics and initialization words on IAC1. 
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Specifying ITC/128s and LTC/64s (Intelligent 
TermControliers) 
An ITC/128, Intelligent TermControIler, Model 4586, is a 128-line controller that works 
with a LAN and devices called TermServers and TermManagers to provide a pool of 
console lines. The hardware multiplexes line signals over the LAN, allowing one LAN cable 
to connect an MV/Family system with hundreds of terminals. 

Figure 4-5 illustrates this configuration. 

MVlFamily 

system 

LAN 

Asynchronous 
devices 

Asynchronous 
devices 

Asynchronous 
devices 

FJgIl1'e 4-5 AnITC/128 TermControlIerin a TermServer Network 

An LTC/64 works the same way, but supports 64 lines and is available on MV 12500 systems. 

As you can see, the TermServer is just one part of a Data Gem:ral product. Configuring the 
TermSelVer and other parts of the LAN network is described in Managing lOur TennServer 
Network. 

To VSGEN you specify an ITC/l28 as an lAC, type 128; or an ITC/64 as an lAC type 64. 
When you specify a TermController to VSGEN, you should take the defaults on all lines 
that will connect to terminals, and specify type TTY for lines that will connect to printers. 
By default, lines on an ITC/128 have the port contention charalcteristic (crD) set; this 
characteristic is required for tenninal use but will prevent printers from working properly. 

For lines that will be connected to printer ports, specify the default terminal as TrY. 
• Specify characteristic BBM and take the default characteristics. . 
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If you don't take defaults on ITC/128 or LTC/64 TermController lines, be aware 
that---£egardless of the way you set them-the ITC/128 or LTC/64 ignores the following 
settings: 

Hardware output flow,control (VSGEN mnemonic HRDFLC) 
Baud rate 
Number of stop bits 
Parity check type 

Input buffer byte length 
Output buffer byte length 

Terminal console fIlenames on an ITC/128 TermController are handled the same way as 
lAC names: the device name is @CON fol1owed by the line number plus 2. For example, 
the device on line 0 is @CON2; the device on line 1 is @CON3; the device on line 31 is 
@CON33; and the device on line 127 is @CON129. For a TermServer network, the 
line-console assignments (line 0 to @CON2, for example) are fixed only at system startup. 
When a user logs on through a ThrmServer, he or she may be assigned the next available 
line (in other words, using the same terminal, a user might log on to console filename 
@CON102 in the morning and console filename @CON95 in the afternoon). 

For a printer attached to an ITC/128 line to operate properly, you'D need to do the 
following. At VSGEN, specify the printer line as a TIY, with characteristic BBM as 
described above. In the system UP macro, you must insert CONlROL @EXEC commands 
to start the printer on this line. Insert these EXEC commands before the EXEC 
ENABLFJALL command. And, via ThrmServer software, you'll need to establish a 
permanent virtual circuit (PVC) between the line and the TermServer port connected to 
the printer. 

ITC/128 TermControlier Example 

Figure 4-6 shows how you'd add an ITC/128 ThrmControDer (IAC-128), configured 
several different ways, as follows: 

• Lines 0 through 20 will be attached to terminals. 

• Lines 21 and 22 will be attached to printers. 

• Lines 23 through 127 will be attached to terminals. 

Enter a command: A ~ -,' .. , C> 
w 
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Na"'!'of4beadded:IAC ) 
Device code [»51;.·-r-----. 
Base line nu~ [OJ: ~) 
]A C device 'Yk.1!:!1;-~ri8 1 
IT100 tenniruzl support? [Y] ~ 
Asian language support? [NONE]: ~ 
TERMANAGER download? [YES]: ~ 

Do you wish to add line groups to this device? [Y}: Y ~ 

Figure 4-6 Sample ITC/128 (Intelligent TermController) Dialog (continued) 
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4-56 

There are no line groups defined for IAC. 
These lines are undefined: 0-127 

lOu may: (C) CREATE a line group. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: C ) 

Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-form group name: CRT3.01 ~ 
Default tenniruzl{CRT3J: ) 
Tenniruzl type [ASCDJ: ) 
Terminal description (DGC D200 compatible terminlllJ: ) 
Input buffer length [128J: ~ 
Output buffer length (128 J: ~ 
Lines per page [24J: ) 
CluJracten per line [80J: ) 
Break key function [BINARY]: ) 
Data Bits [8J: 1 
Stop bits [1 J: 1 
Parity (NONE J: ) 
Baud rate [96OOJ: ) 
These choracteristics are selected: 8B, EOC, ST, ULe, WRP, XLT 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done):) " 
Do you want to add lines to this group~, S).: y 1:1 
Specify lines to add to group {CRT3.0 : 0-20 l' 
Lines 0-20 were added to group {CR .01~cing 0-20. 

This line group is defined for IA c: 0-20. 
These lines are undefined: 21-127. 

You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: C ) 

Figure 4-6 Sample ITC/l28 (Intelligent TermControllt.~r) Dialog (continued) 
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Please specijjl the jiJl/owingparameterr n ~ S '\/ '2 I ~v Free-fonn group name: TTY ) 6'-
Default terminal [CRT3}: TTY ) 
Terminal type [HARDCOPY]: ) 
Terminal description [T/Y or hardcopy (printing) terminal}: ) 
Input buffer length [[256}: ) 
Output buffer length [256}: ) 
Lines per page [30}: ) 
Characters per line [72}: ) 
Break key function [BINARY]: ) 
Data Bits [B}: ) 
Stop bits [I}: ) 
Parity [NONE}: ) 
Baud rate [600}: ) 
These characteristics are selected: 8B, EDC, NAS, ST, XLT 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): ) 
Do you want to add lines to this groWl? [YES}:.Y ) 

Specijjllines 10 add 10 group OJ ~~ 2.?--l! 
Lines 21-22 were added to group . producing 21-22. 

These line groups are defined for LAC: 0-20, 21-22 
These lines are undefined: 23-127 

Please specify the /ollowiJ'Ig parameters: 
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Free-form group name: CRT3.02 ) 
Default terminal [CRT3J: ) 
Terminal type [ASCII}: ) 
TenniruJl description [DGC D200 compatible terminal}: ) 
Input buffer length [128}: ) 
Output buffer length [128 J: ) 
Lines per page [24}: ) 
Characters per line [BOJ: ) 
Break key function [BINARY]: ) 
Data Bits [B}: ) 
Stop bits [I}: ) 
Parity [NONE}: ) 
Baud rate [96OO}: ) 
These characteristics are selected: 8B, EOC, ST, lTLC, WRP, XLT 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): ) 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES}: Y ) 
Specify lines to add to group {CRT3.0I}: 23-127 ) 
Lines 23-127 were added to group {CRT3.01} producing 23-127. 

Figure 4-6 Sample ITC/128 (Intelligent TermController) Dialog (continued) 
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These line groups are defined for lAC: 0-20, 21-22, 23-127. 
There are no undefined lines. 

You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the charaaeristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a: line group. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: Q ~ 

Do you want to save your changes? [YES]: Y ~ 
Saved 

Enter a COmmtlnd· 

FIgUre 4-6 Sample ITCI128 (Intelligent TermController) DiIllog (concluded) 

In Figure 4-6, we identified the ITC/128 as an lAC, took the default for the device code, 
and descnbed it as a 128-line lAC. We then took the TERM~AGER download default 
(XNS). We then described a group of lines (0 through 20), as standard. lines 21 and 22 
will be connected to printers; we had to identify these as a group, type TTY. Lines 23 
through 127 made up the last group. These will be connected to terminals; hence we took 
default values for them. We had then finished with the VSGEN for the ITC/12B. (User 
profiles and other software will need attention as outlined above.) 

Specifying Local-Bus Asynchronous Controllers (LACs) 
LACs are available on MV/1000 DC, MV/1400 DC, MV/2000 DC, MV/2500 DC, MV/3000 
DC series, and MV 15000 DC series deskside ECLIPSE systems only. 

These computers are shipped with AOSNS Model 31133 preiJ'lstalled In a preinstalled 
system, with the exception of a lAC-12, lACs are generated as type UAC (Unspecified 
Asynchronous Controller) devices. The UAC device defines aU lines as standard. Any 
nonstandard characteristics (like those needed for modems OJ' printers) are applied via SMI 
menu options, explained in the manual Using the AOS/vs Sysum Management Interface 
(SMI). 

Specifying Local-Bus Modem Controllers (LMCs) 
A local-bus modem controller (LMC), supports 8 modem or nonmodem lines, on deskside 
ECLIPSE MV/l400 DC, MV /2000 DC, MV/2500 DC, and MV/5000 DC series systems. 
Another version, LMC-8 II, is available on deskside ECLIPSE MV/lOOO DC and 
MV /3000 DC series systems. 

These computers are shipped with AOSNS Model 31133 preinstalled. In a preinstalled 
system, LACs are generated as UACs. You do not need to run VSGEN to change any 
characteristics. Instead, use an SMI menu option, explained in the manual Using the 
AOSIVS System Management Illterface (SMI). 
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Specifying Municommunication Processor Asynchronous 
Controllers (MCP1 s) 
A Multicommunications Processor (MCPl) has the following features: 

• It supports eight asynchronous lines, like an IAC-S, but only the first two lines can be 
connected to modems. Split baud rate is not available. You specify the asynchronous 
control1er and its lines to VSGEN as if they were an lAC-B. The default device codes 
are the same as for lACs (first 65, second 50, and so on). 

Thrminal console filenames on an MCPl are numbered the same way as on the first 
lAC-the device on line 0 is has the filename @CON2; the device on line 1 has the 
filename @CON3, and so on. 

• An MCPl also supports two synchronous lines. If you want to use these, you must 
identify them to BSCGEN (later in the chapter) as an ISC-2. 

• An MCPl supports an LPB data channel line printer. H a line printer is connected to 
the MCPl printer controller, you must specify it as an LPB on device code 57. 

MCP1 Example 

The fol1owing example, Figure 4-7, tries to show you how to handle all common line 
configurations. It assumes that the lines are connected as follows: 

• Lines 0 and 1 are attached to modems. 

• Lines 2 through 4 are attached to nongraphics CRIS. 

• Lines 5 and 6 are attached to graphics CRIS. 

• Line 7 is not used. 

Enter a command: A ~ 

Name of device to be added: lAC ~ 
Device code (65): ~ 
Base line number (OJ: ~ 
lAC device type I??): 8 ) 
lAC split baud rate (NONE]: ), 
VT100 terminal support? [Y]: "
Asian language support? (NONE]: ) 

(Specify MCPl asynchronous lines 
as lAC lines) 

Do you wish to add line groups to this device? [Y): Y ) 
There ore no line groups defined for lAC. 
These lines are undefined: 0-7. 

You may: (C) CREATE a line group. 
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(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editingfor this device. 

En.ter choice: C ~ 

Figu.re 4 -7 Sample Multicommunications Communications 
Processor (MCPl) Dialog (continued) 
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Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-fonn group name: CRT3.01 ) 
Default terminal [CRT3.01 J: ) 
Tenninal type [ASCIIJ: ) 
Tenninal description [DGC D200 compatible terminolJ: ) 
Input buffer length [128J: ) 
Output buffer length 1l28}: ) 
Linesperpage 124J: ) 
Characters per line [80 J: ) 
Break key function [BINARY}: ) 
Data Bits [8}: ) 
Stop bits [1 J: ~ 
Parity [NONE]: 1 
Baud rate [96OOJ: 1200 1 
These characteristics are selected: 8B, EOC, ST, ULC, WRP, XLT 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): MOD, MRI, SFF, RAF, RAe, NAS, 

EOl, RAT, UCO, FF, EOS, FKT, ESC, PBN, TSp, TO, NRM, PM ) 
PBN ignored. 
TSP ignored. 
These characteristics are selected: 8B, EOC, EOS, EOL, ESC, FF, FKT, MOD, MRl, 
NAS, NRM, PM, RAe, RAP, RAT, SFF, ST, TO, UCo, ULC, WRP, XLT 

Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): ) 
TCC timer value [40000]: ) 
TeD timer value [5000]: l.. 
TD W timer value [lOOO J: -~ 
THC timer value [2000}: ~ 
TLTtimervalue [2000}: 1 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES J: Y 1 
Specify lines to add to group {CRT3.01}: 0 1 ) 
LinesO-l were added to group {CRT3.01} producingO-L 

This line group is defined for fA C: 0-1 
These lines are undefined: 2-7 

You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
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(L) UST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing/or this device. 

Enter choice: C 1 

Figure 4--7 Sample Mldticommunications Communications 
Processor (MCPl) Dialog (continued) 
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Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-form group Mme: CRT3.02 ~ 
Default tennintll[CRT3.02]: 1 
Terminal type [ASCIIJ: ~ 
Terminal description [DGC D200 compatible terminal]: 1 
Input buffer length [128 J: 1 
Output buffer length [128J: 1 
Lines per page [24J: 1 
Characters per line [80J: ~ 
Break key function [BINARY]: 1 
Data Bits [8J: 1 
Stop bits [lJ: ~ 
Parity [NONE J: 1 
Baud rate [9600J: 1 
These characteristics are selected: 8B, EOC, ST, ULC, WRP, XLT 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): 1 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YESJ: Y ~ 
Specify lines to add to group {CRT3.02}: 2-4 1 
Lines 2-4 were added to group {CRT3.02} protb.tcing 0-1, 2-4. 

Theses line groups are defined for lAC: 0-1, 2-4. 
These lines are Undefined: 5-7. 
You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 

(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOWaU line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice.· C 1 

Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-fonn group Mme.· CAT6 1 
Default terminal {CRT3 J: CRT6 1 
Terminal type [GRAPHICSJ: 1 
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Terminal description (DGC D470 compatible graphics terminal): 1 
Input buffer length (128): 1 
Output buffer length [128J: ~ 
Lines per page (24): ~ 
Characters per line {80 J: ~ 
Break key fllnaion [BINARY]: 1 
Data Bits {8 J: 1 
Stop bits [1]: 1 
Parity {NONEJ: 1 
Clock rate {OJ: 1 
These characteristics are selected: 8B, EOC, ST, ULC, WRP, XLT 
Enterchoices (or NEWLINE when done): 1 

Figure 4-7 Sample Multicommuni.cations Communications 
Processor (MCP1) Dialog (continued) 
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Do you want to add lines to this group? {YES}: Y ) 
Specify lines to add to group {CRT6}: 5-6 ~ 
Lines 5 -6 were added to group {CRT6} producing 5-6. 

These line groups are defined for lAC: 0-1, 2-4, 5-6. 
These lines are undefined: 7 

You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) USTor (E) EDIT the cluzracteristics ofa line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW all line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terrninJll types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editingfor this device. 

Enter choice: a ) 

Do you want to save your changes? [YES}: Y ~ 
Saved. 

Enter a commtllui.: A ~ 

Name of device to be added: LPB ~ 
Device code [17}: 57 ~ 

Enter a command: 

Figure 4-7 Sample Multicommunications Communications 
Processor (MCP1) Dialog (concluded) 

In Figure 4-7, we identified the MCP1 as an lAC, took the default for the device code, 
and described it as an 8-line lAC. We identified the modem lines,O and 1. Then we 
specified MOD and MRI for the modems, followed by other desired characteristics. All 
these mnemonics are descnbed in Thble 4-6, Jater on. When you specify one nondefault 
characteristic, you must specify all the ones you want. 

We set a baud rate of 1200 for the modem Jines. This ended the description of the modem 
lines. For lines 2 through 4, connected to standard terminals, we took all the defaults. For 
lines 5 and 6, we specified CRT6, and then took defaults on all other questions. We had 
then finished with the MCP1. Finally, because an MCP1 also supports a line printer 
controller, we add device LPB on device code 57. 
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Console Line Characteristics 

The line characteristics that you specify to VSGEN are not cast in bronze. You can always 
edit them by running VSGEN again or by changing a tenninal's characteristics from PID 2 
on the system console. 

The VSGEN line group editing features available with AOS/VS Revision 7.70 let you easily 
add or edit either device parameters or console (terminal) line groups connected to the 
device. Prior to AOSNS Revision 7.70, procedures for editing console line groups were 
more complicated. You could add console line groups, but could edit only a few device 
types. To make changes in console line groups, you usually had to delete, and then recreate 
the device and respecify all the line groups and their attnbutes. Beginning with AOSNS 
Revision 7.70, VSGEN line group editing procedures let you correct mistakes in a specific 
set of line groups without having to edit or delete the entire device. The section "If You 
Make a Mistake in a VSGEN Routine" in this chapter describes these line group editing 
procedures. 

You can also change any terminal's characteristics from PID 2 on the system console. To do 
this, use the CHARAcrERISTICS command and /DEFAULT switch before the terminal is 
enabled (perhaps in the UP.CU macro). For example, the command 

) CHARACTERISTICS/DEFAULT/ON/PM @CON3~ 

sets page mode on the terminal whose console filename is CON3. Another way is to have 
user log-on macros (Chapter 5) set characteristics as users log on (this works only if the 
characteristics allow a user to log on). Or users can set characteristics on their own 
terminals. 

All characteristics you can specify during VSGEN, and their equivalents assignable via the 
CHARACTERISTICS command, are included in Thbles 4-6 and 4-7, later on. 

About a-Bit Character Handling 
Data General DASHER D211, D220, 0410, and D460 terminals can send and display 
8-bit characters. The main advantage of 8-bit character handling is the ability to read and 
display characters with values above 177 octal-which includes many characters in the 
international character sets (like the U.K. currency symbol) and other special characters. In 
7 - bit mode, the high bit is ignored, which means the terminal can't see codes above 177 

octal. 

One disadvantage of 8-bit character handling is that CLI macros that use the !ASCII 
pseudomacro may display garbled messages. People often add 200 (octal) to the ASCII 
value of a character to conceal it from the Ol. For example, to display a comma in a CLI 
macro, you must use the string [!ASCII 254]. (An [!ASCII 54] would produce a comma, 
which the CLI would display as a space.) But if 8 - bit character handling is enabled on a 
terminal and someone runs a macro with [!ASCII 254], the system will see the value of code 
254, which is 110t a comma. Note that also, on a terminal with a non-U.S. keyboard, some 
keys send different codes in 7-bit mode from 8-bit mode. For example, on a French 
keyboard, the C Cedilla key will produce C with a cedilla in 7 -bit mode, but will produce 

'" \ (ASCII 34) in 8-bit mode. 
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I If you want 8-bit character handling, set the SBT characteristic, or type the 
CHARACTERISTICSlONl8ST command. To restore 7 -bit handling (on U.S. keyboards), 
type the CHARACTERISTICs/OFF/BST command. 

The character mode is controlled by small dual in-line package (DIP) switches on the back 
of the terminal (HOST group), as follows. 

• For S-bit mode, which you can enable or disable via software, set the bit mode DIP 
switch to S-bit mode; and then set the parity DIP switches to no parity (parity none). 
For U.S. terminals, 7 -bit handling works normally-when set via software-with the 
DIP switches in these positions. 

• For 7-bit mode, which cannot provide 8-bit characters but does allow certain 
non - U.S. characters to display as desired, set the bit mode DIP switch to 7 - bit mode 
and set the parity DIP switches to mark parity. 

The master CLI (PID 2) can change the default characteristics (but not the mode) 
of a terminal, with the !DEFAULT switch and console filenaDle, before the 
terminal is enabled by EXEC. For example, entering the com:mand 
CHARACTERISTlCSJDEFAULT/ON/8BT @CON22 sets char;acteristics on at the terminal 
whose console filename is @CON22. H need be, you can put such commands in the system 
UP macro. 

1b printS-bit characters on an 8-bit printer, users can use the QPRINT command with 
the /8BIT switch. 

About Output Flow Control 
Some programs (notably CEO, and also programs your site may choose to write) use binaIY 
mode to handle data on most terminals-including DASHER 0210, D211, D220, D400, 
D410, D450, D460, and 0300. If a program that uses binaIY Diode will write to any of these 
terminals, then output flow control must be selected on the line. You can do this during 

I VSGEN by specifying the mnemonic OFC (software output flow control) in characteristic 
word 3 (add other mnemonics desired). Or you can do it via the CHARACI'ERISTICS 
command switches ION/OFC in the UP macro or via a user log-on macro (Chapter .5). 

Some asynchronous controllers (EIA - RS-232 standard) support output flow control 
through hardware, not software. Most Data General control1e:rs either always support 
hardware flow control or never support it. But some controllers allow you to choose 
hardware flow control for certain lines, and modems and som~e printers require that you 
select it. For example, MCPl lines ° and 1, LAC (IAC-12) lines 10 and 11, and DRT line 0 
(on MV/2000 DC and DSnSOO computers) allow selecting ha:rdware flow control. If you use 
an EIA - RS-232 cable and terminal on these lines, we recoRlmend selecting hardware 
flow control. Note, however, that if you use an EIA - RS-422. cable, you must not select 
hardware flow control (or you must tum it off). You can select hardware flow control 

I during VSGEN by selecting the mnemonic HRDFLC in the lirle initialization word. Or you 
can use the CLI CHARACTERISTICS command switches IC.N/HOFC or /OFF/HOFC to 
tum hardware flow control on or off, respectively, in the UP IJ[1acro or via a user log-on 
macro (Chapter 5). 
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About Break Sequence Handling on User Terminals 
On the system console, a break sequence gives control to the SCP a..I. On user terminals, 
you can define a break sequence to do one of the following things: 

• Break binary mode (used by certain programs when they write to the terminal) and 
restore normal CfRL character handling. In binary mode, the terminal ignores CIRL 
sequences like CIRL-C CIRL-A. The VSGEN mnemonic to break binary mode is I 
BBM the CHARACfERISTICS switch for it is IBREAK=BMOB Break binary mode is 
the default effect of a break sequence. 

• 'Thrminate the user process on the terminal, log the user off, and cause a modem 
disconnect You might use this break definition if you want users to be able to log off 
quickly and simply, regardless of the process running on their terminals. The VSGEN 
mnemonic for this is BDS; the CHARAcrERISTICS switch for it is IBREAK=DCOB. • 

• Generate a CIRL-C CI'RL-A or CTRL-C CI'RL-B sequence. You might use this 
if you want users to be able to use the break sequence to produce the pertinent kind of 
interrupt. For CTRL-C crRL-A, the VSGEN mnemonic is BCA; the I 
CHARACTERISTICS switch is IBREAK=CAOB. For CfRL-C CIRL-B (which 
aborts the issuing process), the VSGEN mnemonic is BCB and the 
CHARACTERISTICS switch is IBREAK=CBOB. 

• Create a CTRL-C crRL-F sequence. This sequence has no meaning to AOSNS, but 
your site can use it in application programs to redirect control or do anything you like. 
The program must issue a ?KWAlT system call (or higher level language equivalent) to 
receive notice that CfRL-C CI'RL-F was entered. The VSGEN mnemonic is CFOB; I 
the CHARAcrERISTICS switch is IBREAK=CFOB. 

Modem Lines 
You can specify characteristics for modem lines either at VSGEN or at runtime in the UP 
macro from PID 2, using CHARACfERISTICS/DEFAULT commands. Genera)]y, for a 
modem line, you must specify the Monitor Ring Indicator characteristic (in VSGEN, this is 
MRI and Modem (in VSGEN, this is MOD). Monitor Ring Indicator generaUy does no I 
harm on any modem line (except for ITC/l28s); it is required on CCI1T -standard 
modems used in Europe. Remember, when you specify any nondefault characteristic to 
VSGEN, specify all the characteristics you want, as shown in the examples. 

The modem characteristic, MOD, includes two main functions: • 

1. It tells EXEC to use modem access control on the line, which means that any user must 
have the Modem privilege to log on that line. You can obtain this functionality with 
characteristic ACC (CHARACI'ERISTICS IACC switch). 

2. It tells EXEC that this is a contended line-during logon, EXEC will disconnect the 
lenninal if too much time passes during the logon procedure or when the user Jogs off. 
You can obtain this functionality with characteristic ern (CHARACIERISTICS I 
ICfD switch). 

These guidelines for MRI and MOD apply to standard modems-popular models that I 
Data General supports without special treatment. For nonstandard modems, you may need 
to set other, special, characteristics. They are descnbed in the "Modems" appendix to 
Managing AOS/vS andAOSIVS II. 
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Line Characteristics Table 
In Thble 4-6, the column headed "CHARACI'ERISTICS command switch" shows the 
CHARACTERISTICS command switch that produces the same effect as the bit mnemonic 
in the "Bit Mnemonic" column. 

For example, for CON3, typing 

CHARACTERISTICS/DEFAULT/ON/PM @CON3) 

from the master eLI will produce the same effect as if, while: generating a system, you had 
specified IAC line 1, word 1 as 

• PM (followed by the other desired characteristics). 
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Table 4-6 AOSNS Line Characteristics 
Default CHARACTERISTICS 

Mnemonic Value 

CSBEN 

8BT 

16B 

AUTO
BAUD 

Ace 

OFF 

OFF 

OFF 

OFF 

OFF 

CALLOUT OFF 

093-000615 

Command Switch Description 

N/A 

/8BT 

/16B 

/AUTOBAUD 

IACC 

ICALLOUT 

Enables split baud rate aAC-8 and LIRMSC 
only). This will work only if split baud rate 
was enabled for the terminal controller. If you 
specify CSBEN, the secondary baud rate 
enabled will be the one specified when the 
terminal controller was identified to VSGEN. 

Uses 8 data bits to represent each character. 
Choose this for VT100 or VT220 terminals to 
use the international VT100 character set. 
For these terminals you must also use XLT. 
More details appear earlier. 

Allows processing of Asian (I6-bit) characters. 
You must also have specified Asian language 
support for the terminal controller. Setting 
this characteristic (via VSGEN or the 
CHARACTERISTICS command) also enables 
recognition of the KGO, KHw, and NLX 
characteristics settings. 

Automatic baud rate. Tells ~e 
system automatically to determine the baud 
rate of the line when a user logs on. AOSNS 
can detect the following baud rates: 

45 50 75 110 134 150 
300 600 1200 1800 2000 2400 
4800 7200 9600 19200 38400 

For automatic baud selection to work, the user 
terminal must be set to either 7 data bits, 
mark parity, or 8 data bits, no parity. The user 
must press NEW LINE or CR three or more 
times (as compared to once if automatic baud 
selection is not in force) to start log-on. 

Line requires modem access control. 
EXEC checks for Modem privilege before 
allowing logon. Details appear in "Modem 
Lines," earlier. 

PBX call-out line, for CPI/24 lines only. 
Specifies that the line is for calling out; calls 
will be initiated by the computer, not a user. 
Generally used for lines connected to printers. 

(continued) 
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Table 4-6 AOSNS Une Characteristics 

Default CHARACTERlSncs 
Mnemonic Value Command Switch Description 

CTD OFF ICTD Contended lin.e. EXEC will disconnect if 
(ON for someone doesIl't log on within a specified 
ITC/12B) period. 

EOC, ON lEBO Echoes controll characters (EOC) and 
EOS OFF IOFFIEBl escape characters (EOS). Hyou set EOC 

and not EOS (1llie default), all characters will 
echo as typed, except CTRL will echo as "-
and ESC as $. If you specify both MEOC and 
EOS, CTRL aDd ESC won't echo. 

EOL OFF IEOL Enforces end of line. Truncates any line 
longer than th~~ maximum specified in 
Characters per line in the terminal definition. 
The alternatiV4~ is WRP. 

ESC OFF IESC ESC character has same interrupt effect 
as CTRL-CCJrRL-A 

FF OFF IFF Form feed. Sends a form feed character to 
terminal when it is opened for I/O. 

FKT OFF JFKT Function keys terminate text input. 

HDPX OFF /HDPX Modem half-duplex support. If set, tells 
system to provide half-duplex support on a 
modem-controlled line. Also, the line must 
support RS-232 modem control signals and 
you must set SMCD (fSMCD). By default, the 
system provides full-duplex support. 

HIFC OFF /HIFC Hardware input flow control. If set, enables 
hardware input flow control by telling the 
system to use the RTS (Request to Send) 
signal to stop input from the device on the 
line. Specify IE[IFC if the device supports 
RTS/CTS flow (x>ntrol. (CTS means Clear to 
Send.) If you S4~t /HIFC you cannot also set 
/HDPX or /MOD. H off, disables hardware 
input flow oont:rol. 

HOFC OFF /HOFC Enables hardw~U'e flow control (on certain 
LAC and CPllines only). Stops data 
transmission from the host when the CTS 
(clear to send) ~;ignal is low. Use for modems 
and some printers. Choose for RS-232-C 
protocol; omit for RS-422 protocol. 

(continued.) 
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Table 4-6 AOSNS Una Characteristics 

Default CHARACTERISnCS 
Mnemonic Value Command Switch Description 

GIGO OFF IGlGO (CLI32 Enables the GIGO character set (for 
only) Taiwanese characters). For the GIGO 

character set to work, you must have specified 
Asian language support for the terminal 
controller, the 16-bit characteristic (16B or 
CHARACTERlSTICS/I6B) must be on, and 
the a-bit characteristic (SB or 
CHARACTERlSTICS/SBT) must be on. If off, 
this disables the GIGO character set. 

DKHW ON IDKHW (CIJ32 If on, disables half-wide character support. 
only) Use this for Chinese, Korean, and Taiwanese 

character sets. If on: this enables half-wide 
character support. For the system to support 
any Asian language, you must have specified 
Asian language support for the terminal 
controller, the 16-bitcharacteristic (16B or 
CHARACTERISTICS/16B) must be on, and 
the 8-bit characteristic (SB or 
CHARACTERISTICS/SBT) must be on. 

MKVT OFF /KVT (CIJ32 In conjunction with MXLT, provides VT100 
only) terminal support with Kanji VT100 terminals. 

!FC OFF /IFC Input flow control (X-ON, X-OFF). 
CTRL-S from host computer tells 
terminal to stop sending data until the 
host issues CTRL-Q. Can prevent loss of 
characters during binary I/O when host 
computer input buffer is full. 

MDUA OFF /MDUA Modem direct user access. If set, allows user 
programs to directly ~ a modem in this 
line group. A program can issue write calls to 
send data over the line before a connection is 
established on the line. MDUA allows 
programs like DG/BLAST 
to send commands to a modem. MDUA has no 
effect unless MOD is also set. 

MOD OFF /MOD Modem. Line is attached to a modem. 
Use this for modem lines only. Details are 
in "Modem Lines," earlier. 

. 
(continued) 
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Table 4-6 AOSNS Una Characteristics 

Default CHARACTERISTICS 
Mnemonic Value Command Switch Description 

MRI OFF /MRI Monitor ring indicator (modem lines). 
Details are in "Modem Lines," earlier. 

NAS OFF(CRT) /NAB Non -ANSI -standard terminal. Such 
ON (TTY terminals .have a small LF key and large 
orTELNET RETURN key. (ANSI -standard terminals 
controller) have a large NEW LINE and small CR key.) 

NLX OFF {NLX(CI.J32 Natural language translation for Asian 
only) languages; applies primarily to PC 

connections where the PC provides natural 
language tnmslation. If on, disables natural 
language translation. If off, enables natural 
language translation. For the system to 
support any Asian language, you must have 
specified Asian language support for the 
terminal a:.ntroller, the IS-bit characteristic 
(lSB or CHARACTERISTICS/16B) must be 
on, and thE! 8-bit characteristic (8B or 
CHARACTERISTICSl8BT) must be on. 

NRM OFF INRM Does not receive messages. Prevents 
terminal from receiving SEND messages. 
(Messages from PID 2 override this.) 

OFC OFF 10FC Output flow control. CTRL-S interrupts 
host computer and instructs it to stop sending 
data until the terminal issues CTRL-Q. Can 
prevent loss of characters during binary I/O 
when terminal input buffer is full. Needed on 
DASHER D210, D2II, D220, D400, D4IO, 
D450, D460, and G300 terminals. 

PM OFF /PM Page mode. Terminal will display the 
number of lines specified as the Lines per page 
value; then it will wait for CTRL--Q before 
displaying the next sequence of lines. 

RAC OFF !RAC Rubout afte~r CR or NEW LINE. Sends 
two rubout characters after either delimiter. 
Use this to prevent loss of characters sent to a 
slow (hardcopy) terminal. See also RAF and 
RAT. 

(continued) 
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Table 4-6 AOSNS Une Characteristics 

Default CHARACTERISTICS 

Mnemonic Value Command Switch Description 

RAF OFF /RAC Rubout after form feed.. Sends 17 rubout 
characters after each form feed unless the 
form feed is simulated (SFF). For hardcopy 
terminals; see comment under RAC. 

RAT OFF /RAC Rubout after tab. Sends two rubout 
characters after each tab, unless the tab is 
simulated (ST). For hardcopy terminals; see 
comment under RAC. 

RTSCD OFF /RTSCD Holds the request to send signal until carrier 
detect is off. For half-duplex modem lines 
only; the system ignores it unless /HDPX is 
also on. 

SFF OFF !SFF Simulates form feed. Sends a carriage 
return followed by the number of NEW 
LINE characters that make up a page. 

SMCD OFF /SMCD Skip modem carrier detect. If set, the 
system ignores the CD (carrier detect) 
signal on modem -controlled lines. You 
must set this switch if you set HDPX 
(lHDPX). Also, the system ignores this 
switch unless you set /MOD (MOD). 

ST ON 1ST Simulates tabs. Tab key moves cursor 
right 8 columns. 

n 40000 rrCC=n Answers VSGENs TI'C timer valve: 
question. On a modem -controlled line, sets 
the amount of time the system waits for a 
CD (carrier detect) signal after the modem 
is connected. The default is 40000 
mi11iseconds. Specify n in milliseconds. 

n 5000 rrCD=n Answers VSGENs Tl'C timer valve: 
question.On a modem -controlled line, sets 
the amount of time the system waits for a 
CD (canier detect) signal to return after it 
drops. The default is 5,000 milliseconds. 
Specify n in milliseconds. 

(continued) 
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Table 4-6 AOSNS Una Characteristics 

Default CHARACTERlsncs 
Mnemonic Value Command SWitch Description 

n 2000 /rnW=n Answers VSGEN's Tl'C timer valve: 
question. On a modem -controlled line, sets 
the amount of delay time the system imposes 
between a modem connect and the fll"St I/O. 
The default is 2,000 milliseconds. Specifyn 
in milliseconds. 

n 10000 frHC=n Answers VSGEN's TTC timer valve: 
question. On a modem -controlled line, sets 
the amount of time the system waits after a 
modem disconnects to let the modem settle 
(become stable). The default is 10,000 
milliseconds. Specify n in milliseconds. 

n 0 /rLT=n Answers VSGEN's TTC timer valve: 
question. On a half-duplex line, sets the 
turnaround. time. The system ignores this 
switch unless JHDPX is also set. This is the 
amount of time that the system waits 
between sending the last character and 
dropping the RTS (Request to Send) signal. 
The default is 0 milliseconds. Specify n in 
milliseconds. The system ignores this switch 
unless HDPX (fHDPX) is also set. 

TO OFF frO Time outs. Enables time-out on tennina1 
line(s). 

UCO OFF fUCO Uppercase only. Converts lowercase to 
uppercase. lJse with uppercase-o.nly 
terminals. 

ULC ON (CRT) /ULC Upper- and lowercase. Accepts both 
OFF(TTY) upper- and lowercase characters as input. 

If you don't specify UCO, ULC is 
the default. But if you specify UCO, 
and omit UlolC, the system converts 
lowercase to uppercase. 

WRP ON IWRP Wraps text onto next line if line is too 
long (done iJ~ hardware). If you set this 
off, the syst~~m truncates such lines. 

(continued) 
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Tab1e4-6 AOSNS Une Characteristics 
Default CHARACTERISTICS 

Mnemonic Value Command Switch Description 

XLT OFF /XLT VT100-compatible terminal support. 
Lets the line group support non - DG 
terminals that are compatible with Digital 
Equipment Corporation VT100 terminals. 

For VT100 or VT220 terminals to use the 
international VT100 character set, also use 
BBT. For VT100 or VT220 terminals to use 
Kanji, also use KVT. 

This characteristic also enables Data 
General ANSI mode for a line on an lTC, 
IAC-24, or newer IAC-B controller. 

(concluded) 

'!able 4-6 shows line characteristics, Table 4-7 shows line attributes for ORr's IACs, I 
MCPls, and MCPI/24s; Table 4-8 shows line characteristics for ORr's IACs, MCPls, and 
MCP1I24s;Thble 4-9 shows line characteristics for ATIs. H you specify any nondefault 
characteristic, you must specify all the ones you want for the Jine( s), including the defaults. 
VSGEN includes only those you actually specify. 
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Table 4-7 Une Attributes for DRT, lAC, CPI/24, and MCP1 Controllers 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Mnemonic Meaning command 

switch 

Select the number of data bits per character, excluding 
the parity bit (if any), where n is 5, 6, 7, or 8. 

5 5 bits per character. ICHARLEN=5 
6 6 bits per character. ICHARLEN=6 
7 7 bits per character. ICHARLEN=7 
8 8 bits per character. (default) ICHARLEN=8 

The controller may generate or ignore parity as 
specified via the Parity mnemonic. This is standard. 

Answer to VSGENs Stop bits: question 
1 Thansmit 1 stop bit per character (default). /sTOPBIT'S= 1 
1.5 1ransmit 15 stop bits per character. /STOPBITS= 1.5 
2 1ransmit 2 stop bits per character. /STOPBITS=2 

Answer to VSGENs Stop bits: question 
NONE Disable parity checking; ignore parity bit (default). /PARITY = NONE 

ODD Odd parity. /PARITY = ODD 
EVEN Even parity. /PARITY=EVEN 

45, SO, 75, Select the baud rate for this group of Jines. Answer to /BAUD=n 
110,134, VSGENs Baud rate: question. 
150,300 
600,1200, Values for the CHARACTERISTICS command are:: 
1800,2000, 45,50, 75, 110, 134, 150,300,600, 12H (1200), 
2400,3600, 18H, 20H, 24H, 36H, 48H, 72H, 96H, 19K (19,200), 
4800, 7200, or 38K (38,400). The default for CRn is 96H; for TI:'Ys, 
9600, it is 300. 
19200, 
38400 

Table 4-8 Line Characteriestcs for ORT, lAC, CPI/24, and MCP1 Controllers 

CHARACTERISTICS 
Mnemonic Meaning command 

switch 

CSBEN Enable split baud rate (IAC-8s only). Receive rate lis that n/a 
given to VSGENs lAC split baud rate: question. This is 
useful for a terminal with attached printer. 

CSBDS Disable split baud rate (default). You must include this n/a 
with any nondefault characteristic for any IAC-81ine. 

HRDFLC Enable hardware flow control (on certain LAC and lMCPl IHOFC 
lines only). Stops data transmission from the host when 
the crs (clear to send) signal is low. Choose for modems 
and some printers. Use it for RS-232-C protocol; omit it for 
RS-422 protocol. 
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Table 4-9 Une Attributes for Ans 

Mnemonic Meaning 

Select parity. Answers VSGENs Parity: question. 
NONE Disable parity checking; ignore parity bit (default). 
ODD Odd parity. 
EVEN· Even parity. 

Select the number of data bits per character, excluding the parity bit 
(if any). Answers VSGENsData bits: question. 

S 5 bits per character. 
6 6 bits per character. 
7 7 bits per character. 
8 8 bits per character (default) 

Selects the number of stop bits per character. Answers VSGEN's Stop bits: 
question. 

1 'li'ansmit 1 stop bit per character (default). 
2 1ransmit 2 stop bits per character. 

Each AT! has four clocks with jumper-selectable baud rates. Selects 
the clock that provides the desired baud rate for this group of lines. 
Answers VSGENs Clock rate: question. 

0 Select clock 0 rate (standard). 
1 Select dock 1 rate. 
2 Select dock 2 rate. 
3 Select clock 3 rate. 
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Terminal Line Configurations and the System UP Macro 
On some devices, for tenninal lines to operate properly, the system UP macro must provide 
special treatment, as follows. 

ITC/128 and LTC/64 TermControlier Unes 

Terminal console filenames on a TermControl1er work the same way as other asynchronous 
controller line names: the device name is @CON followed by the line number plus 2. For 
example, the device on line 0 is @CON2; the device on line 1 is @CON3; the device on line 
31 is @CON33; and the device on line 127 is @CON129. For a TermSelVer network, the 
line-terminal assignments (line 0 to @CON2, for example) are fixed on1y at system 
startup. When a user logs on through a TermSelVer, he or she will be assigned the next 
available line. In other words, using the same terminal, a user might log on console 
filename @CON102 in the morning, and console filename @CON95 in the afternoon. 

For a printer attached to a 'IermController line to operate proper1y, you'll need to do the 
I folJowing. At VSGEN, specify the printer line as a TTY with break function of BBM, as 

described earlier. In the system UP macro, you must insert CONTROL @EXEC 
commands to start the printer on this TIT line. Insert these E~C commands before the 
EXEC ENABLE! AIL command. And, via TermServer softwaJre, you'll need to establish a 
permanent virtual circuit (PVC) between the TIY line and the: TermSelVer port connected 
to the printer. 

Proceeding 
When you have descnbed the lines for an asynchronous controner, you might want to 
examine the specification .tile with the Current command. If there is another controller to 
desaibe, return to the appropriate section earlier in the chapter. If you have finished 
desaibing your asynchronous controlIer( s), continue to the next section. 
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Specifying Line Printers 
If a letter-quality printer is attached to an asynchronous line, identify it to VSGEN as a 
console line, as described earlier in this chapter. If you have one or more line printers (data 
channel printers), specify them as described in this section. 

There are several types of data channel printers that you specify: 

LPB 

LPD 

LPE 

LPJ 

An LPB is a commercial I/O printer, with a vertical forms unit AOSNS 
supports up to eight IPB printers, device names LPB, LPB1, LPB2, .. ., 
LPB7. 

An LPD is a DASHER Model 4325 through 4328 printer. AOSNS 
supports up to eight LPD type printers, device names LPD, LPDl. .. LPD7. 

'IYpe LPE includes laser document printers (Model 4225) and any data 
channel printer that doesn't need system initialization (LPB and LPD do 
need initialization). AOSNS can run up to 8 LPE printers, device names 
LPE, LPE1, ... , LPE7. 

An LPJ is a printer on a deskside ECLIPSE system. VSGEN shows eight 
controllers (LPJ, LPJ1 ... LPJ7), but you can add only LPJ, device code 21, 
when building a system to run on a deskside ECLIPSE system. The device 
name of a printer connected to the LPJ controller is LPJO. 

For MV/4000 DC or SC, or DS/4000 systems: If a printer is connected to the MIOe printer 
controller, specify it as LPE, with device code 17 (default). 

If a printer is connected to an MCPl printer controller, you can specify it as either LPB or 
LPBl, but must specify its device code as 57. The name you specify (LPB or LPB1) will 
become the printer device name needed to start and stop queues on the printer via EXEC. 

Determine which type your primary printer is. Then, when VSGEN prompts for a 

command, add it: 

Enter a command: A) 

Name of device to be added: LPB ~ 
Device code [17J: 

(Or LPD, LPE, or LPJ) 

Generally, take the default device code by pressing NEW UNE unless you know the 
printer is on a different device code, or the printer is on an MCPl printer controller 

( explained above ). 
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If you have a second line printer, add it. If the second printer is the same type as the first, 
its name is name1 (for example, LPB1). For example 

Enter a commtmd.· A) 

Name of device to be added: LPB1 ) 

Device code (57]:) 

Enteracomnumd: 

If the 1ype of the second printer differs from the first (for example, the first printer is an 
LPB and the second, "an LPE), you can enter the name of the second printer as primary (for 
example, LPE). But if you do this, be sure to specify the correct device code for the 
secondary printer. The default secondary printer device code is 57. For example, 

Enter a command: A) 

Name of device to be added: LPE) 
Device code (I7]: 57) 

Enter a command: 

If you want any printer device to handle 8-bit characters, arJ"dIlge this through EXEC 
(Managing AOS/vs andAOS/vs II, EXEC's START command). VSGEN does not 
configure AOSNS for 8-bit characters on printers. 

Specifying Laser and Letter-Quality Printers 
AOSNS supports laser and letter-quality printers connected to asynchronous lines the 
same way it supports user terminals. You specify them to VSGEN the same way you do a 
terminal. 

For each line connected to a laser or letter-quality printer, specify the console type as 
TTY. 'lake the default on aU characteristic words. In the initialization word, specify a small 
input buffer and about 256-byte output buffer, an appropriate data rate (usually 96(0), 
eight data bits, and one stop bit. An example of a letter-quality printer specification 
appears in Figure 4-1 as console line 13. 

Supporting a Mouse 
If your system has a mouse, do not identify it to VSGEN. Software support for the mouse is 
provided by the Graphical Kernel System (GKS) software; GKS defines and handles the 
mouse device. 
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Specifying a Plotter 
AOSNS supports up to two digital plotters, device names PLA and PLAl. Only MV /8000 
systems of the 9300 series can run a plotter as an individual device. Thus you should specify 
a plotter only for a system that will run on an original MV /8000, 9300 series. A different 
computer may be able to handle a plotter (like the model 4435) connected via asynchronous 
line to an IAC or MCP1; if so, specify ~he plotter to VSGEN as a console line, like a 
letter-quality printer (earlier). A slave printer attached to a console is treated as part of 
the console by the system; do not tell VSGEN that a slave printer is a plotter. 

To have the new system support a plotter, Add a device, then specify the name, and, unless 
the plotter is connected to a device code, default the device code. For example 

Enter a COmmllnd: A~ 

Name of device to be added: PLAl 

Device code [15J:~ 
Output buffer byte length [64]: 1 
Characteristic word 0 [ ): ~ 
Characte1Utic word 1 [ ]:) 

Enter a COmmllnd: 

Plotters have no default characteristics. The characteristics you can specify for plotters are 
shown in 1able 4-10. 

Specifying a Card Reader 
AOSNS supports up to 2 model 4016 card readers, device names CRA and CRA1. To have 
the new system support a card reader, Add a device, then specify the name, and, unless the 
reader is connected to a device code, default the device code. For example 

Enter a cOmmllnd: Al 

Name of device to be added: CRA~ 
Device code 116):~ 
Output buffer byte length [164): ~ 
Characteristic word 0 [ ): ~ 
Characteristic word 1 [ ]: ~ 

Enter a command: 

Card readers have no default characteristics. The default buffer holds the images of two 
cards. The characteristics you can specify are shown in Thble 4-10. 
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Table 4-10 AOS/VS Plotter and Card Reader Characteristics 

Word Characteristic Bit PLA, CRA, 
Mnemonic PLA1 CRA1 

0 None. -- -- --
1 Upper- and lowercase: accept ULC n/a A 

both upper- and lowercase 
characters as input. By 
default, lowercase characters 
are converted to uppercase. 

Retain trailing blanks in TSP n/a A 
text mode. By default, the 
system inserts a NEW UNE 
after the last nonblank 
characters and drops 
trailing blanks. 

Use packed fonnat for PBN I n/a A 
binary mode. This format 
consists of 4 12-bit columns 
packed into 3 memory words. 
By default, the system puts 
each 12-bit column, right 
justified, in each memory' 
word and uses the leftmost 
4 bits for reader status. 

TlDle out: enable time outs TO A A 
on device. 
Wrap line onto next line if WRP A A 
line is too long (done in 
hardware). 

No NEW UNE: do not append NNL n/a A 
NEW LINE character to end of 
card image. By default, the 
system appends a NEW LINE to 
allow for data-sensitive reads later. 
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Local Area Networks (LANs) 
A Local Area Network (IAN) connects a group of computer systems that are no more than 
a mile from one another. A IAN can inc1ude one vendor's computers (for example, Data 
General's) or the computers of different vendors. A LAN can be very useful-for 
intersystem communication, distnbuted data processing, and transport of software from 
one system to another. Also, Data General computers running AOSNS can support 
mM®-compatible personal computers (PCs) over a LAN. (A LAN can also connect 
terminals to a central computer, as descnbed under "Specifying ITC/l28s (Intel1igent 
TermControllers)" earlier, but from AOSNS's point of view, the connections with the LAN 
appear to be asynchronous lines.) 

Data General supports two software protocols for LANs: X.25 and TCP/IP (Ethernet). 
These protocols are supported by Data General's XTS and TCPIlP network software. XTS 
and TCP/IP can provide communications with other Data General systems running 
AOSNS or the UNIX® operating system; they can also provide communications with 
IBM -compatible personal computers (pes). In a PC network, a Data General computer 
running AOSNS can support PCs just as if they were user terminals. 

Regardless of the network you have, the only network controller you need to identify to 
VSGEN is a Mu1tiprocessor Communications Adapter (MCA). 

Specifying MeA Controllers 
An MCA controller is used in smalllANs with Data General systems that are no more 
than 150 feet apart. Each MCA can handle up to 16 asynchronous lines (nodes). AOSNS 
supports up to two MCAs--device names MCA and MCAI. Internally, an MCA is two 
devices: the transmitter, MCAT(l), and the receiver, MCAR(I). MCAT must be on device 
code 6, and MCAR on device code 7; MCAT1 must be on device code 46, and MCAR1 on 

device code 47. 

VSGEN sees the transmitter and receiver as one device, so the MeA dialog is the shortest 
of all. Simply add a device and type the name. For example, 

Enter Q command: A~ 

Name of device to be added: MeA) 

Enter a command: 

H you have a second MCA, add MCA1 as you did MCA. 
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Other Communications Controllers 
A network controller that's similar to an MCA, but provides IAN communications with 
systems up to 1 mile apart, is the Network Bus Adapter (NBA.), also called an NBS. NBAs 
are supported by Data General's X.2S-based XODIAC/XTS networking software. If you 
have one or more NBAs, you specify them to the XODIAClXTS network generation 
program, not to VSGEN. 

Recently developed alternatives to MCAs and NBAs are ILa; (intelligent LAN controllers, 
for all Data General systems except deskside ECliPSE and MV/4000-series systems, and 
LLQ; (local-bus IAN controllers for deskside ECLIPSE and MV/4000-series systems). 
Some deskside computers (MVnSOO DCX and DC, MV/4000 DC and SC) have LAN 
controllers built into their IOC boards. If you have one of these controllers, identify the 
network controner to the network generation program supplit~d with XODIAC/XTS or 
TCP/IP software. (But if you want an AOSNS system to support personal computers 
through any of these LAN controlleIS, you must specify this to VSGEN in a software 
parameter question, described later in this chapter.) 

To communicate with an mM SNA network, you need DG/SNA software and an intelligent 
synchronous controller (ISC), an MCPl (synchronous controller portion), a local-bus 
synchronous controner (LSC), or a DCU controller. Each of these is driven by SNA 
software, and you identify it to the SNA network generation program, not VSGEN. 

For bisynchronous communications with mM systems, using I)ata General RJESO, 
HASP n, or RCX70 communications software, you need one of the synchronous controllers 
descnbed in the previous paragraph. You also need a bisynchronous specification file; you 
can create such files with the BSCGEN program. BSCGEN is descnbed in "Supporting 
Synchronous Devices," near the end of this chapter. 
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Specifying Battery Backup (BBU) and Auto Restart 
Your MV /Family computer may have a battery for full backup or partial backup. Battery 
backup is part of the default system. If your system has no battery, you can delete BBU. H 
you do have full backup, but don't want auto restart, edit this choice. 

If your computer has either battery, tell VSGEN about it, adding the device named BBU: 

Enter a command: A ~ 

Name of device to be added: BBU ~ 
Full or partial backup IF]: 

If your battery is Model 8746, it provides fujI backup; press NEW liNE for the default If 
the battery provides partial backup, enter P to end the BBU dialog. 

If you specify full backup, VSGEN asks 

Enable auto restor! after power/ail [Y]: 

An answer of yes allows AOSNS to continue normally when power returns after a power 
failure. We recommend that you answer yes by pressing NEW UNE. 

For full backup to work, all of the following must be true: 

• The battery must provide full backup. 

• Power must return before the battery is exhausted. 

• BBU with full backup and auto restart must have been specified to VSGEN (default). 

• The computer LOCK switch (if any) must have been in the ON or LOCK position when 
power went down. 

Handling power failures is descnbed near the end of Chapter 6. 

Proceeding 
Having dealt with the battery backup issue, you're done with the hardware specifications 
for the new system. The next section explains system software parameters that you can take 
defaults for or specify. 

As always, you can display all current system specifications with the Current command, list 
device specifications with the List command, or respecify one or more specifications with 
the Edit command. 
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Specifying System Parameters 

The AOSNS system parameters you can tailor with VSGEN include performance-related 
items (like the number of buffers in the cache), the default program to run at system 
startup, and the number of personal computers to support. VSGEN supplies defaults for 
every parameter. But--even for your first system-you may want to pick values other than 
the defaults. In any case, you should at least examine this section before deciding to take 
the default parameters. To display parameters, use the Current command: enter C. 

To change one or more parameters, use the Parameter commaJlld: enter P. VSGEN then 
asks about the following parameters. As usual, it displays the cu.rrent defaults in brackets. 

Enter a command: P ~ 

Swap [2147483647J 

Size or disk unit for SWAP directory. The original default is 2,147,483,647 disk blocks 
(a block holds 512 bytes). This is more space than AOSNS can ever use; we 
recommend taking the default Details follow this list of parameters. 

Page [2147483647J 

Size or disk unit for PAGE directoty. The default is the same as for Swap. As with 
Swap, we recommend taking the default Details follow this list of parameters. 

Cache [128J 

Number of 512-byte buffers allotted for the system to do its I/O. The original default 
is 128, a good general-purpose value for small systems (4 Mbytes of memory). Larger 
systems may benefit from a higher number. Details follow this list of parameters. 

Minimum number system pageab/e pages 110J 

Number of 2,048-byte pages that the system will try to retain in memoty during 
operation. The default is okay. Details follow this list of parameters. 

Defau/l file element size 14J 

Size of the default file element. A file element is a set of contiguous 512-byte disk 
blocks. The default of 4 blocks is a good general-purpose choice. 

Any user can choose an element size other than the default when he creates a file via 
the CLI command CREAm. So, in most cases, you will not want to change the default 
size. Valid responses are pressing NEW LINE, entering 1, or entering a multiple of 4 
between 4 and 65,532 
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Frequency [10 J 

The frequency, in cycles per second (Hz), of the CPU real -time clock or architectural 
clock. This value defines the granularity for AOSNS timing services, used when 
programs make delay system caUs, run histograms, and the like. (The real time and 
architectural clocks are different from the boot clock; the boot clock maintains the date 
and time when AOSNS isn't running.) The default frequency is 10 Hz. Other choices 
are 100 Hz, 1000 Hz, or the ac line frequency (which is either 50 or 60 Hz). Several 
higher level languages, like AOSNS BASIC, expect the default frequency for their 
time-oriented statements. 

If you want to synchronize with ac line frequency, ask your electric company what the 
frequency is before choosing (if you choose 50 and your ac runs at 60, the clock will run 
fast). If the new system must make frequent timing checks-as in some kinds of process 
control--you might enter 1000 (despite the overhead involved in 1000 interrupts per 
second). 

Access [YES J 

This parameter enables (if you enter Y or press NEW LINE) or disables (if you enter 
N) the AOSNS file access control mechanism. All file security -very important in a 
multiuser system-depends on access control. If you disable access, the multiuser 
environment will work, but every user will be able to access, modify, and delete every 
file in the system. So you wiIl probably want to take the default on this. 

Initial program for PID 2ICU.PRJ 

Normally, when AOSNS starts up, it runs a ell process (called the master CLI 
process) as PID 2 on the system console. This question allows you to specify another 
program for PID 2. If this AOSNS system will support multiple users, the CU is your 
best choice, since it can create the multiuser environment (EXEC) easily. 

The default is 16-bit-the same version used in previous revisions. For information on 
the differences between the two versions, and instructions on choosing the 32-bit 
version, see the description of the description of the prompt Program [:CLIPR] 
change? in the section "Creating the Profiles," in Chapter 5. 

For a special application, you might want to specify one of your own programs, perhaps 
one that creates other processes. Or on a single-user system, where PID 2 needn't 
create any processes, you can choose any program you want (for example, CEO). For 
any program other than the default, you must specify the full pathname, with the .PR 
suffix, from the root directory. The file you specify must exist when you try to start up 
this system; if it doesn't, the system won't run. 

Whenever you shut down the PID 2 process, and confirm your intent to shut down, the 
whole system shuts down. 
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Initial ]PC message for PID 2 [pathname] 

This allows you to specify a file of commands to be executed by the PID 2 (master) 
process when it comes up. The default is no !PC message. If the initial program for 
PID 2 will be CLI.PR (default), you might want to specify the system UP macro 
(: UP.CU) to start EXEC automatically. 

You may want to run the System Management Interface (SMI), a friendly, 
menu -driven program designed to help inexperienced people manage an AOSNS 
system. It's descnbed briefly in "System Management Interface (SMI)," later in this 
chapter, and more extensively in the manual Using the AOS/VS System Management 
Interface (SMI). If you want to run the SMI, type the pathname of the macro that starts 
it (:UITI..:UP _EXEC.CLI). 

To change the default to none, enter [ ]. 

Max program load pages -noncontentWn [n] 

This question, and the next one, can enable the system to load multiple pages into 
memory when a process is created A nondefault answer doesn't do anything. It just 
enables multiple page loading for a program, if specified by the SPRED utility. Details 
follow, in the section "Program Load Pages." 

Max program load pages -coTUention In] 

This question, and the previous one, can enable the system to load multiple pages into 
memory when processes are competing for memory. Details follow, in the section 
"Program Load Pages." 

Fault time prepaging mIlXimum [0] 

This allows you to specify the maximum number of pages a process can read from disk. 
The original default, 0, lets a process read only one pageful (2,048 bytes) at a time. 
Details fol1ow, in the section "Program Load Pages." 

Do you wish to use variable swapfiles IN] 

This question enables variable swap flies, which may shorten swapping time °for large 
processes. If you enter Y, it asks about maximum and default sizes. Details follow, in 
the section "Program Load Pages." 

Do you wish to tnmcate swap files after use IN] 

Truncating swap flies can (temporarily) save disk space by reducing each process's swap 
file size to 0 when the process terminates. However, the swap file will return to its 
original size when a process that's using it swaps. Generally, if you have more than 100 
Mbytes of disk storage, the answer should be No. With less than 100 Mbytes of storage, 
enter Y. 
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Do you wish to truncate page files after use [YJ 

'Ihmcating page files can save disk space by reducing a a process's page file size to 0 
bytes when the process terminates-if the page file has grown larger than a specific size 
(next question). The space saved by truncating page files may last for hours or even 
days, since page files grow only as needed by the process using them. You should enter 
N only if you have ample disk space and if paging performance is critical. If you have 
less than 100 Mbytes of disk storage, the answer should always be Yes. 

Size above which page files will be truncated [2048] 

VSGEN asks this only if you wish to truncate page files (previous question). The 
answer sets the upper limit of page file size. If, when a process terminates, its page file 
exceeds n bytes, the system will truncate the file to 0 bytes. The original default (2,048 
blocks) is a good general-purpose choice. 

If you have less than 100 Mbytes of disk storage, enter O. 

With more than 100 Mbytes of disk, if disk space is not a critical issue, take the default 
(2,048 blocks) by pressing NEW LINE. 

If you want to fine-tune page file size, or if disk space is a critical issue, try the 
fol1owing. Run the system for a while; then examine the page file size in :PAGE (enter 

F/AS :PAGE:+). Thke the average page file size, divide by 512 to convert bytes to disk 
blocks, and run VSGEN again to specify this average number. 

(Although the default page file limit, 2048 blocks, appears vety large, it's deceiving. 
The F/AS command shows byte length to the end offile mark, in the highest block 
number in the file. Many disk blocks before the end of file are not occupied. A page 
fde that appears to use, say, a megabyte is actually using much less space.) 

Lowest priority for group 1 processes [255] 

Process groups are independent of process priority. There are three process groups: 
group 1, high priority; group 2, medium priority (includes user processes); and group 3, 
low priority. Your answers to this question and the next one determine the group into 
which a process of a given priority fans. The details of all this are fairly complex. 
(Process groups are described in ManagingAOS/vs and AOS/VS II) In most cases, you 
don't need to know the details. Things will be simpler if you take the default on this 
Lowest priority question and the next one. The original default for this question is 255. 

Lowest priority for group 2 processes [258 J 

This question sets the range for group 2 processes (between the number in the previous 
question and this number). All processes with a lower priority than this one will run as 
group 3 processes. We suggest the default (the original default is 258). 
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Suppress soft tape error reporting [N] 

A soft tape error is an I/O inconsistency that disappeared in fewer than 13 retries. (H it 
persisted for 13 retries, it would be a hard error.) Normally, soft errors are reported to 
the system console and AOSNS error Jog (:ERROR_LOG). Certain brands of 
magnetic tape can produce many soft error messages. On a hardcopy terminal, printing 
these messages can slow system response. And the messages can be quite annoying on 
any terminal you are trying to use. 

To disable soft tape error reporting on the system console (and to the log file), enter Y; 
otherwise enter N (the original default). A Y response disables only soft tape error 
reporting on the system console. (More than 3 soft tape elTors will be reported to the 
log file.) All disk errors will still be reported on the system console and error log. You 
can control soft tape error logging at runtime, with SYSL()G commands. 

Default system dump device [MTB J 

If serious system errors recur, you may want to ask for help from Data General. To get 
help, you might need to submit a dump of computer memory to Data General. The 
default device for this dump is MTB, but if you don't have an MTB tape unit, you can 
specify a different unit. (You can also identify the memory dump device at runtime, 
should a serious error occur.) You can specify any tape coIltroJler you have (for 
example, MTC, MID, or MTJ). If you have a diskette unilt and want to use diskettes 
for memory dumps, specify a diskette controller (usually ])Pl1). 

Maximum numberofprocesses [255J 

On most systems, the default of 255 processes is enough. But, on a large system, you 
might want to specify more than 255. Details follow in the :section "Maximum Number 
of Processes. " 

Do you wish to use the System Ma1UJgement Interface [NJ 

The System Management Interface is an easy-to-use, menu -driven program for 
managing AOSNS. You can select it (instead of the default, the CLI) by entering Y. If 
you answer Y, you will also need to specify an initial IPC file for PIO 2 (the pathname 
is :UTIL:UP _EXEC.CLI).Details are in the section "System Management Interface 
(SMI)," later in this chapter. 

Default offset from GMT [O:OOJ 

GMT is Greenwich mean time (universal time). Setting this is useful only if your 
system will communicate with another computer system in a different time zone. If you 
specify no offset, files (and documents) created on your system win be sent to other 
systems using your system's timestamp. This means, for example, that a document sent 
to Paris from your system at 10:00 a.m. will arrive with the postmark of 10:00 a.m., 
although it was sent at 4:00 p.m. Paris time. 
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You can specify this offset either at VSGEN for a tailored system, or for any AOSNS 
system at startup (via a bootstrap program or the Thchnical Maintenance Menu). The 
offsets are independent; if you specify -4:00 to VSGEN and -4:00 at startup, the 
offset wiD remain -4:00 (not -8:00 or 0:(0), regardless of the AOSNS system you run. 

To specify no offset-skip the issue-press NEW LINE. Otherwise, find out the 
number of hours (and fractions of an hour, if this applies) your time zone is from 
Greenwich mean time. The offset decreases with distance West from Greenwich, 
England. The 014-series "Starting" manual supplied with your computer includes a 
table with GMT offsets from different places. 'lYPe the number of hours and minutes to 
add ( + or - ) to Greenwich mean time to equal local time. 

For example, if the new system will run in New York City during Eastern Standard 
TlDle, you would enter -5:00. 

System will automatically boot with defaults [YJ 

As part of the initialization process for systems not running with the System 
Management Interface (SMI) enabled, the system would prompt Override default specs? 
and wait indefinitely for someone to answer. The system manager or operator could 
respond by pressing NEW liNE to accept the default answer, No, or by typing Y and 
pressing NEW LINE to change specifications. The system would come up after a 
time-out delay of 45 seconds. This question lets you choose whether the boot 
sequence will pause at the prompt Override default specs? for a predetermined amount 
of time and then continue automaticaIJy, or wait indefinitely for someone to answer the 
question. 

If you want AOSNS initialization to proceed automatically (that is, bring the system up 
without operator intervention), press NEW UNE to accept the default answer, Yes. 
AOSNS will pause a predetermined amount of time (set by the next question), and 
then continue the boot sequence. If you want someone present at system initialization 
to answer the question Override default specs?, answer N and press NEW LINE. If you 
answer Y, the system displays the next prompt. 

Specify number of seconds to wait before booting [30J 

If you answer Y to the prompt System will automatically boot with default, you must set a 
limit for the time-out delay for the prompt Override default specs? before the system 
completes the boot sequence. Press NEW LINE to accept the default value of 30 
seconds. Or, type a number from one second through 32,767 seconds (9.1 hours) and 
press NEW LINE. 
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System will automatically re-boot after coming down [N] 

If you shut a system down normally it would require someone to start it up manually. 
This question lets you shut a system down normally and have it reboot itself after a 
predetermined time limit. This option is useful when you want to cycle the system in 
order to bring up new, modified, or patched system sofiw-dI'e. This option will not work 
if the CPU is halted or if there has been a file system panic, which requires running 
FIXUP. 

If you answer No (the default) by pressing NEW LINE, the system will not attempt to 
reboot automatically and will skip the next two or three questions. If you want the 
system to reboot itself automatically, type Y and press NEW LINE. If you answer Yes, 
the system will display the following prompts. 

Specify number of seconds to wait before re-booting [30] 

If you answer Y to the preceding question, System will automatically re-boot after 
coming down, you must set a limit for the amount of time the system waits before 
rebooting itself. Press NEW LINE to accept the default value of 30 seconds. Or, type a 
number from one second through 32,767 seconds (9.1 hours) and press NEW LINE. 

System wiJI auto1TlllticaO.y bypass system memory dump [N] 

Before AOSNS Revision 7.68, following a system failure, AOSNS would prompt at the 
system console for a memory dump (for example, to submit a Software 1rouble Report 
or SlR). This question, asked only if you choose to have the system reboot itself 
automatically, lets you skip the dump question entirely or set a limit to the time the 
system wiD prompt someone to mount a tape or insert a diskette for a dump. 

If you want th°e system to prompt the operator to mount a tape or insert a diskette for a 
memory dump, press NEW LINE to accept the default answer, No. Or, if you want the 
system to wait for someone to mount a tape or insert a diskette, but skip the dump if 
no one responds in a given amount of time, type Y and press NEW LINE. If you 
answer Yes, the system displays the next prompt. 

Specify number of seconds to wait before bypassing dump [600 J 

Press NEW LINE to accept the default, 600 seconds (ten minutes), or type a number 
(one second through 32,767 seconds) and press NEW LINE. Following this interval, 
AOSNS will reboot even though no one has taken a memory dump. If you answered 
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If you answered Yes to the System will automatically bypass system memory dump prompt, 
the system displays the following prompt. 

System will autonuztically dump system memory {NJ 

VSGEN lets you set up an automatic memory dump to tape that requires no operator 
intelVention (provided you keep a tape mounted on the system dump device). If the 
system did not come down for a reason that requires FIXUP to run, the system reboots 
automatically when the dump is finished. On systems running preinstalled AOSNS, 
FIXUP runs automatically and the system reboots automatically. If you do not want the 
system to dump automatically, press NEW LINE. If you want the system to dump 
automatically, type Y and press NEW LINE. If you answer Yes, the system displays the 
following prompt 

Specify number of seconds to wait before dumping {30 J 

Press NEW LINE to accept the default, 30 seconds, or type a number (one second 
through 32,767 seconds) and press NEW LINE. Following this interval, AOSNS dumps 
memoty to tape. 
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Swapping and Paging in AOSNS 
AOSNS is a vinual memory, demand -paged system. Virtual memory means that memory is 
a composite of main memory and disk memory. Demand-paged means that it adds a page 
of memory to each process's total memory allotment (called its working set) when the 
process demands another page. A page of memory is 2,048 bytc~s. 

The SWAP and PAGE directories are the disk component of AOSNS virtual memory. 
They are critical to its operation. 

Processes and Working Sets 
AOSNS runs each program as a process, with its own process ID (PID). A process starts 
with a certain number of pages of virtual memory-its initial working set. When it needs 
more pages (perhaps to execute a routine that isn't in memory), a page fault occurs; 
AOSNS then allots an additional page of memory to the process's working set AOSNS 
then reads needed information from disk into the page. The theoretical limit on the 
number of pages in a process's working set exceeds 1,OOO,OOO-providing a limit of 2 billion 
bytes for a process's logical total size. 

There can be many processes-up to 1,024-all running simultaneously. 

Memory contention occurs when all currently active processes (including the AOSNS system 
and its peripheral manager) desire a working set larger than th~~ computer's main (Physical) 
memory. Memory contention can occur much of the time. 

In "light" memory contention, AOSNS resolves the situation by removing inactive pages 
from processes and keeping them on disk in directory PAGE. The processes' initial working 
sets remain in memory. Later, if demanded, the pages are restored to the processes' 
working sets. Because the number of pages involved varies, the files used to keep the pages 
vary in size. In directory PAGE, AOSNS creates a page file for each new process ID as the 
process is created. Later, it attempts to reuse these files, matching the tue's size to the 
number of pages it expects the process to use. 

In "heavy" memory contention, AOSNS removes whole processes (selecting blocked 
processes first), and keeps them in directory SWAP. Later it restores them to main memory. 
The file in which it keeps each process is a contiguous file of 512 disk blocks (each disk 
block is 512 bytes). As with PAGE, AOSNS creates a swap file for each new process ID as 
the process is created. The file size is constant unless you enable variable swap files 
( described below). 

AOSNS creates and manages the SWAP and PAGE directories automatically. They are 
really part of memory; AOSNS relies on them and uses them extensively. If AOSNS runs 
out of space in either one, it may fail (panic). The default maximum sizes have been made 
very large to prevent AOSNS from running out of space. However, the large sizes won't 
prevent problems if the LDU that holds SWAP and PAGE fills up. 

Files in SWAP and PAGE can be deleted by superusers to save space; but the system will 
recreate them as it needs them. After anyone deletes files in these directories, AOSNS 
should be shut down and brought up again, so that it can reinitialize the directories. 

Generally, you will not want to delete page files. But you might do so in a situation where a 
very large process (like a batch job) runs at night-requiring a llarge page file-and where 
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interactive user processes, which generally need smaller page files, run during the day. You 
might delete the large page files after the batch job runs to make more room for the smaller 
daytime page files. 

Using an LDU for the SWAp, PAGE, or BOTH Directories 
Whenever light memory contention occurs, there is some I/O to the PAGE directory. 
During heavy contention, there is significant I/O to the SWAP directory. H these 
directories remain on the system root disk (as is the default), they may produce an I/O 
bottleneck during memory contention. You can reduce the likelihood of such an I/O 
bottleneck-ifyou can afford the disk space-by designating an IDU for both the SWAP 
and PAGE directories, or by designating an LDU for each one. Ideally, use an LDU whose 
controller differs from the system disk controller. 

To create an LOU for both directories, use the Disk Formatter to format a DPJ or DPF 
disk with the LDU filename of BOTH (you must use this name), and give this LDU an 
access control list of + E-as described in Chapter 8. Then, to VSGEN, specify this disk 
unit name to both the Swap and Page questions. For example, if your LDU named BOTH is 
unit DPJI0, you'd say to VSGEN: 

Swap lde/aldt]: DPJ10~ 
Page ldefault]: DPJ10) 

When the new AOSNS system comes up, it will automatically create and maintain control 
point directories with patbnames :SWAP and :PAGE on the LOU named BOTII. LDU 
Bam is not restricted to the SWAP and PAGE directories; you can put other directories 
on it asweU. 

Under some circumstances, you may want to give the SWAP or PAGE directory, or each 
one, its own WU. To do this, use the Disk Formatter to create an IDU with the LOU 
name SWAP or PAGE, and give this LOU an access control Jist of + E. Then, during 
VSGEN or when you initialize AOSNS, specify the pertinent disk unit name to the Swap 
and Page questions as above. 

N01E: Unlike BOnI, an LDU you use for SWAP or PAGE cannot hold other 
directories. 

You can. override the VSGEN default specifications for both SWAP and PAGE when you 
bring up any AOSNS system, as shown in Chapter 6. 
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Cache of Buffers 
Your answer to the Cache question sets the number of system buffers. These are 512-byte 
buffers that the system uses for internal I/O. The valid range is 58 through 2048. If your 
system will have a lot of free memory (as it might if it will run only a few processes), a large 
number of buffers can help cut down on disk requests. But if 1here will be a lot of 
processes, and/or memory contention, swapping will occur anyway; and you might want to 
specify fewer buffers to free memory for active processes. 

For your first system you will generally want to take the default, 128, which is suitable for a 
system with 4 Mbytes of memory. For a larger system, try 256 .or higher-1024 or 2048. The 
ideal buffer figure will depend on your system load, the kind of things the system does, and 
your hardware; you can time typical application programs to determine it. Or, you can use 
the AOSNS Performance Package to determine optimal vaJuc~s. 

As with the Swap and Page specifications, you can override th~~ Cache specification when 
you bootstrap the system. This makes it easy to alter the buffe:r cache for testing; simply 
reboot the system, override default specifications, and enter tile new cache size. 

System Pageable Pages 
AOSNS uses pages in its own operation. Your answer to the Minimum number system 
pageable pages question sets the number of pages AOSNS win try to keep resident in main 

• memory (its own working set). The valid range is 4 to 99 pages; the default is 10. 

If memory contention wiD be light, you may want to specify a large number of pages here. 
This will keep less frequently used system code resident, which may allow processes to run 
faster. 

If memory contention wiD be moderate or heavy, you may want to specify a lower figure 
and free the memory for active processes. Ideally, system load will be set up to be 
consistent, and programs that use similar types of calls will be nlD simultaneously. But this 
requires a lot of experience to implement, and generally you can take the default. This 
specification can't be overridden at system startup. 

Program Load Pages 
Normally, when a process is created, its working set has only a few pages (nominally 0). 
Your answerS to the Max program load pages questions set the maximum number of pages 
that can be loaded as the working set when a process is created. For program loading to 
occur, someone must run the SPRED (Selective Prea,mble Editor) utility and descnbe the 
page boundaries. 

Even if you specify a nonzero answer (say 50), multiple pages won't be loaded before 
SPRED runs. If you take the default (0), multiple page loads c:annot occur even if SPRED 
specifies them. Regardless of your answer, and what is done with SPRED, existing 
programs will run. Using SPRED is described in Managing AOS/vs and AOS/vs II. 

Program loading of multiple pages can be useful in situations where programs use many 
unshared pages-it's faster to load most (or all) of the needed pages when the process is 
created than to load the pages in later. 
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The state of memolY contention may influence your choice of maximums. For example, you 
might want to allow a fairly large maximum when memory is free (noncontention), and 
allow only a smaIJ (or 0) maximum in contention situations. 

Multiple Pages on Faults (Fault time prepaging maximum) 
Normally, when a process needs information that isn't in memolY, it takes a page fault; the 
system finds a page, adds it to the working set, and reads needed information into the page. 

The Fault time prepaging 11UlXimum question can let the system add multiple pages to a 
working set when a process takes a page fault. Having a process do this can be useful when 
you know the process will usually need more than one page when it takes a fault Like the 
Max program load pages question, this question on1y enobles a feature; the actual number of 
pages to be added must be specified with the SPRED utility., 

Variable Swap Files 
During memory contention, sometimes a process must be swapped to disk. If the process' 
working set has grown while the process was running, the swap file might not be large 
enough to hold the working set. H this happens, the system must strip pages from the 
working set until it fits in the swap file. Later, when the process swaps back in, it may need 
the stripped pages back, and take many page faults to get them. 

These operations take a lot of time. You can shorten this time by setting up a large swap 
file for each process that you expect will acquire a large working set, and then get swapped 
out Like the two previous questions, this only sets a maximum. For a nondefault swap file 
size, someone must run SPRED on the program's .PR file. 

Neither allowing variable swap files nor specifying a large swap file will prevent or in1ubit a 
program from running. The only negative aspect is the loss of disk space. 

The default maximum swap file size is 126 pages. The default swap file size for all processes 
not given a custom size (with SPRED) is also 126 pages. 
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Maximum Number of Processes 
The default maximum number of processes is 255. Your answE~r to the Maxinuun lUlmber of 
processes question sets the maximum number of processes the new system can run. As a 
general rule, CLI users who may also use CEO need an average of three and a half 
processes. CEO-only users need an average of two and a half processes. So-assuming 
twenty or so system processes-the default of 255 processes is enough for about 65 CLI 
users or 90 CEO-only users simultaneously. 

On most computers, 255 processes is enough. But on an MV/20000 or MV/10000, you may 
want to run more-or fewer-than 255 (the allowable range is 16 through 1,024). If so, type 
the number of processes you want. For example, you might enter 500. 

Specifying more than 255 processes doesn't mean you must run more than 255-it just: 
allows the system to do so. VSGEN lets you specify up to 1,024 processes. 

To allow a process to run with a PID above 255, you may need to edit the pertinent 
program file( s) with the SPRED editor. Also, there are issues lrelating to PID size that: you 
should understand. These issues are explained in the performa,nce chapter of Managing 
AOS/vs a"dAOS/vs H. 

System Management Interface (SMI) 
The System Management Interface (SMI) is an easy-to-use, menu-driven program that 
allows you to perform various EXEC and CLI system management functions. Some of 
these system management functions, such as controlling printers and backing up or 
restoring personal files, are available to all users on the system. Other functions are 
restricted to users who have the System Manager privilege in their user profiles. 

If you choose (or decide to try) the System Management Interface, you must specify, as an 
initial IPC file for PID 2, the file : UTIL:UP _ EXEC.CU. (Othl~rwise, VSGEN will give you 
an error.) For more information about the SMI, see the manuell Using the AOS/vs System 
Management Interface (SMI). 

Continuing 

When you have specified the parameters you want, you might want to review the whole 
system again with the Current command. If any device is wrong, fIX it with the Edit 
command; or, in worst case, delete the device with Delete and add it again. 

Then continue. 
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Building the System and Finishing. Up 

You have specified y~ur system devices and parameters to VSGEN. Only a few steps 
remain. At the end of this section, in Figures 4-8 and 4-9, are sample VSGEN sessions. 

Naming the System (Name Command) 
Having specified the CPU and a11 your devices and parameters, name the system. The 
name can be any valid AOSNS filename, 1 to 32 alphanumeric and special characters: ?, ~ 
$, and period (.). 'lly to create a descriptive and memorable name, because-until you 
make it the default systelll--fou'll have to type its fun pathname to bring it up. 

If the name you choose is the same as the name of any existing system, the new system files 
will replace the old ones (after VSGEN asks for confirmation). Generally, having the new 
system files replace the old ones is is a good idea; it keeps the number of system fiJes to a 
minimum and conserves disk space. (However, if you're generating a system for a special 
purpose, give it a unique name.) 

If you want to retain the old system files, make sure the name of the new system differs in 
the first 12 characters. (1bis is needed because VSGEN creates very long temporary 
filenames, which might conflict with existing names if the first 12 characters are the same). 

If your system will be one of a group of systems, you might choose the role it will serve as 
its name; for example, MSIS _ 01. Similarly, if it will be part of a network, you can use the 
hostname it will have in the network. 

To name it, use the N command: 

Enter a comnuuul: N ~ 

Enter new system name [none]: 

'JYpe the new name, for example: 

Enter a comnumd: 

N01E: If you will want this to be the default system, be sure to make it the default 
system, as explained later under "Making the 1ai1ored System the Default 
System." This is necessary even if you assign it the same name here as the 
existing default system. 
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Creating the Specification File (Spec Command) 
Until you type a Spec (or Build) command, the work you've done with VSGEN remains 
only in computer memory. To save it on disk (in files sys.CSF and sys.SSF), use the Spec 
command (create a specification file). (The Build command, next, also writes the system to 
disk, so you need not use Spec if you're going to build immediately.) Enter S to build a 
specification file: 

Enter a command: S ~ 

Creating specification file 

Enter a command: 

If the system you've configured has conflicting or invalid parameters, VSGEN will not 
create the specification file; instead it will display an error message and ask for a command. 
Fix the specification by adding or editing the appropriate controller; then use the Spec 
command again. 

If a tile named sys.CSF already exists in directory :SYSGEN, VSGEN will ask if you want 
to write over it (delete it and replace it with the new one). To overwrite, enter Y; to save the 
old file, enter N, use the N command to specify another name for the new system, and use 
the Spec command again. 

At this point, all your efforts are saved on disk. You can leave VSGEN and execute it again 
later with the X VSGEN/BATCH =.sys command, and have it build a system. 

If you want to build a system now, proceed. To leave VSGEN without building a system, 
skip to the Quit command. If you have loaded a new AOSNS :revision or update, and need 
to build a new AOSNS system to incorporate the changes, quit VSGEN now (using the Q 
command) and go to the section, "Updating the New System." 

Building the System (Build Command) 
To build the current specification into a tailored AOSNS system, use the Build command. 
VSGEN will verify the configuration and notify you if it isn't valid. If it is valid, VSGEN 
will try to create a specification file, and then build a system. 

I~ when you type the B command, a ftle with the name sys.SSF already exists, VSGEN will 
ask if you want to write over it. Here, this will occur because you already created the 
specification file. If you answer Yes, VSGEN will delete system files with the old name and 
create new ones in their places. 

For example: 

Enter a command: B ~ 
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A spec file with this name already exists 
Shall I write over it? IN] Y ~ 
Creating specification file 
Do you want to save TMP files? [Y] ~ 

System build in progress 
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VSGEN invokes first the macroassembler (MASM), and then the Link utility, to build the 
system. This takes several minutes. (For an explanation of TMP fiJes, see 'Dible 4-1, near 
the beginning of the chapter.) Soon, you'll see the message 

System build completed 

Enter a COmmllnd: 

The tailored system is ready. Go to the next section. 

If the build doesn't work and you see an error message, leave VSGEN by entering Q. Look 
a~ the working directory by entering the the CLI command DIRECTORY; the directory 
should be :SYSGEN. Then view your search list by entering SEARCHUST; the search list 
should include :UTIL If the working directory and search list are not what they should be, 
enter the commands SEARCHLIST :UTJL and DIRECTORY :SYSGEN to set them. Then 
type 

Su)XVSGEN/SAVSBATCH=~s~ 

to build another system from the specification file. H the working directory or search list is 
not the problem, type the sys.KS._ OUI:pid 'IMP file (described in Thble 4-1) to check for 
other errors. 

Quitting VSGEN (Quit Command) 
The new system has been built, but is still waiting in the wings. To try it, you'll need to leave 
VSGEN, shut down the current system, and bootstrap the new tailored system. To leave 
VSGEN,type 

Enter a command: Q ~ 
Su) 

If you try to quit VSGEN without typing a Spec or Build command, VSGEN warns you, as 
foUows: 

You have not cretlted a spec file for the current ~stem 
Do }'Ou wish to create a spec file? [Y}: 

1b save the work you've done (if any) during this VSGEN session, press NEW LINE for 
the default. Then type a specification file name as described under "Creating the 
Specification File (Spec Command)." To leave VSGEN without creating a specification file, 
enter N. 

You're back in the CLI. 
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Updating the New System 

With your tailored AOSNS system built, it's time to apply the update (Data 
General-supplied corrections caJled patches) to it. The update supplied with AOSNS 
must have been installed as described in Chapter 2 or 3 (for your first AOSNS system) or 
Chapter 7 (if you have installed an update or new release of AOSNS). 

Updating your tailored system is easy. With Superuser on, makc~ :UPDATE the working 
directory; and then run the Update tool. Use the form UPOATE:/REV=update-rev 

I system-pathname. For example, if update-rev is 7. 70 and the system pathname is 
:SYSGEN:MSIS_Ol.PR, type 

Su) OIR :UPOATEl 

I Su) UPOATE/REV=7.70 :SYSGEN:MSIS_01.PR~ 

If the system filename differs from the configuration filename (as it might if the 
configuration file contains information for more than one host), you must use the 
ICONFIG= switch when you run the Update tool. For example, assume configuration file 
GENERALCONFIG defines HOSTA and MSIS_Ol, the system pathname you want to 

I update is HOSTA.PR, and the update is 7.70. You would type 

Su) UPDATE/REV = 7. 70/CONFIG =:SYSGEN:GENERALCONFIG :SYSGEN:HOSTA.PR ~ 

The Update tool now updates the system file (it runs VSGEN and patches the system file). 
If you receive an error message, see the section "Update Errors" in Chapter 7. 

If you don't know which is the latest update, you can Jist update revisions by entering 
I FILES/ASSORT/S :UPDATE:*.**. The number that appears last (for example, 7.70) is the 

latest update revision. 

You're done. However, the update changes will not take effect until you shut the system 
down and bring it up again, which is descnbed in the major section "Testing the New 
System." 

VSGEN Example 

For a concise summary of a simple VSGEN session with an MVn800 system, see Figure 
4-8. This session creates a system with a OPJ (not DPF) disk controller, a 16-line lAC 
(with input and output flow control), a line printer, and several nonstandard software 
parameters. 

For a session with an MV/20000with DPJ disks on the second IOC, two lACs (one with 
modem lines), and quite a few nonstandard software parameters, see Figure 4-9. 
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) SEARCHUST :U1lL ) 
) DIR :SYSGEN 1 
) SUPERUSER ON 1 
Su) XEQ VSGEN 1 

Welcome to VSGEN - - 1jpe H for help 

Enter a commond: H 1 

... ('lext of Help message) ... 

Enter a command: M 1 
Enter new model [MVI8000): MV/7800 ) 

Enter a commond: N 1 
Enter new system name [none]: MSIS_01 1 

Enter a commond: A 1 

Name of device to be added: LPB 1 
Device code [17J: ~ 

Enter a commond: A ~ 

Name of device to be added: DPJ1 ) 
Device code [64J: ) 

Enter a command: C 1 

... (Text of current system description) ... 

Enter a command: 0 1 

Name of device to delete: DPF ) 
DPF has been deleted 

Enter a command: E 1 
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Name of device to edit: CONO ) 
Default terminal [CRT3]: TTY ) 
Warning: Changing the defaUlt terminal can alter the default values of 
several of the ensuing prompts! 
Do you want to change those defaults? {NO}: Y l 
TenninaI type {HARDCOPY]: ) 

Fzgu.re 4-8 VSGEN Session for an MV17800 Computer System (continued) 
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Terminal description [TJY or hardcopy (printing) terminalJ: ~ 
Input buffer length [256): 1 
Output buffer length [256): 1 
Lines per page [30J: 1 
Characters per line [72 J: 1 
Break key function [BINARY]: 1 
Data Bits [8J: ~ 
Stop bits [IJ: ~ 
Parity [NONEJ: 1 
Clock rate [OJ: 1 
These characteristics are selected: EOC, NAS, ST, ULC, WR.P 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): ) 

Enter a command: A 1 

Name of device to be added: lAC 1 
Device code [65J: 1 
Base line number [0): ) 
lAC device type [??J: 24 ) 

Do you wish to add line groups to this device? [YJ ) 

There tm! no line groups defined for lAC. 
These lines are undefined: 0-23 

You may: (C) CREATE a line group. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: C ) 

Please specify the following parameters: 
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Free-form group name: CRT3.01 ) 
Default terminal [CRT3 J: ) 
TermUUlI type [ASCIIJ: 1 
Terminal description [DGC D200compatible terminalJ: ) 
Input buffer length [128J: 1 
Output buffer length [128 J: ~ 
Lines per page [24): ) 
ChI1racters per line [80): ) 
Break key function [BINARY): ) 
Data Bits [8J: 1 
Stop bits [1 J: 1 
Parity [NONE]: 1 

Figure 4-8 VSGEN Session for an MV/7800 Computer System (continued) 
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Clock rate [OJ: 1 
These characteristics are selected: EOC, ST, ULC 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): 1 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES}: Y ) 

Specify lines to add to group {CRT3.01}: 0-2 ) 
Lines 0-2 were added to group {CRT3.01} producing 0-2. 

This line group is defined for lAC: 0-2. 
These lines are undefined: 3 -23. 

You may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the cIulracteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW aD line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: a ~ 

Do you want to save your chonges? [YES J: Y ) 
Saved 

Enter a COmmtlnd: P 1 
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Swap [2147483647]: 1 
Page [2147483647J: ~ 
Cache [128]: ~ 
Minimum number system pageable pages [10}: 1 
Default file element size [4]: ) 
Frequency [10}: ) 
Access [YES]: ~ 
Initial program for PID 2 [CUPR]: 1 
InitialIPC message for PID 2[}: Up.cu 1 
Max. program load pages -noncontention [OJ: 40 1 
Max program load pages -contention [0): 1 
Fault time prepaging maximum [OJ: 20 1 
Do you wish to use variable swapfi/es [N}: Y 1 
Maximum swapfile size {126}: 512 1 
Default swapfiIe size {126J: ~ 
Do you wish to Inmcate swap files after use [NJ: ) , 
Do you wish to tnmcate page files after use [YJ: .. 
Size above which page files will be t7uncated [2048J: 1 
Lowest priority for group 1 processes {255 J: 1 
Lowest priority for group 2 processes f258J: 1 
Suppress soft tape error reporting {NJ: ) 
Default system dump device fMTB J: 1 
Maximum number of processes {255J: 1 

Figure 4 -8 VSGEN Session for an MV17800 Computer System (continued) 
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Do you wish to use the System Management Interface [N]: 1 
Default offsetfrom GMT [0:00): -5:00 ) 

System will automaticaUy boot with defaults [Y}: N ~ 

System will automatically re-boot after coming down [N]: ~ 

Enter a command: B ~ 

Creating specification file 

Do you want to save TMP files? [YJ 

System build in progress 

System build completed 

Enter a command: Q ~ 

Fzgure 4-8 VSGEN Session for an MV/7800 Computer System (concluded) 
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) SEARCHUST :UTll ) 
) OIR :SYSGEN ) 
) SUPERUSER ON ) 
Su) XEa VSGEN ) 

Welcome to VSGEN - - 'JYpe H for help 

Enter a command: H ) 

... (Text of HELP) ... 

Enter a command: M ) 
Enter new model [MVI8000J: MV/20000 

Enter a command: C ~ 

... ('lext of current system description) _. 

Enter a command: l ~ 

Name of device to be listed: DPJ ~ 

... (Description of controller DPJ) _. 

Enter a command: A ~ 

Name of device to be added: DPJ1 ) 
Device code [64J: 1 

Enter a command: A ) 

Name of device to be added: DPJ2 ~ 
Device code I??J: 126 ) (Device code 26, attached to second IOC) 

Enter a command: C ) 

... (Text of current system description) ... 

Enter a command: A ) 

Name of device to be added: lAC ) 
Device code 165 J: ) , 
Base line number 10 J: ~ 
lAC device type I??J: 24 ) 
VT100 terminal support? [YJ: N ~ 
Asian language support? [NONEJ: ) 

Do you wish to add line groups to this device? fYJ ) 

There are no line groups defined for lAC. 
These lines are undefined: 0-23 

You may: (C) CREATE a line group. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: C ) 

Figure 4-9 A VSGEN Session for an MV/20000 (continued) 
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Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-form group name: CATS ~ 
Default terminal [CRT3 ]: CRT6 ~ 
Terminal type (GRAPHICS): ~ 
Terminal description (DGC D470 compatible graphics terminal): ~ 
Input buffer length (I28): ~ 
Output buffer length (I28]: 1 
Linesperpage (24): 1 
Characters per line (80]: ~ 
Break key function [BINARY]: 1 
Data Bits [8]: ~ 
Stop bits [1]: ~ 
Parity [NONE]: ~ 
Clock rate [0): ~ 
These characteristics are selected: EOC, ST, ULC, WRP 
Enterchoices (or NEWLINE when done): IFC" OFC ~ 
These characteristics are selected: EOC, IFC, OFC, ST, ULC, WRP 
Enterchoices (orNEWUNE when done): ~ 
Do you want to add lines to this group? [YES): Y ~ 
Specify lines to add to group {CRT6}: 0-23 ~ 
Lines 4-16 were added to group {CRT6} producing 4-16. 

These line groups are defined for lAC: 0-23. 
These lines are undefined: 24 

You may:, (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) liST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a: line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOWaU line groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editing for this device. 

Enter choice: A ~ 

Name of device to be added: IAC1 ~ 
Device code [50): ~ 
Base line number [0): 24 ~ 
lAC device type [??): 8 1 
lAC split baud rate [NONE): ~ 
VT100 terminal support? [Y): N ~ 
Asian language support? [NONE): ~ 

Do you wish to add lille grOllpS to this device? ('f): Y ~ 

There are no line groups definedfor IAC1. ~ 
These lines are undefined: 0-7. 

You may: (C) CREATE a line group. 
(M) MODIFY defaull lenninal types. 
(Q) QUIT li,ze group editingfor this device. 

Enter choice: C 1 

Figure 4-9 A VSGEN Session for an MV/20000 (continued) 
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Please specify the following parameters: 
Free-form group name: CRT3 ) 
Default terminal [CRT3 J: ) 
Terminal type [ASCIIJ: ) 
Terminal description [DGC D200 compatible tenninalJ: ) 
Input buffer length [128 J: ) 
Output buffer length [128 J: ) 
Lines per page [24 J: ) 
Characters per line [80 J: ) 
Break key function [BINARY]: ) 
Data Bits [8 J: ) 
Stop bits [lJ: ) 
Parity [NONEJ: ) 
Baud rate [OJ: 1200 ) 
These clulracteristics are selected: EOC, ST, ULe, WRP 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): MOD, MRI, SFF, RAF, RAe, NAS, 

EOL, RAT, UCO, FF, EOS, FKT, ESC, PBN, TSP, TO, NRM, PM ) 
PBN ignored. 
TSP ignored. 
These clulracteristics are selected: EOC, EOS, EOL, ESC, FE, FIa; MOD, MRI 

NAS, NRM, PBN, PM, RAe, RAE, RAT, SFF, ST, TQ TSp, UCo, ULC, WRP 
Enter choices (or NEWLINE when done): ~ 
TCCtimervalue [40000J: ) 
TCD timer value [5OOOJ: ) 
TDW timer value [1000]: ) 
THC timer value [2000]: ) 
TLT timer value [2000]: ~ 
Do you want 10 add lines to this group? [YES]: Y ) 
Specify lines 10 add to group {CRT3}: 0 1 ) 
Lines 0-1 were added to group {CRT3} producing 0-1. 

This line group is defined for lACl: 0-1 
These lines are undefined.· 2-7 

lbu may: (C) CREATE or (K) KILL a line group. 
(L) LIST or (E) EDIT the characteristics of a line group. 
(A) ADD lines to, of (D) DELETE lines from a line group. 
(S) SHOW alllUle groups for this device. 
(M) MODIFY default terminal types. 
(Q) QUIT line group editingfor this device. 

Enter a command: A ) 

Name of device 10 be added: LPB ) 
Device code [17J: ) 

Enter a command: A ) 
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Name of device to be added: LPE 1 
Device code [17J: ) 
megal response 

Figure 4-9 A VSGEN Session for an MV/20000 (continued) 
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I 

17 is already in use ) 
Device code (17): 57 1 

Enter choice: a 1 

Do you want to save yOUT changes? [YES J: Y 1 
Saved 

Enter a command: E ) 

Name of device to edit: BBU ) 
Full or partial backup {F}: ) 
Enable auto restart after powerfail [Y): ) 

Enter a command: P 1 

Swap [2147483647): BOTH/DPJ12 ~ (DPJ12 is an LOU named BOm) 
Page [2147483647J: BOTHIDPJ12 ~ (DPJl2: is an LDU named BOm) 
Cache [128J: 512 1 
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Minimum number system pageable pages [10J: 5() ) 

Default file element size [4}: ) 
Frequency [10): ~ 

Access [YES): 1 
Initial program for PID 2 [CLI.PR): ) 
InitialIPC message for PID 2 [I: ) 
Max program load pages -noncontention [0): 51.2 ) 
Max program load pages -contention [0): 128 1 
Fault time prepaging maximum [0): 32 ) 
Do you wish to lise variable swapfiles [N): ) 
Do you wish to tnmcate swap files after use [N): 1 
Do you wish to truncate page files after use [Y): 1 
Size above which page files will be truncated [2048}: 1 
Lowest priority for group 1 processes [255}: ) 
Lowest priority for group 2 processes {258}: 1 
Suppress soft tape error reporting {N}: ) 
Default system dump device {MTB}: .) 
Maximum number of processes (255): 400 ~ 
Do you wish to use the System Management Intelface {N}: ) 
Default offsetfrom GMT {O:OO}: -8:00 1 
System will automatically boot with defaulls {Y J.: ~ 

Specify number of seconds to wait before booting 130 J: 1 
System will automatically re-boot after coming down {N}: Y 1 
Specify number of seconds to wait before re-booting {30}: ~ 
System will automatically bypass system memory dump IN}: Y ~ 
Specify number 0/ seconds to wait before bypassing dump [600}: ) 

Figure 4-9 A VSGEN Session/or an MV/20000 (continued) 
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Enter a command: N ~ 
Enter new system name (none]: MSIS _ 02 1 

Enter a command: B ) 

Creating specification file 

Do you want to save TMP files? [YJ ~ 

System build in progress 

System build completed 

Enter a command: a 1 

Su) 

Run the update tool to update the new system file (here, MSIS 02). 

Frgure 4-9 A VSGEN Session for an MV/20000 (concluded) 
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Testing the New System 

To test the new system, first shut down the current system. (If the multiuser environment is 
up, make sure all users are logged off first). '!YPe 

Su) BYE~ 
Do you really want to slwt the system down? Y) 

Starting system shutdown date time 

System shutdown 
SCP-CLI> 

Boot from disk: 

SCP-CLI> RESET~ 
SCP-CLI> BOOT 24~ (Or BOOT 27 for DPI~-type disks) 

The bootstrap program displays the Operating System Load JMenu: 

Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately with operating system load 
2 Enter the Technical Maintenance Menu 

Enter choice [1]: 

From the operating system load menu, select choice 2 by entering 2. Depending on your 
computer, the bootstrap program may display the Technical Maintenance Menu; or it may 
ask the date, time, and offset from GMT. 

If it asks Date (MMIDD!YY)?, type today's date. For example, for November 22, 1992, enter 11 
22 92. To answer Tune (HH:MM:SS)?, type the time, using a 24-hour clock. 
For example, for 4:30 p.m., enter 16 30. To answer the Offset question, enter O. 

The bootstrap program displays the Technical Maintenance Menu: 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

6 Run a specified program 

Enter choice [1]: 

From the Technical Maintenance Menu, select choice 6 by entering 6. The program asks 

Pathname? 

1YPe the full pathname of your new system (from the root directory) next to the Pathname? 
prompt. For example, if your system is named MSIS _ 01.PR, 1type 

Pathname? :SYSGEN:MSIS_01.PR~ 
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Again, depending on your computer, the bootstrap program may ask the date, time, and 
offset from universa1 time; or it may ask Override default specs? (skip to that question next). 
If asked the date and time questions, answer them as explained above. 

The bootstrap program displays Fzle Loader messages, then an AOSNS banner, and 

Override default specs IN] ? 

(H you see the message WARNING: System patch area contains no patches, continue 
bringing up AOSNS-but immediately install the latest AOSNS update as described in the 
previous section. Installing patches-which is one of the things the update does--is 
extremely important. Unless you install the update, your system may crash repeatedly.) 

The system is asking about specifications you gave to VSGEN for the new system. You 
don't want to override, so press NEW LINE. 

Override default specs IN] ? ~ 

A pause occurs here; then 

AOSIVS ell Rev n 
) 

date time 

The new, tailored system is running. Skip the next section. 

If the New System Doesn't Come Up or Work Properly 
If the new system doesn't come up, there will usually be an error message that describes the 
problem. The solution may be simply a matter of editing a device in the specification file. H 
the message is AOS/VS FATAL ERROR, note the figures displayed and run ESD 
(Emergenq Shutdown) by entering S, as explained in Chapter 6. Then boot from disk 
(BOOT nn) and bring up the starter system. 

To bring up the starter system, choose option 1 from the Operating System Load Menu or 
wait for the time-out delay. (The starter system is the default system. If this doesn't work, 
try option 6, Run a specified program; when it asks for a pathname, specify 
:SYSGEN:SYS.PR. ) 

Then, if you think the problem is in the VSGEN spec, execute VSGEN with the 
/DEFAULT=sys switch; fix the offending device spec( s); give the origin a] name in the 
Name command; use the Spec command to overwrite the old specification file; then use the 
Build command again and repeat the ''Thsting the New System" section, above. 

If the new system fails again, or if the problem isn't the VSGEN spec, perhaps you haven't 
updated your AOSNS system. Doing this is described in "Updating the New System," 
earlier in this chapter. If you haven't done this, do it now. Then test again). If the new 
system fails again, consult your Data Genera] support organization. 
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A Fast Checkout for the Tailored System 
If you know that your VSGEN specification file is okay (perhaps because you've used it to 
build a system that works), you can skip this section. 

If your VSGEN specification file is new, you may want to che(:k a few basic things. (You 
won't really know that the system works until you've brought up the multiuser environment, 
as described in the next chapter.) As a basic t~st, try a few CU: commands: 

) SEARCHUST :UTIL~ 
) FILES/AS/S :PAGE: + ~ 
Warning: Read or write access is requiTed, file :PA GE:+ 
) SUPERUSER ON ~ 
Su) FILES/AS/S : PAGE: + ~ 

... (Sorted list of files in directory :PAGE) ... 

This sequence of commands sets the search list to : UTIL, and then displays file access 
controls and shows you the FaESTATUS IS (Sort) and lAS (Assortment) switches. 

Now, if you have any other LDUs (formatted with the Disk Formatter), try to initialize and 
release them. For example, assume you have an LDU with disk unit name DPJl that you 
named UDDI. With unit DPJl ready, type 

Su) INmAUZE @DPJ11 
UDDI 
Su) RELEASE UDD1 ~ 

(Initialize using unit name) 
(System displays LDU name) 

(Release using LDU name) 

'Iiy this with all your LDUs. If the commands work, your disk c:ontrollers were correctly 
identified to VSGEN. If a command doesn't work, you forgot a controller or entered an 
incorrect controller specification; the VSGEN specification file may need editing. 

Turn your line printer on; make sure paper in it is aligned; put the printer on line; and type 

Su) COpy @LPB :UTIL:AOSVS.PANICS.SR~ (Or @LPE or @LPD instead of @LPB) 

The @ is shorthand for the peripherals directory. This shows that the line printer works 
and also gives you a copy of the panics file-useful for descnbing fatal AOSNS errors. 

'JYpe 

Su) CHARIDEFAULT~ 

... (Displays terminal characteristics) ... 

Su) 

This shows you the default characteristics set up at VSGEN for the system console. 
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1YJ>e 

Su) PROCESS/DEFAULT/lOC=@CON2 :CU~ 
PID:3 
Su) 

This creates a ell process to run on the terminal whose console filename is eON2. Go 
over to the console connected as CON2 (line 0 of the asynchronous controller) and verify 
the baud rate and parity settings on the back (if it's a eRr). Make sure it is on line. 

Wait a few moments; then press NEW LINE a few times. If the CLI prompt appears, this 
means that you helve at least one line connected and identified to VSGEN correctly. It's 
very good news. But if nothing happens on eON2, the hardware may be wrong, or you may 
have made a mistake in VSGEN. 

To terminate the process on CON2, enter BYE on the eON2 keyboard. 

Next tty some magnetic tape I/O with the tailored system (if it has tape). Get a blank tape, 
make sure it's write enabled, and mount it on unit o. Put the tape unit on line. 1YPe 

Su) DIR :~ 
Su) DUMPN @MTxO~ (x is B, C, D or J, depending on tape unit model) 

... (System verifies files dumped) ... 

Press CI'RL-c, then CTRL-A. 

Error: Console interrupt 

Su) REWIND @MTxO~ (x is B, e, D, or J, as above) 

If these commands work, it shows that the tape driver software for unit 0 is okay; it also 
shows how to interrupt Cll commands with cr:RL-C CI'RL-A. You can dismount the 
tape. 

You've done nearly aU the testing it's practical to do without bringing up the multiuser 
environment. 
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Making a Tailored System Tape Set 

After testing the system-but before loading other software-you should make a system 
tape set of your tailored system. (A tape set can include one 01' two tapes, depending on the 
capacity of your tape.) Having a system tape set can save many steps if you need to rebuild 
your system LDU. 

We suggest making a system tape set now because the SYSTAPE.CU macro includes all 
files in :UTIL, as well as in :HELP, :SYSGEN, and :UPDATE. H these directories include 
files not shipped with AOSNS that collectively require significant space-for example, you 
may have large INFOS IT database files, or CEO files in or below: UTIL-running the 
macro is almost certain to fail because the tape set will not be large enough to hold all of 
the files. (If you have already loaded other software, you can IIlodify the SYSTAPE.CU 
macro to exclude files and directories so that you don't run out of space while writing to the 
tape set. To modify the macro, use a text editor to exclude those files by modifying the 
templates in the DUMP_II commands that use templates. For example, to exclude 
:UTIL:CEO _DIR, change both occurrences of UID...:# to UTlL:#\CEO _DIR.) 

To make a tailored system tape set, follow these steps. 

1. Get two write-enabled blank tapes (only one if using 2400-foot tape). Mount a tape 
on tape unit 0, the tape drive you used for the initial AOS/VS load. Make sure power is 
ON; then put the unit on line (for a dual-mode MTB uni1~ press BO'I; then ON 
LINE). 

2. 1YPe 
) SUPEAUSEA ON 1 
Su) CIA :SYSGEN 1 
Su) SYSTAPEU16K] [!TWO _ VOWMESj @MTxO sys.PR}i (x is B, C, D, or I, 

depending on the unit 
type; MTI tapes require 
using the n6K switch. 
sys is your tailored 
system name.) 

CLI COpy and DUMP_II commands in the SYSTAPE.CU macro create a tailored 
system tape. SYSTAPE.CLI uses a default buffer size of 2048 bytes for bootable and 
standalone programs and a default buffer size of 8192 bytes for SYSBOO'I; 
:SYSGEN:sys.PR (your tailored system), and the dump files (tape files 6 and 7). The 
/16K switch, however, uses a buffer size of 16384; use it for 21-Mbyte and 130-Mbyte 
MTI cartridge tapes. Unless you are using a 2400-foot tape, use the /lWO _VOLUME 
switch; when the first tape is full the macro wiIl prompt for the second volume. 

3. When the eLI SUPER USER prompt returns, rewind the tape: 

Su) REWIND @MTxO) 
Su) 

Remove the tape from the unit, remove the write ring from the tape, and clip the cover 

on the tape. 
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NOTE: If the system encounters a flawed section of the tape, it will display the message 
HARD error or Physical unit failure, and then offer to continue or quit. Do not 
continue; a hard error on the system tape may make it unusable in the future. 
Instead, quit (0). Then dismount the tape, find another tape, mount it, and 
reissue the SYSTAPE command. 

Any system tape you make using the SYSTAPE macro has the same format as the AOSNS 
system tape set supplied by Data General. However, it has your tailored, patched system in 
file 5 instead of the starter system. And it has all files and programs currently in your root 
(:), : urn.., :HELP, and :SYSGEN directories--including the ones your site created, and a 
copy of the microcode/SCP-OS file (MVnnnn.MCF). 

If you ever need to rebuild a blank LOU using this tape set, you can abbreviate the 
procedures given in Chapter 2 or 3. You won't need to load microcode from a separate 
tape, or run VSGEN again. In fact, after you load tape file 7, youll come up in AOSNS 
with the root, :U'fa, :HELP, and :SYSGEN directories restored as of the time the system 
tape was made. Because SYSTAPE uses a default buffer size of 8192 (or 16384 if you 
specified the /16K switch), you will have to specify WAD/BUFFERSIZE=8192 or 16384 
when loading tape tile 7. WAD _n and the INSTALLER automatically match buffersize. 

Making a Tailored System Diskette 
1b make a tailored system diskette, follow these steps. 

1. Get a new, blank diskette and insert it in unit o. 

2. 1YPe 

) SUPERUSER ON~ 
Su) DIR :SYSGEN ~ 
Su) COpy @DPJ10 sys.PR~ (sys is your tailored system name; for 

example, SYS_7.70.PR. If the disk and 
diskette share a controller, the diskette 
name is DPJ1 ,.) 

... (Delay while the sys.PR file is copied to diskette) ... 

Su) 

3. Remove the diskette from the unit, and return it to an outer envelope. 

This copy diskette has the same format as the starter system diskette supplied by Data 
General. Hyou ever need to rebuild a blank LDU (Chapter 2), you can load your tailored 
system from this diskette and skip VSGEN. 
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Making the Tailored System the Default 

System 

By default, SYSBOOT brings up the default system. The first time you bring up a new 
revision of AOSNS, this is the installed starter system. If you'vc~ named another system as 
the default system, SYSBOOT will bring up that system instead of the starter system. Now 
that you have tested your tailored system, you can tell SYSBO()T the name of your 
tailored system so that in the future SYSBOOT will bring it up. To make the tailored 
system the default system, fonow these steps. 

1. Shut down the current AOSNS system, itone is running. (If the multiuser environment 
is running, make sure al1 users are logged off first.) To shut down, enter BYE; then type 

Yand press NEW UNE. 

2. Boot the starter system: 

SCP-Cll> RESET~ 
SCP-CLl> BOOT 24~ (Or 27) 

SYSBOOT displays the Operating System Load menu: 

Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immediDtely with operating system load 
2 Enter the Technical Maintenance Menu 

Enter choice [lJ: 

3. To enter the Technical Maintenance Menu, select option 2: 

Enter choice [1 J: 2 ~ 

4. Choose option 8 from the Technica1 Maintenance Menu: 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

8 VIeW or cJuznge the default operating system filename 

Enter choice [1 J: 8 ~ 

5. SYSBOOT prompts you for the patbname of the tailored system: 

Default operating system [xn}: 

If the system named in patMarne is the one you want, press NEW LINE. If not, type 
the patbname of your tailored system, starting from the root. For example, type 

Default operating system [:xxx): :SYSGEN:SYS_7.70.PR~ 
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6. Now bring up the tailored system by choosing option 1, "Load and start the default 
operating system." 

Enter choice [1]:~ 

... (pause) ... 

7. The date and time questions are skipped on computers with a working boot clock. 

Date (MMIDD/YY)? 11 22 92 ~ ('IYpe the current date.) 

Tune (HHIMMISS)? 1724) ('tYPe the current time.) 

Offset from universal time I +OO:OO]? ~ (Use default offset.) 

8. Override default specs [N]? ~ 

... (pause) .•. 

9. AOS/VS ell Rev n time 

Your tailored system is running and it is the default system. Until you change the system or 
the default, this system will be the default system. 
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Generating Other AOSNS Systems 

After you generate an AOSNS system that you like, you can use the new specification file 
as a base for future tailored AOSNS systems. 

There are two main reasons for generating a new AOSNS sy.stem. The first is to change a 
specification (as when you acquire a new device) or change software parameters like the 
number of PCs or real-time clock speed. The second reason is to install a new AOSNS 
release. For this second reason, be sure you've applied the latest update before running 
VSGEN. 

You can generate a new system for either case using the /DEI:j\ULT= switch. For 
interactive work, if you want to view (and possibly change) settings, use only the 
/DEFAULT= switch. For example, 

Su) X VSGEN/DEFAULT =MSIS 01) 

For noninteractive work, if you know you don't want to change VSGEN settings, you can 
run a noninteractive session: 

Su) X VSGENIBATCH=MSIS_01IYES~ 

H EXEC is running, you can run VSGEN in a batch stream by inserting the CLI command 
QBATCH before the X VSGEN command above. The QBATCH command lets you retain 
use of your terminal while VSGEN is running. 

In either case, VSGEN win warn you if any interrevision changes may cause problems. 

When you name a new AOSNS system, you determine whether the old system will be 
deleted. If you give the new system the same name as an old one, the old system will be 
deleted (after VSGEN gets confirmation). Hyou give the new system a different name, the 
old system will continue to exist in directory :SYSGEN. 

IT an old system is defective, or its specifications are obsolete, you will probably want to 
delete it. You can use the eLI DELETE command for this, 01' run VSGEN and give the 
new system the same name as the old-whichever is most conyenient. H you include the 
AOSNS revision in the system name, system file names may differ; therefore old system 
files may persist, and you will have to use the I;>ELElE command to remove them. But 
don't delete the original specification files (with .CSF and .SSF suffix) that you will use as a 
base for new systems. Delete only the sys.PR, sys.Sl: and .TMP files (described in Table 
4-1). 

N01E: If you want a newly generated system to become th~~ default system, you must 
make it the default as descnbed earlier. This is true even if the system you just 
generated has the same name as the old default system. 

For more information on using an existing specification file to generate a tailored AOSNS 
system, see the earlier section, C'Using an Existing VSGEN Specification File." Loading 
new revisions of AOSNS is described in Chapter 7, c'Handling Updates and New Revisions 
from Data General." 
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Supporting Synchronous Devices 
(DCUs, ISCs, MCP1 s, LSCs) 

AOSNS supports synchronous devices only for bisynchronous communications via RJEBO, 
HASP IT, or RCX70 emulator software-or if you want to write applications that make 
system calls to synchronous lines. For other applications (using DG/SNA, XODIACIXTS, 
or TCPIIP network software), the network software-not AOSNs-will run the 
synchronous controller; and you must run the network generation program, not an AOSNS 
program. Therefore, if your system has one or more synchronous controllers that you will 
use exclusively for DGISNA, XODIACIXTS, or TCP/IP applications, you can skip this 
section. 

Synchronous devices supported directly by AOSNS include Data Control Units (DCUs), 
Intelligent Synchronous Controllers (ISCS), Multicommunications Processors (MCPls), and 
(on DSnSOO, MV/2500 DC, MVI2000 DC, and MV/l400 DC systems) Local-Bus 
Synchronous ControUers (LSCs). 

A DCU is a processor with one or more synchronous communications multiplexors (SLMs); 
it can handle as many as eight synchronous ( sync) lines. 

An ISC has a processor and synchronous multiplexors on one circuit board; it can handle 
up to two synchronous lines. An MCPl synchronous controller or an LSC controller is like 
an ISC; you identify it the same way as an ISC. 

A DCU, ISC, MCPl, or LSC is required if your system is to use synchronous lines. 
Synchronous lines are needed for communication with mM systems or mM software 
emulators (RJE8O, HASP IT, RCX70). 

To have AOSNS support the synchronous lines, you must run the Data General-supplied 
program BSCGEN; and later, you must run a process called GSMGR that will use the 
specification file created by BSCGEN. (As mentioned above, you need to have AOSNS 
support synchronous lines only if your system will use mM software emulators--RJESO, 
HASP IT, RCX70--0r if your own applications will make system caDs to the synchronous 
lines.) 

You need not run BSCGEN every time you run VSGEN. However, you must run it when 
your synchronous line configuration changes or when the AOSNS Release Notice calls for 
running it. 

The BSCGEN Program 
BSCGEN creates a specification file with information about synchronous lines. A program 
called GSMGR (global synchronous manager) uses this information to manage the line 
hardware, allowing another program (like RJESO) to use the lines. GSMGR is described in 
Chapter 5. . 

To create the synchronous specification file that GSMGR needs, you must run the 
BSCGEN program. 
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BSCGEN Dialog 
BSCGEN-like VSGEN-is in directory :SYSGEN. To execute it, type the foUowing 
commands. 

) SUPERUSER ON) 

Su) DIR :SYSGEN) 

Su) XEQ BSCGEN) 

BSCGEN executes and asks the following questions. Valid responses are in parentheses. 
Default answers (answers that BSCGEN will use if you answer by pressing NEW LINE) are 
in brackets, as usual. 

Do you wish to: 
A Create a spec file. 
B Edit a spec file. 
C Updote a pre rev 2.00 spec file. 

Enter yOUT selection: 

Before AOSNS revision 2.00, synchronous specification files were created by VSGEN, 
with the name sys.SYNC where sys was the name given to the new AOSNS system. If 
there is an old specification file that you want to update, enter C and press NEW 
LINE. If there is a BSCGEN -created specification file that you want to view or edit, 
type B and press NEW LINE. To create a new specification file, type A and press NEW 
LINE. 

Enter name of spec file: 

1.ype the name of the specification file you want to create or edit. For a new rue, we 
suggest the name sys.BSC. For example, use MSIS _ 01.BSC for an AOSNS system 
named MSIS _01. If you want to edit or update a file, and the name you type is not a 
valid filename, BSCGEN repeats this question. 

Do you want to set/change bisync buffer area size ( 4) ? [NJ 

The default buffer size is 4 pages (8 Kbytes). This size suits RJE80, HASP II, and 
RCX70. For the default size, press NEW UNE and skip the next question. 

To specify a nondefault size, type Y and press NEW LINE. :BSCGEN then asks the size: 

Bisync buffer area size in 2 kbyte pages [4] 

The valid range of buffer size~ is 1 to 26 (pages). The program that owns this buffer will 
run resident, so the buffer will always occupy memory while the program runs. Decide 
on the buffer area size you want, and type it For example, for RCX70 on two 
terminals, type 4 and press NEW LINE. 

What type is bisync controller # n (DCU200,ISC/2,LSC) {DCU200J 

BSCGEN asks this question for each controller you have. If this device is a oeu, press 
NEW LINE for the default. Otherwise, enter ISC/2 or LSC. 
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Enter device code for controller # n (m]: 

The default device code (m) for the first ISC or MCPl synchronous controller is 25. 
The default code for the first LSC is 30. The default code for the first OCU is 40. For 
your first DCU, ISClMCPI, or LSC, unless you know it is connected to a nonstandard 
device code, press NEW LINE for the default. If you know the device is connected to a 
nonstandard code, or if no default code is displayed, type the correct device code and 
press NEW LINE. 

Enter lines to be genned on controller # n: { 0, 1] 

With an ISClMCPl or LSC, press NEW LINE for the default. On a OCU, each SLM 
usually manages two lines; there can be up to four SLMs--hence eight Jines, usua11y 
numbered 0 through 7. For a OCU, type the range of lines handled (for example, enter 
0,3); or with two lines, press NEW LINE for the default 

Enter logical line number for physical line # m: { n] 

Generally, for the first ISC, MCPl, LSC, or OCU, the logical line number should be 
the same as the physical line number, so press NEW LINE for the default. 

For the second and subsequent ISC or MCPl, the logicalJine number should 
be (2 * number-of-previous-devices), and then (2 * number-of-previous
devices) + 1. For example, for the second ISC, the first line would be 2 and the second 
line 3. 

For the second DCU (if any), you may want the logical line numbers to fonow those of 
the first (not required). BSCGEN displays as default the lowest available line number. 
If you want the default, press NEW LINE; otherwise, type the desired line number and 
press NEW LINE. 

For either device, the name of the synchronous line will be @SLNn,where n is the 
number you specify or take as the default, when this specification file is being used. 

Is this line switched or dedicated (SWT,DED): {SWI] 

If this synchronous line will use a dedicated (leased) phone line, enter OED. If it uses a 
switched (standard) phone line, press NEW LINE for the default 

Is this line half- orfuH-duplex (H,F): {H] 
(Full-duplex lines will have RTS high always.) 

Half-duplex synchronous lines are more common than full-duplex synchronous lines. 
The bisync protocol is a half-duplex protocol. So generally, you should take the 
half-duplex default by pressing NEW liNE. This will work with either a half- or 
full-duplex modem. However, if you know that this line will be on a full-duplex 
modem, and that the modem takes a while to switch from transmit to receive, you 
should enter F. The RTS message tells you that the GSMGR process will keep RTS (the 
ready-to-send signal) high always on full-duplex lines. 

For a DCU, BSCGEN skips the next two questions. 
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Is the dock for this line external? [Y] 

Each ISC, MCPl, and LSC has an internal clock, with a frequency that you can select 
( next). But most modems have and depend on their own clocks. So generally, if this is a 
modem line, or if you want the line on an external clock, press NEW LINE for the 
default. If you specify an external clock, BSCGEN skips the next question. 

To use the ISC or MCPt clock, enter N. BSCGEN then- asks 

Specify internal dock frequency in baud 

(300,600,1200,2400,4800,9600,19200,38400) [2400J 

Enter the desired baud (data) rate. The device on the other end of the synchronous 
line must match this baud rate. The default, 2400, is the highest rate that works reliably 
over an ordinary modem and switched phone line. For the default, press NEW LINE; 
for a different baud rate, type the desired number and pr.~ss NEW LINE. 

Now, for every line on this device, BSCGEN returns to the Enter logiclzlline number 
question. When you have described all the lines, it asks 

Do you luzve additional bisync controUers ? IN] 

If you have another ISC, MCPl, LSC, or DCU to describe, type Yand press NEW 
LINE; BSCGEN then returns to the What type is bisync c(mtroller. .. prompt 

If this was the last ISC, MCPl, LSC, or DCU, press NE\V LINE. BSCGEN then asks 

Do you wish to display CWTent configuration? [YJ 

BSCGEN gives you this chance to review the specifications entered To review the 
specifications, press NEW LINE; BSCGEN then displays them. To skip the 
specifications, type N and press NEW LINE; BSCGEN then terminates. 

If you pressed NEW LINE to see the current configuration, BSCGEN asks 

Do you wish to save this spec file ? [Y] 

H you think the specification file has many errol'S, you m~ want to enter N and rerun 
BSCGEN from scratch. But you can always rerun BSCGEN to edit the file and correct 
errors. So generally, you should press NEW liNE. BSCGEN now terminates. 

The synchronous specification file is done (along with a display file, named spec.DSP, 
that you can print). Both files are in directory :SYSGEN. Later, the specification 
filename will be passed to the GSMGR process when GSMGR is started up (described 
in Chapter 5). 
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BSCGEN Example 
Figure 4-10 shows a sample BSCGEN dialog for an ISC. 

Su) XEQ BSCGEN ) 

Do you wish to: 
A Create a spec file. 
B Edit a spec file. 
C Update a pre rev 200 spec file. 

Enter your selection: A ) 

Enter name of spec file: MSIS _ 01.BSC 1 

Do you want to set/change bisync buffer size ( 4) ? [N) ) 

What type is bisync controU.er # 0 (DCUlOO,ISC/2,LSC) [DCU2ooJISC/2 ) 

Enter device code for controller # 0 [040J ) 

Enter lines to be genned on controller # 0 [ 0, 1 J ~ 

Enter logical line number for physical line # 0: I 0] ), 

Is this line switched or dedicated (SWT,DED): [SWT] ) 

Is this line half- or full-duplex (H,F): [H] 1 
(Full-duplex lines willluzve RTS high always.) 

Is the clock for this line external? [Y] ) 

Enter logical line number for plJysicalline # 1: [ 1) 1 

Is this line switched or dedicated (SWT,DED): [SWT) ) 

Is this line half- or/llII-duplex (H,F): [H) ~ 
(Full-duplex lines will have RTS high always.) ~ 

Is the clock for this line external? [Y] ~ 

Do you have additional bisync controllers? IN] ~ 

Do you wish to display current configuration ? [Y} ) 

", (Display) ... 

Do YOll wish to save this spec file ? fY) ) 

Su) 

Figure 4-10 A BSCGEN Session for an ISC 
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What Next? 

If this was your first system, you will want to create the multiuser environment, which will 
be easier than what you've done thus far. 

If this wasn't your first system, you might want to bring up EXEC and user processes, and 
perhaps run a few applications to see how they do. 

End of Chapter 
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Chapter 5 
Creating the Multiuser 

Environment 
Read this chapter 

• When you have generated and tested your first tailored AOSNS operating system and 
want to create an environment where many people can use it; 

• Whenever you want to create a brand -new multiuser environment, or some useful 
macros to help manage this environment. 

This chapter leads you through the steps needed to create a multiuser environment. It 
assumes that a tailored AOSNS operating system has been generated and tested, and is 
running-as descnbed in Chapter 4. 

The AOSNS multiuser environment is based on two utility programs: 

PREDITOR, the user profile editor, which lets you create individual profiles (account 
definitions) for each user. 

EXEC, the executive program that supervises user logon and logoff according to 
PREDITOR profiles, and manages printing and batch queues. Even if your system has no 
user terminals, you need EXEC to manage printer and batch queues, and perhaps for 
labeled tape backup. 

Using PREDITOR, you create a profile for each person who will use the system. Next you 
initialize EXEC. Then, you edit some macros with a text editor so that you can bring the 
multiuser environment up or down with one command. 

Next you consider other Data General software, like compilers, that you acquired with 
AOSNS, and you create a tailored error message file for these .. Finally-to make life easier 
for users-you create log-on messages and perhaps help messages. 

TIlis chapter explains how to do all these things. The major sections are 

• Creating the Initial Profiles 

• Initializing EXEC and Its Queues 

• Using the SED Editor to Create Useful Macros 

• Editing the UP.CU and DOWN.CU Macros 

• Using Other Data General Software 

• Making Life Easier for Users 

• Overview of Your System File Structure 
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Creating the Initial Profiles 

This section leads you through a session in which you create two classes of profiles: 

The operator profile, which provides all privileges and special powers needed to control the 
system. 

User profiles, which provide only those privileges that users ac:tually need. 

Later, as your system evolves, you may want to edit individual profiles according to user 
needs. 

Usernames, Passwords, and Network Access 
The usemame is the identifier for every person who will use your system. The usemame is 
the only trace to the person who's responsible for the account. Usemames persist over long 
periods of time; they are not often changed (although PREDJITOR does have a command 
to rename a profile). 

Generally, your system should have a unique usemame for every person; more than one 
user should not use a single account. If, for any reason, you w,ant to place a set of users in a 
group, think up a special identifier (like a suffix) for the usemames and make the identifier 
part of each usemame. Usemame groups are further explained in Managing AOS/vs and 
AOS/VS II in the chapter on security. 

The rest of this section explains how usernames and passwords relate to access over 
networks. (If you won't be using networking, skip to the section on the operator profile.) 

Data General network software you can run under AOSNS includes TCP/IP (based on 
Ethemet/IEEE 802.3 protocol) and XODIAC 1M tx:rS (based on X.25 protocol). WIth both 
networks, a user must know a valid usemame/password pair on a host system to access the 
other host system. ("Host" means the same thing as node or member.) Eventually you'll 
need to coordinate usemames and passwords with other host :systems--to .have profiles 
created for your users on these systems and/or learn which remote users to create profiles 
for. 

For access to the network by means of TCP/IP, your choices ojf usemame and password 
have no functional effect. There's no functional benefit to having the same username and 
password on all hosts (although most people find it easier to r,emember a single 
username/password pair than several different ones). If you'll be running TCP/IP with 
AOSNS, skip to the section on the operator profile. 

For access to the network by means of XODIAC/XTS, your choices of usemame and 
password are significant. There's some functional benefit to h:aving each person's usemame 
and password be the same on each system. 

(Password encryption, explained in the section "The Operator Profile," has no effect on 
network connections.) 

XODIAC/XTS software includes agents (applications) that provide different services. 
Using XTS to access network hardware, the agents are the Resource Management Agent 
(RMA), the Virtual Terminal Agent (VTA), and the File Transfer Agent (FrA). Details on 
these agents follow. 
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RMA The Resource Management Agent allows users on one host to access devices and 
files on another host. RMA aI10ws network pathnames and remote access without 
a logon requirement; for example, you could issue the foI1owing command: 

TYPE :NET:REMOTE_SYSTEM:UDD:SANDY:MYFILE~ 

For access to occur by means of RMA, 

• The user must have a valid profile on both systems, with the same user 
name and the same password on both systems. 

• The user must have the privilege Access local devices from remote 
machines on the remote host 

• The user must have access to the file or device he or she is trying to use. 
By default, each user has Owner access to files in his/her own user 
directory. Access to devices like tape units is governed by the unifs 
access control list (ACL) in the peripherals directory. Access to printers 
is generally governed by EXEC; users access print queues (not printers). 
You can control user access to queues and devices with the EXEC 
command ACCESS. 

VTA The VD1uaIThnninal Agent lets users caD remote hosts, log on, and use the 
remote host as if it were a local host. VTA is the only agent involved in PC 
networks, where a Data General system supports personal computers as if they 
were user terminals. 

FTA The File li'ansfer Agent can transfer files from one host to another. 

Agents VI'A and FrA both require users to pass a logon procedure. For access to occur by 
means of VTA and FrA, 

• The user must have a valid profile (but not necessarily the same username and 
password) on both systems. 

• The user must have the privilege Use virtual console (for VI'A) or Access local resources 
from remote machines (for FTA) on the remote system. 

• The user must have appropriate access to the file or device. See comments under RMA. 

For any agent, if the first two conditions aren't true, the user will receive an Invalid 
usemame-password pair message on attempted access. 

NOTE: If you will use Data General's CEO® system over a network,remote printing no 
longer requires that the operator (OP) profiles match, effective with CEO 
Revision 3.00. 
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The Operator Profile 
You-and the person who routinely operates the system-need a profile that gives you the 
special privileges that are needed to control the AOSNS system. 

The master CLI (PID 2) that runs on the system console already has all these powers. But 
having a profile and user directory will 

• let you issue Q-series commands (QPRINT, QBATCH and the like) to the CU; 

• allow you to log on as the operator from any terminal (instead of restricting you to the 
system console); and 

• provide a directory for your own files. 

So you should create an operator profile first. 1Ype 

) DIR :lJ1lL~ 
) XEQ PREDITOR ~ 

AOS/vs User Profile Editor 
ComnuJnd: 

Revn date time 

First, a quick list of some of the PREDITOR commands: 

Command 

B 

c 

D 

E 

H 

L 

A (Shift-FS) 

What it does 

Exits the PREDITOR session (Bye). 

Creates a profile. 

Deletes a profile. 

Edits an existing profile. 

Displays the PREDITOR commands (Help). 

Lists a profile's specifications. 

"Back up" to the previous prompt or question 
in order to change it. 

(For a complete presentation of all the PREDITOR commands, see Managing AOS/VS 

and AOS/VS II.) 

You want to create a profile, so type C and press NEW UNE. 

Usemame: 

The operator profi1e must have a usemame of Op, so type OP and press NEW LINE. 

Password change? (Yor NL) 

The values displayed in parentheses are valid answers to the question. For a new 
profile, you must type and press Y NEW LINE. 
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New (6-15 chars): 

On the system console, the master CLI is always available and a usemame and 
password aren't required to use it. But on any other terminal, you will need to enter 
the usemame and password to log on to the system. A password can be any 
combination of 6 to 15 of the following characters: upper- or lowercase letters (treated 
as uppercase), numbers 0 through 9, and all printable characters except for A (caret). 
You will be able to change the password when you log on. So, for simplicity, choose 
something like OPERAND and press NEW LINE. 

Encrypt password [No]? 

Password encryption is the process of converting a password into what appears to be a 
string of random characters. The system recognizes the random characters as the 
password, but a human reading the random characters cannot determine the password 
from them. PREDITOR can encrypt a password before storing it. From a security 
standpoint, this is desirable because no one-not even a superuser-<:an find out an 
encrypted password. 

Once encrypted, a password can't be unencrypted. When the user changes passwords, 
the new password will also be encrypted. If a password is encrypted and you later 
decide to have it stored unencrypted, you must edit the profile, create a new password 
and type it, and say No to the Enaypt password? prompt. Then teU the user the new 
password. (He or she can change it if desired.) 

It is a good idea to encrypt passwords, especially the operator's password, since the 
operator account is privileged. Encryption will not affect access by means of CEO Mail 
to remote hosts or CEO printing on remote printers, nor will it affect access by means 
of TCP/IP or XODIAC/XTS network software. We recommend that you type Y and 
press NEW LINE. 

Initial JPC file [ 1 change? (Yor NL) 

The IPC file holds commands that the system will execute when this user logs on. It 
usually contains a sequence of CLI commands that do such things as set the default 
ACL, search list, and prompt. The IPC file is not required, but it can be very useful. 
The empty brackets mean that the default is null (no initial IPC file). You want one, so 
type Y and press NEW liNE. 

New (0-63 chars): 

PREDITOR wants the IPC file pathname. 

The most flexible way to handle the log-on issue is to use one macro file for all users. 
This central macro can impose certain system-wide defaults for default ACL, search 
list, and so on. The last line of the centra] macro can execute a log-on macro in each 
user's directory. The user can then edit his/her own log -on macro with a text editor to 
change the defaults imposed by the central macro, if desired, or add other commands. 
The central macro can be changed easily if you want to change the defaults; for 
example, if you want to tighten security on the system. 

You (or a user) can create the central and user log-on macros with a text editor, 
described later in this chapter. 
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The central macro pathname might be :UTIL:LOOON __ CENTRALCU. (Each user 
log-on macro might be something like LOGON.CLI.) But the central macro 
patbname is the one you should specify here. H you want to use this approach, type 
: UTI L:LOGON_ CENTRALCU and press NEW LINE. 

Program {:CUPR] chIlnge? (Yor NL) 

'Dlke the default for this question by pressing NEW LINE. Then answer the next 
questions as foJlows. 

Create without block {No]? (Y, N, or NL) vl 

Use [PC {No]? (Y, N, or NL) vl 

Use console {Yes]? (Y, N, or NL) 1 

Use batch {Yes]? (Y, N, or NL) 1 

Use virtuIll console {Yes]? (Y, N, or NL) 1 

ACCe&f local resources from remote machines [Yes]? (Y, N, or NL) ~ 

Clumge password {Yes]? (Y, N, or NL) ~ 

Unlimited sons {No]? (Y, N, or NL) vl 

Clumge priority {No]? (Y, N, or NL) vl 

Change type {No]? (Y, N, or NL) yl 

Change usemame [No]? (Y, N, or NL) vl 

Access devices {No]? (Y, N, orNL) 1 

Superuser {No]? (Y, N, or NL) vl 

Superprocess [No]? (Y, N, or NL) Y 1 

System manager privilege [No]? 

The System Manager privilege lets you tum on System Manager privilege. System 
Manager privilege Jets you 

• Issue commands to EXEC. 
• Change the system date and time. 
• Start or stop the system log (SYSLOG). 
• Change default device characteristics from other than PID 2. 
• Clear a device (using the CLI command CLEARDEVICE or using the system 

call ?CLRDV) it doesn't own. 
• Send messages to users who have requested no receipt of messages 

(using CHAR/NRM) on their terminals). 
• Change the system bias factor. 

(For definitions of terms used here, see the AOS/VS and AOS/VS II Glossary.) 
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Generally, the master CLI (which has all privileges anyway) issues all the commands 
that require the System Manager privilege. However, the operator may need System 
Manager privilege to initialize job processors outside the UP macro. Also, if your 
system will run classes using the optional Class Assignment and Scheduling Package 
(CLASP), the operator will need this privilege. If you want the operator to have System 
Manager privilege, type Y and press NEW LINE. To say no, press NEW LINE. 

Modem [No]? (Y, N, or NL) 

You may not want to give the operator profile the privilege to use a modem. If you do 
give this privilege, and an unauthorized user somehow learns the operator password, he 
or she can access and use the system at will from outside the instaJlation. 

If you will want to use a modem yourself, you can create another profile later, with 
modem privileges. For now, say No by pressing NEW LINE. 

Change address space type [No]? (Y, N, or NL) 

Answer Y to this; then accept the defaults for the following prompts: 

Change address space type [No]? (Y, N, or NL) Y 1 

Change working set limit [No]? (Y, N, or NL) ~ 

Priority [2] change? (Yor NL) 1 

Max qpriority [0] cJumge? (Yor NL) 1 

Disk quota [500] change (Yor NL) 

The default of 500 512-byte blocks is not much disk: space. For now, change the quota 
to 15000. You can always change the disk quota again later with the PREDITOR Edit 
command. 1YPe Y and press NEW LINE. 

New (0-2147483647): 

1:ype 15000 (do not type a comma) and press NEW LINE. 

Logical address space - batch [-1 system default] change? (Y or NL) 

Accept the default answers for this Logical address space and the next questions as 
foUows. 

Logical address space - batch [-1 system default] change? (Yor NL») 
Logical address space - non -batch {-I system default] change? (Yor NL) 1 
Minimum working set size - batch [-1 system default] change? (Yor NL») 
Maximum working set size - batch [-1 system default] change? (Yor NL») 
Minimum working set size - non -batch {-I system default] change? (Yor NL) ) 
Maximum working set size - non-batch [-1 system default] change? (Yor NL») 

Default llser locality - non-batch [OJ change? (Yor NL) 

This and the fonowing questions about locality are important only if you plan to use 
class scheduling on your system,llsing ClASP (see the manual Using the Class 
Assignment and Scheduling Package (CLASP), or you can write a program to do it using 
AOSNS system calls. 
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For the operator profile, we recommend the default, O. Ftor the default, press NEW 
LINE. (There's more information on this prompt and the next in the PREDITOR 
chapter of ManagingAOS/vs and A OS/VS D.) 

Use other localities - non-batch [No]? (Y, N, or NL) 

The locality issue is meaningful only after you've built an application and created 
classes. For initial profiles, choose the default; press NEW UNE and skip the next 
question. 

If you answer Y, PREDITOR asks 

User locality - non -batch [ ] change? (Yor NL) 

The operator wiD be able to change locality of non - batch processes to any locality you 
specify here. Respond by typing Y and pressing NEW LINE; then type the numbers of 
all localities you want the operator to have. Or press NEW LINE to prevent the 
operator from changing locality. Separate numbers with spaces. For example, you might 
enter 0 1 35. 

Default user locality - batch [0] change? (Yor NL) 

This prompt applies to batch processes only, letting you distinguish between users' 
interactive processes and batch jobs. For the operator profile, choose the default, O. To 
accept the default, press NEW LINE. 

Use other localities - batch [No]? (Y, N, or NL) 

The locality issue is meaningful only after you've built an application and created 
classes. For initial profiles, choose the default; press NEW' LINE and skip the next 
question. 

If you answer Y, PREDITOR asks 

User locality - batch [ ] change? (Yor NL) 

The operator will be able to change locality of batch processes to any locality you 
specify here. Respond with the numbers of aU localities you want the user to have, or 
press NEW LINE to prevent the operator from changing locality. Separate numbers 
with spaces. For example, you might enter 0 1 3 5. 

User comment [ ] change? (Yor NL)? 

User comments are simply text strings placed in the profilf: file; they are purely 
informational. They are handy for users' full names, dates, and/or telephone 
extensions. To enter a comment for the OP profile, answer Y and enter a useful 
comment; for example, 

New (0-79 chars): OP PROFILE, 22 NOVEMBER 92) 

Command: 

You've finished the Operator profile. As with any existing profile, you can Jist its 
specifications by typing L, then NEW LINE, and then the llsemame and NEW LINE 
again. You can edit its specifications one by one by typing E, NEW LINE, and then the 
username. 
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Whenever you run it, PREDITOR looks for the existence of directory :UDD. If no file with 
the pathname :UDD exists, PREDITOR creates directory :UDD. For every profile you 
create, PREDITOR creates a user directory (with disk space limit specified) in :UDD, and 
the system creates a profile in :UPD (the user profile directory). Each user directory and 
profile is named the usemame; for example, :UDD:OP for usemame OP. 

Standard User Profiles 
While users' needs vary, you may find that most of your users have more in common than 
not. PREDITOR has an internal profile that you can edit to fit all or most of your user 
community. You can then create profiles for each user on your system and accept your 
default answers, changing only one or two for individual cases. 

To set up the default profile, edit PREDITOR's internal default profile (!DEFAULT!) as in 
the following dialog. The values we show here apply to a mix of programmers and CEO 
users running CEO Revision 3.20. For a complete presentation of PREDITOR, see 
Managing AOS/VS and AOS/vs II. For a thorough discussion of PREDITOR requirements 
for CEO, see Managing the CE()® System. 

Command: E 1 
Usemame: !DEFAULT! 1 
Password change? (Yor NL) v1 
New (6-15 chars): GENERAL1 

Enaypt password {No]? vl 
Initial IPC file { ] change? (Yor NL) Y ~ 
New (0-63 chars): :UTlL:LOGON_CENTRALCUl 

Program [:CUPR] change? (Y or NL) 1 
Create without block {No]? (Y, N, or NL) v1 
Use IPC [No]? (Y, N, or NL) v1 
Use console {Yes]? (Y, N, or NL) ~ 
Use batch [Yes]? (Y, N, or NL)l 
Use virtual console [Yes]? (Y, N, or NL) 1 
Access local resources from remote machines {Yes]? (Y, N, or NL) 1 
Change password {Yes]? (Y, N, or NL) 1 
Unlimited sons {No]? (Y, N, or NL») 
Sons [1 J change? (Yor NL) V) 
New (0-1023): 151 
Change priority [No]? (Y, N, or NL) 1 
Change type [No]? (Y, N, or NL») 
Change usemame [No]? (Y, N, or NL») 
Access devices {No]? (Y, N, or NL) 1 
Superuser {No]? (Y, N, or NL») 
Superprocess {No]? (Y, N, or NL») 
System manager privilege {No]? (Y, N, or NL») 
Modem [No]? (Y, N, or NL)~ 
Change address space type [No]? (Y, N, or NL) Y) 

Change working set limit [No]? (Y, N, or NL») 
Priority {2] change? (Yor NL») 
Max qpriority [0] change? (Yor NL) ) 
Disk quota {500J change? (Yor NL) Y) 
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New (0-2147483647): 150001 
Logical address space - batch [-1 system default] change? fYor NL) 1 
Logical address space - non-batch [-1 system default] cha,rge? (Yor NL) 1 
Minimum working set size - batch {-1 system default] change? (Yor NL) 1 
Maximum working set size - batch {-1 system default] change? (Yor NL) 1 
Minimum working set size - non -batch {-1 system default] change? (Yor NL) 1 
Maximum working set size - non -batch [-1 system default] change? (Yor NL) 1 
Default user locality - non -batch [0] change? (Yor NL) 1 
Use other localities - non-batch [No]? (Y, N, or NL) 1 
Default user locality - batch {O] change? (Yor NL) 1 
Use other/ocalities - batch [No]? (Y, N, or NL)l 
User comment [ ] change? (Y or NL)? vl 
New (0-79 chars): GENERAL USER 1 
Commtlnd: 

This sequence of responses tailors PREDITOR's !DEFAULr! profile for genera1 use. Now, 
when you create each profile, the new defaults you gave will appear; this allows you to 
accept the default value for more questions and save time. The origina1 default values will 
return when PREDITOR terminates, so you should create all the profiles you need during 
this PREDITOR session. 

"C2" Security Systems 

AOSNS Revision 7.60 is certified as capable of being run at the "C2" security level. If you 
run your system in this way, your standard user profiles will certainly not ·include Superuser, 

Superprocess, System Manager, or Access devices privileges, since these abilities permit a 
user wide-ranging access to files and control over processes and system control functions. 
To limit such access, and to make it easy to determine who has done what on the system, 
these abilities should be assigned only to those few individuals who need them to manage 
the system or perform special operations. 

Similarly the ability to change username enables a user to assume other identities, such as 
Op, thus gaining access to others' files or even the entire system, and making tracing of his 
or her actions difficult. Do not allow a user to do this unless it is clearly necessary. 

Direct access to a system from the outside, such as through a network or by modem, also 
endangers security by opening up the system to people who 3.re not part of the immediate 
organization, who may be less we)] known, and who are thus less subject to control. Once 
Jogged on your system, a sophisticated person can fmd ways to circumvent file access 
controls and other security measures in order to acquire, change, or even destroy data or 
programs. For this reason a C2-type AOSNS system may nolt include modems or 
networking in its configuration. 

Users on a system without modems or networking obviously have no need to use a virtual 
console, access local resources from remote machines, or use: a modem, and should not be 
assigned access to these devices. Otherwise, these privileges should only be assigned on an 
"as needed" basis. 

For more information about security and C2 systems, see the manual ManagingAOSIVS 

and AOS/vS II. 
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Creating the Profiles 
For each profile you create based on !DEFAULT!, the only values you must specify (and 
cannot take a default for) are usemame and password. 

Each usemame must be unique among usernames. As a username, you might use a 
person's first name and initial (if needed). For the password, you can specify the usemame, 
and tell the user to change it when he or she logs on ( described later). The usemame is an 
AOSNS filename. It can be one to 15 characters long and include the Jetters A - Z 
(lowercase are converted internally to uppercase), numbers 0 - 9, ?, $, . (period), and _ 
(underscore). 

H anyone on your system uses other Data General systems (or vice versa) over a network, 
and his/her password is changed, it may also need to be changed on other systems. If he/she 
changes the password, have him/her log on to remote system( s) and change it there also. 
Usemame, password, and network issues were explained near the beginning of this chapter. 

The following dialog shows how you might set up a profile for someone named Jack. It also 
explains some of the issues involved. 

AOS/vs User Profile Editor 
Command: 

Revn date time 

First, a quick list of some of the PREDITOR commands: 

Command 

B 

c 

o 

E 

H 

L 

" (Shift - F6) 

What it does 

Exits the PREDITOR session (Bye). 

Creates a profile. 

Deletes a profile. 

Edits an existing profile. 

Displays the PREDITOR commands (Help). 

Lists a profile's specifications. 

C'Back up" to the previous prompt or question 
in order to change it. 

(For a complete presentation of all the PREDITOR commands, see Managing AOSIVS 
and AOS{VS II.) 

CommanJi:C) 

Username: JACK 1 

Password change? (Yor NL) Y) 

New (6-15 chars): JACKJACKl 
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• Encrypt password [No]? 

I 

PREDITOR can encrypt a user's password before storing it. From a security 
standpoint, this is desirable because no one-not even a superuser~ read an 
encrypted password. Encryption will not affect access by means of CEO Mail to remote 
hosts or CEO printing on remote printers, nor will it affect access by means of TCP lIP 
or XODIAC/XTS network software. So we recommend that you type Yand press 
NEW LINE to change the setting to Yes. 

InitialIPC file [:lmL·LOGON _ CENTRAL.CLI] change? (Y o,r NL) 

For IPC, accept the default central macro name you specified earlier by pressing NEW 
LINE. 

Program [:CLLPR] chDnge? (Yor NL) 

Choose the default if you want the user to enter the CU when he or she logs on to 
AOSNS. Generally., the ell is a good general-purpose choice because it allows users 
to access text editors and write programs in all Data General languages; the CLI also 
allows users to execute other programs like BASIC. 

You can select either the standard 16-bit CLI or a 32-bit CLI, which has more 
processing power but uses more memory. The default version of the CLI on AOSNS is 
the 16-bit CLI. 

For most operations, the ell versions appear identical. BUit for some tasks, the 32-bit 
CLI has major advantages. The 32-bit eli has far larger stack space, which lets users 
run macros that call themselves recursively with little fear of exhausting CLI memory. 
The 32 - bit Cll also has a command history feature, similar to the UNIX!!> history 
feature. The history feature offers convenient access to pre:vious commands typed; it 
can save time. 

On the other hand, the 32-bit CLI consumes more memOJry than the 16-bit CU. If 
your system has 4 megabytes of memory or less or is near its memory capacity, or if it 
has reached capacity and encountered memory contention., you should use the 16-bit 
CLI for aU users except, perhaps, the operator. Also, the ItS-bit CLI offers labeled 
diskette support with its OPERATOR and DUMP comma:nds, while the 32-bit eli 
has no such support; so if a user wants to use labeled diskettes, he or she will need the 
16-bit CLI. 

You can specify the 32-bit CLI for some users and 16-bit CLI for others. Running 
two different CLI processes involves some overhead, but not as much overhead as 
having everyone run the 32-bit CU. 

The program pathname of the 32-bit CLI is :CLI32.PR; the pathname of the 16-,bit 
CLI is :CLI16.PR. PREDITOR's default program name., :CLI.PR, is a link to the 
16-bit CLI, so if you accept the default value, the user will get the 16-bit CLI. 
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If you want the user to use the 32 - bit ell, type Y, then :CU32.PR and press NEW 
LINE again. If you know you want all users (except the operator) to use the 32-bit 
ell, abandon this profile (using the '" key) and edit the !DEFAULT! profile again to 
specify :CLI32.PR for program. and begin creating the user profiles again; going back to 
edit the !DEFAULT! profiJe will save a lot of effort. For the 16-bit ell, accept the 
default or type :CLl16.PR and press NEW LINE. 

Possibly you may not want the initial program to be the eLI at all. If you want thls user 
to come up in BASIC or some other program, type Y, press NEW LINE, then type the 
full pathname, with .PR suffix, of the program you want. For BASIC, there is often a 
BASIC directory off the root directory or in directory: UTll... If such a directory exits 
(or you plan to install such a directory), answer Y, press NEW LINE, and then type 
:BASIC.PR or :UTlL:BASIC.PR, followed by NEW UNE, to start the user in BASIC. 

There's another, more versatile, way to start a user in a program other than the CU. 
For program, choose CllPR; later, edit the user's personal log-on macro to execute 
the program. Thus, when the user Jogs on, the central logo-on macro will call the 
:UDD:username:LOGON.CLI macro; and :UDD:usemame:LOGON.CLI will execute 
the desired program. This approach has the advantage of allowing the user to log on 
even if the desired program isn't available: the user will log on into the ell and receive 
a File does not exist message. 

The disadvantages of letting the user log on in the CLI are 

• the user can change his/her Jog-on macro and start ill a program you don't 
want him or her to use; 

• possible exposure to the ell (which might confuse naive users); and 

• the need for the user to exit from two programs (the non-CLI program and 
the CLI) when he or she logs off. 

You can minimize these drawbacks by having the log-on macro use the CHAIN 
command, instead of XEQ, to run the desired program; for example, CHAIN CEO. 

Create without block [Yes]? (Y, N, or NL) 

Create without block means that the user can have at least two processes running 
concurrently. Users of CEO or of Data General's SWAT® debugger (for C, COBOL, 
FORTRAN 77, Pascal, or PL/I programs) must have the ability to create without block. 
So, press NEW LINE to accept the default, which is yes. 

Use IPC [Yes]? (Y, N, or NL) 

IPC, or InterProcess Communications calls, are available in assembly language and 
some higher-level languages. IPC access is needed wherever two or more active 
processes must communicate. IPCs are needed to use the SWAT debugger and CEO 
and to communicate with Data General server processes (like network processes or 
EXEC). Press NEW LINE to accept the default, yes. 
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Use console [Yes]? (Y, N, or NL) 

A yes answer lets the user log on to a local user terminall. In practica11yall cases, answer 
yes. If you want the user to access your system only rem()tely (virtual console or access 
local resources questions, later), you can answer no to this question and yes to one or 
both of those questions. In most cases, press NEW LINE. 

Use batch [Yes]? (Y, N, or NL) 

A yes answer lets the user submit batch jobs using the Cll commands QBATCH and 
QSUBMIT. Batch offers an efficient way to handle noninteractive operations like 
compilations and sorts. Unless you know that you don't want this person to use batch 
processing, we suggest you press NEW LINE to accept the default: 

Use virtual console [Yes]? (Y, N, or NL) 

This prompt and the next are meaningful only if your system will run networking 
software (Data General's XODIAC/XTS or TCPIIP). Th,e default answer (yes) allows 
this user to log on to your system from a remote host system (using XODIAC's VfA 
agent or TCPIIP's telnet program). The ability to use a virtual console also allows the 
user to use the XTS loopback feature. A value of N (no) prevents the user from logging 
on to your system using a virtual terminal. 

For security reasons, a user should not have both the ability to use a virtual console and 
the Superuser privilege (asked later on). The Superuser privilege, with virtual console 
access, allows a user to explore your entire system from a terminal on a remote system. 

If you don't plan to give the user the Superuser privilege, and do want the user to be 
able to log on to your system from a remote system, the answer to this prompt should 
be yes. Press NEW LINE to accept the default 

Access local resources from remote machines [Yes J? (Y, N, or NL) 

The default answer allows a remote user to access files and devices like tapes and 
printers on your system. It allows remote users to access your system by means of 
XODIAC's RMA and FTA agents. Also, it allows remote: users to access files on your 
system by means of the TCP/IP file transfer program, ftp. 

Using local resources is different from being able to log on, as discussed in the previous 
question. If you want the user to be able to use local resolllrces from a remote machine, 
press NEW LINE. 

Change password [Yes J? (Y, N, or NL) 

In general, users should be able to change their own passwords, per the default. But if 
you are setting up a public (guest) profIle, to allow guests to use your system, the 
password must be public; and you should type N and press NEW LINE to prevent a 
guest from changing the password and barring other guests from the system. In most 

situations, press NEW LINE: 
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Unlimited sons [No]? (Y, N, or NL) 

A user who can create unlimited son processes has the potential for monopolizing the 
system. Each process requires some CPU time, and disk I/O to the SWAP andlor 
PAGE directories. As far as possible, it's a good idea to minimize the number of 
processes. In most cases, press NEW LINE. 

Sons [1] change? (Yor NL) 

BASIC and clerical data entry users need fewer sons, 1 or 2. We recommend that you 
change the default for these users: 

• For most non -CEO users, change the number of sons to 3. 

• For most users of CEO 3.30 and later, change the number of sons to 15. 

• For users importing documents from other computer systems, or using 
PRESENT with CEO 3.30 and later, change the number of sons to 18. 

To change the number of sons from the default, type Yand press NEW llNE. 
PREDITOR will prompt New (0-1023), and you can then type the new number of sons 
and press NEW LINE. To accept the default, 1 son, press NEW LINE. 

Change priority [No]? (Y, N, or NL) 

Processes compete for CPU time, and processes of the same type with higher priority 
(closer to 0) get preference. But a user process that can change priority can monopolize 
the system. Also, changing priority may change group status, which can change the way 
the process is scheduled (process groups are explained in Managing AOS/VS and 
AOSrvS Il). So, unless you know a process must be able to change its priority, press 
NEWLINE. 

Change type [No]? (Y, N, or NL) 

Processes can run as one of three types: resident (always in mainmemory), 
pre-emptible (generally in main memoty, but swappable if blocked), and swappable. 
Swappable is the most common type and is the default type for user and other 
processes. Resident is quite rare-used primarily for the AOSNS peripheral manager 
and the system itself. If a process can change type, it can become resident, and perhaps 

hobble the system. So, unless you know that a process must be able to change its type, 
accept the default value, No, by pressing NEW liNE. 

Change usemame [No]? (Y, N, or NL) 

A process that can change its usemame can assume the name of OP-giving it access to 
many system files-or to another usemame, giving it access to that user's files. Again, 
unless you know that the process must be able to change its usemame, accept the 
default value, No, by pressing NEW LINE. 

Access devices [No]? (Y, N, or NL) 

The ability to access devices Jets a process bypass operating system safeguards and 
access devices directly in machine language. Never give the ability unless the user is a 
systems programmer who needs it to write device drivers. Network and DG/SNA 
processes need this ability, but they can be given it from the master eLI. So, in most 
situations, press NEW LINE. 
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I 

Superuser {No]? (Y, N, or NL) 

The Superuser privilege allows a user process to bypass all file access controls and 
execute, read, modify, or delete any file on the system Superusers can run 
PREDITOR to change their own (or other) profiles; and, unless you choose to encrypt 
passwords, they can view other users' usemames and paS!twords. The master CLI needs 
Superuser to control the system, but most other users do not need it, and they 
shouldn't have it Accept the default answer, No, by pressing NEW LINE. 

Superprocess [No]? (Y, N, or NL) 

The Superprocess privilege allows a user process to terminate any process, including 
the master CU, which would bring down the entire system. Superprocess also allows a 
process to change the type and priority of any process, or block any process, including 
itself. Unless you know a user needs Superprocess, accept the default answer, No, by 
pressing NEW LINE. 

System mtlntlger privilege {No]? 

The System Manager privilege allows the user to turn on System Manager privilege. 
System Manager privilege lets a user 

• Issue commands to EXEC. 
• Change the system date and time. 
• Start or stop the system log (SYSLOG). 
• Change default device characteristics from other than PID 2. 
• Oear a device (using the a.J command CLEARDEVICE or using the system 

call ?CLRDV) it doesn't own. 
• Send messages to users who have requested no receipt of messages 

(using CHARINRM) on their terminals). 
• Change the system bias factor. 

The System Manager privilege also lets a user initialize and release job processors 
(relevant only with a computer that has more than one job processor), create and 
delete process classes and logical processors, and change the locality of other users' 
processes. Use of classes and privileged system caIls can affect the performance and 
security of your system. 

The master CLI issues all the commands that require systf~m manager privilege. 
Possibly, a system operator may need this privilege. Users, as a rule, don't need it. So, 
in most cases, accept the default answer, No, by pressing NEW LINE. 

Modem {No]? (Y, N, or NL) 

If you want this user to be able to log on using a modem, ~ype Y and press NEW LINE. 
Superusers should not be able to use a modem, because the two privileges allow the 
user to explore the entire system from wherever a remote terminal is placed. Unless a 
user requires modem access, accept the default answer, No, by pressing NEW LINE: 
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Change address space type [Yes]? (Y, N, or NL) 

The ability allows the user to execute 16-bit programs from a 32-bit program (like the 
32-bit CLI) and 32-bit programs from a 16-bit program (like the 16-bit CLI). Press 
NEW liNE to accept the default, Yes. 

Change working set limit [No]? (Y, N, or NL) 

This ability allows the user to run programs that change the system default working set 
limit. The system default works best for neady aU programs. For the exceptions, this 
prompt is further descnbed in the PREDITOR chapter of Managing AOS/vs and 
AOS/VS. In most cases, press NEW LINE. 

Priority [2] change? (Yor NL) 

Most user processes should be equal. For equality and simplicity, accept the default. 
(Details on priority appear in Managing AOS/VS andAOS/VS II.) 

Max qpriority [OJ change? (Y or NL) 

When the multiuser environment is up and running, users will use Q-series commands 
(QPRINI; QBATCH) to print files and submit batch jobs. The qpriority determines 
the highest priority a user can specify for his or her jobs in queues (using the 
IQPRIORITY = switch). 

Queue priority 0 is the highest priority; the default queue priority is halfway between 0 
and 255. Hyou give the default to all users, they can receive equal treatment on their 
Q-series jobs. Unless you want to discourage a user's print or batch jobs, press NEW 
LINE. 

Disk quota [15000 J change? (Yor NL) 

This prompt sets the limit on the size of the user directory that PREDITOR will create 
and the system maintain for this user process. 

The default you entered in !DEFAULT! is 15,000 blocks: a good general-purpose 
amount of disk space. H this user process is for guests or other casual users, then you 
might want to specify less space (perhaps the original default, 500). H this user process 
will be used by many people (perhaps data entry clerks or students), you might want to 
specify a larger figure (like 100,(00). If this user process will deal with a large database 
and its directory will contain the database( s), you might want to allot an entire single
or multiple-disk lDU to it. 

A Model 6236 disk contains about 690,000 blocks; a Model 6239 disk contains about 
1,110,000 blocks; and a Model 6297 disk contains about 1,600,000 blocks. A Model 
6061 disk contains about 370,000 blocks and a Model 6122 disk contains about 540,000 
blocks. A Model 6446 disk (in a Combined Storage Subsystem, CSS) holds about 
450,000 blocks. Using these values, distribute your disk space accordingly. 

If you want to change the space quota, type Y and press NEW LINE. PREDITOR will 
then display the prompt New (0-2147483647); type the new space quota. 

To accept the default, 15000 blocks, press NEW LINE. 
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Logical address space - batch [-1 system defaultJ change? n" or NL) 

This series of options gets a more detailed explanation ilil the PREDITOR chapter of 
Managing AOS{VS andAOS/VS H. For now, accept the default values for these 
prompts, as follows: 

Logical address space - batch [-1 system defaultJ change? (Yor NL) ~ 

Logical address space - non-batch [-1 system default J change? (Yor NL)) 
Minimum working set size - batch [-1 system defaultJ change? (Yor NL)) 

Maximum working set size - batch [-1 system default J changt.~? (Yor NL) ~ 

Mmimum working set size - non -batch [-1 system default] c.hange? (Yor NL)) 
Maximum working set size - non-batch [-1 system default] change? (Yor NL)) 
Default user locality - non-batch [OJ change? (Yor NL) 

This prompt has meaning only if you plan to use class scheduling on your system. For 
initial user profiles, accept the default, 0, by pressing NEW LINE. 

Use other localities - non-batch [NoJ? (Y, N, or NL) 

Localities are meaningful only after you've built your application and created classes. 
For initial profiles, accept the default; press NEW UNE to respond to this as weD as to 
the following questions: 

Default user locality - batch {OJ change? (Yor NL) ~ 
Use other localities - batch [NoJ? (Y, N, or NL)) 
User comment [GENERAL USERJ change? (Yor NL)? 

As described earlier, you can enter here a comment about the user such as full name, 
date, and phone extension. 'JYpe Y, press NEW LINE, and then enter the desired text. 
For example, 

User comment [GENERAL USER] change? (Yor NL)? Y~ 
New (0-79 CHARS): JACK ARMSTRONG 30 DECEMBER 92) 
Command: 

You have finished this profile. PREDITOR has written the profile into its profile 
directory, : UPD, as a file with the filename of the username; for example, JACK for a 
usemame of Jack. The profile is ready for use; Jack could successfully log on to the 
system. 

To create another profile, type C, press NEW UNE, and ]run through this procedure 
again. (Remember that a user must have a profile to log on. Many people can have a 
common profile, usable through a common usemame and password; but, aside from 
using the system console, a person who doesn't know a vallid usemame/password pair 
cannot use the system.) 

When you have finished all the profiles you want, PREDITOR will prompt you to 
enter a command. Exit from PREDITOR and return to the CLI by typing 

Command: BYE) 
Su) 

Continue to the next section. 
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Initializing EXEC and Its Queues 

With the user profiles done, you can initialize the EXEC process. This involves executing 
EXEC and creating and opening EXEC queues; generally, you need to complete this 
process only once. 

Using the master ell, set your search list to : U1lL and tonl on Superuser: 

) SEARCHUST:U1lL~ 
) SUPERUSER ON 1 
Su) 

Now start the EXEC process by typing the following: 

Su) PROCESS/DIR=@/DEFAULT/NAME=EXEC EXEC~ 
PID3 
From Pid 3 : (EXEC) Revision n Ready 
) 

Su) 

The PROCESS command creates a new process-just as XEO does-but the PROCESS 
command is more versatile. The switches make the home directoty of the EXEC process 
:PER (@ means :PER, the peripherals directoty), give the EXEC process all privileges of 
its creator (IDEFAULT), and make its process name EXEC. 

The PID messages indicate that EXEC is running as a process with Process ID 3 (PID 3), 
give its revision, and indicate that you can issue commands tlO EXEC. EXEC also creates 
additional processes XBA'!: XMNJ: XNE'J: and XLYI; but does not display messages about 
them. 

Now create the printer queue, and then open the batch, printer, and mount queue by 
issuing the following commands to EXEC. 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC CREATE PRINT LPT ~ 
From EXEC time 
Su) CONTROL@EXEC OPEN BATCHJNPlJT~ 
From EXEC time 
Su) CONTROL @EXEC OPEN BATCH_ OUTPUT~ 
From EXEC time 
Su) CONTROL @EXEC OPEN BATCH_UST~ 
From EXEC time 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC OPEN LPT~ 
From EXEC time 
Su) CONTROL @EXEC OPEN MOUNTQ ~ 
From EXEC time 
Su) 

The CONTROL @EXEC command directs the command through the CLI to EXEC. The 
commands created EXEC's default spool queues. These queues are stored in a file named 
:QUEUE:QUEUES. As long as this me exists, you'll never need to repeat these commands. 
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N01E: Data General supplies a macro named CXCLI that contains the CONTROL 
@EXEC command. So instead of typing CONTROL @EXEC command, you can 
type simply CX command. For example, above, you could type 

Su) CX OPEN MOUNTOl 

Now go to the line printer and make sure power is on, paper is aligned, and it is on line. 
The printer must be on line for EXEC to start it. 

Open batch stream number 1 for processing by typing 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC CONTINUE 1 ~ 
From EXEC: time 

Now start the batch queues on the printer. The device name of the printer is LPB, LPD, 
LPE, or LPJ, depending on the printer, as explained in Chaptf~r 4.1YPe 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC START BATCH OUTPUT @LPx~ 

where x is B, D, E, or J, depending on printer type. 

From Pid 3 : (EXEC) @LPx Cooperative initiated 
From Pid 3: (EXEC) @LPx Paused 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC START BATCH_UST @LPxl 
From EXEC ... 

Now start the print queue on the printer. The command for an LPB printer fonows. (If 
your printer is uppercase only, include the argument UPPER in the EXEC START 
command; this tells EXEC to change lowercase characters to uppercase for printing.) 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC START LPT @LPB~ 
From EXEC time 
Su) CONTROL @EXEC CONTINUE @LPB~ 
From EXEC time 
Su) 

For a type LPD printer, use device name LPD instead of LPB. For a type LPE laser 
printer, use device name LPE instead of LPB. And for a laser printer, use the /NL switch in 
the EXEC START command, as follows: 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC START/NL LPT @LPE~ 

This tells EXEC to preprocess NEW LINE characters as needed for the laser printer. 

You have continued the batch streams, and started the batch queues and printer queue on 
the printer. Users can now issue Q-series commands. There cue 4 default batch streams in 
the BATCH_INPUT queue, and we have activated (with COf'mNUE) only number 1, but 
this is enough to start. Q-series commands are part of a CLI macro named UP.CLI, which 
win run on subsequent startups after you edit it, so you will not need to type them 
individually. 
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LeHer-Quality and Laser Printer Queues 
If your system has one or more letter-quality or laser printen (connected to asynchronous 
controller lines), create and open a printer queue for each. For example, if you have a 
letter-quality printer and laser printer, you might type 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC CREATE PRINT LOP) 
Su) CONTROL @EXEC CREATE PRINT LASER) 
Su) CONTROL @EXEC OPEN LQP) 
Su) CONTROL @EXEC OPEN LASER) 

Now start the printer-managing process for the letter-quali1y and/or laser printers. The 
command to do this resembles the printer command, but the device name is @CONn, 
where n is the asynchronous line number plus 2. (Remember that a console filename is the 
line number plus 2.) So, for a letter-quality printer attached 1to line 13, you would type the 
following commands. 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC START LQP @CON1S) 
From EXEC time 
Su) CONTROL @EXEC CONTINUE @CON1S) 
From EXEC time 
Su) 

For a laser printer attached to line 13, you would type the following commands. 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC START/NL LASER @CON1S) 
From EXEC time 
Su) CONTROL @EXEC CONTINUE @CON15) 
From EXEC time 
Su) 

Users can now queue jobs to the letter-quality printer using 1the QPRINT command and 
the /QUEUE=LQP switch, or to the laser printer with the /QUEUE=LASER switch. 

Additional Line Printer and Plotter Queues 
If you have additional line printers, initialize a queue for each as fol1ows: 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC CREATE PRINT LPT1 ) 
From EXEC time 
Su) CONTROL @EXEC OPEN LPT1 ) 
From EXEC 
Su) 

time 

And if you have a digital plotter, initialize its queue. 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC CREATE PLOT PLT) 
From EXEC time 
Su) CONTROL @EXEC OPEN PLT) 
From EXEC time 
Su) 
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Enabling a User Terminal 
Now enable a user terminal. The terminal names are the console filenames set at VSGEN. 
If the terminals haven't been labeled, now is a good time to label them. Using white tape or 
tape labels, label each with its name, based on the console filename: @CON2, @CON3, 
and soon. 

Choose a CRT (for example, @CON2), tum it on, and place it on line. Then enable it by 
means of EXEC: 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC ENABLE @CON2 ~ 
Console enabled, @CON2 
From EXEC time 

@CON2 is ready for user logon. If you want to enable aD tenninals, type 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC ENABlE/ALL) 

The ENABLE/ALL command tells EXEC to try to enable all terminals (all console 
files-files of type CON in directory :PER). ENABLE/AIL will return an error message 
Device already in use, @CONn for any terminal line on which you have started a printer 
process, as above. You can ignore this message for any line Olll which a printer process has 
been started. 

If EXEC reports only this Device already in use message, or d()es not report any error, skip 
to the section "Logging On as a User." 

If EXEC Falls to Enable a Terminal 

If you receive a Could not enable or File does not exist error message from the EXEC 
ENABLE command, issue the ENABLE command again. If the error persists, type 

Su) DIR@l 
Su) FILES/S~ 

The FlLESTATIJS command lists the entries in directory @ (@ is a pseudonym for :PER). 
An the device and console filenames you specified during VSC3EN shou1d be in this 
directory. The console filenames in this directory should match the labels on the terminals. 
If the names do not match, you may have made a mistake during VSGEN, or the console 
line connections may be wrong. You may want to refer to the specific error message you 
receive in the manual AOS/VS and AOS/vs II Error and Status Messages. 

Try enabling aitother terminal whose console filename appears in directory @ (:PER); and 
issue the CON1ROL @EXEC ENABLE command with this terminal's console filename. 
For example, to enable a terminal associated with @CONll, you would ~e 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC ENABLE @CON11 ~ 
Console enabled, @CONII 
From EXEC time 
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Logging on as a User 
Having enabled a terminal, walk over to it. The screen should display 

**** AOS/VS Release n / Press NEW-LINE to begin Ioggingoll **** 

Log on with the OP usemame and password you created for tlhe operator with 
PREDITOR; that is, with the usemame OP and the password OPERAND. The password 
you type is not displayed. For example, 

~ 
AOS/vs n / EXEC-32 n 
Usemarne: OP ~ 
Password: OPERAND ~ 

date time @CONn 

Copyright (C) Data General Corporation, 1980 - .1992 
All rights reserved. 
Licensed material - - property of Dattz General Corporation 

This software is made available solely pursuant to the 
terms of a DGC license agreement which governs il'S use. 

Most recent logon 

AOS/VS Cll Rev n 
) 

date 

dIlte time 

You have now logged on user OP and your user process is running a CLI process for you. 
This is your own Cll, independent of the CLI on the system c:onsole. 

Now you know that EXEC's log-on function works, and that the hardware and software 
configuration of your system are probably correct. 

Try some QPRINT commands: 

) QPRINT :UTIL:UP.CU ~ 
Queued, Seq = 1, Qpriority = 127 
) QPRINT : UTI L:AOSVS. PANICS.SR ~ 
Quelled, Seq = 2, Qpriority = 127 
) 

The line printer should now print the text of these files, each preceded by a header sheet 
that gives your usemame, file pathname, and date, among other things. You needn't read 
these files now-they served only to test the printer queue. 'TIlke the printed copy to the 
system console for later use. 

If you have a letter-quaJity printer and created queues for it earlier, try it using a 
QPRINT/QUEUE=queuename command: 

) QPRINT/QUEUE=LQP :UTIL:UP.CLI) 
Queued, Seq = 3, Qpriority = 127 
) 

The letter-quality printer should print the text of UP.CLI, a prototype for your tailored 
UP.CLI macro. If nothing happens, or you get an error message, refer to the section 
"Letter-Quality and Laser Printer Queues," earlier in this chapter. 
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Try a batch command: 

) CBATCH Write Hello~ 
Queued, Seq = 4 
) 

The batch output file is sent to the line printer, so the text string "Hello" should appear 
there, preceded by a printed header and log-on information. If this occurs, EXEC's batch 
function is okay. 

To get a sense of the CLrs Help facility, type 

) HELP~ 

... (CLI displays HELP topics) ... 
) 

The entire Help facility is available to any user from any CLI process. Use it whenever you 
have doubts or questions on a topic or command. 

You can terminate the user process by typing 

) BYE~ 

AOSrvs Cll Tenninatingdizte time 

Process n Tenninated 
Connect time hh:mm:ss 
User 70p71ogged off@CONn dizte time 

**** AOS/vs REVn / Press NEW-UNE to begin logging on **** 

Then return to the system console. 
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Changing a Password 
Usernames are public information, but passwords-including the OP password-should be 
private. By default, any user can change his or her password at logon. The user types his or 
her username and presses NEW LINE, and then types the pas~word, but presses the 
ERASE PAGE key (or CfRL-L) instead of NEW LINE. 

EXEC will then ask for the new password, which must contain from 6 to 15 printable 
characters. The user types the new password and presses NEW'LINE. EXEC then asks 
again for the password to make sure the user typed correctly. lbe user then retypes the 
password and, if the two new passwords match, EXEC announces New password in effect 
and logs the user on to the ~tem. From that point on, the new password will be in effect. 

EXEC allows the user five attempts to enter a matching new p;ClSsword/confirmation pair, 
and provides error messages after any unacceptable entries. If EXEC does not receive a 
valid pair in five tries, it informs the user that the password remains unchanged, then logs 
him or her on without changing the password. 

Bringing Down EXEC 
Return to the system console, and bring down EXEC. 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC HALT ~ 
From EXEC ... 
From Pid 3 : (EXEC) Terminating on HALT Command. 
Su) 

The EXEC command HALT brings down the EXEC process C!lIld all its sons. 

Using the SED Text Editor to ICreate Useful 

Macros 

As you saw, there are a lot of commands involved in bringing EXEC up and down. To make 
this process easier, Data General supplied CLI macros named UP.CLI and DOWN.CLI in 
directory :lJ1TI..,. Because systems vary, these macros are not dlirectly executable; you must 
edit them for your system before you can use them. We descnlle the changes you must 
make in the next major section of this chapter. After you mak~~ the changes to the macros, 
you'll need only to type UP and press NEW liNE to bring up EXEC and the multiuser 
environment, and DOWN followed by NEW UNE to bring thf~m down. 

To edit the macros, you'll need to know how to use a text editor-specifical1y, the text 
editor SED. This section will show you just enough SED to edit the UP.CLI and 
DOWN.CLI macros, and create some other useful macros. 
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SED in a Nutshell 
SED is a text editor with informative error messages and its own Help facility. It has many 
commands and features. To do the editing you need now, you'll require only a few 
commands ana key sequences. Thble 5-1 explains SED commands, while 1able 5-2 
explains SED key sequences. 

Table 5-1 SED Commands 

Command Action 

HELP Gives Help on SED commands or features. 

APPEND Adds text to the end of the file. 

INSERT Inserts lines of text before the current line. 

MODIFY Edits lines of text one by one. 

UST Displays a range of lines. 

FIND Locates a text string. 

DELETE Removes one or more lines of text 

BYE Leaves SED and returns to the CI~ 

Table 5-2 SED Key Sequences 

Key Sequence Action 

BREAK/ESC or Terminates an Append, Insert, or Modify command. 
ESC key 

-+, +-, Moves the cursor. These cursor cOllltrol keys are on the keypad 

t, .l- to the right of the main keypad. They move the cursor right, 
left, a line up, or a line down. 

CTRL-E While you're modifying a line, begins or ends a text insert. 

OELkey Deletes the previous character. 

You begin a SED editing session with the command XEQ SED, followed by NEW UNE. 
The SED prompt is an asterisk (*). As with eLI commands, you can abbreviate SED 
commands to their shortest unique parts. For example, you em type MOD instead of 
MODIFY. 

SED is a line-oriented editor, dealing with text a line at a time. It is also screen-oriented, 
depending heavily on cursor control keys. Thus you should use it on a CRT if you can. 
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If the system console is a hardcopy tenninal, follow these steps to work from a CRT: 

1. Bring up EXEC again, as follows, from the system console: 

Su) PROCESS/DIR=@/DEF/NAME=EXEC EXEC~ 

2. Enable the same user terminal you did before by typing: the following: 

Su) CONTROL @EXEC ENABLE @CONn) 

where n identifies a CRT 

3. Log on to the enabled terminal as user Op, as before. 

4. Get into directory :UTll.., where the macros are, and tum Superuser on: 

) DIR :lTTlLl 
) SUPERUSER ON) 
Su) 

S. Create or edit the macros (particularly UP.Cll and DOWN.eLI, which are the most 
important) using the SED editor. Leave the SED edito:r by typing BYE and pressing 
NEWLINE. 

The following sections tell you to create a number of macros before you edit UP.CLI. If any 
of these macros already exist, don't recreate them; simply try them to see if they work. You 
can see if a macro exists by typing FILES/AS filename (where filename is the macro 
filename), and pressing NEW LINE. If the CLI displays the name, the macro exists; if the 
macro does not exist in the current directory, the Cll simply returns the ell prompt. 

Editing Macro SED.ell 
A useful macro that may not exist on your system is SED.CLL It allows you to skip the 
cCXEQ" when you want to use SED. The fonowing example shows how to use SED to create 
the SED.ell macro. To illustrate editing with SED, the macro text is first entered 
incorrectly as XROSED, then corrected to XEO SED. The strings %/% and %-% tell SED 
in the first case to accept switches and in the second, to accept an argument (in this case, a 
filename). 

Su) XEO SED SED.CLI ~ 
SED Rev n; Input Fue - :UTIL·SED.CU 

Do you want SED. eLI to be created? Y ~ 
* APPEND) 

1 XRQSED%fOk %-%) 
2 (Press BREAK/ESC or ESC key.) 

* MODIFY 1) 
1 XRQSED%I% %-% 

Now use control characters and the space bar to change XRClSED to XEO SED: 

Press -+, type E over the R in XRQSED; press -+, press CTI~L-E to inse~ press the space 
bar; then press NEW LINE. 

* BYE) 
Output File - :UTIL:SED. CLI 
Su) 
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Now you can run SED by simply typing SED filename and pr'essing NEW LINE. (The line 
numbers-l and 2 (listed previously)-are displayed by SED for your editirig convenience. 
They are not part of the tile.) 

Make the SED.CLI macro accessible to users by typing 

Su) ACL SED.CU OP,OWARE +,R) 

This command gives user OP aU access, and all users Read access to the macro. Read access 
is all a user needs to run a macro. 

Macros ON.ell and OFF.ell 
You, and perhaps other people who run the system, win often. need to tum Superuser on 
and off. It's a nuisance to have to type the whole command line to do so. Here is the text of 
macros ON.Cll and OFF.CLI, which tum Superuser or Superprocess on and off. 

Text of ON.Cll: 

COMMENT If user appended the /P switch, tum Superprocess on. 
[!equal,%O/%,/P] 

superprocess on 
[!else] 
COMMENT Without the IP switch, tum Superuser on. 

superuser on 
[lend] 

Text of OFEeLI: 

COMMENT If user appended the IP switch, tum Superprooess off. 
[!equal,%O/%JP] 

superprocess off 
[felse] 
COMMENT Without the /P switch, tum Superuser off. 
superuser off 

[lend] 

Here's how to create ON.CLI: 

Su) X SED ON.CLI~ 
SED Rev n; Input file - :UTlL·ON. eLI 
Do you want ON. eLI to be created? y~ 

* APPEND) 
1 COMMENT If user appended the IP switch, turn Superprocess on.) 

2 [!equal,%O/%,/p] ~ 
3 superprocess on) 

4 [!else]) 
5 COMMENT Without the IP switch, turn Superus,er on. ~ 
6 superuser on ~ 
7 [!end]) 
8 (Press BREAK/ESC or ESC key.) 

*BYE~ 
Ou.tpu.t file - :UTIL:ON. eLI 

Su) 
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This session created macro ON.Cll. With macros ON.ell and OFF.a.J in :~ you can 
tum Superuser on by typing ON and pressing NEW liNE, andl you can tum Superprocess 
on by typing ONIP and pressing NEW liNE. To tum them off, type OFF or OFFIP, and 
pressing NEW LINE. 

Make the macros accessible to users who have Superuser and Superprocess privilege by 
typing 

Su) ACL ON.CU OP,OWARE +,Rl 
Su) ACL OFF.CU OP,OWARE +,R 1 

Users without Superuser or Superprocess privilege will get an e~rror message if they try to 
execute these macros. 

Macro ?CLI 
It's very useful to know which processes are running on your system. Data General supplies 
a macro that displays process information. The macro name is 'WHOS.CLI, in :urn... You 
can, if you want, use only WHOS.Cll to display processes on the system. Or you can copy 
WHOS.CLI to ?CLI, and then use either macro to display processes. 

At Data General, we tend to use ? .CLI, but the supplied macro is named WHOS.CLI to 
avoid confusion with the ? character-because the ? character serves as a request for help 
on some non-Data General operating systems. 

To copy WHOS.CLI to ?CLI, type 

Su) COPVN?CU WHOS.CU) 
WHOS.Cll 

Su) 

Make this macro accessible to users by typing 

Su) ACL ? .CLI OP,OWARE +,R 1 

Now you-and users-can display the names of all processes o:n the system by typing 

) ?~ 

For the following few macros, we provide only the text of the macro. Uy the SED editing 
commands for yourself. ' 
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Macros BATCH.Cll and CHEK.Cll 
By default, when users submit batch jobs (usually with the QBATCH command), the output 
and list files are sent to the first line printer device, LPB. To see the results of the batch 
jobs, users must walk to the line printer. This inconvenience :lIlay discourage users from 
using batch processes. The following macros allow any user tiD do a whole batch job without 
leaving his or her terminal. 

The BATCH.Cll macro queues a batch job with output and list files in a user's initial 
directoIy, macro CHEK...CU types and deletes these files. (It's named CHEK.Cll to 
distinguish it from the CLI command CHECKTERMS.) 

Macro BATCH.Cll is self-documenting. It explains itself if someone types its name 
without an argument. Self-documenting is a good idea for your own user-oriented 
macros; if the macros explain themselves, then you don't hav~~ to explain them to users. 

The text of BATCH.ell is 

[!equal,% 1 %,] 
write CLI macro %0% queues a batch job, with multiple 
write arguments. It writes the batch output file and batch 
write list file to your initial working directory - - instead 
write of the line printer queue - - so that you needn't go to 
write the printer each time you use batch. Do not use it tel 
write stack multiple batch jobs - - wait for one job to cornplete 
write before USing it to queue the next job. The format for 
write using this macro is 
write " BATCH, normal-command-line , NEW UNE III For example, 
write " BATCH, XEQ , MASM , PROG1 , PROG2 NEW UNE 

[!else] 
delete/2=ignore :UDD: [!usemame]:{LAST _BATCH. <OU1i,UST» 
create :UDD:[!username]:{LAST _BATCH. <OUT,UST> ) 
qbatch!notify/qoutput=:UDD:[!usemame]:LAST _BATCH.OUT& 

/qlist=:UDD:[!usemame]:LAST _BATCH.UST %-% 
write When this batch job is done your terminal will show 
write 'From PIO n (EXEC): BATCHJNPUT n COMPLETED' then beep. 
write Type CHEK NEW UNE. Macro CHEK types the batch output file -
write allowing you to check for errors. Then it allows you to 
write delete or save the batch output and list files. 

[lend] 
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The text of CHEK.CLI is 

[!equal, comment,] This maao prints the batch output file after a 
batch job created by macro BATCH.CU completes.[!end] 
type :UDD:[!usemame]:LAST BATCH.OUT 
write To delete batch output and empty batch list files 
write press NEW UNE. 
string [fREAD To save them type S and press NEW UNE) 
[!equal, [!string] ,S] 

write Saving output and list files 
write :UDD:[!usemame):LAST_BATCH.<OUT UST> 

[!else] 
delete/v :UDD: [!usemame]:LAST BATCH.OUT 
[!equal [!size :UDD:[!usemame]:LAST _BATCH.UST] ,0] 

delete/v :UDD:[!usemame]:LAST _BATCH.UST 
[!else] 

write List file - :UDD:(!username]:LAST_BATCH.UST 
write is NOT empty. Saving. 

[lend] 
[fend] 

Make the macros accessible to users by typing 

Su) ACL BATCH.CU OP,OWARE +,R~ 
Su) ACL CHEK.CU OP,OWARE + ,R ~ 

Now, to issue a batch job, all a user needs to do is type BATGH command-line and press 
NEW LINE; for example 

) BATCH X MASM MVPROGl 

The BATCH macro tens the user what to do next; and the CLI prompt returns to the 
tenninal. When the batch job is done, the user types 

) CHEKl 

which displays the batch output file-showing all errors-with an option to delete both 
files. These macros offer a fast, simple, and effective way for users to issue batch jobs. 
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Macro REMEMBER.ell 
As people work on your system, they may want to issue reminders to themselves-for 
example, about meetings or deadlines. You can make it easy for anyone to issue one or 
more such personaJ reminders by creating macro REMEMBF..R.CLI (naturaDy, you can 
give it any name you want). 

The text of REMEMBER.CLI is 

[leq, %2%,] 
write This macro - - %0% - - reminds you of a future engagement. 
write It enqueues a batch job to run at the time you specify. 
write The batch job sends the specified message to your terminal. 
write 
write To execute the macro use the form 
write ", 0/00% "" date:time "" message ,,,, NEW UNE 
write 
write "date:time" can be a specific date and/or time -- flor example 
write "22-NOVEMBER-92:20" means "NOVEMBER 22 !~2 8pm". Or "date/time" 
write can be relative - - for example" + 1" means "an hour from now." 
write Try the HELP *AFTER ", topic for more information IJn "date/time." 

[!else] 
string @[!console] 
qbatch%/%/after=% 1 %lqlist=@NULL/qoutput=@NULL 1St 
send [!STRING] [rasc 215] [!asc 207] [lase 216] REMEMBER: [Iasc 217) %2-% 

[lend] 

Make the REMEMBER.CLI macro availabJe to users by typilllg 

Su) ACL REMEMBER.CU OP,OWARE +,R~ 

Now, for example, if user Sally wanted to be reminded of a meeting on December 31, 1992, 
at 4:00 p.m. (16:00 on a 24-hour clock), she wouJd type 

) REMEMBER 31-DECEMBER-92:16 Meeting ~ 

Then, when the system calendar and clock showed the specified time, Sally's REMEMBER 
batch job would run; her terminal wouJd beep and dispJay 
REMEMBER: Meeting with the message text blinking. REMEl'.mER works only if you are 
Jogged on to the same terminal from which you typed the RE~IEMBER command. (If an 
batch streams are busy throughout the delay intervaJ, the RE~rEMBER batch job will be 
delayed until a job finishes. So if you plan to run many batch jobs, you might not want to 
use the macro.) 
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Editing the UP and DOWN Macros 

The UP and DOWN macros are critical parts of your multiuser system. The UP macro 
initializes lDUs, starts EXEC, creates batch- and printer-ma.naging processes, enables 
tenninals for logon, and, at many sites, starts data management and network software, and 
applications like CEO. The DOWN macro brings down the multiuser environment, 
reducing AOSNS to single-user system status. 

This section explains editing these macros. Figures 5-1 and 5-·2, later in the chapter, show 
examples. 

Editing Macro Up.ell 
After writing some macros with SED (previous section), you're ready to tackle UP.CU. The 
UP.CLI shipped with AOSNS is a nonexecutable sample. To make it executable, you must 
edit it. But frrst, you should print both UP and DOWN macros. To do this, type 

Su) DIR :UTIL ~ 
Su) COpy @LPx UP.CU DOWN.CU ~ 

... (pause while printing occurs) ... 
Su) 

(x identifies your printer; as specified 
to VSGEN, x is B, C, D, or E) 

(If EXEC is running, you'll see aFiJe is exclusively opened error message. Use the command 
QPRINT instead of COPY @LPx.) 

After printing the macros, read the printouts. The comments to the system manager give 
you most, if not all, the information you need. These comments, other comments (and the 
Cll manual and CLI Help), explain all the commands and their meanings. Notice that each 
macro creates a log file, named UPLOG and DOWN.LOG respectively. If a macro stops 
with an error at runtime, you can type this log file to discover the last command executed; 
this is particularly useful if your system console is a CRT. 

The amount of editing of UP.CLI depends on the hardware and software in your system. At 
minimum, you need to make the macro executable. You may aliso want to insert other 
commands, depending on whether 

• you want to set your system ID and/or start the system log; 

• you want to set nondefault characteristics for asynchronous, lines (such as modem lines); 

• you have LDUs to initialize; 

• your computer has more than one job processor; 

• you have printers other than one type LPB printer; 

• you have programs (such as XTS networking, INFOS II, ClEO, or your own 
applications) to start; 

• you want to run a secure CLI (LOCK_CLI) on the system console; and/or 

• other actions are necessary, as explained in the macro text or in documentation for 
other software products. 

The following sections explain how to make the macro executable, and which commands to 
use for the system ID and/or log, characteristics, LDU, job processor, and printer issues. 
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The only required sections you must read are "Making UP.CLI Executable" and "Starting 
Printers." (The latter is required only if your printer is not type LPB.) 

Making URell Executable 

To start, type 

Su) SED UP.CU ~ 
SED Rev n; Input file - :UTIL:UP.CLI 

* 

(1Ype XEQ SED Up.eLl and press NEW LINE if you don't have a SED.CLI macro.) 

1YPe LIST ALL and press NEW LINE to display all lines in the macro. 

The first line to edit is the line with the first! equal This line makes the macro 
nonexecutable; in the line, [!equal,l,2] means "if 1 equals 2, jexecute aJllines up to the next 
!else or !end." You need to change the 2 to 1. 1YPe FIND "!equ". 

After SED finds the line, type MOD and press NEW LINE. Then, using cursor controls, 
position on the line and make the two numbers equal. For example, change the second 
number to 1: 

[lequal,1,1] 

Then press NEW LINE and press the BREAK/ESC (or ESC) key to enter the changed 
line. 

Leaving SED and saving your new UP.CLI file is explained in. the section "Finishing Up 
with up'CLI." 

Setting the System 10 and/or Starting the System log File 

The system 10 is a text string (limit 31 characters) that identifies your system. The system 
ID is printed on header sheets on print jobs. Also, on a network, the ID, available to users 
using the SYSID command, helps remind users what system they're using. (The system ID 
is not necessarily the same as the network hostname, accessible using the HOST command, 
or the log-on banner displayed on user terminals-the latter is simply the contents of file 
:UTIL:LOGON.BANNER.SCREEN.) 

Good choices for the system ID include the network hostname (if you plan to use 
networking and know the hostname), or simp1y the system name. You need not change the 
default system ID, which is null (no name). If you do want to :set the system ID, use the 
SYSID command from PID 2, after the comment to the system manager about SYSID. A 
sample command is SYSID MSIS_01. 
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The system log file, which you can start with the SYSlOG command, can record all user 
activity on the system. (The system log is not the same as CLI logging, started with the 
.LOG command.) If you choose to use Jogging, you shouJd start the Jog earJy-after the 
comment to the system manager about the log file. The syntax of the SYSLOG command, 
suggestions for using it, and details on the companion REPORT program appear in 
ManagingAOSIVS and AOS/vS II You may choose to start SYSLOG using the macro 
SYSLOG _ UP.CLI, shown in the manual Managing AOS/vs andAOS/VS II 

If your computer has more than one job processor, you might want to proceed to the next 
section. Otherwise, you might want to leave the SED editor and return to the eLI, since 
the next commands you insert may be complicated enough to try first in the CLI. To leave 
the SED editor, type BYE and press NEW LINE; then answe:r the prompt Do you want to 
save the original file us a backu.p file? by typing Y and pressing NEW LINE. To edit the 
macro again, you'll simply type SED UP'CU, as before. 

Initializing Another Job Processor In a MuHiprocessor System 

If you have a multiprocessor computer (such as an MV /20000 Model 2), it's a good idea to 
initialize additional job processors in your system's UP.CLI mlacro rather than having to 
initialize them manUally. While you're editing UP.CU with S1ED, find the comment to the 
system manager about job processors (type FIND "job processor"); then delete the word 
"COMMENT" from the beginning of each line for each job processor on your system. 

The /2= WARNING switch lets the macro continue running if this job processor is not 
functioning. This switch lets the macro bring up the multiuser environment even though not 
all job processors are functioning. 

At this point, you can stop editing UP.CLI and update your UP.CLI macro. The next 
commands are complicated; you may want to test them from the CLI before you use SED 
to add them to UP.CLI. To close, press the BREAK/ESC key (just to make sure you've left 
insert mode). Then type 

*BYE~ 
Do you want to save the original file as a backup file? Y ~ 
Outputfile - :UTIL·UP.CLI 
Backup file - :UTIL:UP.CU.BU 
Su) 

Saving the original as a backup (here, in file UP.CLI.BU) lets you keep track of what you 
did in case the edited macro doesn't work the way you want it to. (SED keeps only one 
version of a backup file, of the form original-filename.BU. If a previous backup already 
exists, SED deletes this backup file and replaces it with the nc~er version.) 
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Initializing Other LDUs 

Before users can log on, the UP macro must initialize aU disks they may need (if there are 
LDUs other than the system LDU). When Up.eLI issues these commands, the working 
directory should be the root (:) and Superuser must be on. TIle INITIAUZE command has 
the following form: 

INITIAUZE disk - unit-name[ldisk-unit-name J [disk-unit·-name[ldisk-unit-name J J 

where 

disk-unit-name 

1 

is the name of the unit that holds th,e disk; for example @DPJ2. 

separates images of a mirror. For example, @DPJ2~@DPJ3 

For example, if there were an LDU on disk unit DPJl, you would initialize it as f01lows: 

INITIAUZE @DPJ1 ~ 

And if there were a mirror image of DPJl on DPJ2, you wou1d initialize both images with 

INITIAUZE @DPJ1 !@DPJ2 ~ 

If there were an LOU that spanned the physical disks DPJI0 Clnd DPJ11: 

INITIAUZE @DPJ1 0 @DPJ11 ~ 

After the INITIALIZE command is executed, the system displays the name that was 
assigned to the logical disk when the disk was formatted with the Disk Formatter., 

For each LDU, note the initialization command for later inclu.sion in UP.CLI. 

Initializing Mirrored LDUs 

When you want to mirror LDU images, you can specify all images in the INITIALIZE 
command, or you can specify the primary image in the INITIP~ZE!NOMIRROR 
command and later tell the system to synchronize the other imlage(s) with the MIRROR 
command. 

Specifying all images in the INITIALIZE command is simpler, but win produce a 
synchronization error if the images are not synchronized (this 'Would happen if the mirrored 
LOU had not been released normally). After this error, you must use the proper 
INITlALIZE/NOMIRROR command to initialize a more cun~ent image, and then decide 
whether you want to synchronize the other image(s) using the MIRROR command. The 
decision depends on the reason for desynchronization; if one or more units isn't 
operational, you can't synchronize. In other words, your cours~~ after the synchronization 
error requires thought; it's difficult to have the UP macro decide what to do. 

The fol1owing macro shows one approach you might use. It tries to initialize a mirrored 
LOU; then, if an error occurs, it displays an appropriate mess~lge and stops. You can then 
type the proper INITIALIZE/NOMIRROR command and, depending on the state of the 
other images, MIRROR command(s). You can insert this macro's commands in your 
Up.eLI macro, in the section whose comments tell the system manager to initialize LOUs, 
or you can create it as a separate macro and ca)) it from UP.CLI. Whichever you do, the 
macro will not terminate on an initialization error condition; OIn either a nonna) return or 
initialization error, it will continue and pass control back to tht~ remaining part of the UP 
macro. 
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COMMENT Macro START_MIRRORED _DISKS.CLI 
COMMENT Try to initialize as a mirror. On error, drop through. 
initialize/s/1 =waming/2=waming @DPJ1 !@DPJ2 
[!equal,[!string),) 

write Initialize command that specified mirroring failed. Try 
write INITIALIZE/NOMIRROR commands on each image until a command succeeds. 
write You may then want to try MIRROR commands for othe!r images. 
[!else] 
COMMENT The command succeeded. 

[fend] 

For each LDU, note the command for later use. 

At this point, you might want to create a STARf_MlRRORED._DISKS macro of your own, 
with the INITIALIZE commands you've just tested .. After doing so, edit UP.CU again 
(SED UP'CLI). Then find the section whose comment tens the system manager to initialize 
LDUs. After this section, call your STARr_MIRRORED DISKS macro Oust insert the 
name of your macro). 

Changing Default Characteristics for Terminal Lines 

If you need to change the default characteristics of one or more terminal lines (perhaps 
because the desired characteristics weren't chosen at VSGEN), this must be done from PID 
2 before EXEC enables the line(s). UP.a.l is an ideal place to do it. 

Before you use SED to insert a CHARAcrERISTICS command in UP.a.J, test the 
command from the PID 2 ell before EXEC comes up. Use the: CHARACTERISTICS 
command with the /DEFAULT switch, using the console filenaDle of the pertinent terminal. 
For example, to change lines 3 and 4 to support modems instead of local terminals, you 
would insert these lines: 

characteristics/default/crt3/mod/mri/ebo/stJulc/off/eb1 @CON3 
characteristics/default/crt3/mod/mri/ebo/st/ulc/off/eb1 @CON4 

Then start EXEC: 

PROCESS/NAME=EXEC/DEFAULT/DIR=@ EXEe~ 

and finally enable all terminals 

ex ENABlE/ALL) 

The ex macro contains the command CONfROL @EXEC. 

Make sure the line works the way you want it to. When it does, stop EXEC 
(type CX HALT, then press NEW LINE). 

Having tested the CHARAcrERISTICS command(s), use SElD to insert the conunand(s) 
in UP'CU, after the lines whose comments advise the system manager to set characteristics. 
After the last comment line, insert your CHARAcrERISTICS commands. 

If You Have Graphics Terminals 

AOSNS supports screen windowing on graphics (pixel-mapp~~d) terminals on DSnSOO 
computers. On such systems, a user can create windows on a graphics terminal, but in order 
to do so, the user must flfst assign (get ownership of) the PMAp, an entry in :PER, for the 
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device. On a multiuser DSnSOO system, unauthorized access to PMAP entries represents a 
potential security risk. 

To prevent unauthorized creation of windows on a multiuser DSnSOO system, add the 
following line to your system's UP macro before the line that enables terminals: 

assign ([ffilenames @PMAP+]) 

This assigns (gives ownership of) the PMAP device entries (specified by @PMAP+ ) to PID 
2. 

Likewise, if you have a program that creates additional wU'1ldows, deletes default windows, 
or repositions or resizes windows, you can run that prograIlD from your UP macr<r-but run 
it before assigning the PMAPs. For more information on security risks involved with 
windows, see ManagingAOSIVS and AOS/VS IL 

Starting Printers 
The UP macro already contains commands to start and to (:ontinue a line printer of type 
LPB. If your printer is an upper- and lowercase type LPBprinter, you can leave the 
printer specification as is. But if your primary printer is an uppercase -only LPB, use SED 
to add the argument UPPER to control @EXEC start ... lPT command, producing the 
command 

control @EXEC start ... LPT [!string] UPPER 

If your first line printer is not type LPB, use SED to change: the printer name (in the line 
string @LPB) to the type you have. For a type LPD printer., change the name @LPB to 
@LPD. For an LPE laser printer, change @LPB to @LPE; and change 
control @EXEC start ... to control @EXEC start/NL. ... And. for a type LPJ printer, change 
the name@LPBto@LPJ. 

If you have a second line printer and/or plotter, start and continue its queue after the 
comment to the system manager about "start any other printers." Depending on the printer 
type (LPB, LPD, or LPE, uppercase-only or laser document), insert the following 
commands. 

control @EXEC start [INL) LPT1 @LPx [UPPER) 
control @EXEC continue @LPx 

Insert the /NL switch for a laser printer, type LPE. Insert thle argument UPPER for an 
uppercase only printer. x is Bl for the second LPB printer, I) for the first LPD printer, Dl 
for the second LPD printer, E for the first laser printer, E1 for the second laser printer, and 

soon. 

For a digital plotter, insert the following commands: 

control @EXEC start PLT @PLA 
control @EXEC continue @PLA 

This command allows users to issue printing requests to the second printer using 
QPRINT/QUEUE=LPTI ... commands; andlor issue plotting requests using QPLOT 

commands. 

With two or more line printers, label each printer (perhaps 11Sing a sticky-backed tape 
label) with its queue and device name; for example "Device LPB, queue LPT" for the first 
printer. Having the names dearly visible will make operations easier later on. 
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Startlng Printers Attached to Asynchronous Unes 

If you have one or more printers attached to asynchronous lines, start them before EXEC 
enables terminals for logon; that is, start them after the comment to the system manager 
about starting other p~ters. (While a line is enabled for logon, you can't start the line for 
printing.) Printers attached to asynchronous lines include letter-quality and laser printers. 

Hyou created one or more letter-quality printer queues earlier in this chapter, insert 
commands to start and continue them. For example, assume you have a letter-quality and 
a laser printer, connected to asynchronous lines 13 and 14--that is, to devices @CON15 
and @CON16. Also assume you created queues named LOP and LASER for them, as 
shown earlier in this chapter. You'd insert the following commands: 

control @EXEC start LQP @CON15 
control @EXEC start LASER @CON16 
control @EXEC continue @CON15 
control @EXEC continue @CON16 

These commands will allow ell users to issue printing requests to the letter-quality 
printer using QPRINT /QUEUE=LQP. .. commands or to the baser printer using 
QPRINT/QUEUE=LASER ... commands. 

As with line printers, you may want to label your letter-qualiity printers with queue name 
and device name. (If you have the CEO system, you will want to label printers with the 
CEO printer name also, after configuring the printers using CEO.) 

Starting Networks, Database, and CEO Software, and User 
Applications 

The first time you create the multiuser environment, you will probably want simply to start 
EXEC and the multiuser environment. If you have other software, like network, data 
management, CEO, and or/user applications software, it must be installed and configured 
before you can use it. 

But after this software has been installed and configured, and you know what command 
line( s) start it, you can insert these command lines in the UP macro. Most software 
available from Data General includes its own startup macros (described in the product 
documentation or Release Notice); for example, XODIAC/XTS network software has a 
startup macro named UP.NE1WORK.CU, and CEO has one called CEO.SYS1EM.CLI. 
For such a product, you need only insert the macro name in the UP.CLI macro. For Data 
General products shipped without a startup macro, you'll nec~d to use CLI PROCESS 
commands. 

For any Data General network or data management product, or the CEO system or user 
applications, use a text editor to insert the appropriate startup commands in the UP macro 
after the pertinent comment to the system manager. Figure 5-1, later in the chapter, shows 
a sample UP macro that includes some of these commands. 
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Enabllng User Terminals 

The UP macro contains an EXEC ENABLE/ AIL command that enables all terminals, so 
you do not need to insert ENABlE commands for specific terminals. 

But after EXEC enables a terminal, it "owns" that terminal. Some other Data General 
programs need to own terminals to run on them. Among thc:~se are terminal manager 
programs (like TPMS) and mM emulator programs (RCX70, DG/SNA). If you plan to run 
one or more of these other programs, decide which termina1ls you want them to use. 

Then, in the UP macro, start the control process for any of these programs and have them 
take charge of the consoles they need before the control @EXEC.enable/alioommand. (A 
good place to start the process is immediately after the comment to the system manager 
about starting data management programs.) The other progJram( s) will get use of the 
terminals before EXEC does; EXEC will display the message Device already in use when it 
tries to enable them. Also, if you want to change any terminal characteristics 
(CHARAcrERISTICSIDEFAULT command), do this before the terminal is enabled, as 
covered earlier. 

Locking the System Console eLI 

Unless you specify otherwise in the UP macro, a standard CLI, son of the master CLI (PID 
2), will remain running on the system console. As son of the :master ell, this Cll has all 
privileges, which means that any person passing by can tum Superuser on and discover 
privileged users' passwords or shut the system down. Before the UP macro ends, we 
recommend that you have it run a locked Cll. 

To run a locked CLI, you have a choice. You can execute the 16-bit program 
WCK_ CLI.PR, or you can execute and lock the 32-bit CLL If you are familiar with 
WCK_ CLI, you may want to continue to run it The 32-bit CLI offers a distinct 
advantage in that you can lock individual ell and CONTROL @EXEC commands. In 
addition, changing the 32-bit CLI password is easier than changing the WCK_ ill 
password. A disadvantage of running a 32-bit ell is that it does use more memory. 
Decide on the CLI you want to run; then try it as follows: 

To run LOCK_CLI type 

) EXECUTE :LOCK_CU.PRl 

To lock CLI32, type 

) PASSWORD/REAO==:PASSWOROl 

) LOCK/FILE=:PASS\JVOROl 

Now try unlocking the CLI you choose by typing UNLOCK and the password. (You will 
need to do this before running the DOWN .CLI macro.) The default password, shipped 
with both CLls, is PASSWORD. You can test to see if the eLI is unlocked by typing XEa 
SED. A locked ~LI will not execute a program; an unlocked Cll will. 

After locking and unlocking the Cll, insert the command EXEClITE :LOCK_CU.PR if 
using LOCK_ CLI, or insert the commands PASSWORO/R8~O= :PASSWORO and 
LOCK/FILE=:PASSWORD if using the 32-bit CLI, in the UP macro at the command 
EXECUTE CU. 

For security, you win need to change the Cll password. Changing the 16-bit LOCK_CLI 
password and choosing a password for the 32-bit CLI are de:scribed in ManagingAOS/vS 
and A OS/VS II. The manual Using the eLI (AOS/vS and 
AOS/vS II) also describes changing the 32-bit eLI password. 
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Finishing Up wHh Up.eLI 

Having made the UP macro executable, and (perhaps) initialized LDUs and done other 
things above, you're done with the UP macro. 

If you are running the SED text editor, leave the editor and save both old and new files. At 
the SED prompt, type BYE and press NEW LINE; then, when it asks Do you want to save 
the original file as a backup file?, type 

Do you want to save the original file as a backup file? Y 1 
Output file - :lmL'URCLI 
Backupfile - :UTIL:UP.CLLBU 
Su) 

Saving the original as a backup (here, in file UP.CLI.BU) Jets you keep track of what you 
did in case the changed macro doesn't work the way you want it to. (SED keeps only one 
version of a backup file, form original-filename.BU. If a previous backup already exists, 
SED deletes this and replaces it with a newer version.) 

Copy the macro to the root directory with the MOVE command: 

Su) MOVENIR: Up.cul 
URCU 

Su) 

Sample working UP and DOWN macros appear later in this chapter, in Figures 5-1 and 

5-2. 
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Editing DOWN.ell 
Bringing the multiuser environment down is largely a mattelr of halting EXEC. Halting 
EXEC wilJ bring down aU user processes created under EXEC, so whoever uses the 
DOWN macro will need to make sure that all users are alerted to the impending shutdown 
so they won't Jose work. You will also want to shut down network, CEO, and other 
non - EXEC processes in an orderly way and release any nomnaster IDUs. 

Review the text of the DOWN.CLI macro you printed earlie:r. Then type 

Su) SED DOWN.CU) 

As with UP.CLI, to make the macro executable, you must mclke the two numbers in the 
"[!equaJ 2,1]" line the same. For example, you could edit this line to be 

[!equal,1,1 ] 

Adding Wamlng Notes 
Near the beginning of the DOWN.Cll macro, before the melcro sets the search Jist, you 
might want to add text that gives the operator a chance to reconsider before shutting down. 
1b do so, find the "COMMENT Set search Jist" command, as in 

* AND "Set search list" ~ 

n COMMENT Set search list. .. 

Insert the following lines here, before the comment line. 

write This macro terminates active batch/print jobs and user processes. 
write If large batch/print jobs are active or if you have not wamed users 
write then you may not want to continue. To stop here: type CTRL -C CTRL-A 
write 
write Then wait for batch/print jobs to finish and/or wam u~.ers of shutdown. 
write 
write [tread To proceed with shutdown: press NEW UNE.] 

This gives information and allows the person to stop the macro if needed For 
completeness, you might add some other information near the end of the macro. 

* FIND "pop" ~ 
n pop 

* INSERT +1 ~ (Insert before the next line. 'JYpe the following commands.) 

write The multiuser environment is shut down. To check fOI" other 
write processes: use the WHOS macro. To shut down the AOSNS system: type 
write BYE and press NEW LINE - - then confirm with Yand NEW UNE. 

Stopping User Applications and CEO, Database Management, and 
Network Software 

If the UP macro started any database management, CEO, or network processes, the 
DOWN macro must shut them down in an orderly way-in n:verse order from the UP 
macro. (Critical databases can be corrupted if some of these processes are simply 
terminated. ) 
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Most software available from Data General includes its own shutdown macros (described in 
the product documentation or Release Notice); for example, XODIAC/XTS network 
software has a shutdown macro named OOWN.NEIWORK.CU, and CEO has one called 
CEO.SYSTEM.CLI. For such a product, you need only insert the macro name in the 
DOWN.CU macro. For Data General products shipped without a shutdown macro or 
instructions for shutdown, you']] need to use CLI TERMINATE commands. For your own 
applications, only you know how best to shut them down. TERMINATE commands always 
work. 

For any Data General network or data management produc~, or CEO or user applications, 
use SED or another text editor to insert the appropriate shutdown commands in the 
DOWN macro after the pertinent comment to the system mamager. Figure 5-2, later in the 
chapter, shows a sample DOWN macro that includes some of these commands. 

Releasing LDUs 

It's important to add commands that release all the nonsystelD LDUs that the UP macro 
initialized. (System shutdown releases all initialized LOUs, but still you should release 
them specifically in the DOWN macro; this will let you run UP if you want without shutting 
down AOSNS.) If you have only one disk in your system, skip the rest of this section. 

The RELEASE command form is 

RELEASELDU-fi~name 

The LOU filename is the name assigned to the LOU during disk formatting. To release an 
LDU, you need to be in the directory in which the LOU was initialized, or you need to 
specify a full pathname to the LOU filename. Also, you need. Write access to this directory 
or Superuser on. 

In the DOWN.CLI macro, find the comments that advise the: system manager to release 
LDUs. After those comments, insert RElEASE commands for every LDU that UP 
initialized. For example, 

RELEASE UOO ~ 
RELEASE UDD1 ~ 

Rnlshlng with DOWN.CU 

Having made the DOWN macro executable, and (perhaps) added warning notes, stopped 
applications, and released LDUs, you're done with the DO'''N macro. If you are running 
the SED text editor, leave the editor and save both oJd and new files. 1YPe BYE and press 
NEW LINE; then, when it asks Do you want to save the original file as a backup file?, type 

Do you want to save the original file as a backup file? Y ~ 
Output file - :lmL:UP.CLI 
Backup file - :UTIL:UP.CLLBU 
Su) 

Move the macro to the root directory with the MOVE command: 

Su) MOVENIR: DOWN.CLl~ 
DOWN.CLI 
Su) 
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Testing the UP and DOWN Macros 
Having edited the macros, try them in sequence. First, make sure all terminals you want to 
enable are turned on and are on line. Make sure the line printer(s) are on line. 

Then try the UP macro: 

Su) Up~ 

StaTting log file UP.LOG ... 

Running QCMP now ... 

... (QCMP messages) ... 

Starting EXEC. 

Pill 3: (EXEC) Revision n Ready 

Starting batch output queues. 

Starting default printer queue and continuing ... 

Continuing batch stream. 

From Pill 3: (EXEC) BATCH_INPUT_illdle} 
From Pid 3 : (EXEC) @LPB Cooperative initiated 

FromPid3: (EXEC) @LPB {Idle}. 
From Pid 3 : (EXEC) Enabling all consoles 

Enable all complete, n consoles enabled 

AOS/VS CLI rev n 
Su) 

date time 

One of the last lines executed is EXECUTE CLI, which creates a son process under the 
master CU. So the master ell, PID 2, is no longer running on the system console. Check 
by typing either WHOS or ? and pressing NEW LINE. 

If you started any printers on your asynchronous lines, or if any other program enabled 
consoles before EXEC did, you'll see the message Could not enable console, Device already 
in use. This message does not represent an error condition; it just provides status 
information. 

If you saw any other error messages, type the log file (using the command TYPE UP.LOG) 
to help track the error. The log file shows all CLI dialog; error messages begin with 
"Warning" or "En-or:". If you identify an error, test the corrected command(s) from the 
CLI. For some errors, like initializing LDUs, you must restore the environment to its status 
before UP ran, or UP wi]] return an error from trying the same operation twice. (If you 
can't decide how to restore the environment ito its state before Up, a last resort is to shut 
down AOSNS-type BYE and respond Y to all questions until you see the SCP prompt; 
then restart with the BOOT command. After AOSNS comes up, test the revised command 
to see jf it works.) 
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When you've learned how to correct an erroneous command, I1llll SED on the UP.a...I in 
directory :tJTa; correct the error, update the macro by terminating SED with the 
command BYE; and confirm by typing Y. Then move the revised macro to the root 
directory (MOVENIR : UP'CU). 

Through trial and error, work with UP until you've eliminated alll but the Could not enable 
console, Device already in use messages shown above. When UP runs without other errors, 
go and check the terminals. Each one enabled for user logon will have a Press NEW LINE 
to begin logging on message on it. If any terminals you expected to be enabled do not show 
this message, note their numbers; perhaps they were not identified to VSGEN or are not 
working properly.'JYpe the system specification file (:SYSGEN::sys.CSF) to see if all 
terminal lines were identified to VSGEN. If not, you'll need to 'run VSGEN again and 
specify the missing ones. 

When the UP macro runs without errors, and all the terminals you want are enabled, try 
bringing the multiuser environment down with DOWN. 

The down sequence generally goes as follows. 

1. Warn users that EXEC is coming down, so they can exit from text editors or take 
other appropriate action. The ell BROADCAST macro (supplied by Data General) 
is useful for this. You can use WHOS.CU or ?CU to view all user processes. 

2. Check for large or critically important batch or print jobs (QDISPlA Y command). If 
a job you want complete is still running, wait for it to end. You can tell queues and 
printers to pause (at the end of the current job) with EXEC's PAUSE command 

3. When all users have logged off or have only the CLI running on their terminals, and 
when no important batch/print job is running, return to the master Cll by typing BYE 
and pressing NEW LINE. (To safeguard users' work, the DOWN macro works only 
when run from PID 2. Thus you must return to PID 2 to bring down EXEC.) 

If your system console CLI was locked with LOCK_ CLI, it must be unlocked before 
the BYE command will work. For information on LOCK._ CLI refer to the section 
"Locking the System Console CLI" earlier in this chapter, or Managing AOStvS and 
AOS/VSII. 

4. 'JYpe DOWN and press NEW LINE to terminate EXEC. 

The following dialog shows these steps. 

Su) BROADCAST System coming down now! ) 
From Pid n : (OP) System coming down now! 

Su) ?~ (orWHOS~) 
Elapsed: ... 
PID: 1 PMGR 
PID: 2 OP OP 
PID: 3 OP EXEC 
PID: 4 OP 00004 
PID: 5 EXEC 
Su) 

:PMGR.PR PMGR 
:CLI16.PR 
:UTIL:EXEC.PR 
:UTIL:XLPT.PR 
@CONn :CLJ.PR 

Cll commands in the? .Cll and WHOS.CLI macros return four pieces of information for 
each process: the process ID, usemarne, process name, and the program pathname. There 
are no other processes now because no users are logged on. 
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The next step is to check the batch and printer queues. To do this, use the QDISPLAY 
command display queue status. The queues you care about are BATCH_INPUT and LP'[ 

'lYPe 

Su) QDISPLAY~ 

BATCHJNPUT BATCH Open 
lXt 

xx:r .n:r La 

BATCH_OUTPUT BATCH Closed 

LPT PRINT Open 

Su) 

Batch jobs appear in this BATCH_INPlIT list. Active jobs bave a leading asterisk; for 
example, 
*34 D JACK :UDD:JACK:?34.Cll.OOOO2JOB 

Print jobs appear in this LPT list. Active jobs have a leading asterisk; for example, *35 
JACK :UDD:JACK·MYFlLE. 

The QDISPLAY command shows no active batch or print jobs, so you can proceed. To 
bring down the system, you need to get back to the master eLI, PID 2. You can always do 
this with the BYE command. 'Ib check your PID, use the WliO command. For example, 

Su)WHO~ 
PID: 5 OP 00005 :CLI16.PR (You're PID 5.) 
Su) BYE~ 
AOSrvs CLI TerminJzting ... 

Su) WHO~ 
PID:2 OP OP :CU16.PR (You're PID 2.) 
Su) 

As PID 2, with no users Jogged on and no essential batch/print jobs running, you can 
proceed with DOWN: 

Su) DOWN~ 

This macro terminJztes active batchlprint jobs and user processe'S. 
If large batch/print jobs are active or if you have not warned USETS 

then you may not want to continue. To stop here: type CTRL-C CTRL-A 

Then wait for batchlprint jobs to finish andlor warn users of shutdown. 

To proceed with shutdown: press NEW LINE. 

Starting log file DOWN. CLI ... 
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Pausingprinters and batch streams. 

Disabling all consoles. 

Bringing down EXEC. 
From Pid 3 : (EXEC) Terminating ... 

The multiuser environment is shut down. To check for other 
processes: use the WIIOS macro. To shut down the AOS/vs ~1em.: type 

BYE and press NEW liNE - - then confirm with Yand NEH'LINE. 

'JYpe WHOS and press NEW LINE to check on the processes. There should be only two: 
the peripheral manager and master CU. If you received error messages, type the log file, 
DOWNLOG, to pinpoint their location. Since DOWN is simpler than UP, there should be 
few-if any--errors. Use SED to fix any errors. 

Now test both macros by typing UP and pressing NEW UNE; then, after UP has run, type 
DOWN and press NEW LINE again. 

Within your tailored DOWN macro, you might consider inse:rting the QDISPlAY 
command somewhere in the operator warning note (beginning with "This macro"). 
Knowledge of queue status could be useful to the system operator as he/she prepares to 
shut down. 

When UP and DOWN run without error messages (aside from Could not enable console, 
Device already in use), you're done. UP and DOWN will servc~ your installation well, 
executing many relatively complex tasks and requiring only that someone type the macro 
name. 

Figure 5-1 shows a sample working UP.CLI macro, and Figure 5-2 shows a sample 
working DOWN.CLI macro. 
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COMMENT UP.CU 

COMMENT Check if the two arguments are equal. If :;0, the macro is executable. 
[!equal,1 ,1] 

5-48 

COMMENT Check to see if the process is PIO 2. 
[!ueq,2,[lpid]] 

COMMENT Start log with SYSLOG_UP -- renames old log file based on date. 
:SYSLOG_ UP.CU 
COMMENT System 10 is MSIS_01. 
SYSIO MSIS_01 

COMMENT Set search list, dir to the root directory, push an 
COMMENT environment level, and tum Superuser c~n. 
search list : uti I : 
directory 
push 
prompt pop 
superuser on 

COMMENT Set up and start a CU log file to help trac:k UP errors. 
write 
write Starting log file UP.LOG. Type this file to track iany error. 
delete/2 = ignore :UP.LOG 
create/elementsize=8 :UP.LOG 
Iogfile :UP.LOG 

COMMENT Set tape unit ACLs. 
acl @MT - + ,ware 

COMMENT Set default characteristics of console lines. 
COMMENT Set lines CON42 - CON44 for modem support. 
characteristics/default/crt3/mod/mri/ebo/st/ulc/off/eb 11 @CON42 
characteristics/default/crt3/mod/mri/ebo/st/ulc/off/eb 1 @CON43 
characteristics/default/crt3/mod/mri/ebo/stlulc/off/eb1 @CON44 

write Initializing LDUs UOD1 and UOD2. 
initialize @DPJ1 
initialize @DPJ2 

COMMENT to system manager: Set ACLs on newly--initialized LDUs, if desired. 

COMMENT to system manager: Initialize other job plrocessors, if any, here. 

COMMENT Run aCMP to compress the print queues. 
xeq/1 =waming/2=warning aCMP/yes 

Figure 5 -1 Sample Working URCLI Macro (continued) 
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COMMENT Create EXEC process. 
write 
write Starting EXEC. 
process/default/directory=@/name=EXEC EXEC 
WAIT_FOR_PORT @EXEC 

COMMENT Tell EXEC to start batch output queues. 

string @LPB 

write 
write Starting batch output queues. 
control @EXEC start batch_output [!string] 
control @EXEC start batch Jist [I string] 

write Starting default print queue and continuing printer. 
control @EXEC start Ipt [Istring] 
control @EXEC continue [!smng] 

COMMENT Start laser printer. 
control @EXEC start/nl LASER @CON37 
control @EXEC continue @C0N37 

COMMENT Start XTS network software. 
:UP.NETWORKCU 

COMMENT Start INFOS II data management softwarE!. 
:INFOS:INFOS.UP.CU 

COMMENT Start CEO. 
push 
prompt pop 
searchlist :INFOS,[!searchlist] 
dir :UTlL:CEO _DIR 
CEO. SYSTEM start checkpoint 
pop 
COMMENT to system manager: Start your own applications, if any, here. 

COMMENT Tell EXEC to open the mount queue. 
control @EXEC open mountq 

COMMENT Tell EXEC to continue batch streams 1 and 2. Set qpriority. 
write Setting qpriority for stream 2 to 255 only; jobs must be 
write submitted with IQPRIORITY =255 to be processed in stream 2. 
write 
control @EXEC continue 1 
control @EXEC continue 2 
control @EXEC apriority 2 255 255 

Figure 5-1 Sample Working UP.CLI Macno (continued) 
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COMMENT Tell EXEC to enable all consoles. 
write 
control @EXEC enable/all 
COMMENT Return to original environment. Set up informative prompt. 
checkterms 
pop 
prompt time 
COMMENT Secure the system console by executing :LOCK_ CLI. 

execute :LOCK_ CLI 

[!else] 
write *Error* 
write %0\% runs only from the master CU -- PID 2~."Your PIO is [IPID]. 
write Required arguments:"None 
write Optional switches:",None 

[lend] 

[!else] 
write This macro is executable only if - - in its first !EQUAL command -
write the numbers are the same. To make the macro executable 
write use a text editor to make the numbers equal. For example 
write make them both 1. 
write 
write We suggest that you keep the executable macro in the root 
write directory. This will provide easy access on startup. 
write You can move it there via the command" MOVENIR : UP.CU 

[fend] 

Frgure 5-1 Sample Working UP.CLI Maao (concluded) 
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COMMENT DOWN.CU 

COMMENT Check if the two arguments are equal. If SC), the macro is executable. 
[!equal,1 ,1] 

COMMENT Check to see if the process is PIO 2. 
[! ueq,2, [!pid]] 

COMMENT Set search list, dir to the root diredory, push an 
COMMENT environment level, and tum Superuser 011. 

search list :util : 
directory 
push 
prompt pop 
superuser on 

write Starting log file DOWN. LOG. Type this file to tnlck any error. 
delete!2=ignore :OOWN.LOG 
create/elementsize=8 :DOWN.LOG 
Iogfile :DOWN.LOG 

COMMENT Pause printer and batch streams. 
write 
write Pausing printer and batch streams. 
control @EXEC pause @LPB 
control @EXEC pause @CON37 
control @EXEC pause 

COMMENT Disable all consoles. 
write 
write Disabling all consoles. 
control @EXEC disable/all 
pause 20 

COMMENT to system manager: Stop your own applications, if running, here. 

COMMENT Stop CEO. 
:U1lL:CEO_DIR:CEO.SYSTEM stop 

write Bringing down INFOS II. 
terminate/2=waming OP:INFOS_II 
pause 3 

write Bringing down the network. 
:DOWN.NETWORK.CLI 

Figure 5-2 Sample Working DOWN eLI lvJacro (continlled) 
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write Bringing down EXEC. 
control @EXEC halt 
WAIT_FOR_NO_PORT @EXEC 

COMMENT Stop SYSLOG. 
syslog/stop 

COMMENT Release LDUs - - in reverse order of initialization. 
release :udd2 
release :udd1 

checkterms 
pop 

[!else] 
write *Error* 
write %0\% runs only from the master CU -- PIC ~!."Your PID is lIpid]. 
write Required arguments:"None 
write Optional switches: ",None 

[fend] 

[!else] 
write This macro is executable only if -- in its first IEQUAL command -
write the numbers are the same. To make the macro executable 
write use a text editor to make the numbers equal. F~or example 
write make them both 1. 
write 
write We suggest that you keep the executable macro in the root 
write diredory. This will provide easy access on shutdown. 
write You can mbve it there via the command" MOVENIR: OOWN.CU 

(lend] 

Fzgure 5-2 Sample Working DOWN. eLI Macro (concluded) 
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If You Have Bisynchronous Communication Unes 
If you have bisynchronous communications (bisync) lines, needc~d for Data General 
communications programs like RJE80, HASP IT, or RCX70, a process cal1ed GSMGR must 
be running before any of these programs can use the lines. GSMGR runs the synchronous 
control1er(s) defined in a specification fiJe created by the BSCGEN program (Chapter 4). 
(GSMGR has exclusive use of the controller, which means that other communications 
software, like DG/SNA or XTS, can't use the controller at the s~une time. However, XTS or 
DG/SNA can use any synchronous controllers that GSMGR doc~n't use.) 

In most cases, it's best to create GSMGR in its own bisynchronous UP macro, which you 
can cal1 from the UP macro-generally, after EXEC is started. You might name the bisync 
macro UP _BSC.CU, in directory :UTIL. 

The bisync UP macro should create the GSMGR process with the fol1owing command: 

process/reside nt!superuser/access!i pcusage/name = GSMGFI& 
/dir=@/usemame=op/data=:SYSGEN:xxx :GSMGR) 

The ampersand (&) is the ell line-continuation character; it tc~lIs the CLI to ignore the 
following NEW LINE character, allowing you to write multiple--line commands. The XXX is 
the filename of the synchronous line specification file created by the BSCGEN program 
(Chapter 4); for example, MSIS_01.BSC. 

After creating GSMGR, the bisync up macro can also start the bisync emulator software 
(for example, RJESO) and pertinent EXEC queue (if any). The bisync macro can start the 
EXEC queue only if it is executed after the EXEC process is created. 

To terminate the GSMGR process, the master ell (or any Superprocess) can issue the 
command 

terminate OP:GSMGR ~ 

This command can be made part of a bisync DOWN macro (for example, 
DOWN_BSC.CLI) or DOWN.CLI. 

The GSMGR process must be resident (PROCESS command w.ith /RESIDENT 
switch)-and, like any resident process, involves a certain amowlt of system overhead. If 
you will be using bisync lines a lot, and the overhead doesn't bother you, you can can the 
bisync UP macro from the UP.CLI macro. Otherwise, to mininW~ overhead, run the bisync 
UP macro only when you want to use the bisync lines. 

Communications products that use synchronous lines are further described in manuals 
supplied with the communications software. Creating and opening queues needed by the 
DG/SNA and HASP II products (and by the XODIAC/XTS agent PTA) are described in 
the EXEC supplement to Mantlging AOS/vs and AOS/VS II. 
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PREDITOR and EXEC Summary 
With user profiles, EXEC, and the macros done, the multiuser environment is practically 
complete. 

H you wish to bring the system down, type BYE, press NEW'LINE, then confirm with Yand 
another NEW UNE. Later, you'll need to bootstrap to brin.g it up. Assuming power stays 
on to your CPU and disks, the sequence from startup to nOJmal shutdown is 

1. Bring up AOSNS. 

2. 1YPe UP and press NEW LINE at the CLI. 

3. The multiuser environment runs; users log on and off" and submit batch and print 
jobs. 

4. Before shutdown, warn users (BROADCAST) and check queues (QDISPLAy). 

S. Return to master CLI (PID 2) by typing BYE and pressing NEW LINE. 

If you run a locked Cll-LOCK_CLI or a locked 32--bit CU, described in Managing 
AOS/VS and A OS/VS II-you must unlock this CLI be:fore BYE will work. 

6. 1YPe DOWN and press NEW LINE. 

7. 1YPe BYE and press NEW liNE; then confirm by typing Y and pressing NEW LINE. 

Actually, you can type BYE at any time, with other processes running, from the PID 2 CLI. 
If you confirm, everything will be shut down. But this risks tc~rminating processes 
prematurely and causing users to lose work. 

Startup and shutdown are detailed in the next chapter. 

There are a number of issues and tools to learn about (desctibed next). And there are other 
processes and commands you will eventually want to make part of your UP macro. But with 
user profiles, EXEC, and the UP and DOWN macros, the b:ackbone of the multiuser 
environment stands. 
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Other Data General Software 

Along with AOSNS, you may have acquired other Data General products, like 
communications and networking software; the CEO system; programming languages like C, 
COBOL, FORTRAN 77, Pascal, and PUI; the SWAT debugger, database management 
systems like DG/SQL; and others. 

Each of these products comes on its own magnetic tape (or diskettes), with its own 
documentation. Instructions for loading and using it appear ill the documentation and/or in 
the product Release Notice. 

Some products, like XODIAC/XTS and CEO, have a specific home directory. Other 
products, like programming languages, can be placed where you wish-in their own 
directories, perhaps under: 'UTa, or in : UTIL itself. Putting ~l product in its own directory 
keeps it in one place and may allow faster access. But putting a product in : urn.. makes it 
easier for users to access because their search lists need include only :UTIL. 

Some products have programs that must be executed with the PROCESS command; some 
have commands that the master CLI process or users can issue. Many products, like 
XODIAC/XTS and CEO, have UP macros of their own to ease operation. CEO may 
require a one-line edit of your UP.CU macro (to include the CEO directory in the search 
list, as descnbed in Managing the CEO® System). 

For products other than XODIAC/XTS and CEO, after some experience, you may decide 
to place the pertinent PROCESS and other commands in the UP.CLI macro. This macro is 
a tool that summarizes the components of your entire system; you will find it, and perhaps 
different variations of it, very useful. 

Error Handling-The ERMES File 
Data General strives to have a unique error code for every kind of error that can occur in 
every process running under AOSNS. Each code is a number. The system translates each 
code to a text error message using a file called ERMES. 

The CU uses ERMES to describe its own errors. And when any program executed from 
the CLI (with a PROCESS or XEQ command) encounters a fatal error, the program 
process terminates and returns control to its parent CLI. The process may descnbe the 
error before it terminates, or it may simply return a numeric e:rror code to the CLL 

When the CLI receives an error code, it looks for the text defiinition in fiJe ERMES, in the 
root directory. If ERMES defines the code, the CLI will find and display the text error 
message. But if the code is not defined in ERMES, the CLI will report 
Unknown error code n, where n is the code number. 
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The ERMES file built by default for AOSNS contains error message text needed by 
AOSNS and the programming languages it depends on, as fonows: 

Table 5-3 Error Message Filenames 

Program Error message filename(s), in :UTlL 

AOSNS itself SYSERMES.OB, XYZZYERMES.OB 

C runtime routines CERMES.OB 

CLI(CU16) ZERMES.OB 

CLI (CLI32) CLI32ERMES.OB 

CLRE (common language runtime routines) eLREERMES.OB 

DOL runtime routines DGLER:MES.OB 

EXEC XERMES.OB 

FORTRAN 77 runtime routines (F77) ~[ES.OB 

language runtUne routines lANO_RTERMES.OB 

Linkpro2J'a]D LINKERMES.OB 

Macroassembler (MASM) MASMERMES.OB 

PUI language runtime routines PLIER~lES.OB, PLIERMES16.0B 

PLN language runtime routines PLNER~,ffiS.OB 

SED test editor SEDEID.m5.0B 

SPEED test editor SPEEDERMES.OB 

However, the supplied ERMES does not define error codes for other Data General 
software, like high-level languages (for example, COBOL, F'ascal, or BASIC), data 
management software (for example, INFOS® IT, Sort/Merge), or 
communications/networking software. 

After you have loaded Data General-supplied software not included in the list above, 
someone must create an ERMES file with te~ definitions for all its errors. (ll this isn't 
done, users will often get only the numeric error codes.) The easiest and best way to 
generate a tailored ERMES file is to create a macro to do it. 

With a text editor (SED), create a macro to execute the standard AOSNS file builder, 
LINK_ERMES.CLI. Have this macro run LINK_ERMES and specify all the error message 
flIes you want. This way, you'll be able to build a new version of ERMES easily, whenever 
you install a new revision of software, by typing just one command. And, since you (not 
Data General) create the custom macro, new releases of AOSNS won't delete your macro 
when you load them. 

We suggest you call the macro TAILORED _ERMES.CLI. ~C)U can call it anything you 
want, but a standard name will help you remember. Tum Superuser on and make the 
working directory: UTIL With SED, create the macro and in.sert the LINK _ ERMES 
command, followed by the full pathname of all non - AOSNS error messages you want to 
add. 
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For example, assume you have acquired AOSNS BASIC, C, a)BOL, FORI'RAN 77, 
Sort/Merge, INFOS II, and XODIAC/XTS networking softwarf:. You installed COBOL in a 
directory whose patbname is :COBOL, you installed AOSNS BASIC in a directory called 
:BASIC, you put Sort/Merge in a directory :um..:SOR1; INFOS II in :urD...:INFOS, and 
XODIAC/XTS in directory :NET and :NET:~ (XODIAC clllld XTS are always installed 
in these directories; you have no choice). 

After loading these onto the system, you could write your TAILORED _ERMES.CU 
macro to look like this: 

Comment Run the standard macro, :lITIL:UNK_ERMES, and add other ERMES & 
pathnames. 
:UTIL:LlNK_ERMES.CU & 
:BASIC:BASERMES.OB & 
:COBOL:COBERMES.OB & 
:l1TIL:SORTERMES.OB & 
:UTIL:INFOSJIERMES.OB & 
: NET: UTI L:NETERM ES.OB 

You can ignore the C and F71languages because they are included in the default ERMES. 
The ampersand character (&) continues the line-letting you arrange the text for easy 
readability. 

When you're satisfied, press NEW LINE, then BREAK/ESC. L~ve the SED editor as 
usual by typing BYE and pressing NEW LINE. Then run your tailored macro: 

Su) TAiLORED_ERMESl 
... (Link messages) .•. 
Su) 

If you get Fde does not exist .•. messages, check the locations of tbe product directories and 
make sure the patbnames you include in the macro are correct. Fix any errors with SED. 

When your tailored macro runs without error messages, it has a'eated a new ERMES file 
with your specified error codes added. Copy the new ERMES filIe from directory :um.. 
(where it was created) to the root directory. Use the!R (recent) switch, as follows: 

Su) MOVENIR : ERMESl 
Deleted :ERMES 
ERMES 
Su) 

(The /R switch copies the file only if it is more recent than a file with the existing name in 
the root directory.) 

Next, shut down and restart AOSNS. (You must do this because AOSNS opens ERMES 
only at system startup. AOSNS can't use the new ERMES codes until you shut down and 
restart.) 

After you restart, users will get text messages in response to B~SIC, COBOL, INFOS _ II, 
SOR1; and XODIAC/XTS network runtime errors. 

ERMES instructions usually appear on the Release Notices of e:ach relevant software 
product. Also, file : UTIL:ERMES.SR describes the fonnat of the ERMES file. 
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Making Life Easier for Users 

This section teDs you how to tailor the log-on screen, crea.te log-on messages, and give 
and get Help. 

Tailoring the Log-on Screen 
Every terminal enabled under EXEC displays the log-on banner, which looks like this: 

*** AOS/VS Release n.nn / Press NEW liNE to begin logging on **. 

For user tenninals, you can tailor a log-on screen by editiIlg the file 
:t.na:WGON.BANNER.SCREEN. For hardcopy terminals, create the file 
:tTI1L:WGON.BANNER.HARDCOPY. If these files exist, EXEC will display the text in 
them instead of the one-line log-on banner. 

You can edit either of these screen files using a text editor 1like SED. Each file can have as 
many as ~048 characters (an 80 by 24 character screen holds 1920 characters). 

You don't have to create either of the log-on screen files, but it's a nice way to personalize 
your system. If the pertinent :file (for CRT or hardcopy) doc~sn't exist, EXEC will display 
the default one-line banner on the tenninal. 

User Log-on Macro Files 
When you specified the initial IPC file to PREDITOR, yoU! gave a central macro :filename 
(for example, :UTIL:WGON _ CENTRAL.CLI) that would be executed for users when 
they logged on. You planned for this macro to execute a log-on macro in each user's 
directory. There will be no error message if these :files don'lt exist, but they serve as a useful 
information and control tool for users, so you might as well create them. 

Use a text editor (SED) to create the files. First, create the central macro--shown by 
example as file :UTIL:WGON_ CENTRALCLI. Go to directory :UTIL, tum Superuser 
on, execute the SED text editor on the filename you want. .Append the text you want and 
leave the text editor. The text might look something like this: 

COMMENT This is a central macro that executes user IO~J-on macros. 
searehlist :UTlL 
defael [!usemame] ,OWARE 
:UDD: [!username): LOGON.CU 

Now create the LOGON.CLI macro to be moved into user directories. Sample text for the 
user log-on macro file follows. 

write Welcome to the AOSNS Operating System. The filE~ you are reading 
write is a CLI macro in your own directory. You can edit it as desired 
write to set characteristics and/or search list and/or default 
write access control list - - DEFACL - - for your files. 
search list [fsearchlist] 
write Your search list is [!SEARCHUST) 
write Type HELP and press NEW LINE for Help. 
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After writing both macros, put a copy of WGON.CU in your directory and test it by 
executing WGON _ CENTRAL.CLI. The following command lines do these things: 

Su) MOVENIR :UDD:[!USERNAME):LOGON.CU) 
LOGON.Cll 
Su) LOGON CENTRAL) 

You should see the text you Wed after each WRITE commanc~ and the current search list 
set by the SEARCInJ:ST command If there are error messages, they probably result from 
syntax errors. EXEC processes only the first 512 characters in the central macro file, so you 
shouldn't make it more than 512 characters long. 

When the log-on macro runs without error messages, give eveJryone Read and Write access 
to the macro and move a copy of it to everyone's directory by typing the following 
commands. 

('Ibms Supe:ruser on.) ) SUPERUSER ON) 
Su) DIR :UTlL) 

Su) ACL LOGON CENTRALCU +,R~ 
Su) ACL LOGON.CU +,WR~ 

(Makes :UTn.. the working directory.) 
(Sets ACL of central macro.) 

Su) MOVENIR :UDD LOGON.CU) 

LOGON.Cll 
Su) DELETE LOGON.CU ~ 

Su) DIR :UDD) 

Su) MOVEN ([IFILENAMES +]) LOGON.CU) 
... (eLI verifies each file moved) ... 

(Sets ACL of user logon macro.) 
(Needed to .ilDow move into all user 
directories.) 
(System confirms move.) 
(Deletes oriJ~al user macro from 
:UTn...) 
(Set to mOVf~ copy into all user 
directories.) 

This sequence of commands initializes each user directory and lllloves a copy of 
WGON.CLI into each. 

Note that the macro text applies only to CLI users (users whose: initial program, specified to 
PREDITOR, is CU.PR.) If a user's program is BASIC.PR, LOGON.CU must be 
rewritten in BASIC to type the Jog-on message (PRINT statenlent) if you want. A BASIC 
program cannot use Cll commands. If a user's initial program is CEO, however, you need 
not change the IPC file (CEO does not try to execute commands in the IPC file). 

For a CEO user, you may want to execute CEO automatically at logon. You can do this by 
inserting the command line :UTIL:CEO _ DIR:CEO at the end of the macro. Wait until 
CEO is installed before inserting this command line. 
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Message of the Day-the LOGON.MESSAGE FiI~ 

If you create a tile called LOGON.MESSAGE in:UTIL, EXEC will display the contents of 
this file to every user who logs on in whatever program. 

The LOGON.MESSAGE file is useful for general system inf4e>rmation, like planned 
shutdowns, new features, and so on. The system manager or operator can add information 
to this file as needed. If you wish, you can give the file an accc~ss control list that allows any 
Cll user to edit it, adding messages of general interest As with the user log -on file, only 
the first 512 characters of LOGON. MESSAGE are displayed (but people can use the 
command TYPE LOGON. MESSAGE to see the whole thing, if it exceeds 512 characters). 

Create and/or edit the file WGON.MESSAGE as you would any file. It must be in 
directory: UTIL. Sample text is 

This is the wonderful world of AOSNS. 
If you have questions, please see the system operator. 

After creating both the user log-on and LOGON.MESSAGE files, bring everything up 
(type UP and press NEW LINE), then log on as OP on a user terminal. You will see the 
messages just as any user will see them. 

Giving and Getting Help 

AOSNS has a Help mechanism that can help inexperienced people to use it. You may have 
used part of this with VSGEN, PREDITOR, and SED; you can also use it with the CU, 
EXEC, and other Data General products. For example, type the following commands. 

Su)HELPl 

... (CLI displays the Jist of HELP topics) ... 

Su) HELP *COMMANDS~ 

... (CLI displays a Jist of its commands) ... 

Su) HELPN ACL) 

... (CLI describes the ACL command) ... 

Su) XHELP) 

... (CLI displays the EXEC commands) ... 

Su) XHELP ENABLE 1 

You can see that HELP provides quick, pertinent information, when people need it. All 
Help messages, for all programs, are in directory :HELP. This directory was created, and its 
flIes loaded, when you first brought up the starter system. 
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Each Help file begins with a character string that identifies it to the system. For example, 

The contents of a Help 
file named 

CLI.TPC.TOPICS 

CLI.TPC.string 

CLI.CMD.string 

CLI.PSM.string 
EXEC.string 

Will be displayed by 
the CU command 

HELP~ 

HELP *strlns, ~ 
HELP string;~ 

HELP !string ~ 

XHELP strin~1) 

Additional help files in :HEI2, accessible from non-CLI progtcllDs, are 

Filename 

DEBUG4.string 
FED.string 
SED.string 
SPEED.string 
VSGEN.string 

Accessible from 

Assembly lan.guage debugger. 
Assembly language disk file editor. 
SED text editor. 
SPEED text .~ditor. 

VSGEN prO!~. 

By default, every user can read these files (using appropriate HELP or TYPE commands), 
and the system will automatically find and display them. 

Generally, if you want to create one or more Help files and have: the system type its 
contents, use the filename form 

CU.TPC.string 

The system will then display the string in proper alphabeticaJ order when a user types HELP 
and presses NEW liNE. It will display the file's contents when a user types HELP *string 
and press NEW LINE. 

If a Help message can tell the whole story by itself, you can simply leave it as a Help topic. 
But if the explanation is quite long, you can use the topic tile to tell the user what files to 
type for more help. 

All help files you create should have an Access Control list (ACL) of at least +,R so the 
users will be able to read them. You can set ACLs as shown in the example below. 

Even if you decide not to create your own Help messages now, all files shipped with 
non - AOSNS products that begin with "CLI.TPC." should be in directory :HELP. This will 
al10w users to see the topic when they type HELP and press NEW UNE. 

Most (if not all) Data General products ship their help files to ilrtstall in directory :HELP. If, 
after you instal1 a product, the HELP command doesn't display a topic for it, perhaps the 
help topic is in the product's home directory instead of :HELP. 

In the product's home directory (wherever it is installed), look for filenames of the form 
eLI. TPC. + using a + template (a template or ''wild card" character that matches all or 
parts of filenames). The character + (Plus sign) matches all characters. 
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So in directory "DIR," you can see which filenames begin with CU.TPC.-and sort the 
filenames-by typing 

Su) DIR DIR~ 
Su) FILES/S CU.TPC.+ ~ 

... (System alphabetically lists all filenames that begin with CLI.TPC.) ... 
Su) 

Help File Example 

In directory HELP, with Superuser on, use a text editor to create a file named 

Cli.TPC.ABOursYSTEM 

The contents of this Help file can be any message you want For example: 

ABOUTSYSTEM -- This is a Data General MV/Family c:omputer running the AOSNS 
operating system. Type any of the following files for morle information: 

:HELP:COMPILERS 
: HELP: BATCH 
:HELP:DAY _RUN 
: HELP: DAY _DUMP 

Describes compilers and how to use them. 
Describes using batch. 
Describes schedule of application programs. 
Describes daily schedule of Dump/Backup runs. 

After leaving the text editor, give everyone read access to the Help file: 

Su) ACLN CU.TPC.ABOUTSYSTEM +,R~ 
ell TPC.ABOUTSYSTEM 
Su) 

This shows the simplest approach to Help messages. When any user types HELP and 
presses NEW UNE from the CU, ABOUTSYSTEM appears as a topic. When the user 
types Hap *ABOUTSYSTEM and presses NEW LINE, te.xt in the ABOUTSYSTEM file 
is displayed; the user can then type any of the pathnames described for more information. 
You'D be able to think up more sophisticated ways to use Help messages later on. 
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Utility 

Overview of Your System File Structure 

Your multiuser environment is ready for users. During the whole process, there were a 
number of directories and files created-some by the system tape, some by the tailored 
system, some by PREDITOR and EXEC, and some byyou. 

Figure 5-3 shows the directory structure, with some pertinent files, and descnbes how and 
when the files were created. An oval indicates a directory file; a box indicates one or more 
nondirectoty files. 

Shared Queues VSGEN 
memory Jobs lies 
lies 

~ 
files 

PIDs 

~ 
B'='WN 

Device 
entry 
files User Host 

macros profile names 
files 

Fzgu.re 5-3 Directory Structure in the FuUshedAOSrvs System 

Update 
program 
and patch 
files 

From the top, left to right, the directories shown in Figure 5-3 are as follows. 

ROOT(:) 

UTIL 
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The root directory contains all other directories. It was created by 
the starter system during the initial load. Its non directory files 
include the system Agent, the peripheral manager (PMGR), 
DFMTR Disk Formatter, stand-a1om~ FIXUP disk fixer, CU files, 
the edited UP.CLI and DOWN .CLI m;acros (which you moved 
there), and the error message file (ER:MES). 

The utilities directory contains most AOSNS utility program files: 
SED text editor, macroassembler, Link, debugger, and so on. UTIL 
also has system programs like PREDrrOR, EXEC, and PED .. It was 
created by the starter system during the initial load. 
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FORMS 

OIS 

PMGR 

PERor@ 

QUEUE 

SYSGEN 

UPD 

5-64 

The FORMS directory contains spedal printing form directive files 
you create and the Data General-s1l1pplied mapper files that 
XI..PI:PR can use. 

This directory contains OIS CONNECTION software, a software 
communications product which allows AOSNS users to access 
databases. (OIS stands for Online IIltformation Service.) 

This subdirectory contains sample assembly Janguage source 
programs that you can assemble, link, and execute. For more 
information, see the AOS/VS, AOS/VS II, andAOS/RT32 System 
Call Dictionary. 

The PMGR directory is created by a tailored AOSNS system each 
time it comes up. PMGR contains the shared memory files 
PMAP.SF and PMGR.SF, used as an interface between the 
peripheral manager and the AGEN1: PMGR.SF handles PMGR 
tenninals. PMAP.SF handles bit-malpped terminals; for most 
systems it will be a zero-length file. 

The peripherals directory is created by a tailored AOSNS system 
each time it comes up. PER contains a device entry file for each 
device ( not controller) generated to be part of the operating system 
(for example, MTBO, DPJO, CONn, LPx.) The @ is convenient 
shorthand for :PER; for example @~ITBO is easier to type than 
:PER:M'IBO. 

PER is also the home directory of EXEC (although the EXEC 
program file is in :U1U.). When AOSNS starts up, it creates device 
entries in PER. When EXEC starts Ulp, it creates batch and device 
queues in PER. Other software prod1l1cts, like networking or 
communications products, also creatc~ entries in PER when they are 
started up. When a system is shut dmm norma1Jy, it deletes PER, so 
don't place user tiles there. 

Directory QUEUE is created by EXEC the first time EXEC starts 
up. QUEUE contains two files, QUEUES and JOBS, which have 
queue information for EXEC. The QCMP utility program may 
delete all user files in QUEUE, so don't place user files here. 

The system - generation directory was created by the starter system 
from the system tape during the initial load procedure. It contains 
needed VSGEN and library files for system generation. 

The user profile directory was created by PREDITOR the first time 
PREDITOR ran. The user profile for each user--created by the 
system-Jives here. EXEC checks this directory for a matching 
profile file before logging a user on. After each user has logged on, 
the system itself enforces the limits se~t within the profile file. 
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NET 

HELP 

SWAP 

PAGE 

PROC 

UPDATE 

UDD 
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The network directory is created by the starter system the first time 
it comes up. XODIAC/XTS network host names are put here 
automatically by network software. Don't put user files here. 

The HELP directory is created by the starter system from tape 
during the initial load procedure. It contains topic Help files, 
command and pseudomacro Help files, and VSGEN and EXEC 
Help files. You can also place your own help fi1es here. 

The SWAP directory is part of AOSNS memory structure. The 
starter system creates it at startup. Its size is specified at VSGEN, 
but you can override this if you override: default specifications at 
startup. Do not place user files here. 

Like SWAP, PAGE is part of the AOS/VS memory structure; the 
starter system creates it at startup. You can override the size 
specified at VSGEN at startup. Don't place user files here. 

AOS/VS uses the PROe directory to ke:ep track of running 
processes. The starter system creates it ;at startup. Don't place user 
files here. 

The update directory is created with pr()gram fi1es, patch files, and 
an update script file by the first AOSNS update loaded. Each 
update creates a directory named n.nn (the release number) within 
: UPDATE. GeneraUy, restrict this directory to update files; users 
should not store fiJes here. 

The user directory directory is created by PREDITOR the first time 
PREDITOR is run on this LDU. In this directory, PREDITOR 
creates a user directory for each user given a profile. This directory 
has the name given as a usemame to PREDITOR; for example, 
ROBIN, SAM, or F77. The user directory becomes the user's 
working directory when the user logs on; within it, the user can 
create files and subordinate directories. 
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What Next? 

This chapter has given you the essentials for creating the multiuser environment. 

It has shown you how to create good general-purpose user profiles with the PREDITOR 
profile editor and how to initialize EXEC, the mu1tiuser envilronment manager; given you 
some pointers on other Data General software and the ERMES error file; shown you how 
to make life easier for users with initial user IPC fiJes and the log-on message file; and 
offered a picture of your finished system's directory structure .. 

This chapter ends the "cookbook," blank-disk to finished-system portion of the book. 
This portion has introduced you to the Data General hardware and software in Chapter 1; 
told you how to format LDUs, install, and bring up the starter system in Chapter 2 or 3; 
explained how to generate, patch, and test a tailored system in Chapter 4; and showed how 
to create the multiuser environment in this chapter. 

Whatever your role-Data General engineer, system manager, DP manager, MIS manager, 
or nonadministrative person-you have done a tremendous job. Not only have you had to 
execute many steps, but you've had to learn a lot Your tailored, multiuser system is up and 
running. You may have to execute parts of preceding chapters again-but you wiD rarely, if 
ever, need to do it all again for your installation. 

The next chapter details startup and shutdown, both normal and abnormal. Read it if you 
-want to learn about startup, and/or handling abnormal shutdown. 

Chapter 7 tells you how to update AOSNS-how to install updates and new releases 
shipped periodically from Data General. 

For reference on various programs-for example, EXEC, backup, or security-you might 
want to refer to Managing AOS/vs and AOS/vs II. Thble 1-1 (in Chapter 1 of the manual 
you're reading) selVes as a general directory to AOSNS system management task topics. 

Depending on your interest, go to the appropriate chapter, different manual, or check the 
index for a specific topic or product. 

End of Chapter 
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Read this chapter 

Chapter 6 
Startup and Shutdown 

• When you want to start a program like an AOSNS sy:stem or FIXUP; 

• When you want to shut an AOSIVS system down; 

• If AOSNS hangs or stops with a fatal error or hard error message; 

• When power returns after a power failure. 

This chapter gives the details on system startup, normal. shutdown, and abnormal 
shutdown. The major sections are 

• The SCP and SCP CLI Commands 

• Computer Front Panel 

• Cold Start, Computer Power Off 

• Warm Start, Computer Running-All Computers 

• Microcode File Issues 

• Normal Shutdown 

• Abnormal Shutdown 

• Repair Under Power 

• The FIXUP Disk. Fixer 

• Power Failures 

Some computers let you change hardware startup parameters, like printer port and 
time-out delay, via an Automatic Program Load Menu. These computers are 
ECLIPSE MV/40000, MV/20000, MV/lS000, MV/l5000, MVI9OO0-series, MV/7800, 
DS/7500, MVI5000-series, MVI3S00 DC, MVfl500 DC, MV/l400 DC, and MY/lOOO 
DC. For information on changing automatic program load preset values, see the 
014-series "Starting" manuals supplied with your computer. 

The SCP and SCP Cli Commands 
With AOSNS, ECLIPSE MV/Family computers also run a second operating system, 
called the System Control Program (SCP or SCPOS). On MV/40000, MV/20000, 
MV/18000, MV/lSOOO, MV/lOOOO, MV/9000-series, MV/8000, MV/SOOO, and 
MV/SOOO-series computers, AOSNS and the SCP run concurrently because each runs 
in a separate processor. When you bring up AOSNS, A08NS gets and keeps control of 
the system console until it is shut down. Then the SCP eLI gets control of the system 
console. 

On the MVnSOO, DS/7500, and all MV/4000 and desksidE~ ECLIPSE computers, there's 
only one processor. Either the SCP or AOSNS can use it .. On a cold start (with 
computer power oro, the SCP uses the processor; you then use the SCP to start 
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AOSNS. AOSNS gets and keeps control of the processor and system console while it 
runs. When the CPU is halted (as when AOSNS is shut down), the SCP CLI regains 
control of the processor and system console. 

So on all computers but MV/7800s, nsnsoos, MV/4000s" and smaller ones, you can 
use the SCP CLI while AOSNS is n,nning. On the other systems, you can use the SCP 
CLI only when AOSNS is not running (when it is shut down or frozen). 

When the SCP CLI has control, it displays the following :prompt on the system console: 

SCP-Cll> (or SCP-CLI/JpO> on MV/40000s, MV/20000s and MV/lS000s; 
on some multiprocessor computers, the prompt is SCP-CU/Jpl >.) 

Next to the prompt, you can type SCP commands to boot; an AOSNS system or other 
stand -alone program; the SCP will then load a program that loads your specified 
program into the main processor's memory. The new program takes control of the 
processor and system console and starts its own dialog. But the SCP will regain 
control when the new program terminates. 

SCP CLI commands (also called the soft console) extend the functions of hardware 
switches on the computer front panel Generally, you should use SCP CIJ commands 
only when AOSNS is shut down. Most SCP CLI commands change main processor 
state; so if you use them when AOSNS is trying to run the processor, AOSNS may fail 
when it regains control of the processor. 

The most common SCP CLI commands appear in Table 6;-1. You can abbreviate all 
SCP commands except RESET to the shortest identifiable string of characters. 

Table ~1 Commonly Used SCP Cli Commands 

Command 
Format What Command Does Example 

ATTACH[nj For multiprocessor computers only. Tells SCP-CUIJpO> ATT 1 ) 
the SCP to apply future commands to SCP-CUIJpl> BOOT 24 ) 
processor n; by default SCP commands 
apply to processor O. Omit n to display 
the number of the attached processor. 

BOOT[nj Program loads from the first device on SCP-CU> RESET ) 
device code n. The program on this SCP-CU> BOOT 24 ) 
device takes control of the system console. 
Reset the processor before using BOOT. 

CONFIG [arg] On MV/40000s, displays or modifies the SCP-CU> CONFIG ) 
system confIguration. Argument DDL St!ts 
the default device list (autoboot device). 

CONTINUE[nj Tells the processor to continue running a ~CP-CLI> CONT ) 
halted program. Argument n specifies 
processor n (on multiprocessor systems). 
Useful after someone has accidentally 
typed the break sequence on MV/7800, 
DSl7500 MV/4000 and smaller systems. 

(contmued) 
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Table 6-1 Commonly Used SCP CLI Commands 

Command 
f '; t ~ ; :: 

Format What Command Does Example 

FLAGS {fl} {YES} Sets or clears an SCP flag. Typed SCP-CU> FL AUTO Y ~ 
{NO} without arguments (fl), reports flag 

status. Some flags are AUTOBOOT 
i 

and SCOPE. Set AUTOBOOT to Y 
the flI'St time a system is powered up, to 
provide automatic load on future 
powerups. SCOPE tells the SCP to erase 
characters when you press the DEL key 
(instead of echoing A \). SCOPE is useful 
on CRT terminals. (AUTOBOOT and 
SCOPE are not available onal1 systems.) 

HALT[n] Halts the current processor after it SCp-CU> HALT ~ 
completes the current instruction. With 
argument n, halts processor n 
(multiprocessors only). 

, 

HELP [iteml Gives a general Help message (without scp-cu> HE ) 
item) or, depending on computer 
model, gives help on item. 

RADIX {:x] On MV/40000s, displays or changes the . SCP-CU> RADIX 0 1 
default radix used for BOOT and other 

I 

commands. As argument:x, you can use 
I 

o for octal or H for hexadecimal.. 

RESET[nj Halts and resets the whole system. With ! SCP-CU> RESET 1 
argument n, halts and resets processor 
n without resetting I/O. Use RESET 
before booting or nJnnjng ESD. You 
cannot abbreviate this command. 

STARTaddr Starts the current processor at address SCP-CU> RESET 1 
addr. The processor must be halted. This SCP-CU> START 50 1 
command is useful under unusual 
circumstances for emergency AOSNS 
shutdown. 

TTY Gives the main (not SCP) processor 
I 

SCP-CL1> TTY ~ 
control of the system console. ('ITY is 
not available on MV/7800, MV/7500, ! 

MV/4000, and smaller systems; use 
CONTINUE instead.) 

(concluded) 

SCP features are further described in the SCP manual supplied with your computer. 
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Computer Front Panel 

The controls on your computer's front panel affect how--and if-the SCP gets control 
while AOSNS is nJDning. 

MV/40000 Front Panel 
The MV/40000 front panel is explained in the manual SIUrting ECUPSE MV/40000'" 
Series Systems. 

MV/20000, MV/18000, and MV/15000 Front Panels 
The front panel on ECLIPSE MV/20000, MV/18000, and. MV/15000 computers has a 
sliding power switch, four back-lit switches, an unlit switch, three lights, and two 
digital displays. 

The switches and lights work as follows: 

• POWER switch 

• POWER light 

• REMOTE light 

• BOOT switch 

• SYS RST switch 

Sliding the switch up (toward I) t1.1rns computer power on. 
Sliding the switch down (toward 0) turns power off. Don't tum 
power off when AOS/vs is running. 

This glows when you turn the pow'er switch on. 

This flashes when there's a remob~ connection to the computer's 
diagnostics remote processor <DRP). The DRP, in conjunction 
with a special communications switch, lets Data General 
engineers call your system via the telephone and run 
diagnostics. 

If the processor(s} are halted and this switch is lit, pressing it 
tells the SCP to program load from the default device code 
(usually disk). If the processor is nmning, nothing happens. 

If this switch is lit, pressing it resets the computer. When you 
release the switch, the processor{s) are halted and fault codes 
are cleared. 

CAurION: Don't press this switch when AOS/VS is running. 

• TEST switch If this switch is lit, pressing it tests the switches and digital 
displays. These will light and show each digit for one second; 
then the panel will. return to nonnal. 

• SYS FAULT light This flashes after a system (hardwiare) fault has caused the 
processor(s) to halt. The digital display shows a fault code. 

• PWR FAULT light This lights if a power fault occurs. The digital display shows a 
fault code. 

• CON RST switch If this switch is lit, pressing it resets the system console. If the 
console is locked by the SCP comm.and LOCK, CON RST 
unlocks it. 
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• DISPLAY switch 

• Digital display 

Use CON RST when the system console seems frozen and 
CTRL-Q doesn't help. AOSNS, if rnnning, will continue. Don't 
use this switch unless you must. 

DISPLAY is a lock switch; pushing DISPLAY backlights and 
enables the other touch -sensitive :switches. When you touch an 
enabled switch, the switch stays lit and other switches go dark. 
When you release the switch, the other switches light again. 

When AOSNS is nJnnjng, if the other switches are lit, press 
DISPLAY to disable them. 

This lights up and shows a fault code when a processor or power 
fault occurs. Fault codes are explaiIled in the 014-series 
"Starting" manual supplied with yC1ur computer. 

MV/10000 SX, MV/10000, and MV/BOOO II Front Panels 
MV/lOOOO-series and MV/8000 n computers have five mint panel switches-PWR, 
LOCK, CONSOLE, SYSTEM, and STATU~ a row of lights. The switches work 
as follows: 

• PWRswitch 

• LOCK switch 

This switch should be at the ON -1 position, unless you want to 
cut CPU power. 

In the on position, the LOCK switch disables the SYSTEM 
RESET switch, the CONSOLE switr..h, the otTposition (0) 

switch, and the break sequence. On earlier models, LOCK ON 
enables transfer to the backup battery (if any) if outside power 
goes down. LOCK ON tells the hardware to program load from 
the jumper-selected device code (usually the device code of your 
primary disk) when power is turned on. 

You must turn LOCK OFF to enablE~ the break sequence, or 
bootstrap from a device other than the one selected with 
jumpers. On earlier models, you may also need to turn LOCK off 
to turn power off. Keep LOCK in the on position unless you want 
to do one of these things. Pressing LOCK to its current position 
(for example, pressing it on when it :is on) has no effect; so 
whenever you don't know what posi1~ion it is in, it does no harm 
to press it to the desired position. 

If LOCK is off when you tum power on, a microcoded console 
loader program (BOOT WHAT DEVJCE? prompt) gets control. 
Then you can press NEW LINE to bootstrap from the 
jumper-selected device code as above, or you can type the device 
code to bootstrap from any device, for example, tape. 
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e CONSOLE switch Pressing this to RESET on an unlocked computer gives control 
of the system console to the SCP operating system. AOSNS, if 
running, continues. To return control of the system console to 
AOSNS, enter 

e SYSTEM switch 

e STATUS switch 

If the console loader program (BOOT WHAT DEVICE? prompt) 
has control, pressing SYSTEM BOOT tells the hardware to load 
from the jumper-selected device code as mentioned above. If the 
SCP CLI has control, SYSTEM BOOT tells it to display BOOT 
WHAT DEVICE? on the system console; you can then type the 
desired device code and press NEW LINE. SYSTEM BOOT has 
no effect if the CPU is running (as when AOS/VS is nJnning). 
Pressing SYSTEM RESET (MV/10000-series only) resets the 
computer, if unlocked. 

CAUTION: Don't press this switch when AOS/VS is running. 

Pressing STATUS to LAMP TEST tests the condition of the 
data lights; they should all glow. Oltl an MV/10000-series 
machine, STATUS at the MONITC~R position continuously 
displays the control store (micrococie) memory address. 

STATUS in the POWER SYSTEM position gives the power 
supply status in the rightmost seve~n lights (9-15 on 
MV/10000-series, 0-6 on MV/8000 m. There has been a power 
supply fault if any of the rightmost seven lights stay on with the 
STATUS switch at POWER SYST1~M. This position gives the 
most useful information. MV/10000-series and MV/8000 n 
power supply fault codes are described in the SCP manual for 
the computer. 

The lights on the front panel work as follows: 

e ON light 

eRUNlight 

eBATTlight 

• Data lights 

This is lit when power is flowing to the computer. 

This is lit when the main CPU is executing instructions 
(nJnnjng AOSNS or diagnostics). 

This is lit when the CPU has transferred from normal power to 
backup battery. 

The meaning of these depends on the STATUS switch, as 
described under the STATUS switch above. 

When the computer is running AOSNS on normal powez;, the ON and RUN lights are 
lit. When the POWER switch is off, all lamps are ofT. 

When the system is running normally, you don't need the~ panel switches. To cut CPU 
power, press LOCK OFF and POWER OFF. To power up, press LOCK ON and 
POWER ON. For a continuous power status display, leavE~ STATUS in the POWER 
SUPPLY position. Generally, avoid touching the panel switches unless you must force 
a shutdown. 
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MV/900a-Series Front Panel 
The MV/9300 N , MV/9500 111 , and MV/9600 front panel is explained in the manual 
Starting ECLIPSE MV/9500 1ll Computer Systems. 

MV/SOOO C Panel Switches and Lights 
MV/8000 C computers have three front panel rocker switches: LOCK, 
PR LOADIRESET, and POWER. The cabinet power switch, above these, must be set 
ON to provide cabinet power; we suggest that you leave the cabinet switch ON and use 
the computer switches to control power. The front panellw. three lights that indicate 
faults by bUnkjng; fault codes are described in the ECL1PS1~ MV18(}()()® II and 
ECLIPSE MV/BOOO® C System Control Processor Operator's Reference. 

The panel switches work as follows. 

• LOCK switch In the on position, the LOCK switch disables the PR 
LOAD/RESET switch and the break sequence. LOCK on enables 
transfer to the backup battery (if any) if outside power goes 
down. LOCK on also tells the hardware to program load. from 
thejumper-se1ected devi~ code (24, 27, or 33) when power is 
turned on. You must turn LOCK off to enable the break 
sequence, or to bootstrap from a device other than the one 
selected with jumpers. Keep WCK in the on position unless you 
want to do one oftkese things. (LOCK does not disable either the 
local or cabinet power switches on MV/8000 C machjnes.) 

If LOCK is off when you turn power on, a microcoded console 
loader program (BOOT DEVICE? prompt) gets control. Then 
you can press NEW LINE to bootstrap from the 
jumper-selected device code, or you can type the device code to 
bootstrap from any device, for example, tape. 

• PR LOAD/RESET If the console loader program (BOOT .DEVICE) has control, 
switch pressing PR LOAD tells the hardware to load from the 

jumper-selected device code. If the SCP eLI has control, 
PR LOAD tells it to display BOOT DEVICE? on the system 
console, you can then type the desired device code and press 
NEW LINE. PR LOAD has no effect if the CPU is n.nnjng (as 
when AOSNS is running). Pressing RESET resets the computer, 
if unlocked. 

CAUTION: Don't press this switch when AOSIVS is running. 

• POWER switch This switch should be at the ON position, unless you want to cut 
CPU power. 

The lights on the MV/8000 C panel work as follows: 

• PWRlight 

• BATT light 

093-000G75 

This is lit when dc power is normal; it is off when power is off or 
the computer is under partial battery backup. 

This is lit when computer has transfeITed from normal power to 
backup battery (full or partial backup). 
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eRUNlight This is lit when the computer is executing instructions (AOSIVS 
or diagnostics); it is off when th.~ computer is halted. 

When the computer is nmning AOSNS on normal linE! power, the PWR and RUN 
lamps are lit. When the POWER switch is off, all lamp; are ofT. When one or more 
lights blink, this indicates a power supply fault. MV/8000 C power supply fault codes 
are described. in the SCP manual. 

In the normal course of system operations, you don't need any panel switches. To cut 
CPU power, press the local CPU rocker switch POWER off. To power up, press rocker 
switch POWER on. Otherwise, avoid touching the switches unless you must force a 
shutdown. 

MV/SOOO Panel Switches 

MV/8000 computers have one light (on when power is on) and two front panel 
switches: RESET and POWER. The switches work as follows: 

• RESET switch Pressing this to SYSTEM resets the CPU. Don't do it if AOS/vS 
is running. Pressing this to CONSOLE has the same effect as a 
break sequence. Avoid pressing it to CONSOLE unless you must 
(as for an AOSNS deadlock). 

• POWER switch This switch should be on, unless you want to cut CPU power. 

In the normal course of system operations, you don't need any panel switches. To cut 
CPU power, press POWER off. To power up, press POWER on. Otherwise, avoid 
touching the switches unless you must force a shutdown. 

Mvnsoo, MVnSOO C, and MVnaOO XP Front Panels 

MV/7800, MV7800 C, and MV/7800 XP computers have four front panel rocker 
switches: LOCK, CONSOLE, SYSTEM, and POWER. Some systems also have a 
cabinet power switch above these. The cabinet power switch, if there is one, must be 
set on to provide cabinet power. We suggest that you l~Lve this switch on and use the 
computer switches to control power. 

The panel switches work as follows: 

• LOCK switch In the on position, the LOCK switch disables the CONSOLE and 
SYSTEM switches. It doesn't ~mle the POWER switch. 
Generally, keep LOCK in the on )()sition. 

• CONSOLE switch Pressing this to RST (possible only if LOCK is oft) on an 
unlocked computer halts the CPU and gives control to the SCP 
operating system. AOSNS, if running, freezes. To have AOSNS 
continue, enter CONTINUE. Avoid using this switch unless you 
really need the SCP CLI. 

• SYSTEM switch This switch is disabled if LOCK Lo; on. Pressing SYSTEM BOOT, 
if the computer is halted, displa~; the Automatic Program Load 
menu. If the computer is nJDDjDf~ (AOSNS or diagnostics), 
pressing SYSTEM to BOOT does nothing. 
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Pressing SYSTEM to RST resets the computer, if unlocked. 

CAUTION: Don't press this switch when AOS/vS is ro,nning. 

• POWER switch This switch should be at the on (r) position, unless you want to 
cut CPU power. Don't tum power of lis AOSrvs is ro,nning. 

The lights on the MV/7800 panels work as follows: 

• PWRlight This is lit when dc power is normal; it is off when power is off or 
the computer is under partial battery backup. 

• BAIT light This is lit when the computer has tr;ansferred. from normal 
power to backup battery (full or par1~al backup). 

• RUNlight This is lit when the computer is exe<:uting instructions (AOSNS 
or diagnostics); it is off when the COIllputer is halted. 

When the computer is n 1DDjDg AOSNS on normal power, 1;he PWR and RUN lamps 
are lit. When the POWER switch is OFF, all lamps are off. 'When one or more lights 
blink, this indicates a power supply fault. Power supply fault codes are described in 
Starting ECUPSE MV/7800 1M Series Computers . 

In the normal course of system operations, you don't need any panel switches. Leave 
LOCK ON. To cut CPU power, press POWER to OFF. To p>wer up, press POWER to 
ON. Otherwise, avoid touching the switches unless you must force a shutdown. 

osnsoo, MVl5000-series, MV13S00 DC, MV12S00 DC, 
MV12000 DC, MV/1400 DC, and MV/1000 DC Front Panels 

This section applies to Dsn500, ECLIPSE MV/5000-series, MV/3500 DC, 
MV/2500 DC, MV/2000 DC, MV/1400 DC, and MV/lOOO DC systems. 

These systems have an onloffbutton switch for power. On:ill except the MV/lOOO DC, 
a light within the button glows when power is on. The pow-er switch controls power to 
the computer and all devices in the cabinet, including disk, diskette, and/or tape units. 

Note that all peripheral devices with separate switches (like tape units and printers) 
must be turned on before computer power is turned on. UIllless you do this, you won't 
be able to use the device. 

On powerup, diagnostics test every controller in the systerIl; the test messages, 
followed by PASSED messages, appear on the system console. If a fault occurs on 
powerup, the system console will indicate an error condition (fault code or partial 
power-up test message). To interpret the error indicator, c:onsult the 014-series 
"Starting" or "Installing" manual supplied with the computer. 

In the normal course of system operations, you don't need the power switch. To cut 
CPU power after shutdown, press the power switch to the 0 (oft) position. To power 
up press the switch to the I (on) position. Otherwise, avoid touching the power switch. 

For details on the MV/IOOO DC, see Information Update: Starting Your ECLIPSE 
MV!lOOO .... DC Computer. 
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MV/600a Front Panel 

MV/6000 computers have three front panel switches: LOCK, PR LOAD/RESET, and 
POWER. The switches work as follows: 

• LOCK switch In the LOCK position, the LOCK switch disables the PR 
LOADIRESET switch and POWE,R off switch. LOCK also tells 
the hardware to program load from the jumper-selected device 
code (often 27) when power is turned on. You must unlock 
LOCK to tum power off or to bootstrap from a device code other 
than the one selected with jumpers; but we recommend that you 
keep the computer locked othen.ou:e. 

• PR LOAD/RESET Pressing this switch to RESET resets the computer if it is 
unlocked; don't do this if AOS/VS is running. 

• POWER switch This switch should be on, unless you want to cut CPU power. 

When the computer is nJnning AOSNS on normal poWE~r, the PWR and RUN lamps 
are lit. When the POWER switch is on; all lamps are oil 

In the normal course of system operations, you don't need any panel switches. To cut 
CPU power, press LOCK off and POWER off. To power up, press LOCK and POWER 
on. Otherwise, avoid touching the switches unless you must force a shutdown. 

MV/400a Front Panel 

MV/4000 computers have four front panel rocker switches: LOCK, CONSOLE, 
SYSTEM, and POWER. The cabinet power switch, above these, must be on to provide 
cabinet power; we suggest that you leave this switch on and use device switches to 
control power. 

The panel switches work as follows. 

• LOCK switch 

6-10 

In the on position, the LOCK switch disables the SYSTEM RST 
switch, the CONSOLE switch, the POWER off switch, and the 
break sequence. LOCK on enables transfer to the backup 
battery (if any) if outside power goes down. LOCK on also tells 
the hardware to program load from the jumper-selected. device 
code (27 or 33) when power is twned on. You must tum LOCK 
off to turn power off with the rocker switch, enable the break 
sequence, or bootstrap from a device other than the one selected 
with jumpers. Keep LOCK in the {)n position unless you want to 

do one of these things. (LOCK does not disable cabinet power 
off.) 

If LOCK is off when you turn power on, a microcoded console 
loader program (@ prompt) gets .::ontrol. You must type L to 
bootstrap from the jumper-selected device code (or type the 
device code followed by L (form nnL)-to bootstrap from any 
device, for example, tape. 
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• CONSOLE switch Pressing this switch to RST on an ull1.ocked computer halts the 
CPU and gives control to the SCP operating system. AOSNS, if 
running, freezes. To have AOSNS continue, enter CONTINUE. 
Avoid using this switch unless you n~y need the SCP CLI. 

• SYSTEM switch If the console loader program (@ prompt) has control, pressing 
SYSTEM BOOT tells the hardware to load. from the 
jumper-selected device code. If the SCP Cll has control, 
SYSTEM BOOT tells the hardware to display BOOT DEVICE? 
on the system console; you can then 1~ the desired device code 
and press NEW LINE. SYSTEM BOOT has no effect if the CPU 
is running (as when AOSNS is running). Pressing SYSTEM to 
RST resets the computer, if unlocked·-don't do this if AOS/vS is 
running. 

• POWER switch This switch should be at the on (I) pcmtion, unless you want to 
cut CPU power. 

When the computer is running AOSNS on normal power, tbe PWR and RUN lamps 
are lit. When the POWER switch is OFF, a1llamps are off. When one or more lights 
blink, there is a power supply fault. MV/4000 power supply fault codes are described in 
the manual Data General4000-Class System Control Programs Operator's Reference. 

In the normal course of system operations, you don't need. any panel switches. To cut 
CPU power, press LOCK off and rocker switch POWER off. 'To power up, press LOCK 
on and rocker switch POWER on. Otherwise, avoid touching the switches unless you 
must force a shutdown. 

MV/4000 DC, MV/4000 SC, and DS/4000-Series Front Panels 
MV/4000 DC, MV/4000 SC, and Data General DS/4000-seri,es front panels have two 
switches: PWR and RESET. 

The panel switches work as follows: 

• PWR switch The power switch controls power to the computer and all 
devices in the cabinet, including disk ~md diskette units. When 
you turn power on, the action depencLc; on the setting of a DIP 
switch on the multifunction I/O contn)ller (MIOC) PC board. 
This DIP switch can be set to a device code (usually done by a 
Data General engineer when the systeim is installed). If the DIP 
switch is set to a device code, the COml)uter tries to program load 
from this device on poweru.p. The devi.ce code is usually that of 
the disk, 24. If the DIP switch is not s.~t to a device code, the 
computer runs the console loader pro~, which displays an @ 
prompt. You must then type the desirEd device code and L; for 
example, 24l to load from disk, or 22L. to load from tape .. 

• RESET switch Pressing this resets the computer. Don't do it if AOSIVS is 
running. 

In the normal course of system operations, you don't need allY panel switches. To cut 
CPU power after shutdown, press PWR off. To power up, press PWR on. Otherwise, 
avoid touching the switches. 
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Cold Start, Computer Power Off 

A cold start includes turning power on (if ofl), starting ,an AOS/VS operating system or 
other stand -alone program, and bringing up the multiuser environment. It assumes 
that AOSNS was shut down nonnally (not by a fatal error or power failure). If 
abnormal shutdown occurred, see "Abnormal ShUtdOWI1," later in this chapter. 

From a cold start (computer power turned 011), startup differs for different computer 
models. Startup is easier from a warm start, in which cc)mputer power has remained 
on-because the SCP OS and microood.e need not be 1000Lded. (These are in volatile 
memory and vanish when power is cut.) 

This section explains cold start steps; see the portion that applies to your computer. 
Warm start steps for all computers follow this section. 

Cold Start, Computer Power Off, MV/40000 Computers 
Cold start on an MV/40000 is similar to cold start on MV/20000 systems, described 
next. For an MY /40000 oomputer, you can view or change default boot devices via the 
Automatic Program Load Menu, as described in Starting ECUPSE MV/40000'" Series 
Systems. 

Cold Start, Computer Power Off, MV120000, MV/18000 and 
MV/15000 Computers 
1. Make sure the system console is on and on line. M$e sure that the disk(s) you 

want to use are on, started (for removable disks), and write enabled. Each unit's 
READY light must be lit. 

2. Turn the computer POWER switch ON. The POWER light should glow. 

3. Now EPROM code in the SCP does some power-up tests. When these succeed, the 
system console displays 

** POWER UP TESTING COMPLETED --

If this entire message doesn't appear, try again. Slide the POWER switch to OFF, 
and then to ON. If you get the message ** POWER lJP TESTING - FAILED -
:cr-y'y-zz, check the fault code(s) :cr-'y'y-zz in the 014-series "Starting" manual 
for your computer. 

Next, only if your system configuration has changed. since the last time you 
powered it up, you may see the message Configuration changed from previous 
power-up, followed by a list of the current configuration. 

Then the code in EPROM displays the Automatic Program Load Menu: 

Automatic Program Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately with automatic load 
2 Change preset values ... 
The default device is n 

Enter choice [1): 

date time 
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4. The default choice (1) has the hardware continue with AOSNS startup, using 
preset values for the startup device. You can change II preset value by entering 2 
and then working from another menu (described in the the 014-series "Starting" 
manual for your computer. To start from a device other than the one specified by 
code n, you must select choice 3 or 2. For example, to start from tape you must 
enter 3, then specify the tape information (device code 22, or, for tape on a 
separate IOC, 122). 

Generally, you'll want to start from the default device, n. To do so, press NEW 
LINE or wait out the time-out delay (original default is 45 seconds). The 
hardware reads the default startup device and loads the disk bootstrap, which in 
tum loads the SYSBOOT program. SYSBOOT displays the Operating System 
Load Menu 

Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately with operating system load 
2 Enter the Technical Maintenance Menu 

Enter choice [1]: 

5. From the Operating System Load Menu, you'll generaUy want the default, 1, 
which is Continue immediately with operating system lOad. If so, take the default. 
On a CR~ press NEW LINE; on a hardcopy terminal., press CTRL-A and then 
NEW LINE. Or you can outwait the time-out delay (original default is 45 
seconds). 

(lfthe default choice is 2, AOSNS wasn't shut down n4~rmally. You must run 
F1XUP. SYSBOOT defaults will lead you to through the Technical Maintenance 
Menu to FIXUP.) 

To avoid the default, perhaps to change the default system, skip to the next 
numbered step. 

SYSBOOT now loads microcode from the default microcode file, MV20000.MCF. 
This may take up to a minute. Then SYSBOOT loads AOSNS. There's a pause, 
and the system console displays AOS/VS REV n and a (lUestion. Skip to 
"Initializing AOS/VS-All Computers." 

(lfFIXUP is needed, SYSBOOT displays the Technical Maintenance Menu. Press 
NEW LINE for the default. SYSBOOT loads microcode from the default microcode 
rue, which takes a minute or so, then loads FIXUP. The system console displays the 
FIXUP banner. If a default script filename has been idE!ntified to SYSBOO~ 
FIXUP nms automatically. Otherwise, FIXUP will ask questions. The FIXUP 
section later in this chapter can help you answer these Iquestions or create a script 
rue to run FIXUP automatically.) 

H an error occurs during any of these operations, contl'l[)l goes to the SCP CLI. 
Tum power off and on again, and return to step 1. 
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6. To avoid the default choice, enter 2. SYSBOOT then displays the Techni~ 
Maintenance Menu. On the Technical MaintenanCE~ Menu, make the choice you 
want (like a new default system or shorter time-ollt delay). 

After changing defaults on the Technical Maintenallce Menu, you can continue 
loading the default operating system by selecting choice 1. SYSBOOT will then 
load microcode and the default system as above. Details on changing defaults using 
SYSBOOT's Technical Maintenance Menu appear later in "Changing Operating 
System Load (SYSBOOT) Defaults. " 

Cold Start, CPU Power Off, MV/10000-Series, MV/8000 II, and 
MV/BOOO C Computers 

1. Make sure the system console is on and on line. Make sure that the disk(s) you 
want to use are on, started (for removable disks), and write enabled. Each unit's 
READY light must be lit. 

2. Press the CPU LOCK switch to on unless you want to cold start from magnetic 
tape or any other nondefault device. 

3. Turn the CPU POWER switch to on. The POWER lamp should light. 

4. Now EPROM code in the SCP does some power-up' tests. When these succeed, the 
system console displays 

**POWER UP TESTING COMPLETED** 

If this entire message doesn't appear, try again: Push the LOCK switch to off, turn 
the power off, push the LOCK switch to on, and tum power on. If this doesn't help, 
consult the manual AOS/vS and AOS/vS II Error and Status Messages. 

The SCP reads the startup device and loads the disk~ bootstrap, which in turns 
loads the SYSBOOT program. 

5. If your system disk was formatted as part of a multiple-disk LDU by a Revision 
6.00 Disk Formatter, then the first time you start AOSNS, SYSBOOT will prompt 
Specify each additional disk in the LDU. 

Specify each disk unit name (for example, DPJ1) and default or specify the device 
code until you've described all disks; then press NEW LINE. SYSBOOT then loads 
microcode and the system (or FIXUP) as described llext. In the future, SYSBOOT 
will skip these questions unless all disks in the LDU· aren't on line at startup. 

Then, SYSBOOT displays 

Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately with operating system load 
2 Enter the Technical Maintenance Menu 

The default operaJ:ing system pathnaTn€ is xxx 

Enter choice [default]: 
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af you turn power on when the LOCK switch is unlocked, no menu is displayed. 
Instead, an MV/IOOOO-series computer asks BOOT WB~ DEVICE? (CHANNEL 
AND DEVICE CODE). An MV/BOOO n or MV/BOOO C asks BOOT DEVICE? On 
either machine, type the device code of the device you w,ant to boot from; for 
example, 22 for tape or 27 for a DPF-type disk. The (m,"1; blocks on the device 
must contain the appropriate bootstrap (tape or disk). The device must contain 
the SCP-OS and needed microcode; and it must includE~ a program to load 
SCP-OS and microcode. All these conditions normally do apply to the M.V/n 
system tape you received from Data General and also to your master LDU.) 

6. Generally, you'll want the default choice 1 Continue immediately with operating 
system load. Of the default choice is 2, AOSNS wasn't sbut down normally. You 
must run FIXUP. SYSBOOT defaults will lead you to FEruP through the 
Technical Maintenance Menu.} 

To take the default, press NEW LINE or outwait the tm:le-out delay (original 
default is 45 seconds). To avoid the default, perhaps to change the default system, 
skip to the next numbered step. 

SYSBOOT now loads microcode from the default microcode file, (the filename 
appears in Table 6-3, later). This may take up to a minute. Then SYSBOOT loads 
AOSNS. There's a pause, and the system console displays AOS/vS REV n and a 
question. Skip to "Initializing AOSNS-All Computers. ,. 

(IfFEruP is needed, SYSBOOT displays the Technical Maintenance Menu. Press 
NEW LINE for the default choice. SYSBOOT loads micr,ocode from the default 
microcode file, which takes a minute or so, then loads FIXUP. The system console 
displays the FEruP banner. If a default script fIlename has been identified to 
SYSBOOT, FEruP runs automatically. Otherwise, FIXUP will ask questions. The 
FIXUP section later in this chapter can help you answer these questions or create 
a script file to run FEruP automatically.) 

If an error occurs during any of these operations, control goes to the SCP CLI. 
Turn power off and on again and return to step 1. 

7. To avoid the default choice, enter 2. SYSBOOT then displays the Technical 
Maintenance Menu. On the Technical Maintenance Menu, make the choice you 
want (like a new default system or shorter time-out delay). 

After changing defaults on the Technical Maintenance Menu, you can continue 
loading the default operating system by selecting choice 1. SYSBOOT will then 
load microcode and the default system as above. Details on changing defaults using 
SYSBOOT's Technical Maintenance Menu appear later in "Changing Operating 
System Load (SYSBOOT) Defaults." 
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Cold Start, Computer Power Off, MV/SOOO Computers 
1. Make sure the system console is on and on line. Make sure that the disk(s) you 

want to use are on, started (for removable disks), and write enabled. Each unit's 
READY light must be lit. 

2. Make sure that the SCP/microcode diskette is correctly inserted in its unit slot and 
that the diskette door is latched. 

3. Turn the CPU POWER switch on. The POWER 181Jlp should light. 

4. Now EPROM code does some power-up tests. When these succeed, the system 
console displays 

··CONSOLE READY*· 

MVIBOOO SYSTEM CONTROL PROGRAM 

ENTER DATE (MO DAY YEAR) 

ar one or more power-up tests fail, the system console will show a partial or no 
··CONSOLE READY** message and the SCP octal debugger prompt (!) will 
appear. Turn power off and on again. If the problem. recurs, see the SCP manual 
for your computer.) 

Type the date in Dumeric form; for example, for No,~mber 22, 1992, enter 
11 22 92. 

TIME (HR MIN SEC) 

5. Type the time per a 24-hour clock. For example, for 2:52 p.m., enter 14 52. 

MICROCODE(l= STD,2= C350/MMPU[l})? 

6. Accept the default microcode by pressing NEW LINE. You'll see loading and 
microcode messages, and then 

SCp-cu> 

The SCP and microcode load take a little more than a minute. If you see an error 
message, make sure the diskette is inserted properly; turn the power off and on 
again, and type the date and time again. If the error recurs, try another 
SCP/micrococie diskette. 

7. Reset; then boot from the device code of your master LDU, as follows: 

SCp-cu> RESET~ 
SCP-CU> BOOT 27) 

The SCP reads the startup device and loads the disk bootstrap, which in turn loads 
the SYSBOOT program. 

8. If your system disk was formatted as part of a multiple-disk LDU by a Revision 
6.00 Disk Formatter, then the first time you start AOSNS, SYSBOOT will prompt 
Specify each additional disk in the wu. 
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Specify each disk unit name (for example, DPF1) and default or specify the device 
code until you've described all disks; then press NEW l.INE. SYSBOOT then loads 
microcode and the system (or FIXUP) as described above. In the future, 
SYSBOOT will skip these questions unless all disks in the LDU aren't on line at 
startup. 

Then, SYSBOOT displays 

Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immediotely with operating system load 
2 Enter the Technical Maintenance Menu 

The default operating system pathname is xxr 

Enter choice [default]: 

9. Generally, you'll want the default choice 1, Continue inr,mediotely with operating 
system load. ar the default choice is 2, AOSNS wasn't lmut down normally. You 
must run FIXUP. SYSBOOT defaults will lead you to FIXUP through the 
Technical Maintenance Menu.} 

To take the default, press NEW LINE or outwait the time-out delay (original 
default is 45 seconds). To avoid the default, perhaps to change the default system 
or shorten SYSBOOT's time-out delay, skip to the nm:t numbered step. 

SYSBOOT now loads AOSNS. There's a pause, and th.~ console displays AOS/vs 
REV n and asks for the date. Skip to "Initializing AOS/VS-All Computers. " 

(IfFIXUP is needed, SYSBOOT displays the Technical Maintenance Menu. Press 
NEW LINE for the default choice. SYSBOOT then loads FIXUP and the system 
console displays the FIXUP banner. If a default script filename has been identified 
to SYSBOOT, FIXUP runs automatically. Otherwise, FlXUP will ask questions. 
The FIXUP section later in this chapter can help you answer these questions or 
create a script file to run FIXUP automatically.) 

If an error occurs during any of these operations, control goes to the SCP CLI. 
Tum power off and on again, and return to step 1. 

10. To avoid the default choice, enter 2. SYSBOOT then di:splays the Technical 
Maintenance Menu. On the Technical Maintenance Me~nu, make the choice you 
want (like a new default system or shorter time-out dE~lay). 

After changing defaults on the Technical Maintenance Menu, you can continue 
loading the default operating system by selecting choioe 1. SYSBOOT will then 
load the default system as above. Details on changing d.efaults using SYSBOOT's 
Technical Maintenance Menu appear later in "Ch.angiJJlg Operating System Load 
(SYSBOOT) Defaults.» 

If an error occurs during any of these operations, control goes to the SCP CLI. 
Tum power off and on again and return to step 1. 

11. To avoid the default choice, enter 2. SYSBOOT will thE!n display the Technical 
Maintenance Menu. On the Technical Maintenance MEmu, make the choice you 
want (like a new default system or shorter time-out df~lay). 
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After changing defaults on the Technical Maintenance Menu, you can continue 
loading the default operating system by selecting choice 1. SYSBOOT will then 
load the default system, which may take a minute 01" so. Details on changing 
defaults using SYSBOOT's Technical Maintenance .Menu appear later in 
"Changing Operating System Load (SYSBOOT) Defaults." 

Cold Start, Computer Power Off, MV/900O-Series and 
MVnSOO-Series Computers 
This section describes startup for ECLIPSE MV/9000-series, MVnsoo, MVnsoo c, 
and MVnsoo XP computers. 

1. Make sure the system console is on and on line. Make sure that the d.isk(s) you 
want to use are on, started (for removable disks), and write-enabled. Each unit's 
READY light must be lit. 

2. Press the computer LOCK switch to LOCK unless y 40u want to cold start from 
magnetic tape. LOCK is a two-position rocker switch; you can see whether it's in 
LOCK or UNLOCK 

3. Turn the computer POWER switch on. The POWEE~ switch light should glow. 

4. Now, the oomputer does some power-up tests. Whell these succeed, the system 
console displays 

** POWER UP TESTING COMPLETED ** 

Of this entire message doesn't appear, try again: set LOCK switch to UNLOCK, 
power OFF, LOCK switch to LOCK, power ON. H you still get only a partial 
message or if you get the message ** POWERUP TESTING FAILED**, consult 
the manual Starting ECLIPSE MV/7800 1M Series Com,puters for what to do.) 

After successful powerup, the system displays the Automatic Program Load Menu: 

date time 

Automatic Program Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately with preset values. 
2 Change preset values. 

Loading with preset values will continue automatically unless you respond within 
45 seconds. 

The default device is dd. 

Enter choice [1J: 

5. The default choice (1) has the hardware continue with AOSNS startup, using 
preset values for startup device, date, time, and time·-out delay. You can change a 
preset value by entering 2, then working from the mtenu that appears next. You 
must enter 2 and select 3 "Load from different devio~" if you want to load from a 
device other than the one specified by code dd, for example, if you want to start 
from tape (device code 22). 
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Generally, you'll want to start from the default dd. To do so, press NEW LINE or 
wait out the time-out delay (original default 45 seconds). The hardware reads the 
default startup device and loads the disk bootstrap, which in turn loads the 
SYSBOOT program. SYSBOOT displays the Operating System Load Menu: 

Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately with operating system load 
2 Enter the Technical Maintenance Menu 

The default operating system pathname is %%% 

Enter choice [default): 

6. Generally, you'll want the default choice 1, Continue with operating system load. ar 
the default choice is 2, AOS/VS wasn't shut down normally. You must run FIXUP. 
SYSBOOT defaults will lead you through the Technical Maintenance Menu to 
F1XUP.) 

To take the default, press NEW LINE or wait out the tiime-out delay (original 
default is 45 seconds). To avoid the default, perhaps to ,change the default system 
or shorten SYSBOOT's time-out delay, skip ahead to th.e next numbered step in 
this section. 

SYSBOOT now loads microcode from the default microcode me, MV7800.MCF. 
This may take up to a minute. Then SYSBOOT loads A.OSNS. There's a pause, 
and the system console displays AOS/VS REV n and a question. Skip ahead to the 
section, "Initja1jzing AOSNS-All Computers." 

(If FIXUP is needed, SYSBOOT displays the Technical Maintenance Menu. Press 
NEW LINE for the default choice or wait out the time-()ut delay. SYSBOOT loads 
microcode from the default microcode file, which takes a minute or so; then loads 
F1XUP. The system console displays the FIXUP banner.. If a default script mename 
has been identified to SYSBOOT, FIXUP runs automatically. Otherwise, FIXUP 
will ask questions. The FIXUP section later in this chapter can help you answer 
these questions or create a script file to run FIXUP automatically.) 

If an error occurs during any of these operations, conm~l goes to the SCPo Press 
the SYSTEM switch to RST (or press the PR LOADIRESET switch to RESET), 
and return to step 4. 

7. To avoid the default choice, enter 2 . SYSBOOT then displays the Technical 
Maintenance Menu. On the Technical Maintenance Menu, make the choice you 
want (like a new default system or shorter time-out delay). 

After changing defaults on the Technical Maintenance Menu, you can continue 
loading the default operating system by selecting choiCE! 1. SYSBOOT will then 
load microcode and the default system as above. Details: on cbanging defaults using 
SYSBOOT's Technical Maintenance Menu appear later in the section, "Changing 
Operating System Load (SYSBOOT) Defaults." 

If an error occurs during any of these operations, control goes to the SCPo Turn 
power off and on again and return to step 1. 
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Cold Start, Computer Power Off, OSn500, MV/5000-Series, 
MV13500 DC, MV12500 DC, MV/2000 DC, MV/1400 DC, and 
MV/1000 DC Computers 

To cold start your DS/7500, MVI5000-series, MV/3500 DC, MV/2500 DC, 
MV/2000 DC, MV/1400 DC, or MY/1000 DC computer, do the following: 

1. Make sure the system console is on and on line. 

2. If you have a tape unit, turn it on now. (With some lXllOdels, to use the tape unit, 
you must turn it on before turning computer power on.) 

3. Turn computer power on via the switch on the cabin4~t. 

Now the computer runs power-up tests on each PC 100ard in the computer. On the 
system console, you'll see TESTING messages. 

The power-up tests take a minute or so. Of the systE!m fails to complete a message 
after 15 seconds or so, turn computer power off and cln. If the problem recurs, 
there is a hardware fault condition. Consult your 014-series "Starting" or 
"Installing" manual for an explanation of the fault cede.} 

After the computer hardware passes the power-up b!Sts, EPROM code in the SCP 
does some power-up tests. Then it displays the Automatic Program Load Menu: 

Automatic Program Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately with preset values 
2 Change preset values 

The default device is dd 

Enter choice (1): 

date time 

4. Generally, you'll want the default choice 1, Continue with operating system load. Qf 
the default choice is 2, AOSNS wasn't shut down normally. You must run FIXUP. 
SYSBOOT defaults will lead you to FIXUP through the Technical Maintenance 
Menu.} 

To take the default, press NEW LINE or outwait the time-out delay (original 
default is 45 seconds). To avoid the default, perhaps to change the default system 
or shorten SYSBOOT's time-out delay, skip to the next numbered step. 

SYSBOOT now loads microcode from the default microcode file, {the filename 
appears in Table 6-3, later}. You may see LOADING MICROCODE messages. 
Then SYSBOOT loads AOSNS. There's a pause, and the system console displays 
AOS/VS Rev n and a question. Skip to "Initializing AOSNS-All Computers." 

QfFIXUP is needed, SYSBOOT displays the Technical Maintenance Menu. Press 
NEW LINE for the default choice. SYSBOOT loads nricrocode from the default 
microcode file, then loads FIXUP. The system console~ displays the FIXUP banner. 
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If a default script filename has been identified to SYSBOOT, FIXUP runs 
automatically. Otherwise, FIXUP will ask questions. The FIXUP section later in 
this chapter can help you answer these questions or create a script file to nm 
FIXUP automatically.) 

If an error occurs during any of these operations, COIltrol goes to the SCP CLI. 
Tum power off and on again, and return to step 1. 

5. To avoid the default choice, enter 2. SYSBOOT then displays the Technical 
Maintenance Menu. On the Technical Maintenance Menu, make the choice you 
want (like a new default system or shorter time-out delay). 

After cbanging defaults on the Technical Maintenance Menu, you can continue 
loading the default operating system by selecting choice 1. SYSBOOT will then 
load microcode and the default system as above. Details on changing defaults using 
SYSBOOT's Technical Maintenance Menu appear later in "Changing Operating 
System Load (SYSBOOT) Defaults. " 

Cold Start, Computer Power Off, MV/6000 Computers 

1. Make sure the system console is on and on line. Make sure that the disk(s) you 
want to use are on, started (for removable disks), and write-enabled. Each unit's 
READY light must be lit. 

2. Press the CPU LOCK switch to LOCK unless you W8Ilt to cold start from magnetic 
tape. LOCK is a two-position rocker switch; you can. see whether it's in the lock 
or UDlock position. 

3. Tum the CPU POWER switch to on. The POWER lamp should light. 

4. Now EPROM code in the SOP does some power-up tE!Sts. When these succeed, the 
system console displays 

··POWER UP TESTING COMPLETED·· 

Of this entire message doesn't appear, try again: LOCK switch to unlock. position, 
power switch to off, LOCK switch to LOCK, power to ON.) 

The SCP reads the startup device and loads the disk bootstrap, which in turn loads 
the SYSBOOT program. 

5. Hyour system disk was formatted. as part of a multipltHiisk LOU by a Revision 
6.00 Disk Formatter, then the first time you start AOSNS, SYSBOOT will prompt 
Specify each ad.dit:Wnol disk in the LDU. 

Specify each disk unit name (for example, DPF1) and default or specify the device 
code until you've described all disks; then press NEW LINE. SYSBOOT then loads 
microcode and the system (or FIXUP) as described neJi::t. In future, SYSBOOT will 
skip these questions unless all disks in the LDU aren't. on line at startup. 

Then, SYSBOOT displays 
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Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately with operating system load 
2 Enter the Technical Maintena;n,ce Menu 

The default operating system pathname is lXt 

Enter choice [defa,ultJ: 

(If you turn power on when the LOCK switch is unlocked, no menu is displayed. 
Instead, it asks BOOT DEVICE and you must enter the two-digit device code of 
the device you want to boot from; for example, enter 22 for tape or 27 for a 
DPF -type disk. The fIrSt blocks on the device must contain the appropriate 
bootstrap (tape or disk). The device must contain the SCP-OS and needed 
microcode; and it must include a program to load SCP-OS and microcode. All these 
conditions would normally be true for the M.V/n system tape you received from 
Data General and for your master LDU.) 

6. Generally, you'll want the default choice 1 Continue ... with the load of operating 
system %%:t. (If the default choice is 2, AOSNS wasn't shut down normally. You 
must run FIXUP. SYSBOOT defaults will lead you to Fi1XUP through the 
Technical Maintenance Menu.) 

To take the default, press NEW LINE or outwait the tjime-out delay (original 
default is 45 seconds). To avoid the default, perhaps to change the default system 
or shorten SYSBOOT's time-out delay, skip to the next numbered step. 

SYSBOOT now loads microcode from the default microcode file, MV6000.MCE 
This may take up to a minute. Then SYSBOOT loads AOSNS. There's a pause, 
and the system console displays AOS/vS REV 11, and a question. Skip to 
"InitiaHzing AOSNS-All Computers." 

OfFIXUP is needed, SYSBOOT displays the Technical. Maintenance Menu. Press 
NEW LINE for the default choice. SYSBOOT loads mil(70c0de from the default 
microcode file, which takes a minute or so, then loads FIXUP. The system console 
displays the FIXUP banner. If a default script fl1enamE! has been identified to 
SYSBOOT, FIXUP runs automatically. Otherwise, FIXUP will ask questions. The 
FIXUP seCtion later in this chapter can help you answ4~r these questions or create 
a script fue to run FlXUP automatically.) 

If an error occurs during any of these operations, control goes to the SCP CLI. 
Tum power off and on again, and return to step 1. 

7. To avoid the default choice, enter 2. SYSBOOT then displays the Technical 
Maintenance Menu. On the Technical Maintenance ME~nu, make the choice you 
want (like a new default system or shorter time-out delay). 

After cbanging defaults on the Technical Maintenance Menu, you can continue 
loading the default operating system by selecting choice 1. SYSBOOT will then 
load microcode and the default system as above. Details on changing defaults using 
SYSBOOT's Technical Maintenance Menu appear later in "Changing Operating 
System Load (SYSBOOT) Defaults." 

If an error occurs during any of these operations, control goes to the SCP CLI. 
Turn power off and on again and return to step 1. 
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Cold Start, Computer Power Off, MV/4000 Computers 

1. Make sure the system console is on and on line. Make sure that the disk(s) you 
want to use are on, started (for removable disks), and write-enabled. Each unit's 
READY light must be lit. 

2. H the CPU cabinet power switch is OFF, press it to ON. Then press the LOCK 
switch to ON (unless you want to cold start from ~etic tape). LOCK is a 
two-position rocker switch; you can see whether it's a.t OFF or ON. 

3. Press the POWER rocker switch to ON. The POWER lamp should light. 

4. Now the computer does some power-up tests. When these succeed, the system 

console displays 

MV4000 READY 

(If this entire message doesn't appear, try again: LOCK switch to OFF, power to 
OFF, LOCK switch to ON, power to ON. If this doesn't help, consult the Data 
General4000-Class System Control Programs Operator's Reference manual, fault 
conditions self-test table.) 

The SCP reads from the startup device and loads an AOSNS bootstrap program, 
which in turn loads the SYSBOOT program. 

5. If your system disk was formatted as part of a multipIE~-disk LDU by a Revision 
6.00 Disk. Formatter, then the first time you start AOS/VS, SYSBOOT will prompt 
Specify eooh additional disk in the LDU. 

Specify each disk unit name (for example, DPF1) and default or specify the device 
code until you've described all disks; then press NEW LINE. SYSBOOT then loads 
microcode and the system (or FIXUP) as described next. In the future, SYSBOOT 
will skip these questions unless all disks in the LDU aren't on line at startup. 

Then, SYSBOOT displays 

Opera,ting System Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately with operating system load 
2 Enter the Technical Maintenance Menu 

The default operating system pathname is .ux 

Enter choice [1]: 

af you turn power on when the LOCK switch is OFF, no menu is displayed. 
Instead, the loader program prints a commercial at sigll (@). You must manually 
load by typing the desired. two-digit device code, followed. by L: for example 22L 
for tape. The first blocks on the device must contain the appropriate bootstrap 
(tape or disk). The device must contain the SCP-OS alld needed microcode; and it 
must include a program to load SCP-OS and microcode. All these conditions 
would normally be true for the MV/4000 system tape you received from Data 
General and for your master LDU.) 
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6. Generally, you'll want the default choice 1 Continue (~ system load. ar the 
default choice is 2, AOSIVS wasn't shut down normally. You must run FIXUP. 
SYSBOOT defaults will lead you to FIXUP through the Technical Maintenance 
Menu.) 

To take the default, press NEW LINE or outwait the time-out delay (original 
default is 45 seconds). To avoid the default, perhaps to change the default system 
or shorten SYSBOOT's time-out delay, skip to the nt!Xt numbered step. 

SYSBOOT now loads microcode from the default microcode file, MV 4000.MCF (or 
a different name if the default microcode filename was changed on the Technical 
Maintenance Menu). Then SYSBOOT loads AOSNS. There's a pause, and the 
system console displays AOS/VS REV n and asks for the date. Skip to "Initializing 
AOSNS -All Computers." 

arFIXUP is needed, SYSBOOT displays the Technical Maintenance Menu. Press 
NEW LINE for the default choice. SYSBOOT loads microcode from the default 
microcode file, then loads FIXUP. The system console displays the FIXUP banner. 
If a default script fIlename has been identified to SYSBOO~ F1XUP runs 
automatically. Otherwise, FIXUP will ask questions. The FIXUP section later in 
this chapter can help you answer these questions or create a script file to run 
FIXUP automatically.) 

If an error occurs during any of these operations, control goes to the SCP CLI. 
Turn power off and on again and return to step 1. 

7. To avoid the default choice, enter 2. SYSBOOT then displays the Technical 
Maintenance Menu. On the Technical Maintenance Menu, make the choice you 
want Oike a new default system or shorter time-out delay}. 

After changing defaults on the Technical MaintenanCE~ Menu, you can continue 
loading the default operating system by selecting choic:e 1. SYSBOOT will then 
load microcode and the default system as above. Details on changing defaults using 
SYSBOOT's Technical Maintenance Menu appear late~r in "Changing Operating 
System Load (SYSBOOT) Defaults." 

8. SYSBOOT loads the default microcode fIle and the default operating system. 

The MV/4000 hardware cannot tell SYSBOOT whether a hardware floating-point 
unit is installed. Thus, the Data General default microcode file is MV4000.MCF, 
which is for firmware (not hardware) floating point. The blank-disk procedure in 
Chapter 3 advised readers who have hardware floating point to change the default 
fue, and explained how. But if your machine has hardware floating point or if you 
want a different default, change the default as shown in "Changing Operating 
System Load (SYSBOOT) Defaults." 

As SYSBOOT loads microcode, you'll see the messages 

MV4000 MICROCODE REV n LOADING 
CONTROL STORE WADING 
CONTROL STORE VERIFIED 
SCRATCH PAD WADING 
SCRATCH PAD VERIFIED 
MV4000 MICROCODE REV n LOADED AND VERIFIED 
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or an error occurs, control goes to the loader program and you will see the @ 
prompt. Press LOCK OFF, power OFF, press LOCK, power ON to try again.) 

At this point, you can get to the SCP CLI by typing 1he break sequence (CMD and 
BREAK keys, or BRK, or BREAK, depending on the console model). But let's 
assume you want to bring up AOSNS. Skip to "Initializing AOSNS-All 
Machines. " 

Cold Start, Computer Power Off, MV/4000 DC, MV/4000 SC 
and DS/4000-Series Computers 
To cold start your MV/4000 DC, MV/4000 SC, or Data (ri~neral DS/4000-series 
computer, do the following: 

1. Make sure the system console is on and on line. 

2. If you have a cartridge tape unit, turn it on now, by IDoving its switch to ON-I. 
(To use the tape unit, you must turn it on before tur;o.ing computer power on.) 

3. Tum computer power on via the switch on the cabin,et. 

4. Now the computer does some power-up tests. When these succeed, the system 
console displays 

MV4000 READY 
••• (test message about IOC board) ... 

Of these messages don't appear, try again: turn powe:r off and on. If this doesn't 
help, consult the Data General4000-Class System Control Programs Opera,tor's 
Reference manual, fault conditions self-test tables.) 

The message that follows these depends on the settmlg of a switch in the computer 
(specifically, a DIP switch on the MIOC PC board). 

5. If the DIP switch is set to the disk device code, a load.er program reads the disk 
bootstrap, which in turn loads the SYSBOOT program. 

6. If your system disk was formatted as part of a multip,le-disk LDU by a Revision 
6.00 Disk Formatter, then the first time you start AOSNS, SYSBOOT will prompt 
Specify each additional disk in the LDU. 

Specify each disk unit name (for example, DPJ1) and default or specify the device 
code until you've described all disks; then press NEW LINE. SYSBOOT then loads 
microcode and the system (or FIXUP) as described next. In the future, SYSBOOT 
will skip these questions unless all disks in the LDU aren't on line at startup. 
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Then, SYSBOOT displays 

Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue im~ly with operating system load 
2 Enter the Technical Maintenance Menu 

The default operating system pathname is %XX 

Enter choice [1]: 

If this menu appears, you can proceed to start up any disk-based software. To do 
so, skip to step 7. 

To start from tape or diskette (perhaps to install a ne1V system), type the break 
sequence (press CMD, hold it down, and press the BID~SC key) to get the @ 
prompt. Then continue to the next step. 

7. If the DIP switch isn't set to the disk device code, or if you typed the break 
sequence in step 5, the system console displays a commercial at sign (@): 

@ 

You must manually load by typing the desired two-digit device code, followed by 
L. The device code of the c;Iisk is 24; the device code of the diskette is 64; and the 
code of the tape unit (if you have one) is 22. For example, enter 

@64L (To program load from diskette) 

The device you specify must contain the appropriate bootstrap (tape or disk). The 
device must also contain needed microcode and the SCP-OS; and it must include 
a program to load SCP-OS and microcode. All these conditions are true for the 
MV/4000 system tape or first system diskette you received from Data General, and 
for your master LDU. 

Now, the computer tries to program load from the device you specify. When it 
succeeds, the bootstrap program displays a prompt. For disk or an AOSNS 
diskette, the bootstrap program is SYSBOOT, whose p:rompt is the menu shown in 
step 5a above: Operating System Load Menu. H you see that prompt, return to step 
5a and continue as described there. (But if you're installing a new revision of 
AOSNS from diskette or tape, you should be reading Chapter 7, not this one.) 

8. Generally, you'll want the default choice 1 Continue operating system load. (If the 
default choice is 2, AOSNS wasn't shut down normally. You must run FIXUP. 
SYSBOOT defaults will lead you to FIXUP through the Technical Maintenance 
Menu.) 

To take the default, press NEW LINE or wait out the time-out delay (original 
default is 45 seconds). To avoid the default, perhaps to change the default system 
or shorten SYSBOOT's time-out period, skip to the next numbered step. 
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SYSBOOT now loads microcode from the default microc:ode file, MY 4OO0.MCF 
(unless a different microcode file was specified to the Technical Maintenance 
Menu; for supplied microcode files, see Table 6-3). Then SYSBOOT loads 
AOSNS. There's a pause, and the system console displays AOS/VS Rev n and asks 
for the date. Skip to "Initializing AOSNS-All ComputE!rs." 

afFIXUP is needed, SYSBOOT displays the Technical Maintenance Menu. Press 
NEW LINE for the default choice. SYSBOOT loads miCl~ocode from the default 
microcode file, then loads FIXUP. The system console displays the FIXUP banner. 
If a default script fllename has been identified to SYSBOOT, FIXUP runs 
automatically. Otherwise, FIXUP will ask questions. The FIXUP section latE!r in 
this chapter can help you answer these questions or ~lte a script file to run 
FIXUP automatically.} 

If an error occurs during any of these operations, contrell goes to the SCp eLI .. 
Turn power off and on again and return to step 1. 

9. To avoid the default choice, enter 2. SYSBOOT then displays the Technical 
Maintenance Menu. On the Technical Maintenance Menu, make the choice you 
want (like a new default system or shorter time-out delay). 

After changing defaults on the Technical Maintenance Menu, you can continue 
loading the default operating system by selecting choice 1. SYSBOOT will then 
load microcode and the default system as above. Details on changing defaults using 
SYSBOOT's Technical Maintenance Menu appear later in "Changing Operating 
System Load (SYSBOOT) Defaults." 
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Warm Start, Computer Running-All Computers 

You can warm start your system if AOSNS was shut d.own normally and power 
remained on. After normal shutdown, the SCP gets control and displays the SCP 
CU prompt on the system console. These steps assume that the SCP CLI is active on 
the system console. 

1. Make sure all disks are on, write-enabled, and ready. 

2. Make sure that your line printer(s) are on and on line, with paper aligned. 

3. Reset the processor: 

scP-cu> RESET1 

4. Boot from disk: 

scp-cu> BOOT 241 (Or 27 for a :mode1 DPF-type disk; 
or 33 for a model 6234 disk) 

The SYSBOOT program displays 

Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately with operating system load 
2 Enter the Technica.l Maintenance Menu 

The default operating system pathnmne is %Xr 

Enter choice [default): 

5. Generally, you'll want the default choice 1 Continue operating system load. (If the 
default choice is 2, AOSNS wasn't shut down normally. You must run FIXUP. 
SYSBOOT defaults will lead you to through the Technical Maintenance Menu to 
F1XUP.) 

To take the default, press NEW LINE or outwait the time-out delay (displayed on 
the screen). (To avoid the default, perhaps to change the default system or shorten 
SYSBOOT's time-out delay, skip to the next numbered step.) 

SYSBOOT loads AOSNS. There's a pause, and the system console displays 
AOS/VS Rev n and asks a question. You can start initializing AOSNS (next 
section). 

(lfFIXUP is needed, SYSBOOT displays the Technical Maintenance Menu. Press 
NEW LINE for the default choice. SYSBOOT will load FIXUP, and the system 
console will display the FIXUP banner. If a default sc::ript fllename has been 
identified to SYSBOOT, FIXUP will run automaticalJly. Otherwise, FIXUP will ask 
questions. The FIXUP section later in this chapter can help you answer these 
questions.) 
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6. To avoid the default choice, enter 2 ; then SYSBOO'Jr displays its Technical 
Maintenance Menu. Make the choice(s) you want (like a new default system or 
shorter time-out delay). After changing defaults on the Technical Maintenance 
Menu, you can continue loading the default operating system by selecting choice 1. 
SYSBOOT will then load the default system as describe above. You can start 
initializing AOS/VS (next section). 

7. Hyour system disk was formatted as part of a multiple-disk LDU, then the first 
time you start AOSNS, SYSBOOT will prompt Specify each additional disk in the 
LDU. 

Specify each disk unit name (for example, DPJ1) and. default; or specify the device 
code until you've described all disks; then press NEW LINE. SYSBOOT then loads 
microcode end the system (or FIXUP) as described above. In the future, 
SYSBOOT will skip these questions unless all disks in the LDU aren't on-line at 
startup. 

InHializing AOSNS-AII Computers 

The system console shows 

AOS/VSRevn 

Master LDU: name (name as given to the Disk Formatter) 

Date (MM / DD lIT)? 

If your computer has a battery-powered boot clock, AOS/VS gets the time and date 
from it, skips the Date and TIme questions, and prompts Override default specs? (see 
step 3 below). afthe boot clock isn't running or its battery is exhausted, AOSIVS 
wiU ask the date and time questions.) Having the date and time supplied 
automatically is a convenience, but make sure they're correct when the AOSIVS CLI 
displays its banner on the system console. Computers with boot clocks include 
MV/40000, MV/20000, MV/lS000, MV/15000, MVI9000-series, MVnSOO, 
nsnOOO-series, MVl5000-series, MV/3000--series, MVI2500DC, MV12000 DC, 
MV/1400 nc, and MY/lOOO DC systems. 

afyou see a message starting with WARNING: System patch area contains no 
patches, continue bringing up AOSNS. As soon as possible, use the update tool 
(described in Chapter 7) to apply patches to the system. Patches are extremely 
important. Unless you apply them, your system may eranh repeatedly.) 

1. It's very important that the date and time be correct. (You can iDC them if needed, 
via the DATE or TIME command, after the CLI comes up.) Type the date as 
numbers for month, day, and year. Spaces or slashes can separate numbers. For 
example, for November 22, 1992, type 

Date (MMIDDtyY)? 11 22 921 

Time (HH:MM:SS)? 
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2. Type the time, based on a 24-hour clock, in hours, minutes, and seconds. (Minutes 
and seconds are optional. If you omit them, the system sets each to 0.) Use spaces 
or colons to separate each number pair. For exampl~~, for 2:35 p.m., type 

Time (HH:MM:SS)? 1435) 

Offset from universal time [ +oo:()()]? 

3. If your computer is part of a network that spans time zones, set the offset from 
universal time or Greenwich mean time by typing the difference in hours between 
local time and Greenwich mean time. Precede the number by a minus sign for 
locations west of Greenwich. For example, for Eastern Standard. Time, enter -5. 

Offset from universal time [ +oo:oo]? -5) 

AOS/VS will continue with defaults automatically 
unless you respond within 00:00:30 

fJverri<k default specs [N]? 

4. Specs means the parameters in the system specification file created during 
VSGEN. 

These parameters include the following. 

• Numberofbu/fers in cache (number of system bwfers). 

• Swap directory definition (swap file size or device). 

• Page directory definition (page file size or device). 

• InitioJ. load (used when you are installing a new r.~vision of AOSNS on this 
LDU). 

For more information, see the section in Chapter 4, "Specifying System 
Parameters. " 

If you wish to override any default specification, enter Y; the system will then ask 
about each one and you can take the default or specify a new value. If you see the 
message AOS/vS will continue with defaults automatically unless you respond 
within 00:00:30, you have thirty seconds to interrupt the automatic boot sequence. 
(30 seconds is the default time-out for the option; you may see a different 
time-out duration.) In most cases, though, you will not want to override the 
default specifications, so you will press NEW LINE or outwait the time-out delay. 

A pause occurs here, then 

AOS/vS CU Rev n 
) 

date time 

The master CLI, process ID (PID) 2, is running. 
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NOTE: If the date or time is wrong, fix it now with the DATE or TIME command 
before bringing up the multiuser environmeIlt. (On computers with boot 
clocks, the CLI commands DATE and TIME also set the boot clock's date 
and time.) Changing date or time while EXEC is rnnning can confuse 
users. Also, if you run the system log (SYSLOG), changing the time after 
you start logging may produce wrong account information. For these 
reasons, it is better to change the date or time while the multiuser 
environment is not nJDDing. 

It is possible, via VSGEN, to have the master eLI execute a command iue 
automatically when it starts up. Typically, you would choose your UP.CLI 
macro. To ensure that the UP macro execute:; properly, 

• you must ensure that all printers are on and on line before bringing 
up AOSNS; 

• you must take extra care to type the corre:ct date and time when you 
initialize AOSNS; and 

• you can skip the next two steps. 

5. Make sure that all your line printers are on and on line, with paper aligned. 

6. Bring the multiuser environment up by nlnning your tailored UP macro: 

) Up~ 

Pidn 

••. (EXEC messages) ... 

... (Messages you may have put in UP.CLD ... 

) 

7. Make sure the CPU LOCK switch (if any) is in the locked position. Or on an 
MV/20000, press the DISPLAY switch if the other swi1rltes are lit. 

EXEC and the multiuser environment are up; users can log on; and you can bring 
up other processes andlor issue EXEC and CLI commands as needed. 

If you have a multiple-processor system like an MV/20000 Model 2, your UP macro 
should have initialized the second processor via the CLI c:ommand JPINITIALIZE. 

Figure 6-1 shows the steps taken by all parties to bring the whole system up. Figure 
6-2 summarizes cold startup and normal shutdown for computers with working boot 
clocks (time-of-day clocks); Figure 6-3 does the same for computers without working 
boot clocks. 
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Using the Technical Maintenance Menu 
At startup, some computers display an Automatic Program Load Menu, described 
above. On all computers, hardware settings (set on the~ program load menu or some 
other way), tell the hardware to load software from a Dlagnetic medium, usually 
disk. The software most often loaded is SYSBOOT, which has menus of its own. 

Via SYSBOOT's Technical Maintenance Menu, you can change a number of default 
settings, including 

• time-out delay (before SYSBOOT starts loading the default system) 

• default AOSNS system 

• default microcode filename 

• F1XUP script rue filename (runs F1XUP automatically, without need for human 
answers to its questions) 

The Technical Maintenance Menu also allows you to run any stand-alone program 
Oike the Disk Formatter). And it will prompt run FIXUP if AOSNS wasn't shut 
down normally. 

1b change any of these values, you must start up AOS/VS (this runs SYSBOOT). 
Either a cold or warm. start works. 

During startup, SYSBOOT will display its Operating System Load Menu. Enter 2 
before the default time-out delay expires. (The default l;ystem gets control 
automatically after the delay expires.) SYSBOOT will then display the Technical 
Maintenance Menu. Depending on your machine and options, the menu may show 
from four to eleven choices. You may not see more than four choices. All possible 
choices follow. 

1 Load and start the default operating sys~tem 
2 Load and verify microcode 
3 Enter the SCP eLI 
4 Change the time-out delay 
5 Run diagnostics (if MV/ADEX is installed on disk) 
6 Run a specified program 
7 Run FlXUP 
8 View or change the default operating system filename 
9 View or change the default microcode filename 
10 View or change the FIXUP default script filename 
11 Boot from a different disk unit 

Choice 1 is the default unless FIXUP must be run; it tells SYSBOOT to load the 
default operating system. 

Choice 2, to load and verify microcode, is sometimes useful if you're seeing 
mysterious error messages, like CPU RUNNING or Inst~fficient memory for FIXUP. 
SYSBOOT loads and verifies the default microcode file. 

Choice 3, "Enter the SCP CLI," is useful when you really need the SCP CLI; for 
example, on an MV/20000, to attach a different processor. 
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Choice 4 lets you change the default time-out delay, originally 45 seconds. You 
might want to shorten the delay and speed up automatic startup (although you can 
always press NEW LINE to start loading immediately). If you enter 4, SYSBOOT 
prompts 

Number of seconds to wait before loading the operating ~~stem lnl: 

Enter the new figure, 10 to 45 seconds, and press NEW LINE. 

Choice 5 lets you run MV/ADEX diagnostics (if these ar.~ installed on your disk). 
These diagnostics are explained in the Advanced Diagn()stic Executive System 
manual. If you enter 5, SYSBOOT asks 

Are you sure you want to run diagnostics? [Nl: 

'1b continue with MV/ADEX, enter Y; to skip them press NEW LINE. 

Choice 6 lets you specifY the pathname of any program to run (for example, the 
stand-alone Disk. Formatter. After you enter 6, SYSBOOT asks 

Pathname? 

Enter the pathname of the program to run, starting at the root directory. For 
example, for the Disk Formatter, enter DFMTR . 

Choice 8, lets you change the default AOSIVS operating system. This is useful after 
you've generated (and patched and tested) an AOSIVS system with a name different 
from the old one. Originally, when your system LDU was built, there was no 
operating system. If no one has specified a system name since then, the default 
system is the installed system. When you enter 8, SYSBOOT asks 

Default operating system ld,efault-namel: 

'1b retain the default, which may be a system patlmame (Ir INSTALLED SYSTEM if 
the default is the installed system, press NEW LINE. (With AOSIVS revision 7.00, 
there's little point in installing a system since it's so easy to specify a default to 
SYSBOOT.) To change the default, you can enter a pathname from root Oike 
SYSGEN:SYS_7.00.PR), or, if you used the Installer to install a system, you can 
enter INSTALLED SYSTEM to specify the default systenl. 

Choice 9 lets you view or change the default microcode filename, useful if you have 
an ECLIPSE MV/4000-series computer with an option lilte hardware floating point, 
or if you have a custom microcode file. After you enter 9, :SYSBOOT asks 

Default microcode filename [MV:X:UXX.MCF): 

You can press NEW LINE to retain the default, or specify a microcode file pathname 
from the root directory; for example, MV4000GFP.MCF. You can make sure the new 
microcode is loaded by selecting choice 2, "Load and verify microcode," on the 
Technical Maintenance Menu. The microcode filename issue gets more detail in the 
next section. 

When you change the microcode file, SYSBOOT records the new default microcode 
filename in "invisible" space on the LDU. The new microcode filename will become 
the default microcode. It will remain in effect until you change it again (or run a 
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Full format on the disk). (Just as an aside, SYSBOOT (:annot resolve link files, so 
the procedure above is the neatest way to make a nondefault microc»de file the 
default.) 

Choice 10 lets you specify (or change) the FIXUP script filename. When run without 
a script file, FIXUP asks a minimum of five or so questions for each LDU you want 
fixed. Via stand-among FIXUP itself, using the IBUILDSCRIPl' switch, you can 
create a script file, then specify its name here. Thereafter, FIXUP will run the script 
file without requiring operator interaction. This is a coIlvenience, especially with 
inexperienced system operators. 

Until someone specifies a default script file, there is no default. If you want to create 
(or change) a script file, the FIXUP section near the end of this chapter tells how. 1b 
specify the script filename, enter 10 at the Technical M~lintenance Menu. SYSBOOT 
then asks 

Default FIXUP script filename [default): 

'1b retain the default, press NEW LINE. '1b change it, type the script filename (must 
be in the root directory). FIXUP script files always have the suffix .FXP. You can 
include-or omit-the suffix when you type the name. F'or example, enter FIX_DPJO 

Boot from a different disk unit 

This choice lets you start AOSIVS from a different disk unit than the default. You 
might want to use this to run another program or a stan.d-alone system (perhaps an 
AOSIVS system) that's on a different disk unit. The disk. must have been formatted 
as a system disk and have current AOSNS bootstraps installed on it. It must also 
contain all files the program needs to run. 

After you select this choice, the program asks for the disk unit name; then it tries to 
run the bootstrap program that's on the destination disk~. VIa that program, you 
specify the pathname to run. 

Microcode Filenames 

Microcode is the heart of your ECIJPSE MVlFamily computer. It's essential that the 
correct microcode for your system be loaded. SYSBOOT does this load on a cold 
start-you specify the default name using a SYSBOOT Technical Maintenance 
Menu. 

NOTE: H mier-ocode is loaded when you change the default, SYSBOOT may not 
load the new microcode, but may just start up AOS/VS. You can make 
sure the new microcode is loaded by selecting choice 2, "Load and verify 
microcode, " on the Technical Maintenance Menu. 

Correct microcode for your system was supplied on the 1:tfV/n tape or diskette 
shipped with the system. You'll receive periodic updates if you belong to the 
Microcode Subscription Service. Table 6-2 shows the con-ect filenames for all 
ECLIPSE MVlFamily machines. 
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Table fr.2 Microcode Filenames for ECLIPSE MVIFamily Systems 

Computer DefauH Microcode Hardware Floating- Graphics Instruction 
Name Filename Point Option Set Option 

MV/40000 MV40000.MCF Doesn't apply Doesn't apply 

MV/20000 (all) MV20000.MCF Doesn't apply Doesn't apply 

MV/18000 (all) MV18000.MCF Doesn't apply Doesn't apply 

MV/15000 Model 20 MV15000_20.MCF Doesn't apply Doesn't apply 
MV/15000 Model 10 MV15000_l0.MCF Doesn't apply Doesn't apply 
MV/15000 Model 8 MV15000_8.MCF Doesn't apply Doesn't apply 

MV/lOOOO Model SX MYlOOOOSX.MCF Doesn't apply Doesn't apply 
MV/lOOOO MVlOOOO.MCF Doesn't apply Doesn't apply 

MV/9600 MY9600.MCF Doesn't apply Doesn't apply 

MV19500 MV9500.MCF Doesn't apply Doesn't apply 

MV19300 MV9300.MCF Doesn't apply Doesn't apply 

MY/8000 MV8000.MCF MV8000FP.MGF Doesn't apply 
(file on diskette> 

MV/8000n MV8000 n.MCF MV8000 IIFP.MCF Doesn't apply 

MY/8000C MV8000_C.MCF MV8000_CFP.MCF Doesn't apply 

MVn800 (all) MV7800.MCF MV7800_FP.MCF Doesn't apply 

DSn500 MV7500.MCF Doesn't apply Graphics 
Instruction only: 
DS7500GIS.MCF 

MY/6000 MV6000.MCF Not available Doesn't apply 

MY/500(H;eries MV5.MCF Not available Doesn't apply 

DS/4000-series MV4000.MCF MV4000FP.MCF Graphics 
(with Graphics Instruction only: 
Instruction 8E~t: MV4000G.MCF 
MY 4000GFP.MCF) 

MV laOOO-series MV35.MCF Doesn't apply Doesn't apply 

MV/25 00 DC MV2500.MCF Doesn't apply Doesn't apply 

MV/2000DC MV2000.MCF Doesn't apply Doesn't apply 

MV/1400DC MV1400.MCF Doesn't apply Doesn't apply 

MV/1000ne MVIOOO.MCF Doesn't apply Doesn't apply 
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Normal Shutdown 

Normal shutdown means orderly shutdown from an active multiuser system to the 
SCP CLI and, optionally, to turning off power to devicE!S. 

These shutr-down steps assume that EXEC is running and that multiple users are 
logged on to the system. If no users are logged on, skip to step 4. 

1. Send a message to all users indicating that the multiuser environment will be 
coming down. You can use the BROADCAST macro for this. For example, 

) BROADCAST System coming down in 5 minutes. Please log off. ~ 

2. Look at printer and batch queues, via the QDISPLAY command, to ensure that no 
large jobs will be aborted. 

Of a batch job was active at shutdown, all work dOnE! in it is lost. If a print job is 
active at shutdown, printing stops, but you can save the pages already printed. At 
startup, the system will try to restart any batch or p.rint jobs that were active at 
shutdown. After a print job restarts, to have it print from a specific page
preserving the pages printed before AOSNS shutdown-use EXEC's RESTART 
command with page number and printer name.) 

The QDlSPLAY command tells you the status of aIll~eues, including 
BATCH_INPUT, ~ and other queues you created.. Type 

) QDISPLAY~ 

BATCH_OUTPUT BATCH Closed 

LPT PRINT Open 

) 

Open 
(Batch jobs appear in this BATCH_INPUT 
list. Active jobs have a leading asterisk; 
for example, 
*34 D JACK :U1)D:JACK:?34.CLl.OOOO2.JOB) 

(Print jobs waiting for the first line printer 
appear in this Ll?T list. Active jobs have a 
leading asterisk; for example, 
*35 JACK :UDD:JACK·MYFlLE) 

If the QDISPLAY shows no active batch or print jobs, you can proceed. 

3. Use the WHOS or? macro (Chapter 5) to verify that users are logged off. Use 
BROADCAST and WHOS until all users who stand to lose work are logged off. eLI 
users might not lose anything when you bring EXEC down (although they might 
be annoyed if they are not notified). People using text editors, word processors, 
and/or CEO-and perhaps user processes nJnning aplPlication programs~illiose 
work if you terminate EXEC, so you should try to get them out of their editors or 
programs before you do it. For example, type 
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)WHOSl 

PID: 1 PMGR PMGR :PMGR.PR 
PID: 2 OP OP :CU16.PR 
PID: 3 OP EXEC :UTIL:EXEC.PR 
PID: 4 OP XBATI :UTIL:XBA1.:PR 
P1D: 5 OP XMNTI :UTIL:XMNr.PR 
P1D: 6 OP XLPTl :UTIL:XLPT.:PR 

PID: 33 HUGH CON151 :CU16.PR 
PID:36 SUSAN CON152 :CU16.PR 
PID:37 SUSAN 00036 :UTIL:SED.PR 

) BROADCAST System coming down in 2 min. Please! log off now. 1 
)WHOSl 

PID: 1 PMGR 
PID: 2 OP 
PID: 3 OP 
PID: 4 OP 
P1D: 5 OP 
PID: 6 OP 

PID:33 HUGH 

PMGR 
OP 
EXEC 
XBATl 
XMNTl 
XLPTl 

CON151 

:PMGR.PR 
:CU16.PR 
:UTIL:EXEC.PR 
:UTIL:XBAT..PR 
:UTIL:XMNTPR 
:UT1L:XLPT.PR 

:CU16.PR 

4. Within a reasonable time, all users will have logged off or be in the CLI. If not, you 
must choose from among the following options: 

1. Wait for the user to return to his or her terminal and exit from the program. 
2. Walk to the user's terminal and exit from the prognun for the user. 
3. Proceed with shutdown, at the risk of costing the user some work. 

When ready, get back to PID 2, the master CU. Typ:~ 

) BVEl 

then 

)WHO~ 

If the system's answer is PID 2, go to step 6. 

5. If you are nJDDjng a locked LOCK _ CLI (a lockable eLI, described in Managing 
AOS{VS and AOS/VS 11, the security chapter), LOCK_CLI remains an active PID 
on the system console. The BYE command does not affect a locked CLI. To 
terminate the I6-bit LOCK_CLI, enter UNLOCK, then the LOCK_eLI password, 
and BYE. To unlock a locked 32-bit CLI, enter UNLOCK, then the CLI password. 
For example: 

) WHO 1 
PID: 20 OP ()()020 :LOCK_CU.,PR 
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) UNLOCKl 
XY'ZZY~ 

)BYE~ 

AOS/vS CLI Terminating date time 

)WHO~ 
PID: 2 OP OP 
) 

(Start to unlock it.) 
(Password doesn't echo.) . 

(Try to return to master CLI. If you 
mistyped tbe password, this BYE 
command jls ignored.) 

(You typed the correct password.) 

:CL116.PR (Back in the master CLI.) 

6. Run the DOWN.CIJ macro to bring down the multiuser environment. It's a good 
idea to specify the root copy ofOOWN.CIJ (:DOWN), as follows: 

) :DOWN) 

... (Messages from OOWN.CIJ) ... 

7. With EXEC terminated, check the processes again 'with WHO. There may be only 
two processes left: the peripheral manager and the master CLI. 

If processes like CEO, XODIAC, and INFOS n are Estill running, terminate these 
normally. For CEO, enter CEO. SYSTEM STOP; for XODIAC processes, enter 
DOWN.NETWORK, and so on. H there are any othe]~ processes (like 
application-based processes), terminate these nornlally. Eventually, you may 
want to put all the process-terminating commands needed in the DOWN.CLI 
macro. 

When ready, start shutdown by typing 

) BYE) 

Do you really want to shut the system down? 

8. This message gives you a chance to change your m.iJtld. To keep AOSNS rnnning, 
enter N. To shut it down, type 

Do you really want to shut the system down? Y ~ 

Starting system shutdown date time 

If automatic rebooting was selected (at VSGEN or s~stem startup), the system 
starts automatic rebooting. If automatic rebooting was not selected, control 
returns to the SCP CIJ. The automatic reboot mes...c;age is 

Automatic reboot will occur in n:n:n 

6-38 

To reboot immediately from the default device, press NEW UNE. 
To enter the SCP eu, type the break sequence. 

Reboot from octal device code [n] 
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... (A HALTED message followed by register status appears on some systems) ... 

SCP-CLl> 

9. If the system is rebooting, let the reboot procedure continue or interrupt it with 
the break sequence. If the SCP eLI prompt appeared, use the BOOT command as 
explained earliet: 

Note that PID 2, the master CLI, can always shut the system down directly via 
BYE. If so, AOSNS will say 

You have sons. Do you want to terminate? 

If you answer Y, all processes below PID 2 will be termi1lated.. The system will ask 
for conimn.ation again, and then shut down. Of you answer N to the sons question, 
nothing will be terminated.) If any processes other than EXEC are nmning, this is 
a very dangerous way to shut the system down. For example, certain processes 
that use databases (like CEO) depend on normal shutdown to close the database 
properly. If shut down improperly, the structure and/or 'the integrity of the 
database may be compromised. So, use this quick method only if processes that 
would not be jeopardized (like CI.J processes) are nJnning. 

After shutdown, you am boot an AOSNS system as described under "Warm Start, 
Computer RUDning--All Computers" earlier in this chapter; or you can bootstrap 
another system or stand -alone program. Or you am l~!ve everything as is; or you 
can cut power to any or all devices. 

To power down your disk(s), on a sealed disk unit, prt9; READY; on a 
removable-pack disk. unit, press the disk switch and give the disk pack time to 
stop spinning before pressing the DC POWER switch to off. (On a 
removable-pack unit, cutting power eHrnjnates braking action; if the disk is 
spinning when you cut power, it will continue spinning without cooling air, which 
could damage unit bearings.) 

To power down a tape unit, take it off line and unload the tape (if a tape is 
mounted); then press the power switch on: To power down the system console, use 
the rocker switch behind the console or the knob near the front lower right; or for 
a hardcopy console, use the switch under the keyboard to the right. 

If you power down the computer, the SCP and microcode will vanish and will have 
to be reloaded later. Thus the next start will be a cold start, described earlier. H 
you decide to cut power to the computer, press the LOCK switch (if any) to off or 
unlock, and press the POWER switch to off. Powering down any machine except 
an MV/8000 deletes the SCP error log (if any), which is kept in volatile memory, so 
don't do this if you want to retain entries in this log. 

Figure 6-1 shows the steps taken by all parties to bring the whole system up. (These 
don't include the original blue and white MV /8000, which loaded microcode from 
diskette.) 

Figure 6-2 summarizes startup and normal shutdown for computers that have a 
working boot clock (time-of-day clock); Figure 6-3 does the same thing for 
computers that don't have a working boot clock. 
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N 

Computer displays 
Automatic Program 
Load Menu. 

Person presses 
NEW LINE or 
waits out 
time-out delay. 

Person 
selects 
choice 2, 
changes 
values, 
continues 
powerup 

Computer 
chooses device! 
code selected t 
jumpers or in 
PROM. 

N 

Computer displays 
800T 
DEVICE?or 0 
prompt. 

Person 
selects device 
code via nn or 
nnL. 

Disk bootstrap and SYSBOOT program loaded 
from specified (or defauH) device. 

SYSBOOT asks person 
to specify each additional 
disk in the LDU: 
Disk unit name? 
Device code? 
and verifies them. 

SYSBOOT program displays 
Operating System Load Menu. 

Figure 6-1 How AOS/VS Comes Up from a Cold Start (continued) 
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N 

Person presses NEW 
LINE or outwails 
time-out delay. 

SYSBOOT loads micro
code/SCP-OS and default 
(or specified) operating 
system. 

AOSIVS is running: 
AOS/VSCLI .... 

Person makes sure line 
printers are on line. 

Person types UP. 

EXEC and multiuser 
environment come up. 

Done 

y 

Person selects choice 
2, makes changes, 
continues load. 

AOSNS asks person for 
date, time, and offset from 
universal time (GMT). 

AOSNS asks for and sets: 
Number of system buffers ... 
Swap directory .. . 
Page directory .. . 
Initial load ... 

Figure 6-1 How AOS/VS Comes Up from a Cold Start (concluded) 
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For a cold start, begin with step 1. For a wann start, type RESET, BOOT 24 (or other 
system LDU device code), and begin with step 4. 

1. Turn the system console, disks, and tape unit on and put them on line. Disk units 
must be write-enabled and you should wait for them to become ready 
(if either of these conditions apply). 

2. Press front panel POWER switch on. 

··POWER UP TESTING COMPLETED** 

Automatic Program Load Menu 

3. Enter choice [1}: ~ 

4. Operating System Load Menu 

1 Proceed immediately with operating system load 

Enter choice [I}: 1 ~ 

... <Microcode loading messages) ... 

Loading file 
xxx (%XX is the default operating system pathllame) 

AOS/vS Release 11, 

Computers with a working boot clock get date and time from the boot clock. ar 
the boot clock isn't working, AOSNS asks Date? and. Time? Specify the current 
date; for example, 11 22 92. Then specify the time, using 24-hour notation; for 
example, for 1:30 p.m., type 13:30. Next, enter (or take default for) the offset from 
universal time (GMT). Plan to replace the battery in the boot clock.) 

5. AOS/VS will continue with defaults automatically 
unless you respond within 11,:11,:11, 

(This message may 
appear.) 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Override default specs [N}? 
(Or outwait time-out.) ~ 

AOS/VS CU Rev 11, date time 
) 

Verify date and time. Correct them with DATE or TIME commands, if needed. 

Make sure all line printers are on line, with paper aligned. 

. .. (EXEC messages) ... 

Figure 6-2 Startup-Shutdown Summary for Computers with Working Boot Clocks 
(Time-ot-Day Clocks) (continued) 
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When you want to shut AOSNS down, follow these steps. 

1. ) BROADCAST System coming down in 5 min. Please IcJg off. ~ 

2. ) QDISPLAY ~ (Look at queues BATCH_INPUT aIld LPT to make sure there 
are no critical batch or print jobs in process.) 

3. Use the WHOS or ? macro and BROADCAST until YOlll see that all text editor aIld 
other users who stand to lose work have exited from their programs. 

4. ) BYE ~\ 
) WHOS I. 

If the answer is PID 2, skip to step 6. Otherwise, proceed. 

5. Unlock the locked CLI. Type UNLOCK, XXXXX (LOCH;'" eLI password), and BYE. 
(If nJnnjng the 32-bit CLI, you don't need to type BYE.) Make sure you're PID 2 
by typing WHO. If not, try again. 

6. ) :DOWN ~ 

From Pid 3 : (EXEC) Terminating on HALT command 

7. Shut down other software as needed. Then type 

) BYE 1 
8. Do you really want to shut tlu! system down? Y 1 

Starting system shutdown date time 
System shutdown 

If automatic rebooting was selected (at VSGEN or system startup), the system 
starts automatic rebooting. If automatic rebooting was not selected, the system 
displays CPU HALTED and SCP-CU/Jpn. The automatic reboot message is 

Automatic reboot will occur in n:n:n 

To reboot immediately from the default device, press NEW LINE. 
To enter the SCP CU, type the break sequence. 

Reboot from octal device code [nl 

To interrupt the reboot procedure, type the Break sequence (CMD and 
BREAK/ESC keys). 

SCP-CLI> 

Power down devices if you WaItt. 

Figure 6-2 Startup-Shutdown Summary for Computers with Working Boot Clocks 
(Time-of-Day Clocks) (concluded) 
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For a cold start, begin with step 1. For a warm start, type RESET, BOOT 27 (or other 
system LDU device code), and begin with step 4. 

1. Tum the system console, disks (if separate), and Ulpe unit on and put them on 
line. Disk units must be write enabled and you should wait for them to become 
ready (if either of these conditions apply). 

2. Press front panel LOCK switch (if any) to the on o:r the lock position. 

3. Press front panel power switch to on. 

**POWER UP TESTING COMPLETED** (or MV4000 READY) 

(If, on an MV/IOOOO, nothing happens, you will need to use the SOP SYSTEM 
MEDIA tape. See steps earlier in this chapter, in section "Cold Start, CPU Power 
Off, MV/IOOOO-Series, MV/8000 n, and MV/BOOO C Computers.") 

4. Operating System Load Menu 

1 Proceed immediately with operating system load 

Enter choice [I]: ~ 

... (Microcode loading messages, followed by a Load'ing file message) ... 

AOS/vs Release n 

5. Date (MMIDDfYY)? 11 22 92 1 (Specify thE~ current date.) 

6. Time (1lH:MM:SS)? 1435 1 (Specify thE! current time, using 24-hour 
notation.) 

7. Offset from universal time [+oo:()()]? -5:00 ~ 

8. AOS/vS wiU continue with defaults automatically 
unless you respond within n:n:n 

Override default specs [N]? 1 
AOS/vS CU Rev n date time 
) 

(This message may 
appear.) 

(Or outwait time-out.) 

9. Verify the date and time. Correct with DATE or TIME commands, if needed. 

10. Make sure all line printers are on line, with paper aligned. 

11. ) Up) 

Pidn 

... (EXEC messages) ... 

) 

Figure 6-3 Startup-Shutdown Summary for Computers without Working 
Boot Clocks (continued) 
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When you want to shut AOSNS down, follow these steps. 

1. ) BROADCAST System coming down in 5 min. Please log off. l 
2. ) QDISPLAY l (Check queues BATCH INPUT aIld LPT to make 

sure there are no criticai. batch or :print jobs in process.) 

3. 

4. 

Use the WHOS or? macro and BROADCAST until you see that all text editor 
and other users who stand to lose work are out of their programs. 

) BYE ~\ 
)WHOS ~ 

IT the answer is PID 2, skip to step 6. Otherwise, proceed. 

5. Unlock the locked CLI. Type UNLOCK, XXXXX (LOCK_CLI password), and BYE. 
arrunning the 32-bit CLI, you don't need to type BYE.) Make sure you're PID 2 
by typing WHO. IT not, try again. 

6. ) :DOWN ~ 

... (Messages from DOWN.CLI) ... 

7. Shut down other software as needed. Then type 

) BYE ~ 

8. Do you really want to shut the system down? Y l 
Starting system shutdown date time 

System shutdown 

IT automatic rebooting was selected (at VSGEN or system startup), the system 
starts automatic rebooting. If automatic rebooting was not selected, the system 
displays CPU HALTED and SCP-CU/Jpn. The automatic reboot message is 

Automatic reboot will occur in n:n:n 

To reboot immediately from the default device, press NEW UNE. 
To enter the SCP CU, type the break sequence. 

Reboot from octal device code [nl 

To interrupt the reboot procedure, type the Break sequence (CMD and 
BREAK/ESC keys). 

Power down devices if desired. For the computer, press the LOCK switch (if any) 
to unlock position fll'St. 

Figure 6-3 Startup-Shutdown Summary for Computers without Working Boot 
Clocks (concluded) 
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Abnormal Shutdown 

An abnormal shutdown is any shutdown not executed with the BYE command from 
the master eLI, PID 2, on the system console. If you get an Abnormal System 
Shutdown message during a normal shutdown, then it, too, is an abnormal shutdown. 

An abnormal shutdown can J!SUlt from a deadlock (hang), panic (A08IVS FATAL 
ERROR), hardware failure (which may cause a panic), or power failure. 

There are several software tools to help you handle and recover from abnormal 
shutdown situations. They are 

• The AOS/VS Emergency Shutdown (ESD) routine. After a fatal AOS/vs error, ESD 
can close open tiles and turn the abnormal shutdown into a normal shutdown. If 
ESD runs successfully, you can restart AOSNS immediately. ESD is described in 
this section. 

• The Memory Dump routine. This copies main memory to tape or diskette for later 
analysis. The Memory Dump routine is described in this section. 

• Diagnostic tests. Most computers include powerup diagnostics, which can help 
identify faulty hardware. If you have Data General'sAD:e:x diagnostic 
system-either on tape or installed on the system disk~ADEX can pinpoint 
hardware problems. ADEX may not allow you to restart immediately, but it can tell 
Data General engineers how to fix your system. Powerul. diagnostic codes are 
described in the 014-series "Starting" manual for your :machine (or, if there is no 
"Starting" manual, in the SCP manual). Using ADEX is explained in theADEX 
Operator's Manuol. 

• The AOS/VS disk fIXer, FIXUP. FIXUP corrects disk incxmsistencies and allows you 
to restart AOSNS. It takes much longer than ESD, but also corrects inoonsistencies 
that ESD can't. You are not required to run FIXUP unless ESD fails. 

System Deadlocks (Hangs) 

If AOSNS seems to be denying service, it may be hung in a deadlock. A deadlock can 
result from a high -priority and/or resident process that malfunctions, monopolizing 
processor time. A deadlock can also occur if three or four heavily used batch streams 
are nJDDjng along with many interactive processes. 

The primary symptom of a deadlock is long response time. Another symptom is a 
process (like a text editor) that is not aborted by the abort sequence CTRL-C 
CTRL-B. Users may complain that nothing is happening on their terminals; and/or 
there may be little or no response to commands given at th.~ system console. (If the 
system console shows an AOSrvS FATAL ERROR message, a panic has occurred; see 
the next section.) 

The first thing to do, if a terminal seems dead, is to type CTRL-Q to cancel a 
CTRL-S that may have frozen its display. If CTRL-Q restores activity, fme. If not, 
make sure the terminal is on and on line, and that the fault lights (if any) aren't lit. If 
the keyboard has a HOLD key, make sure the HOLD status light is ofT (press HOLD 
until light goes out). 
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If the problem persists, check processes from the system console by entering WHOS 
or ? This may identify one or more hungry processes (for example, a batch stream 
that's dumping for file backup). If so, you can then decide whether to block or 
terminate the process(es) (CLI command BLOCK or TERMINATE), or to reduce the 
p~ss priority (PRIORITY command) or to change the process type (PRTYPE), or to 
live with the situation until until the process(es) fmish what they are doing. 

If you can't identify a problem process, try nJnning PED (explained in Managing 
AOS/vS and AOS/vS m to see if any process is getting too much processor time. If so, 
block or terminate the process (or if the process is using l!l batch stream, use ex 
FLUSH to flush it). Terminating or flushing a process ge:nerally discards work the 
process has done, so do this only after deciding that the process is using too much 
processor time to continue. 

If the deadlock persists, and/or the system console is not l!lccepting input, you must 
force a shutdown and bring up AOS/VS again. Note that jlf you want to report this 
deadlock to Data General in a Software Trouble Report (8TR), you must follow 
additional steps, described in the STR section of Managin'-C AOS/vS and AOS/VS II. 
To simply force a shutdown, follow these steps: 

1. If the computer has a LOCK switch in the lock position, press to unlock. 

2. Type the break sequence on the system console. For most CRT termjna]s~ this 
means pressing the CMD key, holding it down, and I)ressing BREAK/ESC. For 
hardcopy terminals, press BRK. For older CRTs, press BREAK. 

The break sequence should bring up the SCP CLI 011 the system console: 

scp-cu> 

If the break. sequence has no effect, retry it. If it still. doesn't work, the SCP flag 
LOCK might be set. On the computer front panel, press the CON (or CONSOLE) 
switch to RST (or RESET). 

3. Reset the CPU; then force an emergency shutdown by typing the following: 

Scp-cu> RESET) 
SCP-CU> START 50) 

This should abort processing and start a shutdown. (If nothing happens, type the 
break sequence again; then enter nY). The system c~nsole prompts 

Do you want a memory dump (to submit a &ftware ~~rouble Report) (Y or N)? [N} 

4. To shut down, press NEW LINE and the Emergency Shutdown routine will run 
as described in the section "About ESD," later in this chapter. To do a memory 
dump, enter Y immediately and proceed as described. under the section "Doing a 
Memory Dump," which follows. 

AOS/vS and AOSNS II Error and Status Messages contains more information on 
errors. Deadlocks are described under the message None.l'Vothing ... in that manual. 
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Panics 
A panic (crash) results from an error that AOSIVS reeogIUzes but cannot rectify. It 
may involve hardware or software. On a panic, the systellD. console displays the 
message 

AOS/vSFATALERROR: p on date time 

valuel 
valueS 
sp 

value2 
value6 
fp 

value3 
value7 
8l 

value4 
valueS 
sb 

Do you want c memory dump (to submit a &fI;ware Trouble Report) (Yor N)? [YJ 

Hyou want a memory dump, type Y and press NEW LINE immediately; if you don't 
and automatic rebooting is enabled, the system will run E:sn and try to reboot after 
the delay expires. 

The panic values have the following meanings: 

p is the octal panic code. 

values 1-8 may contain additional panic information. 

sp is the value of the hardware stack pointer. 

fp is the value of the hardware frame pointer. 

sl is the value of the hardware stack. limit. 

sb is the value of the hardware stack base. 

File: UT1L:AOSVS.PANICS.SR can help you interpret panic values. Your site should 
keep a printout of the CU1Tent reviswn of this file near the system console. To 
determine roughly the cause of the panic, identify the panic group (1000 to 1777 octal 
is a group, 2000 to 2777 octal is another group, and so on). Look at the group base (for 
example, 1000) against the values in PARU.32.SR that start with .DUSR in column 1. 
The comment that follows the group base number briefly explains the cause of the 
panic. 

Generally, you should log each panic in a System log book kept near the system 
console. Note the time, revision of AOSNS system, any W[lusual conditions (like new 
software or hardware) that may have helped cause the panic and the panic values. The 
written record is especially important if your system console is a CRT. Panic records 
can be very important to Data General personnel whom you may eall on for 
assistance. 

The panic may have originated in hardware, as described later in this chapter or in rue 
: UTIL:AOSVS.PANlCS.SR. In any case, you may want to do a memory dump, and to 
run ESD, described after the memory dump section. 
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Doing a Memory Dump 

I AOSNS always lets you do a memory dump after a panic, 4~r after you abort 
processing by typing the break sequence, and then entering RESET ~ and 
START 50 ~ . If you selected the automatic dump feature in. VSGEN, the memory 
dump starts automatically, before ESD runs. 

You can skip the dump by answering No to the Do you wan~t a memory dump ... 
question. Skip the dump only if you don't want to submit SLD. STR. 

I 
A memory dump is required if you want to submit a Softw~lTe Trouble Report (STR). 
To s.lbmit an 8TR to Data General, complete the on -line form 
: UTIL:STR_FORM_AOSVS. For more information, see Cbapter 10 in Managing 
AOS/VS and AOS/vS II. 

I 

To do a memory dump, follow these steps. 

1. The system console is displaying 

Do you want a memory dump (to submit a Software Trouble Report) ... ? [YJ 

NOTE: This prompt defaults to Y (Yes) if your system is confIgUred to dump 
memory automatically. You need do nothing. 'The steps in this section 
occur without intervention. 

Type y~ 

afthe VSGEN parameter System will automatically bypass system memory 
dump was chosen, the system will prompt Automatic reboot wiU bypass memory 
dump in n:n:n. You must choose to do a memory dump before the time-out delay 
occurs, typically 10 minutes.) 

2. The system console displays 

Dump to Magnetic tape or diskette (T or D)? [T] 

The default response here IT for tape or 0 for diskette) is determined by the 
default dump device specified in VSGEN. Select the default, or choose Diskette or 
Tape, depending on your system configuration. 

3. If you selected D to dump to diskette, skip to step 4. 

If you selected T to dump to tape, the system displays 

Please mount tape. Then specify unitname. [raj 

3a. Get a scratch tape. For reel-to-reel tape, the tape mlust be at least 800 feet 
long. The tape you use must be write-enabled: make sure there's a 
write-enable ring or that the RECORD or SAFE switch is in position to allow 
writing. Mount the tape on unit 0 on the flrst controller, if available. If the unit 
has a density switch, choose DENSITY HIGH. 

3b. If you mounted the tape on the unit shown as the default (for example, MTBO), 
press NEW LINE. If the tape is on a different unit, type the unit name and press 
NEWLINE. 
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3c. After you respond, the memory dump routine copies ntain memory and other 
important information to tape. If the routine needs aIlother tape it displays 

Please mount next tape. 
Press NEW LINE when ready. 

If you see this Please message, remove the tape and mount another. Then press 
NEWLINE. 

When done, the routine rewinds the tape and, before starting the Emergency 
Shutdown (ESD), provides the following important reminder about submitting I 
anSTR: 

When submitting an STR to Data General, remember to copy your system's symbol 
table to @MT:u:l 

Skip to step 5. 

4. If you selected 0 to dump to diskette, the system displays 

Please insert diskete in unit.. Then specify unitname .. [ral 

4a. Get 3-4 scratch diskettes with 2 Mbyt.es of memory. Disketttes must be 
hardware formatted but need not be formatted with the Disk. Formatter. 

I 

If you mounted the diskette on the unit shown as thE~ default (for example, I 
DPJI0), press NEW LINE. If the diskettes are on a different unit, type the unit 
name and press NEW LINE. 

4b. The system displays Dumping, followed by periods t() indicate the passage of 
time. If the routine needs another diskette, it displays 

Diskette is full. 
Please insert 11e%t diskette in unit. 
Press NEW liNE when ready. 

Insert another diskette and press NEW I.JNE. 

4. When done, the routine prompts you to remove the last diskette and press 
NEW LINE before it runs ESD. If you had a diskette that was initialized as an 
LDU in the diskette unit, reinsert it before pressing NEW LINE. 

5. ESD runs as shown in the next section. The m~~ are: 

Memory dump completed. (Dumping to tape) 

Memory dump completed. Please remove diskette. 
Press NEW UNE when ready. (Dumping to diskette.) 

Running Emergency Shutdown (ESD) 

File system restart 

Now restarting device ... 
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.•. (Other ESD messages) ... 

System shutdown 

If the Automatic reboot feature is enabled, the system displays 

Automatic reboot will occur in hh:mm:ss. 
To reboot immediately from the default device, press NEW UNE. 
To enter SCP CLI, type the break sequence 
Reboot from octal device code [nnl 

To reboot from the current system disk. (its device code is displayed as the default 
nn), press NEW LINE or outwait the time-out delay (displayed as the default 
hh:mm:ss). To reboot from another disk, type its device code, then press NEW 
LINE. 

If the Automatic reboot feature is not enabled, when ESD has finished, the system 
displays the SCP-CLI prompt. 

SCP-CLI> 

ar the memory dump routine hits an error, it will prompt you to retry. To retry, 
mount a different tape or diskette; then type Y and press NEW LINE.) 

Dismount the tape or diskette-and., if' you want to :save the dump in preparation 
for the STR, label the tape or diskettes. 

If you want to submit an STR, Data General needs the memory dump you just 
did and the operating system symbol table, pathnanle :SYSGEN:sys.ST. To 
submit an STR to Data General, complete the on -line form 
:UTll..:STR_FORM_AOSVS. For more information, see Chapter 10 in Mana,ging 
AOS/vS and AOS{VS II. 

6. If the Automatic reboot feature is not enabled, reboot the system. 
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About ESD 
ESD is a routine that tries to restart AOSNS and force ~l normal shutdown, by writing 
system buffers to disk and closing open files. ESD is not perfect: it can't cope with 
certain system errors, and it can't verify the aoouracy of system databases that the 
panic may have affected. But it offers a good way to handle panics and hangs. 

The system tries to ron ESD after you've done a memory dump, or skipped the 
memory dump by typing N after the following prompt: 

Do you want a memory dump (to submit a Software Trouble Report) (Yor N)? [YJ N ~ 

If the Automatic bypass feature is enabled, this prompt defaults to N (No) and the 
system displays 

Au.tomatic reboot will bypass meT1Wry dump in hh:1.rLm:ss. 

If the Automatic dump feature is enabled and the memo:ry dump procedure detects 
that a dump was already taken before ESD ran, it will nlot ron again; this Do you want 
a menwry dump ... prompt does not appear. 

The ESD messages are: 

File system restart 
Now restarting device nn unit n 

Flushing buffers 

Open file processing 

System shutdown 

H the Automatic reboot feature is enabled, the system clli;plays 

Automatic reboot will occur in hk:mm:ss. 
To reboot immediately from the default device, press NEW UNE. 
To enter SCP eu, type the break sequence 
Reboot {rom oct4l device code [nnl 

To reboot from the current system disk (the device code of the current disk is 
displayed as the default nn), press NEW LINE or outwait the time-out delay 
(displayed as the default hh:mm:ss). To reboot from ,another disk, type its device 
code, then press NEW LINE. 

H the Automatic reboot feature is not enabled, when ESD has fmished, the system 
displays the SCP-CLI prompt. 

scp-cu> 

If the Automatic reboot feature is not enabled, reboot the! system. 
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Of the memory dump routine hits an error, it will prompt you to retry. To retry, mount 
a different tape or diskette; then type Y and press NEW LlNE.) 

Dismount the tape or diskette--and, if you want to save the dump in preparation for 
the STR, label the tape or diskettes. 

H you want to submit an STR, Data General needs the me'mory dump you just did and 
the operating system symbol table, pathname :SYSGEN:sys.ST. To submit an STR to 
Data General, complete the on -line fonn :UTIL:STR_FORM_AOSVS. For more 
information, see Chapter 10 in Managing AOSfVS and AOS/VS II. 

The main processor is halted. You can start up AOSNS as described under "Warm 
Start" earlier. afyou want to submit an STR, you must dump the AOSNS system 
symbol table to tape or diskette after AOSNS comes up. Doing this is described in 
Managing AOS{VS and AOS{VS II. 

If ESD fails, it issues a FATAL ERROR message of its own .. You can help us improve 
ESD by taking a memory dump at this failure, and submitting it with an STR to Data 
General. To take a dump, mount a tape or diskette and ent.er Y, as described in the 
previous section. To skip the dump, enter N . In either casE!, if ESD fails again, it 
cannot deal with the error. Reset the computer, boot the system, and have FIXUP run 
on all LDUs that were part of the system when the error Otccurred. 

If AOSNS comes up, but you cannot initialize any nonmaster LDUs that were 
initialized when the error occurred, then you should execute stand -among FIXUP 
from AOSNS and run it on the inaccessible LDUs. If AOS/VS displays F1XUP 
RECOMMENDED for any LDU, you should also run FIXUP on that LDU. 

Hardware Errors 
AOSNS relies on hardware to run. Inconsistencies in the processor (including 
components like the ATU and map), disk, or other devices (like lACs or LANs) may 
cause it to panic. 

Processor Errors 

If an error occurs in ajob processor, AOSNS may panic, and/or control may go to the 
SCP operating system, which may try to describe the error~ 

Some computers have sensors that will cut ac power under fan failure, high 
temperature, or brownout (voltage drop) conditions. If such a condition occurs, 
computer power will be cut, and you must fIX the problem if possible. Fault lights on 
the front panel may identify the problem; if any lights are lit, look at the fault codes in 
the 014-series "Starting" manual for your computer (or, if there is no "Starting" 
manual, the SCP manual) to see what they mean. 

If the solution is easy, fix the problem; then proceed as dea.cribed under "Power 
Failures," later in this chapter. If you can't identify the problem, examine the 
microcode (explained under "Microcode Errors"). 
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Main Memory Errors 

If a hard error occurs in memory, AOSNS generally will panic and the SCP will report 
a hard memory error to the system console. You should eall your Data General support 
organization. Do not run ESD after a hard memory error. 

Microcode Errors 

If abnormal shutdowns recur, there may be a mic:rocode problem. Use the microcode 
utility to verify processor microcode (ifpossible). For this, SI~ the SCP command 
SPAD or VSPAD (or VERIFY) in your SCP manual. If there are microcode verification 
errors, reload microcode via a cold start. If abnormal shutdowns and mic:rocode 
verification errors recur often, note the verification results ~md contact your Data 
General support organization. 

If microcode is not the culprit, check the SCP log or SYSLOG (explained in Managing 
AOS/vS and AOS/VS In. If neither of these identifies the problem, contact your Data 
General support organization. 

Disk and Tape Errors 

If AOSNS encounters a hardware error on a disk, it will write one or more error 
messages to the system console; then it may either panic or continue. The error 
message is 

HARD error, device dd, unit u 
Statuses: DIA=n, DIB=m, DIe=l 
Retriesr 

dd is the device code, for example, 67. 

u is the unit number, for example, O. 

n, m, l are hardware status codes, described in AOS/VS and AOS/VS II Error 
and Status Messages, under Hard error message, and in the disk drive 
operator's manual. The code(s) may indicate a bad sector (bad disk block), 
ECC, or other error. On units that have a digital display, the display will 
show a status code. 

r is the number of retries AOSNS made before it gave up and signaled a 
hard error. Usually, it will retry 15 times. But on certain errors (for 
example, if a disk goes off line), it can't retry at all. 

To recover, proceed as follows. 

1. If AOSNS is still nlnning, and the disk is nonessential (a nonmaster LDU), try 
to RELEASE the disk, using the LDU name given by the Disk Formatter. Run 
FIXUP on the LDU. 

2. If AOSNS is still running and the disk is essential, warn users to log off 
immediately, get back to the master CLI, and shut thE~ system down by entering 
DOWN then BYE as shown in "Normal Shutdown. " If AOSNS panics, note the 
panic code and run ESD. 
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3. When AOSNS is down, examine the disk for obvious problems. For example, it 
may have gone off line or may be write protected.; you can correct this with disk 
switches. If you in the problem, and ESD succeeds, you can warm start AOSNS. 

4. If a status code s indicates a bad sector (bad block), or if you suspect a new bad 
block, run a Disk Formatter Partial format on the I.DU, changing nothing; and 
specify read -only surface analysis. If the Formatter finds one or several new bad 
blocks, enter Y when it asks Update bad block tabk? You may need to use FIXUP 
on the LDU before reusing it. But if the Formatter finds TfI,(J,TI,y new bad blocks 
(say 20 or more), do not let it update the bad block table; the problem may well 
be head alignment. Tum disk power off' and call your Data General support 
organization. 

5. If you cannot identify and solve the problem, turn disk power off and call your 
Data General support organization. If possible, run without the disk until it is 
ilXed. 

H a hard error occurs on a tape unit, AOSNS will usually stay up. Try cleaning the 
unit heads, or try another tape. If the hard error recurs, c~ your Data General 
support organization, and run without the tape unit until it is fixed. 

While AOSNS is running, if system logging is on, it will try to record most hardware 
errors in the system error log file, :ERROR_LOG. Using f;y'8LOG is described in 
Managing AOS/VS and AOSIVS II. 
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The FIXUP Disk Fixer 

Abnormal shutdown leaves the master LDU (and other initialized LDUs, if any) in an 
unpredictable state, with open files that may not have beP..n updated. ESD, if it 
succeeds, writes system buffers to update open files, closes the files, and restores disk 
integrity. 

But ifESD fails, it could not close files on one or more LDUs. You must run FIXUP to 
f]X the pertinent LDU(s). If an LDU does not need fixing, FIXUP will tell you that 
flXing is not necessary, and allow you to skip the fix. You lDaY want to do the fix 
anyhow if you suspect errors in the LDU. You should always run FIXUP on an LDU 
about which AOS/VS displays FIXUP RECOMMENDED. 

Even if you are not forced to run FIXUP, you should ron it periodically-at least 
monthly-to clean up and verify the file structure on yow~ LDUs. 

A hard error on an LDU may not cause abnormal shutdolm. But a hard error often 
means that part of the LDU is inaccessibl~perbaps witb an unreadable bad block in 
the middle of a IDe. After a hard error, you should ron a Disk Formatter Partial format 
on the LDUs(s} to check for new bad blocks, and let the F.t>rmatter update the bad 
block table. Then, if the Formatter gives a MUST RUN FJXUP message, you must run 
FIXUP to correct the file structure. FIXUP may be able to rebuild-thus save-part of 
the pertinent file. . 

There are two FIXUP programs: stand -alone F1XUP, in the root directory, and 
stand-among F1XUP, in directory :lJTll.,. Stand -among:FIXlTP runs under AOSNS 
control: you can use it while AOSNS is up. Also, stand -among FIXUP lets you create 
FIXUP script files. A script file is usable by stand -alone or stand-among F1XUP. It 
streamJines the fixing procedure by elimjnating dialog, an.d-for stand -among 
FIXUP-by allowing you to run multiple FIXUP jobs conc:urrently. You can tell 
SYSBOOT the name of the script file, and then run FIXUP easily by choosing option 
7, "Run FIXUP," from the Technical Maintenance Menu. (If SYSBOOT must be run 
when you bring the system up, option 7 is the default.) See "Changing the FIXUP 
Default Script Filename" later in this chapter. 

Stand-among FIXUP works only on LDUs that are not opened. This means it can't 
run on the master LDU, since AOSNS has this LDU opeD .. Stand-alone FIXUP works 
onanyLDU. 
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Starting Stand-Among FIXUP 
You can start stand -among FIXUP-with :lT1'a in the S4~h list-using the form 

~
'BUILDSCRlPI'=file i 

XEQ FIXUP IDEFAULT=existing-file 
ISCRIPT=e:cisting-fiie 

IBUILDSCRIPT=fi,le This Iswitch tells FIXUP to create 
the script file file, with the 
suffix .FXP, then asks questions and stores your answers in 
the script file. When you include this switch, FIXUP simply 
builds the script file; it does not lexecute the file. Any script 
rile can be used by either stand -alone or stand -among 
FIXUP. A script me for stand-alone FIXUP must be in the 
root directory for stand -alone FIXUP to execute it. If you 
don't specify a pathname with file, FIXUP creates the file in 
the working directory. 

If the file already exists, FIXUP will give you the choice of 
replacing it or restarting FIXUP. Any script rue FIXUP 
creates has the suffix .FXP. For e:mmple, if you type the name 
FIX_ROOT, the script filename ~rill be FIX_ROOT.FXP. You 
never use the .FXP suffix when you tell FIXUP to use a script 
file. The sufiix serves simply to identify a FIXUP script file. 

For example, to start building a script file named. 
FIX_ DPJO.FXP, you'd type 

) X FIXUPIBUIlD=AX_DPJOl 

IDEFAULT=existing-/ile Used alone, this switch tells FIXUP to display the settings 
in script fue existing-file (omit th.e .FXP suffix). If you also 
use the IBUllDSCRIPT switch, li'JXUP will ask the dialog 
questions, using the responses in existing-file as the 
defaults, and build a new script file using the responses you 
enter. You can use these switches to create a different version 
of a script fIle; or if you use the s~une name with both 
switches, to edit a script file. For ,example, the command 

starts a session to edit script file ]P1X_DPJO.FXP. 

ISCRIPT=e:xisting-file Tells FIXUP to run on one or more LDUs, using the values 
in script fIle existing-file. Do not include the FXP suffix. 

NOTE: It's easy to tell SYSBOOT the name of a script file. See "Changing the 
FIXUP Default Script Filename" later in this cha.pter. 

For a FIXUP session without a script file, omit switches. For example, you could enter 
XEQ FIXUP at the eLI prompt. FIXUP will then ask questions, and run using your 
answers, without building or consulting a script rue. 
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Starting Stand-Alone FIXUP 

You can start stand-alone FlXUP when you bring up your system. At startup, when 
SYSBOOT displays the Operating System Load Menu, en~3 2 . 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

7 RunFlXUP 

Enter choice [1]: 

Then enter 7 to run stand-alone FIXUP: 

7~ 

AOSIVS Disk Fixer, Rev n 

Later in this chapter, we explain how to build a script file 8l~d tell SYSBOOT its name. 
Then, FIXUP can use the script file to run without operatolr interaction. 

You can also start FIXUP-without a script file-from an A.OSNS system tape (enter 
BOOT 22, or other tape unit device code, then enter 1); or Dram AOSNS diskette 
number 1 (enter BOOT 64 , DPJ10, and FIXUP). Press NEW LINE after each entry. 

If You Make a Mistake 
If you make a typing mistake before pressing NEW LINE, p1ress the DEL key to erase 
characters one-by-one; or enter CTRL-U to erase the entire line. 

If you have already pressed NEW LINE after typing an incclrrect answer, FIXUP may 
recognize your error and repeat the question. If so, type the~ desired answer. 

If you decide to abort stand -alone FIXUP, type the break S4!quence and enter RESET, 
then reboot FIXUP. To abort and restart stand-among FIXUp, press CTRL-C 
CTRL-B and repeat the command that started F1XUP. 

On a CRT display console, you can suspend display by pressmg CTRL-S and resume 
display by pressing CTRL-Q. 
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Running FIXUP 

To run FIXUP interactively, you must use an upper- 8l1d lowercase console, because 
FIXUP dialog is upper- and lowercase. 

To run FIXUP, follow these steps. 

1. H you want to fix disks (instead of create or edit script files), make sure that all 
disks are mounted in their units (if removable), write-enabled, and ready. 

2. Decide what you want to do, as follows: 

2a. To run stand-alone FIXUP (perhaps to iIX the system LDU), skip to step 3. 

2b. Decide where you W8l1t the script tile. For stand -among FIXUP, : UTIL is a good 
directory, since it's in most search lists. For stand--alone FIXUP, the script tile 
must be in the root directory, but you can always Dlove it there from: UTIL. 

Then, to run stand -among FIXUP and create or edit a script file, use the format 
XEa AXUPIBUILD=name or XEa FIXUPIDEFAUL T=narne/BUIlD=name. And 
skip to step 5. 

2c. To ron stand -among FIXUP, using a script file, use the format 

XEa AXUP/SCRIPT =name 

FIXUP will then run using the script iIle. FIXUP tltlay display messages on the 
console screen; this depends on the script tile log fM~lection. At the end, FIXUP 
will display DONE! as shown in step 22. 

2d. To run stand -among FIXUP interactively, using no script file, enter XEa FIXUP 
8l1d skip to step 5. 

3. See if the SCP-CLI is active on the system COnsOlE!, by typing a period (.) and 
pressing NEW LINE. If nothing happens, do a cold start as described earlier in 
this chapter. If the SCP-CIJ is active, type the following: 

SCP-cu> RESET~ 

SCP-cu> BOOT 27 ~ (Or other disk device code, 
like 24, instead of27.) 

Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately with operating system lom.i 
2 Enter the TechniCal Maintenance Menu 

Enter choice [2]: 

4. Press NEW LINE or outwait the time-out delay to display the Technical 
Maintenance menu: 
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Technical Maintenance Menu 

7 RunFIXUP 

Enter choice [1]: 

Type 7 and press NEW LINE to run stand-alone FIXUP: 

7~ 

<Later in this chapter, we explain how to build a script file and tell SYSBOOT its 
name. Then FIXUP can use the script file to run without operator intervention. 
See "Changing the FIXUP Default Script Filename. ") 

5. The previous steps read FIXUP into memory. It asks 

AOSIVS Disk Fizer Rev. n 

Verbosity [ll? 

6. FIXUP can write messages to a log tile, covered in the next question. Your 
answer to this question sets the amount of detail in each message. 

01 

lor 11 

tells FIXUP not to log messages. 

tells FIXUP to log the message and file pathname for each file that it 
deletes, rebuilds, renames, closes, or fmds incomplete. If you choose 
certain options later in the dialog, FIXUP will also log messages that 
pertain to these options. This is a good general-purpose answer. 

tells FIXUP to log the followilig for each disk error: message, file 
pathname, LDU unique ID, file address, index level, disk unit, and 
logical and physical disk. addresses of thE~ error. FIXUP reports all 
multiply allocated blocks, rebuilding FNB and FIB chains, invalid 
pointers, and empty chain anchor blocks. 

tells FIXUP to log everything it does: all actions included in verbosity 
2, plus replacement of directory bitmaps, updates of file lengths, and 
deallocation of empty directory blocks. 

A verbosity of 0 produces the fastest fix, but yields 110 error information; so you 
should enter 0 only when you don't care about error information. If you answer 
0, go to step 11. Verbosity 1 gives user-oriented mE~Ssages, on which you can act. 
In most cases, you will want verbosity 1 and a line printer log. 

Verbosities 2 and 3 are intended for Data General personnel. If you want to 
submit a Software Trouble Report to Data General, please enter 3. 
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If you answer anything but 0, or are building a script rue, FIXUP asks 

Error log file [COMole]? 

or 

Error log file for standalone [console} : 

7. Your answer determines the error log tile-or, if yOlu're building a script file, the 
log file for stand -alone FIXUP. 

For stand-alone F1XUP, the most common log file is the line printer (device 
names LPB, LPBl, LPD, LPD!, LPJO). A slower option is the console (default). A 
console is most useful as a log file only if the console is a hardcopy device. 

For stand -among F1XUP, you can specify the console (default), @LPT, or a disk 
rlle (which FIXUP will create nit doesn't exist or append to nit does exist). 
Preferably, specify the printer; e.g., 

LPSl (or @LPT) for stand -alone) 

If you're building a script file, remember that the log file you specify must be 
available later on, when FIXUP runs the script file. 

8. If you're building a script file or nJDDjng stand-a14)ne FIXUP interactively, it 
asks 

Device code [17] 

Press NEW LINE if the printer you want as log filE! is on the default device code 
of the first line printer. If the desired printer is on ~mother device code, type that 
code and then press NEW LINE. 

9. If you're building a script flle, it asks 

Error logfile for standamong [console}? 

For stand -among F1XUP, you can specify your console (default), @LPT, or a 
disk rIle (which FIXUP will create if it doesn't exist or append to if it does exist). 
Preferably, specify the printer queue; e.g., 

@LPT~ 

10. Should I report closing files and deleting transien~> En}? 

Reporting on each open and transient fIle adds time to the fIx --ESpeCially if the 
log fue is a hardcopy console. (Transients are fues 1~hat would normally have 
been deleted by other programs. FIXUP normally deletes them in the course of 
cleaning up.) The closing and deleting information is not normally needed for 
diagnostic purposes. If you want FIXUP to report open flies and deleting 
transients, enter Y. But unless you really need to know which files were open, 
press NEW LINE. 
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11. May I fix it En}? 

This question determines whether FIXUP will fix the LDU(s) or simply report 
errors. Unless you enter V, the LDU(s) remains inaccessible to AOSNS. If you do 
enter V, FIXUP will act to correct the LDU; if any diSk blocks are multiply 
allocated, or contain bad information, this might involve the loss of rues. 
If you press NEW LINE to answer no, FIXUP will not write to the LDU. You will 
see the same messages as if you said Yes, but FIXUP ~will not try to rebuild files 
and won't display FILE REBUILT messages. You might press NEW LINE if you 
suspect disk controller hardware problems, and don't want your LDU(s) tb:ed on 
the basis of hardware problems. ICyou press NEW LINE, FIXUP will say DONE, 
BUT NOT FIXED! after it runs on the LDU. 

Generally, answer 

12. Would you like to select any options En}? 

Options include confirmation if fixing will cause deletions; deleting temporary 
files, cancellation of queued requests on serious errol'S, and output to the console 
in addition to the log file. 

If you decline options and have told FIXUP to fix it, FmJP will correct the LDU 
even if fJXing will cause deletions; it will delete tempo.rary files (usually a 
productive thing to do); it will proceed with queued rEquests regardless of errors; 
and it will send messages to the log file only (but abolt messages will go to the 
console in any case). 

Options add time and steps to the f]X. But some optiolllS-like the one in step 
12c-may be desirable, especially if you're creating a :seript file. Any option you 
choose will be carried over into the next request, if you queue multiple requests. 

If you don't want to select any options, press NEW LlNE and go to step 13. 

To select one or more options, enter Y. FIXUP then mdts one or more of the 
following questions. 

12a. Confirm fixing if an error will cause deletion(s) En]? 

F1XUP asks this only if you chose verbosity 2 or 3 and said Y to May I fix it? If 
you answer Y. when FIXUP finds an error where flXiItg would cause a deletion, it 
reports the error, stops, and asks 

May I continue fixing [nl? 

To have FIXUP continue, which will mean the loss of at least part of a iue and 
may mean the loss of multiple iues, you will need to enter V. FIXUP will then 
delete something and continue fIxing until it imds another error that requires 
deletion to fIx. 

If you answer Y to this Confirm fixing ... question, FIXUP sends messages to the 
console as well as the log file. 
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If you choose to say No by pressing NEW IJNE, F1XUP will stop fixing the LDU 
and proceed as if you had said No to May 1 fix it? rrhe LDU will remain 
inaccessible to AOSNS. 

12b. Delete? +.TMP files (yJ? 

Temporary iues, whose names have the form ?name. TMP, are created and used 
by Data General utility programs; the utility programs delete them after 
completing their jobs. But if a utility is interrupted before finjshjng, its 
temporary files remain on the LDU. 

Normally, unless you know that the LDU has important files of the form 
?name. TMP, answer Yes by pressing NEW LINE. If you want to keep all ?+. TMP 
illes, enter N. 

12c. Should I cancel queueing on serious errors in)? 

This is asked only if you answered Y to May 1 fix it~~. 

By default, F1XUP continues fixing queued LDU requests, regardless of errors on 
the current LDU, even if it aborts on the current LOU. If you answer Y, FIXUP 
will fix the LDUs in sequence. If it finds a serious error on one LDU, it will imish 
ilXingthat LDU, then (ifnot nlnning a script file), -will ask 

May I continue fixing En}? 

If you see this question, you will know that the current LDU has been ilXed 
(unless F1XUP aborted). If you say No by pressing NEW LINE, F1XUP will 
cancel the remainjng requests and terminate; the remaining LDUs will remain 
inaccessible to AOS/VS. If you enter Y, F1XUP willioontinue with the next 
queued request; if it encounters another serious en:-or, it will ask for 
confirmation again as above. 

IfF1XUP is nlnnjng from a script file that specifies cancel queuing on serious 
errors, F1XUP will cancel all remaining requests ODl a serious error-without 
asking this question. 

A serious en:ur is any read/write error (even if retries succeeded), deletion of any 
whole file or a multiply allocated block, or an invalid pointer in an index block. 

The option to cancel queueing on sedous errors requires a person at the console 
to confirm--eliminating the main advantage of queueing. But, under some 
circumstances (perhaps in a script file, to make surle the system operator 
consults someone on serious errors), you might W811t to cancel queuing. H so, 
enter Y. Otherwise-to retain the request queue-say No by pressing NEW 
LINE. 

12d. Send output to console in addition to logfile in}? 

FIXUP asks this only if you specified a log fUe othelt" than the console and said No 
to Confirm fixing .... 
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If you chose a log file other than the console, and want error messages to appear 
on the console as well as the log fue, enter Y. Otherwise, say No by pressing NEW 
LINE. Abort messages are repeated on the console:in any case. 
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13. Specify each disk unit in the LDU 

Enter disk unit name : 

Now, you need to identify each disk in the LDU. The~ order in which you give the 
unit names doesn't matter, but you must specify each disk. If you are building a 
script file, FIXUP cannot check to make sure LDU is complete; but otherwise, it 
does. 

With stand -alone FIXUP, for the master LDU, the disk unit name is often DPJO 
or DPFO. With stand -among FIXUP, under AOSNS, the name(s) can be unit 
names (e.g., @DPFI0); or, if the LDU was mounted under EXEC in a user 
MOUNT request, the link name used in the MOUN.r command. For example, 

DPFO~ (or DPJO) 

For a mirrored LDU, type the LDU names separated by a !. For example 

DPJ2!DPJ3 

14. Device code [default]? 

This is asked only if needed. Unless you know that the disk unit is connected to a 
nonstandard device code, select the default by pressing NEW LINE. 

15. If you're building a script file, continue with this step. If you're running FIXUP 
interactively, skip to step 17. 

For a script file, after you give the device code, FIXUP asks 

Is there another disk unit in this LDU [nil 

H the LDU includes another disk, enter Y; and answter the Enter disk unit name 
and Device code questions for the next disk. For any multiple-disk LDU, it's 
essential to describe all disks; if you don't, the script file won't work. 

15a. Is disk miTTOred [n}? 

FIXUP asks whether the disk is part of a mirror, wh.~ther or not you've specified 
one disk (or image) or two. If the disk(s) is part of a lnirror, answer Y. Otherwise, 
press NEW LINE. 

15b. Enter the preferred image unique ID [default] : 

This question is only asked if you answered Y to 15a., Enter the preferred LDU 
unique ID, as given to the Disk Formatter. For example, enter DPJ2. 

If you've described all disks in the LDU, press NEW LINE. 

16. I{fixing is not needed for this LD~ would you like to' cancel this request En]? 

This question-asked for script files only-allows you to have FIXUP skip fixes 
on LDUs that don't need fIxing. (An LDU that doesn't need fIXing is one on 
which all flIes were closed normally). FIXUP will the~n proceed to the next 
request (if any) or terminate. 
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Fixing an LDU that doesn't need fixing does no harm, and may streamline access 
by cleaning up the iue structure-but it does take tiime. GenerallY, for script files, 
you will want to enter Y to skip unnecessary fIXes. Hegardless of your answer, 
though, all disks you specify in steps 13 and 14 must be on line and ready before 
FIXUP runs with this script file. (This is true because F1XUP must consult all 
disks in the LDU before deciding that fixing isn't nE!Cessary.) 

If this is a mirrored LDU, F1XUP prompts 

LDU (DPJn, ... ) has been selected for F1XUP 
Do you want to continue fixing [y]? 

16a. F1XUP will store the answer you give to this question in the script file. 
Usually, you do want F1XUP to continue ilXing the LDU, so press NEW LINE. 

Since you're creating a script file, skip to step 20. 

17. F1XUP cycles the Enter disk unit name and Device code questions until you 
specify all disks in one LDU. 

18. F1XUP now checks the LDU you identified in steps 13 and 14. If it does not need 
fIXing, FIXUP advises 

••• This LDU was not in use, fixing is not necessary ••• 

This means that the LDU (and all files on it) were closed normally by ADSNS. 
The LDU is accessible to AOSNS, so you need not nm F1XUP on it. However, 
there might be other errors FIXUP will fix if you nul it on the LDU. 

19. Then, for each LDU, FIXUP asks 

Would you like to cancel this request [n] 

To cancel this request (perhaps because FIXUP said fixing wasn't needed, or for 
any reason), enter Y. To have FIXUP run on the LDU, press NEW LINE. 

20. Next, FIXUP asks 

Would you like to queue up another request En]? 

If you want to specify another LDU fix, answer Y. FIXUP allows up to 16 
requests to be queued. If you answer Y, FIXUP asks about the LDU as in steps 13 
and 14. If you have specified all the LDU s you want, press NEW LINE. 

21. Now, if you're creating a script file, FIXUP terminates with the message 
SCRIPTFILE BUILT. Just for good measure, especially if you have any 
questions about the way the script file will work, we suggest you try the script 
file 
(X FIXUP/SCRIPT =file or shut down and specify FIXlJP/SCRIPT =file to SYSTEM 
PATHNAME?) Before you can use a script flle for stand-alone FIXUP, the file 
must be in the root directory (:); so, if you want to use the script iue for 
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stand -alone work, move the fIle to the root with the! eLI MOVE command. 

If you're running FIXUP interactively, it starts on the LDU(s). For a request that 
involves more than one LDU, it displays a -REQUE:ST n- message as it fIXes 
eachLDU. 
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22. However you run FIXUP (via script or interactively), a typical fix takes about 10 
minutes for an average 190-Mbyte LDU. You need not stay at the Console unless 
you chose options (or the script file specifies options) that require confirmation. 
As FIXUP finishes with each LOU, it advises 

DONE! (Or DONE, BUT NOT FIXED! 
if you told FIXUP not to fIX the LDU.) 

When FIXUP has run on the last LDU specified, control returns to either the 
SCP-CLI or-for stand-amongFIXUP-the CLI. 

To rerun F1XUP, return to step 2. Otherwise, you're done with FIXUP. You can 
warm start AOSNS (RESET, BOOT device code, etc.)! andlor continue with 
system operations. 

IfFIXUP hits a disk error that it can't correct, it aborts. Make sure the disk is write 
enabled. and try agajn. If the abort recurs, the cause is usulilly hardware. See the DISK 
ERROR message in Table 6-3. 

If you suspect disk alignment problems or surface damage, don't put a back-up pack 
in the unit (if this applies). FIXUP verbosity 1 error messages, and all abort error 
messages, are shown in Table 6-3. 

Script File Hints 
Script fues have two main benefits: 

• They simplify recovery after abnormal shutdown. FIXUP script files make 
running FIXUP easy. (See the next section.) 

• They can be useful for fixing multiple LDUs concurre!ntly, perhaps from different 
terminals enabled with PROCESSlDEFnOC=@CONn CLI commands. In a 
system with many LDUs, this can shorten recovery time. 

To take advantage of these features, minimize the number of settings where FIXUP 
will require console interaction. In very serious error conditions, FIXUP will abort 
anyway-doing no harm. If you have many LDUs, you can specify a fix for all of them 
in one or two script files (which makes it easy for the operator but requires all LDUs 
to be ready). Or, you can have a script fue to flX each LDU; for example, FIX_DPJI0, 
FIX_DPJll, and so on. 

Generally, you should test each script file (using settings that allow the fIX to occur 
even if fIXing is not necessary) before making the script fUE! a part of your routine 
system procedures. 
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Changing the FIXUP Default Script Filename 
Once you've created a script file and tested it, it's a good idea to make it the default. 
Then, when you must run FIXUP, FIXUP will run from the script file without 
operator intervention. It's easy to change the FIXUP default script fIlename. Follow 
these steps. 

1. Shut the system down as you would normally. 

2. Bring the system up again (cold or warm start), but when SYSBOOT displays the 
Operating System Load Menu, enter 2. 

3. Choose option 10, "View or change the FIXUP default script IIlename, " from the 
Technical Maintenance Menu: 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

10 Vzew or change the FIX.UP default script filenam,e 

Enter choice [I): 101 

SYSBOOT prompts 

Defo,ult FIXUP script filename []: 

4. Type the name of the script tile you created, with or without the .FXP extension, 
and press NEW LINE. The first time you run F1XUp, there is no default. But 
let's suppose you built a script file named FlX_DPJO.FXP. You'd type 

FlX_DPJ01 

5. SYSBOOT has stored the script filename (here AX_.DPJO). To run FIXUP with 
this script fIle, you must fmally choose option 7, "Ram FIXUP": 

Enter choice [1): 71 

In the future, when you choose to run FIXUP, FIXUP will run with the script file 
you've made the default. 
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FIXUP Examples 
A nonscript FIXUP example with the simplest dialog follows in Figure 6-4. 
A nonscript example with multiple requests and options ;appears in Figure 6-5. 
A FIXUP example session that creates and uses two scril,t files follows in Figure 6-6. 

(Run FIXUP from the Technical Maintenance Menu I~r enter XEQ FIXUP.) 

AOS/vS Disk Fixer, Rev 7.70.00.00 

Verbosity £lJ? ) 
Error logfile [console]? ) 
Should I report closing files and deleting transients b"J? ) 
May I fix it [nJ? Y ) 
Would you like to select any options [nJ? ) 

--- REQUEST 1 --
Specify each disk unit in the LDU 

Enter disk unit name: DPJO ) 
Device code [24J? ) 

(Or @OPJO for stand-among FIXUP) 
(Omitted for stand-among FIXUP) 

Would you like to cancel this request [nJ? ) 
Would you like to queue up another request [nJ? ) 

REQUEST 1 (DPJO), FIXING LDU 'ROOT' NOW. .. 
... (Time passes as F1XUP fixes LOU) ... 

REPAIR IN FILE :XDm:TEST -- PART OF FILE MAY BE MISSING 
... (Time passes) ... 

DONE! 

Figure 6 -4 Simple FIXUP Dialog Example 
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(Run FIXUP from the Technical Maintenance Menu or enter XEa FIXUP.) 

AOS/vS Disk Fixer, Rev 7.70.00.00 

Verbosity {I}? ) 
Error logfile (console]? lPB ) (Or 0 lPT for stand -amOIlg FIXUP) 
Device code {17}? ~ (Skipped for stand -among' FIXUP) 
Should I report closing files and deleting transients En}? ) 
May I fix it En}? Y ~ 
Would you like to select any options En}? Y ) 

Delete? +.TMPfiles [Y]? ) 
Should I cancel queueing on serious errors {n}? Y ) 
Send output to console in addition to logfile {n}? Y ) 

--- REQUEST I --
Specify each disk unit in the LDU 

Enter disk unit name: OPJO ) 
Device code {27}? 1 

(@OPJO for stand -among JrnuP) 
(Omitted for stand-among FIXUP) 

Would you like to cancel this request En]? 1 
Would you like to queue up another request En]? Y ) 

--- REQUEST 2 ---

Enter disk unit name: DPJ21 ) 
Device code {no default}? 44 ) 

(@DPJ21 for stand-among' FIXUP) 
(Omitted for stand -among FIXUP) 

*** This LDU was not in use, fi:D,ng is not necessary *** 

Would you like to cancel this request (nl? Y ) 

--- REQUEST 2 CANCELLED ---
Would you like to queue up another request En}? Y ) 

-- REQUEST2--
Specify each disk unit in the LDU 
Enter disk unit name: DPJ11 ) 
Device code (67]? ) 

(@DPJ11 for stand-among FIXUP) 
(Omitted for stand -among FIXUP) 

Would you like to cancel this request En}? ) 
Would you like to queue up another request En}? ) 

--- 2 REQUESTS QUEUED ---

REQUEST 1 (DPJO), FIXING LDU 'ROOTl' NOW. .. 

Figure 6-5 Multiple-Request FIXUP Dialog, with Options (continued) 
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REPAIR IN FILE :XDIR:TEST -- PART OF FILE MAYBE MISSING· 

DONE! 

*** QUEUING CANCELLED - FIXING OF REMAININO 
REQUESTS MUST BE CONFIRMED *** 

May I continue fi:ring In]? Y 1 
REQUEST 2 (DPJl1), FIXING LDU 'STRS' NOW. .. 
DONE! 

FIXUP displays the QUEUING CANCELLED ... message because the "Cancel queuing" 
option was chosen and a serious error occurred. 

The line printer listing from this FIXUP session would sho'w request, option, and 
message information. 

Figure 6-5 Multiple-Request FIXUP Dialog, with Options (concluded) 
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) XEQ AXUPIBUILD=FIX_DPJO ~ 

AOS/VS Disk F'i:xer, Rev 7.69.00.00 

Verbosity [lJ? ~ 
Error logfile for standalone [consoleJ'I LPB ~ 
Device code [17J? 1 
Error logfile for standarnong [consoleJ? @LPT 1 
Should I report closing files and deleting transients [nJ? 1 
May I fix it [nJ? Y ~ 
Would you like to select any options [nJ? ~ 

--- REQUEST 1 ---
Specify each disk unit in the LDU 

Enter disk unit name: DPJO 1 
Device code [24J? 1 

Is there another disk unit in this LDU [nJ? ~ 

lffi:ring is not necessary for this LDU, would you like to C47nCel this request? [n] Y ~ 
Would you like to queue up another request En]? 1 

SCR1P1'FlLE BUILT! 

) SUPERUSER ON ~ (SUpenlSE~r is needed to move the ide 
to the root directory.) 

(Script files for stand -alone Su) MOVENIR : FIX_DPJO.FXP ~ 
FIX_DPJO.FXP FIXUP must be in the root directory.) 
Su) 

The dialog above builds the script file. Next, shut down AOSNS. And try the script file: 

scp-ell> BOOT 24 ~ 

Operating System Load Menu 

Enter choice [2]: ~ (Choose o:ption 2) 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

Enter choice [1]: 6 ) (Choose option 6) 

Pathname? FIXUP/SCRIPT =FlX_DPJO ~ (Type script filename) 
... (FIXUP runs on the LDU. If it doesn't need fixing, FIXUP will cancel the request 

and terminate.) ... 

-- REQUEST 1 (DPJO), FIXING LDU 'ROOT' NOW 

... (Minutes pass) ... 

Figure 6-6 Multiple-Reque:;t FIXUP Example, with Script Files (continued) 
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-DONE! 

The test above ensures that the script file for the master LDU works. The next steps are 
to create another script me for two other LDUs: 

) DIR :UTlL ) 
) XEQ FIXUPIBUILD=AX_DPFO_DPF1 ) 

AOS/VS Disk Fixer, Rev 7.69.00.00 

Verbosity [I]? ) 
Error logfile for standalone [console}? LPB ) 
Device code [17]? ) 
Error logfile for standamong [console]? @ LPT ) 
Should I report closing files and deleting transients [n]? ) 
May I fix it [n]? Y ) 
Would you like to select any options [nJ? Y ~ 

Delete? + .TMP files [yJ? ) 
Should I concel queueing on serious errors [nJ? Y ) 
Send output to console in addition to logfile [nJ? Y ) 

--- REQUEST 1 ---

Specify each disk unit in the LDU 
Enter disk unit name: DPFO ) 
Device code [27]? 1 

Is there tuUJther disk unit in this LDU [n} ) 

Iffi:xing is not necessary for this LDU, would you like to cancel ~~ request [nJ? Y ) 
Would you like to queue up another request [nJ? Y 1 
SCRlPTFILE BUILT! 

The dialog above builds the script file for two additional. disks in : UTIL. To test the fue, type 

Su) XEQ FIXUP/SCRIPT =AX_DPFO_DPF1 ) 

---2 REQUESTS QUEUED ---

REQUEST 1 (DPFO), FIXING LDU 'UDD' NOW. .. 

*** This LDU was not in use, fixing is not necessary *** 

*** REQUEST 1 CANCELLED *** 

REQUEST 2 (DPF1), FIXING LDU 'UDDI' NOW 

DONE! 

Figure 6-6 Multiple-Request FlXUP Example, with Script Files (concluded) 
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Figure 6-6 shows that one LDU didn't need fixing, thus: was skipped. The other LDU 
(DPFIO, UDDl) did need fixing and was fixed. 

The line printer log file from this FIXUP session would Eiliow FIXUP request, option, 
and message information. 

When you've had some experience using both of these script files, run FIXUP with the 
IBUILDSCRIPT switch again, creating one script file with dialog for all of the LOUs 
needed to come up on your system. Then bring the system down and make the new 
script tile the default. 

What FIXUP Does 

When FIXUP is told to "Itt it," FIXUP performs the following tasks on an LDU. 

• Closes all open files. 

• Checks for multiple allocation of disk blocks. For each multiply allocated block, 
FIXUP deletes all but the first use of the block. Only t;he block itself (or the Iue 
element, if the block is ~ of a data file) is deleted. 

• Verifies that each directory data. block and each index element is correct; and 
corrects it if needed. 

• Shrinks directories by deallocating (freeing) empty directory blocks. 

• Verifies that the directory data blocks in each directory are correctly linked; and 
rebuilds directory data block chains if needed. 

• Deletes temporary files in every directory. Temporary :files are used by system 
utilities and are normally deleted when the utilities IlILish their jobs. Their names 
have the form ?name. TMP 

• Deletes all transient files from the peripherals directory (:PER or @) if :PER is on 
the LDU. These include device entry files, user tape volumes (if any), names of 
nonmaster LDUs initialized (if any), and IPC rues CI"ealted by other Data General 
software (if any). The next AOSNS system will recreate the device entry tiles when 
it comes up. The tape volume files represented OUtstaDlding user tape MOUNT 
requests: users will need to reissue any outstanding tape MOUNT requests when 
EXEC is rnnnjng. The nonmaster LDUs will need to b~ initialized (lNITIALIZE 
command) when AOSNS is running; this is often done in the UP macro. 

• Recomputes the count of subordinate directories for eV'ery directory, the length of 
every file, and the current size for every control point directory. 

• Builds an updated bit map for the LDU. 

All this action cleans up the rlie structure and frees disk SJpace. (When AOSNS is 
running, you can use the CLI command SPACE: to verify the amount of free space in 
the master LDU.) 
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Interpreting FIXUP Messages 
FIXUP verbosity 1 messages are designed for user action; they are described in Table 
6-3. 

FIXUP verbosity 2 and 3 messages concern directory-file ~;tructu.res: chains, disk 
addresses, multiply allocated. blocks, and invalid or inCOITe4:t file block entries (e.g., 
FIB, FNB). These messages are really intended for Data GE!neral personnel; you can't 
do anything about them, so they are not included in Table f)-3. 

Tabl. 6-3 FIXUP Error Messages, V.rbosity 1 

Message Description and Action 

ABORT The word ABORT may preced.~ any of several messages. 
message 

If the message is %%r is off-line, a device specified in the 
script rue is off line. Put the dEMce on line and restart 
FIXUP. 
For a message other than xxx is off-line, find "message" 
in this table and take the action described. 

ABOVE VALUE IS FIXUP found an invalid value in a script file. You must 
INVALID edit the script file before you em use it. 

ACL DELETED (FILE The access control list (ACL) iIlformation for this file 
filename) has been deleted because FIXUP found inconsistencies. 

FIXUP may rebuild the file, with a FILE REBUILT 
(FILE filename) message, with a new ACL. IfFIXUP 
doesn't rebuild the me, it will be left with a null ACL. 
Whether or not FIXUP rebuilds the fIle, you can assign 
the desired ACL later, from AOSNS, if you want. 

CAN'T DELETE ROOT The iIrSt index block for the root directory contains 
DIRECTORY, ... invalid addresses. FIXUP will lrlot delete this block, 

because doing so would effectively destroy the IJ)U 
directory structure. 

Run FIXUP again. If this message recurs, then this 
LDU cannot be fixed in this UTl~it. There may be 
alignment or other hardware problems. MV/ADEX 
diagnostics are needed; run th4:!m on a scratch pack if 
pack is removable. If there is a correctable hardware 
problem, the LDU file structure may be intact. 

If diagnostics show the hardwflI"e is okay, the LDU can't 
be flXed. It may need hardwarE~ formatting; in any case, 
a Disk Formatter Full format Inust be run on the 
pertinent disk(s) to recreate the LDU. 

(continued) 
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Table 6-3 FIXUP Error Messages, Verbosity 1 

Message Description and Action 

DEVICE ALREADY IN The disk. unit you specified is in use by AOs/vs. Abort 
USE FIXUP; release the unit (RELEASE Idu-name); or, for the 

master LDU, shut down ,AOSNS. Then, if you are run-
ning FIXUP after a hard error, run a Disk Formatter 
Partial format on the LD'U, and update the bad block 
table. Then run FIXUP again. 

DEVICE IS OFF LINE A disk or printer you specified is off line. Put it on line 
and answer the question a,,7&in. 

DISK ERROR,DEVICE d FIXUP encountered a disk error. It retries up to 20 times 
STATUS n, RETRIES n, (24 octal) before aborting. You might want to note the disk 
LDUID =id, status code s for later refenmce in the Peripherals manual 
LOGICALADDRESS=n (see Preface). Even ifFIXUP can correct the error and 
PHYSICALADDRESS=n continue, there may be a potential bad block at logical 

address n; you may want 14) run a Disk Formatter Partial 
format later to verify (or eIlter the bad block). (The 
numbers n are octal.) 

If FIXUP cannot correct the error in 20 retries, it aborts. 
Make sure the disk unit is ·write-enabled if this applies; if 
not, write-enable the unit and rerun FlXUP. If the unit is 
write-enabled, see the F~lTAL DISK ERROR message, 
next. for recoverY action. 

Disk is not mirrored You specified a mirrored LDU but the disks in the LDU 
are not mirrored. Rerun FIXUP, specifying only one 
image. 

DPJn is not part of a One of the images you specified. is mirrored but the other 
mirrored set of images is not. Rerun FIXUP, specifYing the correct images, or 

specify only one image. 

FATAL DISK ERROR If this message follows a DISK ERROR message, FIXUP 
hit a new bad block (or the disk unit was not write-
enabled). 
If not write-:enabled, writE~-enable the unit and run 
FIXUP again. Otherwise, run a Disk Formatter Partial 
format, with read -only surface analysis, on the LDU. The 
Formatter should fmd anew bad block at logical address n. 
Answer Y to the UPDATE BAD TABLE question. Then, 
run FIXUP again. 
If this FATAL message does NOT follow a DISK ERROR 
message, it means that FIXUP couldn't read the same 
block twice. This means hardware problems in the disk 
controller or unit. Try FIXUP again. If it fails the same 
way, MV/ADEXdiagnostics may be needed on the disk unit 
(with a scratch pack in the unit, if removable); 
contact your Data General support organization. 

( continued) 
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Table 6-3 FIXUP Error Messages, Verbosity 1 

Message Description and Action 

FILE file IS NOT A The name you entered is Dot a disk unit name. Respecify. 
DISK UNIT 

FILE ACCESS DENIED You do Dot have Write access to the disk unit you 
specified. Abort FIXUP, turn Superuser on, and try again. 

FILE CWSED (FILE FIXUP found this tile open and has closed it. 
pathname) 

FILE DELETED (FILE (FIXUP deleted this file. Possible reasons: the File 
filename) Information Block data was illCOnsistent; "delete on 

close" was specified when the file was opened; the tile 
was a link entry with bad. dirEaory information; or a 
data block in the file's parent directory was unreadable. 
Hyou want the file, load it fr(,m back-up media when 
AOSNS is running. 

FILE DOES NOT EXIST The rUe does not exist. Try ad.ding the @ prefix to the 
device name. Perhaps the unit was not identified to 
VSGEN (stand-among FIXUP only). 

FILE REBUILT (FILE FIXUP rebuilt this file, which means that FIXUP tried. 
filename) to rejoin the file with its File Name Block, ACL block, or 

other descriptor block. 
IT filename is a normal AOS/VS fUename, then FIXUP 
gave the file its original namE~. But if the association 
between filename and file was bad, and F1XUP could not 
let the rue keep its original ruune, then FIXUP assigned a 
filename of the form ?AAAAAAAAAC. 
The next tlle rebuilt in this directory could be renamed. 
?AAAAAAAAAD, the next ?AAAAAAAAAE, and so on. 

If the FIXUP log shows onE~ or more FILE REBUILT 
(FILE ?AAAA ... J messages, you should verify the fues 
from AOSNS. Get into the pE~rtinent directory, and type 

) FILESlASlS ?AAA- ~ 

If only one ?AAA - filename appears, examine the FIXUP 
log for an INVALID FILENAME DELETED 
message before the FILE REBUILT message, in the same 
directory. INVALID fIlename, if shown, is usually the orig-
inal filename, If so, you can rename the ?AAAAAAAAA.C 
rIle to the invalid filename. 

( continued) 
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Table 6-3 FIXUP ElTOr Messages, 'Verbosity 1 

Message Description and Action 

FILE REBUILT (file If more than one ?AAA. - filename appears from the 
filename) (cont.) FILES command, examinE! the F1XUP log for multiple 

INVALID FILENAME DELETED messages. The 
?AAA- original iuenames are usually the invalid 
filenames. You can rename the ?AAA- fues to the 
invalid fuenames, as appropriate. Don't worry if you see 
duplicate ?AAA-
fIlenames after the FILES command; just rename each 
?AAA- file until you have renamed them all. (FIXUP 

might have needed to create duplicate ?AAA - names, 
but renaming the fues will make them accessible as 
usual.) Any file to which FlOCUP assigns a new name 
retains its original type, cr*~tion date, and creation 
time. 
Lastly, a fue mentioned in ~l FILE REBUILT message 
may be missing its ACL or ·User Data Area. Examine 
and correct, if needed, frolllL AOSNS. 

FILE(S) MAY BE MISSING FIXUP found one or more J~ultiply allocated blocks in 
this directory, and deleted t.hese; so filenames that 
FIXUP cannot know about may have been deleted. 
When AOSNS is up, verify for missing files in this 
directory (perhaps using the last dump listing); load the 
missing file(s) from backup media. 

FIXUP CHECKSUM FIXUP (or a script file) was not read into memory 
ERROR correctly. Try reloading mi<:rocode via a cold start. If 

you're trying to use a script file (fSCRIPT=), skip it 
and run an interactive FIX1UP session. 
If this error recurs, you must load. FIXUP from tape or 
diskette. For tape, get an AIDSNa system. tape, mount 
it on unit 0, enter RESET and BOOT 22 (or 62 for an 
MTD unit); then enter 1 and run this FIXUP on the 
LDU. For diskette, get AOSNS system diskette number 
1, insert it in unit 0, enter F~ESET and BOOT 64; then 
enter DPJl 0, press NEW LINE, and enter FIXUP; and 
run FIXUP on the LDU. 

FlXUP INTERNAL Run FIXUP again. If this message recurs, reload 
ERROR -- message microcode (power off and OIL for MV/8000s, a Y answer 

to the uCODE ALREADY LOADED ... question for other 
machines). Then run FIXUP again. If it fails again, 
contact your Data General support organization. 

(continued) 
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Table 6-3 FIXUP Enor Messages, Verbosity 1 

Message Description and Action 

INCORRECT DISK If n is not ~ this message llJleaDS that the Disk 
FORMAT REVISION Information Block (DIB) is bad, and this disk cannot 
NUMBER OF m~ FIXlJP'S be fixed. A Disk Formatter Full format is required to 
REVISION NUMBER IS n make the disk usable by AOSNS. 

INCORRECT FORMAT FOR The Disk lDformation BlooK (DIB) for one of the disks 
DISK INFORMATION in the LDU is bad. A Disk librmatter Full format is 
BLOCK required to make the disk usable by AOSNS. 

INSUFFICIENT MEMORY There is not enough main nlemory for FIXUP to 
FOR BIT MAP, FlXUP rebuild the LDU bit map. v.~rify the CPUID and correct 
NEEDS nKWORDS MORE. if needed to specify the amount of memory in the 

machine. Then run F1XUP again. 

INVALID FILE NAME F1XUP found inconsisteIllcies in the filename-rue 
DELETED (FILE filename) structure; and it has dissociated the filename from the 

file. The filename is stored. outside the file, so the rUe 
itself has not been deleted. 
Later, within this directory, F1XUP will either reassign 
fi,k1Ull'l1e to the original file, or it will assign a filename of 
the form ?AAAAAAAAAC 1;0 the file. If the latter, this 
message will be followed by a FILE REBUILT message. 
Proceed as described under the FILE REBUILT 
mess82'e. 

INVALID FIRST WGICAL The starting logical address, for this file is too great for 
ADDRESS~ FILE the LDU. F1XUP zeros the logical address, effectively 
EMPTIED emptying the file. 

Later, from AOSNS, load the file (or the contents of 
the directory, if the file named in the message is a 
directory) from backup media. 

LDU (DPJn, ... ) has been F1XUP has selected the specified image for fixing. 
selected for FlXUP (F1XUP selects the more re:=ent and consistent image, 

and leaves the mirror in an unsyncb.ronized state.) 

LDU sequence number You specified two or more multiple-disk LDUs, but 
mismatch - not a valid then typed the corresponding disk units in each LDU 
mirror in an inconsistent order. Rerun FIXUP, specifying the 

disk units in the right ordeI~ 

Mirror should be specified, In a multidisk LDU configuration, you specified a 
mirrored pair for the Disk unit name prompt but not for 
a subsequent prompt. Specify both images of the mirror. 

Mirror should not be specified In a multidisk LDU configu:ration, you specified a 
single image for the Disk unit name prompt but then 
specified two images for a subsequent prompt. Specify 
only one image. 

(continued) 
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Table 6-3 FIXUP Error Messages, Verbosity 1 

Message 

Mirror synchronization was 
in progress - FIXUP cannot 
run on these disks 

Mirror synchronization was 
in progress - FIXUP cannot 
run on LDU-id 

NAME BWCKADDR. =n 
ACLBWCK ADDR. =n 
SYSBOOT ADDR. =n, ... 
BITMAP AREAADDR. =n 
OVERLAY AREAADDR. =n 
unit REMAP ... ADDR. =n. 

Followed by one of these 
messages: 

The NAME BWCK message 

The ACL BLOCK message 
SYSBOOT message 
The BITMAP area message 
The OVERLAY area message 
unit REMAP area message 

NEW SIZE = #n BLOCKS, 
#n BLOCKS RECOVERED 

NO ROOM TO REBUILD 
FILE, verify FOR A FILE 
MISSING 

Not a valid mirror 

Description and Action 

You attempted to run FIK:UP, and both images have the 
synchronization-in-progress bit set. Run a Disk 
Formatter Full format to reclaim the disks. (This error 
is highly unlikely.) 

You attempted to run F1XUP, but one image was in the 
process of being synchrol:rized at the time of the failure. 
Specify the other image ()f the mirror. 

This abort sequence of Dles&ageS means that one of the 
LDU disk's Disk Informfltion Block (DIB) has bad 
information. (All n numbers are octal.) 
If one of the messages lruggests moving the BITMAP, 
OVERLAY, or REMAP fll"e8S, note all addresses; then 
run a Disk Formatter Partial format and move the area 
to a free space on the LD1J (or, for REMAP area, to a free 
space on the disk). TheIl run F1XUP again. If F1XUP 
succeeds, you should dUllIlP all LDU material and run a 
Disk Formatter Full fOnD18.t on the LDU; then reload the 
LDU material. If a Disk ]~rmatter Partial 
format cannot move the offending area, then the LDU 
cannot be f!Xed; a Full fo:rmat is needed. 
If the addresses and sizef; that F1XUP reports seem 
reasonable, try FIXUP 8i~ If it fails again, reload 
microcode (described under FlXUP INTERNAL 
ERROR message) and try F1XUP again. Ifit fails again, 
contact your Data. Gener.a1 SUl>l)Ort a . tion. 

FIXUP has calculated a new size for the LDU. If you 
chose the option to shrink directories, FIXUP also 
reports the total nUllllber of blocks reclaimed on the LDU. 

FIXUP could not find a yalid filename for this flle, and 
tried to create anew fileIuune. But FIXUP could not find 
an unused "slot" for the new name, so it had to delete the 
file. 
IfFIXUP reported an INVALID FILE NAME 
DELETED (FILE fi,lenaT"",e) message for this directory, 
the invalid filename may be the file FIXUP deleted. 
Verify from AOSNS that this is so; then load the 
missing Iue from backup media.. 

You specified a mirror for FIXUP to flX, but FIX.UP 
has determined that the images are not normally 
mirrored.. Specify the con-ect set of images. 

(continued) 
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Table &-3 FIXUP Error Messages, 1"-rbosity 1 

Message 

ONIX 602MB MODEL 
6214 DISKS MAY BE IN 
THIS LD~ DEVICE unit 

PART OF FILE MAY BE 
MISSING 

QUEUEING CANCELLED 
-FIXING OF 
REMAINING REQUESTS 
MUST BE CONFIRMED 
May I continue firing fn]? 

RENAMED TO 
newfil,enome 
(FILE oldfi,lename) 

Description and Action 

Any LDU that includes a 602-megabyte model 6214 
disk can include only such disks. The Disk Formatter 
enforces this restriction. 
Retry FIXUP and be sure you enter the correct disk 
unit names. If FlXUP falli; again, the LDU cannot be 
nxed; a Disk Formatter Full format is needed. 

FIXUP found one or more multiply-allocated iIle 
elements in this file, and has deleted them. From 
AOSNS, see if the file has the correct length and con
tent. If it is not intact, load it from backup media. 

The last LDU you specified has been ilXed (unless FIXUP 
aborted), but FIXUP encountered a noteworthy error on 
it. If the log shows that only a few errors (like recoverable 
disk errors or one or two fHe deletes) occurred, enter Y to 
have FIXUP fix the next IJJU(s). If there are many serious 
errors, there may be disk controller hardware 
problems; and you may want to have FIXUP stop by 

. NEWLINE. 

The fUe named in oldfi,lenallle didn't hash correctly. FIXUP 
renamed it to newfilenaTTIA'~, of the form ?AAAAAAAAAC. 
You can rename the file to its original name later, from 
AOSNS. <I( from AOSNS,. you see duplicate ?AAA
iIlenames in this directory, rename the FIXlJP-renamed 
iIles as described in the FIlJE REBUILT message.) 

REPAIR IN DIR pathname This message precedes one I[)f several other messages shown 
- - message in this table. Read messagE! and take the action described. 

REPAIR IN FILE pathname This message preeedesone «>fseveral other messages shown 
- - message in this table. Read me~! and take the action described. 

Script file alreadyezists. This occurs when you W8J!lt to build a script iIle whose 
Replace old copy [n1 name already exists. If you want to edit this file, enter Y. If 

you want to keep the iue I:LS is and create a different file, 
press NEW LINE; F1XUP,vill terminate and you can spec
ify a different script fUenarne (fBUllJ)=fuename switch). 

Script file does not exist. 
Enter script filename 
[console}: 

The script iIle whose name you specified with the 
/SCRIPT= switch does not exist. If you remember the 
correct filename, type it and press NEWLINE. If you can't 
remember the name, just press NEWLINE and FIXUP will 
lead you through an interactive session, then. do the fix. 

(continued) 
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Table 6-3 FIXUP Error Messages, Verbosity 1 

Message Description and Actiorl 

SCRIPT FILE HAS BEEN FIXUP cannot use the scri]pt file you specified. Run an 
CORRUPTED interactive session. 

Script file must be in the For stand -alone use, a script file must be in the root 
root directory. Run an interacti-v'e FIXUP session; then move 

the script rue to the root fn)m AOSNS. 

The :xxa BLOCK ... See the NAME BLOCK message. 

The LDU is not mirrored as You ran FIXUP using a script file for input, but the disk 

stated in script file is not mirrored. Either build a new script file, or run 
FIXUP interactively. 

The LDU selected for fixing You ran FIXUP using a script iue for input. FIXUP aborted 
differs from preferred image because the LDU selected iln the script rlie is less recent 

than the LDU that FIXUP bas determined needs fixing. 
Rerun FIXUP interactively, specifying the other image. 

TOO MANY DISKS IN An LDU cannot include more than eight disks, but you 
USE have entered more than eight disk unit names, and FIXUP 

has verified that each disk has the same LDU ID. 
Retry F1XUP, making sure that you enter only the correct 
disk unit names for the LD1J. If this message recurs, this 
LDU cannot be fixed; a Disk. Formatter Full format is 
needed. 

TRANSIENT FILE (FILE FIXUP has deleted transient iue filent1J1U!.. A transient 
filename DELETED) file is a iue that would have been deleted anyway in the 

course of normal system ope:rations (further defined in 
section "What FIXUP Does"). 

USER DATA AREA FIXUP found inconsistencies in this iue's User Data 
DELETED FILE Area (often used for printer formatting), and it has 
(filename) deleted the User Data Area. 

From AOSNS, you can eithe·r LOADIDELETE the file 
from backup media or reereBLte the User Data Area with 
the FCU utility (in directory :UTIL:FORMS). 

Warning - - disk is You specified only one image of a mirrored LDU. In 
normally mirrored order to determine which inllage is preferred, FIXUP 

needs to know about both inlages. Continue if you know 
the image you have specified is more recent, or rerun 
FIXUP and specify both images. 

(concluded.) 
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Power Failures 

Unless your computer has a back-up battery, it will lose thte contents of volatile 
memory on a power failure. With a serious power drop (brownout) or very high 
temperature, the computer may cut its own power to preveJlt damage. In either case, 
without battery backup, the state of main memory and all r4egisters is lost; microcode 
must be reloaded, and someone must run FIXUP on all initialized LDUs when full 
power returns. 

There are two types of back-up battery. One type (Model 84746) provides full back-up 
(power to all computer boards, asynchronous/synchronous c:ontrollers, and fans). The 
other provides partial back -up (power to main memory and SCP). Each type can 
provide power for only a limited time .. 

With full back-up, AOSNS will try to restart all critical d~rices (like disks and 
asynchronous controllers) when power returns; if this atteDlpt succeeds, the system 
will continue running as before the power failure. For full back -up to work, all the 
following conditions must be true: 

• The computer must have a full back-up battery. 

• Power must return before the battery is exhausted. 

• BBU with full back-up and autorestart must have been chosen at VSGEN. 

• The computer LOCK switch (if any) must have been in the on or lock position 
when power went down. 

With partial battery back-up, AOs/vs will start its ESD l'(Jlutine wheJl power returns. 
For partial back-up to work, the computer LOCK switch (if any) must be in the ON 
or LOCK position when power goes down. 

Power Failure Recovery 
When power returns, look at the system console. 

• If the system console shows messages like 

There has been a POWERFAIL 

Now restarting device n unit n 

and then displays the AOSNS eLI prompt or the prompt of another program 
running under CLl), this means that your system has !till back-up, and AOSNS 
has fully recovered. The power failure is recorded in the! :ERROR_ LOG log file. 

If AOSNS cannot restart a device, it will tell you so. If the device is a disk, you 
probably need to run F1XUP on it. 

• If the system console is displaying messages like 

Power back to normal 

Do you want a memory dump (to submit a Software Trouble Report) (Yor N)? [YJ 
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Someone generated the system and deleted Full BBU. Wait until your disk's 
READY lamps are lit; and enter N. The ESD program will run as described under 
"About ESD," earlier in this chapter. IfESD succeeds, you can bring up AOS/VS 
immediately as shown under "Warm Start." The power outage is recorded in the 
:ERROR_LOG log file. Tape units and printers will need attention as above. 

• H you see the SCP-eLI prompt, try to reset and start; at 50: 

SCP-CU> RESET~ 
SCP-CU> START 50~ 

AOS/VS processing aborted 
Do you want a memory dump (to submit a Software TT'ouble Report) (Yor N)? m 
Enter N. The ESD program will run as described. above. If it succeeds, you can 
restart immediately as shown above under "Warm Start:" RESET, REBOOT 
device-code, etc. HESD fails, run FlXUP on the LDU'. 

• If the system console is displaying power-up messages like 

Operating System Load Menu 

1 Continue immediately ... 

Enter choice [1]: 

or 

MV/4000 READY 

power to the computer has stopped and the contents of volatile memory have gone 
away. You must cold-start the system; then run F1XUP on all initiaJiU!d LDUs as 
described under "Runnjng FIXUP." Tape units and line printers will need to be put 
back on line, and any aborted tape writes restarted. 

Any power failure, regardless of recovery, has the following effects: 

1. It eliminates vacuum to magnetic tape units; so if tape units that use vacuum were 
active on your system, someone must press BOT on them to recreate the vacuum, 
and then press ON LINE. 

2 •• It takes line printers off line, and someone must put them back on line. 

3 •. It takes the system clock offline for the duration Ofth4:! failure; so someone must 
update the system time, using the TIME command frOltD the master eLI process 
(from PID 2) or from a process with System Manager privilege. 
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What Next? 

This chapter described. common SCP commands, CPU switches, system startup, and 
normal shutdown. It also covered abnormal shutdown: dleadlocks, panics, hardware 
errors, and power failures-and it showed how to handle these with ESD and FIXUP. 
In short, this chapter covered the basic steps to start, rtlIl, stop, and restart the system. 

At first, startup and shutdown might seem complex-but; they are really not. To warm 
start: reset, BOOT device-code, wait for time-out, set date/time if asked., and accept 
the default answers for everything else. On abnormal shutdown, enter N and let ESD 
run; ifESD fails, run FIXUP on your LDUs. When power returns, proceed. as usual (if 

you had full battery back -up), run ESD and warm start the system (if you had partial 
back-up), or load microcode and run FlXUP (if you had :no back-up). 

Now that you know how to start up and shut down your AOSNS system, you may 
want to learn more about installing new AOSNS rel~; (described in the next 
chapter) or PREDITOR, EXEC, other runtime tools, or system management, as 
described in Managing AOS/VS and AOS/vs II. 

End of Chapter 
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Chapter 7 
Handling Updates and New 

Revisions from Data General 

Read this chapter 

• When you want to install a new AOSNS update or revision Jreceived from Data 
General; 

• When you want to install new computer microcode received from Data General; or 

• When you want to revert to an old revision of AOSNS or microcode. 

Data General continually improves its software and microcode ]products. It sends the new 
software products (with new manuals) to all customers who are on the Software Subscription 
Service. And it sends new revisions of microcode and emulator software to customers on the 
Microcode Subscription Service. 

So, if you subscnbe to one or both services, you will periodically get tapes or diskettes and 
new manuals. You should install the new products. In nearly aD cases, they wiD run your 
existing applications even better than your current revision. 

AOSNS software and microcode revisions have revision numbe~rs, each greater than the 
last For AOSNS, the numbers go 7.00, 750, 7.60, 7.70, and so C)n. Data General usually I 
issues multiple updlltes for each revision. Update numbers proceed from the revision 
number; for example, for AOSNS, the updates go 7.65, 7.66, 7.l57, 7.68, 7.69 and 7.70. 

Revisions and updates are shipped on reel-to-reel tape, cartridge tape, or diskettes, 
depending on your system. Revisions and updates have the samle logical file format for 
tape, tape file 0 is the tape bootstrap that loads files 1, 2, and 3; file 1 is the FIXUP disk 
fixer utility; file 2 is the Disk Formatter utili~, and so OD. (Ther1e are tables in Chapters 2 
and 3 showing the file contents of release diskettes and release tapes.) 

Hyou receive a multiple-tape AOSNS revision or update, files 0-6 of all tapes wiD be 
identical; only the AOSNS programs in file 7 will be different. 

This chapter tells how to update your system software and micrtxode with new releases of 
those products from Data General. The major sections are 

• Installing a New AOSNS Revision or Update 

• Computer Microcode, Scp, and Emulator Updates 

• Reloading an Old AOSNS Revision or Update 

Usually, you'll need to install one or more updates before installing a revision or new 
microcode. When you get a new AOSNS revision, you'll probably get a new revision of this 
manual. 
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Installing a New AOSNS Revision or Update 

Each AOSNS revision or update includes new versions of a1l1 AOSNS program and 
support files, on an AOSNS system tape or on diskettes. A revision or update also includes 
a printed Release or Update Notice-also supplied as a disk file in : urn.. The filename of 
a Release or Update Notice is the same as its part number, Vlnth underscores instead of 

• hyphens. (The AOSNS Revision 7.70 Release Notice is 085 J)()()147 _16.) 

If, as might happen, you receive a microcode update with an AOSNS revision or update, 
load the microcode file into the computer and on the disk before loading the AOSNS 
software. Microcode updates are described later in this chap1ter. 

To load a release or update, follow the steps descnbed next. Ibe steps advise you to install 
the new starter system-overwriting the current installed system, if any-but you can 
always install your new tailored system over this with little eftnrt. 

1. To start, read the Release or Update Notice "Notes and Warnings" section and look 

for any interrevision incom~tibilities. 

2. By default, each file loaded will overwrite its older version on your IDU (if there is an 
older version). So you will want to protect certain files during the update. The files 
you will want to protect include :~LINK_ERMES.CLI, and any other Data 
General-supplied files that you have laBored for your system. (If you created a 
TAILORED _ERMES.CLI macro, as described in Chapter 5, you don't have to 
rename LINK_ERMES.CLI.) 

From the cu, rename any file you want to protect from being overwritten. For 
example: 

Su) OIR :UTlLl 
Su) RENAME UNK_ERMES.CU UNK_ERMES1.CU~ 

3. Shut down AOSNS. 

4. Mount the new AOSNS system tape or diskette number 1 on unit 0 on the first 

controller. 

Proceed to the appropriate section: "Loading from '!ape" or "l.oading from Diskettes." 

N01E: The AOSNS starter system (SYS.PR) supports a Iilmited number of tape and 
disk units on reserved device codes. For example, be>th MTB and MTC tape 
drives are assigned device code 22. If your configuration includes any 
nonstandard devices that use one of these reserved device codes, the starter 
system will not be able to use them. Shut down units on reserved device codes 
before booting the starter system. 
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Loading from Tape 
Boot from tape and install the new bootstraps and starter system (SYS.PR) as follows. 

s. SCP-CLI> RESET~ 

6. SCP-CLI> BOOT 221 

7. Tape file number? 31 

8. AOS{VS Installer Rev n 

Specify each disk in the LDU 

D~unUna~?DPFO~ 

9. Device code {default]? ~ 

10. - - Disk bootstrap installed 

(Restart the system.) 

(Enter 62 if ta.pe is on an MTD unit; 
23 if it is an MrrJ unit.) 

(Specify tape f:de 3.) 

(1Ype master LDU unit name.) 

(Press NEW LINE to accept the default, 
or enter the deMce code; specify 
all the units in the LDU.) 

Do you want to install a System Bootstrap [Y]? 1 

11. Install from which unit [MTCO]? 1 

12. Device code {22] 1 

13. Fdenumber{4]?1 

14. - - System Bootstrap instaHed 
Do you want 10 install a System [Y]? 1 

IS. Installfrom whichunil (MTCO]?) 

16. Device code [22]1 

17. Fuenumber{5]?1 

- - System instaUed 
Done! 

18. SCP-CLI> RESETl 

19. SCP-CLI> BOOT 27 ~ 

Operating System Load Menu 

(Press NEW LINE.) 

(Indicate the tape unit.) 

(Or 62, or 23.) 

(Accept the default value.) 

(Accept the default, or enter 
MTDor MTJ.) 

(Or 62, or 23.) 

(Accept the default value.) 

(Use device code of master LDU unit.) 

20. Enter choice {I]: 1 (Load and start: the newly-installed starter I 
system.) 

21. AOS/vs Rev n 
Date (MMIDD!YY)? 11 22 92) (Enter the curr1ent date.) 
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Tune (HH/MMISS)? 15 01 ~ (Enter the current time.) 

Offset from universal time [ +()():()()]? 1 (Press NEW LINE.) 

22. Override default specs [N]? Y ~ (Since you arc~ installing a new AOSNS 
revision or update, enter Y.) 

23. AutoTlUltic reboot [N]? ~ 

Number of buffers ... ~ 
(For the next four prompts, select the 

default; or, refer to Chapter 4 for system 

parameter deltails.) Swap directory ... ~ 
Page directory ... 1 

24. [ninalload [N] Y 1 (Enter Y for initiaJload.) 

25. Filename I@MTCO:6]?1 (Select the de:fault, me number 6 on the 
tape.) 

26. The system will try to load the new files from tape file 6 into the root directory. For 

each file that already exists in the root, it will ask whether or not you want to replace 
the old copy. Since you are updating, type Yand press NEW LINE. For example: 

Warning: File name already erists, Fde: AGENT.PR 
Rep/Ilce old copy {Y]? 1 

Warning: File name alretuly erists, Fde: ALPHARS.PR 
Replace old copy (yJ? 1 

27. When you've finished, the AOSNS CLI prompt will come up on the system console. 

Since you are updating, use the WAD _n program with the /DELETE switch, which 
automatically replaces each file with the revised version, where this applies. 'tYPe 

) SUPERUSER ON 1 

21. Su) LOADJIN/DEL@MTCO:71 (Use @MTCO:7 with tape on an MTB or 
MTC unit; use @MTDO:7 with tape on 
an MID unit; or use @MTJO:7 or 
@MTJ10:70IlMTJunits.) 

Deleted .. . 
Deleted .. . 

29. Su) REWlND@MTCOl (Or @MTDO, or @MTJO, or @MTJ10.) 

Su) 

Mount the next tape, if any; repeat steps 28 and 29. 

H you have an ECLIPSE MV/4000 with hardware floating point, change the default 
microcode filename to MV4000FP.MCF as described in Chapter 6. 

Dismount the tape and skip to the section "Generating a New System and Updating 
AOSNS." 
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Loading from Diskettes 

Boot from diskette and install the new bootstraps and starter system (SYS.PR) as foDows. 
Make sure that the first diskette is not write protected since the system tries to write to the 
diskette. 

30. SCP-CLI> RESET~ 

31. SCP-CU> BOOT 64~ 

Operating System Load Menu 

32. Enter choice [lJ: 2~ 

Technia:d MaintenlJnce Menu. .. 

33. Enter choice [lJ: 6~ 

34. Pathnmne? INSTL~ 
AOS/vs InstIllIer Rev n 
Specify each disk in the LDU 
Disk unU1UlI7Ie? 

(Restart the system.) 

(Boot the operating system load menu 
from diskette.) 

(Choose option 2, the Technical 
Maintenance M:enu.) 

(Choose option 6, Run a specified 
program.) 

(1Ype the Installer file name, INS1L.) 

35. Remove AOSNS diskette 1 from unit 0 and insert diskette 2. Enter the name of your 

system disk, DPJO, then press NEW LINE; press NEW UNE again to accept the 
default device rode. 

DPJO~ 

Device code [default] ~ 
- - Disk bootstrap installed 
Do you want to inslllll a System Bootstrap [YJ? 

36. Press NEW LINE to install the System Bootstrap. 

37. InstaB from which unit {MTBOJ? DPJ10~ 
(Enter the system disk name, DPJI0.) 

38. Device code? ~ (Press NEW liNE.) 

- - System Bootstrap installed 
Do you want to inslllll a System [YJ? 

39. Remove the diskette from unit 0 and insert AOSNS diskette number 3. 

Press NEW LINE. 
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40. Installfrom which unit [DPJI0J?~ 
Device code?) 

- - System installed 

Done! 

(Press NEW LINE to accept the default.) 

(Press NEW LINE again for the default 
device code.) 

I 41. Now, bring up the newly-installed starter system and specify an initial load 

SCP-CLI> RESET~ (Restart the system once more.) 

42. SCP-Cll> BOOT 24) (Reboot, this time from the LOU.) 

Operating System Load Menu 

43. Enter choice [lJ:~ (Load and start operating system.) 

44. AOS/VS Rev n 

Date (MMIDD!YY)? 11 22 92) (Enter the CWTent date.) 

Tune (HHIMM/SS)? 15 01) (Enter the current time.) 

Offset from universal time [+OO:OO)? ~ 

45. Ovenide default specs IN]? y) 

46. Automatic reboot INj?) 
Number of buffers ... ) 

Swap directory ... ) 
Page directory ... 1 

(Press NEW LINE.) 

(Since you are: installing a new AOSNS 
revision or update, enter Y.) 

(For the next four prompts, select the 

default; or, refer to Chapter 4 for system 

parameter details.) 

47. Initial load IN] y) (Enter Y for initial load. ) 

48. Fuename [@DPJlOj?) (Select the default.) 

49. Remove the diskette from unit 0 and insert AOSNS diskette number 4. This is the 
first diskette of the AOSNS first dump file. 'JYpe the pathname 
@LFD:VOL1 :FIRST _DUMP _FILE and press NEW LINE. 

so. PLEASE INSERT A DISKETTE IF NOT ALREADY INSERTED 

UNIT [@DPJI0] VOLUME ID [VOLl]? [YJ) 
(Press NEW LINE to accept the default 
unit and volume IDs.) 

51. The system will try to load the new files from the diskettl~ into the root directory. For 
each file that already exists in the root, it will ask whethe:r or not you want to replace 
the old copy. Since you are updating, enter Y. 
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l~r example: 

Warning: Fzle 1Ul11Je already exists, Fde: AGENT.PR 
Rep/Ilce old copy [Y}? ~ 

Warning: File TIIlJ1Ie already emu, Fzle: ALPHARS.PR 
ReplDce cid copy [YJ? ~ 

52. When all files have been copied from diskette, the system will ask for another diskette. 

Insert the next diskette in the set, and press NEW LINE. There are four diskettes in 
the first dump file set. Continue with diskettes until you see 

PLEASE REMOVE THE DISKEITE 
) 

53. The AOSNS a..I prompt has come up on the system console. To load from labeled 

diskettes, tum Superuser and Operator mode on. Then, since you are updating, use 
the WAD oommand with the /DELETE switch, which automatically replaces each file 
with the revised version, where this applies. 1YPe 

) SUPERUSER ON ~ 
Su) OPERATOR ON~ 
Su) LOADN/DELETE @LFD:VOL1 :SECOND _DUMP _RLE~ 

(The pathname is @LFD:VOL1:SECOND_DUMP_Fll..lE.) 

54~ The CLI prompts for a diskette. Remove the diskette froID unit 0 and insert the next 

diskette (first diskette in the second dump file) in unit o. Then press NEW LINE. 

Deleted .. . 
Deleted .. . 
Deleted .. . 

SSe When all files have been loaded from this diskette, the eLI prompts for another 
diskette. Insert the next diskette in the set, and press NEW LINE. The seoond dump 
file contains 24 diskettes. Continue feeding diskettes as prompted until you see 

PLEASE REMOVE THE DISKETTE 
Su) 

56. Remove the last diskette. 

H your machine has hardware floating point or the graphics instruction set, change the 

default microcode filename as described in Chapter 6. 
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Generating a New System and Updating: AOSNS 
The next step is to generate a new AOSNS system from your ()Id system.SSF file and 
update AOSNS (apply system patches). This is easily done with the update tool. 

57. Run VSGEN if necessary (if you want to specify a new de:vice or a different host 
parameter). Use the /DEFAULT switch, with the name of your tailored AOSNS 
system, as follows: VSGEN/DEFAULT =SYS _7.00. For example, 

Su) SEARCH :lmL~ 
Su) CIR :SYSGEN ~ 
Su) VSGEN/DEFAULT=SYS_7.00~ 

Use VSGEN as described in Chapter 4 to edit or add the devices and parameters you 
want Then create a new spec file with the S command. 

58. After leaving VSGEN, run the update too) to build and update the new AOSNS 
system file. Go to directory :UPDA1E, then run the update tool in the form 
UPDATE/REV=n.nn system-pathname, where n.nn is the update revision, and 
system-pathname is the SYSGEN directory and the .PR or .SSF file of the AOSNS 
system to be updated. For example, 

Su) CIR :UPDATE~ 
I Su) UPDATE/REV=7.70 :SYSGEN:SYS _7.69.PR 1 

The update tool updates the system file by running VSGEN and patching the system 
file. If you receive an error message, see the section, "Correcting Update Errors," 
later in this chapter. 

When the CU prompt returns, shut down the starter system and, when SYSBOOT comes 
up, choose option 2, "Enter the Technical Maintenance Menu." Make the tailored system 
the default system, and bring it up, as explained in steps 59-67. 

59. Su) BYE~ 
Do you really want to shut the system down? Y ~ 

60. SCP-Cll> RESETl 
SCP-Cll> BOOT27~ 

Operating System Load Menu 

61. Enter choice [1]: 2 ~ 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

(Enter the corrlect device code.) 

(Choose option 2) 

8 Vzew or change the default operating system filename 
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62. Enter choice [1]: 8} (Choose option 8.) 

Default operating system [INSTALLED SYSTEM): :SYSGE:N:newsysname.PR} 

63. Now, choose option 1, Load and start the default operating system, by pressing NEW 
UNE. 

Enter choice {1]:~ 

64. Date (MM/DD!YY)? 11 22 92 ~ 
Tzme (HH:MM:SS)? 16 01 ~ 
Offset from universal time [+OO:OO]? ~ 

65. Override default spea (N)? 1 

(Enter the currelllt date.) 

(Enter the current time.) 

(Press NEW LINE or enter the offset 
from Greenwich mean time and then 
press NEW LINE.) 

66. After the new system comes up, compare your LINK_ERMtES1.CLI macro and the 
new LINK_ERMES.CLI macro. Modify your macro to ma)rporate changes in the new 
one. Then, delete the LINK_ERMES.CU macro and rencune LINK_ERMES1.CLI to 
LINK_ERMES.CLI. Finally, build a new error message file: by executing 
LINK_ERMES.CU. The new ERMES won't become effective until you shut down 
and restart AOSNS. 

Updating to AOSNS Revision 7.70 
If you are installing AOSNS Revision 7.70 as an update to a revision 7.66 or earlier system, 
run the queue cleanup program QCMP.PR after installing the revision but before typing 
your UP.ell macro or running EXEC. The version of EXEC use~d with AOSNS 7.67 and 
later revisions uses two new files named :QUEUE:QUEUES and :QUEUE:JOBS in place 
of the files named :QUEUE:QUEUE_DESCRIPTORS and 
:QUEUE:QUEUE _ENTRIES; running QCMP.PR converts the old files to the new 
versions. QCMP.PR is in the :uta directory. 

67. Bring up EXEC and the multiuser environment 

Su) :Upl 

68. If there were no errors,make a system tape or diskette (as described in Chapter 4) 
and you're done. LDUs that you've built with the older Disk Formatter wiD work with 
the new AOSNS software (such programs are designed to be revision-independent). 

If, for any reason, you want to reload the old revision, get out the old AOSNS system tape 
or diskette set and follow the appropriate procedure above . 

. As you can see, the update procedure isn't difficult. Restrictions and possible problems 
with it are as follows. 

• The update procedure assumes that you haven't reconfigun~d the directory structure 
shipped by Data General Corporation. For example, if the old revision of SED is not 
in directory: UTIL, the new revision will not overwrite it; there will be two revisions of 
the program on the LDU. 
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• Your master LDU cannot include disks other than those on the first controller, 
because the starter system supports only the primaty controller. 

• The new LOCK_ell and the 32-bit a.J file :PASSWORD, with the original 
password, PASSWORD, will overwrite your old passwords; so, if you want to lock the 
CU, you must insert a new password. (This process is (:overed in Managing AOS/VS 
and AOS{VS II.) 

• Data General utility programs whose preambles you've edited (to take advantage of 
PIO-size type, for example) will be overwritten by newer versions. You must use 
SPRED on them again. (SPRED is described in Managing AOS/VS and AOS/vs II.) 

Note that you can load new files selectively; for example, with the LOAD command: 

) LOADNIDELJBUFF =8192 @MTCO:7 :lITIL:SED.PR 1 

However, this is not recommended because the error message (ERMES) file may differ 
between the revisions. Better to load aD the files at once. 

Correcting Update Errors 
The update tool reports errors to the terminal from which you run it; also, the tool logs 
errors and status messages in a file named UPDATE.LOG in a directory named in the form 
:UDPA1E:n.nn_date_time.LOG. In the log directoryfiIenaJIle, n.nn is the update revision, 
date is the date-day, month, year-and time is hour and millute-for example, 

I :UPDATE:7.70_22NOVEMBER92_1715LOG. The tool I'WllS a verification pass to detect 
errors before it actuaUy does anything. H the tool encounters an error during the 
verification pass, it will stop, allowing you to correct the error and restart the verification 
process. 

Most errors occur because file access is denied or because permanence is set on for a file 
the update tool needs to replace. (The tool does not tum Superuser on or permanence off.) 
To overcome access errors, tum Superuser on and run the tool again. To overcome a 
permanence error, turn permanence off for the pertinent fiJe( s). 

Updating Your Manuals 
Data General ships the Release Notice both in printed form and as a disk file. Updates to 
your ma1UUlls are provided only as disk files. The patbnames ~lre : tJI'a:sss -pppppp _ rr, 
where sss is the series, pppppp is the part number, and rr is the revision. For example, for 
manual 093-000675-01, the pathname is 

To keep your manuals up to date, we suggest that you read thc~se files, print the ones you 
want, and correct the pertinent manuals. Then-if you need the disk space-delete the 
files. You can always reload any or all of them, if needed, from the AOSNS system tape or 
diskette set. 
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Computer Microcode, SCp, and Emulator 

Updates 

Microcode is the foundation of your MV/Family CPU. It's im~portant to run the current 
revision of both microoode and the SCP-OS. 

Data General maintains a microcode subscription service, sin:liIar to its software 
subscription service. New customers get membership automatically for a certain amount of 
time. If your membership has expired, we suggest that you renew it. 

With the microcode subscription service, you will periodically receive new revisions of 
microcode, the SCP operating system, and FRU diagnostics. 1:o'or original MV I8OOOs, these 
are shipped on diskette in a format the SCP can can read. When you get the diskette, 
simply remove the old diskette from the CPU diskette unit, insert the new one, and turn 
CPU power off and on again to tIy it. 

For MV/Family machines other than MV/8OOOs, the microcodle, the SCP-OS, and the 
FRUs are shipped on tape or on a set of two diskettes. For laJle, this is usually a 1600-b/in 
tape; and file 0 is the SCP-DTOS system, bootable from taPf~. File 1 is the combined 
microcode/SCP-OS file, in AOSNS dump format. 

For diskettes, the second diskette (AOS FMT) has the microcode file in DUMP format. 

To load the new microoode file: 

1. Mount the tape or diskette on unit O. 

2. 1}rpe the following commands 

) SUPERUSER ON ~ 
Su) DIR:1 
Su) RENAME MVn.MCF MVn.rev.MCF~ 

(n is the name of your computer; rev is the revision of old microcode. For example, 
the new name might be MV6000S.0.MCF. The rename step saves the old microcode 
file, which you would otherwise need to delete to load the new one.) 

3. For tape, type 

Su) LOADN @MTxO:1 ~ 

For diskette, type 

Su) LOADN @DPJ10~ 

MVn.MCF 

4. For tape, type 

Su) REWIND @MTxO~ 

(x is B, C, or D, depending on the 
tape unit.) 

(CLI verifies lload of the new file.) 
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Dismount the tape or diskette and store it safely. 

S. To try the new microcode or SCP-OS, shut down AOSrVS. Then restart and reboot it: 

RESET~ 
800Tnn1 

6. Choose option 2 from the Operating System Load Menu: 

Operating System Load Menu 

Enter choice [I}: 2 ~ 

7. This brings up the Technical Maintenance Menu. Choose: option 2, Load and verify 
microcode. 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

2 Load and verify microcode 

Enter choice [I}: 2) 

SYSBOOT loads and verifies new microcode. 

If-for whatever reason-you ever want to load an older or different revision of microcode 
or SCP-OS, you can tell SYSBOOT that you want to view or change the microcode 
filename, then type the microcode filename. For example, on warm start: 

Operating System Load Menu 

Enter choice [1]: 2 ~ (Choose option 2) 

Technictzl Maintenance Menu 

9 Vzew or change the microcode filename 

Enter choice [1]: 9) (Choose option 9.) 

Default microcode filename I:MV4000FP.MCF} :MV4000FP.5.(Ji.MCF) 

Enter choice II}: 2) (Choose option 2) 

... (SYSBOOT loads and verifies microcode.) ... 

If you have a machine that uses emulator frrmware (for example, an MV/4000 DC, which 
runs an emulator in its IOC), you may also receive new emulator revisions. If you receive 
an new emulator, install it via the dialog shown in Chapter 2, taking steps that include the 
"I/O CB EMULATOR" diskette. 

Keep all the system tapes and diskettes you receive from Data General and those you make 
yourse1f in a safe place. See "Managing AOSNS and AOSNS II" for details. 
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Disk Microcode Updates 

Model 6236 and 6239 disk units have their own microcode, whi:ch is independent of CPU 
microcode. Disk microcode is stored on part of the disk that's invisible to AOSNS. It's 
loaded into disk controller memory automatically the first time: AOSNS accesses a disk on 
the controller. 

Data General installs an initial version of microcode on each model 6236 and 6239 disk 
before shipment. However, the current revision of AOSNS, or a program like MSCOPY, 
may require updated disk microcode. If updated microcode is tleeded, AOSNS will display 
the CONTROllER MICROCODE NEEDS TO BE UPDATEL) message. 

A program to update disk microcode is shipped on tape, along -with the disk control1er. The 
updating program is called the Peripheral MICrocode Installer-its model number is 30976. 
You can read about the disk microcode installer in the manual Operator's Reference, 
Peripheral Mzcrocode Installer. You can run this program, when AOSNS is not running, by 
mounting the tape on unit 0 of your primary tape control1er and entering BOOT nn at the 
SCP a..I prompt. For example, 

SCP-CLI> BOOT22~ (Or 23, or 62) 

... (peripheral microcode installer prompt) ... 

The peripheral microcode installer program will then lead you through the steps needed to 
update your disk microcode. Afterward, it will return to the SCP a..I and you can bring up 
AOSNS. You need not update disk microcode again unless you see the CONTROLLER 
MICROCODE NEEDS TO BE UPDATED message. 

Reloading an Old AOSNS Revision or Update 

li, for any reason, you want to reload an old revision of AOSNS, you'll need to find and 
use the old system tape set To reinstall AOSNS rev 7.60 or an ,earlier revision, use the 
manual How to Generate and Run AOS/VS, Chapter 2 or 3. 

To return to an old updDte (for example, to return to 7.69 from 7.70), you must reinstall the 
original update (described in "Installing an AOSNS Revision or Update," earlier). Then 
install the update you want instead of the update you are currently using. 

What Next? 

This chapter explained how to update your AOSNS software and microcode with new 
revisions of these products you received from Data General. The next two chapters explain 
how to run the Disk Formatter and Installer programs. 

To read about management issues, including file backup, process management, and 
security, see Managing AOSIVS and A osrvs II. 

End of Chapter 
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Chapter 8 
The Disk Formatter 

Read this chapter 

• When you want some background on AOSNS logical dis}~ units (LDUs) and how to use 
them; 

• When you want to format one or more new (blank) disks, or reformat old ones; 

• When you want to check for new bad blocks (noted as hard errors by AOSNS or disk 
errors by FIXUP) on an !DU; 

• When you want to rename a logical disk unit or change its. access control list. 

The Disk Formatter is an AOSNS utility program that formats one or more physical disks 
into one or more logical disk units (LDUs). If you brought up' your own first system . 
(Chapter 2 or 3), you already have some experience with the lDisk Formatter. This chapter 
explains the rest, in the following sections: 

• About the Disk Formatter 

• AboutLDUs 

• Starting the Stand-Alone Disk Formatter 

• Starting the Stand-Among Disk Formatter 

• The FuJI Format 

• . The Partial Format 

• Disk Formatter Error Messages 

About the Disk Formatter 

There are two versions of the Disk Formatter-a stand-alonl~ version that runs only when 
AOSNS is not running; and a stand-among version, that runs under AOSNS. Each 
version offers two formats, Full and Partial. 

The practical differences between the versions are that you must use the stand - alone 
version for disk(s) in the master InU. You can use the stand--amongversion for any LDU 
that is not the master. 

There's a big difference between the Full and Partial formats. The Full format ignores all 
AOSNS file structure and writes a new bitmap on the LDU, ~~ffective1y destroying all 
AOSNS files on it; it can also write patterns to check the disk: surface for flaws. The Partial 
format retains the old bitmap and uses read -only surface analysis. So-if there are 
AOSNS files that you want on the disk-you should use the Partial format of the pertinent 
Disk Formatter. 
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Neither version of the Disk Formatter lays down a hardware format on a disk. Certified 
Data General disks are shipped formatted; but if you ever need to reformat a disk, you can 
use DTOS hardware diagnostics to do so. Consult your Data General support organization 
or engineer for details on DTOS for peripherals. 

About LDUs 

This section explains some things about logical disk units (LD'Us), and how you use them. 

Single- and Multiple-Disk LDUs 
You can create a single- or multiple-disk LDU with a Disk Formatter Full format. A 
multiple-disk LDU can inc1ude up to eight disks. The disks em be different models, unless 
one of them is a model 6214 602-megabyte disk. An LOU built with a 602-megabyte disk 
cannot include other disk models. For any LOU, all disks invo.lved must be ready before 
you c:m access the LOU. 

The disk unites) in which you/OTm/lt an LOU are irrelevant to the LOU. For example, with 
removable disk packs, you can format an LOU in unit OPFO and run it in unit DPF11; or 
you can format a two-disk LOU in DPF12 and DPF23 and run it in DPFI and DPF2. This 
is why-during startup-you are asked to specify each additiollal disk in the IDU and its 
device code. Ifs also why, when you initialize an IDU from the aJ, you do it by disk unit 
name. Operations are simpler if each disk in an IDU has a "h()me" unit, but this is not 
required. Startup is easier if you have a system LOU in unit O--but even this is not. 
mandatory for a tailored AOSNS system. 

Single-disk LDUs are easier to use because they involve only one disk unit Also, FIXUP 
and PCOPY disk-to-disk operations are simpler with singJe--disk LOUs. 

Nearly always, your primary system LOU will be a single-disk LOU. With a single-disk 
system LDU, someone need only type one disk unit name when bringing up AOSNS. After 
AOSNS is up, other LOUs can be grafted onto the system LDU with a..I INITIALIZE 
commands. You can put these commands in the macro UP.CLI. These LOUs can be 
released with CLI RElEASE commands; and you can put the RELEASE command( s) in 
the OOWN.CLI macro. 

There's one good reason to make your system LOU a multiple·-disk LOU. It is that you 
expect a file to span more than one disk when you own only two disk units. 

The real advantage of a multiple-disk LOU is that it allows a c:ontiguous file to span more 
than one physical disk. Some Data General data management products-like INFOS nand 
DGIDBMS-may need such huge contiguous files. If your site wi1l use such a file, you will 
need to build a multiple-disk lDU for it. Ideally, you'd run thils LOU in addition to a 
single-disk system LDU. 

Also, you may want to designate an LOU for the AOSNS SWAP and PAGE directories, or 
one LDU for each of these directories. If so, each must be a single-disk LOU-named 
BOTH (for both directories), SWAP (for the swap directory), or PAGE (for the page 
directory). If you decide to have a separate LOU for either S~-\P or PAGE, don't store 
user or system files there: the system deletes files not in a speci1ied format from SWAP and 
PAGE each time the system is initialized. 

An example of a system with a single-disk system LOU and multiple-disk other LOUs 
named BOTH and DATABASES is shown in Figure 8-1. 
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Disk unit DPJO, 
filename : 

Disk unit DPJ1 0, 
UDU filename UDD1 , 
with user directories 

F1gUTe 8-1 A Multiple-WU AOS/vs System 

To set up the system in Figure 8-1, you would do the following: things: 

• Use the Disk Formatter to create LDUs named BOrn and DATABASES. 

• Bring up AOSNS. From the CLI, initialize the disk units tllat hold the IDU by 
entering INmAUZE @DPJ20 @DPJ21 . AOSNS then sec:~s the LOU as directory 
DATABASES. 

• For each usemame you want on DATABASES, use the CLI MOVE command to move 
the user directOJY to DATABASES. For example, for user Jack: 

Su) DIR :UDD) 

Su) MOVEN DATABASES JACK:#) 
... (CLI displays the names of the directories and files move~) ... 

• Delete the user directory in : UDD. For example, 

Su) DELETEN JACK:#) 

• Create a link named usemame in : UDD to :DATABASES:username. For example, to 
create a link to JACK type the following. 

Su) CREATE/LINK JACK DATABASES:JACK~ 

Thereafter, when DATABASES was initialized, any user whose directory had been moved 
to DATABASES would have the whole LDU available for data1base operations. The user 
directory pathname would be :DATABASES:usemame, but otherwise the user would be 
treated exactly as if he or she were in :UDD. 

At startup, after AOSNS was brought up from DPJO, the Up-eLI macro could use the 

foHowing commands to initialize the LDU: 
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DIR: 
INmAUZE/S @DPFJO @DPJ21 
WRITEIL=LDU.NAME [!STRING] 

The DOWN.CLI macro would need only the following command(s) to release 
DATABASES: 

RELEASE :[LDU.NAME] 
DELETE :LDU.NAME 

This technique works for any nonmaster LDU. For example, assume that you have a lot of 
users and want to put some of them on their own LDU-perhaps named UDOl. You'd use 
the Disk Formatter to create UDD1, initialize it from the eLI, OIR into :UDO, move each 
directory you wanted over to UDD1, delete each of these directories from: UDD, and 
create links in :UDD to :UDDl:usemame. Then you'd put the appropriate INITIAUZE 
and RELEASE commands in the UP and DOWN macros. 

No CLI commands are needed to initialize an LDU named BOTH, or SWAP, or PAGE. 
Such LDU(s) are initialized automatically if specified to VSGEN; or you can give the disk 
unit name(s) during bootstrapping if you override default specifications. While AOSNS 
runs (in the system in Figure 8-1), it would have a whole disk for swapping and paging I/O. 

If-at any point-you want to change the physical disk configuration in an !DU, you must 
run a Disk Formatter Full format on all physical disks involved. Oump all files from each 
LDU involved; run a Full fonnat on the LDU; then load the files onto the new LDU. 

LDU Access Control Lists (ACLs) 
When you run the Disk Formatter on an LDU, you can specify an access control Jist (ACL) 
or take the default, which creates a null ACL. For the master LOU, AOSNS ignores the 
ACL, so that it can execute programs (like the CLI) for users. (If, at VSGEN, access 
control was not enabled for this system, then this system ignores all ACLs when it runs. But 
generating and running a system without access control is usefUl only when you want all 
users to have access to all files.) 

For each nonmaster LDU, the ACL you specify (or default) with the Disk Formatter 
becomes effective when the IDU is initialized from the CLI.lfthe LDU has the default 
(null) ACL, some kind of access must be specified before anyone but a Superuser can 
access the LOU. You can do this with the CLI command ACL any time after the LDU is 
initialized. The easiest way to do it is in the UP macro; for example 

DIR: 
INmAUZE/S @DPJ10 
WRITE Initialized :DPJ10 as [!STRING]. ACL is OP WARE",. + E 
ACL[!STRING] OP,WARE + ,E 
WRITE/L=LDU.NAME [!STRING] 

When you assign a multiple-user ACL, proceed from specific usemames to general 
usemames (templates). For example, the ACL 

+ ,RE OP,WARE $+, 

gives all users (which includes OP) read and execute access-and only read and execute 
access. The Wand A privileges for OP are ignored. The ACLalso tries to establish null 
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access to usemames beginning with $, but this is overridden by the + ,RE. The ACL defeats 
itself. But rearrange the usemame groups as fo))ows: 

Op,WARE $+" +,RE 

This ACL gives OP the privileges WARE, gives usemames bc~ginning with $ no access 
(null), and gives all remaining users read and execute privileges. When you define more 
than one usemame group in an ACL, place specific usemame(s) first and the most general 
usemame template last. 

The ACL assigned in an ACL command is effective only while the LDU is initialized. The 
Disk Formatter-specified ACL returns when the LOU is released. So, if you know what 
ACL you want, you might want to assign it via a Disk Formatter Full or Partial run. This 
would eliminate the need for an ACL command in the UP.CLI macro. H you needed to 
change the ACL at runtime, you could do it at will, as shown :above. 

Formatting a Shared (Dual-Ported) LOU 
Certain disk models can be connected to two MV /Family computers at once. (Each 
computer must, in addition, have a system disk of its own.) TIle main advantage of a shared 
LOU is fast recovery if one system fails---a big advantage for important database files. 

On each computer, the system disk must be formatted and a s:ystem built-just as if the 
computers were not connected (doing this is described in Chapters 3, 4, and 5). You can 
format the shared IDU from either system, and, via the Disk Formatter, give it a unique 
ID and meaningful logical disk name. Give the LOU a restrictive ACL (for example, null). 
This will help prevent unauthorized people from initializing the LDU. 

After the LOU has been formatted, you will need to protect its unit name entries in the 
:PER directory. (If this isn't done, a user might read or write to the LOU as a physical 
device; for example, by entering DUMP @DPJ1 MYFlLE. The UP.CU macro can protect a 
unit entry by including a command like ACl @OPJn +, , which assigns a null ACL to the 
sharedLDU. 

When one system wants to use the LDU, it can tum Superuser on, initialize the LDU, and 
change the Disk Formatter-assigned ACL as needed. Then, users and programs can access 
it like any LDU, by directory name. After initialization, the LDU is part of the file system, 
and access controls remain in force. 

An LDU cannot be initialized if it's already initialized-this pJrevents the second system 
from initializing the shared LOU while the fmt system is using it. After a system has 
released the shared LDU, it can be initialized by either system" Be careful, however, and 
prevent both systems from trying to access the LDU at the same time. 

For more information about shared LOUs, refer to MaTUlgingAOS/VS and A OS/VS II. 

Formatting an LOU for Mirroring 
Some disks permit logical disk mirroring. In logical disk mirroring, the operating system 
maintains two logically identical images of an LDU. Disk mirroring provides high data 
availability, but means giving up disk space. It may also have a perfonnance cost. For more 
about logical disk mirroring, see Managing AOS/VS and AOS/VS II. 

You can mirror any LDU, including multiple-disk LDUs, except an LDU named BOTH 
(used for SWAP and PAGE directories). 
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When you format a mirrored LDU, the Disk Formatter requires that the disks be the same 
size and on the same controller. You must also make the following the same for both 
images: IDU name, bad block table entries, remap area size and address, and diagnostic 
area. You must, however, make the LOU unique IDs different. 

Tell the Disk Formatter that the disks you are formatting are to be mirror images by 
separating them with the I associator. The Disk Formatter prompts 

Specify each dUk in the LDU (press NEW LINE when done) 
Disk unit name? 

'JYpe the LDU names separated by an exclamation point (!). For example, to format disks 
DPJ1 and DPJ2 for mirroring, you would enter 

Disk unit name? DPJ11DPJ2 ~ 

At runtime, to initialize this mirrored LDU, you would type 

) INITIALIZE @DPJ1 !@DPJ2 ~ 

To format a multiple-disk mirrored LDU, tell the Disk Formatter about each set of paired 
images. For example, the four disks-DPJ10, DPJ11, DPJ12, and DPJ13-are the same size 
and on the same controller. You want to create a mirrored LOU where each image is a 
two-disk LOU: DPJI0 and DPJ11 constitute the fllSt image; .md DPJ12 and DPJ13 
constitute the other second image. 

When the Disk Formatter asks 

Specify each disk in the LDU (press NEW LINE when done) 

Disk unit name? 

Answer 

Disk unit name? DPJ10!DPJ12~ 

The Disk Formatter repeats 

(Mirror the: first disk in the first IDU 
with the first disk in the second WU.) 

Specify each dUk in the LDU (press NEW UNE when done) 

Disk unit name? 

Answer 

Disk unit IUlme? DPJ11 !DPJ13) (Mirror the: second disk in the first 
lDU with the second disk in the 
second LDU.) 
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The third time the Disk Formatter asks Disk unit nmne?, press NEW LINE. Finish the Disk 
Formatter dialog, and you have created a mirrored LOU similar to the one in Figure 8-2. 

r I I .. DPJ10 

Image 1 ~ 

I DPJ11 I .. I 
DPJ10 and DPJ12 

aremimnd 
'-

DPJ11 and DPJ13 ~ are mirrored 

r I I -DPJ12 

Image 2 ~ 

I DPJ13 I --'-

FJgUTe 8-2 A Finished Two-disk Mirrored LDU 

In Figure 8-2, DPJ10 and DPJ12 are mirrored; and DPJ11 and DPJ13 are mirrored. 

At runtime, to initialize this two-disk mirrored LOU, you would type 

) INmALIZE @DPJ101@DPJ11 @DPJ121@DPJ13~ 

Reformatting a Mirrored LOU Following a Disk Failure 

If a hard disk error occurs while the system is writing to a mirrored pair of disks, the system 
will "break" the mirror. In such a case, a normal resynchroniza1ion cannot succeed. What 
you must do depends on whether the disk is a system disk or not. Determine what kind of 
disk has failed, and then follow the steps outlined below. 

IT the disk that failed is not the system disk: 

1. Run a Disk Formatter Full format on the broken mirror, pc~rforming a surface ana1ysis 
(run patterns). 

2. Run a Disk Formatter Partial format on both images, making sure you specify the good 
image first; then the newly formatted image. 

IT the disk that failed is the system (or root) disk: 

1. Boot the Disk Formatter from tape and run a Disk Formatter Full format on the bad 
image of the system disk only. 

2. Install both a bootstrap and a system bootstrap, using the Installer program. 

3. Run a Disk Formatter Partial format on both images, making sure you specify the good 
image flI'St; then the newly formatted image. 

4. Bring up the system and resynchronize the images. This wi]ll restore the system root 
LDU to its state before the mirror break. 
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The Bitmap/Overlay Areas and System Performance 
The bitmap is an area on each IDU that descnbes which blocks are free and which are used 
for data storage. The overJay area contains the overJays of the currently running AOSNS 
system. There is a bitmap on every LOU; there is an overlay area only on an LOU that 
includes a system disk. 

AOSNS must access the bitmap every time it creates or deletes a file. It must access the 
overlay area whenever it needs nonresident code to perform an operation. So the location 
of these two areas on the LDU can affect system performam·.e. 

The default bitmap and overlay area addresses are often chosen when an LOU is created. 
The default bitmap address is 3/8 the distance across the firs1t disk in the LDU; and the 
default overlay area address follows the bitmap. These are good general-purpose 
addresses for a single-disk LDU: they are close to the center, which gives fast access if the 
LDU is nearly full of files. And they are closer to the beginning, which gives relatively fast 
access if the LDU has few files. 

For a multiple-disk!DU that will hold (or does hold) very large contiguous files (for 
example, INFOS IT or DGIDBMS database files), you might want to select nondefault 
addresses. In such a case, specify 0 (start of !DU) for the bitmap, and specify the bitmap 
size (given by the Disk Formatter) as the overlay area address. Contiguous file space will 
then stretch from nearly the beginning of the LDU to the end. 

Generally, though, you should take the Disk Formatter defaults on bitmap and overlay area 
addresses. 

If You Make a Mistake 
If you type a response to the Disk Fonnatter and want to change it before pressing NEW 
UNE, press the DEL key as needed, or press CfRL-U to erase the line. H you are 
beyond the line containing the mistake and you want to abort~ do this in one of two ways. 

• If the Disk Fonnatter is asking a question, you can restart the Disk Formatter by 
pressing CI'RL-C CfRL-A (or abort the stand-among Disk Formatter by pressing 
CIRL-C CI'RL-B). The Disk Formatter does not alter the disk until surface analysis 
begins (Full format) or until you change a value (Partial format). 

• If the Disk Formatter is running surface analysis, pressing CIRL-C CIRL-A won't 
work. If you must abort the stand-alone Disk Formatter, press the break sequence 
(CMD and BREAK, or BRK, or BREAK, depending on your system console). To abort 
the stand -among Disk Formatter, press CIRL-C CfRL-B. 

If you abort the Disk Formatter, restart it from the beginning. 

If you receive any Disk Formatter error message, see '!able 8 ·-4, near the end of the 
chapter. 
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Starting the Stand - Alone Disk Formatter 

If you want to run the Disk Formatter on the master IDU, you must use the stand-alone 
version. This is file DFMTR in the root directory. (If you cannot boot from disk, you must 
use an AOSNS system tape or diskette, as shown below. But if you're rebuilding the master 
LOU from scratch, read Chapter 2 or 3 instead of this one.) 

First, go to the system console-the stand - alone Disk Formatter runs only from this 
console. 

If CPU microcode is not loaded, cold start the computer as de:scribed in Chapter 6. 

Make sure each disk you want to format is in its unit, and that all units are write-enabled 
(if they can be write-disabled) and ready. 

To start the Disk Formatter from the master LOU, type 

scp-cu> RESETl 
SCP-CU> BOOT 211 (Or BOOT 24 or BOOT 33 ) 

. Operating System Load Me1Ul 

EnleTchoice [lJ: 21 (Clloose option 2, Enter the Technical 
MainteTumce Menu.) 

Techniad MaintenJmce Menu 

Enter choice [1 J: 61 (Choose option 6, Run (Ar specified program.) 

PathnIl1ne? :DFMTR 1 

AOS/VS Disk Formatter Rev n 

To boot the Disk Formatter from tape or diskette, get an AOS/VS system tape or AOSNS 
system diskette number 1. Mount it on unit 0, and type (for tape) 

Scp-cu> RESETl 

SCP-CLl> BOOT 221 

Tape file number? 21 (File 2) 

AOS/VS Disk Formatter Rev n 

For diskette, type 

SCP-CLl> RESETl 

SCP-Cll> BOOT 641 

Operating System Load Menu 

Enter choice [1]: 2) 

093-000675 

(Choose option 2, Enter the 
Technical Maintenance }'vfenu.) 
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Technicol Main.te1lllllCe Menu 

Enter choice [lJ: 6~ (Choose option 6, Ru'J a specified program.) 

Pathname? :DFMTR~ 

AOS/VS Disk Formatter Rev n 

You must run a Full format 

• if the Disk Formatter has never run on the physical disk( s); or 

• if you want to change an LDU's physical disk configurati()n; for example, make two 
existing LDUs into one, or vice versa; or 

• if you want to add, remove, or change the size of the diagnostic area 

In nearly all other cases, you will want a Partial format. Skip to the pertinent section: "Full 
Format" or "Partial Format." For information on running thc~ Disk Formatter on disks that 
are not part of the master LOU, read the next section. 

Starting the Stand - Among Disk Formatter 

You can run the stand-among Disk Formatter on any disk that is not part of the master 
LDU. It's not as fast as the stand-alone Disk Formatter, but it does allow AOSNS to 
remain up while you run it You can run it from the system console or any user console 
enabled by EXEC. 

The stand-among Disk Formatter, filename DFMTR.PR, is in directory:urn.. (loaded 
there during the initial load). 

First, make sure each disk you want to format is in its unit, th.at each unit is write-enabled 
and ready, and that the disk is not in use. 

With directory: UTIL in your search list, type 

) SUPERUSER ON ~ 
Su) XEQ DFMTR ~ 

AOS/vs Disk FOTmlJtter Rev n 
Full formal destroys any AOS/VS file, Partial retains it. 

You must run a Full format 

• if the Disk Formatter has never run on the physical disk( s); or 

• if you want to change an LOU's physical disk configuration; for example, make two 
existing LOUs into one, or vice versa; or 

• if you want to add, remove, or change the size of the diagnostic area 

In nearly all other cases, you will want a Partial format. Go to the pertinent section: "Full 
Format" or "Partial Format." 
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The Full Format 

The Disk Formatter asks whether you want a Full or Partial fOJmat. 

AOS/vs Disk Formatter Rev n 

Full format destroys alo/ AOS/vS file structure, Partial retains it. 

Full (F) or Partial (P or NEW UNE)? 

A Full format writes a new bitmap to the LDU, effectively destroying all files by overwriting 
pointers to them. It also can run surface analysis patterns to check disk surfaces for bad 
blocks-this overwrites the files themselves. So, before you proceed with a Full command, 
if there is material on the IDU that you want to tty to dump, abort the Disk Formatter. 
For the stand-alone Disk Formatter, use the break sequence; for the stand-among Disk 
Formatter, press crRL-C crRL-B. From the AOSNS ell, dump the files from the 
LOU. Then restart the Disk Formatter as shown above. 

To specify a Full format, type 

Full (F) orPartiaI (PorNEWUNE)?F) 

Fullformat 

Specify each disk in the LDU (press NEW UNE when done): 

Disk unit name? 

'JYpe the unit name that holds the disk you want formatted as the first (or only) disk in the 
LOU. Thble 8-1 shows the disk unit names and device codes of all disks supported by 
AOSNS, by model number, in ascending order. For example, 

Disk unit name? DPJ1 ~ 

For a mirrored LOU, type the IDU names separated by the f character. For example 

Disk unit name? DPJ21DPJ3 ~ 

The stand -among Disk Formatter knows-via AOSNS-the device code of the disk unit. 
So it skips the next question and asks for another Disk unit name? (If the disk controller 
was not generated into the current AOSNS system, you must rtm the stand-alone Disk 

Formatter.) 

Device code I default]? 

1YPe the device code of the disk unit you just specified. If the disk unit you specified is on 
the default device code for its controller, you can press NEW LINE in response to the 
Device code? query. 
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Table 8-1 All AOSNS Disk Unit Names and Device Codes 

Default Disk 

Disk Mode. Number, Description, Device Number 
Disk Unit Name 

and Capacity Code of on 
Controller Controller 

A 5.25 -inch diskette, used in 20 First DPMO 
DESKTOP GENERATION and Second DPMl 
other systems. 4314, 4514. 4514 = 60 First DPMI0 
368 Kbytes; 4314 = 737 Kbytes. Second DPMll 

6030. This is a diskette, single or 33 Oondial DPDO 
dual slot Capacity per diskette is 1 on dial DPDl 
0.3 Mbyte. 20ndial DPD2 

3 on dial DPD3 
73 Oon dial DPD10 

1 on dial DPD11 
2 on dial DPD12 
3 on dial DPD13 

Removable Nonremovable 

6045 **. This is a moving head unit 33 Oon dial DPDO DPD4 
with two disks: one removable, one 1 on dial DPDl DPD5 
nonremovable. Unit capacity is 10 200 dial DPD2 DPD6 
Mbyte. It also supports diskettes. 30ndial DPD3 DPD7 

73 Oon dial DPDI0 DPD14 
1 on dial DPDll DPD15 
2 on dial DPD12 DPD16 
3 on dial DPD13 DPD17 

6060,6061,6067, and 6122; 6160 and 27 First (0) DPFO 

6161; 6214. Second(l) DPF! 

All are moving head disks. The 6060, Third (2) DPF2 

6061, 6067, and 6122 are freestand- Fourth(3) DPF3 

ing and use a removable pack; a con- 67 First (0) DPFI0 

troller can run four units. The 6160, Second(l) DPF11 

6161, and 6214 are sealed with non- Third (2) DPF12 

removable disks; a controller can run Fourth(3) DPF13 

two units. * FIrSt (0) DPF20 

A 6060 holds 96 Mbyte; a 6061 holds Second(l) DPF21 

190 Mbyte, a 6067 holds 50 Mbyte; Third (2) DPF22 

and a 6122 holds 277 Mbyte. A 6160 Fourth (3) DPF23 

holds 73 Mbyte and a 6161 holds 147 * Frrst (0) DPF30 

Mbyte. Second(l) DPF31 

A 6214 is a freestanding unit and Third (2) DPF32 

holds 602 Mbyte. Fourth (3) DP1:-""33 

(continued) 

• There is no default device code for the third, fourth, or subsequent disk: controUers. These device codes are 
chosen at instaUation. 

•• A model 604S controller can run both 6045 disk units and 6030 diskette units. To format diskettes on the first 
6045 controller, dial 1, 2, or 3 on the diskette unit; this makes the diskette names DPDl, DPD2, or DPD3, 
respectively. To fonnat diskettes on the second 6045 controller, diall, 2, or 3 on the diskette units; this makes the 
diskette names DPDll , DPDl2, or DPD13, respectively. 
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Table 8-1 All AOSNS Disk Unit Names and Device Codes 

DefauH Disk 

Disk Model Number, Description, Device Number 

and Capacity Code of on Disk Unit Name 

Controller Controller 

6063, 6064, 6066. Each is a fixed head 26 First(O) OKB10 
disk. The 6063 holds 1 Mbyte, the Second(1) OKB11 
6064 holds 2 Mbytes, Third (:2) DKB12 

the 6066 is two 6064 units and one Fourtb.(3) DKB13 

controller. 

66 First(O) DKBO 
Seond('l) DKB1 
Third(2) OKB2 
Fourth(3) DKB3 

6067. See 6060 description. 

Removable Nonremovable 

6070. This is a moving head unit with 33 Oon dial DPGO DPG4 
two disks: one removable, one nonre- Ion dial DPGl DPG5 
movable. Unit capacity is 20 Mbyte. 2 on dial DPG2 DPG6 

3 on dial DPG3 DPG7 
Oon dial DPGI0 DPG14 
1 on dial DPGll DPG15 
20n dial DPG12 DPG16 
3 on dial DPG13 DPG17 

6097. This is a diskette unit, single or 33 First Left: DPIO; right: OPI1 
dual slol Diskette capacity is 1.26 Second Left: DPI2; right: DPI3 
Mbyte. 

73 First Left: DPI10; right: DPI11 
Second Left: DPIl2; ri2bt: DPI13 

6098. This is a moving head sealed 33 Only Disk DPIO and diskette 
disk with diskette. A toggle switch DPIl; or vice-versa. 
makes the disk unit 0 and diskette 
unit 1, and vice versa. 73 Only Disk DPI10 and diskette 
Capacity: Disk 12.3 Mbyte, diskette DPIll; or vice-versa. 
1.26 Mbyte. 

6099. This is the same as 6098, but 33 Only DPIO 
without the diskette. 

73 Only DPII0 

6100. This is the same as 6098, with 33 Only Disk OPIO and diskette 
twice the disk capacity; disk 24.6 DPI1; or vice -versa. 
Mbyte, diskette 1.26 Mbyte. 

73 Only Disk DPI10 and diskette 
DPI11; or vice-versa. 

6103. This is the same as the 6100, 33 Only DPIO 
without the diskette; capacity is 24.6 
Mbyte. 73 Only DPIlO 

(contmued) 
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Table 8-1 All AOSNS Disk Unit Names and Device Codes 

Disk Model Number, Description, 
Defaun Disk 
Device Number 

and Capacity Code of on Disk Unit Name 
- .. r - .1. r 

6122. See 6060 description. 
6160, 6161. See 6060 description. 
6214. See 6060 description. 

6227. A sealed, moving head disk, ca- 33 Only Disk DPIO (with diskette, 
pacity 15 Mbyte. There can be DPIO or DPIl) 
a 1.26 Mbyte diskette on the 
same controller. If so, a toggle switch 73 Only Disk DPIlO (with 
under the front panel diskette, DPIlO or 
makes the disk unit 0 and DPIll) 
diskette unit 1, and vice versa. 

6234. A sealed, moving head disk, rack 33 0n1y DPIO 
mounted. It holds 50 Mbytes. 

73 0n1y DPII0 

6236,6237, and 6357; 6239, 6240, and 24 First(O) DPJO 
6290; 6398, 6399, and 6400. A rack- Second(l) DPJl 
mounted sealed, moving head unit with Third (2) DPJ2 
power switch on the right. It has a Fourth(3) DPJ3 
LED display that shows the number 
and can show the current cylinder or 64 First(O) DPJI0 
disk fault code. A controller can run Second(l) DPJ11 
four units. Third (2) DPJ12 

Fourtb(3) DPJ13 
Models 6236-6299 are 14-inch disks. 
Model 6236 (354 Mbytes); a 6237 is * First (0) DPJ20 
three 6236 units in one cabinet, on one Second(l) DPJ21 
controller. Model 6239 (592 Mbytes); a Third (2) DPJ22 
6240 is three 6239 units in one cabinet, Fourth(3) DPJ23 
on one controller; a 6290 is two 6239 
units in one cabinet, on one controller. * First (0) DPJ30 

Model 6297 (862 Mbytes); a 6298/6299 Second(1) DPJ31 
is two or three 6297 units in one cabi- Third (2) DPJ32 

net on one controller. Model 6357 (862 Fourth (3) DPJ33 

Mbytes); a 6398 is two 6357 units in 
one cabinet, on one controller. A 6399 
is three 6357 units in one cabinet, on 
one controller. A 6400 is six 6357 units 
in two cabinets, on two controllers. 

Models 6716 and 6718 are 
5 1/4-inch SCSI disks that hold 
1.4 Gbytes. 

Models 6796 and 6799 are 3.5-inch 
disks that h01d 520 Mbytes. 

(continued) 

• There is no default device code for the third, fourth, or subsequent disk (:ontrolJers. These device c:odes are 
chosen at installation. 
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Table 8-1 All AOS/VS Disk Unit Names and Device Codes 

Default Disk 

Disk Model Number, Description, Device Number 
Disk Unit Name 

and capacity Code of on - .. Controller I 

6309. This is a 737 Mbyte, 5 -1/4 64 Second (1) DPJ11 
inch, minidiskette unit. It is an add-
on to the primaty diskette on 
MV/4000 SC and Data Genera1 
DS/4000 series systems. 

6310, 6328, 6329, 6363. This is a 5 24 Second(l) DPJ1 
1/4 inch, sealed disk, an 
add -on to the primary disk on 
packaged systems Hke the MV/4000 
DC and the MV/2000 DC and on 
engineering 
workstations Hke the DSn500. 
Model 6310 holds 38 Mbytes. 
Model 6328 holds 70 Mbytes. 
Model 6329 holds 120 Mbytes. 
Model 6363 holds 160 Mbytes. 

6446-M, 6429, 6430, 6432, 6453, 
6464, 6465, and 6467 are 5-1/4 inch 24 First(O) DPJO 
disks that hold 234 Mbytes. These 
disks work from a CSS/2 or a CSS/2 Second(1) DPJl 
DC. Model 6491 is a 5-1/4 inch disk 
that holds 322 Mbytes in a CSS/2, a Third(2) DPJ2 
CSS/2 DC, or a Peripheral Housing 
Unit (PHU). Model 6539 is a 5-1/4 Fourth(3) DPJ3 
inch disk that holds 179 Mbytes in a 
PHU. A controller can run seven Fifth(4) DPJ4 
units. 

Sixth (5) DPJ5 
Models 6554, 6662, 6685, and 6740 
are 5-1/4 inch disks that hold 662 
Mbytes, 332 Mbytes, 1 Gbyte, and 1 

Seventh (6) DPJ6 

Gbyte respectively in a CSS/2, a 
CSS2!Dc, or a Peripheral Housing 
Unit (PHU). A controller can run 
seven units. 

Models 6492, 6578, and 6579 are 
8 -inch disks; one disk holds 727 
Mbytes. A 6492 has one disk; 6578 
two disks; and 6579, four disks. 

(continued) 
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Table 8-1 All AOSNS Disk Unit Names and Device Codes 

Default Disk 
Disk Model Number, Description, Device Number 

Disk Unit Name 
and Capacity Code of on - .. Controller I 

Models 6581, 6582, 6584, 6621, 24 First(O) DPJO 
6622, 6624, 6631, 6632, and 6634 
are Rapid Access Mass Storage Second(1) DPJ1 
(RAM.S.) disks. Model 6581 
holds one 500-Mbyte disk; Model Third (2) DPJ2 
6582 holds two 500- Mbyte disks; 
and Model 6584 holds four Fourth(3) DPJ3 
500-Mbyte disks. A controller can 
run as many as eight units. Model Fifth(4) DPJ4 
6621 is one l.2-Gbyte disk; a con-
troller can run up to four units. Sixtb(5) DPJ5 

Model 6622 holds two 1.2 Gbyte 
Seven1h(6) DPJ6 

disks; and Model 6624 holds four 1.2 
Eighth.(7) DPJ7 

Gbyte disks. Models 6631, 6632, and 
6634 hold one, two, and four disks, 
respectively, of 600 Mbytes each. 

Model 6627 is a 5 -1/4 inch eras-
able magneto-optical disk that 
holds 600 Mbytes. 

(concluded) 
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The Disk Formatter repeats the question(s) Disk unit name? (and Device code? for 
stand -aJone) so that you can specify more than one disk. A DlaxUnum of eight physical 
disks is allowed in an !DU. After you describe the last physical disk, press NEW LINE in 
response to Disk unit name? For example, 

Disk unit name? ~ 

Do you want to allocate a diagnostic area? fYJ 

This question Jets you reserve an area on disk for later installation of Data General's 
Advanced Diagnostic Executive System (ADEX). ADEX can run from a medium other 
than disk, but it runs much faster from disk. A1so, diagnostics are easier to run remotely if 
ADEX is on disk. To use ADEX, you must purchase it and have it installed on the disk by a 
Data General field engineer. ADEX for MVlFamiJy machines requires a minimum of 8,000 
disk blocks-4.1 Mbytes. This space is lost for AOSNS file storage. 

ADEX runs only from an AOSNS system disk (like DPJO, DF'JIO, or DPFO). So, unless you 
will install AOSNS and run it from the LDU you're formatting, answer No by entering N . 
You should also say No if you have total disk storage of 50 Mbytes or less. H you say No, 
skip the next question, LDU unique /D. 

If you want to reserve an area for ADEX, press NEW LINE. Then, the Disk Formatter 
asks 

Enter the number of blocks (1750 to 35230) required. [23420J 

The displayed figures are octal. ADEX needs at least 8,000 bk~ks (17500 octal). A good 
minimum figure is the default, 23420 (10,000) blocks. Decide on the number of disk blocks 
needed for the diagnostics you want installed; then either take the default (press NEW 
LINE) or type the number in octal. The Disk Formatter will n()w assume that this disk is a 

system disk. 

The Disk Formatter now displays each disk number with octal start and end logical block 
addresses. The Disk Formatter deals only with octal numbers (except that it accepts 8 as 
the number of the last physical disk in the LDU). For example1, it might display 

Disk number 1: OOOOOOOOOOO through 00001325657 

Disk number 2: 00001325660 through 00002653535 

And it asks for the LOU's unique ID. 

LDU unique ID (1 to 6 characters)? 

AOSNS uses the logical disk unique ID to determine which physical disks belong to this 

LDU. 

For simplicity, you might want to use an ID that is as dose as possible to the LDU name, 
which you')) specify next. The LOU name will be the filename of the LDU. For example, if 
you plan to name the LDU UDDl, you would type UDD1 and press NEW LINE. If you 
plan to name it DATABASE, you'd enter a six-character abbr,eviation; e.g., DATABA. 

Create an ID from one to six characters long, and type it in. Any filename character is 
legal: A through Z (uppercase and lowercase are treated the same), 0 through 9, period (.), 
dollar sign ($), question mark (?), and underscore U. Each ID should be unique among 

LDUs. 
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(If you are formatting a mirrored LDU, the Disk Formatter prompts for the lDU unique 
I.D. for image 1 and wiJllater repeat the dialog for image 2. The LDU unique ID.s must be 

different Mirroring requires however, that the LDU name, bad block table entries, remap 
area size and address, and diagnostic area be the same.) 

(If you are creating a destination LOU for the PCOPY program, you may choose to give it 
the same ID and name as the source LDU, or not. LOU names and IDs are irrelevant for 
disk-to-disk PCOPY. But PCOPY requires that a destination LDU's bitmap, overlay, and 
remap area addresses be the same as the source LDU's.) 

Whatever ID you decide on, note it for future use. 

After you type the ID, the Disk Formatter asks 

LDU name (1 to 31 characters)? 

For any nonmaster lDU, the name you type here will be the filename of the LDU. This 
name will be displayed when you initialize the LDU from the eLI, or boot it (if a system 
disk). 

Both users and AOSNS can use the LOU name just as any other direct01Y pathname. An 
LDU's patbname is the direct01Y it was initialized from. For example, an LDU named 
DATABASES, initialized from the root directory, would have the full patbname 
:DATABASES. Hyou need more background on this, read "Single- and Multiple-Disk 
LDUs," earlier in this chapter. 

As mentioned before, you may want to designate one IDU for the system SWAP and 
PAGE directories, or one for each direct0lY. For both directories, use a logical disk name 
of B01H, but remember that you cannot mirror this IDU. For the PAGE directoty, use 
PAGE; or for the SWAP directory, use SWAP. Then-later in the Disk Formatter 
dialog-assign a usemame of + and an access control list of E. Afterward, when you bring 
up AOSNS, it will use this LDU for both SWAP and PAGE, or for the one you specified. 
An LDU you designate for both, or either, directory should be a DPl- or DPF-type disk 
to be large enough; and it should, ideally, be on its own controller. 

After deciding on the LOU name (1 to 31 filename characters), type it. The Disk Formatter 
asks 

Access Control List 

Usemame or template (1 to 15 characters)? 

AOSNS maintains an access control list (ACL) for each initialized !DU. The ACL lists 
usernames of users who can access the WU and the type(s) of access each user has. To 
create the ACL, you specify usemames and the access privilege types you want these users 
to have. 

Whatever ACL you specify is ignored if this LDU runs as the master LDU: all users have 
execute (E) access to the root directory. 

If you don't know exactly which usemames and access types you want for this !DU, a good 
secure, general-purpose ACL is + ,E. This gives all users execute access. For a null ACL, 
press NEW LINE. This will prevent anyone but a superuser from initializing or accessing 
theLDU. 
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Later, if needed, you can override the IDU ACL with the a..I command ACL after 
initializing the LOU; or you can change the LOU ACL with 31 Partial format. . 

The next section reviews templates and the ACL issue. Hyou don't want a review, skip the 
next section. 

Username Templates and Access Types; 
You can specify a usemame literally (e.g., ADAM for a user 1I,ho will log on as ADAM), or 
you can specify one or more usemame templates. A usemamc~ template aDows a group of 
users with a variety of usemames to access the LDU. A usem:ame template uses one or 
more template characters to represent other filename characters. The template characters 
are hyphen ( - ), plus ( + ), and asterisk (*). 

+ represents any string of filename characters; 

represents any string of-filename characters, except periods; 

* represents any single character, except a period. 

For example, the template 

*FORIRAN 

matches usemame AFORrRAN, but not AMFORIRAN, nOJr .FORTRAN. 

The template -FORmAN 

matches usemame BOBFORrRAN, but not BOBFORI; nor :BOB. 

The template FORI'RAN+ 

matches usemame FORTRANA and FORmAN. USER, but not .FORI'RAN, nor 
AFORIRAN. 

The template -FORmAN + 

uses two template characters and matches usemames BOBFORrRAN.xx and 
FORIRAN, but not FOKrRAN, nor .FORI'RAN. 

Each time you supply a usemame or template, the Disk Form:iltter asks about the access 
privileges. A user can have five types of access to a directory (which an LDU is); or a user 
can have no access. The access privilege types are 0, W, A, R, or E. Table 8-2 explains 
their meanings. 
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Table 8-2 Access Privilege Types 

Access A User Who Has Can 

0 Owner access Initialize the LDU and change its ACL 

W Write access Insert, delete, and rename files in the LOU's 
primary directory. 

A Append access Add new files to the LOU's primary directory. 

R Read access ust the files in the U)U's primary directory. 

E Execute access Use the LDU's filename in a pathname. 

You can assign combinations of these privileges. For examplc~, RE allows the specified 
user(s) to use the LDU's name in a patbname and list the filf~ in its primary directory (R). 

To initialize an LOU, a user needs the following privileges (unless he or she has Superoser 
on): 

• Write access to the directory in which he or she wants to initialize the LOU; 

• Execute access to the device entry (like @DPJI0) in directory :PER (often set by the 
UP macro); 

• Owner access to the !DU (set with the Disk Formatter). 

The Disk Formatter is asking for an 

Acceu Control List 

Username or template (1 to 15 characters)? 

The Disk Formatter will ask for a usemame or template, then for access privileges, until 
you press NEW LINE at the usemame prompt. It allows up to seven usemame -privilege 
groups. This allows you to set up quite a specific ACL. Or, you can press NEW UNE to 
assign a nuJI ACL, which denies access to all but superusers. 

Decide on the usemames and access privileges you want for the LDU. For multiple user 
groups, remember to type the specific usemames first, and the most general usemames 
(templates) last, as covered earlier in the chapter. For the first usemame, you might enter 
OP. The Disk Formatter then asks about that user's access prilViIeges: 

Access (0, W, A, R, E, or NEW LINE)? 

Describe the privileges you want for the user( s); for example, type E and press NEW LINE. 
Pressing NEW UNE by itself explicitly gives the user(s) no privileges; this is useful when 

you want to give the user(s) no access to an LOU. 

For example, assume you want to give all usemames--except those beginning with $
Execute access to an LDU. 
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Then 1¥Jle 

(covers the $ usemames) 

(press NEW LINE for no privilegc~s). 

(covers the usemames not beginning with $) 

(for Execute privilege). 

After you descnbe access privileges, the Disk Formatter rep1eats 

Usemame or template (1 to 15 characters)? 

If you have another username to specify, type it. Otherwise, press NEW LINE. 

Access (0, W, A, R, E, or NEW UNE)? 

Describe the access privileges for user( s); for example, type IE and press NEW LINE. 

When you press NEW LINE in response to the Usemame or temp/ote prompt, the Disk 
Formatter asks 

Surface antllysis? IN] 

The Disk Formatter can test for bad blocks (flawed areas on the disk surface that won't 
hold information). Ifs important to identify these areas so AOSNS will bypass them. The 
controllers of many disk models can detect and bypass bad blocks without notifying the 
operating system. Unless these disks are brand new, however, we suggest that you run a 
surface analysis on these disks, choosing to run three patterns and never less than one. 
Thble 8-3 shows disks whose controllers can detect and bypass bad blocks by marking them 
with asterisks. 

Other disk controllers (not marked by asterisks in Thble 8-3) cannot detect bad blocks. For 
these disk( s), we strongly suggest that you run a surface analysis on these disks, choosing to 
run five patterns and never less than three. 

You should run all five test patterns on each new disk, and whenever you suspect that a disk 
may have developed one or more new bad blocks. 

If you are formatting a mirrored LOU, the Disk Formatter prompt for Surface analysis is 
preceded by a prompt For image 1 the first time through the dialog, and For image 2 the 
second time through. If you know that either disk has been formatted recently, you can skip 
running patterns. 

If you don't want any patterns run on this disk, type N and press NEW LINE; the Disk 
Formatter then skips to the For disk #n bad block sequence below. 

If you want one or more of the checkout patterns run, type Y and press NEW LINE. 
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Disk number? 

1b have patterns run on all disks in the LDU, press NEW LINE. (You can specify disk 
numbers individually, but omitting patterns on a disk isn't recommended.) 

Now, the Disk Formatter says 

lOu may run up to five (5) patterns. How many would you like to run? 

Choose the number you want and enter it 

Thble 8-3 shows the approximate time required for surface analysis on each type of disk 
supported by AOSNS. 

The Disk Formatter requires no interaction as it runs the patterns, so you can leave the 
system console as they run. 

I 

8-22 

Table 8-3 Surface Analysis TImes per Disk 

Disk Model Capacity Approximate nme per 
(Megabytes) Test Pattern (Minutes) 

6060 96 13 

6061 190 17 

6122 277 26 

6160 73 11 

6161 147 22 

6214 602 52 

6236*,6237* 354 35 

6239*,6290*,6240* 592 50-60 

6297*,6298*,6299* 862 70-85 

6357*,6398*,6399* 862 70-85 

6446 or 6491 234 or 322 20-40 

6492 737 80-100 

6581*,6582*,6584* 500 30-60 

6621*,6622*,6624* 1.2 Gbytes 60-90 

6631* 6632*.6634* 600 30-60 

6716*,6718* 1.4 Gbytes 80-100 

67%*,6799* 520 50-60 

• Even though these disk controllers can detect and remap bad blocks, we suggest that you run 
three patterns on these disks and never less than one. Capacity and time are for single units of 
these disk controllers. 
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A1UlIyzing Disk #n 

The Disk Formatter now runs the pattern( s) on the current disk. As each pattern runs, the 
Disk Formatter displays 

- - RJmning pattern n 

where n is the octal value of the pattern that's running. 

As the Disk Formatter finishes the pattem( s) on each disk, it updates the disk's bad block 
table. Each disk that isn't analyzed retains its existing bad block table. If an existing table is 
invalid, the Disk Formatter prints the message Invalid bad block table and deletes the data 
in the bad block table. The Disk Formatter issues an error mes.c;age and terminates if it 
finds more than 126 bad blocks on one physical disk. (It allows up to 1022 bad blocks on a 
model 6214 disk.) All error messages are explained in Thble 8-4. 

When the Disk Formatter completes the surface analysis on this disk, it says 

n bad disk blocks 

If there are bad blocks, it asks 

Display bad block statistics? {N] 

You may want to see the bad block statistics. If so, type Yand press NEW LINE; and the 
Disk Formatter displays the address of each bad block. You might want to note these for 
future reference (on any but a 6214 disk). To skip the statistics, press NEW LINE or type N 
and press NEW LINE. 

Next, the Disk Formatter asks for any additional bad block numbers. 

Additional bad block number (press NEW LINE when done): 

Generally, on a Full format, you will have no additional bad blocks to enter; if this is true, 
press NEW LINE and skip to the Bitmap size question. If you want to enter one or more 
bad blocks, type each block's address. You can do it by typing the logical block number (in 
octal). Or, on any disk except a DPJ-type disk, you can type the disk-number, cylinder, 
head, and sector numbers of each block in this format: 

disk-number:cylinder-number,head -number,sector-number 

(Omit the head number for a bad block in a fixed-head disk). JPress NEW LINE to signal 
the end of your bad block entries. Now the Disk Formatter asks if it should display the 
updated bad block statistics. 

Display bad block statistics? {N] 

Press NEW LINE or enter Y. If you enter Y, the Disk Formatter displays the updated bad 
block statistics. Then, if there is another disk in the LDU, the Disk Formatter returns to 
run patterns (if specified) on it; then, it runs through the bad block statistics again. 

If you are formatting a mirrored LOU, the Disk Formatter merges the bad block tables if 
they differ. When it does this, the Disk Formatter prompts Bad block tables have been 
merged for disk # n before the prompt Display bad block statis~,;s? (N). 

When the Disk Formatter has asked about bad blocks tables for all disks in the LOU, it 
displays the bitmap size and asks for the bitmap address: 
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Bitmap size: n 

Bitmap address? [default] 

The default address (displayed in brackets) is 3/8 of the distance across the first disk in the 
LDU. This is a good general-purpose choice; we recomme:nd it. To select the default, press 
NEWLINE. 

There may be a reason to start the bitmap at the beginning ()f the LOU (described near the 
beginning of this chapter). H you know that you want the bitmap at the beginning of the 
LDU, type 0 and press NEW LINE. 

If the bitmap area you specify or default contains bad blocks, the Disk Formatter issues a 
warning and asks you to confirm the address. Do not confirm it. Instead, type N and press 
NEW LINE; then add 100 octal to the original bitmap addrE~ss and try again. Keep doing 
this until the Disk Formatter accepts your answer. 

The Disk Formatter then writes the bitmap to the IDU. nu~n-unless you reserved a 
diagnostic area earlier-it asks 

System LDU? [YJ 

H you will ever want to bootstrap a program (like AOSNS or peopy) from this LOU, 
press NEW LINE or enter Y. This tells the Disk Formatter to reserve space for a system 
bootstrap on the LOU. 

!DUs aside from your master LDU need not be system disks. But, since space for an 
AOS/VS ~em represents a small portion of total disk space (on most hard disks), you can 
generally default the answer to yes. Of course, if you're formlatting a diskette or if you know 
that you will never want to bootstrap from this LOU, answer' no; the Disk Formatter then 
skips the next two questions. H you press NEW LINE (or enter y), or if you allocated a 
diagnostic area earlier, the Disk Formatter asks you to specify 

Overlay area size? [default] 

The overlay area is reserved for AOSNS overlays--parts of the system that AOSNS needs 
to perform system operations. The default size is about 400 (decimal) blocks. 

Generally, you should accept the default value for this question by pressing NEW LINE. 
But if this is a diskette, or if you know it will never have an AOSNS system on it, enter 0 
and skip the next question. For any overlay area, the Disk Formatter asks 

Overlay area address? [default] 

The default address is as close as possible to 3/8 of the distance across the first disk in the 
!DU. (It immediately follows the bitmap, if you defau1ted the bitmap address.) If yon 
defaulted the bitmap address, you should default the overlay area address. To do so, press 
NEWLINE. 

If yon put the bitmap area at the beginning of the LOU, then the overlay area should 
follow the bitmap. To do this, type the size that the Disk Fonnatter gave for the bitmap 
(e.g., enter 251 for a 354-megabyte LDU). 

If the overlay area that you default or specify contains a bad block, the Disk Formatter will 
issue a warning and ask you to confirm your response. Don't confirm; performance will 
suffer if AOSNS has to go all the way to the !'emap area to pick up an overlay. Instead, 
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type N and press NEW LINE. Then add 100 octal to the original address and type this 
value. Repeat until the Disk Formatter accepts yout answer without a warning. 

Finally, the Disk Formatter asks you to specify the size and starting address of remap areas 
for each physical disk in the LDU. 

Disk number n remtlp area size? I default] 

Generally, you should accept the default value for this question by pressing NEW LINE. 
(But for a diskette, save space by specifying a smaller area. 'lake the number of bad blocks, 
add 10 to it, and type this figure.) The Disk Formatter then a.'Sks for the 

Disk number n remtlp area address? (default] 

To take the default, press NEW LINE. If you take the defaul1~ the Disk Formatter uses the 
first free, 126-block area on this physical disk as the disk's re:map area. Generally, you 
should take the default unless there are a lot of bad blocks (i.e., more than 5O-except for a 
model 6214 disk unit, which can handle as many as 1000). 

For a large, multiple-disk LOU that will hold big contiguous files, you should put the first 
disk's remap area at the beginning of the first physical disk (default), and put the last disk's 
area at the end of the last physical disk. 

For every bad block AOSNS needs to access, it must go to the remap area to find a 
substitute. H this disk has a lot of bad blocks, you may want to put the remap area on the 
middle of the disk. To do it on a single-disk LOU, specify thc~ address right after the 
bitmap and overlay area (if this LDU is formatted as a systelIl disk). 

The Disk Formatter does not allow bad blocks in the remap alrea. If you specify or default 
an area containing bad blocks, the Disk Formatter issues an e:rror message and repeats the 
question. As above, add 100 octal to the default or your specified value and tty again. 
Repeat until the Disk Formatter accepts your answer. 

This is the last question; the Disk Formatter now says 

-- LDU created 

Done! 

From the stand-alone Disk Formatter, you return to the SCI)-CU. !fyou want to format 
another LDU, enter CONTINUE and return to the beginning of this section. Or, you might 
want to install an AOSNS system on it, as described in the next chapter. 

From the stand - among Disk Formatter, you return to the AOSNS CLI. To format another 
LDU, enter XEQ DFMTR again and return to the beginning of this section. Or, you might 
want to install an AOSNS system on it, as described in the ne~xt chapter. 

In any case, if the disks in the LOU involve one or more new disk controllers, you will want 
to run VSGEN and create a tailored system to support the ne~w controller(s). If your 
current tailored system supports the new LOU's controller(s), you might try the new LDU 
from AOSNS (using the CU command INITIALIZE). 

If you ever need to change the name, ACL, or bitmap, overlay, or remap areas on this 
LOU, or to identify new bad blocks in it, you can run a Disk Formatter Partial format on it, 
as described in the next section. 
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Note that whenever you build an IDU, be sure to write the LDU ID and name on a paper 
label, and stick it on the disk cover or unit. If the disk is part of a multiple-disk !DU, this 
label should also describe the other disks in order, and seque:nce number of this disk. For 
example, the label might say 

LDU ID is: DATABA LDU name is: DATABASE 
This LDU includes three model 6239 disks. 
This is disk number: 2 
LDU created: 22 NOVEMBER 1992 

Without the label, it's easy to lose track of disk IDs/names and sequence 
numbers-especially on removable disks. 

Figure 8-3 shows a sample Disk Formatter FuJI dialog, for a two-disk LDU. 
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SCP-Cli> RESET ) 

SCP-Cll> BOOT 24 1 

(For stand-among Disk Formatter, this is 
XEQ DFMTR; and sldp to AOS/VS DISK 
FORMATTER banm~r.) 

(or BOOT 27) 

Operating System Load Menu 

Enter choice [1]: 2 ) (Choose option 2) 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

Enter choice [1]: 6 ) 
Pathname? :DFMTR ) 

AOS/vs Disk F011TUltter Rev n 

(Choose option 6) 

Full format di!stroys any AOS/VS file StlUctu.re, partial retains .it. 
Full (F) or partial (P or NEW UNE)? ) 

Fullformat 

Specify each disk in the LDU (press NEW liNE when done): 
Disk unit TIIl1TU!? DPJ1 0 ) 
Device code [64J? 1 
Disk unit name? DPJ11 1 
Device code [64J? 1 
Disk unit name? Do you want to allocate a diagnostic area? ry] ) 

Disk number 1: OOOOOOOOOOO through 00002506727 
Disk number 2: 00002506730 through 00005215656 

LDU unique J.D. (1 to 6 characters)? DATABA ) 
LDUname (l to 31 characters)? DATABASE,) 

Access Control List 
Username or template (l to 15 characters)? + ) 
Access (0, W, A, R, E, or NEW UNE)? E 1 
Usemame or template (l to 15 characters) ? ) 
Surface analysis? IN] Y 1 
Disk number? ) 

You may run up to five (5) patterns. How many would you lila'to run? 3 ) 
Analyzing disk #1 
- - Running pattern nnnnnn 
- - Running pattern nnnnnn 
- - Running pattern nnnnnn 
o bad disk blocks 

Figure 8-3 Full Disk Fonnatter Dialog/or a Two-Disk LDU 
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Additional bad block number (press NEW liNE when done): ) 
o bad disk blocks 

Analyzing disk #2 
- - Runningpattem nnnnnn 
- - Runningpattem nnnnnn 
- - Runningpattem nnnnnn 
o bad disk blocks 
Additional bad block number (press NEW liNE when done): ) 
o bad disk blocks 

Bitmap size: 522 

Bitmap address? [00000772361J ~ 
System WU?: [YJ 1 
Overlay area size? [000620J ~ 
Overlay area address? [OOOOOm632J ~ 
Disk number 11VNlp area size? [000176J ) 
Disk number 11VNlp area address? [00000000174J ) 
Disk number 2 IVNlp area size? [000176J 1 
Disk number 2 IVNlp area address? [00002507126J 1 

- - WU created 
Done! 

SCP-CLl> 

or 

(For stand -alone Disk Formatter) 

(For stand - among Disk Formatter) 

Figure 8-3 Full Disk Formatter Dialog for a Two-Disk LDU 
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The Partial Format 

When you start up the Disk Formatter (by specifying pathname DFMTR for the 
stand-alone version, or by entering XEa DFMTR for the stand-among version), it says 

AOS/vs Disk Fomuzaer Rev n 

Full format destroys any AOS/VS fik structure, Parlilll retains it. 

Full (F) or Ptutial (P or NEW LINE)? 

For a Partial format, type 

Full (F) orPtutial (PorNEWUNE)?P~ 

Partial fomlllt 

Specify each disk in the LDU (press NEW LINE when done): 

Disk unit 1Ul1IIe? 

Enter the name of the disk unit that holds the first disk in the: LOU. Thble 8-1 (earlier) 
shows the disk unit names and device oodes of aD disks supported by AOSNS. For 
example, 

Disk unit name? DPJ1 ~ 

For a mirrored LOU, type the IDU names separated by the I! character. For example 

Disk unit name? DPJ2!DPJ3 ~ 

The stand -among Disk Formatter knows-via AOSNS-thc~ device code of the disk unit. 
So it skips the next question and asks Disk unit name? 

The stand -alone Disk Formatter asks 

Device code ldefaulJ]? 

1YPe the device code of the disk unit you just specified If the unit is on the default device 
code for its controller, press NEW LINE in response to the Device code? query. 

The Disk Formatter repeats the question( s) Disk unit name? I( and Device code if 
stand - alone) so that you can specify al1 physical disks that were fully formatted into the 
LDU. When you have identified them all, press NEW LINE iin response to Disk unit name? 

The Disk Formatter now displays each disk number with octa.1 start and end logical block 
addresses. The Disk Formatter deals only with octal numbers (except that it accepts 8 as 
the number of the last physical disk in the LOU). For example, it might display 

Disk number 1: OOOOOOOOOOO through 00001325657 

Disk number 2: 00001325660 through 00002653535 
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If you are formatting an unsynchronized LDU, you can get Olae of the following two 
messages. You might get 

LDU image ~DU ID7 is the preferred image 
Do you want to continue? [Y] 

or 

This LDU is not normally mirrored 

WU image WU ID7 is the preferred image 

Do you want to continue? [Y] 

Continue by typing Y and pressing NEW LINE, or say No by entering N and pressing NEW 
LINE. 

The Disk Formatter asks if you want to change the logical disk's unique identification (ID). 

New LDU unique I.D. (1 to 6 characters)? [default] 

The [default] is the value assigned when this lDU was created via a Full format run. If you 
are satisfied with the default, press NEW lINE; the Disk Formatter then goes on to the 
next question. 

The ID can be from 1 to 6 characters long; any filename character is legal. Each ID should 
be unique among all your LOUs. (If you want this LOU to serve as a destination LOU for 
the PCOPV program, it can-but need not-have the same IT) and name as the source 
LOU. LDU names and IDs are irrelevant for disk-to-disk PCOPV. But PCOPY requires 
that a destination lDU's bitmap, overlay, and remap area addresses be the same as the 
source LDU's.) 

For simplicity, you may want to use an 10 that is as close as possible to the LOU name (if 
you plan to change the current name). After choosing an ID, type it and press NEW LINE. 

(If you are formatting a mirrored LDU, the Disk Formatter prompts for the LOU unique 
1.0. for image 1 and will later repeat the dialog for image 2. The LOU unique 1.0.s must be 
differenL) 

After you type or default the ID, the Disk Formatter asks 

New LDUname (1 to 31 charaam)? (default) 

As with the ID, if you are satisfied with the default, press NEW liNE and skip to the next 

question. 

If you want to change the LDU name, remember that for any nonmaster LOU, the LOU 
name is its filename. This name is displayed when you initialize the LDU from the CU, or 
boot it (if a system LOU). People and AOSNS can use the LDU name just as any other 

directOl'Y pathname. If you change the LOU name, any macros that use the old name must 
also be changed. Uyou need more background on this, see "Single- and Multiple-Disk 
LDUs," earlier in this chapter. 
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You may want to designate one LOU for the system SWAP and PAGE directories, or an 
LDU for each directory. For both directories, use a logical disk name of BOni. For the 
PAGE directory, use PAGE; or for the SWAP directory, use SWAP. Then, later in the Disk 
Formatter dialog, assign a usemame of + and an access control list of E. AfteJWard, when 
you bring up AOSNS, it will use this LDU for both SWAP and PAGE, or for the one you 
specified. An LDU you designate for both, or either, directory should be a DPJ - or 
DPF -~e disk; and it should, ideally, be on its own controller. 

After deciding on the LOU name (1 to 31 filename character'S), type it. 

Next, the Disk Formatter asks 

New ACCefS Control List? IN] 

If you don't want to change the current LOU access control1ilst (ACL), press NEW LINE; 
the Disk Formatter then skips to the Read only surface analysis ques~ion. 

To change the ACL, enter Y. The Disk Formatter will then ask for the usemame (or 
template), then the access privileges for that usemame. It allow up to seven 
username-privileges specifications. For multiple usemames, the order in which you specify 
the usemames may be important (described earlier, under "LDU Access Control Lists"). It 
will repeat the two questions until you press NEW LINE in rc::sponse to Usemame or 
tempillte or until you specify seven usemames. For example, 

New Accefs Control List? IN] Y) 

Usemameortemplate (1 to 15 cluzracters)? OP) 
Access (0, W, A, R, E, or New LINE)? OWARE) 

Usemameortempillte (1 to 15 cluuacters)? SARAH) 

Access (0, W, A, R, E, or NEW LINE)? ARE) 
Usemame or template (1 to 15 characters)? + ) 
Access (0, W, A, R, E, or NEW LINE)? El 
Usemame or templtzte (1 to 15 characters)?) 

This gives OP all access to the LOU primary directory, gives user SARAH Append, Read, 
and Execute access, and gives all users Execute access. Usemame templates and access 
privilege types are explained earlier in this chapter. 

If needed, you can override the LOU ACL given here with the: CLI command ACL after 
you initialize the LD U. After you specify or default the access control list, the Disk 
Formatter asks 

Read only surface analysis? IN] 

Read only surface analysis involves reading each disk block twice and comparing the data 
read. This is not as thorough a test as the write/read sequence used in a Full format. To do 
it, the Disk Formatter requires about as much time as to run a single test pattern on all 
disks in the LDU (times are shown in 'Thble 8-3). 

(If you are formatting a mirrored LOU, the Disk Formatter asks whether you want to run a 
read only surface analysis for the frrst image. It repeats the quc~stion for the second image.) 
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If you press NEW LINE, the Disk Formatter goes to the Di.splay bad blocks ... question. If 
you answer Y, the Disk Formatter asks 

Disk number? 

You can press NEW LINE to have analysis done on al1 disks; the Disk Formatter then 
proceeds. Or, you can specify the number of each disk on which you want the analysis done; 
for example, enter 1 or 2. H you specify numbers, press NEW LINE in response to this 
question when you are done. 

The Disk Formatter now does the read analysis. If the data n~ad is not the same for the two 
reads, or if it cannot read a block, it notes the block as bad. 

The Disk Formatter now describes the bad blocks for this disk: 

Fordisk#n 
n bad disk blocks 

If there are any bad blocks, it asks -

Display bad block statistics? {N] 

To see the details on old and new bad blocks, type Y and press NEW LINE. To skip the 
details, press NEW LINE; the Disk Formatter then summarizes old and new bad blocks and 
skips to Update bad block table. A sample bad block display looks like this. 

Addr. 00000574537 CyL' 000653 Head: 000010 Sect· OO(XH7 
Addr. 00000747566 CyL' 001043 Head: 000014 Sect: 000006 

* Addr: 00000747570 CyL' 001043 Head: 000014 Sect: 000006 

.. New bad block which was not allocated 
** New bad block which was allocated (must nm FIXUP!) 

n old bad blocks. 
n new unallocated bad blocks. 
n new allocated bad blocks. 

For DPJ-type disks, only the block number (Addr) is displayed. 

If n new allocated bad blocks is not 0, one or more new bad blocks have developed in 
AOSNS file(s). (AOSNS will prompt you to run FIXUP the next time you try to access 
this LDU.) If you have a recent full backup, you maybe able to save a file, directory or 
database. See the Caution below. 

But if the Disk Formatter finds many new bad blocks (anocatc~d or unal1ocated) during 
read-only analysis, this may mean disk hardware problems. ("Many" bad blocks in most 
cases is more than 50; a Model 6214 disk unit can handle as many as 1000.) In such cases, 
you might want to abort the Disk Formatter with CfRL-C CTRL-B (stand-among) or the 
break sequence ( stand-alone); then consider running diagnostics on the disk unit with a 
different pack (if possible). After all, you don't want bad blocks noted on the disk if the 
disk is fine and the unit heads are out of alignment. 
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Next, the Disk Formatter asks if you want to 

UpdJzte bad block table? IN] 

Press NEW LINE if you don't have any new bad blocks to enter, or if you don't want the 
Disk Formatter to enter any bad blocks it found during the n~ad-only anaJysis. If you press 
NEW LINE, the Disk Formatter skips to the Display bad block statistics question. 

Generally, if the Disk Formatter found only a few new bad blocks, you should enter Y. 

CAUTION: The Disk Fomuzner marks as "bad" any block it cannot read twice with the same 
results; it does not try to correa errors. The CLI DUMP command or the 
DUMP _II or PCOPYprograms, on the other Mlui, may be able to correct errors 
and read a file. But if you answer Yes to the question Update bad block table?, 
none of the file backup programs will be able to ,.ead the bad block. If you don't 
have a recent full backup, abort the Partial fomurt now (BREAK for stand-alone; 
CTRL-c, CTRL-B for stand-among) and take a full backup. Then run a Partial 
/ormtlt again aM answer Yes to this question. FUltally, reload the full backup 
using the /R or /DEL switch. 

The Disk Formatter then enters the new bad blocks it found; and it asks you to enter other 
bad blocks. 

Additional bad block number (press New LINE when done): 

Specify each bad block by typing its logical block number (in octal); or (except on 
DPJ-type disks) type the disk number, c,ylinder, head, and sector number in this format: 

disk-number.cylinder-number,head-number,sector-nulTlber 

(Omit a head number for a bad block on a fixed -head disk.) Press NEW LINE to signal 
the end of your bad block entries. 

Now the Disk Formatter asks if it should display the updated 'bad block statistics: 

Display bad block statistics? IN] 

Press NEW LINE or enter Y. If you enter Y, the Disk Formatter displays the updated bad 
block statistics. Then, if there is another disk in the LOU, it does the read-only analysis (if 
specified) and runs through the bad block sequence again. 

If you are formatting a mirrored LDU, the Disk Formatter mc~rges the bad block tables if 
they differ. When it does this, the Disk Formatter prompts Bad block tables have been 
mergedfordisk # n before the prompt Display bad block statistics? {NJ. 

When the Disk Formatter has asked about bad block information for all disks in the LDU, 
it displays the lDU's bitmap size, the maximum amount of contiguous disk space available, 
in octal blocks, and information about the octal number of co:ntiguous disk blocks of 
various sizes available. In the display of contiguous disk blocks, each value includes the 
contiguous members of the preceding sets. For example, four 64-block areas would also 
appear as eight 32-block areas. Finally, the Disk Formatter a.sks about the bitmap address. 
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Bitmap size: n 

Maximum disk contiguous space is n blocks 
The number of contiguous 

32 blocks available = n 
64. blocks available = n 

128. blocks available = n 
256. blocks available = n 
512 blocks available = n 

1024. blocks available = n 
New bitmap address? [default] 

There is one bitmap for all physical disks in the LOU. 

You can always take the default bitmap address, assigned when this LDU was fully 
formatted, by pressing NEW LINE. 

By default~uring the Full format that creates an LOU-the Disk Formatter puts the 
bitmap 3/8 of the distance across the fITSt disk in the LDU. ntis is a good general-purpose 
address. 

There may be reason to move the bitmap to the beginning of the LOU-as described near 
the beginning of this chapter. However, if the LDU has been lllsed with AOSNS, the 
desired area probably has files in it; if so, the area won't be available for the bitmap. You 
can check by entering 0; then, if the Disk Formatter rejects your answer, you can retain the 
old address. 

If you really want to have the bitmap at the beginning of the IDU, and this area is already 
allocated to files, the best course is to dump all files from the LOU, run a Full format and 
put the bitmap where you want, and reload the files. This will also reduce fragmentation on 
theLDU. 

If the bitmap area you specify or default contains bad blocks, lthe Disk Formatter issues a 
warning and asks you to confirm the address. Do not confirm; type N and press NEW 
LINE. If the area has AOSNS files in it, the Disk Formatter will say Specified area already 
allocated For either error, add 100 octal to the address typed ;and try again. Keep doing 
this until the Disk Formatter accepts your answer. 

Depending on your answer, the Disk Formatter leaves the bitmap in its original spot, or 
moves it to a new one. 

If the LDU was formatted as a system disk, the Disk Formatte~r skips the next question. 
Otherwise, it asks 

Allocate a System Bootstrap area? IN] 

This question al10ws you to set up the LDU as a system disk, from which you can start and 
run an AOSNS system. 

If you enter Y, the Disk Formatter will reserve a 126-block area for SYSBOOT. It will also 
ask about overlay area size and address. To be able to boot and run AOSNS from this 
LDU, you must enter Y to this question, and specify the correct overlay area size to the 
next question. (The size is 620 octal.) Then you must use the Installer to install a disk 
bootstrap, system bootstrap, and system on the LDU. Next, from AOSNS, you must copy 
the CLI, Agent, PMGR, and microcode (.MCF) files to the LDU (CLI MOVE command). 
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Thereafter, if this LOU inc1udes a disk on unit 0, you will be able to start and run AOSNS 
on it as if it were your original LDU. 

If you don't want to be able to start and run AOSNS from this I.DU, press NEW LINE 
and skip to the Remap area questions. 

New Overlay area size [default] 

Generally, you should take the default by pressing NEW LINE. But if the default is 0, and 
you want to set up the LOU as a system disk, type the approPJ1ate value, described three 
paragraphs back, and press NEW LINE. 

New Overlay area address [default] 

To take the default, given when the IDU was fully formatted, press NEW liNE. (But if 
you moved the bitmap in the previous step, move the overlay area to start immediately 
after the bitmap. To do this, add the bitmap size given by the Disk Formatter to the bitmap 
address you typed-octal arithmetic-and type this number.) 

As with the bitmap, if the overlay area you specify or default oontains bad blocks, the Disk 
Formatter issues a warning and asks you to confirm the address; type N and press NEW 
LINE. If the area has AOSNS files in it, the Disk Formatter will say Specified area alretldy 
allocated. For either error, add 100 octal to the address last typed and try again. Keep doing 
this until the Disk Formatter accepts your answer. 

Depending on your answer, the Disk Formatter leaves the ove:rlay area in its original spot, 
or moves it to the new one. 

Finally, the Disk Formatter asks you about the remap areas Olll each disk in the LOU. 

New Disk number n remap area size? [default] 

Generally, take the default by pressing NEW LINE. But note the size if you would like to 
specify a nondefault address for the remap area. The Disk Formatter then asks 

New Disk number n Te1TUlp area address? [default] 

To take the default, given when the LDU was fully formatted, press NEW LINE. Generally, 
you should take the default unless there are a lot of bad blocks. If you press NEW LINE, 
the Disk Formatter then announces Done and stops. 

If this disk has a lot of bad blocks, you might want to move the remap area to the middle of 
the disk. To do it, divide the total number of blocks on the disk by 2 ( octal arithmetic), and 
type this number. 

The Disk Formatter does not allow bad blocks in the remap area. If the area you specify (or 
default) contains a bad block, the Disk Formatter issues an error message and repeats the 
question. It also issues an error message if there are AOSNS files in this area. As above, 
add 100 octal to the default or to your specified value and try again. Repeat this until the 
Disk Formatter accepts your answer. 

This is the last question; the Disk Formatter now says 

- - Partial format complete 

Done! 
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From the stand -alone Disk Formatter, you return to the SCP-CU. If you want to format 
another LOU, enter CONTINUE and return to the beginning of this section. Otherwise, 
you might want to bring up AOSNS and try out your new LDU. Or, you might want to 
install an AOSNS system on it, as described in the next chapter. 

From the stand-among Disk Formatter, you return to the AOSNS CLI. To format another 
LOU, enter XEQ DFMTR again and return to the beginning of this section. Otherwise, you 
might want to try your new LOU with the INITIAUZE command. Or, you might want to 
install an AOSNS system on it, as descnbed in the next chapter. 

Note that whenever you change an LOU's name or unique ID, be sure to write the new ID 
and/or name on the paper label attached to the disk cover or unit. If the disk is part of a 
multiple-disk LDU, this label should also descnbe the other disks, and the LDU sequence 
number. Without the label, it's easy to lose track of disk IDs/names and sequence numbers. 
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Figure 8-4 shows a sample Disk Formatter Partial dialog, w'hich changes the ID, name, and 
AQ.., and bitmap address on the LOU in unit DPFl. 

SCP-Cll> RESET 1 (For stand-among Disk Formatter, enter XEQ DFMTR, and 
skip to AOS/VS DISK FORMATTER banner.) 

SCP-CLI> BOOT 27 1 (Or BOOT 33) 

Operating System Load Menu 

Enter choice [1 J: 2 1 (Choose option 2, 
Enter the Technical Maintenanc,e Menu.) 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

Enter choice [1 J: 6 1 
Pathname? :DFMTR ) 

AOSIVS Disk Formatter Rev n 

(Choose option 6, Run a Specified Program.) 

Full foTTlUlt destroys any AOS/vs file structure, partial retains it. 
Full (F) or partiJJl (P or NEW UNE)? P 1 

PartiIll/omuzt 

Specify each disk in the LDU (press NEW LINE when done): 

Disk unit 1JIlme? DPF1 1 
Device code [27J? 1 
Disk unit name? 1 

Disk number 1: OOOOOOOOOOO through 00002042416 

New LDU unique J.D. (1 to 6 characters)? [VULCAN] UDD2 1 
New LDU name (1 to 31 characters)? [VULCAN) UDD2 1 

New Access Control List? [NJ Y ) 
Usemame or template (1 to 15 characters)? $+ 1 
Access (0, W, A, R, E, or NEW UNE)? ~ 
Usemame or template (1 to 15 characters)? + ~ 
Access (0, W, A, R, E, or NEW UNE)? RE 1 
USernJlme or template (1 to 15 characters)? 1 
Read only surface arudysis? INJ Y 1 

Disk number? 1 
Analyzing disk #1 

2 bad disk blocks 
Display bad block statistics? [NJ Y ~ 

Figure 8-4 Partial Disk Formatter Dialog/or a Single-·Disk LDU (continued) 
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** Addr: 00000574537 CyL· 000653 Head: 000010 Sect: 00017 
* Addr. 00000747566 CyL· 001043 Head: 000014 Sect: 00006 

* New bad block which was not allocated 
** New bad block which was allocated (must nm FIXUP!) 

o old bad blocks. 
1 new unallocated bad blocks. 
1 new allocated bad blocks. 

Update bad block table? IN] ~ 
Additional bad block number (press NEW LINE when done ): ~ 

2 bad disk blocks 

Display bad block statistics? IN] 1 

BitnUlp size: 205 
Maximum disk contiguous space is n b/ocJa 
The number of contiguous 

32 b/ocJa availllble = n 
64. blocks available = n 

128. blocks available = n 
256. blocks available = n 
512. blocks available = n 

1024. blocks available = n 
New bitmap address? [OOOOOOOOOOOJ 1 021200 ~ 

New overlay area size? [000620] 1 
New overlay area address? [00000000174J 1021600 ~ 

Specific area already aUocated 
New overlay area address? [00000000174J 10221 00 ~ 

New Disk number 1 remap area size? [OOO176J 
New Disk number 1 remap area address? [(J()()()()()()0174J ~ 

-- PaTtitd fomuu complete 
A bad block was aUocated, must nm FIXUP 
Done! 

SCP-CLI> (For stand-alone Disk Formatter) 

or 

(For stand-among Disk Formatter) 

Run FIXUP on the LOU. 

Figure 8-4 Partial Disk Formatter Dialog/or a Single--Disk LDU (concluded) 
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Disk Formatter Error Messages 

The error messages that you might receive from the Disk Formatter appear alphabetically 
in Thble 8-4. 

Table 8-4 Disk Formatter Error Messages 

Message Meaning and Action 

(nothing) You may have specified a nonexistent disk unit. Wait a few 
seconds. H nothing happens, ~mter the break sequence 
(CMD and BREAK, or BRK, or BREAK keys); enter 
RESET, BOOT n, and try again. 

A bad block was allocated, One or more of the disk blocks that belongs to an AOSNS 
must nm FIXUP fi1e is bad. The block is "part" of the file. The Disk 

Formatter has assigned the block to the bad block table, but 
you must run FIXUP on the disk to correct the file 
structure. This message occurs on a Partial format only. 

A disk can only be mirrored Each disk in an LDU image must have the same size as its 
with a disk of the same size mirror. You can also get this message if the sizes of the 
areas diagnostic areas differ. 

A disk cannot be mirrored with You tried to mirror a disk with itself. Enter a valid mirror 
itself configuration. 

Bad block in invisible space, One of the first eight blocks 011 the disk is bad; the disk is 
can't fOT77ll1t disk unusable in its current state. The problem may be head 

alignment or a flawed disk. Diagnostics or other recovery 
action is needed. Call your Data General support 
organization. 

Both LDU images have The Disk Formatter has detect:ed that the information on 
inconsistent data - - Must run the images is inconsistent. Perhaps you specified incorrect 
a Full fOT77ll1t images. 

Cannot partiallonnat an LDU Someone aborted a command line that contained a 

image that was previously MlRROR/WAIT command using this LDU image as an 

being synchronized argument, or there was a panic: or hardware failure. H you 
don't want to mirror this LOU image, start over, but do a 
Full fonnat. If you do want to Partial format this image, 
either perform a Full format or see the message Cannot init 
an LDU image that was previously being synchronized in 
AOS/vs and AOS/VS II E"or and Status Messages. 

Can't expand specified area AOSNS fIles occupy some (or' all) of the area specified. See 
the message Specified area already allocated in this table for 
action. 

Can't open disk, The Disk Formatter can't open the disk for I/O. Error 
<error message> message is an AOSNS error message describing the error. 

If the message is Device already in use, this 

(continued) 
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Table 8-4 Disk Formatter Error Messages 

Message Meaning and Action 

Can't open disk, means that you tried to run the Disk Formatter on a disk 

<errormessage> (coDt'd) that is part of the master LOU, or on a disk that was 
grafted onto the current LOU via the CLI command 
INITIAUZE. If the forme:r, you must run the stand -alone 
Disk Formatter. If the latter, release the disk using its LDU 
name from the CLI, then restart the Disk Formatter. 

Disk error The Disk Formatter encountered a disk block that it 
Deviced u cannot read or write. It ret1lrns to the Disk unit name? 
Status=s query for this disk. Make Sllre the disk is write-enabled 

(if this applies; then restart the Disk Formatter. If the 
problem recurs, diagnostics may be needed; contact your 
Data General support organization.) The d is the device 
code; the u is the unit number; and s is the hardware status 
code. You can look up s in the Peripherals manual 
(Preface). In any case, record s for your Data General 
support organization when you report this problem. 

Fatal disk error The Disk Formatter encowltered an irrecoverable error 
Deviced u while trying to read or write a disk block. The problem may 
Statuss be hardware failure. Diagnostics may be needed. Follow 

the recovery action suggested for Disk enor. .. above. 

Inconsistent DIB During a Full format, the Disk Formatter writes a Disk 
in/ormation, must run Information Block (DIB) to each physical disk in the LOU. 
Full/onnat The OIB contains the LOU unique ID, LOU name, 

sequence number, and name and sequence number of all 
disks in the InU. This message (which appears on a Partial 
format only) can mean one of the folJowing things. 
First, ·it may mean that the disk you just specified doesn't 
belong to the LOU at all. First look at the paper disk 
labels; then, mount the proper disk( s) or specify the proper 
unit numbers and retry. 
Second, it may mean that the sequence in which you 
specified the disk is wrong. For example, you typed the unit 
name of the disk formatted as the second disk first. Try 
changing the order in which you specify the disks. Third, it 
may mean that the revision and/or sequence numbers are 
invalid. This can mean that the DIB was damaged; if so, 
you will need to run a Full format on the disk( s). 

Inconsistent LDU revision, Disks in the specified LOU have different revision 
must run a Full format numbers. Only a Full format can correct this. If this error 

occurs during a Partial fomlat, you need only run a Full 
format on the image being introduced. 

(continued) 
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Table 8-4 Disk Formatter Error Messages 

Message Meaning and Action 

Inconsistent mirrored LDU The LOU you specified has inconsistent information in 
the Disk Information Block (DIB). Respecify the LDU. 

Intemtli problems while merg- The Disk Formatter encountered a problem it could not 
ing bad block tables deal with while merging bad block information for a mir-

ror. Report the problem to Data General. 

Invalid bad block tIlble The bad block table is not valid The table may have 
been overwritten. The Disk Formatter zeros the current 
table. If the disk contains valuable files, see if AOSNS 
can access it; if so, dump all its files. 
Then run a Disk Formatter Full format on the disk, 
specifying at least one pattern; and reload the files. 

Invalid disk number The LOU you're working with does not contain the 
specified disk number. Retry. 

LDU image 7J)U ID' is the The Disk Formatter has sellected the more recent image 
preferred imDge as the preferred image. You only get this 

message when running the Disk Formatter on an 
unsynchronized image. 

Mirrored disks must reside on Mirrored disks must reside on the same controDer. 

the same controOer Determine what your mirrored IDU configuration 
should be. 

No space for name or ACL The IDU lacks a free block for name or ACL 
block information. This may be a hardware problem; the disk 

may need diagnostics. 

No space for System Bootstrap The system bootstrap (SYSBOOT) requires 124 blocks 
in the first disk in the LOU. The Disk Formatter can't 
find this space. If the disk is really full, dump and 
reformat it; then reload the files and by again. 

Not enough contiguous space for The contiguous disk space needed is not available. Add 
specified area 100 octal to the area start address and retry. 

H this fails a few times, reboot AOSNS, and type 
F/PACKET from its master directory. This shows logical 
disk addresses in entries 22 and 23 (octal). Files with 
lower logical addresses are earlier on the disk. Dump 
and delete some of them, nm the Disk Formatter again, 
then reload the files. 

Not enough remop area. Must in- During a Partial format, thc~ Disk Formatter has 
crease remap area size before detected that the remap arc~a has run out of room. 
more bad blocks can be added. Before you can add any new blocks you must start over, 

perform a Partial format, and increase the remap area 
size. 

(continued) 
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Table 8-4 Disk Formatter Error Messages 

Message Meaning 

Only DPJ-type disks can be mir- You specified a disk for mirroring that is not a DPJ -type 
rored disk. You can only mirror OPJ-type disks. 

Specified address is out of range The LOU does not contain the specified address. This 
error message may also indicate that a disk in the LOU 
lacks a remap area. 
Try another address; check all disks in the LDU with a 
Disk Formatter Partial run. 

Specified area is already al- AOSNS files, or one of the special areas (bitmap, 
located etc.) occupy part or an of this area. Add 100 octal to the 

disk address shown for the, item (bitmap address, etc.) 
and type this figure. Repeclt this until the Disk Formatter 
accepts your answer. 

Specified area has a bad block in The area you specified (or defaulted) has a bad block in 
it, conftnn it. Do not confirm; enter N. Add 100 octal to the 

specified (or default) area and try again. Repeat this un-
til the Disk Formatter aca:pts your answer. 

l1"e LDU unique J.D. must be dif- You have attempted to mUTor two images that have the 
ferent for each image same LOU Unique ID. Make the LOU Unique IDs 

different. 

There is a bad block in the remap The remap area you specified (or defaulted) contains a bad 
area block. Add 100 octal to the remap area address specified or 

defaulted; then type this number as the remap address. If 
this doesn't work, try it agalin. 

This LDU is not normally mir- The Disk Formatter has found that this is either a new 
rored mirror or that it was a minor but someone initialized it 

with the /NOMIRROR switch to the INfITALIZE 
command. 

Too many bad blocks for a mir- The bad block tables on a mirrored disk must be 
rored disk equivalent. The Disk Formatter has found more than 

126. bad blocks, too many 1to permit mirroring. You 
should have a Data General representative hardware 
format DPJ (6236-c1ass) disks to "remove" bad blocks. 

Too many bad disk blocks. The Disk Formatter found more than 126 (1022 on a 
More than 126 [1022J bad blocks model 6214) bad blocks on this disk during surface 

analysis. 
Retry from the beginning. If the message recurs during 
the second surface analysis, diagnostics may be needed. 
Can your DG support orgalnization. 

Too many physical units ill LDU There cannot be more than eight physical disks in an 
InU. Retry. Do not specify more than eight physical 
disks per LOU. 

(concluded) 
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What Next? 

This chapter gave some background on creating and using lDUs, then it described the FuJI 
and Partial formats of the stand-alone and stand-among Disk: Formatter. 

If the LDU (s) that you built involve one or more new disk controllers, you will need to run 
VSGEN and generate an AOSNS system that supports the controller(s). If not, you might 
want to install a system on the new LDU(s), descnbed in the next chapter. Or, if you are 
ready, tty running the new LDU(s) from AOSNS-and perhaps put the CLI INITIALIZE 
commands for them in the UP.CU macro. 

End of Chapter 
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Read this chapter 

Chapter 9 
Using the Installer 

• When you want to understand what the Installer does; 

• When you want to instal] an AOS/VS disk bootstrap, system bootstrap, or operating 
system on a logical disk unit (IDU). 

The Installer is a utility program that instaDs a disk bootstrap, system bootstrap 
(SYSBOO1), and/or an AOSNS operating system on an LDU.1f you brought up your own 
first system (Cltapter 2 or 3), you already have some experience with the Installer. 1bis 
chapter tells the rest, in the following major sections: 

• Some Background 

• About the Installer 

• H You Make a Mistake 

• Using the Stand-Alone Installer 

• Using the Stand-Among InstaDer 

• Installer Error Messages 

Some Background 

Three AOSNS-based programs are needed to bring up an AOSNS operating system from 
disk. The first, called the disk bootstrap, is on the first two blocks of an LDU. The second, 
the system bootstrap (SYSBOOT), foHows in the area reserved for it by the Disk 
Formatter. FinaDy, the AOSNS system itself is somewhere on the disk, usually in directory 
:SYSGEN. 

When you boot AOSNS from an LDU (e.g., by entering BOOT 24), the following things 
happen: 

• the hardware reads the disk bootstrap from the LDU into main processor memory; 

• the disk bootstrap executes and reads SYSBOOT into memory; 

• SYSBOOT executes, loads microcode if needed, and allows you to interrupt its 
execution; 

• SYSBOOT's Technical Maintenance Menu permits chan~~ng the default operating 
system; 

• SYSBOOT copies the disk-based part of the default or installed AOSNS system to the 
overlay area reserved for it by the Disk Formatter; 

• SYSBOOT loads AOSNS into memory; and 

• the AOS/VS system executes. 
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The InstalJer is the program that writes the disk and system bootstraps-and, optionally, an 
AOSNS system-to the lDU. An AOSNS system need not be installed. 

When you install an AOSNS system, the Installer copies it to the IDU as a disk file 
outside the file system. Then, it creates a pointer to the system name in "invisible" space at 
the beginning of the IDU. Because this pointer is invisible and the tile is outside the file 
system, you cannot delete the instaUed system, nor can you find out its name since it has 
none. 

You must instaU the AOSNS starter system, as you did in Ch~lpter 2 or Chapter 3, and can 
install any AOSNS system. 

You can install any AOSNS system, but it's not really necessa'ry. Installing a tailored 
AOSNS system overwrites the starter system. This means that, if you want to go back to 
the starter system, you must reload it from the AOSNS system tape or diskette. Beginning 
with AOSNS Revision 7.00, it is just as convenient to make the tailored system the default 
system. SYSBOOT will start it automatically, and still permit you to run the starter system 
that is still installed. So there's no advantage to installing a tai1iored system. 

(If you want to run the starter system instead of the tailored ~stem, choose option 2, 
"Enter the Thchnica1 Maintenance Menu", on the Load Operating System Menu. Then, 
choose option 8, "View or change the default operating system filename", on the Technical 
Maintenance Menu, and specify INSTALLED SYSTEM. Finally, choose option 1, "Load 
and start the default operating system," to run the starter system.) 

Whether or not your primary AOSNS system is installed, its name should be posted on the 
system console (perhaps on a paper tape label). If you instaH a system, you should write 
"Installed" and the date on the label. 

About the Installer 

The Installer can install a disk bootstrap, SYSBOO1: andlor AOSNS system on any LDU 
formatted as a system disk. 

There are two versions of the Installer: a stand -alone version that runs only when AOSNS 
is not running; and a stand-among version that runs under AOSNS. 

The stand -alone Installer requires an AOSNS system tape and works with any system 
LDU. 

The stand -among Installer accepts disk file pathnames and doesn't use a system tape; it 
works only with a nonmaster LDU that has not been initialized (CLI command 
INITIALIZE). 
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If You Make a Mistake 

If you type a response to the Instal1er and want to change it before pressing NEW LINE, 
press the DEL key as needed or press crRL-U to erase the line. 

If you are beyond the line containing the mistake, you can restart the dialog from the 
beginning by pressing crRL-C CIRL-A 

If you receive any Installer error message, see 1llble 9-1, at the: end of the chapter. 

The Stand-Alone Installer 

The stand-alone Installer is in file INS1L in the master WU's root directory. You can 
boot it directly from this LDU. 

To use the Installer, perform the following steps. 

1. Make sure all disks in the IDU are mounted, and that their units are ready and 
write -enabled (if this applies). 

2. Mount an AOSNS system tape or diskette onfm unit 0, on the first controller. This 
tape/diskette can be either your own tailored system or the Data General-supplied 
AOSNS starter system tape or diskette. (Making a tailored AOSIVS system tape or 
diskette is described near the end of Chapter 4.) 

3. If AOSNS is running, shut it down. Make sure the SCP-CU is active on the system 
console. (You can run the stand -alone Installer only from the system console.) 

4. Next to the SCP-a...I prompt, type RESET; then type the: BOOT command foUowed 
by the device code of your master lDU. 

For the first DPF-type controller (controller name DPF), the default device code is 
27; for the second DPF-type controller (controller name DPFl), the default device 
code is 67. For the first model 6236 through 6240, 6290, 6310, 6328, or 6329 control1er 
(control1er name DPJ),the default device code is 24; for tbe second of these 
controllers (controller name DPJl), the default device code is 64. 

For the first fixed - head controller (DKB), the code is 26:; and for the second 
fixed-head controller, 66. For all other types of disks, the: default is 33 for the first 
controller, and 73 for the second controller. For a 737,OOO-byte diskette unit 
(DPJI0), the device code is 64; and for a 368,OOO-byte diskette unit (DPMO), the 
device code is 20. 
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For example, 

SCP-CLI> RESETl 
SCP-CU> BOOT 64~ 

Operating System Load Menu 

s. Enter choice (J]: 2) (Choose option 2, Enter the Technical 
Maintenance Menu.) 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

6. Enter choice (J]: 6) 

Pathname? 

(Choose option 6, Run a Specified 
Program.) 

7. 'JYpe the pathname of the InstaJJer program (INsn): 

Pathntzme? :INSTL~ 

SYSBOOT now finds and starts the Installer. The Installer displays 

AOS/vS Installer Rev n 
Specify each disk in the LDU 
Disk unit name? 

8 'lYPe the unit name that holds the first pbysica1 disk in the LDU. The unit names and 
device codes of all disks supported by AOSNS appear in 1able 8-1. For example, for 
the first OPF -type unit on the second controller, type 

Disk unit name? DPF10) 

8a. For a mirrored LDU, type the LDU names separated by an exc1amation point (f). For 
example 

Disk unit name? DPJ2!DPJ3 ~ 

Device code [default]? 

9. If this unit's controJJer is on the default device code, pre:ss NEW liNE to choose the 
default answer. Otherwise, type the device code and press NEW LINE. 

Next, if the lDU was formatted to contain more than one physical disk, the Installer 
. asks 

Disk unit name? 
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98. Hyou specified onJyone image of a mirror, the Installer will prompt 

Disk is lWTmIllly mirrored 
Do you wish to continue with an incomplete mirror? [YJ 

Press NEW LINE if you wish to continue or type N and press NEW LINE if you do 
not. 

'b. If you specified an unsynchronized mirror, the Installer will prompt 

Disk n is the preferred image 
Do you wish to continue with the pre/erred inulge? {Y] 

Press NEW LINE if you wish to continue or type N andl press NEW LINE if you do 
not 

10. The Installer repeats Disk unit 1UI17Ie? and Device code? until you have identified the 
units that hold all disks in the IDU, and their device codes. 

Then, the Installer writes a disk bootstrap to the IDU and displays 

- - Disk bootstrap installed 
Do you want to install a System Bootstrap [Y}? 

11. Press NEW LINE if you want a copy of the system bootstrap (SYSBOOT) written to 
the LDU. Or type N and press NEW LINE if you do not. Installing the system 
bootstrap overwrites the existing bootstrap (if any) but does not affect the instaDed 
AOSNS system (if any). 

For tape, you should generally press NEW UNE--especially if there is a new revision 
of AOSNS on this tape. For diskette, generally type N a.nd press NEW LINE. H you 
don't want a new SYSBOOT installed, answer N and press NEW LINE and go to 
step 14. 

If you press NEW LINE, the Installer asks 

JnstIlllfrom which unit [MTCOJ? 

12. To install from magnetic tape, press ~ LINE and go to step 13. To install from 
diskette, make sure that the diskette that holds SYSBQOT is mounted in a unit 
(replace the system diskette, if needed). Then type the unit name; for example, enter 
DPJ10. The installer asks 

Device code? 

12a. If the diskette unit is on the default device code, press NEW LINE. Otherwise, type 

the device code and press NEW LINE. 

The Installer now reads the diskette and tries to copy SYSBOOT to the LOU. When 
finished, it displays System Bootstrap installed Go to step 14. 

13. If you pressed NEW LINE at the previous prompt, the Installer asks 

Device code [22] 
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13a. If the tape unit is on the default MTB/MTC device code (22), press NEW LINE. If it 
is on a different device code (e.g., 62), type the device code and press· NEW LINE. 

File number [4J? 

13b. SYSBOOT is in file 4 of an AOSNS system tape, so press NEW LINE. 

The Installer now reads the tape or diskette and tries to (;apy SYSBOOT to the 
LOU. When finished, it displays 

- - System bootstrap installed 
Do you want to install a System fYJ? 

14. If you install an AOSNS system, it will overwrite the syst,em already installed on the 
LOU. The system you install depends on the system tape or diskette you're using. If 
it's your own tape or diskette, then it has your tailored AOSNS system on it If it's a 
Data General-supplied AOSNS tape or diskette, then it has the starter system on it. 

Press NEW LINE or type N and press NEW UNE, depelnding on whether or not you 
want the system on the tape or diskette installed on the LOU. If you enter N, you're 
done; the Installer displays Done!, and terminates. 

15. If you press NEW LINE, the Installer asks 

InstaUfrom which unit [defaultJ? 

The Installer remembers the answer you gave in step 12. If>>ress NEW UNE and, for 
tape, go to step 16. For diskette, continue with this step. The Installer asks 

Device code? 

15a. Make sure that a diskette with the AOSNS system you w;ant to install is inserted in 
diskette unit O. If the diskette unit is on the default devia: code, press NEW LINE. 
Otherwise, type the device code and press NEW LINE. 

Go to step 17. 

16. After you press NEW LINE, the Installer asks 

Device code [22J? 

16a. If the tape unit is on the default MTB/MTC device code (22), press NEW UNE. If it 
is on a different device code (e.g., 62), type the device code and press NEW LINE. 

File number [5J? 

16b. To install from tape (either a Data General-supplied system tape or an AOSNS tape 
you created using the SYSTAPE macro), press NEW LINE. 

17. The Installer now reads the tape file or diskette and tries to install its contents on the 
LDU, placing a pointer in invisible space as described earlier. Then it displays 
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- - System installed 
Done! 

To run the Installer again, enter CONTINUE and retrace the steps above. Otherwise, you 
might want to bootstrap the AOSNS system on this LOU to see how it does. After you 
specify each disk in the LDU, press NEW LINE to start up the installed system. 

FIgure 9-1 shows a sample stand-alone Installer dialog from magnetic tape. 

Have all disks ready and write-enabled. 

scp-cu> RESET 1 
scp-cu> BOOT 24 1 

Operating System Load Menu 

Enter choice [lJ: 2 1 (Choose option 2, Enter the TechniazIMaintenonceMenu.) 

Technical Maintenance Menu 

Enter choice [lJ: 6 1 (Choose option 6, Run a Specified Program.) 

PatJuuune? INSTl 1 
AOS/vs Insta/ler Rev n 
Specify each disk in the LDU 
Disk unit name? DPJ10 1 
Device code [64J? 1 
Disk unit name? DPJ11 1 
Device code [64J? 1 

- - Disk bootstrap installed 
Do you want to install a System Bootstrap [Y}? 1 

Install from which unit [MTBOJ? 1 

Device code [22J? 1 
Fdetwmber[4J? 1 

- - System bootstrap instIJlled 

Do you want to install a System [YJ? 1 

Installfrom which unit [MI'COJ? 1 

Device code 122J? 1 
Fdenumberl5J? 1 

- - System installed 
Done! 

093-00067S 
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The Stand-Among Installer 

The stand-among Installer is in directory :UTIL, filename INSTI-PR. It works only with 
nonmaster LOUs that were formatted to include a system disk. It won't work on the master 
LOU or any LDU that has been initialized from the master. 

Before running it, you should lmow the full pathname of thc:~ AOSNS system you want to 
install. To run it, follow these steps. 

Make sure that all disks in the LOU are mounted, and that 1their units are ready and 
write-enabled (if the latter applies). 

Beside the AOSNS eli prompt, type 

) DIR :UTIL~ 
) SUPERUSER ON ~ 
Su) XEQ INSTL.PR ~ 

AOS/VS Installer Rev n 

Specify each disk in the LDU 
Disk Unit Name? 

'JYpe the unit name that holds the first physical disk in the LOU; for example, enter DPF10. 
The unit names of all disks supported by AOSNS appear in Uble 8-1, in the previous 
chapter. 

For a mirrored LOU, type the LDU names separated by the! character. For example 

Disk Unit Name? DPJ2!DPJ3~ 

If the LDU was formatted to contain more than one physical disk, the Installer again asks 

Disk unit name? 

The Installer repeats the Disk unit name? prompt until you have identified the units that 
hold an disks in the LOU. 

(If you specified only one image of a mirror, the Installer will prompt 

Disk is IwrmaIly mirrored 
Do you wish to continue with an incomplete mirror? [YJ 

Press NEW LINE if you wish to continue or type N and press NEW UNE if you do not. 

If you specified an unsynchronized mirror, the Installer will prompt 

Disk n is the preferred image. 
Do you wish to continue with the prefm-ed image? [YJ 

Press NEW LINE if you wish to continue or type N and press NEW UNE if you do not.) 
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Finally, the Installer writes a disk bootstrap to the LOU and displays 

- - Disk bootstrap installed 

Do you want to install a System Bootstrap [YJ? 

Press NEW LINE if you want the system bootstrap (SYSBOOT) written to the LDU. 1YPe 
N and press NEW LINE if you do not Installing a system bootstrap overwrites the existing 
bootstrap (if any) but does not affect the installed AOSNS system (if any). 

Generally, it can't hurt to press NEW UNE. But if you don't want a new SYSBOOT 
written to the lDU, enter N and go to the question Do you want to insudI Q System? 

If you press NEW UNE, the InstalJer asks for SYSBOOT's pathname: 

Pathnllme? 

The SYSBOOT pathname, in root directory, is :SYSBOOT, S() type :SYSBOOT and press 
NEW LINE. The Installer now copies SYSBOOT to the LOtJ and displays 

-- System Bootstrap installed 

Do you want to install Q System [Y}? 

If you choose to instaU an AOSNS system, it wiD overwrite the system (if any) that is 
installed on the LOU. You can install any existing AOSNS system that you want. 

Press NEW LINE if you want to have a system installed; type N and press NEW LINE if 
you do not. If you answer N, you're done; the Installer displays Do1ll! and terminates. 

If you enter Y, the Installer wants to know 

Pathnllme? 

'J.Ype the full pathname, with .PR suffix, of the AOSNS system you want to install. For 
example, type :SYSGEN:NEWSYS.PR and press NEW LINE. 

The Installer then copies the system to the LDU, placing a pointer in invisible space as 
described earlier. Then it terminates and control returns to thf~ CU. 

- - System installed 

Done! 

Su) 

To run the Installer again, enter XEQ INSTL and retrace the steps above. Otherwise, you 
might want to shut down the current AOSNS system and bootstrap the installed AOSNS 
system on this IDU to see how it does. After you specify each disk and device code in the 
LOU, press NEW LINE to bring up the installed system. 
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Figure 9-2 shows a sample stand-among Installer dialog. 

Ready all disks in the LDU. 

) DIR :UTlL ~ 

) SUPERUSER ON ~ 

Su) XEa INSTL ~ 

AOS/VS Installer Rev n 
Specify each disk in the LDU 

Disk unit name? DPF1 0 ~ 

Disk unit name? DPF11 ~ 

- - Disk bootstrap installed 
Do you want to install a System Bootstrap [YJ? ) 

Pathname? :SYSBOOT ) 

- - System Bootstrap installed 

Do you want to install a System [YJ? ~ 

Pathname? :SYSGEN:NEWSYS.PR 1 
- - System installed 

Done! 

Su) 

9-10 

Ftgure 9-2 Installing Bootstraps and an AOS/vS System 
on an LDU via the Stand-Among InstaHer 
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Installer Error Messages 

"While you are running the Installer, you may receive one of the error messages shown 
alphabetically in Thble 9-1. 

Table 9-1 Installer Error Messages 

Message Meaning 

ABORT message The Installer encountered a fa.tal error and aborted. If the 
message allows you to correct the problem, do so and retry. 
Otherwise, try to find the message text in this table. 

Bad system file 
The tape or diskette file you specified is too big for its 
reserved area on the LDU. This probably means that you 
specified the wrong tape file or used the wrong diskette. 
If you get a MUST RUN FlXVP message, run FIXUP on the 
lDU. Rerun the Installer and type the correct file number 
for the system tape. The number is 4 for a system bootstrap, 5 
for an AOSNS system. Make :~ure the tape is a system tape, 
created by the SYSTAPE.CU macro. For diskette, make sure 
the diskette contains an AOSrVS system in CLI COPY 
format 

Both LDU images have The Installer has detected that the information on the 
inconsistent data - - Must images is inconsistent Perhaps you specified incorrect 
run a Full fonntlt images. 

Device already in use The Installer can't open the disk(s). This occurs if you by to 
nm the stand-among Installer on an LOU that a program 
has already opened (for example, the master lDU). 'Dy the 
stand -alone Installer. 

Disk 1 is the preferred The Installer has chosen the fu~t image specified as the 
image preferred image. 

Disk 2 is the preferred The InstaDer has chosen the second image specified as the 

image preferred image. 

Disk and file system The disk has an early revision number; or perhaps the Disk 
revision numbers don't Information Block (Dm) has been damaged. Tty a (current 
match revision) Disk Formatter Partied format on the WU, 

changing nothing. If this runs, bring up AOSNS, tty to dump 
all flIes from the LOU, run a Disk Formatter Fu)) format on 
the LDU, and run the Installer again. 

Disk e"or, Device d u The Installer has encountered a disk block from which it 
Status= s cannot read or write; it aborts. 'The d is the device code, u is 

the unit number, and s is the hardware status code, described 
in the Peripherals manual (see Preface). 

(continued) 
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Table 9-1 Installer Error Messages 

Message Meaning 

Disk en-or, Device d u Make sure the unites) are Wlite-enabled, and retry. If 
Status= s (cont'd) problem persists, try a Disk Formatter Partial format 

(Chapter 8). The disk may need diagnostics; consult your 
Data General support organization. 

Disk is normally mirrored You have specified on1y one image of a mirrored LDU. You 
can continue, but the mirror will have to be synchronized at 
a future time. 

Disk space exhausted The Installer cannot find the disk space it needs to install a 
disk or system bootstrap. 
The easiest way to handle this is to dump the lDU, run a 
Full format on it, tIy the Inst~lIler again, and reload the files. 

Disk was left in inconsistent The image( s) specified is not consistent due to an 
state incomplete mirror synchrolili~tion. Specify a consistent 

image. 

File does not exist The entry you typed does not identify an existing tape or disk 
file. 'Dy retyping the device n;ame, or respecify the tape file 
number, or type an existing file pathname. 

Hard tape error The Ins~ler has hit a hard elTor on the tape unit 
Retry. If the same message re:curs at the same point, the tape 
is probably bad; try another S'ystem tape. If it recurs, you may 
need to run hardware diagna;tics on the tape unit or contact 
your Data General support organization. 

Inconsistent LDU One or more of the disks involved do not belong to the LOU. 
Mount the correct disk( s) and retry; or, specify the disks in a 
different order. 

Inconsistent mirrored LDU The LOU you specified has inconsistent information in the 
Disk Information Block (DIB). Respecify the LOU. 

Invalid DIB info, must run The disk has not been formatted via a Disk Formatter Full 

Full format format. Run a Formatter Full Full format on the disk( s) 
involved. 

Invalid disk sequence The disk sequence number is not between 1 and 8. For 
number action, see Disk and file sysle17'L •• message, above. 

Invalid mirror input You specified incorrect disk unit names. Start over and 
specify the right names. 

Invalid mirrored LDU The Installer has found that t1Ile specified mirror is 
inconsistent Perhaps you specified incorrect images. 

(continued) 
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Table 9-1 Installer Error Messages 

Message Meaning 

LDU is not minured You specified a mirror, but the Installer has found that the 
LDU is not mirrored. Specify the image that you want the 
Installer to run on. 

Mirror synchronization was in One of the images is inconsistent and cannot be used. The 
progress Installer must choose the oth.er image as the preferred 

image. 

Must run FIXUP on this LDU The LDU is unstable becausc~ a utility or AOSNS has 
aborted. Run FIXUP on the LDU. 

Soft tape en'Or A soft (correctable) tape error occurred; proceed as usual. 

System Bootstrap area not The LDU was not formatted as a system disk. Run a Disk 
allocated Formatter Partial format, enter Y at the Allocate a system 

bootstrap area? prompt, and c:hange nothing else (descnbed 
in Chapter 8). 

System Bootstrap too large The file you specified is too l;arge for the SYSBOOT area 
reselVed by the Disk Formatter. See the message Bad system 
.file in this table for recovery clction. 

This LDU is not 1UJ171Ul1ly The Installer has detected th4lt the disks specified are not 
mirrored images of each other. Specify the image that you want the 

Installer to run on. 

(concluded) 

What Next? 

This chapter explained how installed software brings AOSNS up, and described using the 
Installer utility to place this software on an IDU. This is the end of the last chapter. 

End of Chapter 
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Appendix A 
Peripheral Device Types and Names 

This appendix gives some background. Then it lists Data General peripherals supported by 
AOSNS .. 

• lllble A -1 lists devices by their AOSNS names, with descriptions of each device. 

• Thble A - 2 describes all disk units supported 01'1 AOSNS, including their device codes 
and AOSNS device names. 

Some Background 

When you generate a tailored AOSNS system, software drivers for the device control1ers 
you specify become part of the system. 

When you bring up the tailored system, it creates the peripherclis directory (:PER, 
shorthand @) and writes. entries for all the devices into this directory. Users can then 
access devices via the @ prefix. When you shut the system down, it deletes the peripherals 
directory. So, each tailored AOSNS system always has its own tailored peripherals 
directoty as it runs. 

AOSNS can support devices other than those you specify at VSGEN, but someone must 
code drivers for these devices, and the drivers must be identifi~~d at runtime via ?IDEF 
system calls. 

Devices and Controllers 

Each 110 device is run by a controller board, generally within the computer chassis. The 
controller may support one or more devices. For example, some disk controllers can 
support up to four devices (units). The control1er is connected to a device code in the 
computer chassis. Through the device code connection, AOS/VS accesses the controller 
and-through it-the unit. 
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Table A-1 Devices by AOSNS Name 

AOS/VSName Device and Description 

@CONO The system console, a CRT or hardcopy terminal connected 
to its own controller and the SCPO 

@CON2, @CON3, ... Asynchronous communications lines, connecting an 
asynchronous controller (for example, lAC, MCP1, lAC, 
DRT, or CPI/24) with a user terminal, modem, 
or printer. The CON number is the line number plus 2; for 
example, the device at the eIld of line 0 is number 
2 and has the filename @CC.N2. 

@CRA and @CRAl First and second card reader controllers. 

@DKB and @DKBl First and second fixed-headl disk controllers. Each 
controller can run up to four units. 

@DPx-@DPxn Moving-head disk controllers. AOSNS Supports up to 
sixteen DPJ controllers (DPJfO through DPJF) and up to 
eight of other types of controller (DPx, ... DPx7). The x 
signifies the type of disk; it is shown in Table A - 2. The 
units on each controller are numbered 0 through 3 (if the 
controller supports four) or () and 1 (if the controller 
supports two). So, unit names on the filst controller can be 
@DPxO, @DPxl, ... @DPx7. On the second controller they 
can be @DPxlO, @DPxll, ... @DPx17; on the third they 
can be @DPx20, @DPx21, .... @DPx27, and so on. 

@LPB-@LPB7 Data channel line printer controllers, up to eight. Each 
controller supports one printer. 

@LPD--@LPD7 DASHER LP2 line printer controllers, up to eight. Each 
controller supports one printer. 

@LPE-@LPE7 Laser printer controlIers, up to eight. Each controlIer 
supports one printer. 

@LPJ-@l.PJ7 Printer control1ers for DSnSOO and deskside ECLIPSE 
systems, up to eight. 

@MCAR and @MCAT First multiprocessor communications adapter (MCA) 
controllers. The receiver and transmitter each has its own 
device code. 

@MCARI and @MCATl Second MCA receiver and tr.ansmitter. 

(continued) 
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Tabla A-1 Devices by AOSNS Name 

AOSNSName Device and Description 

@MTB-@MTB7 Dual-density (80011600 bfm) Model 6026 tape controllers, 
up to eight. An MTB unit has a DENSITY rocker switch on 
its front panel. Each controller can support up to eight 
units. Units are numbered 0 through 7, so the default unit 
names on the first controller are @MI'BO, @M'IB1, 
... @M'IB7; on the second controller they are @MTB10, 
@MTB11, ... @M1B17. 

@MTC-@MTC7 Streaming tape controllers, Models 6125, 6231, and 6311, 
up to eight. Model 6125 use!; reels side by side, at a density 
of 1600 bfm; a 6125 controlll~r can support up to four units, 
with default names @MI'CO, @MTCl, @MTC2, and 
@MTC3. Models 6231 and 6311 use cartridges, at 6400 
bfm; a controller can support one unit, @MTCD. The 
default device code for the first MTC oontroJJer is 22. 

@MTD-@MTD7 Dual-density (1600/6250 b/lin) tape controllers, up to eight. 
The model number is 4307 (switches at top) or 6300 
(touch-sensitive switch panel). A controller can handle up 
to four units. On the first controller, the default names are 
@MTDO, @MTD1, @MTD2, and @M'ID3. On the 
second controller, default names are @M1D10, @MTDl1, 
@MTD12, and @M'ID13. lbe default device code for the 
first MID oontroller is 62. 

@MTJ-@MTJ7 Streaming tape oontroller, Models 6340, 6341, 6351, 6352, 
6517,6590,6591,6656, and 6679, up to eight. These units 
are available with a Combined Storage Subsystem (esS) or 
with a deskside system (DSnSOO, MV/3500 DC, MV/2500 
DC, MV/2000 DC MV/140()t DC, and MV/1000 Dq only. 
An MTJ controller, of any model, can support up to four 
tape units, with default namc:s @MTJO, @MTJ1, @MTJ2, 
and @MTJ3. The default de'vice code of the MTJ control1er 
is 23. 

Models 6340 and 6341 (for deskside systems only) use reels 
side by side, at a density of 1600 or 6250 b/in. 
A Model 6351 unit (for deskside systems only) uses 
a 21-Mbyte cartridge. A Model 6352 unit uses a 
120-Mbyte cartridge. Model 6352 is available on a 
Combined Storage Subsystem (CSS) with any computer; it 
is also available without a CSS on a deskside system. 

(continued) 
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Table A-1 Devices by AOSNS Name 

AOSNSName Device and Description 

@MTJ-@MTJ7 (cont'd) Models 6577,6590,6591,6656 and 6679 are cartridge tape 
units. Model 6577 is a 1/4" unit for deskside systems; 
Models 6656 and 6679 are also 1/4" units; Models 6590 and 
6591 are 8mm cartridge units. 

Models 6588 and 6589 are re:el-to-reel, 6250 b{m units. 

@PLA and @PLA1 First and second digital ploUer controllers. 

@SLNO, @SLNl, ... Synchronous communication.s lines (for example, for 
DG/SNA or a XODIAC net\1Ifork) connected to an ISC, 
MCPl (synchronous controller part), or DCU. 

@TCONO, @TCONl, ... Telnet consoles (managed by the 1ELNETD.PR process). 
These are connected to a local area network controller like 
anaC. 

@VCONO, @VCONl, ... VlrtUaI consoles (managed by Data General's XODIAC 
Networking VTA agent). The:se are connected to an MCA 
(local) or to an ISC, MCP1, NBA, or oeu (remote). 
Network software manages the interfaces. 

@WCONO, @WCONl, ... PCS used as terminals (managed by the WSVTAPR 
process). These are connected to a local area network 
controller like an ILC. 

(concluded) 
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Table A-2 All AOS/VS Disk Unit Names and Device Codes 

Default Disk 

Disk Model Number, Description, Device Numbe.· 
Disk Unit Name 

and Capacity Coc:Ieof on 
Controller Controller 

A 5.25-inch diskette, used in 
DESKTOP GENERATION and 20 First DPMO 

other systems. 4314, 4514. 4514 = Second DPMl 

368 Kbytes; 4314 = 737 Kbytes. 60 First DPM10 
Second DPMll 

6030. This is a diskette, single or 33 Oon dial DPDO 
dual slot. Capacity per diskette is 10n dial DPD1 
0.3 Mbyte. 20n dial DPD2 

3 on dial DPD3 
73 Oon dial DPD10 

10n dial DPD11 
20ndiaI DPD12 
30n dial DPD13 

Removable NOinmovabie 

6045 * *. This is a moving head unit 33 Oon dial DPDO DPD4 
with two disks: one removable, one Ion dial DPD1 DPD5 
nonremovable. Unit capacity is 10 20n dial DPD2 DPD6 
Mbytes. It also supports diskettes. 3 on dial DPD3 DPD7 

73 Oon dial DPDI0 DPD14 
Ion dial DPD11 DPD15 
2 on dial DPD12 DPD16 
3 on dial DPD13 DPD17 

6060, 6061, 6067, and 6122; 6160 and 27 First (0) DPFO 

6161; 6214. Second(l) DPFl 

All are moving head disks. The 6060, Third (2) DPF2 

6061,6067, and 6122 are freestand- Fourth (3) DPF3 

ing and use a removable pack; a con- 67 First (0) DPFlO 

troller can run four units. 'The 6160, Second(l) DPFl1 

6161, and 6214 are sealed with non- Third (2) DPF12 

removable disks; a controller can run Fourth (3) DPF13 

two units. * First (0) DPF20 

A 6060 holds 96 Mbytes; a 6061 Second(ll) DPF21 

holds 190 Mbytes, a 6067 holds 50 Third (2) DPF22 

Mbytes; and a 6122 holds 2n Fourth (3) DPF23 

Mbytes. A 6160 holds 73 Mbytes and * First (0) DPF30 

a 6161 holds 147 Mbytes. Second(l) DPF31 

A 6214 is a freestanding unit and Third (2) DPF32 

holds 602 Mbytes. Fourth (3) DPF33 

• There is no default device code for the third, fourth, or subsequent disk controllers. These device codes are chosen at 
installation. 

A model 6045 controller can run both 6045 disk units and 6030 diskette units. To format diskettes on the first 6045 
controller, diall, 2, or 3 on the di!;kette unit; this makes the diskette names DPDl, DPD2, or DPD3, respectively. To 
format diskettes on the second 6045 controller, dial 1,2, or 3 on the diskette units; this makes the diskette names 
DPDIl, DPD12, or DPD13, respectively. 

( continued) 
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Table A-2 All AOSNS Disk Unit Names and Device Codes 

Default Disk 
Disk Model Number, Description, Device Number Disk Unit Name and capacity Code of on - ". .. - .. 

I. 

6063, 6064, 6066. Each is a fixed head 
26 First(O) DKBlO 

disk. Model 6063 holds 1 Mbyte, the Seond(l) DKBll 
6064 holds 2 Mbytes, Third(2) DKB12 
the 6066 is two 6064 units and one Fourtb(3) DKB13 
controller. 

66 First(O) DKBO 
Seond(l) DKBI 
Third(2) DKB2 
Fourth (3) DKB3 

6067. See 6060 description. 

Removable Nonremovable 

6070. 1his is a moving head unit with 33 Oondial DPGO DPG4 
two disks: one removable, one nonre- 1 on dial DPOI DPG5 
movable. Unit capacity is 20 Mbytes. 2 on dial DP02 DPG6 

3 on dial DPG3 DPG7 
Oondial DPOIO DPG14 
1 on dial DPGll DPG15 
20n dial DP012 DPG16 
3 on dial DPOl3 DPG17 

6097. This is a diskette unit, single or 33 First Left: DPIO; right: DPI1 
dual slot Diskette capaci1y is 1.26 Second Left: DPI2; right: DPD 
Mbytes. 

73 First Left: DPIIO; right: DPI11 
Second Left: DPI12; right: DPI13 

6098. This is a moving head sealed 33 Only Disk DPIO and diskette 
disk with diskette. A toggle switch DPI1; or vice-versa. 
makes the disk unit 0 and diskette 
unit 1, and vice versa. 73 Only Disk DPIlO and diskette 
Capacity: Disk 123 Mbytes, diskette DPI1I; or vice-versa. 
1.26 Mbytes. 

6099. This is the same as 6098, but 33 Only DPIO 
without the diskette. 

73 Only DPIlO 

6100. This is the same as 6098, with 33 Only Disk DPIO and diskette 
twice the disk capacity; disk 24.6 DPIl; or vice-versa. 
Mbytes, diskette 1.26 Mbytes. 

73 Only Disk DPIIO and diskette 
DPIll; or vice-versa. 

6103. This is the same as the 6100, 33 Only DPIO 
without the diskette; capacity is 24.6 
Mbytes. 73 Only DPI10 

(continued) 
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Table A-2 All AOSNS Disk Unit Names and Device Codes 

Default Disk 
Disk Model Number, Description, Device Number Disk Unit Name and Capacity Code of on 

Controller Controller 

6122. See 6060 description. 
I 

6160, 6161. See 6060 description. 

6214. See 6060 descriotion. 

6227. A sealed, moving head disk, ca- 33 Only Disk DPIO (with diskette, 
pacity 15 Mbyte. There can be a 1.26 DPIO or DPIl) 
Mbyte diskette on the same controller. 
If so, a toggle switch under the front 73 Only Disk DPIlO (with 
panel makes the disk unit 0 and dis- diskette, DPIIO or 
kette unit 1, and vice versa. DPIll) 

6234. A sealed, moving head disk, 33 Only DPIO 
rack mounted. It holds 50 Mbytes. 

73 0n1~ DPIlO 

6236, 6237, and 6357; 6239, 6240,and 24 First(O) DPJO 
6290; 6398,6399, and 6400. A rack- Second(1) DPJ1 
mounted sealed, moving head unit with Third (2) DPJ2 
power switch on the right. It has a LED Fourth (3) DPJ3 
display that shows the number and can 
show the current cylinder or disk fault 64 First(O) DPJ10 
code. A controller can run four units. Second(l) DPJ11 
Models 6236-6299 are 14-inch disks. Third (2) DPJ12 
A 6236 unit holds 354 Mbytes; a 6237 is Fourtb(3) DPJ13 
three 6236 units in one cabinet, on one 
contro1Jer. A 6239 unit holds 592 • First (0) DPJ20 
Mbytes; a 6240 is three 6239 units in Second (1) DPJ21 
one cabinet, on one contro]]er; a 6290 Third (2) DPJ22 
is two 6239 units in one cabinet, on one Fourtb(3) DPJ23 
controller. A 6297 holds 862 Mbytes; a 
6298/6299 is two or three 6297 units in * First (0) DPJ30 
one cabinet on one Second(1) DPJ31 
controJIer. Third (2) DPJ32 
A 6357 holds 862 Mbytes; a 6398 is two Fourth(3) DPJ33 
6357 units in one cabinet, on one con-
troller. A 6399 is three 6357 units in 
one cabinet, on one controller. A 6400 
is six 6357 units in two cabinets, on two 
controllers. 
Models 6716 and 6718 are 
5.25-inch SCSI disks that hold 
1.4 Gbytes. 
Models 6796 and 6799 are 3.5-inch 
disks that hold 520 Mbytes. I 
• There is no default device code for the third through sixteenth disk controllers. These device codes are chosen at 

installation. 
(continued) 
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Table A-2 All AOSNS Disk Unit Names and Device Codes 

Default Disk 
Disk Model Number, Description, Device Numbelr Disk Unit Name 

and Capacity Code of on 
Controller Controller 

6309. This is a 737 Mbyte, 64 Second(l) DP)11 
5.25-inch, minidiskette unit. It is an 
add -on to the primary diskette on 
MV /4000 SC and Data General 
DS/4000 series systems. 

6310, 6328, 6329, and 6363. This is a 24 Second(l) DP)1 
5.25-inch, sealed dis~ an add-on 
to the primary disk on deskside 
systems like the MV/4000 DC and 
MY!2()()() DC and on engineering 
workstations like the DSn500. 
Model 6310 holds 38 Mbytes. Model 
6328 holds 70 Mbytes. Model 6329 
holds 120 Mbytes. Model 6363 holds 
160 Mbytes. 

6446-M, 6429, 6430, 6432, 6453, 
6464, 6465, and 6467 are 5.25-inch 24 First(O) DPJO 
disks that hold 234 Mbytes. These 
disks work from a CSS/2 or a CSSI2 Second(1) DPJl 
DC. Model 6491 is a 5.25 -inch disk 
that holds 322 Mbytes in a CSS/2, a Third(2) DPJ2 
CSS/2 DC, or a Peripheral Housing 
Unit (PHU). Model 6539 is a Fourth(3) DPJ3 
5.25-inch disk that holds 179 
Mbytes in a PHU. A controller can Fifth(4) DPJ4 
run seven units. 

Sixth (5) DPJ5 
Models 6554, 6662, 6685, and 6740 
are 5.25-inch disks that hold 662 
Mbytes, 332 Mbytes, 1 Gbyte, and 1 

Seventh (6) DP)6 

Gbyte respectively in a CSS/2, a 
CSS2IDC, or a Peripheral Housing 
Unit (PHU). A controller can run 
seven units. 

Models 6492, 6578, and 6579 are 
8-inch disks; one disk holds 727 
Mbytes. A 6492 has one disk; 6578 
two disks; and 6579, four disks. 

(continued) 
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Table A-2 All AOSNS Disk Unit Names and Device Codes 

Default Disk 
Disk Model Number, Description, Device Number 

Disk Unit Name 
and Capacity Code of on 

Controller Controller 

Models 6581, 6582, 6584, 6621, 24 First(O) DPJO 

6622, 6624, 6631, 6632, and 6634 
Second(1) DPJ1 are Rapid Access Mass Storage 

(RA.M.S.) disks. Model 6581 
Third(2) DPJ2 holds one 500-Mbyte disk; Model 

6582 holds two 500- Mbyte disks; 
Fourth(3) DPJ3 and Model 6584 holds four 

500-Mbyte disks. A controller can 
Fifth(4) DPJ4 run as many as eight units. Model 

6621 is one 12-Gbyte disk; a COD-
Sixth(5) DPJ5 troller can run up to four units. 

Seventh(6) DPJ6 
Model 6622 holds two 1.2 Gbyte 
disks; and Model 6624 holds four 12 
Gbyte disks. Models 6631, 6632, and 

Eighth(7) DPJ7 

6634 hold one, two, and four disks, 
respectively, of 600 Mbytes each. 

Model 6627 is a 5.25-inch 
erasable magneto-optical disk 
that holds 600 Mbytes. 

(concluded) 

End of Appendix 
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Appendix B 
Files Shipped with AOSNS 

Thble B-1 lists and describes files that are part of AOSNS R.evision 7.69, shipped on the 
release media-tape or diskette-and listed in :UTIL:7.69 _AOSVS_FILES. 

'1llble B-1 lists files by filename in ASCII order (as FILESTATUS/SORT displays them), 
followed by the location of the file and a brief description of the purpose of the file. Files 
that ship with AOSNS Model 31133 only or with Model 3900 only are so noted. To 
conserve space, some filenames include the + template to indicate more than one file. For 
example, instead of showing the more than one hundred CLI command Help files 
(CU.CMD.ACL through CU.CMDXEQ), we show only onc~: CU.CMD. +. 

General filename suffix conventions are: a .CLI suffix indicatles a eLI macro; a .PR suffix, a 
program file; an .OL suffix, an overlay file; and an .ST suffix, a symbol table. 
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Table B-1 Files Shipped with AOSNS 

Filename Description 

069_000031_02 In :UTIL. Documentation-changes file for Learning to Use 
lfJur AOS/VS System. 

069_000293_00 In :UTIL. Documentation-changes file for Starting and 
Updating PreinstaQed AOS/VS. Model 31133 only. 

085_000147_16 In :UTIL Disk tile copy of the AOSNS Model 3900 Release 
Notice. 

085_000780_09 In :UTIL Disk file copy of the AOSNS Model 31133 
Release Notice. Model 31133 only. 

093_000242_02 In :UTIL. Documentation-changes file for AOS/vs 
Macroassembler (MASM) Reference Manual. 

093_000245_02 In :tmL. Documentation-changes file for AOS/vS Link and 
Librarv File EditorlLFEl US~7''s Manual. 

093_000246_01 In :UTIL. Documentation-c:hanges file forAOS/VS 
Debugger and File Editor Users ManuaL 

093_000335_01 In :UTIL. Documentation-c:hanges file for AOS/vs System 
Concepts. 

093 J)00541_ 01 In :UTIL. Documentation-(:hanges file for Managi1Jg 
AOSIVS and AOSIVS II. 

093 JX)0646 JXl In :UTIL. Documentation-(:hanges flle for Using the eLI 
(AOSIVS andAOS/vs Ill. 

093_000714_00 In :UTIL. Documentation -(:hanges flle for Supplement I to 
Managing AOS/VS and AOS/VS II. 

7.70 In : UPDATE. Directory that contains required and optional 
patches. See 7.70_+_ + PAT in this table. 

7.70_UPDATE_SCRIPT.CU In :UPDATE. A macro that ilnstalls update 7.70 .. This calls 
other macros. 

7.70_ + _OPAT In :UPDATE:7.70. Optional patches.1YJ>e each patch file to 
see the change in functionality or problem it corrects. 

7.70_ + _PAT In :UPDATE:7.70. Required patches.'JYpe each patch file to 
see the problem it corrects. 

(continued) 
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Table B-1 Files Shipped with AOSNS 

Filename Description 

AGENT.PR In the: (root). The Agent program provides user interrace 
AGENT.ST to AOSNS system caUs. 

ALPHARS.PR In the: (root). Operating system to run in MIOC 
ALPHARS.ST controlier, used on MVnSOO I)CXlDC and MV/4000 DC/SC 

systems. Model 3900 only. AOSNS loads it on startup. 

ANSI_ +.PR In the: (root). Operating systems that let MIOCs, lACs, 
ANSI_ +.ST CPI/24s, and Local-bus Asym:hronous Control1ers support 

ANSI (vrlOO) terminals, modems, and Kanji. AOSNS loads 
these fiJes on startup. 

AOSVS.PANICS.SR In : UTIL. Explanation of panic: codes (as displayed with 
AOS{VS FATAL ERROR message). 

AOSVS_MODEL In :UTIL. A file containing the: text string "3900" or "31133." 
The UP _EXEC.CLI macro reclds this file to determine how to 
tailor the SM! interface. 

ASCll In : tmL:FORMS. EXEC mapper file that defines the 
printable 7-bit ASCll character set. 

BElL.CLI In : UTIL. A file used by the System Management Interface 
(SMI). The SM! uses this file to ring the terminal bel1 (beep). 

BOOMER.SR In :UTIL:SYS1EM_ CALL_SAMPLES. Sample assembly 
language program. For more detail, see AOS/VS, 
AOS/vs 11, and AOS/RT32 System Call Dictio1lllry. 

BRAN.PR In : UTIL. Break file analyzer, useful for problem 
BRAN.ST diagnosis by system programm~~rs. 

BROADCAST.Cll In : UTIL A macro used by the: System Management Interface 
(SMI). The macro lets a user sc~nd a message to all users on the 
system. 

BROADCAST_SELF.CLI In :UTIL. A macro the System Management Interface (SMI) 
uses. It simulates a broadcast when SM! is in tutorial mode. 
(1btorial mode, however, is no longer supported.) 

BSCGEN.PR In :SYSGEN. Program to gene:rate support for 
BSCGEN.ST bisynchronous communication:s lines, needed if your system 

will communicate with IBM systems using bisync protocol. 

(continued) 
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Table 8-1 Files Shipped with AOSNS 

Filename Description 

BUilD _SAMPLE.CLI In :UTIL:COOP _TOOLKIT. A macro that compiles and links 
the sample EXEC cooperative. 

CERMES.OB In : UTIL. Error message file for the C programming 
language. 

CHECK_ CONO.CU In : UTIL. A macro the System Management Interface (SMI) 
uses. Used by the BROADCAST.ell macro to see if CONO is 
a link. 

CHECK_SPACE.CLI In : UTIL. CLI macro to monitor disk space remaining in the 
system Jog directory. 

CLEAR In: (root). File to clear a laser document printer. 

ClEAR_SCREEN.CU In : UTIL. File that displays a form feed when typed by other 
macros. 

CU.CLI In : UTIL. A macro the System Management Interface (SMI) 
uses. The macro chains to the CLI. 

CU.CMD.+ In :HELP. CU16 command Help files with text for CLI 
HELPN displays (108 files). 

CU.OL In: (root). A link to CLI16.0L. Model 31133 only. 

CU.PR In: (root). Link fiJe to :CLI16.PR, but you can change this to 
be a link to :CU32.PR. 

CU.PSM.+ In :HELP. CU16 pseudomacro Help files (59 files). They 
provide text for Help displays for CLI pseudomacros. 

CU.TPC.+ In :HELP. Cll topic Help files (54 files with AOSNS; other 
software has additional topic Help files). They provide the 
text for CLI HELP and Help topic displays. 

CU.TPC.UPDATE In :UPDATE. (Identical to :HELP:CLI.TPC.UPDATE.) Help 
file for the update tool. 

CLI16.0L In: (root). CLI16-16-bit version of the user interface 
CU16.PR to AOSNS. 
rT T1~ ~'T' 

Cll32.CMD.+ In :HELP. CLI32-onlycornmand Help files (11 files). They 
provide text for CL132 -only command HELP displays. 

Cll32.PR In: (root). CLI32-32-bit version of the user interface 
CU32.ST to AOSNS. 

(continued) 
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Table B-1 Files Shipped with AOSNS 

Filename Descript:ion 

CU32.PSM.+ In :HELP. CLD2-only pseudomacro Help files (8 fdes). They 
provide text for CLI32 -on~y pseudomacro Help displays. 

Cill2ERMES.OB In : UTIL. Message file with text for CLD2 error messages. 

CUERMES.OB In : UTIL. Message file with text for CLI6 error messages. 

CUBT.LB In :SYSGEN. System-gene:ration library VSGEN uses to 
build the special CLI used for initial load. 

CLREERMES.OB Tn : Um... Error message te,c:t for programming languages in 
the Common Language Runtime Environment (CLRE); these 
include practica1ly all prOgIClmming languages available from 
Data General. 

CONTEST. + .PR In : UTIL. A set of nine programs (and their symbol 
CONTEST. + .ST tables) that test MV /Family hardware. 

CONTEST.CLEAN.CU In : UTIL. Macro to delete tt~mporary files created by 
CON1EST. 

CONTEST.ell In : UTIL. Macro to execute CON1EST test suite. 

CONTEST.ERRORS.CU In : UTIL. Macro to display ~~rrors found by CONTEST. 

CONVERT.PR In : UTIL. Program to convert an RDOS object file 
CONVERT.ST (.RB file) to an AOS, AOS/VS, or AOSNS II object file (.OB 

file ). 

COOP_TOOLKIT In : UTIL. Directory containing files needed to create an 
EXEC cooperative program. 

CooP_+ In :tmL:COOP _TOOLKI1r. An object file, library fIle, 
documentation file, and C and PL/I include files for creating 
an EXEC cooperative program. 

CPIO.Cll In : UTIL. Macro and program to dump or load files 

CPIO.PR in UNIX epio format (CPIO.PR is a link to TAR.PR); 

CPIO.sT has UNIX option interface. 

CPIO _ VS.CLI In : UTIL. Macro and program to dump or load files 
CPIO_VS.PR in UNIX epio format (CPIO_ VS.PR is a link to 
CPIO_VS.ST TAR_ VS.PR); has AOSNS switch interface. 

(continued) 
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Table B-1 Files Shipped with AOSNS 

Filename Description 

CPIRS.PR In : (root). Operating system to run in a CPI/24 
CPIRS.ST (Computer-PBX Interface) asynchronous line controller. 

Model 3900 only. The AOSNS PMOR loads this into CPI(s) 
on startuP. 

CREAlE_ WINDOW.SR In :UTIL:SYSTEM_ CALL __ SAMPLES. Model 31133 only. 
Sample assembly language program. For more detail, see 
AOS/VS, AOS/vs II, and A OS/RT32 System Call Dictionary. 

CX.Cll In : UTIL CLI macro that le:ts you issue EXEC commands 
using the form ex cmd. 

DEBU04.+ In :HELP. Help files for ass~~mb1y-language debugger 
(30 fIles). 

DEFAULT.SPEC In :SYSGEN. File with default specifications for 
BSCGEN.PR. 

DEFAULT.SYS In :SYSGEN. Link to the default system STARTER.SYS 
brings up. 

DEVLIB.LB In :SYSGEN. System-generation library VSOEN uses to 
build device drivers. 

DFMTR In: (root). Stand-alone Disk Formatter, to create or 
DFMTR.ST modify a logical disk unit (L1DU). 

DFMTR.PR In :UTIL. Stand-among Disk Formatter, to create or 
DFMTRST modify a logical disk unit (LDU). Runs under AOSNS. 

DOl In : UTIL:FORMS. EXEC )(LPT mapper file that defines 
the printable 8-bit Data Genera] International character 
set. 

DGI_TO_ASCTI In : UTIL:FORMS. EXEC )(LPT mapper file that defines 
the printable 8-bit Data Ge:neral International character 
set, mapped to 7 - bit ASCII characters (where possible). 

DGLERMES.OB In :tmL. Message text for DOlL language errors. 

DGXTERM_DEFAULTS In : tmL. X resource specifications for using an xterm 
window as a Data General te:rminal. 

DISCO.PR In : UTlL. DISCO disk-Joad monitor program. 
DISCO.ST 

DISKETfE _ BACKUP. eLI In : UTIL. A macro the System Management Interface (SMI) 
uses. The macro lets users back up files to diskettes. 

( continued) 
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Table B-1 Files Shipped with AOSNS 

Filename Description 

DISKETfE_RESTORE.CLI In : tmL. A macro the System Management Interlace 
(SMI) uses. The macro lets usc~rs restore files from 
diskettes. 

DISPIAY.PR In :UTIL. DISPlAY program, to display contents of 
DISPlAY.ST a file. 

DLIST.SR In :UTIL:SYS1EM _CALL_SAMPLES. Sample assembly 
language program. For more detail, seeAOS/VS,AOSIVS 
11, and AOSIRT32 System Call Dictionary. 

DOWN.Cll In : (root). Macro to bring down multiuser environment. 
Model 31133 only. 

DOWN.Cll In :UI1L Sample macro to bring down multiuser 
environment. Model 3900 only. You edit this macro and 
then move it to the rool 

DPJ1_FIXUP _SCRIP1:FXP In : (root) and : UTIL. A FIXliP scriptfile for systems 
running the System Management Interface (SMI). 

DU.CLI In :UTIL. Macros to run DUMP _IT instead of the 
DUM.CLI CLI DUMP command. Executed if you are running 
DUMP.CLI CLI32.PR (which does not include the DUMP command). 

DUMP_ll.CLI In : (root) and in :urn.. D{ThI(P _ n macro and 

DUMP_II.PR program for file backup. The files DUMP _ll.PR 

DUMP_n.ST and DUMP _n.ST in :UTD.. are links to the files in the 
root. 

DUMP_LOAD_ERMES In : (root) and in : urn.. Error message text for the 
DUMP _n and LOAD _n prog;rams. The file in :UTIL is a 
link to the file in the rool 

DUMPllB.LB In :SYSGEN. System-generation library of routines to 
create a memoty dump driver. 

EBID.SR In : tmL ECUPSE basic and commercial instruction 

ECID.SR definitions, used to create mac:roassembler permanent 
symbol file. 

EDIT.eLI In : tmL A macro the Systeml Management Interface 
(SMI) uses. It lets SM! users edit macros like UP.CU.· 

EMASM.CLI In : UTIL. Macro to assemble ~error message object files 
( + ERMES.OB); for AOSNS programs, these object files 
are shipped ready-made. 

(continued) 
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Table B-1 Files Shipped with AOSNS 

Filename Description 

ERMES In : (root). Error message fHe. As shipped, this file includes 
error text for all AOSNS programs, C, DG/L, FORTRAN 77, 
PIJI, and assembly language runtime errors. 

ERMES.SR In :U11L. Source file that explains the format of ERMES 
error messages in AOSNS. 

EXEC. + In :HELP. EXEC help files; they provide text for XHELP 
commands (59 files). 

EXEC.PR In :UTIL. EXEC program, which manages user logon 
EXEC.ST and logoff and spooling. Sf.~e also XBAT.PR, XMNT.PR, and 

XNE'1:PR. 

F77ERMES.OB In :l.J1U.. Message text for FORTRAN 77 runtime errors. 

FCU.PR, In : urn.. Forms control utility that lets you create 
FCU.ST printer specification files for special form printing. 

FED. + In :HELP. Help files for assembly language disk file editor 
(16 fi1es). 

FED.PR In : lJ1U,. Disk file editor that lets you change contents 
FED.ST of disk locations. 

FF.CLI In :UTIL. Macro to print a form feed (blank sheet) at the 
end of a print job, useful for separating jobs. 

FILCOM.PR In :UTIL. Program to compare binary files and display 
FILCOM.ST differences. (To compare te:xt files use SCOM.PR.) 

FILCREATE.SR In :UTIL:SYSTEM_ CALl,_SAMPLES. Sample assembly 
language program. For more detail, see AOS/vs, 
AOSIVS II, and AOSIRT32 System Call Dictionary. 

FIXUP In: (root). Stand-alone disk fixer, corrects LDU 
FIXUP.ST inconsistencies after an abnormal shutdown. 

FIXUP.PR In :UTIL. Stand-among dilsk fixer, corrects LDU 
FIXUP.ST inconsistencies after an abnormal shutdown; runs under 

AOSNS. 

FORMS In : UTIL. Directory with forms files for special forms 
printing. 

FULL_BACKUP.CLI In : lTfIL. Macro to execute fulJ backup of user files and 
non - AOSNS files to diske:ttes. 

FULL_DUMP.CLI In : UTIL. Macro to executc:~ fuII backup of user files and 
non-AOSNS files to labelled magnetic tape. 

(continued) 
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Table 8-1 Files Shipped with AOSNS 

Filename Description 

GATEARRAY.SR In :UTlL:SYS1EM_CAU.._SAMPLES. Sample assembly 
language program. For more detail, see AOS/VS, 
AOSIVS II, andAOS/RT32 System Call Dictio1Ulry. 

GRAPHICS_SAMPLE.SR In :UI1L:SYSTEM_CALL_SAMPLES. Sample assembly 
language program. Model 31133 only. For more detail, see 
AOSIVS, AOS/VS II, andAOS/RT32 System Call Dictionary. 

GSMGR.PR In: (root). Global synchronous-line manager program; 
GSMGR.sT run it if your system will use s~chronous lines. 

HEAR.SR In :UI1L:SYSTEM_ CALL_SAMPLES. Sample assembly 
language program. For more detail, seeAOS/VS.. 
AOS/vs II, andAOSIRT32 System Call Dictio1Ulry. 

HELP In : (root). Directory that holds Help files. 

HELPV.CLI In :UTll... Macro to display vc~rbose Help messages. 

HISTO.PR In : UTIL. Histogram generator program files. 
HISTO.ST 

mSTOREPORI:PR In : UTIL. Histogram report generator (works on files 
HISTOREPORr.ST created by mSTO.PR). 

IAC24RS.PR In : (root). Operating system to run in a new IAC-24 
IAC24RS.ST asynchronous line controller. The AOSNS PMGR loads this 

into lAC-24(s) at startup. Model 3900 only. 

IACBRS.PR In: (root). Operating system to run in a new IAC-8 

IACBRS.ST asynchronous line controller. The AOSNS PMGR loads this 
into lAC-8(s) at startup. Model 3900 only. 

IACRS.PR In : (root). Operating system lto run in an lAC 

IACRS.ST asynchronous line controller. The AOSNS PMGR loads this 
into IAC-8(s) at startup. Model 3900 only. 

INC _ BACKUp.ell In : UTIL. Macro to run incremental backup of user files to 
diskettes. Used between fuU backups done by 
FULL_BACKUP.CLI. 

INC _DUMP. eLI In : UTIL. Macro to run incremental backup of user files to 
labeled magnetic tape. Used between full backups done by 
FULL_DUMP.CU. 

INRING.SR In : UTIL:SYS1EM _ CALL_SAMPLES. Sample assembly 
language program. For more detail, see AOS/VS, 
AOS/VS II, and AOS/RT32 System Call Dictionary. 

(continued) 
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Table 8-1 Rles Shipped with AOSNS 

Filename Description 

INSTALL.Cli In : UTIL. A macro the System Management Interface (SMI) 
uses. The macro lets a user load files from release media. 

INSTL In: (root). Stand-alone Installer program, to install a 
INSTL.ST disk bootstrap and a system bootstrap and, optionally, a 

system on an LDU. 

INSTL.PR In : UTIL. Stand - among Installer program, to install a 
INSTL.ST disk bootstrap and a system bootstrap and, optionally, a 

system on an lDU; runs under AOSNS. 

IOPRS.PR In : (root). Program to run in an ATI's lOP (ECLIPSE 
IOPRS.ST MV/8000 with model numbers beginning with 93). Model 3900 

only. Loaded by AOSNS PMGR. 

ITCIRS.PR In: (root). Operating system to run in an Intelligent 
ITCIRS.ST Terminal Controller for systems other than deskside 
ITC2RS.PR ECLIPSE systems. The AOSNS PMGR loads these files 
ITC3RS.PR into the ITC on startup. 

KANJI In : UI1L:FORMS. EXEC XLPT mapper file that defines the 
printable Kanji character set. 

KANJI_+.PR In : (root). Operating systems that let MIOCs, lACs, 
KANn_+.ST CPI/24s, and Local-bus Asynchronous Controllers support 

the Kanji character set. AOSNS loads these files on startup. 

KATAKANA In : UTIL:FORMS. EXEC XLPT mapper file that defmes the 
printable Katakana character set. 

LABELPR In : UTIL. Tape labeling program; use it to create labeled 
LABELST tape sets before using the tapes for backup. 

LAC32RS.PR In: (root). Operating system to run in a LAC-32, 
LAC32RS.ST 32-line Local-Bus Asynchronous Controller. The AOSNS 

PMGR loads it into the lAC on startup. Model 31133 only. 

LACRS.PR In: (root). Operating system to run in a Local-Bus 
LACRS.ST Asynchronous Controller (lAC, also known as IAC-12). The 

AOSNS PMGR loads it into the LAC on startup. Model 
31133 only. 

LANG_RfERMES.OB In : UTIL. Message text for Data General runtime language 
errors. 

(continued) 
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Table 8-1 Files Shipped with AOSNS 

Filename Description 

LFCOPY.PR In : UTIL Labeled diskette copy program, copies a 
LFCOPY.ST memory dump that was done to diskettes. Intended for 

Data General personnel. 

LFE.PR In : UTIL Library file editor program, builds libraries 
LFE.ST from program routines. 

LIB1.LB In :SYSGEN. System-generation libraries, used to 
LIB2.LB build AOSNS operating sysl~ms. 
LIB3.LB 
LIB4.LB 

LINK.PR In : UTIL. Linker program, (:reates executable 
LINK.ST program files from object files. 

LINKERMES.OB In : UTIL. Error message text for Link program errors. 

LINK_ERMES.CLI In : VTIL. Macro to create n.ew error message file 
(ERMES). 

LMCBRS.PR In: (root). Operating system to run in a Local-Bus 
LMC8RS.ST Modem controller (LMe). The AOSNS PMGR loads this 

at startup. Model 31133 only. 

LOA.CLI In :urn..~ Macros to run LOAD n instead of the 
LOAD.ell CU LOAD command. Executed if you are running 

CLI32.PR (which does not include the LOAD command). 
WAD.CI . ..! is a macro that luns LOAD _IT.PR. LOA.eLI is 
a link to LOAD.CLI. 

LOAD_IT.CLI In : (root). LOAD _II macro and program for file 
LOAD_II.PR backup. 
LOAD II.ST 

LOAD_n.CLI In :UTll.,. WAD_IT.CLI is a macro that runs 

LOAD_II.PR LOAD _ IT.PR. The other fiI~~s are links to WAD_II 

LOAD II.ST files in the root. 

LOCK_CLI.OL In :(root). A 16-bit CU that can be locked so as to 

WCK_CLI.PR prevent anyone from issuing critical CLI or EXEC 

LOCK CLI.ST commands. Designed to safe:guard the system console. 

LOGCALLS.PR In : UTIL. System call logger program. 

LOGCALLS.ST 

LOGON In : UTIL. Directory WGON contains the message file 
LOGON.MESSAGE LOGON.MESSAGE, a text flJe suppJied with Model 31133 

AOSNS systems. You can edit this file using the SED text 
editor. (You can also create this file on Model 3900 systems 
in directory: UTIL.) 

(continued) 
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Table B-1 Files Shipped with AOSNS 

Filename Description 

LPMGR.PR In: (root). Local peripheral manager (pMGR) 
LPMGR.ST program that runs terminals for users; the system loads it into 

memory (in ring 3) at startup. See also PMGR.PR. 

LTC1RS.PR In: (root). Operating system to run in an Intelligent 
LTC1RS.ST 'lerminal Controller for ECLIPSE MV/1000 DC, 
LTC2RS.PR MVI2000 DC, and MVI2500 DC systems. The AOS/vS 

PMGR loads these files into the LTC on startup. Model 
31133 only. 

MASM.PR In : UTIL. Macroassembler program and pennanent 
MASM.PS symbol file (MASM.PS). 
MASM.ST 

MASM16.PR In :U'I'll... Macroassemblerl,rogram for 16-bit programs 
MASM16.PS and permanent symbol file (lMASM16.PS). 
MASM16.ST 

MASMERMES.OB In :UI1L. Error text for macroassembler errors. 

MASMXR.PR In :UTIL. Macroassembler cross-reference generator. 
MASMXR.ST 

MASM 32CHAR.PS In : UTIL. Macroassembler 32 -character symbol fiJe. 

MIRRORINFO.PR In : UTIL. Logical disk mirroring information utility. 
MIRRORINFO.ST Model 3900 only. 

MKABS.PR In : UTIL. Program to copy an RDOS save file (program 
MKABS.ST file) into an absolute binary file. 

MODEM_IACRS.PR In : (root). Files providing modem support on an lAC. 
MODEM IACRS.ST 

MSCOPY.BTSFPLK In : UTIL. MSCOPY modified sector disk backup program 
MSCOPY.CLI files: error message file, macro, program file, and 
MSCOPY.PR symbol table file. Model 3900 only. 
MSCOPY.ST 

MSCOPY.COMMAND _HELP In :HELP. Help file displayed while executing MSCOPY. 
Model 3900 only. 

MV2000.CSF In :SYSGEN. VSGEN specification and program fiJes for 
MV2000.PR DSnSOO and ECLIPSE MV /1000 DC, MV /1400 DC, 
MV2000.SSF MV/2000 DC, and MV 12500 DC systems. 
MV2000.ST 

( continued) 
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Table 8-1 Files Shipped with AOSNS 

Filename Description 

MV2000_SMI.CSF In :SYSGEN. VSGEN specification and program files for 
MV2000_SMI.PR DSn500 and ECLIPSE MVnOOO DC, MV/l400 DC, 
MV2000_SMI.SSF MV/2000 DC, and MVI2500 DC systems with the System 
MV2000 SMI.ST Management Interface (SMI) enabled. 

MV5500.CSF In :SYSGEN. VSGEN specification and program fi1es for 
MV5500.PR ECLIPSE MV/3000-Series and MV/5000-Series Systems. 
MV5500.SSF 
MV5500.ST 

MV5500_SMI.CSF In :SYSGEN. VSGEN spec:ification and program files for 
MV5500 _SMI.PR ECLIPSE MV /3000-Serie:s and MV /5000-Series Systems. 
MV5500_SMI.SSF 
MV5500_SMI.ST 

NEWFS_MIGRATION In : UTIL. Directory contaiJling a check list, manual, and 
NEWFS_ CHECKLIST worksheet to help plan migrating from the AOSNS file 

NEWFS_MIGRATIONDOC system to the AOSNS n file system. 

NEWFS_ WORKSHEET 

NEWfASK.SR In :UTIL:SYS1EM_ CAL~_SAMPLES. Sample assembly 
language program. For more detail, see AOS/vs, 
AOSIVS H, and AOS/RT32 System Call Dictionary. 

OP In :UDD. User directory fo:r OPe Model 31133 only. (You can 
create a user directory for OP with Model 3900.) 

OP In :UPD. User profile for OPe Model 31133 only. (You can 
create a user profile for OP with Model 3900.) 

PARU.16.SR In : UTIL. User parameter definitions for 16- and 32-bit 

PARU.32.SR macroassemblers and for system cans used in 32 -bit 

PARU LONG.SR high-level language programs (defines long symbol names). 

PASSWORD In: (root). A flle containing the encrypted, default .32-bit Cll 

password, which is PASSWORD. 

PATCH.PR In : UPDATE and : UTIL. P~ltch program to instal1 patches 

PATCH.ST supplied in :UPDATE.7.68. The update too] uses the Patch 

program. 

PCOpy In: (root). Stand-alone PCOPY physical copy program, 

PCOPY.ST which backs up and restores LOUs. 

PCOPY.PR In : UTIL. Stand -among PCOPY physical copy program, 

PCOPY.ST which backs up and restores LDUs; runs under AOSNS. 

(continued) 
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Table 8-1 Files Shipped with AOSNS 

Filename Description 

PED.CLI In : UTIL. Process environmcmt display macro and 
PED.PR program. 
PED.ST 

PIDCALL_ CHECK.CU In : UTIL. Macro that checks a program for system calls that 
may require change to let a program run with big PIDs. 

PIDCALL_ CHECK16.FED In :UTIL. FED input files used by 
PIDCALL_ CHECK32.FED PIDCALL_ CHECK.CU. 

PIDSIZE.CLI In :UflL. Macro that checks a program's PID-size type. 

PLIERMES.OB In : UTlL. Message text for PUI and 16-bit PUI runtime 
PLIERMES16.0B errors. 

PLNERMES.OB In :UTIL. Message text for Pl./Nichols runtime errors (this is a 
custom Data General version of PIJI). 

PM.CLI In : UTIL. A macro the SysteJD Management Interface (SMI) 
uses. The macro places a user's terminal in page mode. 

PMGR.PR In : (root). Peripheral managl~r (pMGR) program, loaded 
PMGR.ST by system at startup. 

PREDITOR.PR In :UTIL. PREDITOR user profile editor program 
PREDITOR.ST to create profiles and assign privileges. 

QCMP.PR In : UTll.... Queue compressiOlrl (cleanup) program. 
QCMP.ST 

RDOS.OL In : UTIL. Program that convc~rts RDOS files, tapes, 
RDOS.PR and disks to AOSNS format, and vice versa. 
RDOS.ST 

REPORT.PR In : UTIL. Program to generate reports from system log 

REPORT.ST tiles and error log tiles. 

RESOLVE.LB In :SYSGEN. System-genenltion library to avoid Link errors 
for devices you omit at VSGEN. 

RESTORE.CLI In :UTIL. Macro to restore d;ata backed up by 
FULL_BACKUP.CLI and INC_BACKUP.CU, using diskettes. 

RESTORE_ TAPE.ell In : UTIL. Macro to restore data backed up by macros 
FULL_DUMP.CLI and INC_.DUMP.CLI, using tape. 

(continued) 
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Table 8-1 Files Shipped with AOSNS 

Filename Description 

RINGLOAD.SR In :UTIL:SYSJEM_CALL_SAMPLES. Sample assembly 
language program. For more detail, see AOSlVS, 
AOS/VS II, arulAOS/RT32 System Call Dictionary. 

RUNTIME.SR In :UTIL:SYSJEM_CALL_SAMPLES. Sample assembly 
language program. For more detail, see AOS/VS, 
AOS/VS II, and AOSIRT32 System Call Dictionary. 

SAMPLE_COOP'C In :UTIL:COOP _TOOLKIT. A simple cooperative program 
of an EXEC user cooperative" 

SCOM.PR In : UTIL. Program to compare text (source) files and 
SCOM.ST display differences. 

SED.+ In :HELP. Help files for SED text editor (40 files). 

SED.DICTIONARY In : UTIL. Word list the SED text editor uses for spelling 
assistance. 

SED.PR In : UTIL. SED text editor program. 

SED.ST 

SEDERMES.OB In:UTIL. Error message text for SED text editor. 

SETUP.CLI In: (root) and in :UTIL. A macro the System Management 
Interface (SMI) uses as the default initial IPC file for all user 
proftJes. The macro sets the dc~fault ACL and search Jist. 

SKIPS.SR In : UTIL. File that defines useful assembly language macros 
for skips and graphics instructions. 

SLDCU.PR In: (root). Operating system to run in a DCU synchronous 
line controller. The GSMGR program loads it into the DCU 
when you create the GSMGR process. Model 3900 only. 

SLISC.PR In: (root). Operating system to run in an ISC synchronous 
line controller. The GSMGR program loads it into the ISC 
when you create the GSMGR process. 

SMl.CLI In : UTIL. The System Managc~ment Interface (SM!) 

SMI.PR program and the macro that e:(ecutes it. 

SMI.ST 

SMI_CU.OL In : UTIL. A special CLI program that performs 

SMI_CLI.PR CONTROL @EXEC status commands for the System 

SMI_CU.ST Management Interface (SMI)" 

(continued) 
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Table B-1 Files Shipped with AOSNS 

Filename Description 

SMI_DOWN.CU In :UTIL. A DOWN.CLI macro for systems that use the 
System Management Interface (SMI). Model 3900 oruy. 

SM~ERMES In :UTll... SMI error message text file. 

SMI_HELP In :HELP. SMI Help text fiJe library. 

SMI_OPCON.PR In :UTIL. A program the System Management Interface 
SMI_OPCON.ST (SM!) uses to let you send commands to the master ell 

process-and to see system response to those commands. 

SMI TEXT In :tmL. SM! screen text fiJe library. 

SMI_UP.CLI In :UTll... A modified UP.CU for systems that use the System 
Management Interface (SMI). Model 3900 only. 

SON.SR In :UTIL:SYSTEM_ CALL_SAMPLES. Sample assembly 
language program. For more detail, seeAOS/vs, 
AOS/vs H, andAOS/RT32 System Cao Dictionary. 

SPEAK.SR In :l.JTa:SYSTEM_ CALL_SAMPLES. Sample assembly 
language program. For more detail, see AOS/VS, 
AOS/VS 11, andAOS/RT32 System Call Dictionary. 

SPEED.PR In :U'I'a. SPEED text editor program and error text 
SPEED.ST for SPEED program errors. 
SPEEDERMES.OB 

SPRED.PR In :U'I'a. Symbolic Preamblc~ Editor program, to edit 
SPRED.ST program preambles and speciify items like the number of pages 

to load on a page fault. 

STACKER.PR In :UTIL. Stacker program that EXEC uses to handle 
STACKER.ST punched card images. 

STARTER.SYS In : (root). AOSNS starter system for deskside ECLIPSE 
STARTER.SYS.ST systems. Model 31133 only. 

STARTER.SYS DISKETIEI In : (root). Copy of the AOS/VS starter system, divided 
STARTER.SYS _ DISKETIE2 into three fdes for copying to diskettes. Used by the 

STARTER.SYS DISKETIE3 System Management Interfac:e (SMI). Model 31133 only. 

STARTER HELP In :HELP. Starter Help text fUe library. Mode13133 only. 

STR_FORM_AOSVS In :UTIL. Forms to help youfilJ out a software trouble 
report (STR). File STR_FORM_AOSVS is designed for 
AOSNS. You can print these forms. Filing an STR is explained 
in Managing AOS/vS and AOS/VS II. 

(continued) 
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Filename Description 

SYS.CSF In :SYSGEN. VSGEN specification and starter program 
SYS.PR files for ECLIPSE MV/Family computers other than 
SYS.SSF deskside ECLIPSE systems. Model 3900 only. 
SYS.ST 

SYSBOOT In: (root). SYSBOOT system bootstrap program that 
SYSBOOT.ST loads microcode (if needed) and loads and starts up AOSNS. 

SYSDISKEITE.CU In :SYSGEN. Macro to create a tailored system set of 
diskettes. Model 31133 only. 

SYSERMES.OB In :UTIL. Error message text for general system runtime 
errors. 

SYSGEN In: (root). Directory that holds system generation program 
VSGEN and related ftles. 

SYSID.16.SR In :UTIL. Definition ftles for 16-bit and 32-bit system 
SYSID.32.SR calls, respectively. 

SYSMGR In :UDD. User directory for SYSMGR. Model 31133 only. 

SYSMGR In :UPD. User profile for SYSMGR. Model 31133 only. 

SYSTAPE.CLI In : SYSGEN . Macro to create a tailored system tape. 

SYSlEM_ CALL_SAMPLES In : UTIL. A directory that c:ontains sample assembly 
language programs. For more detail, see AOS/VS, 
AOSIVS II, and AOSIRT32 System Call Dictionary. 

SYS_REV In :SYSGEN. File with cunent AOSNS revision number. 

TAPE _ BACKUP.CLI In : UTIL. A macro the System Management Interface (SMI) 
uses; it lets users back up files to tape. 

TAPE_RESTORE.CLI In : UTIL. A macro the System Management Interface (SMI) 
uses; lets users restore files from tape. 

TAR.eLI In : UTIL. Macro and program to dump or load files in 

TAR.PR UNIX tar format; has UNIX option interface. 
TAR.ST 

TAR_VS.CLI In :UTIL. Macro and program to dump or load files in 

TAR VS.PR UNIX tar format; has familliar AOSNS switch interface. 

TAR VS.ST 

TBOOT In: (root). Tape bootstrap program; when copied to file 0 of a 
tape, lets you boot tape and asks which tape file to load into 
memory. 

(continued) 
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Table 8-1 Files Shipped with AOSNS 

Filename Description 

TIMEOUT.SR In :UTn..:SYS'IEM_ CALL __ SAMPLES. Sample assembly 
language program. For more detail, see AOSIVS, 
AOS/VS II, andAOSIRT32 ~ystem CoIl Dictionary. 

UDD In : (root). Directory that holds all user directories. Shipped 
with Model 31133 with directories for users OP and 
SYSMGR. (When you run PREDITOR under Model 3900, 
the system creates this directory.) 

UP.CLI In: (root). Macro to bring EXEC and the multiuser 
environment up. Model 31133 oruy. 

UP.CLI In : UTIL. Sample macro to bring EXEC and the multiuser 
environment up. Model 3900 only. You can edit this file and 
then move it to the root. 

UPD In : (root). Directory containing (initially) profiles for users 
OP and SYSMGR, and shipped with Model 31133. (When 
you run PREDITOR under Model 3900, the system creates 
this directory.) 

UPDA1E In: (root). Directory that h011ds directories with update tool, 
patch files, documentation, update script, and auxiliary 
macros used to install AOS/VS updates. 

UPDATE.eLI In : UPDATE. Macros for and documentation about 
UPDA1E.DOC the update tool. 
UPDATE_EXITCU 
UPDATE_INIT.CLI 
UPDATE_INITROUTINE.CLI 
UPDATE_MOVE.CLI 
UPDATE_PATCH.CLI 
UPDATE_ROUTINE.CLI 
UPDATE VSGEN.CLI 

UP EXEC.CLI In: (root) and in :UTIL. A macro the System Management 
Interface (SMI) uses. The macro runs EXEC on the system 
console, requiring you to log .on to use the system console. 

UPPER In :UTIL:FORMS. EXEC XLPT mapper file that defines 
the printable 8-bit Data General International character 
set, mapping lowercase characters to uppercase. 

URT16.LB In :UTIL. User runtime libraries for 16-bit and 32-bit 
URT32LB programs respectively; contain essential runtime code for 

user programs. 

UTIL In: (root). Directory that holds system utility programs and 
files. 

( conttnued) 
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Table 8-1 Files Shipped with AC)SNS 

Filename Description 

VSGEN+ In :HELP. Help files for VSGEN commands (14 files). 

VSGEN.DATA In :SYSGEN. VSGEN data, program, and question files. 
VSGEN.PR 
VSGEN.QUES 
VSGEN.ST 

WAIT_FOR_NO _PORr.a.l In :UI1L. Macro that DOWN.CLI macro uses to determine 
that EXEC is halted. 

WAIT_FOR_PORT.CLI In :UTIL. Macro that UP.CL][ macro uses to determine that 
EXEC is running. 

WHOS.CLI In : UTIL. Macro that displays the names of all processes 
running on the system. 

WRITE.SR In :U'TIL:SYSTEM_ CALL_SAMPLES. Sample assembly 
language program. For more detail, seeAOS/VS, 
AOS/VS 11, andAOSIRT32 System Call Dictioruzry. 

XBA'IPR In :UI1L. Batch program, works with EXEC to manage 
XBA'IST batch queues and streams. 

XERMES.OB In: UTIL. Error message file 'with ten for EXEC errors. 

XHELP.CU In : UTIL. Macro to display EXEC Help messages. 

XLPIPR In :UTIL. XLPT program, works with EXEC to manage 
XLPIST orinters and other spooled devices. 

XMNT.PR In :UTIL. Mount facility manager program, works with 
XMNT.ST EXEC to manage user tape mount requests. 

XNE'IPR In : UTIL. Network queue manager program, works with 
XNE'IST EXEC to manage network queues. 

XYZZY.PS In :SYSGEN. AOSNS permclDent symbol file, used for 
macroassembly during system builds. 

XYZZY1.SR In :SYSGEN. AOSNS symbol definition files, may be 
XYZZY2.SR needed for macroassembly during system bui1ds. 
XYZZY3.SR 

XYZZYERMES.OB In : UTIL. Message fIle with tlen for AOSNS errors. 

ZERMES.OB In :UTIL. Message fIle with tlext for CLI16 error messages. 

(concluded) 

End of Appendix 
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Appendix C 
Powering Up for the First Time and 

Loading Microcode - ECLIPSE 
MV/4000 DC, MV/4000 SC, and 
Data General DS/4000-Series 

Computers 

This appendix tells you how to load microcode for the first time and bring up the SCP on 
the following machines: 

ECLIPSE MV/4000 DC and MV/4000 SC 
Data General DS/4000-series 

Read this appendix only if you need to build (or rebuild) AOSNS from scratch on a blank 
disk. IT the SCP CLI prompt (SCP-CLI> ) is showing on the system console, you don't 
need to execute these steps; return to Chapter 2. 

First-Time Powerup 

In this section, you'll power up your computer and load microcode. 

All MV/4000 DC, MV/4000 SC, and DS/4000 computer systems include at least one 
737,OOO-byte diskette unit An optional extra is a tape unit. Several programs (the IOC 
emulator and SCP/microcode) are supplied on diskettes. 

To power up, you need two diskettes, or diskette plus cartridge tape, from the following 
groups: 

• The I/O CB emulator, on one diskette. The diskette label, second line, includes the 
words "I/O CB EMULATOR." 

• System media and microcode, on two diskettes or a cartridge tape. If you received 
system media on diskettes, one of the diskette labels includes, on its second line, the 
words" ... SYSTEM MEDIA"; this is the first diskette. On the other diskette, the second 
text line includes the words ~'MVnOOOxxx.MCF" and the last line includes 'I\OS FMT." 
You'l1 use the frrst diskette to power up; and you'll use the second after installing 
AOSNS (Chapter 2). 

If you received system media on tape, the tape label has the words "xxx SYSTEM 
MEDIN' on its second line. 
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1. The fol1owing steps assume that CPU power is off. If it's on, tum it off. 

2. Tum on the system console. The switch is an on/off rocker behind the console or a push 
switch on the front. The console may display a test message and beep. If there is an ON 
LINE light on the keyboard, it should glow. (If the light doesn't glow, press the CMD 
key, hold CMD down, and press the ON LINE key. The ON LINE light should glow.) 
If there is no ON liNE key, check the ON UNE switch behind the unit. 

Adjust brightness by moving the brightness control (a slide under the right side of the 
unit or a knob on the lower right); ensure that brightness is set to let you see the screen 
cursor. 

If your keyboard has an ALPHA LOCK key (next to the ~;pace bar), press it to make 
the ALPHA WCK light glow. You need to set ALPHA LOCK because one of the 
programs you'll use doesn't accept lowercase letters. 

3. To use the tape unit, you must turn it on before turning a)mputer power on. If you 
have a tape unit, tum it on now, by moving its switch to ON-I. 

4. Find the diskette labeled "I/O CB EMULATOR." Insert it in unit 0 as fonows. If you 
have two diskette units, the right one is unit O. 

4a. Tum the latch beside the slot to the vertical position. 

4b. Remove the diskette from its outer envelope. Don't try to remove the inner 
envelope-the diskette must remain in this. 

4c. Hold the diskette by the edges and examine it. One side has a paper label and the 
other is blank. On each side, the envelope is cut away to e:xpose part of the diskette 
surface. Just a reminder-don't touch the diskette surface. The oil on your finger could 
make that part of the diskette unreadable. One edge of the diskette has a small notch 
(about 1/4 x 1/4 inch). This is the write-enable notch. Whc:m this notch is uncovered, 
information can be written to the diskette. 

4d. Hold the diskette with the write-enable notch up and your fingers on the label. Slide it 
into the unit slot The diskette should slide in smoothly and come to a firm stop. 

4e. Tum the latch beside the slot to the horizontal position. Tttis locks the diskette in the 

unit 

5. Tum oomputer power on via the power switch on the cabullet The power light above 
the switch should glow. The computer runs power-up tests. 
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6. With an MV/4000-series system, the system console prompts 

MV4000 READY 

IOC EMULATOR INSTALLER 

(Wait 50 to 60 seconds here.) 

STATUS OF IOC EMULATOR ON HARD DISK 

1. INSTALL AND RUN IOC EMULATOR ON HARD DISK 
2. VERIFY IOC EMULATOR ON HARD DISK 
3. RUN ONLY 
4. INSTALL ONLY 
5.EX1T 

CHOOSE ONE: 11] 

H nothing happens after 30 seconds, perhaps you misinsert,ed the diskette. Remove the 
diskette, turn computer power off, and return to step 4. 

H you see an incomplete READY message after 30 seconds., tum computer power off 
and on again. H the full message still does not appear, perhaps the system has 
problems; depending on your contract with Data General, consult your Data General 
support organization. 

7. You must now install the I/O CB emulator on the hard disk:. 10 install and run the 
emulator, choose the default (1) by pressing NEW LINE: 

CHOOSE ONE: 11] ~ 

A few moments pass. Then 

EMULATOR INSTALLED 
@ 

8. Remove the diskette from unit O. 

9. Hyou received system media on a cartridge tape, skip to step 13. If you received system 
media on diskette, continue. 

10. Get the system media diskette with'the label that has "xxx SYSTEM MEDIA" written 
on it. 

11. Insert the diskette in unit 0 (right unit, if you have two) as e:xplained earlier. 
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12. Next to the @ prompt, type 64L. 

@64L 

A loader program reads the diagnostic operating system from the diskette. After 5 
seconds or so, you'll hear a click as the diskette drive engages. Reading the system from 
diskette takes 10 to 20 seconds. The system console displays 

TESTOK 

• 

COPYRIGHT DATA GENERAL ... 
ALL RIGHTS ... 

If this message doesn't appear after a minute or so, perhaps you misinserted the 
diskette. Press the break sequence (CMD and BREAK/ESC). Remove the diskette 
from the unit and return to step 12 

With the prompt * showing, skip to step 16. 

13. If you received the system media on tape, get the tape with SYSTEM MEDIA on it. 

14. Insert the cartridge tape in your tape unit, with the label facing right 

15. Wait for the tape unit READY light to glow. Then, next to the @ prompt, type 22L (or 
23L, for an MTJ tape unit)-for example, 

@22L 

A loader program reads the diagnostic operating system from the tape. This may take a 
few moments. Then the system console displays 

TESTOK 

• 

COPYRIGHT DATA GENERAL ... 
ALL RIGHTS ... 

If this message doesn't appear after a minute or so, type thc~ break sequence (CMD 
and BREAK/ESC keys); then retry this step. 
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16. Tell the diagnostic system to load the correct CPU microcode fiJe. 

• With an MV/4000 DC or SC and no hardware options (like floating-point unit 
or graphics instruction set), the filename is MV4000. 

• With an MV/4000 DC or SC and optional hardware~ floating-point unit, 
but without the graphics instruction set, the filename is MV 4OOOFP. 

• With an MV/4000 DC or SC and optional graphics iinstruction set (without 
hardware floating-point unit), the filename is MV4OOOG. 

• With an MV/4000 DC or SC and both hardware floating-point unit and 
graphics instruction set, the filename is MY 4000GFP. 

Next to the * prompt, type the WAD command, followed by the correct microcode 
filename for your machine. For example, 

* LOAD MV4000FP ) (For an MV/4000 with FPU). 

After a few moments, you'll see messages like 

MV4000 .. MICROCODE REV n LOADING 

MV4000 .. MICROCODE REV 11 LOADED AND VERIFIED 

* 

17. Exit from the diagnostic system by typing EXIT: 

* EXIT~ 

CPU HALTED 
SCP-CLI> 

18. Microcode is loaded into the computer, and the SCP ell, which allows you to start 
other programs, has control (as you can tell by the prompt). 

19. Remove the diskette or tape from unit o. For diskette, I'eturn the diskette to its outer 
envelope. For tape, return the cartridge to its protectiv~~ case. 

You're finished with first-time powerup. This sequence will work anytime you want to cold 
start your system, but it's easier to have everything loaded automatically, as will happen 
after you format your system disk and install microcode on iit. To format your system disk, 
return to Chapter 2. 

End of Appendix 
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Appendix D 
Powering Up for the First Time and 

Loading Microcode - ECLIPSE 
MV/20000, MV/1S000, MV/15000, 

MV/10000, MV/SOOO, MV/7S00, 
MV/6000, and MV/4000 Computers 

This appendix tells you how to load microcode for the first tiDle and bring up the SCP on 
the following machines: 

MV /20000 Models 1, 2, and C 
MV/lSOOO Models 1 and 2 
MVI1S000 Models 8, 10,20, and S 
MVI10000 and MV/lOOOO SX 
MVI8OOO, MV/SOOO n, and MV/8000 C 
MVnSOO, MVnsOO c, and MVnSOO xp 
MV/6000 
MV/4000 

Read it only if you need to build (or rebuild) AOSNS from scratch on a blank disk. If the 
SCP CLI prompt (SCP-CU» is showing on the system console, you don't need to 
execute these steps; return to Chapter 3. For first-time powerup on an MV/40000 system, 
see the manual Staning ECliPSE MV/40000-Series Systems, suppJied with the computer. 
For fIrSt-time powerup on an MV/9000-series systems, see the manual 
Starting ECUPSE MV/9500'" Computer Systems. 
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First-Time Powerup 

In this section, you']) power up your computer and load microcode. 

1. Find the correct tape. This tape, shipped with the computer hardware, is labeled as 

the MV/n SCP SYSTEM MEDIA tape (for example, the MVI20000 SCP SYSTEM 
MEDIA tape). It contains firmware that's independent of the operating system: a 
diagnostic program, diagnostic operating system (SCP·-ADEX), CPU diagnostics, 
CPU microcode, and the SCP operating system. This tape is vital for first-time 
powerup; you can also use it in subsequent powerups (i!lthOUgh powerups will be 
much easier if you install the tape's programs on your s~tem disk, as descnbed in 
Chapter 3). 

2. The following steps assume that CPU power is off. If it's on, tum it off. 

3. Ready the system console. If this is a hardcopy (printing) terminal, tum it on using 
the power switch under the keyboard or behind the unit, near the floor. Press the ON 
UNE switch and the READY light will glow. 

If the system console is a CRr display, turn it on. The switch is a rocker switch behind 
the unit or a push-pull knob on the front lower right c()mer. The screen may display 
a self-test message and beep. Check the ON LINE status light (if any). If this light 
glows, fine. If it doesn't glow, depress the CMD key, hold CMD down, and press the 
ON LINE key. The ON LINE light should glow. (If the:re is no ON LINE key, 
examine the ON LINE switch behind the unit.) 

On a CRT display, check brightness by moving the brightness control (a slide under 
the right side of the unit or a mob on the lower right); ensure that brightness is set to 
Jet you see the screen cursor. 

4. Ready your disk(s). If your primary disk unit is a sealed unit, press ON-l (or 
READY or START). Soon, the READY light will glow. 

If your primary disk uses a removable disk pack, make sure a pack is inserted in the 
unit. Doing this is described in the illustrated disk instruction booklet Press ON or 
DC POWER ON, WRITE ENABLE, and DRIVE START. Soon, the READY lamp 

will light. 

If you want to format multiple disks, make sure all of thc~m are ready. 

5. Ready the tape unit. If you have a choice among units, choose the one nearest the 

computer. (The unit you select must be designated unit O-the first unit-on the first 
tape controller.) Tum unit power on. 

D-2 

If the unit's control panel has a SELECf thumbwheel, ilt is a type MTB unit. The 
starter system requires that the MTB controller be connected to the first tape 
controJ1er device code, 22. Dial 0 on the thumbwheel and make sure that no other 
unit that is ON LINE has the same number. Then press the MTB unit's panel switch 

to HIGH DENSITY. 

If the tape unit has no SELECT thumbwheel and its reells are side by side, it is a type 
MTC unit. AJways, the MTC unit you use must be unit 0 on its controller. And the 
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starter system requires that the MTC controlJer be connected to the first tape 
controller device code, 22. 

If the tape unit uses a cartridge (a 4- x 4-inch, 120-Mbyte cartridge with half-inch 
tape or a small tape -cassette size, 21-Mbyte cartridge), it's a type MTe (Models 
6311 and 6231) or type MTJ unit. Or, if it has reels sidf~-by-side and model number 
6341, it's a type MTJ unit. A 120-Mbyte cartridge unit may be mounted in a 
separate rack or in a Combined Storage Subsystem (CSS) chassis. The starter system 
requires that the MTJ controller be connected to the first tape MTJ controller device 
code, 23. 

If the tape unit has touch -sensitive (membrane) switches, or if it has switches at the 
top, it is a self-threading 1600/6250 b/in unit, type MTD. The MID unit must be 
unit 0 on its controller, and the controJler must be connected to the second tape 
controller device code, 62 

(The device code rules above are based on the AOSNS starter system. The starter 
system supports an MTB or MTC controller on device code 22, an MTJ controller on 
device code 23, and an MID controller on device code 62. H you want the starter 
system to operate a tape unit, the unit must be connectc~d on the appropriate device 
code.) 

6. Mount and thread the MV/n SCP SYSTEM MEDIA tape, or insert it in the unit, 
whichever applies. If the unit has a door, close the door, since some units won't: 
operate with the door open. 

Tell the unit to load the tape. (On an M1B or MTC unit, press the tape 
UNWAD/BOT switch to BO,!; and then press ON LINE; the tape will move forward 
and stop. On an MID unit, press Reset, Load, and On Line.) 

7. With any machine except a blue and white MV /8000, skip to step 8. With a blue and 

white MY /8000, proceed as follows. 

7a. If the MV/SOOO system diskette (supplied with the computer) is not in the computer's 
diskette slot, insert it. Then close the diskette door. Press the computer POWER 
switch to ON. The computer then runs some power-up tests, displays CONSOLE 

READY, and prompts 

ENTER DATE (MO DAYYR) 

7b. 1YJ>e the date, separating month, day, and year by spaces (for example, 
11 22 92) and press NEW LINE. Then type the time, based on a 24-hour clock (for 
example, 13:30 for 1:30 p.m.) and press NEW LINE. Then, if the system displays a 
question about microcode, accept the default microcode file by pressing NEW LINE. 

The SCP now loads its operating system and the MV /8000 microcode from the 
diskette. This takes a few moments. Finally, it displays 

SCP-CLI> 

Skip to step 13. 
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8. With any machine except a blue and white MV/8000, do the fonowing: 

On the computer's front panel, if there is a LOCK switch, press the switch to the 
OFF or to the unlock position. 

Press the computer POWER (or PWR) switch to ON. The computer then runs 
power-up tests. Then, depending on your computer, the system console displays 
either 

**POWER UP TESTING COMPLETED .... 

SCP-CLI/Jpn> 

or 

** POWER UP TESTING COMPLETED .... 
BOOT 

or 

MV4000READY 
@ 

(on MVI20000, MV/15000, 
andMVnSOO) 

(Jpn is not displayed on 
MVl7800s. H displayed, n is 
usuaDyO.) 

(on MVIlOOOO, MV/SOOO, and 
MV/6000) 

(on J\~V/4000) 

If you see nothing, or POWER UP TESTING - FAILED, or an incomplete POWER 
UP/READY message, press power off and on again. If the message remains 
incomplete, or if the failure occurs again, make sure the system console is on and on 
line, and that the computer has power. If the system console is a CR'I; perhaps the 
screen is too dim; check the brightness control. If there's no obvious problem, the 
computer may need service. How you receive service depends on your Data General 
Field SeIVice Maintenance Agreement. 

9. Now you must tell the computer to load from the tape. P:roceed to the step 
appropriate for your machine: 

• With an MV/20000, MV/18000, MV/15000,or MVn800, 
continue with this step. 

• With an MV/10000 SX or MV/l0000, skip to step 10. 
• With an MV/8000 n, MV/SOOO C, or MV/6000, skip to step 11. 
• With an MV/4000, skip to step 12. 

9a. With an MV/20000, MV/18000, MV/15000,or MV/7800, e:xecute the fonowing steps to 

select automatic booting, set the date and time, and load microcode. First, type 

SCP-CLI/Jpn> FLAGS AUTO YES ~ 

Boot from what device ? [OJ 
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9b. 1Jpe the device code of the disk from which you will WaIlt to start AOSNS in the 
future. GeneraDy, for nonremovable disks, the device code is 24; for disks with 
removable packs, it's 27. Thble 3-2, in Chapter 3, gives specific model numbers and 
device codes. For example, 

Bootfrom what device? [OJ 241 

Then, on an MV/20000 Model 2, it asks for the channel number. 'J.Ype 0 and press 
NEWLINE. 

9c. Thm computer power off and on again. It displays an Automatic Program Load 
Menu. You want to change preset values, so type 2 and press NEW LINE. 

The Change Preset Values Menu is displayed. 

9d. You want to change the date and time, so type 2 and press NEW LINE. 

9e. 1}rpe the date in the specified formal For MV/2OOOOs, MV/18000s, and MV/15000s, 
this is dd-mmm-yy (for example, 22-NOV-92). For ~lVnsoos, the format is 
mm-dd-yy; (for example 11-22-92). 

9f. 1YPe the time, based on a 24-hour clock; for example, for 1:30 p.m., type 13:30 and 

press NEW LINE. 

9g. To answer the question Offset to GMI, for now, press NEW LINE. You may want to 
set the value later. The time offsets are further described in Chapter 6. 

9h. Select choice 6 on the menu, the SCP ell, by typing 6 and pressing NEW UNE. 

SCP-Cll> 

9i. 1.ype BOOT 221 (Or for an MTJ unit, type BOOT 23); or for a 6250 b/in 

unit, type BOOT 621.) 

Then, on an MV /20000 Model 2, press NEW LINE to choose the default channel 

number. 

The system displays the SCP-ADEX menu. 

9j. You want to load microcode, choice 2, so type 2 and pre~. NEW LINE. Wait for the 
microcode loading messages to stop. Then it displays 

SCP-CLl> 

Skip to step 13. 
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10. With an MVIlOOOO SX or MV/l()()()(), the system console displays 

BOOT WHAT DEVICE? (CHANNEL AND DEVICE CODE): 

lOa. Press the break sequence: CMD and BREAK/ESC key or BRK key. 

lOb. Next to the ! prompt, type 22T, to load from an MTB or MTC tape unit, 23T to load 
from an MTJ unit, or 62T to load from an MTD tape unit.) 

! 22T (Or 23T or 62T) 

This brings the diagnostic operating system from tape. It displays some messages, and . 
then 

• 
lOe. Next to the * prompt, type 

• LOAD SCPOS~ 

You may see some LOADING ... messages. After 70 seconds or so, you'D see an SCP 
message. It then asks for the date. 

IOd. 1YPe the date, separating month, day, and year by spaces (for example, 
11 22 92); then press NEW LINE. 

lOe. 1Jpe the time, based on a 24-hour clock; for example, 13:30 for 1:30 p.m. It displays 
initialization messag~ followed by 

SCP-CU> 

Go to step 13. 

11. On an MV/8000 IT, MV/8000 C, or MV/6000, the systeDl console displays 

BOOT DEVICE? 

1yPe 22 and press NEW UNE. 

BOOT DEVICE? 22~ (62 if tape is on a type MTD tape unit; 
23 for a type MTJ.) 

The loader program reads the diagnostic operating system from the tape. It displays a 
TOP OF MEMORY message, and then 

* 

11a. Next to the * prompt, type 

0-6 

* LOAD SCPOS ~ 
LOAD SCPOS REV. n 

You'll see some loading ... messages. After 70 seconds or so, you'll see an SCP 
message, followed by a request for the date. 
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lIb. 'JYpe the date, separating month, day; and year by spaces; for example, 
11 22 92; then press NEW LINE. 

lIe. 'JYpe the time, based on a 24-hour clock (for example, for 1:30 p.m., type 13:30 and 
press NEW LINE). The system displays initialization messages, followed by 

SCP-CLI> 

Go to step 13. 

12. With an MV/4000, the system console shows @. 'JYpe 

@22L (Or 23L, for an MTJ unit) 

This command loads the diagnostic operating system from the tape. You'll see some 
copyright messages, and then 

• 
12a. Tell the diagnostic operating system to load CPU microcode. For an MV/4000 with a 

hardware floating-point unit (FPU), the filename is MV4000FP; for an MV/4000 
without FPU, the filename is MV4000. 'JYpe the WAD command, followed by the 
appropriate filename for your machine. For example, 

* LOAD MV4000 ~ (Or MV4000FP) 

After a few moments, you'll see microcode messages, followed by 

• 

12b.1YJ>e 

* EXIT~ 

CPU HALTED 
SCP-CLI> 

13. CPU microcode has been loaded and the SCP eLI, which al10ws you to start other 
programs, has control, as you can tell by the prompt 

14. Dismount the MV/n SCP SYSTEM MEDIA tape. Use the tape switches (if any) to 
take the tape off line and unload it; and then remove it from the tape unit 

You're finished with fIrSt-time powerup. This sequence will work anytime you want to cold 
start your system, but it's easier to have everything loaded automatically, as will happen 
after you format your system disk and install microcode on it To format your system disk, 
return to Chapter 3. 

End of Appendix 
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Index 

Symbols 
) (New Line symbol), viii 
! (mirrored disk associator), 8-6 
?CLI macro, 5-29 
: (root directory). See root directory (:) 
(NEW LINE symbol), viii 
) (CLI prompt), viii 
& (ampersand), 5-53 
@ (:PER directory), 5-19, 5-22, 5-64, 

A-I 
* (asterisk), SED prompt, 5-26 
/ (slash), with command switches, 4-6 
IRAx characteristic and switches 

(rubouts after characters), 4-70 

Numbers 
069_000-series 

documentation-changes files, 
B-2 

085_000+ Release Notice, B-2 
093_0 OO-serie s 

documentation-changes files, 
B-2 

16-bit characters (/16B), 4-67 
/16B characteristic and switch, 4-67 
7.70_+ _OPAT files, B-2 
7.70_+ _PAT files, B-2 
7.70_UPDATE_SCRIPT.CLI, B-2 
B-bit character handling, 4-65-4-66 
B-bit characters 

characteristic (8BT), 4-69 
specifying for printers, 4-80 

8BT characteristic, 4-69 
18BT characteristic and switch, 4-69 

A 
aborting a VSGEN line group editing 

routine, 4-10 
ACC characteristic, 4-69 
IACC characteristic and switch, 4-69 
access 

control list. See ACL 

devices privilege, 5-15 
from remote systems, 5-14 
parameter in VSGEN, 4-85 
privilege types (table), 8-20 
remote, to files, queues, and de-

vices, 5-3 
to an LDU, 2-6, 3-7,8-4-8-5,8-18 

ACCESS (EXEC command), 5-3 
account definitions (creating), 5-1 
ACL, 5-3 

of an L1)U, 8-4-8-5, 8-18,8-31. 
privileges (table), 8-20 

additional job processor, 5-35 
address space type, 5-17 
ADEX, 2-51, 3-6, 8, 6-47, 8-19 

documentation, v 
ADM (Automatic Density Matching), 

4-21 
Advanced Diagnostic Executive 

System. See ADEX 
agent, 5-6~~ 
AGENT pl'ogram file, B-3 
ALPHARS program file, B-3 
AMI, 4-29 
ANSI, mode on terminal line, 

chara,cteristic XLT, 4-73 
ANSI-standard terminals, 

chara,cteristic for standard DG 
terminal (NAS), 4-70 

ANSI_ +.PR program file, B-3 
AOSNS 

file stru1t:ture, 1-5-1-6,5-63-5-65 
system generation. See VSGEN 
system media, 2-2, C-1, D-2 

file org'anization, diskettes, 
2-24-2-25 

file organization, tape, 2-25, 3-20 
AOSVS.PANICS.SR file, B-3 
AOSVS_MODEL file, B-3 
Append aCleess privilege, 4-22 
architectUl:a1 CPU clock, 4-85 
ASCII mapper file, B-3 
Asian language support, 4-25, 4-45 

charactE~ristic (16B), 4-67 
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DKHW characteristic, 4-71 
GIGO, 4-69 
MKVT (VT100) characteristic, 4-69 
NLX characteristic, 4-70 

assembly language, sample source 
programs, 5-64 

assigning console lines, 4-10,4-27, 
4-63 

asynchronous 
controllers 

specifying in VSGEN, 4-24-4-64 
table by MV/system, 4-26 

lines, supported on AOSNS, 4-24 
Asynchronous Modem Interface, 4-29 
AT! controller, 4-24, 4-29-4-35 

console names, 4-30 
line attributes, 4-75 
sample VSGEN dialog, 4-31-4-35 
systems which support, 4-26 

ATTACH (SCP CLI command), 6-2 
attributes, line 

for AT! controllers (table), 4-75 
for DRTs, IACs, CPII24s, and 

MCP1s (table), 4-74 
auto boot, 4-89 
auto reboot, 4-90 
auto restart, 4-83 
AUTOBAUD characteristic, 4-69 
I AUTOBAUD characteristic and 

switch, 4-67 
AUTOBOOT, 6-3 
Automatic 

Density Matching, 4-21 
Program Load Menu, 6-1 

automatic baud rate matching, 4-67 

B 
backup, battery, 4-83, 6-83 
bad (disk) blocks, 3-8-3-9, 8-21-8-22, 

8-24 
sample display, 8-32 

base line number, specifying, 
4-27-4-28 

batch 
queue, 5-19-5-20 

starting, 5-20 
stream, opening, 5-20 

BATCH.CLI macro, 5-30-5-31 

BATT light, 6-6, 6-7, 6-9 
battery backup, 4-83, 6-83 
baud rate 

autonlatic matching of, 4-67 
asynchronous lines, 4-67 
in BSCGEN, 4-122 
selection, 4-74 
split, .4-45 

characteristic, 4-74 
on line group, 4-67 

BBU. See batteJY backup 
BELL.CLI macro file, B-3 
binary nlode, breaking, 4-65 
bisync b1lffer area size, 4-120 
bisynchronous communications, 

4-119,5-53 
bitmap, !~-8, 3-10, 8-8, 8-24, 8-34 

address, 8-18 
BOOMER.SR file, B-3 
BOOT 

SCP eLI command, 6-2 
switch, 6-4 

boot clock, 4-85, 6-4, 6-6 
bootstrap, disk, 9-1 
BOTH (logical disk name), 4-93, 8-2, 

8-18 
BRAN pr'ogram file, B-3 
BREAK key. See break sequence 
break sequence, 1-13,6-2,6-5 

defining, 4-65 
BREAKI1~SC key. See break sequence 
breaking binaJY mode, 4-67 
BRK key. See break sequence 
BROADCAST.CLI macro, file, B-3 
BROADCAST_SELF.CLI macro file, 

B-3 
BSCGEN' (bisynchronous generation 

prog:ram),4-119-4-123 
progra:m file, B-3 
samplE~ dialog, 4-123 

BSCGEN' program file, B-4 
buffer, si2:e 

fOT asynchronous controller lines, 
4-28 

for tap~e 1/0, 4-21-4-22 
buffers, system, specifying with 

VSGEN Cache parameter, 4-94 
Build (VSGEN command), 

4-198-4-199 
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BUILD_SAMPLE.CLI macro, B-4 

C 
C2 systems, 5-10 
Cache system parameter, 4-84, 4-94 
CALLOU characteristic, 4-67 
ICALLOUT characteristic and switch, 

4-67 
CALLOUT line characteristic, 4-36 
capacity 

of disk units, 2-5, 5-17 
of disks, 3-5-3-27 

card reader, 4-79-4-80 
characteristics (table), 4-80 

cartridge tape unit, 2-2 
case conversion, terminal, 4-72 
CEO system 

documentation, vi 
executing at logon, 5-59 
on a network, 5-3 
starting (with UP.CLI), 5-39 
stopping (with DOWN.CLI), 

5-42-5-43 
user profiles, 5-9 

CERMES.OB file, B-4 
CHAIN command, 5-13 
change 

address space type, 5-17 
max qpriority, 5-17 
password, 5-14 
priority, 5-15,5-17 
type, 5-15 
user disk space quota, 5-17 
username, 5-15 
working set limit, 5-17 

character mode terminal switches, 
4-64 

characteristics 
line 

8-bit character handling, 
4-63-4-64 

changing in the UP.CLI macro, 
5-37 

checking defaults:, 4-112 
for DRTs, IACs, CPII24s, and 

MCPls (table), 4-74 
hardware flow contTol, 4-64 
mnemonics (table), 4-67--4-75 

modem, 4-65 
output flow control, 4-64 
specifying in VSGEN, 4-63-4-83 
tables of, 4-66-4-75 

plotter and card reader (table), 4-82 
CHARACTERISTICS command, 4-65, 

5-37 
switches (table), 4-69--4-77 

characters 
Asian, 4-67 
case of (UCO, ULC), 4-74 

CHECK_,CONO.CLI macro file, B-4 
CHECK_SPACE.CLI macro file, B-4 
CHEK.C]~ macro, 5-30-5-31 
Chinese character support, DKHW 

characteristic, 4-71 
CLASp, 5-7 
Class Ass.ignment and Scheduling 

Package. See CLASP 
class schE~duling, 5-7, 5-18 
CLEAR_SCREEN.CLI macro file, B-4 
CLI (Com:mand Line Interpreter) 

16- vs 32-bit, 5-12 
as master process (PID 2), 4-85, 

5-40 
CLl16 program files, B-4 
CLI32 program files, B-4 
files, 5-63 
logging, 5-35 
progrmn files, B-4 

CLI.CLI macro file, B-4 
CLI.CMD.+ help files, B-4 
CLI.OL file, B-4 
CLI.PR fille, B-4 
CLI.PSM.+ pseudomacro help files, 

B-4 
CLI.TPC.+ topic help files, B-4 
CLI. TPC.lUPDATE file, B-4 
CLI32.CMD.+ help files, B-4 
CLI32.PS:M.+ pseudomacro help files, 

B-5 
CIJBT.LB library file, B-5 
CLIERM~~S;OB file, B-5 
clock 

archite4~tural CPU, 4-85 
bisynchronous communication line, 

4-12~~ 

real-tirne CPU, 4-85 
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combined storage subsystem (CSS), 
disk models, 3-5 

comment, user, 5-8, 5-18 
communications 

bisynchronous, 4-119-4-123 
controllers, 4-82 
programs, on bisynchronous lines, 

5-53 
CON RST switch, 6-4 
CONFIG (SCP CLI command), 6-2 
configuration, filename, 4-100 
console, filenames, 4-27 
CONSOLE switch, 6-5, 6-6, 6-8, 6-11 
console, system, ANSI/non-ANSI 

standard (NAS, XLT), 4-70 
CONTEST program files, B-5 
CONTINUE (SCP CLI command), 6-2, 

6-3 
control characters, data flow control, 

4-69 
control sequences, table, 1-12-1-13 
controllers 

asynchronous 
memory buffer size, 4-28 
table by MY/system, 4-26 

supported on AOSNS, 4-24 
synchronous,4-11~123 

CONVERT program files, B-5 
COOP+ files, B-5 
CPI/24 controller, 4-24,4-36-4-41 

line attributes (table), 4-74 
line characteristics (table), 4-74 
sample VSGEN dialog, 4-37--4-41 
systems which support, 4-26 

CPIO+ files, B-5 
CPIO_VS+ files, B-5 
CPIRS program files, B-6 
CPU, specifying in VSGEN, 4-15 
crash (system), 6-49 
create, without block, 5-13 
CREATE_TOOLKIT directory, B-5 
CREATE_ WINDOW.SR sample 

program file, B-6 
CSBEN characteristic, 4-67 
CSS disk models, 3-5 
CTD characteristic, 4-67 
/CTD characteristic and switch, 4-68 
CTRL key. See control sequences 
Current (VSGEN command), 12-13 

Cx. CLI rnacro, 5-20, B-6 

D 
D410, D4:50, D460 terminal types, 

4-701 
DAM (da·t&-access module), 4-36 
data 

channE!1 map, 4-13 
channE!1 printer. See line printer 
overrwrt errors, 4-28 

Data Control Unit. See DCU 
data-access module, 4-36 
database software 

startinlg (with UP.CLI), 5-39 
stopping (with DOWN.CLI), 

5-42-5-43 
DATE conrtmand, 6-6 
DCU controller, 4-82, 4-119, 

4-120 .. -4-123 
deadlocks (system), 6-47-6-48 
DEBUG program files, B-6 
default 

disk unit names, 3-5 
system, changing, 4-116-4-117 

DEFAUL,]~SPEC file, B-6 
DEFAUL,]~SYS file, B .. 6 
DEL key, 1-13 
delete key.. See DEL key 
demand-paging, 4-92 
device 

already in use (EXEC error mes
sage),5-22 

codes 
ATI,4·29 
CPI,4··36 
disk, 4-15, 4-17--4-18 (table) 
DRT,4~1 

lACs, '~-44 
in VSGEN, 4-9 
MCPl,,4-61 
tape un.its, 4-20 (table), 4-21 

DEVLIB.LB library file, B-6 
DG/SNA, -4b-82, -4b-119, 5-40 
DGI mapper file, B-6 
DGI_TO_.ASCII mapper file, B-6 
DGLERM]~S fi1e, B-6 
DGXTERM:_DEFAULTS file, B-6 
diagnostics, 3-6, 6-47 
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area on LDU, 2-5,8-17 
DTOS hardware diagnostics, 8-2 
remote, 2-5 
remote processor (DRP), 6-4 
See also ADEX 

directory 
of user directones. See UDD direc

tory 
structure, 5-63-5-65 
user, 5-9 

space quota, 5-17 
DISCO program files, B-6 
disk 

bootstrap, 9-1 
capacity, 5-7, 5-17 
controller 

names and device codes (table), 
4-17 

specifying in VSGEN, 4-15-4-18 
errors, 6-55-6-56 
failure, reformatting mirrored 

LDU,8-7 
microcode, 7-13 
mirroring, 8-5 
models. See disk units 
quota change privilege, 5-17 
units 

documentation, v 
powering down, 6-14 
warning, 1-11 
table, 3-3-3-5, 8-12-8-43, A-5-A-9 

Disk Formatter, 2-3-2-9, 3-3-3-11, 
5-63, Chapter 8 

error messages, 8-39-8-42 
files, B-6 
format, 8-10 

full, 8-11--8-28 
sample dialog, 8-27--8-28 
partial, 8-29--8-38 
sample dialog, 8-37-8-38 

mistakes and errors, 3-3, 8-8 
stand-alone, 8-1, 8-9-8-10 
stand-among, 8-1, 8-10 

DISKETTE_BACKUP macro file, B-6 
DISKETTE_RESTORE macro file, B-7 
diskettes 

AOSNS system media, 2-2 
system, making, 4-115 

DISPLAY program files, B-7 

DISPLAY switch, 6-5 
IDKHW characteristic and switch, 

4-69 
DLIST sample program file, B-7 
documentation, related, v 
DOWN.CLI macro, 5-25, 5-42-5-43, 

5-63 
file, B-7' 
sample macro, 5-51-5-52 
testing, 5-44-5-47 
warnini~ notes, 5-42 

DOWN. LOG file, 5-33 
DPF, disk type, 3-5 
DPJ, disk type, 3-5 
DPJl_FTICUP _SCRIPT.FXP seriptfile, 

B-7 
DRP. See diagnostics remote processor 
DRT 

line attributes (table), 4-74 
line characteristics (table), 4-74 

DRT controller, 4-24, 4-41-4-43 
sample VSGEN dialog, 41--43 
systems which support, 4-26 

DS/4000-s:eries system 
first timle power-up, C-I-C-5 
front panel, 6-11-6-12 
microcode, 6-6-6-10 
sta~p,6-2~27 

DSn500 system 
asynchronous controllers sup--

ported, 4-26 
front panel, 6-9 
microcode, 6-10 
startup, 6-20-6-21 

DTOS,8-2 
DU.CLI macro, B-7 
DUM.CLI macro, B-7 
DUMP.CL[ macro, B-7 
DUMP_II -files, B-7 
DUMP _LOAD_ERMES file, B-7 
DUMPLIB.LB library file, B-7 

E 
EBID.SR source file, B-7 
IEBx characteristic and switch, 4-68 
echo control, terminal lines (Exx 

characteristic), 4-68 
ECID.SR source file, B-7 
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EDIT. CLI macro file, B-7 
editing console line characteristics in 

VSGEN, 4-27, 4-63 
EMASM.CLI macro file, B-7 
emergency shutdown routine. See 

ESD 
emulator 

updates, 7-11-7-13 
See also I/O CB emulator 

ENABLE/ALL command, 5-22 
EOL characteristic (truncate line to 

CPL),4-68 
IEOL characteristic and switch, 4-68 
ERMES error message file, B-8 
ERMES file, 5-55-5-57, 5-63 
ERMES.SR file, B-8 
error 

messages 
bringing up a tailored system, 

4-111 
Disk Formatter, 8-39-8-42 
docnrnentation, vi 
ERMES file, 5-55-5-57 
EXEC, 5-22-5-34 
filenames (table), 5-56 
FIXUP, 6-75-6-82 
Installer, 9-11-9-13 
VSGEN,4-99 

recovery, 1-14 
See also error messages 

errors 
disk, 6-55-6-56 
fatal, 4-112 
hardware, 6-54-6-56 
memory, 6-55 
microcode, 6-55 
processo~6-5~-56 

tape, 6-55-6-56 
soft, 4-88 

VSGEN, 4-112--4-113 
IESC characteristic and switch, 4-68 
ESC key/character, as console 

interrupt (ESC), 4-68 
ESC, ESC character as interrupt, 4-70 
ESD,2-17 
ESD, 6-47, 6-51--6-52, 6-53-6-54 
EXEC program, 5-1, 5-64 

COOP_TOOLKIT directory, B-5 
files, B-8, B-19 

help files, B-8 
initializing, 5-19-5-25 
terminating, 5-25 

Execute access privilege, 8-20 

F 
F77E~lES error text file, B-8 
FATAL ERROR message, 6-49 
fault time prepaging maximum 

(VSGEN parameter), 4-95 
FCU program files, B-8 
FED program files, B-8 
IFF characteristic and switch, 4-68 
FF.CLI file, B-8 
FILCO:N[ program files, B-8 
FILCREATE.SR file, B-8 
:file, strulcture. See AOSNS file 

stnlcture 
File Transfer Agent. See FTA 
:filename 

configuJration, 4-100 
systeDl, 4-100 

files, shipped with AOSNS, B-1-B-18 
FIXUP, S-63, 6-47, 6-57-6-82 

description, 6-74 
errorlnessages,6-75-6-82 
examples, 6-69-6-74 
log file!, 6-61 
mistakes, 6-59 
options, 6-63 
progra,m files, B-8 
script Jlilename, 6-9,6-68 
script 151es, 6-57, 6-58, 6-67 
stand--alone, 6-59 
stand--among, 6-58 
verbosity, 6-61 

FKT chalracteristic, 4-68 
IFKT cha,racteristic and switch, 4-68 
FLAGS (lSCP CLI command), 6-3 
floating-point microcode file, 3-18 
FOCUS rnonthly newsletter, ix 
form feedl. 

chalracteristic (SFF), 4-68 
when opening terminal for 110 

(SF]~), 4-71 
format, disk 

Full, a.-1 
hardware, 8-3 
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Partial, 8-1 
See also Disk Formatter 

formatter. See Disk Formatter 
FORMS directory, 5-64 

file, B-8 
frequency, CPU clock, specifying in 

VSGEN,4-85 
FTA, 5-2-5-3, 5-14 
ftp, 5-14 
FULL_BACKUP.CIl file, B-8 
FULL_DUMP.CLI file, B-8 

G 
GIGO character set, 4-69 
IG1GO characteristic and switch, 4-69 
GATE_ARRAY.SR file, B-9 
GKS,4-78 
glossary (AOSNS and AOSNS 11), vi 
GMT. See Greenwich Mean Time 
Graphical Kernel System, 4-78 
graphics terminals, 5-37-5-38 
GRAPInCS_SAMPLE.SR file, B-9 
Greenwich Mean time (GMT) 

offset, specifying in VSGEN, 
4-88-4-89 

See also universal time 
GSMGR, 4-119,5-53 
GSMGR program, file, B-9 

H 
half dup] ex, turnaround time, 4-72 
half-duplex modem support, 4-68 
half-wide characters, DKHW 

characteristic, 4-69 
HALT (SCP CLI command), 6-3 
hangs (system), 6-47-6-48 
hardware 

disk format, 8-2 
documentation, v 
errors,6-54-6-56 
flow control (HRDF mnemonic), 

4-68 
input flow control (IDFC character-

istic),4-68 
HASP II, 4-82, 4-119, 5-53 
HDPX characteristic, 4-68 
IHDPX characteristic and switch, 4-68 

HEAR.SH. file, B-9 
HELP 

command, 5-61 
directory, 5-65 
SCP CLI command, 6-3 

Help, 5-610-5-62 
files, 5··61 

creating, 5-61-5-62 
with VSGEN, 10-11 

HELP dil·ectory file, B-9 
HELPV.CLI file, B-9 
mFC chsLracteristic, 4-70 
IHIFC ch:aracteristic and switch, 4-68 
mSTO plrogram files, B-9 
mSTOR1!:PORT program files, B-9 
IHOFC characteristic and switch, 4-68 
host (in a network), 5-2 
HOST cOlnmand, 5-34 
HRDF characteristic, 4-68 

110 CB emulator, 2-2, C-1 
lAC controller, 4-24, 4 44 4 55 

device codes, 4-44 
line attributes (table), 4-74 
line characteristics (table), 4-74 
sample VSGEN dialog, 4-47·- 4-55 
system files, B-9 
systems which support, 4-26 

lACRS program files, B-9 
IBM emulator programs, 5-40 
IFC characteristic, 4-69 
IIFC characteristic and switch (data 

flow contro]), 4-69 
ILC conty'oller, 4-82 
INC_BACKUP.CLI file, B-9 
INC_DDMP.CLI file, B-9 
INITIALIZE command, 5-36 
initializing 

additional job processors, 5-35 
AOSNS - all computers, 4-6 
EXEC, 5-19-5-25 
mirrored LDUs, 5-36-5-37 
non-system LDU s, 5-36 

input buffer byte length, 4-28 
INRING.SR file, B-9 
INSTALL.CLI file, B-IO 
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installation 
of starter AOSNS system from dis

kette,2-10-2-12 
of starter AOSNS system from 

tape, 2-10-2-17, 3-12-3-14 
of tailored AOSNS system, over

view, 1-6-1-8 
Installer program, 2-10-2-14, 

3-14-3-16,9-1-9-13 
error messages, 9-11-9-13 
files, B-10 
mistakes and errors, 2-10, 3-12, 9-3 
stand-alone, 9-2, 9-3-9-7 

sample dialog, 9-7 
stand-among, 9-2, 9-8-9-10 

sample dialog, 9-10 
INSTL, 9-3 

See also Installer program 
Intelligent 

Asynchronous Controller. See lAC 
LAN Controller, 4-82 
Synchronous Controller, 4-82 

See also ISC controller 
TermController. See ITC controller 

InterProcess Communication. See IPC 
interruption ofCLI command, 1-13 
IPC, 5-13 

file, and operator profile, 5-5 
ISC controller, 4-82, 4-119, 

4-121-4-123 
ITC controller, 4-24, 4-45, 4-56-4-60 

connecting a printer, 4-76 
sample VSGEN dialog, 4-57-4-60 
systems which support, 4-26 

ITCnRS program file, B-I0 

J 
job processor 

additional, 5-35 
errors, 6-54 

K 
KanaIKanji characters, characteristic 

(16B),4-67 
KANJI, mapper file, B-I0 
Kanji translation. See Asian language 

support 

KANJI_+.PR program files, B-I0 
KATAKANA file, B-I0 
keyboard control sequences. See 

control sequences 
Korean c:haracter support, DKHW 

characteristic, 4-69 
IKVT characteristic and switch, 4-69 

L 
LABEL program, file, B-10 
LAC controller, 4-24, 4-60 

systemls which support, 4-26 
LACRS+ program, file, B-I0 
LAN, 4-2·4, 4-56-4-57 

specifying in VSGEN, 4-81 
LANG_R'rERMS.OB file, B-10 
language translation, natural, NLX 

characteristic, 4-70 
laser printers, 4-77, 5-21 

specifying in VSGEN, 4-78 
LDU, 1-5--1-6,4-10,8-2-8-8 

ACLs, 8-4-8-5, 8-18, 8-31 
assigning an ID, 3-6, 8-17 
assigning an LDU name, 2-6,3-6, 

8-18 
checking for problems, 4-112 
creatinJ~, 2-5, 3-4 
dual-p()rted, 8-5 
hard errors, 6-57 
initia1i2:ing (other than system 

LDU),5-36 
mirrored, 5-36-5-37 

forma1Gting, 8-5-8-8 
multiple-disk, 8-2-8-4 
multiplle-LDU system (figure), 1-5 
releasing (with DOWN .CLI), 5-43 
shared, formatting, 8-5 
single-disk, 8-2-8-4 
swapping and paging, 4-93 

letter-quality printers, 5-21 
specifyi~~g in VSGEN, 4-77 

LFCOPY program, file, B-l1 
LFE program, file, B-l1 
LIB+ .LB fiiles, B-l1 
library, program editor (LFE), B-l1 
line 

attributes 
for ATI control1er (table), 4-75 
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for DRTs, IACs, CPII24s, and 
MCP1s (table), 4-74 

characteristics 
for DRTs, IACs, CPII24s, and 

MCP1s (table), 4-74 
specifying in VSGEN, 4-63-4-83 
table of, 4-66-4-75 

configuration, on an lAC, 4-46 
truncating on output (EOL), 4-68 
wrap line to next (RWP), 4-72 

line group editing features in VSGEN, 
4-10,4-63 

line printer, 5-21 
checking, 4-112 
specifying in VSGEN, 4-77--4-78 
See also printers, line 

lines 
asynchronous 

specifying, for controller 
ATI,4-29 
CPII24, 4-36 
DRT,4-41 
lAC, 4-44 
ITC,4-56 
LTC, 4-56 
MCP1,4-61 
supported on AOSNS, 4-24 

console, specifying, 4-27 
Link program, 4-99 

program file, B-11 
LINK_ERMES.CLI macro, 5-56-5-57 

building a TAILORED_ERMES.CLI 
macro, 5-56--5-57 

file, B-11 
LINKERMES.OB file, B-11 
LLC controller, 4-82 
LMC controller, 4-24, 4-60 

system files, B-11 
systems which support, 4-26 

LMC8RS.PR program files, B-11 
LOACLI macro, B-11 
LOAD.CLI macro}B-11 
LOAD_II program, files, B-11 
Local Area Network 

specifying in VSGEN, 4-81 
See also LAN 

local-bus 
asynchronous controller. See LAC 
LAN controller, 4-8:2 

modem controller. See LMC 
synchronous controller, 4-82 
SeealsoLSC 

localities 
in operator profile, 5-7-5-8 
in user profile, 5-18 

LOCK switch, 6-5, 6-7--6-11 
LOCK_CLI progriun, files, B-11 
LOG command, 5-35 
log-on 

banner, 5-34, 5-58 
macro, 5-5, 5-13, 5-58-5-59 
progra:m, 5-12-5-13 
screen, 5-58 
See also logon 

LOGCALLS program, files, B-l1 
logical dink unit. See LDU 
logon 

remote, 5-14 
user, 5-·23-5-24 
See also log-on 

LOGON directory file, B-11 
LOGON. eLI macro, 5-58-5-59 
LOGON.MESSAGE file, 5--60, B-11 
lower- and uppercase characters, 

terminal (ULC), 4-72 
LPMGR fiiles, B-12 
~C controller, 4-82, 4-121-4-123 
LTC controller, 4-24, 4-45, 4-56-4-60 

systeml; which support, 4-26 
LTC+RS program, files, B-12 

M 
macro 

?CLI, f~29 
BATCH.Cll, 5-30-5-31 
central (system-wide log-on), 5-5, 

5-58 
CEO.SYSTEM.CLI, 5-39, 5-43 
CHEKCLI, 5-30-5-31 
ereatinJ~, 5-25-5-32 
DOWN .. CLI, 5-42 
DOWN .. NETWORKCLI, 5-43 
LINK_]~RMES.CLI, 5-56 
log-on, 5-5, 5-58-5-59 
LOGON.CLI, 5-58-5-59 
OFF.CLI, 5-28-5-29 
ON.CL][, 5-28-5-29 
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REMEMBER.CLI, 5-32-5-33 
SED.CLI, 5-27-5-28 
START_MlRRORED_DISKS,5-37 
TAILORED_ERMES.CLI, 5-56 
to create GSMGR (for bisynchro-

nous communication lines), 5-53 
UP.CLI, 5-33-5-41 
UP.NETWORKCLI, 5-39 

macroassembler (MASM), 4-99 
program files, B-12 

management (of AOSIVS), 1-9-1-10 
doeunnentation,vi 

manuals, updates, 7-10 
manuals, related, v 

hardware 
diagnostics, v 
operation, v 

SCP,v 
MASM,4-99 
MABM+ program, files, B-12 
Max 

byte transfer (VSGEN parameter), 
21-22 

program load pages (VSGEN pa
rameter),4-94--4-95 

maximum number of processes 
(VSGEN parameter), 4-96 

MCA controller, specifying in VSGEN, 
4-81 

MCPl controller, 4-82,4-119, 
4-121-4-123 

line attributes (table), 4-74 
line characeristics (table), 4-74 

MCPl controJIer, 4-25, 4-61-4-64 
sample VSGEN dialog, 4-61-4-64 
systems which support, 4-26 

MDUA characteristic, 4-69 
IMDUA characteristic and switch, 

4-69 
memory 

contention, 4-92 
dump, 4-92, 6-47, 6-50-6-52 

bypassing, 4-90 
errors, 6-55 
virtual, 4-92 

message, of the day, 5-60 
messages 

error. See error messages 
turning off (INRM, NRM), 4-70 

microcode 
errors, 6-55 
file 

loading 
from diskette, 2-19 
from tape, 2-20 
to disk, 3-16 
on an MV/4000 with hardware 

floating point, 3-17 
filename, 9-6-9-10 

changing default, 2-20-2-24, 6-8 
table of microcode filenames, 2-22 

updates, 7-2, 7-11-7-13 
disk: microcode, 7-13 

Microcode Subscription Service, 7-1, 
7-11 

moc, «i-II 
mirrored disk. See mirrored LDU 
mirrored LDU, 5-36-5-37, 8-5-8-7, 

8-1.8 
refonnatting following disk failure, 

8-7 
MIRRORINFO.PR program file, B-12 
MKABS program, files, B-12 
/MOD (Inodem) characteristic and 

sw:itch, 4-69 
MOD characteristic, 4-71 
Model (VSGEN command), 4-15 
modem 

carrieT detect characteristic, 4-71 
characteristic (MOD), 4-69 
connect delay, 4-72 
direct user access to (IMDUA), 4-69 
half-duplex support, 4-68 
line characteristics, 4-65 
on an lAC, 4-44 
privilege, 5-7,5-16 
ring indicator (MRI), 4-72 

MODE~I_IACRS.PR program file, 
B-12 

monitor ring indicator characteristic 
(MRI),4-70 

mount, queue, 5-19-5-20 
mouse, specifying in VSGEN, 4-78 
MRI cha.racteristic, 4-72 
!MRI characteristic and switch, 4-70 
MSCOPY program files, B-12 
MSCOPY.COMMAND_HELP file, 

B-12 
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Multicommunication Processor 
Asynchronous Controller. See 
MCPl controller 

multifunction I/O controller (MIOC), 
6-11 

multiprocessor computer, 6-6 
See also job processors, additional 

MY/I000 DC system 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
front panel, 6-9 
microcode, 6-10 
startup, 6-20-6-21 

MV/l0000 SX system 
front panel, 6-5-6-6 
microcode, 6-10 

MY/IOOOO system 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
first time power-up, D-2-D-7 
front panel, 6-5-6-6 
startup,6-1~-15 

MY/1400 DC system 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
front panel, 6-9 
microcode, 6-10 
sta~p,6-20-6-21 

MV/15000 system 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
first time power-up, D-2-D-7 
front panel, 6-4-6-5 
microcode, 6-10 
startup,6-1~-14 

MV/18000 system 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
first time power-up, D-2-D-7 
front panel, 6-4-6-5 
microcode, 6-10 
startup, 6-1~-14 

MV/2000 DC system 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
front pane1, 6-9 
microcode, 6-10 
startup, 6-20-6-21 

MV /20000 system 

asynchronous controllers sup-
ported, 4-26 

first time power-up, D-2-D-7 
front pan el, 6-4-6-5 
microcode, 6-10 
startup, 6-12-6-14 

MV/2500 DC system 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
front panel, 6-9 
microcode, 6-10 
startu.p, 6-20-6-21 

MV/3000 DC series system, 
asynchronous controllers 
supported, 4-26 

MV/3000-series systems 
front panel, 6-9 
microc:ode, 6-10 
startup, 6-20-6-21 

MV/4000 DC system 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
first time power-up, C-I-C-5 
front panel, 6-11-6-12 
startup, 6-25-6-27 

MV/4000 SC system 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
first time power-up, C-I-C-5 
front panel, 6-11-6-12 
startup, 6-25-6-27 

MV/4000'system 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
first time power-up, D-2-D··7 
front panel, 6-10 
startup, 6-23-6-25 

MV/40000 system 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
front panel, 6-4 
microc:ode, 6-10 
startup, 6-12 

MV/5000-series systems 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported,4-26 
front panel, 6-9 
microc:ode, 6-10 
startup, 6-20-6-21 
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MV/6000 system 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
first time power-up, D-2-D-7 
front panel, 6-10 
microcode, 6-10 
startup, 6-21-6-22 

MVnSOO C system 
asynchronous controllers sup

ported, 4-26 
front panel, 6-8-6-9 
startup, 6-18-6-19 

MVnSOO system 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
first time power-up, D-2-D-7 
front panel, 6-8-6-9 
microcode, 6-10 
startup, 6-18-6-19 

MVnSOO XP system 
asynchronous controllers sup

ported, 4-26 
front panel, 6-8-6-9 
sta~,6-18-6-19 

MV 18000 C system 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
front panel, 6-7-6-S 
microcode, 6-10 
startup, 6-14--6-15 

MV18000 IT system 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
front panel, 6-5-6-6 
microcode, 6-10 
startup, 6-14--6-15 

MV ISOOO system 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
first time power-up, D-2-D-7 
front panel, 6-8 
microcode, 6-10 
startup, 6-16--6-18 

MV 19000-series systems 
asynchronous controllers sup-

ported, 4-26 
front panel, 6-7 
microcode, 6-10 
startup, 6-18--6-19 

MV/ADE:X. See ADEX . 
MV2000+ system specification files, 

B-12 
MV5500+ system specification files, 

B-13 

N 
NADGUG (DG users group), ix 
Name (VSGEN command), 4-97 
naming, BL system (in VSGEN), 4-97 
/NAS (non-ANSI-stel) characteristic 

and switch, 4-70 
NAS char,acteristic, 4-70 
natural language translation, NLX 

char.:lcteristic, 4-70 
NBS,4-82: 

See also Network Bus Adapter 
NET directory, 5-65 
network 

access to AOSNS from, 5-2 
directory (NET), 5-65 
hostname, 5-34 
softwar4e, 4-S1, 5-14 

startiIllg (with UP.CLI), 5-39 
stopping (with DOWN.CLI), 

5-42--5-43 
Network Bus Adapter, 4-82 
NEWFS CHECKLIST file, B-13 
NEWFS=l\DGRATION directory file, 

B-13 
NEWFS_~nGRATION.DOC file, B-13 
NEWFS_ V{ORKSHEET file, B-13 
NEWTASKSR file, B-13 
INLX char~:lcteristic and switch, 4-70 
non-ANSI standard terminal (NAS 

characteristic), 4-70 
NRM Chal1:lcteristic, 4-70 
INRM characteristic and switch, 4-70 

o 
OFC characteristic, 4-70 
IOFC characteristic and switch, 4-70 
OFF.CLI macro, 5-28-5-29 
OIS CONNECTION, 5-64 
OIS directory, 5-64 
ON light, 6-6 
ON.CLI macro, 5-28-5-29 
OP,5-4 
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directory, B-13 
profile file, B-13 

Operating System Load Menu, 
6-13-6-27 

operator 
profile, 5-2, 5-4-5-9 
username,5-4 

output 
buffer byte length, 4-28 
flow control, 4-66 

overlay area, 8-8, 8-24, 8-35 
address, 8-18 

Owner access privilege, 8-20 

p 
page 

fault, 4-92, 4-95 
files, 4-92 

truncating, 4-87 
mode characteristic (PM), 4-70 
system parameter, 4-84, 4-93 

PAGE directory, 4-92-4-93, 5-65, 8-2, 
8-18 

designating an LDtJ for, 4-93 
paging 

demand, 4-92 
specifying parameters in VSGEN, 

4-92-4-96 
panics (system), 6-49 

file, 4-112 
Parameter (VSGEN command), 4-84 
parameters, system 

changing in VSGEN, 4-84 
displaying in VSGEN, 4-84 
specifying in VSGEN, 4-84-4-96 

PARU.16.SR file, B-13 
PARU.32.SR file, B-13 
PARU_LONG.SR file, B-13 
PASSWORD, 32-bit CLI default 

password, 5-40, 7-10, B-13 
password 

changing, 5-14, 5-25 
encryption, 5-5-5-6 
of operator, 5-5 

PATCH.PR program file, B-13 
patches, 4-100,6-4 

warning, 4-111 
patterns (surface analysis), 2-7, 3-7 

PBX, 4-36, 
PCOpy program, 8-18 

files, B·, 13 
PED program, files, B-14 
PER directory. See @ (:PER directory) 
Peripheral Microcode Installer, 7-13 
peripherals directory. See @ (:PER 

directory) 
PID2 

initial IPC message, specifying in 
VSGEN,4-86 

initial p,rogram, specifying in 
VSGEN,4-85 

using UJI change default terminal 
characteristics, 4-70 

PIDCALL._CHECK+ files, B-14 
PIDSIZE.GLI file, B-14 
PIMnRS program file, B-14 
pixel-mapped terminal, as system 

cons()lle, 4-23 
PLNERM]~S.OB file, B-14 
plotter 

charactA~ristics (table), 4-80 
initializing, 5-21 
specifying in VSGEN, 4-79 

PM characteristic, 4-70 
/PM charalc1eristic and switch, 4-70 
PM.CLI file, B-14 
PMAP, 5-38 
PMGR directory, 5-64 
PMGR program, 5-63 

file, B-14 
LPMGR file, B-12 

power failures, 6-83-6-84 
POWER s,ritch, 6-4, 6-7-6-11 

warninil~, 1-11 
PR LOAD/RESET switch, 6-7, 6-10 
pre-emptible processes, 5-15 
PREDITO:R, 5-1, 5-9-5-18 

comma11lds, 5-4-5-9, 5-11-5-20 
creating: operator profile, 5-4--5-9 
creating: user profiles, 5-9-5-18 
leaving, 5-18 

PREDITOR program, file, B-14 
preinstalled AOSNS 

LAC controllers in, 4-60 
LMC controllers in, 4-60-4-61 

printer, queue, 5-3, 5-19-5-20 
starting, 5-20 
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printers 
data channel. See printers, line 
forms directory (FORMS), 5-64 
laser, 4-77 

initializing, 5-21 
specifying in VSGEN, 4-78 

letter-quality 
initializing, 5-21 
specifying in VSGEN, 4-77 

line 
documentation, v 
initializing, 5-21 
specifying in VSGEN, 4-77-4-78 

slave, 4-45, 4-79 
starting, with UP.CLI, 5-38 
upperease-only, 5-20,5-38 

priority change privilege, 5-17 
Private Branch Exchange, 4-36 
privileges 

LDU access, 2-7,3-7 
modem, 5-7 
Superprocess,5-16 
Superuser, 5-14, 5-16 
System Manager, 5-16 
user, 5-9-5-18 

PROC directory, 5-65 
PROCESS, command, 5-19 
process groups, 4-87 
processes, maximum number (VSGEN 

parameter), 4-96 
processor errors, 6-54-6-56 
processor, additional, 5-35 
profile, user, guidelines for creating, 

5-5-5-18 
profiles 

CEO, 5-9 
operator, 5-2 
user, 5-2 

creating, 5-1, 5-9-5-18 
program 

change (PREDlTOR option), 
5-12-5-13 

]oading, 4-94-4-95 
]og-on, 5-12-5~ 13 

PWR 
light, 6-9 
switch, 6-5,6-11 

PWR FAULT light, 6-4 

Q 

QCMP queue cleanup program, file, 
B-14 

QPRINT command, 5-23 
queue 

batch, 5-19 
mount., 5-19 
printer, 5-3, 5-19 

starting, 5-20 
priori~y, 5-17 
spool, S-19 

QUEUE directory, 5-64 
QUEUES file, 5-19 
Quit (VSGEN command), 4-99-4-100 

R 
RADIX (SCP CLI command), 6-3 
RAM.S. disks, 3-5 
RAx characteristics, 4-70 
RCX70, 4-84, 4-121, 5-40, 5-53 
RDOS program file, B-14 
Read aCCE~SS privilege, 8-20 
real-timE! CPU clock, 4-85 
recovery, from power failure, 

6-83-6-84 
release 

notice, vi 
filename, 7-2 

tapes (AOSIVS), 3-2 
RELEAS]~ command, 5-43 
remap arE~a, 8-18, 8-25,8-35 
REMEMBER.eLI macro, 5-32 
remote 

access 1;0 AOSNS, 5-2-5-3 
logon, t;-14 

REMOTE light, 6-4 
REPORT program, file, B-14 
RESET 

SCP CLI command, 6-3 
switch, 6-8, 6-11 

resident processes, 5-15 
RESOLV1~.LB file, B-14 
Resource :Management Agent. See 

RMA 
restart, auto, 4-83 
RESTAR1~ command, 6-11 
RESTORE.eLI file, B-14 
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RESTORE_TAPE.CLI file, B-14 
revisions, AOSNS, 2-2, 3-2 

file format of media, 7-1 
installing, 7-2-7-10 
numbers, 7-1 
problems and restrictions, 7-9-7-10 
reloading old revisions, 7-13 

ring buffers, 4-28 
RINGLOAD.PR file, B-15 
RJE80, 4-82, 4-119, 5-53 
RMA, 5-2-5-3, 5-14 
root directory (:), 1-5,5-63 
RUN light, 6-6, 6-8, 6-9 
RUNTIME.SR file, B-15 

S 
SAMPLE_COOP.C file, B-15 
SCOM program, file, B-15 
SCOPE, 6-3 
SCP, 1-4,6-1-6-3 

documentation, v 
loading to disk, 3-16 
system media, 2-2, 3-2 
updates, 7-11-7-13 
See also SCP CLI 

SCP CLI, 1-11, 1-13, 6-1-6-3 
commands (table), 6-2-6-3 

SCP OS. See SCP 
SCP-CLI. See SCP eLI 
script files. See FIXUP 
search list, 4-5, 4-14 
security 

and windowing, 5-38 
C2 systems, 5-10 

security issues, passworo encryption 
and,5-5-5-9 

SED text editor, 5-25-5-32 
documentation, vi 
files, B-15 
SED.CLI macro, 5-27-5-28 

Selective Preamble Editor (SPRED), 
4-94 

SETUP.CLI file, B-15 
SFF characteristic, 4-68, 4-71 
/SFF characteristic and switch, 4-71 
shared LDU, 8-5 
shutdown 

abnonnal, 6-47-6-56 

normal, 6-11-6-20 
SKIPS.SR file, B-15 
slave printer, 4-45,4-79 
SLDCU.PR file, B-15 
SLISC.PR file, B-15 
SLM, 4-119, 4-120 
SMCD characteristic, 4-71 
ISMCD characteristic and switch, 4-71 
SMI, 4-96-4-97 

files, B-15 
SNA network, 4-82 
soft console, 6-2 
Software 

Subscription Service, 7-1 
Trouble Report, 6-50 

software,. trouble report (STR), 6-52, 
6-54 

son processes, 5-15 
SON.SRfile, B-16 
sons 

See also son processes 
unlimited, 5-15 

space (di:sk), 5-7 
SPEAKSR file, B-16 
Spec (VSGEN command), 4-98 
spec file 

checking for errors, 4-112-4-113 
creating, in VSGEN, 4-98 
for synchronous devices, 4-119, 

4-]j~ 

See also VSGEN 
SPEED t.ext editor, files, B-16 
split baud rate, on IAC-8 or IJRMSC, 

4-6~7 

split baud rates, 4-45 
spool, queue, 5-19 
SPRED program, 4-94-4-96 

files, B-16 
ST charalcteristic, 4-71 
1ST char:acteristic and switch, 4-71 
STACKE:R program, files, B-16 
START (Scp eLI command), 6-3 
start, cold 

DS/4000-series system, 6-25-6-27 
DS/7500 system, 6-20-6-21 
MV/1000 DC system, 6-20-6-21 
MV/10000 system, 6-14--6-15 
MV/1~lOO DC system, 6-20-6-21 
MV/H5000 system, 6-12-6-14 
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MV/18000 system, 6-12-6-14 
MV12000 DC system, 6-20-6-21 
MV/20000 system, 6-12-6-14 
MV/2500 DC system, 6-20-6-21 
MV/3000-series systems, 6-20-6-21 
MV/4000 DC system, 6-25-6-27 
MV/4000 SC system, 6-25-6-27 
MV/4000 system, 6-23--6-25 
MV/40000 system, 6-12 
MV /5000-series systems, 6-20-6-21 
MV/6000 system, 6-21-6-22 
MV/8000 C system, 6-14-6-15 
MV/8000 II system, 6-14-6-15 
MV/8000 system, 6-16-6-18 

starter system (AOSNS), 3-14-3-26 
bringing up, 2-14-2-34 
installing 

from diskette, 2-10-2-12 
from tape, 2-10-2-17, 3-12-3-14 

STARTER.SYS+ files, B-16 
STARTER_HELP file, B-16 
startuJr-shutdown summary, 

6-17-6-20 
STATUS switch, 6-6 
STR (software trouble report), 6-50, 

6-52,6-54 
files to submit, B-16 

Su) (AOSNS CLI Superuser prompt), 
viii 

Superprocess privilege, 5-16, 5-28 
Superuser privilege, 5-14, 5-16, 5-28 
surface analysis, 2-7, 3-7, 3-8, 

8-21-8-43 
times to run (table), 8-22 

SWAP directory, 4-92-4-93, 5-65, 8-2, 
8-18 

designating an LDU for, 4-93 
swap files, 4-92 

size, 4-95 
truncating, 4-86 
variable, 4-86, 4-95 

Swap system parameter, 4-84, 4-93 
swapping, specifying parameters in 

VSGEN, 4-92-4-96 
SWAT debugger, 5-13 
switches 

front panel, 6-4-6-11 
VSGEN, 4-6 

synchronous 

communications multiplexor, 4-119 
devices:, 4-119-4-123 

SYS FAULT light, 6-4 
SYS RST switch, 6-4 
SYS+ files, B-17 
SYS_REV file, B-17 
SYSBOOT, 9-1 

files, B-17 
installiIlg from diskette, 2-11 
installing from tape, 2-13, 3-12 

SYSDISKETI'E.CU macro, B-17 
SYSERMES.OB file, B-17 
SYSGEN directory, 1-5, 5-64 
SYSGEN directory file, B-17 
SYSID conlmand, 5-34 
SYSID.+.SR files, B-17 
SYSLOG command, 5-35 
SYSMGR 

directory, B-17 
profile fi:le, B-17 

SYSTAPE.CLI macro, 4-114, B-17 
System 

Control Program. See SCP 
Managelment Interface (SMI), 4-89, 

4-96-4-97 
Managelr, privilege, 5-16 

system 
bootstrap, area, 8-34 
buffers, ·4-94 
console 

documEmtation, v 
pixel-Dlapped, 4-23 
specifying in VSGEN, 4-23 

default, l:hanging, 4-116-4-117 
diskette£;, making, 4-115 
filename, 4-100 
:files 

loading from diskette, 2-18-2-19 
loading from tape, 2-19-2-20 

generation directory. See SYSGEN 
direct()ry 

ID,5-34 
log file, 5-35 
managernent interface (SM!), files, 

B-15 
media, C-l, D-2 
name, 4-97 
symbol table, copying at ESD, 6-51 
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pageable pages (VSGEN parame
ter),4-94 

tape,lDaking,4-114-4-115 
system console, ANSI/non-ANSI 

standard (NAS, XLT), 4-70 
SYSTEM switch, 6-6, 6-8, 6-11 
SYSTEM_CALL_SAMPLES directory, 

5-64, B-17 

T 
tab simulation characteristic CST), 

4-71 
TAILORED_ERME8.CLI macro, 

5-56-5-57 
Taiwanese character support 

DKHW characteristic, 4-69 
GIGO character set, 4-69 

tape 
AOSNS system media, 2-2 
bootstrap utility, 3-12 
capacities (table), 4-·19 
controllers 

specifying in VSGEN, 4-19-4-22 
types and names (table), 4-20 

errors, 6-55-6-56 
system, making, 4-114-4-115 
units, documentation, v 

tape unit (MTJ) model numbers, 4-19 
TAPE_BACKUP.CLI file, B-17 
TAPE_RESTORE.CLI file, B-17 
TAR+ program, files, B-17 
TAR_ VS program, files, B-17 
TBOOT program, 3-12, B-14 

file, B-17 
TCC characteristic, 4-71 
!TCC characteristic and switch, 4-71 
TCD characteristic, 4-71 
ITCD characteristic and switch, 4-71 
TCPIIP, 4-81, 4-119, 5··2, 5-14 
ITDW characteristic and switch, 4-72 
Technical Maintenance Menu, 

6-7-6-10 
telnet, 5-14 
ternplates,usernarne, 8-19 
TERMANAGER, download, protocol 

of, 4-45-4-46 
terminal 

enabling, 5-22 

with UP.eLI, 5-40 
names, f)-22 
user, 4-2:4 

cOnSOlE! filenames, 4-27 
terminal, user, enabling, automatic 

baud selection, 4-67 
'ThnnManager, 56-57 
terms, AOSNS, documentation, vi 
'ThnnServer, 4-24, 56-57 
TEST switch, 6-4 
testing, a tailored system, 4-110-4-113 
trHC characteristic and switch, 4-72 
TIME command, 6-6 
time-out delay, changing, 6-8 
TIMEOUT..SR file, B-18 
II'LT chara.cteristic and switch, 4-72 
11'0 characteristic and switch, 4-72 
TPMS, 5-40 
TrY (SCP eLI command), 6-3 
turning oft'messages (NRM 

characteristic),4-70 

U 
UAC contr,)ller, 4-25, 4-60 
fUCO characteristic and switch, 4-72 
UCO line characteristic, 4-72 
UDD directory, 1-5,5-9,5-65, B-18 
ULC characteristic, 4-74 
IULC characteristic and switch, 4-72 
unit, name, disk, 3-5-3-27 
universal time, offset 

changinl~ at system initiatization, 
6-5 

specifying in VSGEN, 4-88-4-89 
UNIX system, dumpinglloading files 

in cpio fhnnat, B-5 
in tar fOlrmat, B-17 

unlimited, sons, 5-15 
UP.CLI malCTO, 5-25, 5-33-5-41, 5-63 

file, B-IB 
saIDplelnacro,5~-49 

testing, 5-44-5-47 
UP.LOG file, 5-33 
UP_EXEC.CLI macro, B-18 
UPD directory, 5-9,5-64, B-18 
update, notice, vi 
UPDATE directory, 5-65, B-18 
update tool, 4-100, 7-8-7-9 

errors, 7-10 
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logfile,7-10 
UPDATE+ files, B-18 
updates 

AOSNS, 2-2,3-2,4-100,7-8-7-9 
file format of media, 7-1 
installing, 7-2-7-10 
numbers, 7-1 
problems and restrictions, 

7-9-7-10 
reloading old updates, 7-13 

disk microcode, 7-13 
emulator, 7-11-7-13 
manuals, 7-10 
microcode, 7-2, 7-11-7-13 
Sep,7-11-7-13 
tailored system, 4-100 

UPPER file, B-18 
upper- and lowercase characters, 

terminal roLC), 4-72 
uppercase conversion on terminal 

(UCO),4-72 
uppercase-only terminal, 4-41 
URT +.LB files, B-18 
use IPC, CEO requirement, 5-13 
user 

applications 
starting (with UP.CLI), 5-39 
stopping (with DOWN.eLI), 

5-42-5-43 
connnnent, 5-8, 5-18 
directory, 5-9 

space quota, 5-17 
directory directory. See UDD direc-

tory 
group (NADGUG), ix 
profile directory. See UPD 
profile editor. See PREDITOR 
profiles. See profiles 
terminals, 4-24 

usemame, 5-2 
and access to AOSNS via networks, 

5-2-5-10 
assigning, 5-11 
changing, 5-15 
groups, 5-2 
of operator, 5-4 
templates and access types, 8-19 

UTIL directory, 1-5,5-63, B-18 
utiliti es directory. See UTIL directory 

Verify (VSGEN command), 4-13 
virtual 

console, 5-14 
mem<llry, 4-92 

Virtual ~rerminal Agent, 5-2, 5-14 
VSGEN,5-13 

addinJg or editing line groups, 4-10, 
4-2'7,4-63 

asynchronous line controllers, spec-
ifying, 4-24-4-64 

Build command, 4-98-4-99 
comm:mds, 4-8 
Curre1rlt command, 4-12-4-13 
disk c(,ntroller, specifying, 

4-1fi-4-18 
errorrnessages,4-99 
errors,. 4-112-4-113 
examples, 4-100-4-109 
files CJ'eated by, 4-7 
Help, 10-11 
leaving, 4-99-4-100 
mistU:es, 4-9 
Model command, 4-15 
Name ,command, 4-97 
param1eters 

max byte transfer, 4-21 
max program. load, 4-94 
maxiJnum number of processes, 
4-96 

Quit c<l,mmand, 4-99-4-96 
Spec c<llmmand, 4-98 
spec file, 4-8 
specifying system devices, 

4-14-4-64 
switches, 4-6 
system console, specifying, 4-23 
tape controllers, specifying, 

4-19---4-22 
Verify c:ommand, 4-13 

VSGEN program, files, B-19 
VSGEN+ Help files, B-19 
VT100 terminal, 4-25, 4-45 
VT100-compatJble tenninals, 

characteristic (XLT), 4-73 
VTA, 5-2-5-3, 5-14 
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W 
WAIT_FOR_PORT.CLI files, B-19 
warm start (all systems), 6-3-6-6 
WHOS.CLI macro, 5-29, 6-12, B-19 
windowing, 5-37-5-38 
working set, 4-92-4-93 

limit, 5-17 
Write access privilege, 8-20 
WRITE.SR file, B-19 
WRP characteristic, 4-72 
IWRP characteristic and switch, 4-72 
XHELP.CU file, B-19 

X 
X.25, 4-81,4-82 
X-OFF, X-ON flow control 

characteristics (lFC, OFC), 4-69 

XBAT.PR file, B-19 
XERMES.OB file, B-19XNET.PR file, 

B-l~~ 

XHELP.CLI file, B-19Xl\fNT.PR file, 
B-1!} 

XLPT pr()gram, file, B-19 
IXLT characteristic and switch 

(VT100 terminals), 4-73 
XODIAC/XTS, 4-82,4-119, 5-2, 5-14, 

5-651 
See also XODIACIXTS 

XTS,4-8Jl 
XYZZY.+ files, B-19 

Z 
ZERMES.OB file, B-19 
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Document Set 

For Users 

Learning to Use Your AOS/vs System (069-000031) 

A primer for a1J users, this manual introduces AOSNS (but the material applies to 
AOSNS IT) through interactive sessions with the CLI, the SED and SPEED text 
editors, programming languages, Assembler, and the Sort/Merge utility. Using the Cll 
(AOS andAOSIVS) is a good follow-up. 

Using the CU (AOS/VS and AOS/VS II) (093-000646) 

For all users, this manual explains the AOSNS and AOSNS n file and directory 
structure and how to use the CLI, a command line interpreter, as the interface to the 
operating system. This manual explains how to use the CU macro facility, and 
includes a dictionary of CLI commands and pseudomacI'os. 

Using the AOS/VS System Management Inlet/ace (SMl) (069-000203) 
Using the AOSIVS 11 System Management Interface (SMI) (069·-000311) 

For those working with preinstalled systems and those on regular systems who want an 
alternative to the Cll, the SM! is an easy-to-use, menu-driven program that helps 
you with system management functions and some file maintenance tasks. 

AOS/vs and AOS{VS II Glossary (069-000231) 

For all users, this manual defines important terms used in AOSNS and AOSNS n 
manuals, both regular and preinstalled. 

SED Text Editor User's Manual (AOS andAOS/vs) (093-000249) 

For all users, this manual explains how to use SED, an easy-to-use screen-oriented 
text editor that lets you program function keys to make I'epetitive tasks easier. The 
SED Text Editor template (093-000361) accompanies this manual. 

For System Managers and Operators 

Slarting and Updating PreinstaliedAOSIVS on ECLIPSE MV/3500"" DC and MV/5000"" DC 

Series Systems (069-000481) 
Starting and Updating Preinstalkd AOSIVS lIon ECLIPSE Mfl73500"" DC and MV/5000 no 

DC Series Systems (069-000480) 

For those working with preinstalled (as opposed to regular) operating systems on 
ECLIPSE ECLIPSE MV /3500 '1M DC and MV /5000 '1M DC Series computers, these 
manuals explain how to start, update, and change certain system parameters. The 
manuals also help you interpret error messages and codl~s. Companion manuals are 
Using the AOSIVS System Management Interface and Usillg the AOSIVS II System 

Management Interface. 
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IT you have one of these computer systems, use the pertinent manual above; discard 
any other Starting and Updating Preinstalled manuals ~:>u receive. 

Starting and Updating PreinstalIedAOS/vs (069-000293) 
Starting and Updating PreinstalIedAOS/vs II (069-000294) 

For those working with preinstaJled (as opposed to regular) operating systems on all 
computers except ECLIPSE MV/5000 Series systems, these manuals explain how to 
start, update, and change certain system parameters. lbe manuals also help you 
interpret error messages and codes. Companion manuals are Using the AOS/vs 
System Management Interface and Using the AOS/VS n System Management Interface. 

Injomuztion Update: StaTting }bur ECLIPSE MV/1OOO DC (014-001728) 

Updates Starting and Updllting PreinstalledAOS/vs and Starting and Updllting 
PreinstaOedAOS/VS II. 

Installing, Starting, and StoppingAOSIVS (093-000675) 
Installing, Starting, and StoppingAOS/vs H (093-000539) 

For system managers and operaton of regular (as opposed to preinstalled) systems, 
these manuals explain the steps necessary to format disks, install a tailored operating 
system, create the multiuser environment, update the system or microcode, and 
routinely start up and shut down the system. AOSIVS andAOSIVS II Error and Status 
Messages and MalUlgingAOSIVS andAOS/vs II are companions to these manuals. 

AOS/vs andAOS/vs II Menu-Based Utilities (093-000650) 

A template. A number of system management programs, such as Disk Jockey, 
VSGEN, and the SM!, use the function keys indicated on this template. 

AOS/vs andAOS/VS II Enorand Status Messages (093-000540) 

For aU users, but especially for system managers and operators of regular systems, this 
manual lists error and status messages, their source and meaning, and appropriate 
responses. This manual complements Installing, Startin8~ and Stopping AOS/VS, 
Installing, Starting, and Stopping AOS/vs II, and Managing AOS/vs andAOS/vs II. 

Managing AOS/vs and A OS/VS II (093-000541) 

For system managers and operators, this manual explains managing an AOSNS or 
AOSNS n system. Programmers will also find material of interest to them. Managing 
tasks include such topics as editing user profiles, backing up and restoring files, using 
runtime tools, and so forth. Separate supplements deSCIibe the EXEC program, which 
manages the multiuser environment. This manual complements the "Installing" 
manuals, whether for regular or preinstalled systems. 
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For Programmers 

SPEED !at Editor (AOS andAOSIVS) User's Manual (093-(JOO197) 

For programmers, this manual explains how to use SPEED, a powerfu] (but 
unforgiving) character-oriented text editor. 

AOS/VS Macroassembler (MASM) Reference Manual (093-000242) 

For assembly language programmers, this reference manual describes the use and 
operation of the MASM utility, which works under AOSNS and AOSNS n. 

AOS/VS Link and Library Fue Editor (LFE) User's Manulll (093-000245) 

For AOSNS and AOSNS n programmers, this manual describes the Link utility, 
which builds executable program files from object modules and hbrary files, and which 
can also be used to create programs to run under the AOS, MP/AOS, RDOS, RTOS, 
or DG/UX 1M operating systems. This manual also describes the library File Editor 

. utility, LFE, for creating, editing, and analyzing library files; and the utilities 
CONVERT and MKABS, for manipulating RDOS and RTOS files. 

AOS/VS Debugger and File Editor User's Manual (093-000246) 

For assembly language programmers, this manual describes using the AOSNS and 
AOSNS n debugger for examining program files, and the file editor FED for 
examining and modifying locations in any kind of disk file, including program and text 
files. The AOSIVS Debug/FED template (093-000396) a,ccompanies this manual. 

AOSrvs System Concepts (093-000335) 

For system programmers and application programmers who write assembly-language 
subroutines, this manual explains basic AOSNS system concepts, most of which apply 
to AOSNS IT as well. This manual complements both volumes of the AOS/VS, 
AOS/VS II, and AOS/RT32 System Call Dictionary. 

AOS/VS, AOSIVS II, andAOS/RT32 System Call Dictionary, ?A through ?M (093-000542) 
AOS/vS, AOSIVS II, and AOS/RT32 System Call Dictionary, ?N through ?Z (093-000543) 

For system programmers and application programmers who want to use system caUs, this 
two-volume manual provides detailed information about system calls, including their use, 
syntax, accumulator input and output values, parameter packets, and error codes. AOSIVS 
System Concepts is a companion manual. 

Other Related Documents 

A OS/VS and A OSfVS II Performance Package User's Manu.al (093-000364) 

For system managers, this manual explains how to use the AOSNS and AOSNS IT 
Performance Package (Model 30718), a separate product that is useful for analyzing 
and perhaps improving the performance of AOSNS and AOSNS II systems. 
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Backing Up and Restoring Files With DUMP _3ILOAD _3 (093--000561) 

For system managers, operators, and experienced users,. this manual explains the 
DUMP _3/LOAD _3 product, separately available, which provides backup and 
enhanced restoration functions, including precise indexing of files on a backup tape 
set. 

Configuring and Managing the High-Availability Disk-Array I MY (B.A.DAI MV) 

Subsystem (014-002160) 

For system managers of the High-Availability Disk·-ArraylMV subsystem (a 
separate product that requires AOSIVS II), this manual explains how to 
configure, operate, and replace subsystem controllel:s, disk modules, and tape 
modules. This manual also explains how to replace fans, power supplies, and 
other subsystem hardware. 

Configuring lbLU Network with XTS (093-00689) 

For network administrators, managers, or operators responsible for designing, 
configuring, or maintaining a network management syste:m, this manual describes how 
to manage and operate Data General's XODIAC'" 'Ihmsport Service (XTS and XTS 
IT) under AOSNS and AOSNS II. 

InstaIlingandAdministering DG TCPIIP (093-701027) 

For network managers and operators, this manuaJ explains how to instaJI and manage 
a TCP/IP network under AOSNS. 

Managing AOS/VS II ONC'" INFse Services (093-000667) 

For network managers and operators, this manual explains how to install and manage 
an ONe Network File server software under AOSNS II. 

ManagingAOS{VS II TCPIIP (093-000704) 

For network managers and operators, this manuaJ explains how to install and manage 
a TCP/IP network under AOSIVS n. 

Managing and Operating the XODIAC'" Network Management System (093-000260) 

For network managers and operators, this manual describes how to install and 
manage the Data General proprietary network software. 

Managing XTS II with DGIOpenNMS (093-000698) 

For network managers and operators, this manual explains how to use DG/OpenNMS 
to manage the XTS II transport service for large communications networks. It also 
identifies the Xl'S II components and explains how to use~ the NMI menus and 
screens to manage the XTS II subsystems and the Messag.e Transport Agent (MTA). 

Managing lVur DGIPC*Integratioll Network with DGIONMS (093-000624) 

For network managers, this manual explains how to manage XTS II and 
DG/PC*Integration components with DG/OpenNMS. 
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Managing lOur Network with DG/OpenNMS (093-000486) 

For network managers, administrators, and operators, this manual descnbes how to 
use the DG/OpenNMS software. It also explains how to load the software, create the 
DG/OpenNMS environment, and use the Network Management Interface (NMI) to 
manage the network. 

Managing lOur XODlAC''''' Network with DG/ONMS (093-000625) 

For network managers, this manual explains how to manage XTS II, MTA, and the 
XODIAC agents (FTA, RMA, and SVfA) with DG/Ope:nNMS. 

Using CLASP (Class Assignment and Scheduling Package) (093-000422) 

For system managers, this manual explains how to use the AOSNS and AOSNS IT 
Class Assignment and Scheduling Package (Model 31134), a separate product that is 
useful for tailoring process scheduling to the needs of a specific site. 

Using the Dump Tool (093-000519) 

For experienced system programmers and operating system experts, this manual 
explains how to use the Dump Too) to find and display the values of locations in 
memory dump and break files. 
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TO ORDER 
1 An order can be placed with the TIPS group in two ways: 

A MAIL ORDER - Use the order form on the opposite page and fill in all requested information. Be sure to 
include shipping charges and local sales tax. If applicabIE~, write in your tax exempt number in the 

space provided on the order fonn. 

B Send your order form with payment to: Data General Corporation 
ATTN: Educational ServiceslTlPS G 155 
4400 Computer Drive 
VVestboro,~ 01581-9973 

C TELEPHONE - Call TIPS at (508) 870-1600 for all orders that will be charged by credit card or paid for 
by purchase orders over $50.00. Operators are available fro~m 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM EST. 

METHOD OF PAYMENT 
2 As a customer, you have several payment options: 

A Purchase Order - Minimum of $50. If ordering by mail, a hard copy of the purchase order must 
accompany order. 

B Check or Money Order-Make payable to Data General Corporation. Credit Card -A minimum order of 
$20 is required for MasterCard or Visa orders. 

SHIPPING 
3 '1b determine the charge for UPS shipping and handling, check the total quantity of units in your order 

and refer to the following chart: 
Total Quantity Shipping -" BandIiDg Charge 

1-4 Items 

&-10 Items 

11-40 Items 

41-200 Items 

$J5.00 

$8.00 

$10.00 

$3,0.00 

Over 200 Items $100.00 

If overnight or second day shipment is desired, this information should be indieated on the order fOrID. 
A separate charge win be determined at time of shipment and added to your bill. 

VOLUME DISCOUNTS 
4 The TIPS discount schedule is based upon the total value of the order. 

Order Amount 

$0-$149.99 

$150-$499.99 

Over $500 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Diseoun1~ 

0% 

10% 

20% 

5 Read the TIPS terms and conditions on the reverse side of the order form carefully. These must be 
adhered to at all times. 

DELIVERY 
6 Allow at least two weeks for delivery. 

RETURNS 
7 Items ordered through the TIPS catalog may not be returned for credit. 
S Order discrepancies must be reported within 15 days of shipment date. Contact your TIPS 

Administrator at (508) 870-1600 to notify the TIPS department of any problems. 

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS 
9 Customers outside of the United States must obtain documentation from their local Data General 

Subsidiary or Representative. Any TIPS orders received by Data General U.S. Headquarters will be 
forwarded to the appropriate DG Subsidiary or Representative for processing. 





Mail To: 
TIPS ORDER FORM 

Data General Corporation 
Attn: Educational ServicesITlPS G 155 
4400 Computer Drive 
Westboro, MA 01581 - 9973 

COMPANY NAME COMPANY -----------------------------AITN: ATTN: 
ADDRESS ADDR~ESS~(~N~()~~P~O~~~------------------~ 
C~ C~ 
STATE ZIP STATE-------------ZI-------I 

---------- ----------------------
Priority Code ________ (See label on back of catalog) 

Authorized SignabJle of Buyer 
to terms & concitions on reverse 

1-4 Items 
5-10 Items 
11-40 Items 
41-200 Items 

Atm 
$5.00 
$8.00 

$10.00 
$30.00 

00.00 

Additional charge to be determined at tne of 
shipment and added to your bil. 

D UPS Blue Label (2 day shipping) 
[] Red Label (oVEtmiaht stlippinQ) 

o Purchase Order Attached ($50 minimum) 

Title 

Order Amount 
$0-$149.99 
$150-$499.99 
Over $500.00 

P.O. number is . (Include hardcopy P.O.) 

Save 

0% 
10% 
20% 

o Check or Money Order Enclosed o Visa 0 MasterCard . ($20 minimum on credit cards) 

Account Number Expiration Date 

II111111111111111 I 1 1 I I 

Authorized SignabJre 
(Credit card cxders without signature and expiration date cannot be processed.) 

Date Phone (Area Code) Ext. 

Tax IExempt # 
or Sales Tax 
[If applicable) 

ORDERlOTAL 

TOTAL _. See C 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER 

+ 

+ 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE wrTHOUT PRIOR NOTICE. 
PlEASE AllOW 2 WEEKS FOR OEUVERY. 

NO REFUNDS NO RETURNS 

• Data General is required by law to coIect appIcabIe sales or use tax on aD 
pwehases shipped to states where OG maintains a place of business. which 
covers aD SO states. Please include your local taxes when detennining the tecal 
value of your order. If you are uncertain aboUt the conect tax amount. please 
call 5()8.~1600. 



Fonn702 
Rev. 8187 

DATA GENERAL CORPORATION 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION AND PUBLICATIONS SERVICE 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
Data General Corporation (-DGCj provides its Technical Information and Publications Service (TIPS) solely in accordance with the following 
tenns and concltions and more specifically to the Customer signing the Educational Services TIPS Order Fonn. These terms and concitions 
apply to all orders, telephone, telex, or mail. By accepting these products the Customer accepts and agrees to be bound by these terms and 
concitions. 

1. CUSTOMER CERTiRCATION 
Customer hereby certifies that it is the owner or lessee of the DGC equipment andfor licensee/StJb-.licensee of the software which is 1he subject 
matter of the publication(s) ordered hereunder. 

2. TAXES 
Customer shall be responsible for aD taxes, inclucing taxes paid or payable by DGC for products or services supplied under this Agraement, 
exclusive of taxes based on DGC's net income, unless CUstomer provides written proof of exemption. 

3. DATA AND PROPRIETARY RIGHTS 
Portions of the publications and materials supplied under this Agreement are proprietary and will be so marked. Customer shall abide by such 
markings. OGC retains for itself exclusively aD proprietary rights (inducing manufacturing lrights) in and to all designs, engineering details and 
other data pertaining to the products described in such publication. licensed software materials are provided pursuant to the terms and concitions 
of the Program License Agreement (PLA) between the CUstomer and DGC and such PLA is made a part of and incorporated into this Agraement 
by reference. A copyright notice on any data by itself does not constitute or evidence a publication or public cisctosure. 

4. UIITED MEDIA WARRANTY 
DGC wanants the Cli Macros media, provided by DGC to the Customer under this Agreement, against physical defects for a period of ninety 
(90) days from the date of shipment by DGC. DGC will replace defective mecia at no charge to you, provided it is returned postage prepaid to 
DGC within the ninety (90) day warranty period. This shaH be your exdusive remedy and I)GC's sole obligation and liability for defective media. 
This limited media warranty does not apply if the mecia has been damaged by accident, abuse or misuse. 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY 
EXcePT FOR THE UMITED MEDIA WARRANTY HOlED ABOVE, DGC MAKES NO WARRANllES, EXPRESS OR IMPLED, INCLUDING, 
BUT NOT LIMITED 10, WARRANT1ES OF MERCHANTABIUTY AND RTNESS FOR PARnCULAR PURPOSE ON ANY OF THE 
PUBUCATIONS, CU MACROS OR MATERIALS SUPPUED HEREUNDER. 

6. UMITAnON OF UABIUTY 
A. CUSlOMER AGREES THAT DGC'S UABIUTY, IF ANY, FOR DAMAGES, INCWDlNG BUT NOT UMITED TO UABIUTY ARISING OUT 
OF CONTRACT, NEGUGENCE, STRICT UABIUTY IN TORT OR WARRANTY SHALL NOT EXCEED THE CHARGES PAID BY 
CUSTOMER FOR THE PARnCULAR PUBUCATJON OR CU MACAO INVOLVED. THIS U,.TATION OF UABIUTY SHALL NOT APPLY 
TO CLAIMS FOR PERSONAL INJURY CAUSED SOLELY BY DGC'S NEGUGENCE. OTHER THAN THE CHARGES REFERENCED 
HEREIN, IN NO EVENT SHALL DGC BE UABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES 
WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING BUT NOT UMITED 10 LOST PRORTS AND DAMAGES RESULnNG FROM LOSS OF USE, OR LOST 
DATA, OR DEUVERY DELAYS, EVEN IF DGC HAS BEEN ADVISED, KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE KNOWN OF THE POSSIBIUTY 
THEREOF; OR FOR ANY CLAIM BY ANY THIRD PARTY. 

B. ANY ACTION AGAINST DGC MUST BE COMMENCED WITHIN ONE (1) YEAR AFTIER THE CAUSE OF ACTION ACCRUES. 

7. GENERAL 
A valid contract binding upon DGC wiD come into being only at the time of DGC's acceptance of the referenced Educational Services Order Form. 
Such contract is govemed by the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, excluding its confi"lCt of law rules. Such contract is not 
assignable. lhese terms and conditions constitute the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof and 
supersedes aH prior oral or written communications, agreements and understandings. These terms and conations shall prevail notwithstanding 
any arfferent, conflicting or adcitionaI terms and conditions which may appear on any order submitted by Customer. DGC hereby rejects all such 
different, conflicting, or additional tenns. 

8. IMPORTANT NOnce REGARDING AOSNS INTERNALS SERES (ORDER '1865 & 11875) 
Customer understands that information and material presented in the AOSNS Internals SelrieS documents may be specific to a particular revision 
of the product Consequently user programs or systems based on this infonnation and material may be revision-tocked and may not function 
property with prior or future revisions of the product Therefore, Data General makes no representations as to the utility of this information and 
material beyond the current revision level which is the subject of the manual. Any use thereof by you or your company is at your own risk. Data 
General disclaims any liability arising from any such use and I and my company (Customer) hold Data General completely harmless therefrom. 
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